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PREFACE
The journey of the Atmospheric Science Symposium (ATMOS), which is organized by the
Istanbul Technical University (ITU), Department of Meteorology, began in 1981. This year, we marked
our calendars for the 9th ATMOS. Considering the 38 years since the beginning of this journey, nine
meetings may sound too few for such an event. However, during this period, the ITU/Department of
Meteorology organized many other scientific meetings, which individually focused on several topics such
as water resources, air pollution, hydrometeorology, meteorological disasters, renewable energy and so on.
ATMOS, among these, is unique in the sense that it includes all these research topics and provides a
platform to communicate ideas and findings across disciplines. Hence, ATMOS became biennial since
2008 with the need to adapt to the increasing importance of atmospheric sciences in the modern world.
Since ATMOS has now become one of the very important traditional meetings of not only our
department, but also our country, as our department is the only department that provides BSc, MSc and
PhD in the atmospheric sciences, I would like to give you a very brief history on it. ATMOS was born as
a result of the need to bring the national scientists working in the field of atmospheric sciences together.
Its second goal was to create public awareness about the problems in the field of meteorology and related
fields such as hydrology, environmental sciences (via air quality and air pollution studies), agricultural
and forest meteorology, aeronautical meteorology etc. As a result, when the first ATMOS was held in
1981, it was a national meeting bringing together only the national scientists working in the field of
atmospheric sciences in Turkey. However, parallel to the developments in our departmental education
following the lines of the new mission and vision of our university, ATMOS became international after
the year 2011. Also, while it was organized in a more general sense without a specific main theme in the
past, today it is organized with main themes focusing on the critical problems of the world and
atmospheric sciences.
As you would appreciate, even a simple event in nature cannot be excluded and evaluated
separately from the effects of climate change. In this respect, climate change whether natural or
anthropogenic, will remain the most important issue regarding our future on this planet. Since it is closely
related to almost every sector and scientific discipline, the symposium organizing committee selected the
main theme for this year’s symposium as “Interactions Between Climate Change and Sectors”.
As can be seen from the symposium program, the interactions between climate change and
various sectors including agriculture, economy, energy, environment, forestry, health, society, tourism,
transportation and water resources were addressed and discussed during the three symposium days. In
addition, many papers covering other branches of atmospheric sciences and their application were
presented and discussed in the various sessions of the symposium.
At this point, I would like to thank again to all the scientists who contributed to the symposium
with their research papers.
Secondly, I would like to thank the respected referees who played an important role in the
scientific quality of the symposium. Thanks to the referees’ significant efforts during the peer review
process, we followed many qualified presentations in this symposium.
Of course, any meeting, regardless of the main theme, with such a broad spectrum of topics in
Atmospheric Sciences, cannot be accomplished without several facts:
I would like to start with the invited speakers of the symposium. They are all worldwide very
well-known and well-regarded scientists in their field of study. Here are our respected keynote speakers:
Dr. Andrea N. Hahmann from Technical University of Denmark, Dr. Anthony Lupo from University of
Missouri, Dr. Christian Bernhofer from Dresden Technical University, Dr. Josef Eitzinger from
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Dr. Reiji Kimura from Arid Land Research Center,
Tottori University, Dr. Timo Vesala from University of Helsinki, Finland and Dr. Zafer Aslan from
Istanbul Aydın University.
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Next, I would like to give our thanks to the sponsors of our symposium. Beyond all the
dimensions of a meeting such as the need for long hours of work time and dedication, perhaps the
finances are one of the most difficult, yet one of the most crucial parts. Hence, I would like to express my
gratitude to all sponsors of ATMOS whose financial support made it possible to organize this meeting.
With this, here, I would like to thank to: The Scientific And Technological Research Council Of Turkey,
Food And Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Turkish Water Foundation, Agricultural
Insurance Pool Management Company, Samsun Sinop Provinces Aquaculture Producers Association,
Lighthouse Worlwide Solutions Inc., ABB Electric Inc., Akarsu Engineering, BLG Chemical
Technologies Inc., Dolsar Engineering, Io Environmental Solutions Inc, Meteo Energy, Mikromet
Ecosystems Solutions, Sarıyer Municipality, Su-Yapi Engineering and Consulting Inc., Temelsu
International Engineering Sevices Inc.
Now, it is probably the most difficult but at the same time very honorable part of my duty as
being the chair of the symposium is to give my thanks to our symposium organization team without
which certainly this meeting could not be made it possible. Each of the organization committee member
worked very hard for the symposium and put their time and effort to make a successful organization.
Hope to meet you again at the next ATMOS meeting.

Prof. Dr. Kasım KOÇAK
Chair of ATMOS 2019
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What We Learned about the Wind Climate of Europe in the New European Wind Atlas
(NEWA)
In her talk, Dr Hahmann introduced the New European Mesoscale Wind Atlas (NEWA) to the ATMOS
2019 attendees. She explained that their research involves many collaborators from Europe, including
Denmark, Latvia, Germany, Sweden, Spain and Turkey. Her presentation focused on the insights they
gained during the project. The first, and most important, aim of the project was to find the best WRF
model setup for the production run that forms the basis of the mesoscale and microscale wind atlas
currently available in https://map.neweuropeanwindatlas.eu/. The second aim was to try to quantify the
uncertainty in the wind atlas, which arise due to the parameters chosen for the model setup. Dr.
Hahmann’s presentation was built upon two articles, which have recently been submitted to Geophysical
Model Development, so we suggest the reader to refer to the articles for more details on their research and
NEWA.
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Changes in Atmospheric Blocking in the Atlantic – European Sector including Turkey and
the Impact on Climate
Atmospheric blocking is a phenomenon that has been studied extensively in the last decade as it can be
responsible for extreme weather regimes. These events impact large areas of the globe for extended
periods of time even though blocking occurs less frequently than smaller-scale and destructive
phenomena such as tropical cyclones or tornadoes. Blocking frequently occurs in preferred locations such
as within the Pacific Region, the Eastern Atlantic, Europe, and western Asia. The impact of blocking on
Turkey is very complex given the latitudinal location of the country. Blocking located upstream or
downstream of Turkey can bring anomalously warm (e.g., September 2015) or cold (e.g., March 1985)
anomalies depending on the latitudinal location of the block center and the configuration of the associated
jet streams. Also, dipole blocking events will expose Turkey to anomalously cool and wet periods due to
the location of the closed low pressure center. The episodic occurrence of blocking can be responsible for
disastrous weather such as that associated with the drought and heatwave for western Russia during
summer 2010 and the concomitant flooding over Pakistan.
Because blocking can be responsible for extensive human and economic losses, it is important to
understand the dynamics associated with blocking in order that the forecasting these events will improve
both on the synoptic-scale timeframe as well as for seasonal-scale forecasts. Early views of blocking
occurrences suggested that large-scale waves resonated with topographical features across the Northern
(NH) or Southern (SH) Hemisphere. Later studies demonstrated that blocking occurred in both meridional
and zonal type flow regimes, while others proposed blocking may be its own quasi-stable flow regime.
Still others proposed that, given the favored location of blocking, the interaction with synoptic-scale
cyclones associated with the mid-latitude storm tracks must be important. These studies demonstrated that
the onset of all blocking events occurred in conjunction with a rapidly developing cyclone occurring
about one-quarter wavelength up stream of the incipient block. These showed that the amplifying short9th International Symposium on Atmospheric Sciences (ATMOS 2019)
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wave associated with the deepening cyclone phase-locks with the upstream large-scale ridge countering
the tendency for this feature to propagate onward.
Studies by this author highlighted the role of an amplifying jet streak on the upstream flank of the
blocking event, enhancing the anticyclonic or low potential vorticity flux into the blocked region. These
studies also proposed that blocking will persist for as long as there are favorably located upstream
cyclone developments. If these transient features are too far upstream, they will not enhance the blocking
event. If they occur closer than one-quarter wavelength, then the associated forcing will help to break
down the blocking event. In this viewpoint, the onset of blocking is a relatively local occurrence. This
paradigm is supported by statistical climatologies that highlighted the relatively infrequent occurrence of
blocking and the dynamic studies of this author. This research group also showed a strong correlation
between the deepening rate of the upstream cyclones and the intensity and duration of the associated
blocking events.
Since the late 1960s, blocking occurs about 30 times per year and persists for about 9 days in the NH.
This compares to about 14 times per year and a mean persistence of about 8 days in the SH. This
difference is accounted for by the dynamic interaction between the large and small-scale features
associated with block onset as described above. In the NH, the large and small-scale interactions are
mutually synergistic, while in the SH the dynamics are less interactive accounting for the relatively rare
occurrence of blocking over the SH Atlantic and Indian Ocean Regions. Since the turn of the 21st century,
the occurrence of blocking has been on the increase in both the NH and SH midlatitudes, and this includes
each global sub-region. These increases are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Studies
highlighting the NH demonstrate that the late 20th century, predominantly the 1980s and 1990s were
associated with a minimum in the occurrence of blocking. The research group of this author showed that
during this period, both the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and the decadal mode of the North Atlantic
Oscillation were in their positive phase. Both are associated with less blocking separately. This research
group has also shown that the occurrence of blocking possesses significant interannual variability
associated with El Niño and Southern Oscillation, and that the character of this variability can be
modulated by decadal variability.
This research group also showed that the recent increases in blocking have been associated with increased
persistence, but a decrease in Block Intensity (BI). BI is a variable defined by the author as a unitless
value between 0 – 7 based on the block center height and normalized by the strength of the meridional
gradients on each flank of the block. BI is also shown to be related to the flow regime stability and
predictability through quantities such as enstrophy and Kolmogorov-Saini Entropy. The recent increase in
block persistence is not statistically significant while the decrease in intensity is significant at the 95%
confidence level. These changes in blocking character have occurred in the regions closest to Turkey, and
the overall change in blocking character is consistent with a study done by this group on the future
occurrence of blocking at the end of the 21st century) in an atmosphere where carbon dioxide
concentrations are increased and the climate is warmer.
Finally, studies of the future character of blocking have shown mixed results in association with climatic
warming ostensibly due to increased atmospheric carbon dioxide. A review article suggests that certain
blocking criterion (index based) show either the increased occurrence of blocking or changes in where
blocking occurs latitudinally, while other criterion (anomaly type) show decreases in blocking. If these
criteria are blended, they suggest that the occurrence of blocking may not change appreciably during the
21st century, an assertion supported by some studies. Nonetheless, the interannual and interdecadal
variability of blocking are still not well understood, and the occurrence of extreme weather regimes due to
blocking will continue to be an issue for society during the remainder of the 21st century.
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Flux Climatology using Long-term Flux Data for Climate Analysis
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ABSTRACT
Here, we attempt to address monitoring results of fluxes as organised in the FLUXNET volunteer
framework as climate information. With almost 30 years of coverage, some sites including TU Dresden’s
spruce site are close to cover a “standard period” in climatology in 2019. Therefore, an example look at
the TU Dresden cluster (which is the backbone of the Landscape Observatory Tharandt) facilitates a look
at the beauties and the beasts associated. Despite the general focus of the flux community on carbon
fluxes, radiation, energy, momentum and water should be addressed as well. Unique to the network is the
exclusive use of Eddy Covariance (EC) for turbulent fluxes. Examples show the different force response
relationships for these fluxes at site level as well as at different levels of spatial integration (cluster,
regional, continental, and global). We expect future research to relate directly to these fluxes in addition
to the concentrations, exposing new relationships and helping to improve climate modelling.
Keywords: FLUXNET, Eddy Covariance, TU Dresden cluster, climate
INTRODUCTION
The global energy and radiation balance of the Earth-Atmosphere-System (EAS) already allows changes
in the radiant temperature due to changes in global albedo dominated by cloud cover. Note, this is already
a typical feedback loop contributing to the surprisingly high stability of the earth’s climate over four
billion years (Ruddiman, 2013). At the earth’s surface, the local radiation and energy balances control in
such a feedback loop the energy available for turbulent transport into the atmosphere. Latent heat fluxes
contribute to the stable climate by the latent energy exchange of 2.5 MJ kg-1 at any phase transition from
liquid to gaseous or vice versa (similarly via sublimation and thawing/freezing). Therefore, water
stabilizes the climate.
Local carbon balance operate similarly, having global consequences in the greenhouse (GH) gas
concentrations and therefore on the GH effect. At site level, the NEE is the difference of photosynthesis
(negative flux out of the atmosphere) and total ecosystem respiration (positive flux into the atmosphere).
Without human influence and generally during reasonable stable boundary conditions, carbon fluxes will
only change global CO2 levels within certain limits. Carbon feedback stabilizes the climate without fossil
9th International Symposium on Atmospheric Sciences (ATMOS 2019)
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carbon release by the feedback loop: more biomass  less CO2  lower temperature  less biomass 
more CO2  higher temperature  more biomass  less CO2  etc. We speculate, this already
contributed in the sense of the GAIA hypothesis to climate stability (no snowball earth!) since plants
colonised land some 500 to 600 Million years ago.
Here, we attempt to address monitoring results of fluxes as organised in the FLUXNET volunteer
framework as climate information. This has to keep the definition of climate in mind: “Climate concerns
the typical state of the atmosphere including expected deviations thereof” (Bernhofer, 2013) which is very
close to the WMO definition but shorter.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
With almost 30 years of coverage, some sites including TU Dresden’s spruce site are close to cover a
“standard period” in climatology in 2019. Therefore, an example look at the TU Dresden cluster (which is
the backbone of the Landscape Observatory Tharandt) facilitates a look at the beauties and the beasts
associated (Fig. 1). Starting in 1996, the TU Dresden cluster features several forested sites (spruce, beech,
alder), grassland and agricultural land along with a disturbance (former spruce, with oaks after a wind
throw in 2007) and an altitudinal twin with almost 300m (i.e. 2.5 °C cooler and 130 mm wetter than the
spruce site in Tharandt. Despite these differences, all sites experience a similar weather and climate. Thus,
difference in fluxes should be associated to soil and land use.
There are also two catchments (Wernersbach since 1967 and Rotherdbach since 1993) in the respective
altitudes with spruce forest as the typical land use. This allows to scale tower monitoring of fluxes to the
catchment.

Figure 1. Cluster TU Dresden (all sites) and Tharandt Landscape Observatory (just the red dots in the
LandSatTM image (from Moderow & Bernhofer, 2014)
Despite the general focus of the flux community on carbon fluxes, radiation, energy, momentum and
water should be addressed as well. Unique to the network is the exclusive use of Eddy Covariance (EC)
for turbulent fluxes. EC provides not only turbulent water and carbon fluxes, most networks (e.g., ICOS,
NEON, ASIAFLUX, ChinaFlux) require momentum and sensible heat fluxes, radiation fluxes, soil heat
and storage fluxes as well as Ecosystem (stand) climate, etc. This is also relevant for practitioners, like
people addressing drought, weather forecast, wind throw, crop models, solar energy, agriculture and
forestry. After a long technical and methodological development, EC is today the method of choice. At
the same time, EC is an advanced but still scientific method with not yet completely solved problems.
9th International Symposium on Atmospheric Sciences (ATMOS 2019)
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Problems include that instruments not always rain or frost proof, mismatch with available energy (AE) in
surface energy budget (closure), as well as site issues as homogeneous ideal sites are hard to find.
The design of FLUXNET relates to initiatives within IGBL/BAHC, led by Valentini, Baldocchi &
Running (all being important propellers of the related research up to today; see Valentini et al., 1996).
The flux data help to scale and validate products based on MODIS data. Since 2001, two MODIS
instruments on board of TERRA and AQUA (both satellites) are in operation. Thus, four overpasses a day
can be combined to 8 day composites allowing also a climate analysis by 2019 (almost 20 years).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Examples show the different force response relationships for these fluxes at site level as well as at
different levels of spatial integration (cluster, continent, and globe). At cluster level, the system
boundaries change fluxes considerably! E.g., when comparing carbon EC fluxes between surface and
atmosphere, all observed sites shown are sinks of carbon, but when based on EC fluxes and lateral
transports, i.e. import & export of carbon, only the forested sites are sinks. Grassland and crop rotation
are sources, needing additional carbon (e.g., fertilizer as manure) for soil fertility (Fig. 2).
Improved climate adapted forestry is therefore a mitigation option as an additional sink (however,
depending on the fate of the stored Carbon), while improved climate adapted agriculture may contribute
by reducing the sources. Please note that concerning management, the agricultural sites are managed at an
annual basis allowing frequent adaptations. Therefore, managing crops for climate mitigation is a faster
measure than changes in forestry management.
Figure 3 shows ET at the TU Dresden cluster, indicating a much smaller land use related response for
water fluxes. Obviously, carbon fluxes result from two large opposite fluxes (photosynthesis &
respiration) while ET is mostly daytime and upward. Still the differences are around 40%, reflecting the
expected ranking from continuous grassland (largest water consumer) over crop land to various forests,
where pines are the least water demanding.

Figure 2. Net Ecosystem Productivity NEP at the cluster TU Dresden/Tharandt Landscape Observatory
(left based on EC fluxes between surface and atmosphere, right based on EC fluxes and lateral transports,
i.e. import & export of carbon; note: units are in t carbon dioxide per ha)
At other spatial scales, many extremely intriguing examples exist. Table 1 gives an idea of these
examples. These examples address regional, continental and global scales and allow further discussion of
the related force–response relationships, which are beyond the scope of the current study.
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Figure 3. Cumulative evapo(transpi)ration ET at the TU Dresden cluster
Table 1. Examples for use of the FLUXNET/MODIS combination for climate or climate process related
analysis
Scale

Climate feature addressed

Major outcome

Regional

catchment water balance

EC & MODIS provide 10 year catchment
water balance at remote areas

Continental
Continental

Western European drought
of 2003
Western European drought
of 2003

Global

global biome fluxes

large scale reduction in productivity
contrasting onset of drought responses for
forested & grassed sites
global maps of fluxes from FLUXNET
plus statistical modelling

Reference
Schaffrath &
Bernhofer,
2013
Ciais et al.,
2005
Teuling et
al., 2010
Jung et al.,
2011

CONCLUSION
We expect future research to relate directly to these fluxes in addition to the concentrations, exposing new
relationships and helping to improve climate modelling. These attempts are supported by a common
database (e.g., FLUXNET 2015 dataset) and an extensive standardisation (e.g., ICOS protocols).
Scientists within the flux community also share a global understanding of the human influence on climate.
Thus, flux monitoring and analysis shows all aspects of climate as defined above and we should
incorporate fluxes in a flux climatology
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Extreme Weather Impacts on Crop Production – Research Challenges
INTRODUCTION
Extreme or adverse weather impacts for crop production are result of climate variability. There is strong
evidence that climate change can change severity and frequency of extreme weather or adverse weather
conditions for crop production. Further, extreme weather change is uncertain but has high damage
potential for agricultural and food production (Ray et al, 2015). It is reported from many regions,
including Europe, that a trend to increasing summer droughts and heat days occur leading to more
drought stress days for crops (e.g. Trnka et al., 2011). In the same time, increasing length of vegetation
period and shortening of growing cycles occur due to increase of thermal time. Regional increasing trends
in other weather extremes (e.g. heat, hail, heavy precipitation, floods) lead to higher production risks as
well. Indirect impacts on crop production include changes in occurrence of pests, diseases and weeds due
to the warming trend. Spatial shifts of climatic conditions occur, depending on elevation, less snow cover
and warmer winter periods can increase disease pressure and change crop timing as well. Finally, the shift
of crop phenology trigger timing of farm management (shift of crop management, harvest date etc.) and
the need of critical resources such as irrigation water, energy and technological inputs as well as nutrient
inputs in farming will change.
THE CHALLENGES FOR RESEARCH
Global climate change (IPCC, 2014) will lead to shifts in climate behavior and causes manifold impacts
on agro-ecosystems and crop production in the next decades (e.g. Eitzinger et al., 2013). In particular,
climate change will have significant effects on regional agricultural production which has been
considered as the most weather-dependent among all the human activities. Negative impacts on
agricultural production could be avoided or reduced significantly by applying appropriate adaptation
measures (e.g. in farm technology) supported by available impact models, as well as forecasts and
warning systems for decision-making. Only a sound mix of adaptation options will secure sustainable
agricultural production in the future and increase the resilience of the agricultural sector.
The results past studies show a complex picture of the vulnerabilities and potential adaptation options to
climate change in agriculture in different European regions (Olesen et al., 2012). Although dominating
risks, such as increasing drought and heat, are similar in all regions, the vulnerabilities in the different
regions are very much determined by characteristics of the dominating agroecosystems and prevailing
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socio-economic conditions. This is even more significant for potential adaptation measures at the
different levels, which have to reflect the regional conditions.
The need to improve adaptation options for the future in the most vulnerable regions of Europe concern
an improvement and wider implementation of effective irrigation systems and methods (e.g. microsprinkler and drip irrigation; an increase of supplemental irrigation for normally rainfed crops). The
improvement of irrigation infrastructure, including use of new water resources such as wastewater. In
many areas improvements of canal systems are required or repair of leaking pipes in order to reduce the
relevant water losses which can add up to 40-50% in some places.
The most important challenge for irrigated agriculture and related research will be to save water and to
increase the water use efficiency in the whole irrigation chain. One of the reasons to increase the water
use efficiency is linked to economical aspects because the competition with other productive and/or social
sectors will lead to an increase of water price in the future. The structural enhancement of irrigation
efficiency is an important factor for countries such as Italy, Turkey, Greece and Spain.
Significant increases of water use efficiency can be obtained by introducing new technologies to schedule
irrigation. Remote sensing information should be applied in order to improve the land cover classification
(very important for water resources planning), the assimilation of leaf area index (LAI) and shallow soil
water contents in order to support estimation of regional soil/crop water balance and to schedule the
irrigation at watershed scale with daily temporal resolution. Structural enhancements at regional scale
should be directed to use depurated urban water. This is an important question that needs additionally
legislative support because national (or European) law is very restrictive for depurating this type of waters
with very low contamination thresholds values requiring high costs for cleaning these waters.
Also, in rainfed agriculture water conservation techniques are increasingly important to reduce drought
risks of crops in Europe. Measures such as reduced soil cultivation, no- or minimum-tillage, mulching
systems or adapting crop rotation have further to be investigated in detail in the context to local agroecosystems, soil and climatic conditions to develop optimized recommendations for local applications.
For example, the cultivation of winter durum wheat in substitution of soft winter wheat and summer
durum wheat in some locations such as in Central Europe could be applied under changing climate. Also,
for example, a shift to vegetables to winter and spring cultivation such as lettuce, fennel, cabbage and
melon can be recommended for the warmer future climate. Much emphasis has to be paid to develop
recommendations for adaptation measures for permanent grassland, orchard production systems and dairy
production, as low flexible systems will be most affected by climate warming and dryer conditions.
For orchards and perennial crops, the temperature increase will expand the suitable growing areas for
plants requiring high temperatures such as grape wine, citrus and olive. In general, but especially for
perennial crops, further research is strongly needed for improved pest, disease and weed management, to
develop infrastructures for an early recognition of risks (e.g. monitoring and warning systems). Proactive
measures should consider spatially shifting occurrences according to the shifts in agro-ecological zones
which will appear during the next decades.
In the midterm, crop breeding strategies for more stress tolerant crops and a wider crop and cultivar
diversification has to be forced in order to reduce yield risks by adverse weather. Beside these measures,
conditions for less variable market prices of agricultural products should be established, based on
concepts such as regional food production or ecological farming in order to ensure sustainable agriculture
and successful implementation of adaptation measures to climate change.
While “average” management practices have been relatively successful in the past, increased climate
variability and rapidly changing socio-economic conditions demand a more targeted season-specific crop
management in order to minimize inputs in less favorable seasons and maximize them in seasons with
high yield potential (Meinke and Stone, 2005; Meza et al. 2008; Monjardino et al. 2013). Thus, improving
the productivity, resource-use efficiency, and resilience of cropping systems requires a shift from
empirical “average” management of farm resources towards highly optimized, site- and season-specific,
and real-time management. New methodical and technological developments in the field of digitalization
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and precision farming agriculture open new possibilities towards a more resilient agriculture for a wide
range of agro-ecosystems and farming systems.
Decision-making in farming systems is a complex process, which is affected by a range of interacting
factors including socio-cultural setting, market situation, agricultural subsidies, weather conditions, and
the adaptive capacity of individual farmers. Thus, the identification of primarily weather-related decisions
is crucially important for the development of tailored forecast products. Farmers must routinely make a
range of critical decisions, both prior to and during the crop growing season, that strongly interact with
current and seasonal weather conditions. The outcome of these decisions, however, is not realized until
crop harvest several months later. Meteorological forecasts offer the potential to anticipate variations in
crop production (e.g. Lalic et al., 2016, 2017) early enough to adjust and optimize management decisions
for the expected growing environment in order to reduce adverse impacts or take advantage of favorable
conditions.
Using meteorological forecasting products of different time ranges to develop flexible, proactive
strategies for managing climate variability and extreme weather events (e.g. frost, hail, water and heat
stresses) is considered therefore as one of the most significant measures to improve the resilience of
farming systems to climate change and increased climate variability (Hansen, 2005; Meza et al., 2008;
Hammer et al., 2009, 2014). Skillful forecasts of precipitation and temperature over the next few days,
weeks or months can support optimum scheduling of a wide range of on-farm activities including
selection of suitable crop species and cultivar and optimizing planting time, fertilization, irrigation,
protection against biotic and abiotic stresses, harvest time etc. (Asseng et al., 2013, 2016; Klemm and
McPherson, 2017).
The significance of linking weather forecasts with crop models resides in the capacity of dynamic
process-based crop models to capture crop growth and development responses to prevailing weather
conditions, soil properties, genetic cultivar parameters, and management practices (Rosenzweig et al.,
2014). The major processes simulated in crop models include crop phenological development and
biomass growth, leaf area development, light interception and utilisation, plant demand for water and
nutrients, yield formation, dynamics of soil water, carbon, and nitrogen, evapotranspiration, and the effect
of atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations on photosynthesis and water-use efficiency. Beside
complex models also more simplified, empirical models or algorithms can be used successfully as
decision support tools, such as for specific risk warnings of adverse weather (e.g. pest and disease
warnings, drought or frost risk warnings and many others).
To address the inadequate tailoring of weather forecasts into more “usable” forms, the basic probabilistic
forecast data need to be translated into tailored forecast products for specific set of decisions in order to
increase efficient use of resources (e.g. timing and amount of crop specific fertilization and irrigation).
Crop simulation models or more simple algorithms and tools provide a means for translating forecasts
into new and more relevant information for stakeholders involved in the agricultural sector (Hansen 2005,
Rodriguez et al. 2018). For instance, accurate prediction of crop phenological development by linking
weather forecasts with crop models is valuable to farmers because many in-season management
operations are commonly scheduled according to crop phenology. Research is still needed to tailor these
models or tools for application at farm level.
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CONCLUSIONS
It is obvious that we need in general a better understanding of adverse (extreme) weather impacts and its
potential interactions/combinations, broken down to regional agronomic conditions. Optimizing spatialtemporal resolution and reliability of data on conditions and forecasts to specific applications (e.g. crop
specific adverse weather prediction, irrigation schedule, pest and disease warning etc.) is crucial in order
to tailor new farming methods and technologies to site specific stakeholder needs/conditions for
mitigating adverse weather impacts (e.g. decision support tools).
Reduction and understanding of uncertainties in predictions for any decision support by stakeholders and
user-friendly information transfer is another challenge especially for acceptance of recommendations for
adaptation. This includes considering and understanding socio-economic conditions and interactions over
a wide range of agro-ecosystems as crucial pre-condition for any sustainable implementation of new
methods/tools/technologies in agriculture.
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Recent Trends of Climatic Indices and Actual Conditions of Aridity in Drylands
Arid (or dryland) regions occupy 41% of Earth’s total land area and are home to more than a third of the
world’s population. Most inhabitants of arid regions live in developing countries. In addition, drylands
are very sensitive to climate change and human activities (Rotenberg and Yakir, 2010; El-Beltagy and
Madkour, 2012; Feng and Fu, 2013; IPCC, 2013; Huang et al. 2016), both of which are critical drivers of
the changes that are degrading Earth’s environment. Desertification is land degradation in arid, semi-arid
and dry sub-humid regions resulting from various factors, including climatic variations and human
activities (UNCCD, 2011), which affect both the livelihoods of people living in arid regions and the
biophysical environments of those regions. Monitoring and early warning systems based on numerical
model, remote sensing, and weather forecasting are needed to provide a better understanding of seasonal
and annual variations of conditions in arid regions and thus to provide the means to prevent or mitigate
desertification of those regions (e.g., Kar and Takeuchi, 2004; Dai, 2011; Kimura, 2018).
Firstly, this study examined changes of the global distribution of the aridity index (AI; the ratio of
precipitation to potential evaporation) calculated on the basis of meteorological reanalysis and
precipitation datasets from 2001 to 2013 (Figure 1). Climatically wet regions in arid regions are becoming
more arid. Classification of aridity with a satellite-based aridity index (SbAI) characterized present
conditions better than classification with the AI. These results suggest that land aridification or wetting
can be detected by comparing the SbAI (= actual conditions) with the AI (= climatic conditions).

Figure 4. Global distribution of annual AI averaged from 2001 to 2013
Secondly, we examined global changes of actual land surface aridity using SbAI. The Aridity Index is an
indirect, essentially climatic index that has been used to identify global distributions of arid regions. Since
the turn of the century, the increasingly widespread availability of satellite data has led many researchers
to use it to assess desertification. In this study we used a SbAI to investigate global changes of land
surface aridity from 2000 to 2017. Degraded land areas were identified by using SbAI and the normalized
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difference vegetation index (NDVI). Here, degraded land include existing desert and the land having both
permanent and temporal dust erodibility.
Our results showed that actual land condition by SbAI became dryness than that derived from the climatic
AI indicator in arid, semi-arid, and dry sub-humid regions and that the dryness was reflected in an
increase in the extent of areas classified as hyper-arid (Figure 2). From 2000 to 2017, however, the annual
extent of the wetter areas within arid regions (semi-arid and dry sub-humid regions) increased, and that of
drier areas (hyper-arid and arid regions) decreased. The global area of degraded land decreased slightly
between 2000 and 2017, and the annual average area for that period was 13.5×106 km2 (or 9.2% of total
land area).

Figure 2. Global distribution of actual land surface aridity using SbAI (top)
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Carbon cycle observations
Carbon balance of forests is defined by three main processes: photosynthesis, autotrophic respiration, and
heterotrophic respiration. We provide an overview on carbon cycle observations techniques, which are
mostly deployed presently and are state-of-art. 1) Traditional forest inventories could include sampling,
allometric methods, terrestrial laser scanning. Forest inventories are traditionally conducted to determine
the economic value of forest resources. 2) The chamber technique for observing fluxes of different GHGs
is particularly well-suited for laboratory-based and in-situ process-level studies. A chamber generally
encloses the compartment of interest such as a leaf or branch or a certain tree stem or soil surface area
(typically < 1 m2) and follow the concentration change of the gas in a chamber, from which the exchange
rate, i.e. the flux, can be estimated. 3) The eddy covariance technique is a widely used and one of the
most direct and accurate methods for quantifying exchanges of gases between an ecosystem and
atmosphere. It is based on determining the turbulent vertical transport of matter and energy at a certain
measurement height above the ecosystem, typically averaged over a 30-minute period. 4) For large scale
observations, platforms for continuous monitoring and flask sampling are, for instance, continental
stations (tall towers specifically built for this purpose or existing television, radio and cell phone towers,
mountain and coastal stations and airborne platforms (aircrafts, helicopters). Atmospheric GHG
concentration measurements are spatially integrating measurements and, thus, mixed signals of different
GHG sinks and sources including fossil fuel emissions. The surface fluxes can be estimated from the
precise concentrations by mathematical inversions. 5) Aircraft and satellite remote sensing (like Landsat,
MODIS) can support several ways the quantification of forest carbon storage and its changes on different
spatial scales and new techniques are progressively developed. There are several ways how remote
sensing can support the quantification of forest carbon storage and its changes on different spatial scales
and new techniques are progressively developed. However, it is not suitable as stand-alone method as it
requires ground-truthing. Each observational method has inherent sources of error, which have to be
considered during the selection of the methods and appropriately handled in the quality control and data
analysis.
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Forest harvesting and Public discourse
We have participated in several acts of writings, public discourses and seminars concerning the effects of
forest utilization on climate and biodiversity. Writings include, among other things, long reports (multiple
authors), newspaper columns and public letters (multiple authors). Finland is planning to increase
substantially harvesting of timber, which leads, in the short-term (by mid 2000 century), increased carbon
dioxide emissions into the atmosphere. Based on best available scientific understanding, these
communications and writings have criticized these plans, which eventually lead to situation where the
forest management actions in Finland are against the targets set by the Paris Climate Agreement and
endanger the present level of biodiversity. The core of the criticism has been in the planned massive
intensification of forest use as bioenergy, leading to increased harvests in the expense of carbon storage
and sinks, and possibly even harvesting previously economically non-profitable stands with the help of
government subsidies. This view has been based on the proposed carbon neutrality of forest biomass,
however it is not accounting for e.g. the poor energy content of forest biomass in comparison to other
energy sources, nor the climate relevant emissions from forest harvesting which last for decades after
clear-cut. Therefore, the climate neutrality of forest-based bioenergy can be questioned. The comments
and feedback we have obtained have varied greatly, depending on the perspective of the commenting
persons and organizations. The discussion fora for replies have ranged from social media to newspaper
articles and policy debates in scientific arena. On the one hand, we have been acknowledged for
participating in the important socio-economic debate, for bringing the scientific arguments to the
discussion and for clarifying the complex problem, where the terms and concepts are sometimes
presented very vaguely. On the other hand, we have been accused for, e.g., being extremely narrowminded and biased, for forgetting the economic realities and being unpatriotic, in addition to presenting
dangerous things towards Finland and the Finnish pulp and paper industry. Our statements are blamed to
be post-truth politics and representing green left values without scientific facts. We aim at clarifying the
background of this public dialogue and argue that a scientists’ responsibility is to participate also in
public debates that concern the research field (s)he is working with. Scientists are often in a position
where they are able to provide strong scientific argumentation on the climate change questions, and thus
effectively contribute to the policy-relevant dialogue.
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Impact of Climate Changing and Modelling of Water Erosion Risk by WANN
ABSTRACT
The erosivity index (EI), as a combination of the Fournier index (FI) and the Bagnouls–Gaussen aridity
index, (BGI), are main indicators of soil erosion risk. By considering soil characteristics, slope, vegetation
cover etc., it is possible to calculate actual erosivity risk. It can be easily calculated by using precipitation
and temperature values. As an example application, data from 55 meteorological stations in Turkey
corresponding to a period of 39 years from 1975 to 2013 are considered herein. Actual erosivitiy risk
values were classified by using cluster analysis to define general classification of EI averages. Turkey
has divided into four different categories from weak to strong risk groups. Wavelet analyses help to
explain roles of small, meso and large scale factors on erosivity risk indexes. ANN analyses show future
projections of EI risks. When we applied the hybrid model with Wavelet and ANN (WANN), the
performance of EI Risk’s estimation increased.
Key words: Water erosion, clustering, wavelet, WANN.
INTRODUCTION
Today, multidisciplinary studies are focused on the development of traditional land use methods and
prevention of soil loss. Soil and fertility can be protected by determination of climate parameters, soil and
vegetation characteristics, Aslan et al. (2019). This study covers some statistical results of water erosivity
risk index,
ANN applications and Wavelet ANN (WANN) Hybrid Modeling by using rainfall rate at
selected areas in Turkey.

MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY
Study area covers 55 meteorological stations. Long term data analyses are based on air temperature and
rainfall rate recorded at climatological stations at different regions in Turkey, Aslan et al. (2003).
Erosivity Indexes
MFI and BGI were calculated on an annual basis for each study region using:
MFI = Σ pi2 / P

(1)

BGI = Σ (2ti - pi) ki

(2)
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Where, pi is monthly total precipitation (mm), P annual total precipitation (mm), ti is monthly mean
temperature (oC), and ki is the proportion of the month during which 2ti-pi > 0. Erosivity Index (EI) is
then defined using MFI and BGI values, (Aslan, 2009):
EI = [MFI Class No] *[BGI Class No]

(3)

EI explains potential risk of erosivity at study area. By considering slope, soil texture and vegetation
cover after CORINE Soil Erosion Assessment Methodology, actual erosivity risk is defined.
Artificial Neural Network
Figure 1 shows architecture of ANN modeling. y(t) values are temporal variations of erosivitiy risk
indexes (EI). It includes hidden layers and output function (future prediction of EI in time domain) (Burba
et al., 2008; Cecilio et al, 2013).

Figure 1. Model architecture, ANN time series analyses
Wavelet Technologies
Abul H. S., Manchanda, Akkoyunlu et al. (2016), Daubechies (1988) and Meyer (1993) have focused on
wavelet activities to apply on solving real World problems, (Bhardwaj, 2016). This paper is related with
wind speed and solar radiation analyses based on observations to define wind and solar energy potential
and their spatio-temporal variations, (Aslan et al., 2011, Aslan, 2003).
Methods of Statistics and Fourier analysis were used to analyze time series before invention of wavelet
and fractal methods till eighties. Study of wavelet and Fractal Methods for time series begin in midnineties, (R. H. Shumway & D. S. Stoffer, A. Arneodo, R. Gencay, F. Selçuk, Paul S. Addison).
Ԑ〠�֝

(4)

�h

The Fourier transform F of f(t) is defined as
Ԑ〠�֝

〠h֝

h�

(5)

�

A function (t) satisfying the following condition is called a continuous wavelet:

and

〠�֝

�

where

〠�֝

�

〠 ֝

〠〠

(6)

֝

0

(7)

֝

(8)

Here a is a scaling parameter, b is a location parameter and  a,b(u) is often called continuous wavelet (or
daughter wavelet) while (u) is the mother wavelet.
The Daubechies wavelets are based on the work of Prof. Dr. Ingrid Daubechies (Fig. 2), (Daubechies,
1988, Çağlar et al., 2019). They are a family of orthogonal wavelets defining a discrete wavelet transform
and characterized by a maximal number of vanishing moments for some given support. With each
wavelet type of this class, there is a scaling function (called the father wavelet) which generates an
orthogonal multi resolution analysis. The Daubechies wavelets are not defined in terms of the resulting
scaling and wavelet functions, (Ann et al., 2011).
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Figure 2. Daubechies Wavelets (Siddiqi, 2017)

Figure 3. Continuous wavelet, sampling and a case study shows different events at various scales.
Figure 3 explains the role of different factors on signal variation. Red and blue regions show large and
small scales factors and their role at frequencies from 0 to 100.

ANALYSES
Fournier Index (MFI), and Bagnouls–Gaussian Aridity Index (BGI) were calculated. Erosivity Index (EI)
was also studied by using CORINE method at 55 stations. Future scenarios for EI risk values for years
2040 were also analyzed by using ANN and WANN.

Figure 4. Risk classes at four different regions in Turkey.
Potential erosivity (EI, 1970–2013) and prediction for 2014–2040 (EI < 4 low, 4-8 Moderate, >8 High),
G1 stations are at northern and eastern part of Anatolia (Fig. 4). G2 covers inland part of Turkey,
(Feoli and Zuccarello, 1986). Western and inland part of Anatolia represents G3 group. West and
southern coasts are grouped as G4.
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Table 1. Statistical Descriptives of EI values in Kandilli, Isparta, Sakarya and Eskişehir for ten years
interval. L (1: Low erosivitiy risk), M (2: Moderate erosivitiy risk), H (3: High erosivitiy risk)
Station

Kandilli

Sakarya

Eskişehir

Isparta

1975-1984

1985-1995

1995-2006

Min.

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Max.

1 (L)

Max.

2 (M)

Max.

3 (H)

Mean

1 (L)

Mean

2 (M)

Mean

2 (M)

Min.

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Max.

1 (L)

Max.

2 (M)

Max.

2 (M)

Mean

1 (L)

Mean

1 (L)

Mean

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Max.

2 (M)

Max.

2 (M)

Max.

2 (M)

Mean

1 (L)

Mean

1 (L)

Mean

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Min.

1 (L)

Max.

2 (M)

Max.

2 (M)

Max.

3 (H)

Mean

1 (L)

Mean

1 (L)

Mean

2 (M)

Table 1 shows temporal variations of EI in Kandilli, Isparta, Sakarya and Eskişehir in successive three
decades. Maximum risk values incread from low and moderate to high risk conditions in Kandilli and
Isparta.

a) Wavelet 1D Continuous at 3 levels
(G1 stations)

b) G1 Wavelet 1D Continuous wavelet (G1
stations)

Figure 5. Wavelet analyses of EI risks at G1 stations in Turkey (northern and eastern parts)
Fig 5. shows raw data (EI), approximation, and three details. D1corresponds small scale effects their role
is increasing at the second part of the graph as in second details. But role of large scale influences on
erosivity risks gradually decreases at the second part.
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Figure 6. ANN results of EI estimations
Figure 6 shows ANN results at training, validation and test stages. There is a sufficient evidence of
relation between observations and modelling with r=0,78 and α=0,05. Variations of observations and
model results are given at Figure 7. Model at the beginning at the
first part of the graph over
estimates, but at the second part in general, model is lover estimated of EI values.

Figure 7. Comparison of observations model results
RESULTS
Potential erosion risk maps of study areas show only two classes (low and high-risk areas) while a
detailed analysis indicates four different classes of soil erosion risk in pilot areas (from no erosivity risk to
high erosivity risk). This paper covers definition of local, meso and large-scale factors and climate
changing role on water erosivity.
ANN simulation approach is a realistic estimate of erosivity risk. This paper is dedicated to researching
the potential water erosivity in Turkey.
In the second part of the paper, CORINE Soil Erosivity Assessment Methodology is applied to define
potential water erosion and soil loss in study areas, (Giorgi 2003, Incerti et al, 2007). As a first step, soil
erodibility (K; soil texture, depth and stoniness) was taken into account by using remote sensing data and
topographic maps. To define EI, MFI and BGI were computed. Potential soil erosion risk (EP) was
defined by considering K, EI and slope angle (S). With the last additional factor (V; land cover), actual
water erosivity risk (EA) would be evaluated for each case.
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ABSTRACT
Drought change scenarios for the year 2100 can be developed based on scenarios of changes in
atmospheric carbon dioxide, evapotranspiration, soil water, and drought's known sensitivity to these
changes. This study investigates the order of the driving forces of change, the order of drought
according, to the expected changes, and the main sources of uncertainty. For terrestrial ecosystems,
precipitation change will probably have the greatest impact, followed by climate change and high
carbon dioxide concentration. For water-resources, ecosystems, precipitation (ad also drought) change
is much more important. The Mediterranean climate will experience the largest proportional change in
drought and extreme weather due to the impact of the drivers of cyclonic-systems, warming and
evapotranspiration change. These interactions represent the greatest uncertainties in the predictions of
future drought change. This study suggests a new drought index called a conditional standardized
precipitation drought index (CSPDI), in order to assist drought planners and managers in spatially
monitoring dry (or moisture) status. In this study, two types of copula were used, they are: FrenchtGumbel-Morgenstren (FGM) and Gaussian. The suggested drought index was applied to the drought
change scenarios for the year 2100 over Turkey, where the precipitation and temperature values were
obtained from the NCAR GIS Program, which provides access to climate change projections that have
been generated for the 5th Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) by the Community Climate System Model (CCSM-4).
Keywords: Climate Change, Copula, CSPDI, Drought, RCP8.5, Turkey
INTRODUCTION
In climatic studies, the temperature and precipitation values are two important real variables of the
atmosphere. Admittedly, many other atmospheric variables such as air pressure, sunlight, wind speed
and direction, are measurable. But water-content and temperature are real variables in the atmosphere.
Another parameter is frequently the result of the interaction of these two variables. Since the amount
of water and temperature in the atmosphere is so important, it is conceivable that these are the two
most important elements to describe the climate. Temperature is undoubtedly the most important
climatic factor. The temperature of an area depends on the latitude or the distribution of incoming and
outgoing radiation; the nature of the surface (land or sea distribution); the altitude; and the prevailing
winds. Humidity affects the temperature, and the temperature on the opposite side effects the vapor.
Hence, one of the conditions for the variables to be a component of a system is the necessity of mutual
interactions of them. Climate change is expected to increase spatio-temporal features of drought
intensity and frequency worldwide as a result of change in precipitation and global warming (Burke et
al., 2006; Lehner et al., 2006; 2013; Trenberth et al., 2014; Tatli, 2015).
Drought is generally connected to meteorological extremes and is induced by water deficit (Mishra
and Singh, 2010). Water deficit causes meteorological drought over the related region, but additional
propagates into hydrologic and agricultural droughts (Trenberth et al., 2014). On the other hand,
Detecting and monitoring of drought, depending on the complexity of its nature, is very difficult
(Wilhite and Glantz 1985; Wilhite et al 2007). Despite this challenge, there are many drought indices
that can be easily used by end users. Some of the most commonly applied are: Decile Index (Gibbs
and Maher 1967), Surface Water Source Index (Shafer and Dezman 1982), Standardized Precipitation
Index (SPI. McKee et al. 1993; Guttman 1998) and Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration
Index (SPEI. Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010). In the literature, a detailed analysis of both the advantages
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and disadvantages of drought indices has been studied by many authors (Heim 2000, 2002; Mishra and
Singh 2010; Zargar et al. 2011; Marcos-Garcia et al. 2017; Mukherjee et al. 2018).
Although the structure of drought is stochastic, there are only a few studies based on probabilistic
approach. For example, Shiau (2006) proposed a two-dimensional copula (Nelsen, 1999) as it is a joint
probability distribution of precipitation and temperature values. Other probabilistic approaches include
the studies of Hao and AghaKouchak (2013, 2014) and Mojtaba et al. (2017). In the related studies,
the authors established MSDI the so-called multivariate standardized drought index by using copulas
to combine SPI and standardized soil moisture index (SSI) for characterizing droughts. In addition, the
authors considered that the drought index could be derived from a common probability distribution.
This study is inspired of these studies, but in the suggested method the probability of conditional
precipitation for a given temperature (or another meteorological variable) is recommended.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data
The data set used in this study was obtained from of the Community Climate System Model (CCSM)
for the IPCC 4th Assessment Report based on climate scenarios AR5 RCP8.5 and distributed through
the NCAR GIS Initiative Climate Change Scenarios portal in a GIS format
(https://gisclimatechange.ucar.edu). Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) provide
concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gases (GHG) and the trajectory that is taken over time to
reach those concentrations. These RCPs are named according to the level of radiative forcing
(enhanced greenhouse effect or warming) that they produce by the year 2100 follows as:
RCP 2.6 – 2.6 Watts per square meter (Wm-2) by 2100
RCP 4.5 – 4.5 Watts per square meter (Wm-2) by 2100
RCP 6.0 – 6.0 Watts per square meter (Wm-2) by 2100
RCP 8.5 – 8.5 Watts per square meter (Wm-2) by 2100
The local data of the study was supplied by Turkish State Meteorological Service.
Methods
In this study, the marginal probability distribution values were obtained by employing L-moments
method (Hosking, 1990). This method is basically a linear combination of expectations of the order
statistics and provides a summary on a distribution of observations in terms of mean, coefficient of
variation, skewness and kurtosis from the first four L-moments. For a homogeneous region, L-moment
method considers that different variables after standardized have the same cumulative distribution
function. The fitted cumulative distribution is characterized by L-moments.
The bivariate (multivariate) probabilities of the study were obtained using Copula (Nelsen, 1999; Joe,
2014). This approach is a tool to link between two continuous variables. Since the cumulative
distribution functions of continuous variables used in this study, rainfall (R) and temperature (T) are
� can be
known then there exists a function, C, such that their joint distribution function
h
written in terms of their marginal cumulative functions as
h

�

〠

h

� ֝

(1)

where is the dependence parameter (Sklar’s theorem; Nelsen, 1999). The dependence parameter
provides that C is parametrized which means that
if
.
Two types of copula functions are used in this study and they are: Frencht-Gumbel-Morgenstren
(FGM) and Gaussian. The joint probability of bivariate observations having Kendall’s tau between 7/9 and 7/9 is considered FGM, otherwise it is considered Gaussian. FGM copula is
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〠 V

where 0 < u, v < 1 and -1 ≤ θ ≤ 1 with Kendall’s Tau
Φ 〠

�֝

�

֝

(2)
and Gaussian copula is

t

(3)

where Φ denotes the standard bivariate normal distribution with correlation coefficient .

〠 V
֝ . However
Conditional FGM copula of
for a given
is
conditional Gaussian copula of u (R) for a given v (T) cannot be obtained simply by dividing the
Gaussian copula to v. It is the univariate normal distribution with mean � and variance
(Johnson and Wichern 1998).

The values of these conditional copulas are equated and taking the inverse of the Normal probability
distribution function at the point
we obtain the so-called standardized precipitation index
conditioned with respect to temperature (CSPICT).
Therefore, the first step is to calculate the marginal distributions of R and T which we denote them as
h 〠�֝. The second step is to determine which copula function is used. We use Kendall’s
tau for determining type of the copula function. Since Kendall’s tau is invariant under monotone
transformation where
and
h 〠h֝ are monotone transformation and standard uniform
variables, Kendall’s tau is directly calculated from raw data of R and T.
After establishing the copula function 〠 ֝, the conditional copula function of
〠 ֝ is simply obtained by dividing 〠 ֝ by and is interpreted as
Let
denote the value of
following equation
q a h

〠

〠h

�

֝ such that

Φ 〠 ֝

֝

for a given

(4)

Then the CSPICT is defined by the
(5)

where Φ represents the cumulative Normal distribution function.
RESULTS

In order to get the results according to the suggested method, the data values from the GCM at 5 grid
points were selected. The grid points were chosen as the closest to the meteorological stations of
Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir, Adana and Sanliurfa, representing the country's population and geography,
respectively.
At each grid point, 12-month drought indices (SPICT-12)   were calculated using the outputs of the
CCSM-4 up to 2100. Furthermore, the conventional SPI (SPI), multivariate SPI (Multi-SPI), FGM-SPI,
and Gauss-SPI were also calculated for comparison the drought indices. In addition, the graphs of
probability density function of these four drought indices were also plotted and examined visually to
detect a change in climatological probabilities over 100 years.
Figure 1 shows the temporal and probability density functions of drought indices around Adana. In
Figure 1a, the temporal variation of the 4 types of drought index up to 2100 is given. The classical SPI,
FGM-SPICT and Gauss-SPICT are more or less similar to the overall trend. However, the Multivariate
Multi-SPI is quite different from the other three indices.
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(a)

Figure 1. The case study around Adana (Çukurova): Four types of drought indices. a) Time series; b),
c), d) and e) their probability density functions
As seen in Figure 1, the probability density of the classical SPI (Figure 1a) is prone to normal droughts.
However, Multi-SPI seems to compress these droughts to a narrower band. Perhaps one reason for this
narrow band is that the joint probabilities of temperature and precipitation tend to be much more
central.
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(a)

Figure 2. Changes of drought characteristics around Istanbul: a) Time series of four types of drought
indices; b), c), d) and e) probability density functions of these drought indices.
On the other hand, it may be necessary to add to the intensity and frequency of drought, for example
the heat-island effect that Istanbul and its adjacent have the most densely populated and inhabited
areas of the country. There is a risk of drought as evidenced by the probability density functions, since
a negativity that may occur in meteorological drought will also adversely affect other hydrological and
agricultural droughts. In this case, it seems inevitable that water resources and management plans are
prepared and reviewed according to climate change scenarios.
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(a)

Figure 3. Changes of time series and probability functions of drought indices around Ankara in the
future.
Figure 2 gives drought conditions near the İstanbul. It can be said that the tendency of classical-SPI to
be slightly drought over time. Moreover, Multi-SPI shows that the frequency of drought will increase
over the years. However, according to the both FGM-SPICT and Gauss-SPICT probabilities, drought
will be close to normal conditions.
Figure 3 shows the drought conditions around Ankara. According to the climate change scenario, the
probability density function of the classical SPI shows that the area around Ankara will be the most
affected by the extreme droughts and rainfall.
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On the other hand, Multi-SPI values calculated by considering the joint probability distribution of
precipitation and temperature together shows that the frequency of extreme wet and drought conditions
will be less than the frequencies those obtained by the classical SPI. However, both the FGM-SPICT
and Gauss-SPICT show that in the future, extreme wet and dry conditions around Ankara will increase,
just as classical-SPI shows. Furthermore, it notes that arid conditions relatively will increase. That is,
neither precipitation alone nor temperature variability is enough to explain drought, of course the
conditional dependence of precipitation on temperature is important. However, the pattern of drought
leaves it with a more stable pattern after 12 months. Furthermore, the similarity of this drought pattern
to a seashore station explains why the plant-index is "dry-forest".
Another example of application given in Figure 4 is İzmir, which its climate is classified as “warmtemperate dry-forest" (Tatli and Dalfes, 2016) and is located immediately on the western Aegean Sea
in the western part of the country. The values of drought indices of this station are not so different
from İstanbul. In this region, it can be said that the probability values   of the Normal drought class
will decrease much more in the future and therefore the probability of the Non-Normal (both arid and
wet) classes will increase.
Because İzmir is on the Mediterranean coast, the region has several meteorological activities such as
pressure depressions severity storms observed in high frequency, causing floods. Since this region is a
citrus growth area, drought (or dampness) analyzes have huge economic values for this region. In
addition, SPICT patterns indicate that sensitive drought (or dampness) analyzes in this area should be
short-lived.
The other Şanlıurfa is in the south-eastern part of the country and whose results are given in Figure 5.
The climate of Şanlıurfa is "warm-temperate and thorn-steppe". This location is quite hot, but the
yearly rainfall amount is insufficient. Therefore, the changes of rainfall with respect to the temperature
values in the drought index patterns always show negative gradients at 12 months.
There are huge differences between classic SPI and SPICT values in this station. Furthermore, when
the time periods are extended to 12 months, the severity of the drought will be clearer in future.
However, in addition to the temperature, other meteorological variables, such as upper-level
atmospheric variables, need to be explored to understand the drought over there. Perhaps, there might
be a variety of atmospheric-blocking systems that do not allow advective-precipitation to reach there
and the lack of convective precipitation. There may be persistence of various highly stable
atmospheric systems that allow hot and dry systems from Africa to stay there for a long time.
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Figure 4. The case study of the drought indices around İzmir
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Figure 5. The case study around Şanlıurfa
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the conditional probability-based standard precipitation drought index given temperature
is presented. It assumes that the main meteorological variable is precipitation for determining drought.
Consequently, temperature is taken to be a secondary variable. When the atmospheric water cycle is
considered, the secondary variables concerning the drought may vary according to requirements. For
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example, if “water-deficit” is taken into consideration, then the best approach is to use a drought index
account soil water.
On the other hand, if the climatic variability of drought is aimed, then using the secondary variable as
temperature would be enough. Alternatively, a water-budget based model could be used like PDSI
(Palmer, 1965), which includes variables such as soil-water and evapotranspiration. Beyond that, the
SPI method uses only rainfall data that it would be sometimes responding to needs. There is no limit
the number of secondary variables in the method we propose. However, for the feasibility of the
method, this study focused on the conditional probability of precipitation given temperature, and this
drought index is named as SPICT.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, there has been a fundamental belief that there have been changes in the types of the
precipitation due to climate change and/or land use (such as urbanization). In this study, using the
Gini-Simpson diversity index, the daily rainfall events which were recorded in a homogeneous spatial
manner over Turkey has been investigated. In order to determine the temporal variation of rainfall
diversity, the daily events were divided into ten-year periods from 1970 to 2017, and the Gini-Simpson
diversity index was calculated for each period, and the distribution of the index was mapped. The
results show that there are no significant changes in rainfall diversity in the coastal regions, but
significant changes are observed in the internal and relatively high-altitude areas of the country,
especially after 1990s.
Keywords: Climate Change, Diversity, Gini-Simpson, Precipitation, Turkey
INTRODUCTION
Biodiversity change scenarios for the year 2100 can now be developed on the basis of scenarios of
changes in atmospheric carbon dioxide, climate, vegetation and land use, and biodiversity's known
sensitivity to these changes. This study identified the order of the driving forces of change, the order of
variety according to the expected changes, and the main sources of uncertainty. For terrestrial
ecosystems, land use change will probably have the greatest impact, followed by climate change,
nitrogen accumulation, biotic change, and high carbon dioxide concentration. For nearly 150 years,
there has been a continuous struggle in different biological sciences to classify the environments of the
world according to the general features of all kinds of living organisms. For example, Von Humboldt
(Von Humboldt and Bonpland, 2010) published an early version paper of the relationship between
climate and species distribution. Schouw (1823; Hubbell, 2001; Cox et al., 2016) tried to associate the
distribution of flora and vegetation types with various meteorological variables. Griesebach (1872)
labelled the vegetation of the world.
Like the concept of biodiversity, Mazon and Pini (2017) suggested meteo-diversity as the diversity of
different meteorological phenomena in a defined region. Meteo-diversity considers the ratio of the
individual meteorological phenomenon (similar to "individuals" of Shannon, but in the meteorological
context) to the cluster of meteorological events in the region.
The aim of this paper is to study how the meteo-diversity index (MI) of the precipitation phenomena
have distributed over Turkey between 1970 and 2017, according to the available dataset, to calculate
the MI values and behaviour, and analyse the different patterns in Turkey and their tendency.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
There are many diversity indices that one can found in the literature (Simpson, 1949; Hill, 1973;
Lande, 1996; Jost, 2006; Tuomisto, 2010 a,b). The most widely used diversity indices in ecological
literature include Shannon’s entropy (Shannon, 1948),
qt

(1)

qa

(2)

Where pi is the probability, and k is the number of the objects. Similarly, Simpson Index (SI. Simpson,
1949) which is used in this study defined as in the following.
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These diversity indices are special cases of the generalized diversity indices of the Hill numbers (Hill,
1973) defined as in the following.
(3)
In the Hd, d indicates the order of Hill numbers, and k is the total number of investigation objects, and
n is an arbitrary real number. Furthermore, the natural logarithm of Hill numbers indicates Rényi
entropy (Rényi, 1961; Nazarov, 2011).
(4)
Rényi entropy is not considered to be observable due to its non-linear dependence on the density
matrix in which non-linear dependence is applied even in the case of Shannon entropy. Simpson's
diversity index measures community diversity. Although widely used to measure biodiversity, it can
also be used to measure diversity differences in meteorological events, communities and elsewhere.
The Simpson index is a dominance index because it gives more weight to common or dominant
species. In this case, a few rare species with only a few representatives will not affect the diversity.
This index was used to measure the variety of precipitation events as given in Table 1.
Table 1. Variety of Precipitation
Precipitation

Code

No-Rain

0

Drizzle

1

Rainy

2

Shower

3

Thunderstorm

4

Snowy

5

Blizzard

6

Hail

7

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the precipitation diversity in each meteorological station of
10 years between 1970 and 1979 according to the Simpson Index. As can be seen in this figure, the SI
value reaches its highest value in the inner regions and in the mountainous areas. In the Eastern Black
Sea, especially in Rize and its surrounding area and in the Gulf of Edremit in the Aegean Sea region,
SI has the smallest values.
Similarly, the SI has small values in the narrow coastal areas of Muğla, Antalya and the western Black
Sea region. The SI index is relatively small in some of the southern, driest and hottest regions of the
country, albeit in narrow areas. On the other hand, starting from the European side of Istanbul, the SI
values are considered to be small on the intersection of the western parts of the Central Anatolia and
the inner parts of the Aegean region.
Figure 2 shows the SI distribution in the period of 1990-99. When the distribution of the patterns seen
in Figure 1 and Figure 2 is compared, it can be said that the precipitation diversity decreases,
especially in Central Anatolia and terrestrial areas. Small-SI values on very narrow areas that we have
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seen before in Figure 1 show an increase in spatial sense along the border areas of the country's coastal
region and southeastern Anatolia during this period.

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the 10-year SI index between 1970-79. The SI index takes values
between 0 (zero) and 1 (one). The approach of SI to 1 indicates that the precipitation diversity is high.

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the 10-year SI index between 1990-1999.
Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of the variety of precipitation types in the country between
2000-2017. It has been observed that many different patterns have emerged rather than what we have
already observed in Figures 1 and 2. First, the SI values   in the inner parts of the country have
increased and spread. The small-SI values   seen on the coasts of the Black Sea are now not visible.
However, the small-SI values   of the southern regions of the country have become more evident
along both coastal areas and terrestrial borders. However, the patterns of large SI values   are more
common in the inner parts of the country.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3. Spatial distribution of the 10-year SI index: (a) between 2000-2009, and (b) 2010-2017.
CONCLUSIONS
The main hypothesis of this paper, the change in time of Turkey's observed rainfall which is to reveal
the spatial pattern of diversity of precipitation. Therefore, the Simpson index is suggested to measure
the meteorological diversity. In order to determine the spatial distribution of the SI, this index was
applied to the observed precipitation. Precipitation diversity was discussed as given in Table 1. From
the results of the application, it was seen that meteorological diversity (in terms of precipitation)
changed in some regions at a distinctive rate during the ten-year period.
It was observed that rainfall-diversity was more pronounced in the coastal regions in relative terms.
One reason for this may be that solid rains (snow, etc.) have been replaced by wet rains (rain) with
climate change, especially with the further warming of the southern regions of the country.
In terms of meteorological diversity, for example, examination of extreme events or other
meteorological events by the proposed method may provide important climatological information, that
is, the diversity of the storms and rainfall-types (or intensity) etc. The predetermination of changes in
the diversity of meteorological incidents can help to mitigate and prepare for meteorological disasters
that may occur in the area concerned.
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ABSTRACT
Groundwater vulnerability and risk assessment are worldwide tools in supporting groundwater
protection and land planning .This study aim to assess the vulnerability and the risk to pollution in the
El Kef plain aquifers. The study area, located in the Northwestern part of Tunisia in the higher valley
of Medjerda basin, is mostly intended for agricultural and characterized by wealth of water resources
mainly used for irrigation purposes. Three index-overlay methods; DRASTIC, GOD, and SINTACS;
are used coupled with the Geographic Information System (GIS) platform. The integration of thematic
layers such as Recharge, Aquifer media, Soil media, Topography, Impact of vadose zone media,
hydraulic Conductivity and land use were taken through
morphometric, geological and
hydrodynamic data obtained from various sources. The aquifer vulnerability map from DRASTIC
shows three degrees of vulnerability starting from very low 45 (%) to high degree 75 (%) when GOD
and SI vulnerability maps estimate low 25 (%) to moderate 75 (%) vulnerability degrees in the
majority of El Kef plain area. Nevertheless, it was concluded that SINTACS method is a better –suited
one because it is based on all appropriate parameters especially the land use map and all factors
affecting the vertical groundwater flow. Furthermore, the results of the hydrochemical study are
showed the presence of high concentrations of Nitrates due to excessive use of fertilizers in irrigated
lands. In fact, the overlay of SINTACS vulnerability map and the spatial distribution map of Nitrate
concentration were allowed us to map the risk map to Nitrate pollution. Finally, this study is useful to
design strategies and actions aimed to prevent nitrate pollution in groundwater of El Kef plain.
Keywords: Vulnerability assessment; DRASTIC; GOD; SINTACS; Nitrate pollution, El Kef Plain,
Tunisia

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, underground water resources have become a subject of global concern because of
several factors, including the intensive exploitation generated by population growth, agricultural and
industrial development (Tao et al., 2013). Additionally, this exploitation converging with climate
change induces a threat to the scarcity of groundwater, on the one hand, and the deterioration of their
quality, on the other (Yidana et al., 2010).
In addition, groundwater (GW) pollution is invisible, complex, and of long-term impact and the
treatment of groundwater, pollution is costly. Therefore, groundwater pollution prevention and control
are particularly critical. Nowadays, groundwater vulnerability assessment has become a useful tool for
groundwater pollution prevention and control. It can evaluate the groundwater sensitivity to pollution
by distinguishing the vulnerability extents. Groundwater vulnerability mapping can indicate regions,
which are more vulnerable to contamination in the planning stage of socio-economic activities. It can
also give proposals to focus on resolution of key issues and regional pollution in the latter period of
the construction by combining with the distribution of pollution sources.
There are different methods for groundwater vulnerability assessment such as index-overlay methods
(e.g., DRASTIC, GOD, and SINTACS) that are the most widely used among the methods of
groundwater vulnerability assessment because of simplicity in use, less data requirement, and clarity in
description of the vulnerability. In these methods, the extent of vulnerability is calculated by
considering the indices (Huan et al., 2012) and the results are qualitative and relative. The simplest
overlay systems use equal weights for all the parameters. More sophisticated systems assign different
numerical weights and scores for these parameters based on their contribution to vulnerability (Samey
and Gang, 2008; Valle et al., 2015). Moreover, the index-overlay models are less constrained by data
shortage and computational difficulties (Barbash and Resek, 1996).
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Different methods have their own comparative advantages and limitations, and therefore identifying
and applying the most suitable one in the area of interest is crucial. One way to deal with is to apply a
set of methods, evaluate them, and then select the one that gives the most reasonable results for the
study area of concern.
Nitrate (NO3-) is generally taken as an indicator pollutant in many groundwater environments (Krishna
et al., 2014) mainly because the major sources of nitrate in groundwater are anthropogenic, such as
fertilizer used in the agricultural field or leakage from sewerage system.
The study area is El Kef plain, located at the Northwest of Tunisia and as part of the the upper valley
of the Medjerda basin, the largest watershed in the country (Figure N°1).

Figure 1: Location map of the study area
It is an important region for economic investment with a great development of agricultural and
industrial activities associated with a strong demographic expansion. These groundwater resources are
used in conjunction with surface water in order to provide water for drinking and irrigation (Trabelsi et
al, 2018).
This study aims (i) to assess groundwater vulnerability of the unconfined aquifers of El Kef plain
using three index-overlay methods DRASTIC, GOD and SINTACS;(ii) to map the risks areas to
pollution using the vulnerability maps as exposure pathways; to validate the risk with observed
concentration of NO3 as an indicator of pollutant; and to identify the better-suited index-overlay
method for assessing vulnerability and risk to groundwater pollution in the study area.

DATA AND METHODS
Data collection and analysis:
During October 2018, groundwater samples were collected from accessible surface wells and
piezometers. The physicochemical parameters of water, like pH, Electrical Conductivity (EC) and
Temperature (T), were measured in the field the main ions were analysed at the Laboratory of
LandcareMed at the Higher School of Engineers of Medjez El Bab_ESIM (University of Jendouba).
Additionally, 11 lithological Logs of the all existing boreholes were interpreted to determine the
thickness and lithology of the aquifer. Moreover, pumping test data are interpreted using Aquifer Win
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software in order to calculate Transmissivity and consequently to determine the Hydraulic
Conductivity. After that, the semantic and spatial data of all the physical parameters useful for the
vulnerability assessment are stored and processed under a multi-software platform such as Excel and
Arc GIS to gather the descriptive data and organise them in to geodatabase coupled to GIS.

Index-overlay methods of vulnerability assessment
After the development of the subsurface Geographical Information System (GIS) of the El Kef plain
aquifer, spatial analysis of descriptive data and thematic maps are generated. Moreover, the derived
maps are weighted according to the adopted parametric methods of DRASTIC, GOD and SINTACS.
Table 1: Description of the parameters of the three index-overlay methods and their suggested
weights.
Parameter

Description
vulnerability)

Depth to groundwater
table (D)
Recharge (R)
Aquifer media or
(aquifer type) (A)

(logical

relationship

to

• Deeper water table imply less chance for
contamination to occur
• Higher the recharge, higher the likelihood that it
transports the pollutants to groundwater and
therefore higher vulnerability to pollution
Indicates
saturated
zone
material
property, which affect the flow within the
aquifer and controls the pollutant attenuation
processes. The larger grain size and the higher
porosity within the aquifer contribute to higher
vulnerability of groundwater to pollution.
•

Weight
DRASTIC

GOD

SINTACS

5

1/3

5

4

–

5

3

1/3

3

–

5

–

2

1/3

4

–

2

In case of GOD method, it indicates
“Groundwater occurrence (G)”
• Indicates condition of upper soil media that 2
controls the amount of recharge that can infiltrate
• Milder the slope, retention time of surface water 1
is more and likelihood of more recharge to the
groundwater system, and effects on passage of a
pollutant
5
• Indicates
condition or characteristics of
unsaturated zone material that might have effect
on passage and attenuation of the contaminant.
It influences aquifer contamination potential in
similar way that of aquifer media does,
depending upon its permeability and on the
attenuation characteristics of the media (Added
and Hamza, 2000).
•

Soil media (S)
Topography (T)

Impact of vadoze zone
(I)

In case of GOD method, lithology in
unsaturated zone indicates “overall aquifer class
(O)”
• Higher the value of the hydraulic conductivity,
more water and contaminants material may be
transmitted into the aquifer
•

Hydraulic conductivity
(C)

3

DRASTIC method
DRASTIC method was developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). As per
USEPA, “DRASTIC is an empirical model that calculates the vulnerability of groundwater aquifer on
the basis of hydrogeological settings of the study area”. The description of the DRASTIC method and
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suggested weights for the components are shown in Table 1. It is one of the most widely used methods
because of its simplicity in concept as well as application. Each parameter is rated within a range of 1
to 10 as suggested in Aller et al. (1987), the developer of the DRASTIC method. Lower rating means
less contribution in overall vulnerability of the groundwater. Groundwater vulnerability map was
prepared by overlaying the rated maps of seven parameters (Table 1) and computing the DRASTIC
index as the weighted sum of the seven layers using the following equation in a GIS tool.
Vulnerability classes were defined as depicted in Table 2.
DRASTIC index = (parameter weight * parameter rank)

(1)

DRASTIC index =Dw Dr + Rw Rr + Aw Ar + Sw Sr + Tw Tr + Iw Ir + Cw Cr

(2)

Where: D, R, A, S, T, C and I are the seven parameters and the subscripts r and w are the
corresponding rating and weights, respectively.
GOD method
This method was developed by Foster in 1987 for studying vulnerability of an aquifer against the
vertical percolation of pollutants through the unsaturated zone, without considering their lateral
migration in the saturated zone (Abdelmadjid and Omar, 2013). It is an empirical system for rapid
evaluation of the aquifer vulnerability to contamination. According to Gogu and Desargues (2000),
this method gives reliable results and it is more suitable in designing extended areas.
This method takes into consideration of three aspects: Groundwater occurrence (G), Overall aquifer
class (O), and Depth of groundwater table (D). The three components (i.e., G, O and D) are
represented by the parameters Ca (aquifer type), Cl (lithology in unsaturated zone) and Cd (depth of
the groundwater table), respectively. The vulnerability index in this method was calculated by
multiplying the three parameters using equal weight (Table 1) and the vulnerability classes were
defined as depicted in Table 2.
SINTACS method
The SINTACS method was developed by Civita (1994), Civita, and De Maio (1997) to assess the
intrinsic vulnerability of groundwater. The acronym SINTACS originates from the Italian names of
the variables that are used: Soggicenza (depth to groundwater), Infiltrazione (effective infiltration),
Non-saturo (unsaturated zone attenuation capacity), Tipologia della copertura (soil/overburden
attenuation capacity), Acquifero (saturated zone characteristics), Conducibilita` (hydraulic
conductivity), and Superficie topografica (topographic surface slope) (Civita and De Maio 2004). The
method was adopted and modified from the DRASTIC method, which has been widely used in the
USA. The application of SINTACS could be more suitable for assessment at a small–medium scale
area (Vrba and Zaporozec 1994). The rate (R) and weight (W) of each variable are assigned a value
from 0 to 10 or from 0 to 5. The weight of each variable will be different depending on the
hydrogeologic scenario. Five hydrogeologic scenarios (weight strings) have been suggested, i.e.
normal impact, severe impact, drainage (by streams), karst (aquifers), and fissured (aquifers) (Civita
and De Maio 1997, 2004) and the vulnerability classes were defined as depicted in Table 2.
Table 2: The criteria for classifying the vulnerability level for the three index-overlay methods.
Vulnerability
class ➔
Range of
index values

Very low Low
DRASTIC
–
Hamza et al. (2008)
GOD
0.0–0.1
Foster & Hirata (1991)
SINTACS
–
Hamza et al (2008)

Moderate

High

Very high

< 100

101–140

141–200

> 200

0.1–0.3

0.3–0.5

0.5–0.7

0.7–1.0

< 106

106–186

187–210

> 210

Risk assessment :
Risk is defined as the probability that groundwater from the aquifer will be contaminated to an
acceptable level by activities on the earth's surface. This concept is based on a theoretical model. It is
the result of two other concepts: hazard and vulnerability (Gianluigi, 2017). Hazard is the notion of
probability that a natural phenomenon occurs. Most often, the hazard takes into account both the
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intensity and the frequency of the phenomenon. Vulnerability, however, refers to the level of potential
damage in the event of a phenomenon. The groundwater pollution risk map is evaluated by combining
the vulnerability and risk maps with the following equation (Gianluigi., 2017):
Risk = Area * Vulnerability (3)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Groundwater vulnerability parameters
Eight parameters depicted in Table 1 are used by the three-index overlay methods in order to assess
the groundwater vulnerability of the El Kef plain unconfined aquifers. This section discusses the
results of the spatial distribution of these parameters.
Depth to groundwater table
This map was developed based on direct measurement of groundwater levels of 48 surface wells in the
study area. The observed data was interpolated using Inverse Distance Weightage (IDW) spatial
analyst technique. The attribute data of the thematic layer was reclassified and given rating from1 to
10 depending on the contribution of this parameter on groundwater pollution. The average depth of
groundwater table is about 37 m whereas the minimum and maximum values   are respectively 11
m and 63 m. It can be seen that the value of the piezometric level is closer to the surface, in the central
part and specifically at the level of the El Kef plain, whereas it becomes deeper in north-eastern and
south-western parts respectively in the areas of Borj El Aifa and Bled Charéne. The closer of
piezometric level is to the surface; the faster the contaminant is transmitted to the saturated zone.
Indeed. The notation of the intervals varies from 1 to 10 depending on the depth of water table. If the
water table is at a great depth, the vulnerability is low and the rating is also low.
Net Recharge:
The net recharge corresponds to the direct infiltration of rainfall into the shallow aquifer. This data
was calculated based on the following equation:
Net recharge=Rainfall−Evaporation−Runoff. (4)
Rainfall time series for the period between 2006 and 2017 of four climatic stations in the study area
were used to estimate the net recharge. The mean annual net recharge values are interpolated using
the IDW method and were then reclassified and rated within a range from 9 to 10. The map indicates
that the majority of the groundwater basin area is under higher net recharge areas.
Aquifer media:
The interpretation of the Lithogeological Logs of the boreholes and surface wells makes it possible to
determine the lithology of the aquifer. The lithology map of the saturated zone shows indices ranging
from 2 to 9. The index 9 covers more than 70% of study area explained by the dominance of limestone
and marly limestone in these zones. The areas denoted by the number 6 represent the aquifer generally
constituted by sand. While, the index 7 represents the zones constituted by gravel and pebbles. The
highest weighting corresponds to permeable zones and is therefore vulnerable to pollution.
Soil media:
The development of the soil media map showed that the types of soils in the study area are classified
into seven classes according to Marzougui (1995) and Hentati (2004). In fact, the poorly evolved soils
and vertisols are the most represented, they dominate the northern part of the study area, while the
southern part indicates an alternation between calcareous brown soils, rendzines, raw mineral soils and
humic soils.
Topography:
The Slope map is derived from Digital Elevation Model (DEM) using ArcGIS and it was reclassified
into eight classes and rated with values from 1 to 10 except 3 and 5.It ranges from zero to 25%. Higher
slope areas are concentrated towards the rim of the aquifer boundary and flat slopes are located
towards the center of the groundwater basin. The majority of groundwater basin area is under gentle
slope (0–3%). Slope increases to over 25% in the surrounding mountains.
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Impact of vadose zone:
In order to identify the lithological nature of the unsaturated zone of the studied aquifer, the
lithogeological logs of the boreholes were interpreted. According to the developed map, the lithology
of the vadose zone is represented by indices ranging from 4 to 8 with the dominance of the index 5
relative to alluvial lithology. So, the vulnerability of this layer to potential pollution is important.
Hydraulic conductivity:
The hydraulic conductivity of the hydrogeological formation provides information on the migration
velocity of the pollutants and their dispersion in the water table from the injection point on the surface
to the saturated zone and, consequently, their concentrations in the aquifer. The higher this parameter,
the faster the transfer of pollutants (Hemidi, 2013).
According to the DRASTIC weighting, we note that the notes 1 and 2 are the most represented on the
map. These notes are attributed for the average values of hydraulic conductivity. So we can conclude
that the possibility of training pollutants through the saturated zone is fairly average.
Intrinsic vulnerability of groundwater:
The intrinsic vulnerability maps of the El Kefplain aquifer are established using the three indexoverlay methods of DRASTIC, SINTACS and GOD. The areas under the vulnerability classes and
their attributes are depicted in the Table 3. Higher vulnerability index refers to higher capacity of the
hydrogeological system to move contaminants from surface to groundwater table whereas the low
vulnerability index indicates that groundwater is better protected from contamintion.

Figure 2: Intrinsic vulnerability of groundwater to pollution in El Kef plain from:DRASTIC;
SINTACS and GOD methods.
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Table 3: Vulnerability classes and their attributes for three index overlay methods.
Vulnerability class

Attributes

Attribute value
DRASTIC

Very Low
Low
Moderate
High
Very high

Index range

GOD SINTACS

–

_

–

Area (% of GW basin)

–

_

–

Index range

85-120

0.1–0.3

57-106

Area (% of GW basin)

10

70

20

Index range

121–160

Area (% of GW basin)

75

30

80

Index range

161–167

_

_

Area (% of GW basin)

10

_

_

_

_

_

0.0

_

_

Index range
Area (% of GW basin)

0.3–0.5

106–173

Risk assessment to groundwater pollution
The map at risk to pollution is the cross between the map of the vulnerability of groundwater
cows by means of the SINTACS method which is the only method used that takes into
account the land use parameter and the map of iso-concentration of nitrates. The presence of
Nitrate in groundwater is the is indicative of the state of agricultural pollution (Foddis and al,
2019; Trabelsi and Mukherjee, 2017). However the the map of the spatial distribution of
nitrates (Figure N°3) , shows the nitrate levels that exceed enormously the standards of
potability required. by Word Health Organisation WHO(2014) and Tunisian standard NT0914. The Risk to pollution map shows that the Bled Charéne area present the highest risk of
contamination and that the El Kef and Borj El Aifa plains are moderately threatened.

Figure 3: Nitrate distribution map in the kef plain (mg / l)
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Figure 4: The risk of NO3- pollution map of the El Kef plain unconfined aquifer based SINTACS
vulnerability map.

CONCLUSION
This study evaluated three index-overlay methods (i.e., DRASTIC, GOD, and SINTACS) to
assess shallow groundwater vulnerability and risk to pollution in El Kef plain unconfined
aquifers.
All used methods suggest that the studied aquifers have a low to medium vulnerability due to
the low permeability of the lithology of the saturated zones and also to the rather average to
high depth of the piezometric surfaces. Finally, the map of risk to groundwater contamination
shows that the risk is higher in the waters of the Bled Charéne aquifer while those in the El
Kef and Borj El Aifa plains are moderately threatened.
The results of this study could be used as a decision support tool for groundwater managers
and environmental organizations to take the necessary mesures to protect this vital resource.
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ABSTRACT
This original research work presents the results of an extensive study of numerical prediction and
modelling of steady, incompressible, and axisymmetric internal turbulent flows with recirculation in
circular-sectioned sudden expansion pipes at two different Reynolds numbers. Employing the finitevolume method with a hybrid scheme, a computer program based on the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit
Method for Pressure Linked Equations) algorithm has been developed. Numerical solution of
conservation equations of mass and momentum, together with the standard k- turbulence model, are
obtained using an iterative numerical solution technique. Near the solid boundaries, wall-functions are
employed. Numerical predictions for radial profiles of axial velocity, turbulence kinetic energy,
turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate, effective viscosity, axial variation of centre-line velocity,
locus of flow reversal, wall static-pressure coefficient, wall-shear stress and friction coefficient
distributions along top walls of the axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow configurations are
presented and compared with experimental measurements. The results of numerical prediction show
generally good agreement with experimental data.
Keywords: Turbulence, Flow, Recirculation, Pipes, Predictions
INTRODUCTION
The separating and reattaching internal turbulent flow field downstream of an axisymmetric sudden
expansion in a circular-sectioned pipe is a complex phenomenon characterized by flow separation,
recirculation and reattachment. As illustrated in Figure 1, such a flow field may be divided by a
dividing shear-layer surface into two main regions, one being the region of recirculating flow, the
other being the region of main flow. The point at which the dividing shear-layer surface strikes the
wall is called the reattachment point. In the recirculation region, the high adverse pressure gradient
results in reverse flow and promotes instability and turbulence. Eddies generated in the recirculation
region and in the vicinity of the reattachment point can be considered as a highly concentrated source
of turbulence. The subsequent convection, diffusion, and decay of the turbulent eddies have a
dominant influence on the characteristics of mean flow. Internal turbulent flow through an
axisymmetric sudden expansion in a pipe is relevant to a large number of important engineering
applications, such as hydraulic and fluidic devices, heat exchangers, dump combustors, mixing
equipment and air conditioning ducts. Considerable experimental and theoretical works on internal
turbulent flow through circular-sectioned sudden expansion pipes have been reported in the literature.
Among the most interesting ones are the works of Ahmed and Nejad (1992)-Gould et al. (1990), Moon
and Rudinger (1977), Nejad and Ahmed (1992), and Poole and Escudier (2004). A concise summary
ot the results of several studies of flow of Newtonian fluids through axisymmetric sudden expansion
pipes with a variety of different inlet conditions is given in the paper by Devenport and Sutton (1993).
In the present numerical prediction, the experimental measurements of Moon and Rudinger (1977) and
Escudier and Smith (1999) have been used for comparison with the numerical computations. The main
objective of this original investigation is to obtain numerical predictions for steady, incompressible,
complex internal turbulent recirculating flow through circular-sectioned sudden expansion pipes using
the standard k-  turbulence model (Launder and Spalding, 1974) with a wall-functions boundary
condition, and to compare the results of numerical prediction with available experimental
measurements in the literature for validation.
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MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL MODEL
Governing Equations and Turbulence Model
With reference to Figure 1, the mathematical and physical model employed in the numerical prediction
and modelling of steady, incompressible, complex internal turbulent recirculating flow through
circular-sectioned sudden expansion pipes, requires the simultaneous solution of the governing
equations, together with the turbulence model equations. The transport equations representing the
conservation of mass, momentum, turbulence kinetic energy and its dissipation rate in steady state
axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system are cast into the following general form:


u  1  rv        1   r    S
x
r r
x  x  r r 
r 

(1)

This equation represents a transport equation for a general variable ϕ. The variables u and v are the
local time-averaged velocity components in the axial (x) and radial (r) directions, respectively,  is the
fluid density and Γϕ is the transport coefficient. The final term, Sϕ, is the source term. The variables, ϕ,
necessary in this numerical prediction are u, v, k and . Here, k and  stand for the kinetic energy of
turbulence and its dissipation rate, respectively. The turbulence model employed in the present study is
the k- model of Launder and Spalding (1974). If ϕ is set equal to unity and Γϕ and Sϕ to zero, equation
(1) reduces to the equation of continuity. Pressure is derived from the pressure correction equation
(Patankar, 1980), (Patankar and Spalding, 1972). The transport equations, coefficients and the source
terms are summarised in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system and geometry of sudden expansion pipe flow
Boundary Conditions
With reference to Figure 1, the boundary conditions for steady, incompressible, complex internal
turbulent recirculating flow through circular-sectioned sudden expansion pipes studied are given
below. Four different boundary conditions were used: inlet plane, outlet plane, symmetry axis and
solid walls. At the inlet to the sudden expansion pipe a uniform axial velocity distribution from the
experimental measurements is specified, while the radial velocity is set equal to zero. Empirical
relationships are employed to assign uniform entrance values to turbulence quantities k and ; that is, k
2
2
= (0.003-0.005) o or u b and  = C  k 3 / 2 / 0.03R, where uo (or ub) is the centre-line velocity in the
smaller diameter pipe at the entrance of the larger one (or bulk inlet velocity ub), and R is the radius of
the larger diameter pipe. The outlet plane was located sufficiently far away from the recirculation
region so that fully-developed conditions could be assumed to prevail at the outlet; that is, all the axial
gradients of the dependent variables vanish at the outlet plane and the radial velocity is assumed zero.
At the sudden expansion pipe axis, symmetry is assumed: (  / r ) = v = 0, where  can be any of u, k
or . At the top and step solid walls, velocity components u, v and turbulence quantities k and  are set
to zero. The values of k and  at the near-wall grid points are calculated using the wall-functions of
Launder and Spalding (1974). Initial field values throughout the computational domain were specified
properly so as not to cause numerical divergence.
Numerical Solution Procedure
In this numerical prediction, employing the finite-volume approach, a computer program based on the
SIMPLE algorithm of Patankar (1980) has been developed. The partial differential equations (1) are
discretised by a control-volume-based finite-difference method with a hybrid scheme. The finitevolume forms of the partial differential equations coupled with the boundary conditions are solved
iteratively using a line-by-line solution procedure in conjunction with a tridiagonal matrix form
(Spalding, 1981).
Computational Details
The numerical computations were carried out on a Pentium 4 CPU 1.60 GHz personal computer. The
computational grid distributions for all of the axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flows studied are
depicted in Figures 2 and 14. All the computational grids employed were non-uniformly distributed
with dense grid-line concentrations in the recirculation zone and near the walls of the axisymmetric
sudden expansion pipe configuration. Staggered control volumes were used for axial and radial
velocity components. All other quantities of interest were calculated at the grid points. The line-byline method was used to obtain converged solutions iteratively. Underrelaxation factors were
employed to procure numerical stability with values of 0.3,0.3,0.8,0.8,0.5 and 0.5 for u, v, k, ε, P and
µe, respectively. The convergence criterion adopted in the present computations was that the
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summation of the absolute values of the mass residual in the entire computational domain be less than
a prescribed value of 10-5. Grid tests were performed with different grid sizes to obtain an optimum
grid-independent solution for each flow case studied. All the computations presented in this study are
grid-independent. Table 2 summarises details of computational requirements for all flow cases
investigated. In this table, Re is the Reynolds number and N is the number of iterations performed to
obtain a converged solution.
Table 2. Flow case, Reynolds number, grid size and number of iterations
Flow case of

Re

Moon and Rudinger (1977)
Escudier and Smith (1999)

280 000
152 000

Grid Size
()(r)
40  30
40  30

N
367
350

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Numerical predictions were carried out for complex internal turbulent recirculating flow in circularsectioned sudden expansion pipes at two different Reynolds numbers, and the results of predictions
were compared with experimental data of Moon and Rudinger (1977) and Escudier and Smith (1999).
With air used as the working fluid in the axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe, the experimental
measurements of Moon and Rudinger (1977) are first selected as the comparison basis for this
numerical prediction. The axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe has an expansion ratio of D/d=1.428.
The Reynolds number of the flow at the inlet is about Re=2.8  105 (Re = uo d / ν, where uo is the
centre-line velocity of fully developed turbulent velocity profile in the smaller pipe at the entrance of
the larger one and d is the smaller pipe diameter). The computational domain is extended to an axial
distance of 120 step heights (h) downstream from the inlet plane of the sudden expansion pipe. The
numerical grid distribution for the sudden expansion pipe flow of Moon and Rudinger (1977) is
displayed in Figure 2. The predicted radial profiles of axial velocity are presented in Figure 3, as a
function of dimensionless distance y/D from top wall at 8 axial positions located at dimensionless
axial distances based on the larger pipe diameter of x/D=0.07 to 16. This figure is intended to show the
development of the predicted radial profiles of axial velocity along the sudden expansion pipe as a
function of non-dimensional distance x/D from the step. As can be seen from the figure, there is no
flow reversal for x/D greater than 0.75. It may also be seen that the centre-line velocity decreases
gradually with increasing distance from the step; thus, the flow from the smaller diameter pipe into the
larger diameter one acts at first as if it were a free jet. The velocity profile at x/D=16 reveals that the
velocity distribution approaches the shape of a fully-developed turbulent flow. Figure 4, which gives a
comparison between the predicted and experimental radial profile of axial velocity at x/D=0.75, shows
that the experimental profile of Moon and Rudinger (1977) is over predicted in the outer region and
under predicted in the core region of the axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow. However, the
predicted profile reveals the same trend as the experimental one. Also, it is reported that the estimated
uncertainty in individual data points of Moon and Rudinger (1977) could be as high as 4 m/s.

Figure 2. Numerical grid distribution for axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow of Moon and
Rudinger (1977)
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Figure 3. Predicted radial profiles of axial velocity along axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow of
Moon and Rudinger (1977)

Figure 4. Comparison of predicted radial profile of axial velocity at x/D = 0.75 with experimental data
of Moon and Rudinger (1977)
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Figure 5 displays a comparison of the predicted and experimental centre-line velocity decay. As seen
from the figure, the predicted decay in the initial region is faster and slightly slower downstream of the
recirculation region. In general, however, the agreement attained between the predicted and
experimental decay of the centre-line velocity is qualitative. In Figure 6, the predicted axial
distribution of dimensionless turbulence kinetic energy k0.5/uo along symmetry axis of the sudden
expansion pipe flow is presented. As seen from the figure, the turbulence kinetic energy decreases
quickly until it attains its minimum value at x/D=2.5, and thereafter increases rapidly along the sudden
expansion pipe axis until it reaches its maximum value at x/D=6.5, and then decreases again until
x/D=18. The predicted locus of flow reversal (u=0) for the axisymmetric sudden enlargement pipe
flow is plotted in Figure 7. In this figure, the axial velocity (u) is zero on the circles, positive above the
circles and negative below the circles. As seen from the figure, the predicted flow reattachment length
is found to occur at xr/D=0.7 downstream from the inlet plane.

Figure 5. Comparison of predicted centre-line velocity decay along axisymmetric sudden expansion
pipe flow symmetry axis with experimental data of Moon and Rudinger (1977)

Figure 6. Predicted axial distribution of dimensionless turbulence kinetic energy along axisymmetric
sudden expansion pipe flow symmetry axis of Moon and Rudinger (1977)

Figure 7. Predicted locus of flow reversal (u=0) for axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow of
Moon and Rudinger (1977)
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In Figure 8, the predicted radial profiles of turbulence kinetic energy along the sudden expansion pipe
2
in dimensionless form k/ o and radial distance r/D, at the same downstream positions as in Figure 3,
are indicated. As seen from the figure, the predicted radial distribution of normalised turbulence
kinetic energy diminishes as the flow develops along the sudden expansion pipe flow configuration.
Figures 9 and 10 exhibit the predicted radial profiles of dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy
and effective viscosity, respectively, along the sudden expansion pipe at the same downstream
locations as in Figures 3 and 8. Here, the predicted profiles are normalised with respect to turbulence
kinetic energy dissipation rate in and effective viscosity e in at inlet, respectively. These figures reveal
how the predicted dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy and effective viscosity profiles develop
along the sudden expansion pipe flow geometry.

Figure 8. Predicted radial profiles of normalised turbulence kinetic energy along axisymmetric sudden
expansion pipe flow of Moon and Rudinger (1977)

Figure 9. Predicted radial profiles of normalised turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate along
axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow of Moon and Rudinger (1977)
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Figure 10. Predicted radial profiles of normalised effective viscosity along axisymmetric sudden
expansion pipe flow of Moon and Rudinger (1977)
In Figure 11, the predicted variation of wall-shear stress along the sudden expansion pipe top wall in
dimensionless form τw/τwd, as a function of downstream distance x/D, is manifested. Here, the wallshear stress has been normalised with respect to its value at the outlet plane (τwd). As can be seen from
the figure, starting from the inlet plane of the sudden expansion pipe until at about x/D=0.8 the wallshear stress is negative. This is due to the negative axial velocities (-u) in the recirculation zone. The
top wall-shear stress, as it takes negative values, increases sharply until it reaches its maximum
negative value, and then decreases rapidly to its zero value at about x/D=0.8, after which it takes
positive values and increases until it attains its maximum positive value at about x/D=6.5, and
thereafter decreases very slowly until x/D=17.5. The computed distribution of friction coefficient (Cf =
2
2τw / ρ u o ) along the sudden expansion pipe top wall, as a function of downstream distance x/D, is
plotted in Figure 12. As seen from the figure, the top wall friction coefficient reveals the same trend as
the wall-shear stress shown in Figure 11. Finally, the computed axial variation of wall static-pressure
2
coefficient [Cp = (P-Pref) / 0.5 ρ u o ] along the sudden expansion pipe top wall, as a function of
downstream distance x/D, is displayed in Figure 13. As seen from the figure, the top wall staticpressure coefficient takes negative values just from the inlet plane of the sudden expansion pipe, and
due to the recirculating flow, it increases rapidly up to downstream location x/D=5.5. Beyond this
location, it decreases very slowly until x/D=17.5.

Figure 11. Predicted variation of dimensionless wall-shear stress along sudden expansion pipe top
wall of Moon and Rudinger (1977)
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Figure 12. Computed distribution of friction coefficient (Cf) along sudden expansion pipe top wall of
Moon and Rudinger (1977)

Figure 13. Predicted axial variation of wall static-pressure coefficient (Cp ) along axisymmetric
sudden expansion pipe top wall of Moon and Rudinger (1977)
With water used as the working fluid in the axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe, the experimental
study for internal turbulent flow with recirculation conducted by Escudier and Smith (1999) is
secondly selected as the test case for this computational study. The axisymmetric sudden expansion
pipe has an expansion ratio of D/d=1.538. The Reynolds number of the flow at the inlet is Re =
1.52x105 (Re = ρ ub d / μ, where ub is the bulk inlet velocity at inlet to the sudden expansion and d is
the inlet diameter). For this flow case, the computational domain is extended to an axial distance of
x=15d (x=55.714h) downstream from the inlet plane of the axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe. The
computational grid distribution used for this flow situation is indicated in Figure 14. The predicted
radial profiles of axial velocity along the sudden expansion pipe in terms of u/ub, and radial distance
r/R, at axial positions ranging from x/d=0.15 to 15 across the sudden expansion pipe are shown in
Figure 15. This figure reveals how the predicted radial profiles of axial velocity develop along the
sudden expansion pipe. In Figure 16, the predicted axial variation of dimensionless centre-line velocity
(uc/ub) along the sudden expansion pipe axis, as a function of downstream distance (x/d), is depicted.
As seen from the figure, the predicted centre-line velocity decreases along the symmetry axis until it
reaches its fully-developed value downstream at about x/d=13.5. In Figure 17, the predicted axial
distribution of dimensionless turbulence kinetic energy k0.5/ub along symmetry axis of the sudden
expansion pipe flow is given. As seen from the figure, the turbulence kinetic energy decreases until it
attains its minimum value at x/d=4, and thereafter increases rapidly along the sudden expansion pipe
axis until it reaches its maximum value at x/d=8.5, and then decreases again until x/d=15. The
predicted locus of flow reversal (u=0) for the axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow is displayed in
Figure 18. In this figure, the axial velocity (u) is zero on the circles, positive above the circles and
negative below the circles. As can be seen from the figure, the predicted flow reattachment length is
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found to occur at about xr/h=6.96 downstream from the inlet plane, whereas the experimental flow
reattachment length is reported to occur at xr/h=8.54. Figures 19, 20 and 21 present the predicted
radial profiles of turbulence kinetic energy, dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy and effective
viscosity, respectively, along the sudden expansion pipe of Escudier and Smith (1999) at axial
locations ranging from x/d=0.15 to 15. Here, the predicted profiles are made dimensionless,
2
respectively, with respect to square of bulk inlet velocity at inlet to the sudden expansion u b ,
maximum values of turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate εmax and effective viscosity μe max in the
flow field. These figures show how the predicted turbulence kinetic energy, dissipation rate of
turbulence kinetic energy and effective viscosity profiles develop along the sudden expansion pipe
flow configuration. In Figure 22, the predicted variation of wall-shear stress along the sudden
expansion pipe top wall in dimensionless form of τw/τwd, as a function of downstream distance x/h, is
given. Here, the wall-shear stress has been normalised with respect to its value at the outlet plane (τwd).
As can be seen from the figure, starting from the inlet plane of the sudden expansion pipe until at
about x/h=6.96 the wall-shear stress is negative. This is due to the negative axial velocities (-u) in the
recirculation region. The top wall-shear stress, as it takes negative values, increases rapidly until it
reaches its maximum negative value, and then decreases sharply to its zero value at about x/h=6.96,
after which it takes positive values and increases until it attains its fully-developed value downstream
at about x/h=35.

Figure 14. Computational grid distribution for axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow of Escudier
and Smith (1999)

Figure 15. Predicted radial profiles of normalised axial velocity along axisymmetric sudden expansion
pipe flow of Escudier and Smith (1999)
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The computed distribution of friction coefficient (Cf = 2 τw / ρ u b ) along the sudden expansion pipe
top wall, as a function of downstream distance x/h, is plotted in Figure 23. As seen from the figure, the
top wall friction coefficient exhibits the same trend as the wall-shear stress shown in Figure 22. Finally,
2
the computed axial variation of wall static-pressure coefficient (Cp =  P / 0.5ρ u b ) along the sudden
expansion pipe top wall with experimental data of Escudier and Smith (1999), as a function of
downstream distance x/d, is compared in Figure 24. The computed shape of axial variation of wall
static-pressure coefficient with experimental data is nearly identical, and the predicted static-pressure
recovery occurs well downstream of flow reattachment length at about x/h=35.28.

Figure 16. Predicted axial variation of dimensionless centre-line velocity along axisymmetric sudden
expansion pipe flow symmetry axis of Escudier and Smith (1999)

Figure 17. Predicted axial distribution of dimensionless turbulence kinetic energy along axisymmetric
sudden expansion pipe flow symmetry axis of Escudier and Smith (1999)

Figure 18. Predicted locus of flow reversal (u=0) for axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow of
Escudier and Smith (1999)
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Figure 19. Predicted radial profiles of normalised turbulence kinetic energy along axisymmetric
sudden expansion pipe flow of Escudier and Smith (1999)

Figure 20. Predicted radial profiles of normalised turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate along
axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow of Escudier and Smith (1999)

Figure 21. Predicted radial profiles of normalised effective viscosity along axisymmetric sudden
expansion pipe flow of Escudier and Smith (1999)
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Figure 22. Predicted variation of dimensionless wall-shear stress along axisymmetric sudden
expansion pipe top wall of Escudier and Smith (1999)

Figure 23. Computed distribution of friction coefficient (Cf) along axisymmetric sudden expansion
pipe top wall of Escudier and Smith (1999)

Figure 24. Comparison of computed axial variation of wall static-pressure coefficient (Cp ) along
axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe top wall with experimental data of Escudier and Smith (1999)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main concluding remarks from the numerical prediction and modelling of the present original
research work can be summarised as follows. Steady, incompressible, and axisymmetric separating
and reattaching internal turbulent recirculating flows in circular-sectioned sudden expansion pipes at
two different Reynolds numbers have been computed numerically employing the standard k- 
turbulence model. Using the finite-volume approach, a computer program based on the SIMPLE
algorithm of Patankar (1980) has been developed. The performance of the standard k-  turbulence
model has been investigated for two different internal axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flows.
Numerical predictions for radial profiles of axial velocity, turbulence kinetic energy, turbulence
kinetic energy dissipation rate, effective viscosity, axial variation of centre-line velocity, locus of flow
reversal, wall-shear stress, friction coefficient and wall static-pressure coefficient distributions along
axisymmetric sudden expansion pipe flow configurations are presented and, wherever available,
compared with experimental measurements reported in the literature. The results of numerical
prediction and modelling are generally in good agreement with experimental measurements.
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ABSTRACT
Air pollution is a phenomenon that occurs under suitable meteorological conditions and affects human
life in an unfavorable way. The presence of pollutants (fuel quality, industrial development, population,
population density, etc.), topography and geographic conditions and meteorological conditions
(incidence, mixing height, temperature, wind, humidity, etc.) are the factors causing air pollution.
Inversion is the most important meteorological factor affecting air pollution. The temperature tends to
decrease as it rises from the ground in normal atmospheric conditions. When the temperature increases
with height instead of decreasing, it is called the temperature inversion. In this study we created an
algorithm to calculate an index for the inversion according to forecasted temperature and wind speed
values at vertical levels. This algorithm runs once a day and estimates the inversion for three days
period and the estimation results are published in the Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS)
web site. In the evaluation part of the study we compared the estimation results with the observations
made by radiosonde stations. The verification results show that the performance of the algorithm is
good enough and can support the forecasts about the air pollution.
Keywords: Temperature inversion; air pollution; meteorology.
INTRODUCTION
The term air pollution started to be used with the industrial revolution. As a result of nature or human
emissions, pollutants in the atmosphere exceed certain levels and adversely affect living and nonliving beings under suitable meteorological conditions. This phenomenon is called air pollution.
Although air pollutants are very diverse, urban air pollution is usually determined by measuring
concentrations of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and particulate matter (PM) present in the atmosphere. Groundlevel ozone has been one of the most important parameters that has been followed in urban air
pollution especially in developed countries.
The presence of pollutants (fuel quality, industrial development, population, population density, etc.),
topography and geographic conditions and meteorological conditions (incidence, mixing height,
temperature, wind, humidity, etc.) are the factors causing air pollution in provinces. The most
important meteorological condition is the formation of the Inversion.
The temperature tends to decrease between 0.5 ° C and 1.0 ° C every 100 meters as it rises from the
ground in normal atmospheric conditions. When the temperature increases with height instead of
decreasing, it is called the temperature inversion (Figure 1).
If the temperature inversion occurs on the ground level, this is called the ground level inversion, if it
occurs on the higher level from the ground it is called the higher level inversion.
In cases where temperature inversion is observed, the base of the inversion is the limit of the rising air
movements. In the case of the inversion starts from the ground or at a level very close to the ground,
the vertical movements will be hardly ever. The water vapor and atmospheric pollutants could not rise.
Because of the horizontal air movements will be slightly, there will be no movement also in the
horizontal direction. Consequently, the concentration of pollutants in the atmosphere will increase and
air pollution problem may occur.
The severity, duration, thickness and altitude of the inversion directly affect the intensity of the air
pollution.
In many of our cities, especially in winter, the air pollution we face is creating serious problems in
terms of human health and may even cause death in some cases. Some air pollution events in the world
that have caused death in the past years are given below (Table 1).
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Instability (No Inversion)

Temperature Inversion

Figure 1. Direction of the plume with Temperature Inversion
Table 2. Some Air Pollution Events and Consequences
Date
Location
Deaths
December 1930
Meuse Valley,
63
Belgium
October 1948
Pennsylvania, USA
17
November 26 - December 1, 1948
London, England
700 - 800
December 5 - 9, 1952
London, England
4000
January 3 - 6, 1956
London, England
1000
December 2 - 5, 1957
London, England
700 - 800
January 26 - 31, 1959
London, England
200 - 250
December 5- 10, 1962
London, England
700
January 7 - 22, 1963
London, England
700
January 9 - February 12, 1963
New York, USA
200 - 400
THE STUDY OF “THE INVERSION FORECAST FOR URBAN AIR POLLUTION RISK”
"The Inversion Forecast for Urban Air Pollution Risk" study is carried out by Turkish State
Meteorological Service. This study aims to make Inversion Forecast and publish it to the public in case
of air pollution risk in cities. Thus, it is aimed to ensure that the necessary precautions are taken by the
organizations.
The vast majority of the inversion we have encountered in our cities occurs when the sky is clear
(there is no clouds or very little), due to the rapid cooling of the ground surface at night and early in
the morning. Therefore, the state of inversion is usually eliminated by the warming of the ground
surface towards noon hours.
Especially when strong (severe) inversion is expected, in the morning, in places where bad quality fuel
is used not burning or burning at low capacity the central heating and stoves, decreasing emissions
from industrial and traffic emissions will reduce the intensity of air pollution to occur.
As for the risk of experiencing urban air pollution, the inversion forecast results which are made for a
three-day period with three hour time intervals are published daily on the web site of TSMS.
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The severity classification of the estimated inversion is given below. Especially when the strong
inversion is expected, it can be ensured that the air pollution is experienced in a low level or never
experienced by taking necessary precautions.
THE INVERSION FORECAST ALGORITHM
Firstly meteorological data for the upper atmosphere at first 1500 m above ground are taken from
numerical weather prediction model made by European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) and vertical temperature and wind profiles are prepared for the forecast points (In the
Regulation on the Protection of Air Quality the critical meteorological conditions are defined as:
below 700 m at least 2 °C temperature increase and 12-hour wind speed averages are smaller than 1.5
m/s.).
The inversion forecast covers the 3-day period in 3-hour steps starting from 00 GMT (t + 12) with
forecast data produced at 12 GMT by ECMWF.
The inversion forecast algorithm was created by taking into account the presence and amount of the
vertical temperature increase that is the inversion layer, the height from the ground and thickness of
this layer, and the minimum wind velocity within this layer. The threshold values were determined for
all parameters taken into account and the scores were calculated in this context. The most severe
inversion was evaluated over 100 points and the classification was made as in Table 2.
Table 2. The Estimation of the Inversion Strength for Urban Air Pollution Risk
Score
Inversion
Strength

0 - 20

20 - 50

50 - 80

80 100

No
Inversion

Low

Moderate

Strong

Forecasted Inversion Strength (R) is calculated by the following formula.
R = r1 + r2 +r3 + r4 + r5
In this formula;
R

: Inversion Strength

r1

: Existence of the inversion layer (maximum 20 points)

r2

: Temperature difference, dt (maximum 35 points)

r3

: Minimum wind speed, Vmin (maximum 15 points)

r4

: height of inversion layer from the ground, h (maximum 10 points)

r5

: thickness of the inversion, d (maximum 20 points)

Firstly, the vertical temperature profile is examined with the algorithm. If the temperature of a top
layer is higher than the bottom, the bottom layer is taken as the start point and this control continues
until the upper limit of the inversion is determined. When the upper layer temperature is lower than the
current layer, this point is determined as the end point for the inversion. If an inversion layer with a
thickness of more than 45 m is found, 20 points are registered as the r1 value and proceeding to the
next calculations, if there is no inversion or the thickness of the inversion layer is less than 45 m, r1 is
registered as 0 points and the program is terminated.
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r2 Calculation: It is graded according to the classification given below by taking the temperature
difference (dt) between the upper layer and the bottom layer of the inversion.
0.0 ≤ dt < 1.0
r2 = 0

1.0 ≤ dt < 2.0
r2 = 5

2.0 ≤ dt < 3.0
r2 = 10

3.0 ≤ dt < 4.0
r2 = 15

4.0 ≤ dt < 5.0
r2 = 20

5.0 ≤ dt < 6.0
r2 = 25

6.0 ≤ dt < 8.0
r2 = 30

8.0 ≤ dt
r2 = 35

r3 Calculation: It is graded according to the classification given below by determining the minimum
wind velocity (Vmin) from wind speeds at the levels which is the inversion occurs.
3.0 m/s ≤ Vmin
1.5 m/s ≤ Vmin < 3.0 m/s
Vmin < 1.5 m/s





r3 = 5
r3 = 10
r3 = 15

r4 Calculation: It is graded according to the classification given below by calculating the height (h) of
inversion from the ground.
300 m ≤ h
1500 m ≤ h < 300 m
h ≤ 150 m





r4 = 0
r4 = 5
r4 = 10

r5 Calculation: It is graded according to the classification given below by calculating the thickness (d)
of the inversion.
d ≤ 150 m
150 m ≤ d < 250 m
250 m ≤ d < 350 m
350 m ≤ d






r5 = 5
r5 = 10
r5 = 15
r5 = 20

EVALUATION OF FORECAST RESULTS
Forecast Accuracy Rates
For the provinces Adana, Ankara, Diyarbakir, Erzurum, Isparta, Istanbul, Izmir which have upper
atmosphere observations, the forecast results produced during the 2018 - 2019 winter period (October,
November, December, January) were compared with the radiosonde measurements which are
observed in the same period.
In the comparisons made for total 123 days period, the days where both observation and forecast
values are exist were selected. The total number of forecasts and the rate of accurate forecasts in the
four-month period are given in Table 3. The actual heights of the examined centers and the heights
recognized by the model are in the same table.
The accuracy rates of the inversion forecast using the ECMWF model were in the range of 72-89%,
while the accuracy rates of the inversion forecast using the WRF model were found in the range of 6785%. It is seen that the estimation of the inversion using ECMWF global model products is more
consistent than the forecast produced using the WRF model. The highest forecast consistency was
found in Adana (ECMWF: 89%, WRF: 85%). Detailed tables and graphs are given in Table 3 and
Figure 2.
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Table 3. 00 Z Forecast Accuracy Rates.
Station

Altitude, m
Model
Real
4
27
1189
891
762
677
2113
1758
1247
997
178
33
170
29
332
4

Adana
Ankara
Diyarbakir
Erzurum
Isparta
Istanbul
Izmir
Samsun

Total Forecast
Count
123
123
123
123
123
123
123
123

Rate of accurate forecasts
ECMWF, %
WRF, %
89
85
73
69
81
72
73
67
77
75
72
70
76
72
74
74

Figure 2: Accuracy Rates of Forecasts
VERIFICATION
First of all, the correlation coefficients between the forecasted values and the observations were
calculated and then the Mean Errors and Root Mean Square Errors were calculated.
Verification is to determine the accuracy rates by comparing the forecasts with the observations.
Correlation Coefficient determines the direction and magnitude of the relationship between the
independent variables. This coefficient takes a value between (-1) and (+1). A correlation of -1.0
shows a perfect negative relationship, while a correlation of 1.0 shows a perfect positive relationship
(Kenton, 2018). If the correlation coefficient is 0, there is no relationship between these variables.
Mean Error (ME) is the average of the differences between the forecast and observations in the
specified period.
u

Ԑ

(1)

n = number of data, f = estimation data, O = observation data
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences
between the predictions and the observations in the specified period.
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The approximation of the calculated values to zero indicates that the accuracy of the forecast made for
that station has increased.
Table 4. Verification results for 00 Z
Station
00 Z
Adana
Ankara
Diyarbakır
Erzurum
Isparta
İstanbul
İzmir
Samsun

Correlation
ECMWF
0.7966
0.6344
0.7434
0.5411
0.5176
0.6356
0.6726
0.4394

WRF
0.6226
0.7291
0.5596
0.4738
0.5924
0.6049
0.3882
0.3027

Mean Error
(ME)
ECMWF
WRF
1.97
2.96
1.83
2.93
2.12
3.65
4.21
6.00
5.23
7.45
1.69
2.22
1.14
1.63
2.71
2.99

Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE)
ECMWF
WRF
1.40
1.72
1.35
1.71
1.45
1.91
2.05
2.45
2.29
2.73
1.30
1.49
1.07
1.28
1.65
1.73

Figure 3. Correlation Coefficients between Forecasts and Observations
Verification results obtained for stations which have upper atmosphere observations are given in Table
4 and Figure 3. The correlation between the ECMWF forecast and the radiosonde observations were
obtained in the range of 0.4394-0.7966. According to the Correlation Analysis, there is a high positive
correlation between ECMWF estimations and radiosonde measurement values; in other words, the
accuracy of forecasts is high.
The values obtained according to mean error (ME) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) analysis
were found to be close to zero. This analyses also show that the accuracy of forecasts is high.
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ANKARA

Figure 4. Forecasts and Observations of Ankara
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İSTANBUL

Figure 5. Forecasts and Observations of Istanbul
CONCLUSION
The most important meteorological phenomenon that causes air pollution is the temperature inversion.
Therefore, the forecast of temperature inversion is important for the authorities to take precautions. 3day inversion forecasts produced by the Turkish State Meteorological Service are published
operationally.
Forecast performances of both ECMWF and WRF models were verified by radiosonde observations at
8 stations. According to the evaluations, the accuracy of the ECMWF model was higher than that of
the WRF model. According to ECMWF model forecasts, the highest accuracy was calculated for
Adana (Consistency: 89%, Correlation: 0.80) and the lowest accuracy was calculated for Samsun
(Consistency: 74%, Correlation: 0.44).
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ABSTRACT
Tornadoes on 24 Jan.2019 in Antalya Kumluca Region and on 26 Jan.2019 in Antalya Airport are one
of the significant atmospheric phenomena that have happened recently in our country. For examining
these two cases, C band Antalya weather radar and Low Level Wind Shear Alert System (LLWAS)
contain both X-band weather radar and Laser Detecting and Ranging (Lidar) in the Antalya Airport are
used. Results show that in Kumluca, there are hook weather radar echoes and much reflectivity.
Accordingly to this, by the help of Doppler weather radar velocity, it is observed cyclonic flow in the
south-west of weather radar echoes located in weak echo region (WER). Therefore there is a
mesocyclone in this area. On the other hand, two days later in Antalya Airport, both X-band weather
radar and Lidar detect much cyclonic flow caused huge tornado. According to LLWAS X-band
weather radar there is longer distance between hook weather radar echoes and Doppler velocity when
compared with Kumluca Tornado. But despite of this condition, the direction of tornado shows that it
can be also called as mesocyclone. In addition, low correlation coefficient (RhoHV) value of LLWAS
X-band weather radar and Lidar also support that it is observed tornado debris signature (TDS) in
Antalya Airport.
Keywords: Tornado Debris Signature, Weak Echo Region, Mesocyclone, Correlation Coefficient
INTRODUCTION
Weather radars are well known for their ability to detect precipitation at a high spatial and temporal
resolution. Precipitation data deduced from reflectivity measurements by weather radars are
extensively used for monitoring of severe weather and are increasingly used for hydrological
applications. The majority of the operational weather radars are capable of performing Doppler
measurements. Using the Doppler technique, wind can be extracted from the motion of the
precipitation. A Doppler radar only measures the component of the velocity vector in the line of sight,
called radial velocity. The weather radar provides the mean radial velocity as a function of range,
azimuth and elevation. Assuming a uniform wind field (u0, v0, w0) and a constant fall velocity, the
radial velocity Vr can be modelled as a function of the azimuth φ and the elevation θ:
Vr (φ, θ) = u0cosθsinφ+v0cosθcosφ+w0sinθ (1)
While u0 is about range, v0 is sum of azimuth wind speed and w0 is vertical. The weather radar
geometry used to obtain wind profiles is shown Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the weather radar used to measure Doppler wind profile
The wind speed and direction can be determined from the amplitude and the phase of the sine. This
well-known technique is called Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) introduced by Browning and
Wexler in 1968. Instead of processing multiple VADs and averaging the results, one can also process
all available radial velocity data within a certain height layer at once. This called Volume Velocity
Processing technique (VVP) was introduced by Waldteufel and Corbin in 1979.

Figure 2. An example of a VAD extracted from weather radar velocity data is shown on the left and
Cartesian v-components from the verification of weather radar on the right
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APPLICATIONS
In this study, firstly it is observed Kumluca tornado took place on 24 Jan.2019 in Antalya. According
to our studies, this can be called as “Weak Echo Region phenomena. A weak echo region (WER) is
that portion of a storm exhibiting below normal returns. WERs are normally found at the storms core.
They are formed from the absence of hail. As intensifying updrafts lift mass to heights, they create an
area that is void of reflectivity. It appears hollow within the storm and describes a pattern in weather
radar reflectivity images looks like a hook extending from the echo, usually in the right-rear part of the
storm. It is often associated with a mesocyclone and indicates favourable conditions for tornado.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show to this weak echo by making a cross section and Doppler weather radar
velocity respectively.

Figure 3. Weak Echo Region
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Figure 4. While negative velocity values show approaching to weather radar on the left, the positive
ones show moving away from to weather radar on the right.
According to this condition, a cyclonic flow occur from positive values to negative in the weak echo
region can be looked in below.

Figure 5. Cyclonic flow and mesocyclone by observing Doppler weather radar
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On the other hand, Antalya Airport tornado on 26 Jan.2019 is a little different from Kumluca tornado.
According to observations, there is a long distance between hook weather radar echoes and cyclonic
flow can be looked in figure 6.

Figure 6. Hook weather radar reflectivity on the left and Doppler weather radar velocity on the right
Another thing about this case is the tornado debris signature (TDS). Correlation coefficient (RhoHV)
is measure of how similarly the horizontally and vertically polarized pulses are behaving from pulse to
pulse in a resolution volume. RhoHV provide to detect objects that are different in size and nonmeteorological echoes. It is generally lower (less than 0.8) for chaff and debris rather than rain.

Figure 7. Changes of RhoHV by several weather particles
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Figure 8. Tornado Debris Signature in Antalya Airport
Lidar has ability to detect particles in air. As Lidar send laser beam to atmosphere, it is sensitive to
aerosols, debris, chaff or pollutants such as carbon dioxide. It is shown a cyclonic flow moving from
negative to positive values in Antalya Airport with Lidar radial velocity.

Figure 9. Lidar velocity and cyclonic flow
CONCLUSION
In this study, it is searched Antalya Kumluca and Antalya Airport tornadoes with Doppler weather
radars and LLWAS. The most important point can be said about this article is that there are some
different points about these two tornados. In Kumluca Region, according to Antalya weather radar, it
is observed that a weak echo region and mesocyclone are too close. On the other hand, there is
approximately 2 km distance between hook weather radar echoes and huge mesocyclone for tornado
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occurred in Antalya Airport. In addition, because of higher resolution dual X-band weather radar and
Lidar system (LLWAS) it can be detected tornado debris signature (TDS) phenomena in airport.
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ABSTRACT
The State of Queensland is located in the northeast of Australia. The precipitation, which began on
January 19, 2019, in the northeast of Queensland, has been effective over the region until 12 February
2019 by increasing its severity from time to time. The region is under the influence of the
low- pressure center and the monsoon trough which occasionally reaches a pressure of 992 hPa. On
January 27, 2019, the daily total precipitation values   were maximized for the investigated rainfall
period prolonged about the three weeks over the region. The maximum daily total precipitation values
were measured 562.0 mm at Mossman Central Mill, 471.6 mm at Whyanbeel Valley, and 468.8 mm at
Cape Tribulation Store Station. The water level reaches at 12.5 m of height at the Daintree River.
Townsville is the most affected area by heavy rainfall. Thousands of people are rescued in the area,
and thousands of houses are flooded. About 500,000 cattle dies in this flood. Total damage including
infrastructure is about AUD $1.5 billion. According to the Bureau of Meteorology, the return period of
this event is 100 years. In this study, the meteorological situation causing this flood is analyzed on a
synoptic scale by using the satellite images and synoptic maps.
Keywords: Australia, Queensland Townsville floods, monsoon trough, synoptic analysis, satellite
Image.
INTRODUCTION
A nearly stationary, slow-moving low-pressure system with a monsoon trough over the northern part
of Australia, caused an extreme amount of rainfall in Queensland from the last quarter of January 2019
to mid-February. In many observation points, accumulated rainfall amount set new records.
Accumulated rainfall totals of some stations from January 26 to February 9 were; Townsville Airport
1392.4 mm, Yabulu Nickel 1536.7 mm, Whyanbeel Valley 810.4, and Majors Creek 1656.8 mm.
Many of these points had over 100 mm of daily rainfall amounts (Table 1) (Figures 1 and 2) (Web-1).
Daintree River

Townsville

Figure 5. Location of study area (source: Google Maps).
Because of consecutive days of heavy rainfall, major floods affected a vast area. The daily mean
watercourse level reached 12.5 m at the Daintree River and 14.5 m at the Burdekin River (Figure 3).
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The Ross River Dam had reached 244.8% of its capacity on February 4. The City Council of
Townsville had decided to open the spillway gates of the dam to release the excess water. When the
gates were opened, about 1900 m3/s of water spilled into the Ross River which flowed through the
City of Townsville. Thereby, several suburban areas in Townsville inundated (Web-2).
Table 3. Daily Rainfall Totals (mm/m2) (source: Web-1).

26.01.2019

Yabulu QLD
Nickel
3,2

Whyanbeel
Valley
148,6

0,6

Townsville
Airport
0,0

Mossman
Central Mill
0,0

27.01.2019

39,0

28.01.2019

49,0

471,6

7,0

33,2

562,0

47,4

74,6

52,4

3,0

29.01.2019

66,0

8,4

274,6

85,2

7,0

30.01.2019

117,0

30,0

107,6

110,8

33,0

31.01.2019

233,0

19,2

199,0

157,4

17,0

1.02.2019

170,0

27,6

178,8

216,4

33,0

2.02.2019

217,0

16,0

127,6

121,2

7,0

3.02.2019

182,0

2,6

242,0

152,8

4,0

4.02.2019

146,0

27,8

173,4

173,0

21,0

5.02.2019

57,0

2,4

74,6

42,6

3,5

6.02.2019

126,0

1,4

76,4

108,2

0,6

7.02.2019

6,5

0,6

45,4

17,4

0,1

Majors Creek

8.02.2019

125,0

6,8

75,2

121,8

8,0

Total

1536,7

810,4

1656,8

1392,4

699,2

Figure 2. Queensland Monthly Rainfall Totals (source: Web-1).
Totally six fatalities had been reported after the floods in Townsville. Nearly 3300 properties were
damaged because of the floods. More than 500,000 cattle died in the disaster. Based on the last
insurance records, the total economic loss was about AUD $1.5 billion (Web-3,4).
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Burdekin River

Dainstree River

Figure 3. Dainstree River and Burdekin River Daily Mean Water Course Level (m) (source: Web-1).
There have been many studies in the scientific literature on cyclones in Australia (Mills et al., 2010;
Browning & Goodwin, 2013; Dowdy et al., 2013; Pepler et al., 2015; Verdon-Kidd et al., 2016;
Özdemir et al., 2019). Aim of this study is to analyze the meteorological conditions which have caused
and induced the extreme rainfall events from different perspectives such as synoptic conditions,
satellite products, and observed data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Meteorological Analysis Tools
Surface Pressure Charts (SPC) which are prepared and provided by the Australian Government Bureau
of Meteorology (BOM) are used to analyse the synoptic conditions through the disaster (Web-1).
Global Forecast System (GFS) Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model surface pressure and
500- hPa geopotential height combination charts are provided from wetter3.de web page (Web-5).
Precipitation values and monthly rainfall total maps are used for rainfall analysis. All the precipitation
data are provided by BOM. Also, daily mean watercourse level charts for the Daintree River and the
Burdekin River are provided from BOM (Web-1).
Satellite products which are used to determine the inundated area of Townsville are products of
Sentinel 2A and 2B. Copernicus Sentinel is a mission of European Space Agency (ESA). Sentinel 2A
and 2B satellites are monitoring variability in land surface conditions. True colour and false colour
products are used for analysis. Sentinel 2 is a polar orbit, sun synchronous satellite and overpass time
is 10.30 am local time. Sentinel 2A and 2B products are downloaded from sentinel-hub.com (Web-6,
Web-7).
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) of NASA/NOAA Suomi-National Polar- orbiting
Partnership (S-NPP) satellite, Corrected Reflectance Imagery products are used to observe the
structure of a low-pressure system and a monsoon trough S-NPP is a polar orbit, sun synchronous
satellite and overpass time is 1.30 pm local time (Web-8, Web-9).
FINDINGS
Synoptic Analysis
After the first half of the January 2019, a monsoon trough which laid over the north of Australia
prominently intensified and moved to the south. At the same time a 1003-hPa tropical low pressure
generated over Queensland. The low pressure became deeper and slowly moved by the end of January.
Between 26 and 31 January, the low pressure and monsoon trough slowly moved to the south and
caused heavy rainfall all over Queensland. Highest rainfall values could be seen through the coastal
area.
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By the north-easterly flow, the low- pressure system deepened and strengthened in the first days of
February. As the low pressure deepened, north-easterly flow and south-easterly flow converged over
the coastal line. Coastal topography of the east coast of Queensland caused extremely heavy rainfall
with interact of convergence. Because of the low pressure was moving slowly to the south, the highest
rainfall values shifted to the south as the low pressure moved. On 4th February, the value of low
pressure was 992-hPa. During this period, daily precipitation totals were more than 100 mm.
On February 5, the low-pressure system started to move east slowly. Because of the slow movement of
the low pressure, the precipitation totals were still high through the coastline for the following three
days. After this movement, the low pressure had weakened. By February 9, the low-pressure system
completely moved to the east, and precipitation had gradually finished (Figure 4, 5).

Figure 4. 00Z Surface Pressure Charts from Jan 26, 2019 to Feb 09, 2019. Interval between isobars
are 4 hPa (source: Web-1).
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Figure 5. 500 hPa Geopotential Height (shaded colours, 6 gpdam interval) + Surface Pressure (white
lines, 4 hPa interval) + Relative topography 500 hPa/1000 hPa (black lines, 8 gpdam interval) GFS
00Z Model Charts from Jan 26, 2019, to Feb 09, 2019 (source: Web-5).
Satellite Products Analysis
The first part of the satellite analysis includes atmospheric situations. From 26 to 30 January, cloud
bands of monsoon trough can be seen clearly over the Coral Sea and Queensland. Brighter parts over
coastlines indicate relatively thicker cloud layers and heavy rainfall. Also, north-easterly monsoon
flow over the Coral Sea is marked by cloud bands. From the north to the south, low pressure is getting
gradually visible day by day.
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By the 31st of January, the low- pressure system is the main actor over Queensland. Strong northeasterly monsoon flow and convergence over the Coral Sea can be seen on January 31. From 1 to 4
February, convergence over coastline and deepening low pressure dominate the whole area.
Between February 5 and 9, the low- pressure system and cloud bands move slowly to the east over the
Coral Sea. As moving to the east, cloud bands get thinner and less bright. By 9th of February, all over
Queensland is nearly cloud-free (Figure 6).

26 Jan

27 Jan

28 Jan

29 Jan

30 Jan

31 Jan

1 Feb

2 Feb

3 Feb

4 Feb

5 Feb

6 Feb

7 Feb

8 Feb

9 Feb

Figure 6. S-NPP satellite, VIIRS Corrected Reflectance Imagery products (source: Web-8).
The second part of the satellite analysis is to find out the effects of the floods over Townsville and
surrounding area. Two false colour products are chosen from less cloudy days (Figure 7). The false
colour products give better contrast between soil and water. The first date is before the floods (January
9) and the second date is after the flood events (February 13). There are three points of interest in the
products. The first one is the Ross River Dam catchment area. After the flood, the area has
prominently expanded to north and south. The second point is the catchment area of Ross River. Many
points of the river have overflown through the residential area. The last point is surrounding of
Townsville Airport. There are visible floods in the north of the airport between Bohle and Carbutt.
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9 Jan

13 Feb

Figure 7. Sentinel 2A and 2B False Colour products (source: Web-6).
There are three true colour products from three different dates to determine the muddy floodwaters
which are draining from the Burdekin River to the Coral Sea (Figure 8). The first one is before
(January 6), and the others are after the rainfall events (February 10 and 13). Muddy floodwaters are
overspread through a very large area and visible at the products after the rainfall.

06 Jan

10 Feb

13 Feb

Figure 8. Sentinel 2A and 2B True Colour products (source: Web-6).
CONCLUSION
A widespread, extremely heavy rainfall events caused floods occurred in Queensland between January
19 and February 9. Six people and more than 500,000 cattle were dead, 3300 properties were damaged,
and AUD $1.5 billion of economic loss was reported after the flood event.
There was a great and widespread data set of rainfall totals. By analysing all precipitation data,
movement of the low-pressure system and the trough could be seen clearly. In the first part of the
rainfall period, the low-pressure system was in the north, and the northern meteorological stations
recorded the highest precipitation values. In the last part, the low- pressure moved to the south then
east, and Townsville area got extremely heavy rainfall. By the way, the watercourse level of the
Daintree River which was located in the northern Queensland, was increased on January 27. But, the
watercourse level of the Burdekin River which was stated in the south of Townsville, was increased
after January 30 and peaked on February 9.
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The monsoon through was laying in the north of Australia on January 26 and affecting the northern
part of Queensland. After occurring of the tropical low pressure, the whole system moved to south
slowly during the period. With this replacement, north-easterly and humid flow from the Coral Sea
was increased its strength. On the other hand, south-easterly and humid flow from the Tasman Sea met
with the north-easterly flow on the east coast of Queensland. This junction started a strong convection.
When coastal topography of Queensland taken into account, extreme rainfalls of Townsville area were
easily understood. After all, a relatively slow movement of this system caused “the disaster”.
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ABSTRACT
The urban heat island (UHI) effect is a prominent form of localized anthropogenic climate
modification. It describes the temperature difference between urban areas and adjoining suburban
areas. The present study aims to investigate the UHI during hot days in the city of Thessaloniki. The
methodology utilised was based on numerical modelling tools. The modeling system consisted of the
Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) coupled with the Urban Canopy Model (UCM) in
high horizontal resolution (2 km). The main purpose of the coupled model is to improve the
description of lower boundary conditions and to provide more accurate forecasts for urban regions in
order to assess the impacts of UHI. Simulations were performed for a heat-wave event during late
June-early July, 2017. The comparison between simulated data and existed measurements revealed a
satisfactory performance of the modeling system.
Keywords: Urban Heat Island, Urban Canopy model, Thessaloniki
INTRODUCTION
Every summer, countries that belong to the temperate zones of Europe are very likely to experience
several heat wave events (Field et al., 2014). The southern parts of the continent are most severely
affected by heat episodes, and especially the countries around Mediterranean Sea that are exposed to
the warm air masses originating from North Africa. Heat waves are linked to drought, forest fires,
decreased agricultural and livestock productivity, construction and transportation difficulties and
higher energy consumption (Papanastasiou et al., 2014).
It is also well documented that heat waves are directly linked to various health problems (Omonijo et
al., 2013), especially for the vulnerable population groups such as the elderly and infants. Extremely
high temperatures may result to dehydration, heat exhaustion, deadly heatstroke and kidney disorders.
Other side effects include reduced labor productivity and degraded welfare of the population.
As the duration and frequency of heat waves is increasing due to global warming (McGregor et al.,
2015), it is understood that stakeholders, scientific community and the public are facing a matter of
crucial importance.
But not only global sized changes affect living areas; local urban areas can experience severe
alterations in their thermal environment. In this context, Urban Heat Island is the phenomenon
describing the temperature difference between urban areas with the neighboring suburban or rural
areas. While global population and urbanization are both increasing rapidly, UHI has become one of
the largest problems that concerns modern human civilization. UHI is related to increased
temperatures which tend to exacerbate the threats to human health posed by thermal stress.
The present work focuses on a heat wave event that took place from June 29th to July 2nd 2017 and
highly affected the city of Thessaloniki. An evaluation of the model performance, represented by nearsurface temperature, was conducted. Then, Urban Heat Ιsland Intensity, Discomfort Index and
Universal Thermal Climate Index were calculated in order to better assess UHI and its effects on
human health.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A heat wave is a prolonged period of extremely high temperatures for a particular region. However, no
universal definition for a heat wave exists as it is relative to a specific area and to a certain time of
year.
Temperatures that inhabitants of hot climate zones consider normal can be extremely high for those
living in cooler areas.
In the present study, a temperature criterion based on the IPCC’s definition of extreme temperature
index, TX90p, was applied for the identification of the examined heat episode. According to this index
(Hartmann et al., 2013), a heat wave day is determined when the daily maximum temperature exceeds
the 90th percentile of a late-20th century reference period (1961-1990). Heat wave days were
identified by applying the TX90p indicator to the air temperature data of the ground-based weather
stations over Thessaloniki. According to (Giannaros, 2018), threshold temperature for identifying a
HW day is 34οC and a warm episode is categorized as heat wave when daily maximum temperature
exceeds 34οC for at least 3 consecutive days.
Based on these criteria, a heat episode during the last days of June and the first days of July 2017 was
identified (29/06-02/07/2017).

Figure 1. Daily maximum temperature for all stations for four consecutive days
According to the Climatic Bulletin, published by the Hellenic National Meteorological Service, these
four consecutive days presented very high temperatures. Figure 2 shows the deviation of mean
temperature from normal values (Climatic Bulletin, July 2017, 2017).
Moreover to better capture the aspect of thermal discomfort during a heat wave, Tropical Nights were
calculated. The measure was included for the first time in the new report on the State of the UK
Climate 2017, in an acknowledgement that the climate is becoming more extreme. A “Tropical Night”,
abbreviated TR, is usually identified when daily temperature does not drop below 20οC, thus it does
not allow humans to experience the necessary relief from extreme heat stress. The 20οC threshold
does not account for every country; for instance a tropical night in Japan sets the lowest temperature at
25οC.

Figure 2.Deviation of mean temperature from normal values for the third 10-day period of June (left)
and the first 10-day period of July (right)
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Setting the TR lowest value at 24°C for this heat wave episode, only one station failed to reach 100%
occurrence.
Table 1. Percentage of daily minimum temperature higher or equal to 24°C
Station

Percentage of
occurence

Martiou
100

Malakopi
75

Lagkada

Eptapurgio

100

100

Egnatia
100

The present study was carried for the region of Thessaloniki in northern Greece. Thessaloniki is the
second largest city of Greece (ca 800,000 inhabitants). The city is built along the north-east coast of
the Thermaikos Gulf and its climate is directly affected by the sea. The flat area in the West is
dominated by the industrial zone of Sindos, whereas Hortiatis Mountain (1200 m) is located in the
East. With annual mean temperature around 16 oC, annual mean relative humidity 62% and annual
mean precipitation 450 mm, the city’s climate can be described as Mediterranean with generally hot
and dry summers and mild and wet winters. The annual mean wind speed is 5.6 m/s (prevailing wind
direction NW), while the city is frequently exposed to sea breezes throughout the year.
For Thessaloniki, the observational data were collected from ground-based weather stations operated
by the Municipality of Thessaloniki. All stations are equipped with scientific quality instruments,
namely Vaisala Humidity and Temperature Probe HMP155, a barometer, as well as wind speed and
direction (RM Young 05103 wind monitor in Dimarxeio St. and RM Young 27005 propeller
anemometer in all other Stations).Table 2 presents the main characteristics of the measurement sites
classified into local climate zones (LCZs) according to (Stewart and Oke, 2012) while Fig. 3 illustrates
their locations.
Table 2.Site characteristics of the meteorological stations
Station
number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Station
name

Eptapurgio
Martiou
Lagada
Malakopi
Egnatia
Dimarxeio

Latitude
(°N)
40.64411
40.62
40.65
40.61594
40.6376
40.62334

Longitude
(°E)
22.95847
22.96
22.94
22.98187
22.9413
22.95353

Altitude
(m a.s.l.a)

171.2
12.2
38.2
89.2
11.3
5.0 (rooftop)

LCZ
classification

Open low-rise
Open mid-rise
Open mid-rise
Sparsely built
Compact mid-rise
Sparsely built

Figure 3. Weather station network
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The numerical modeling scheme used for this work, has been designed in the framework of LIFE
ASTI project. The coupled WRF/SLUCM modeling system produces high-quality forecasting
products, such as the Urban Heat Island Intensity, Discomfort Index and UTCI.
The model was applied over three (2-way) nested domains with spatial resolutions of 18 km (d01), 6
km (d02) and 2 km (d03). The first domain (d01; mesh size of 460x270) covers most of the Europe,
the North Africa and the Middle East to simulate the synoptic meteorological conditions. The second
domain (d02; mesh size of 450x345) includes the eastern Mediterranean, while the innermost domain
focuses on the studied urban area of Thessaloniki, Greece, (d03; mesh size of 75x75). All modeling
domains have the same vertical structure composing of 35 unevenly spaced full sigma layers from the
lowest layer near the surface (~ 30 m) to the model top defined at 100 hPa.

Figure 4. Configuration of the three (2-way) nested WRF modeling domains
A considerable body of research has been focused on examining the WRF performance in replicating
hot summer conditions and the UHI effect. Based on recent studies (Giannaros, 2018; Giannaros and
Melas, 2012) the physics parameterizations listed in Table 3 was applied in all modeling domains of
the present study.
Table 3. Summary of the WRF physics options
Physics

Parameterization

References

Microphysics (clouds)

WRF single-moment 5-class
(WSM5)

Hong et al. (2004)

Cumulus (convection)*

Kain-Fritsch (KF)

Kain (2004)

Planetary boundary layer

asymmetric convection model
2 (ACM2)

Pleim (2007a, 2007 b)

Surface layer

Revised MM5

Jiménez et al. (2012)

Land surface

Noah model

Tewari et al. (2004)

Short-wave radiation

Dudhia

Dudhia (1989)

Long-wave radiation

rapid radiative transfer model
for global circulation model
(GCM) applications
(RRTMG)

Iacono et al. (2008)

* Cumulus parameterization will be used only for domains d01 and d02
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Additionally, the Single-Layer Urban Canopy Model (SLUCM) is coupled with the WRF model over
Thessaloniki (d03) in order to represent in detail the physical processes of the targeted urban
environments. The SLUCM (Chen et al., 2011) simulates the effects of urban geomorphology on the
dynamic, radiation and thermodynamic processes at the model sub-grid scale. Its application requires
precise terrestrial and urban morphology data, including land use, topography and parameters
representing the land surface and urban facets properties (e.g., surface albedo), as well as the urban
canopy geometry (e.g., building heights).
Several products from WRF/SLUCM modeling system can be derived in order to describe and
quantify severe thermal stress experienced by the public during heat waves, especially for population
living and operating in urban environments.
UHI can be quantified by the Urban Heat Island Intensity (UHII) which is measured by the difference
between the highest sustained urban air temperature and the background rural temperature. In the
present study, grid points were selected based on their horizontal proximity, altitude difference less
than 5 m and within CORINE Land Cover categories 12-22 (“Agricultural areas”). Figure 5 presents
the dominant land use over the region of Thessaloniki, as produced by WRF/SLUCM model.
The Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) is defined as an equivalent ambient temperature (°C) of
a reference environment, providing the same physiological response of a reference person as the actual
environment (Blazejczyk et al., 2012). The calculation of the physiological response to the
meteorological input is based on a multi-node model of human thermoregulation, which is associated
with a clothing model (Farajzadeh et al., 2015).

Figure 5. Dominant land use over Thessaloniki (CORINE Land Cover)
Mathematically this would be written as:
h a

Ԑ h 䖼h䖣 �䖼

䖼

h V ԐԐ㊀ � h 䖼h䖣 �䖼

䖼

(1)

Where (Tmrt) is radiant temperature, (va) wind speed and humidity, expressed as water vapour
pressure (vp) or relative humidity (RH).
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Figure 6. UTCI equivalent temperature categorized in terms of thermal stress for T>9 oC
Thom's discomfort index (DI) (Thom, 1959) is a very popular human biometeorological index, utilized
to evaluate discomfort conditions.
a

h

䁘 ꀀꀀ 䁛 〠

䁘䁘 䁛

֝ 䁛 〠h

ꀀ֝ (2)

T and RH correspond to dry bulb temperature (°C) and relative humidity (%), respectively. DI classes
and the corresponding effects onhuman health are presented as follows.

Figure 7. DI classes and effects on human health
RESULTS
Model evaluation
The most direct approach to model evaluation is to compare model output with observations and
discuss the resulting difference. In the present study, an evaluation to the performance of the
WRF/SLUCM modeling system was conducted, in terms of near-surface temperature.
Mean Bias Error (MBE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) measure
the error or deviation between observed and simulated values. On the other side, correlation
coefficient (R) and Index of Agreement determine the degree to which magnitudes and signs of the
observed value are related to the predicted values.
In the present study, the thresholds proposed by (Emery et al., 2001)were utilized to evaluate the
model performance. According to Emery, maximum desirable MAE for temperature is 2 oC and
minimum desirable IoA is 0.8.
As seen in Figure 8, the time series of observed and modeled temperature averaged over all
measurement sites is presented.
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Figure 8. Observed (red line) and modeled (blue line) hourly near-surface air temperature averaged
for all stations from 0000 UTC June 29 to 0000 UTC July 03, 2017 (sample size N=96).
The model simulates very well the course of diurnal cycle, as indicated by the high R values.
Nevertheless, it tends to overestimate the daily maximum values and underestimate the minimum ones,
as shown by (Bhati and Mohan, 2016).
In the following table, statistics for near-surface temperature are demonstrated for all weather stations.
It is evident that only two stations (Dimarxeio and Malakopi) fail to keep their MAE below 2 oC. IoA
for all sites is greater than 0.8.
Table 4. Comparison of the observed and modeled hourly near-surface air temperature for all
measuring sites from 0000 UTC June 29 to 0000 July 03 2017 (sample size N=96) (MBE, MAE,
NMSE and RMSE in oC).
Station

Dimarheio
Egnatia
Eptapurgio
Lagkada
Malakopi
Martiou

LCZ

Sparsely built
Compact mid-rise
Open low-rise
Open low-rise
Sparsely built
Open low-rise

MBE
2.01
0.95
1.44
0.83
1.56
0.48

MAE
2.51
1.92
1.94
1.82
2.10
1.52

NMSE
0.009
0.006
0.006
0.005
0.006
0.003

R

0.86
0.88
0.89
0.87
0.90
0.90

IoA
0.82
0.88
0.88
0.90
0.91
0.94

The best model performance metrics were obtained for the Martiou station; on the contrary, the worst
statistics were calculated for Dimarxeio. Although previous studies indicated that complex urban
characteristics are relatively harder to simulate (Giannaros, 2013), in the present study “open low-rise”
site performed better than “Sparsely built”. This behavior is impressed on the figure below, indicating
the differences between the best and worst performing station.

Figure 9. Observed (red line) and modeled (blue line) hourly near-surface air for two sites from 0000
UTC June 29 to 0000 UTC July 03, 2017 (sample size N=96).
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Thermal comfort indices and UHII
In this study, the last day of the heat wave that started on June 29th and finished on July 2nd 2017, was
chosen to depict. In Figure 10, the temperature difference between night hours (00.00 UTC, 03.00 LT)
and mid-day (12.00 UTC, 15.00 LT) is obvious.

Figure 10. Hourly mean temperature values for July 2nd 2017 at 00.00 UTC (left) and 12.00 UTC
(right)
As shown also in Figure 10, maximum temperature reached nearly 40oC for a large part of the city.

Figure 11. Hourly mean values of UHII for July 2nd 2017 at 00.00 UTC (left) and 12.00 UTC (right)
UHII was selected as an index to analyze the impact of the urban environment on air temperature.
WRF/SLUCM coupled model simulated the intensity of UHI to be higher at night (00.00 UTC) than
during the day (12.00 UTC). This agrees well with earlier studies, reporting that the UHI is primarily a
nocturnal phenomenon (Giannaros and Melas, 2012). Following sunrise UHII is known to decrease
abruptly, due to the reduced early morning heating rate of urban areas compared to their rural
surroundings. During late afternoon hours (1800-1900 LT) UHII is increasing; an effect that can be
attributed to the slowdown of the urban cooling rate (OKE, 1982).
Thermal stress indices can be divided into three groups according to their rationale (Blazejczyk et al.,
2012):
indices based on direct measurements of environmental variables (“direct indices”),
indices based on calculations involving the heat balance equation (“rational indices”), e.g. UTCI,
indices based on objective and subjective strain (“empirical indices”), e.g. DI.
Ιndices of the latter two groups are more difficult to implement for daily use, since they depend on
many variables and some of them require invasive measurements. On the other hand, they demonstrate
a more complete approach and usually better performance.
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Figure 12. Hourly mean values of DI for July 2nd 2017 at 00.00 UTC (left) and 12.00 UTC (right)

Figure 13. Hourly mean values of UTCI for July 2nd 2017 at 00.00 UTC (left) and 12.00 UTC (right)
The two figures above demonstrate DI and UTCI values for 00.00 and 12.00 UTC, respectively.
In terms of thermal comfort, even after 4 consecutive days of very high temperatures, left panels show
no or little thermal stress (DI “Under 50% of population feels discomfort”, UTCI “No thermal stress”).
On the contrary, both right panels demonstrate a rather high level of thermal discomfort. DI shows
“Most 50% of population feels discomfort” for the largest part of Thessaloniki and for a smaller
portion “Most of population suffers discomfort”. In the same time UTCI, either shows “Strong heat
stress” or “Very strong heat stress” which relate to extreme caution especially for the elderly.
These results are anticipated, since it is evident that high temperatures combined with high levels of
humidity result to severe levels of thermal discomfort among urban population. In addition, according
to (Angouridakis and Makrogiannis, 1982) maximum values of DI throughout the whole year occur
between 11.00 and 13.00 UTC, while minimum values occur around 04.00 UTC. For July, one of the
two hottest months of the year, 50.6% of the mean number of days were classified in category
21<DI<24.
CONCLUSION
In the present study, the coupled WRF/SLUCM modeling system was implemented over the city of
Thessaloniki, Greece, for studying the UHI effect. The performance of the model, represented by nearsurface temperature, was evaluated for a heat wave episode from June 29 to July 2 2017.
Observational data were retrieved from 6 meteorological stations operated by the Municipality of
Thessaloniki.
The comparison between modeled values and observations revealed satisfactory performance of the
model, based to the threshold values indicated by (Emery et al., 2001). Conversely to previous studies,
stations characterized as “open low-rise” performed better than “sparsely-built”. The overestimation of
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daily maximum temperature values (and the respective underestimation of minimum ones), along with
the evaluation of other meteorological parameters (e.g. RH and wind speed) could become the
stimulus for a future study.
In the second part of this study, UHI Intensity, Discomfort Index and Universal Thermal Climate
Index were calculated by WRF/SLUCM for the heat wave period.
It was found that UHII is primarily a nocturnal phenomenon that reaches its minimum values around
early afternoon and its maximum values as day ends. These findings are in accordance with previous
studies for the area of Thessaloniki (Giannaros and Melas, 2012). Regarding thermal stress indices,
both DI and UTCI revealed significant thermal stress for the majority of urban population around midday hours.
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ABSTRACT
Forest fires pose a threat to people, infrastructure and forest ecosystems. Thus, early warning systems
as decision support tool for fire managers prove invaluable. In this regard, Turkish Fire Weather Index
(TFWI) System was developed as an early warning system for forest fires, and a prototype software
was developed. TFWI system calculates surface fuel moisture and predicts fire danger on an hourly
basis using weather measurements, namely; temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and rain (if
any). The online prototype software can make hourly predictions of fire danger throughout the country.
The initial evaluation of the TFWI software was made in Köyceğiz State Forest Enterprise during the
fire season in 2018 from May to October. Twenty seven forest fires were reported in the case study
area in 2018. TFWI made 4205 hourly predictions for Köyceğiz district. Out of this, the system gave
281 hourly forest fire risk warnings. The total rate of fire risk warnings corresponded to 6.7% of the
hourly warnings throughout the season. The ratio of forest fires resulting from the relevant warnings
was 29.6%. Given the limited number of fire occurrences, the results can be considered very
successful. TFWI has been unofficially used by Turkish Forest Fire Service since 2018. The system
can provide fire managers and decision makers with the timely information required for successful fire
prevention/pre-suppression planning. Moreover, a successful application of the system will be
invaluable in fire training programmes and raising public awareness against forest fires.
Keywords: Forest fires, Fire risk, Fire danger.
INTRODUCTION
Effective forest-fire management relies on sound information on the potential for ignition, fire
behavior, difficulty of control, and impact of fire in a given situation (Bilgili, 1999). Decision support
systems provide a framework for organizing and integrating scientific knowledge and operational field
experience. Fire danger rating systems (FDRS) are of decision support systems that have long been a
part of fire management organizations in many countries around the world to help fire managers to
make sound decisions concerning fire management activities. FDRS implemented in many countries
help predict fire danger potential, taking into consideration the environmental factors affecting fire
potential and danger. These systems have been successfully used especially in the USA, Canada and
Australia and are being implemented in many other countries. Fire Danger Rating Systems have three
major components, namely; Fire Occurrence Prediction System, Fire Weather Index System and Fire
Behavior Prediction System. Fire Weather Index System aids decision makers in fire management
activities through predicting fire ignition potential and development using fire weather measurements.
Since the late 1990s, there have been some endeavors in Turkey to establish fire danger rating system
in the country (Coskuner et al., 2018). Because, about twelve million hectares of forested lands in the
country are under the threat of forest fires with about twenty thousand hectares burned annually (OGM,
2017), and fires are responsible for the loss of goods, resources and even lives (Bilgili, 1997). The
Turkish Forest Fire Weather Index System (TFWI) was first considered in 1997. After several years of
work by a number of researchers at Karadeniz Technical University and Fire Service of the General
Directorate of Forestry, development of TFWI prototype was completed in 2017. The system
calculates codes and indices of fuel moisture contents and fire behavior based on weather
measurements only. The system consists of five components: two primary sub-indices representing
fuel moisture codes, two intermediate sub-indices representing relative rate of fire spread and fuel
consumption, and fire weather index component representing relative fire intensity.
The objective of this study are to describe the structure of the prototype software of Turkish Fire
Weather Index System (TFWI) and evaluate the initial results of TFWI software using fire data in
Köyceğiz State Forest Enterprise during fire season in 2018.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
TFWI System Structure
TFWI consists of five components: two primary sub-indexes representing fuel moisture codes (FFMC
and DMC), two intermediate sub-indexes representing relative rate of spread (ISI) and fuel
consumption (BUI) and fire weather index (FWI) component representing fire intensity. (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The structure of Turkish Fire Index System.
The TFWI refers primarily to a standard pine fuel type (Pinus brutia) and is useful as a general index
of forest fire danger. The system calculates fuel moisture on an hourly basis using weather readings
only: temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and rain (if any).
Moisture Codes and Indices
Fine Fuel Moisture Code
The Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC) is a numerical rating of the moisture content of litter and other
fine fuels. This code is an indicator of the relative ease of ignition and the flammability of fine fuels.
Duff Moisture Code
The Duff Moisture Code (DMC) is a numerical rating of the average moisture content of loosely
compacted organic (duff) layers. This code is an indication of fuel consumption in moderate duff
layers and medium-sized woody material.
Initial Spread Index
The Initial Spread Index (ISI) is a numerical rating of the expected rate of fire spread. It combines the
effects of wind and the FFMC on rate of spread without the influence of variable quantities of fuel.
Buildup Index
The Buildup Index (BUI) is a numerical rating of the total amount of fuel available for combustion. It
is calculated from DMC.
Fire Weather Index
The Fire Weather Index (FWI) is a numerical rating of fire intensity. It combines the Initial Spread
Index and the Buildup Index. It is suitable as a general index of fire danger throughout the forested
areas in the Mediterranean basin.
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System Modeling
The TFWI system depends on a state-dependent, dynamic, semi-physical surface fuel moisture
dynamics model (Bilgili et al., 2019). The model is based on concurrent moisture content of fuels,
equilibrium moisture content and response time.
A simplified model flow chart is shown in Figure 2. Major components of the model include i) Input
and initialization, ii) Moisture content increase due to rain, iii) Condensation effect, iv) Equilibrium
moisture content (EMC), v) Timelag and fuel moisture calculations and vi) Moisture codes and fire
behavior indexes.

Figure 2. Flowchart of TFWI model (adapted from Bilgili et al., (2019)).
System software
The Fire danger mapping software was designed using Karadeniz Technical University web platform.
The software operates on an hourly basis and can make 2 day-forecast of Fire Danger using weather
data from World Weather Online server for Turkey. The structure of the software (Figure 3) and
software interface are given below (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The structure (a) and system interface (b) of TFWI software.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TFWI software made a total of 4205 hourly predictions of fire danger for Köyceğiz district during the
fire season in 2018 from May to October. The system gave 281 hourly forest fire risk warnings for
Very High- and High-fire-danger classes, corresponding to 6.7% of the hourly warnings throughout
the season. The ratio of forest fires resulting from the relevant warnings was 29.6%. The results for
Köyceğiz district were given in Table 1 and Figure 4. Given the limited number of fire occurrence, the
results can be considered very successful.
Table 1. The TFWI and forest fire results for Köyceğiz province during May to October in 2018.
Fire Danger
Classes

FWI
Ranges

Very High
60 <
High
51 - 59
Moderate
35 - 50
Low
15 - 34
Very Low
< 14
TOTAL

Number of Predictions
Number
95
186
1303
2018
603
4205

Rate (%)
2.3
4.4
31
48
14.3
100

Number of Forest Fires
by Fire Danger Classes
Number
Rate (%)
3
11.1
5
18.5
8
29.6
8
29.6
3
11.1
27
100

Mean Fire
Weather Index
Values at Fires
62.7
52.7
38.4
23.3
2.4
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Figure 4. Hourly fire weather index values during fire season in 2018. Red bar charts indicate FWI
values at the beginning of forest fires.
CONCLUSION
The prototype software can be considered as an early warning system for forest fires. It has been
successfully tried by Turkish Forest Fire Service for the last two years. This software can be easily
adapted to other Mediterranean countries having similar fuel types. The system can provide fire
managers and decision makers with the required and timely information for successful fire
prevention/pre-suppression planning. Moreover, a successful application of the system will prove
invaluable in fire training programmes and raising public awareness against forest fires.
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ABSTRACT
One of the most significant aspects of the moisture balance over a large moisture source such as the
Mediterranean Sea is the atmospheric moisture flux convergence (AMC). AMC is defined as “a
measure of the degree to which moist air is converging into a given area, taking into account the effect
of converging winds and moisture advection. The AMC is a term in the conservation of water vapor
equation, and it was first calculated in the 1950s as a vertically integrated quantity to predict
precipitation related to synoptic-scale weather systems and regional orographic lifting mechanisms.
The primary goal of this work is to interpret the calculated structure of large-scale atmospheric
motions using the moisture budget equation proposed by Trenberth and Guillemot (1995), which was
expressed by the physical laws governing the equation of state, the hydrostatic equation, and the
continuity equation. The atmospheric moisture flux motion varies with space and time horizontally
and vertically. It is necessary to examine the air mass climatology with respect to temperature, stability
and moisture flux separately in the vertical plane. For this purpose, we used eight pressure levels
between 1000 hPa-300 hPa in order to interpret vertical and horizontal variations of air mass
characteristics.
The mechanisms of synoptic scale seasonal variability of moisture budget associated with the
variations in moisture flux for the Mediterranean basin were investigated. Winter and summer
circulation patterns were chosen for explaining the moisture flux climatology over the study region
rather than spring and autumn, as the transitional nature and characterization of these seasons are more
uncertain in the Mediterranean basin. Mid-season months January and July were chosen as a
representative of winter and summer season.
Keywords: Mediterranean Basin; Air Mass; Moisture Flux; Stability
INTRODUCTION
An air mass is a huge volume of air, whose properties of temperature and moisture content are similar
in any direction (Ackerman and Knox, 2007). Lapse rate is also important characteristic of the air
masses that are markedly homogeneous over a large geographical area several hundred kilometers
across (Türkeş 2010). Air masses are mainly classified according to latitude and their continental or
maritime source regions. Air masses adapt to the characteristics of the surface below them, and the
atmospheric features (temperature, humidity, lapse-rate or stability) of air masses are therefore
determined by the surface over which they form. Because the air masses depend on the surface
characteristics, an air mass can be warm or cold and humid or dry, and stable or unstable. In this
respect, for instance air mass originated from over considerably cold land called ‘continental polar’,
and air mass which has been somewhat warm and humid or moistened by the ocean are called
‘maritime polar’. The Bergeron classification is the most widely accepted form of air mass
classification (Willet, 1933). The computation of atmospheric moisture fluxes, by the use of wind
fields and specific humidity data, which allow to know the approximate three-dimensional flow path
of an air parcel.
The Mediterranean Sea is considered as a heat and moisture reservoir. The heating by the
Mediterranean Sea fuels atmospheric circulation, which, in turn, drives frontal cyclone development.
Both wind and moisture transport redistribute heat in the atmosphere which changes density of air.
The heat and moisture fluxes, therefore, change both the baroclinicity and stability (horizontal and
vertical density gradients) of the atmosphere. Depending on the origin and pathway followed, the air
masses have different temperature and humidity features. Both thermal and humidity properties can
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affect the processes developed into the atmosphere such as transport, dispersion, formation or
deposition.
One of the most significant aspects of the moisture balance over a large moisture source such as the
Mediterranean Sea is the atmospheric moisture flux convergence (AMC). AMC is defined as “a
measure of the degree to which moist air is converging into a given area, taking into account the effect
of
converging
winds
and
moisture
advection
(http://w1.weather.gov/glossary/index.
php?letter=m;moisture convergence). The AMC is a term in the conservation of water vapour equation,
and it was first calculated in the 1950s (e.g., Spar 1953; Bradbury 1957) as a vertically integrated
quantity to predict precipitation related to synoptic-scale weather systems and regional orographic
lifting mechanisms. It was also used in the Kuo cumulus parameterization scheme for tropical regions
and cumulus convection mechanisms in different regions of the world (e.g. Kuo 1965, 1974;
Matsumoto et al. 1967; McNulty 1978a, 1978b; Banacos and Schultz 2005; Bhushan and Barros 2007;
Didier et al. 2012; Mateusda and Satyamurty 2007).
The primary goal of this work is to interpret the calculated structure of large-scale atmospheric
motions using the moisture budget equation proposed by Trenberth and Guillemot (1995), which was
expressed by the physical laws governing the equation of state, the hydrostatic equation, and the
continuity equation. The atmospheric moisture flux motion varies with space and time horizontally
and vertically. It is necessary to examine the air mass climatology with respect to temperature, stability
and moisture flux separately in the vertical plane. For this purpose, we used eight pressure levels
between 1000 hPa-300 hPa in order to interpret vertical and zonal variations of air mass characteristics.
The mechanisms of synoptic scale seasonal variability of moisture budget associated with the
variations in moisture flux for the Mediterranean basin were investigated. Winter and summer
circulation patterns were chosen for explaining the moisture flux climatology over the study region
rather than spring and autumn, as the transitional nature and characterization of these seasons are more
uncertain in the Mediterranean basin. Mid-season months January and July were chosen as a
representative of winter and summer season.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Data
The data used in this study consists of the NCEP - National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001). For this study, the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data
were obtained from NCAR at 2.5o x 2.5o resolution at eight pressure levels for the period 1949 - 2015.
The reanalysis data are available from the NCEP/NCAR (http://wesley.wwb.noaa.gov/reanalysis.html)
or from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov). The data used in this
study are listed in Table 1. The long-term and monthly averages of atmospheric moisture flux and its
convergence were calculated using 6-hr data. The 6-hourly data are necessary to compute monthly
vertically integrated moisture transport (Mariotti et al. 2002).
Table 1: List of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis variables used in the study. Class A indicates fields
strongly influenced by observations; Class B indicates fields partially influenced by observations, and
partially by models
Class Field Type
Unit
A
u wind at 17 levels
m/s
A
v wind at 17 levels
m/s
B
Specific air humidity at 8 levels
kg/kg
B
Surface air pressure
Pa
B
u wind at 10 m
m/s
B
v wind at 10 m
m/s
B
Specific air humidity at 2 m
kg/kg
B
Precipitable water
mm
The accuracy and sensitivity of NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data have been intensely evaluated (Basist
and Chelliah 1996; Derber and Wu 1998; Finger et al. 1993; Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001,
Bromwich and Wang 2005). Comparisons between reanalysis and observational data show that
differences are quite small for most variables (Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001).
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Calculation of the Moisture Budget
The atmospheric moisture budget equation can be derived from the equation of state, the hydrostatic
equation, and the continuity equation (Trenberth and Guillemot 1995). This equation can be written as:
u

㊀Ԑh

�

�

(1)

where, P is the precipitation rate (mm/s), E is the rate of evaporation (mm/s) from the surface, W is
precipitable water (mm), q is the atmospheric specific humidity (kg/kg), p is atmospheric pressure (Pa),
psfc is the surface air pressure, ptop is the air pressure at the top of the atmosphere (Pa), V is the
horizontal wind velocity (m/s), and g is the gravity constant (m/s2).
Because most water vapour exists below 300 hPa, the atmospheric moisture budget equation was
integrated between 1000 hPa and 300 hPa. The first term on the right-hand side is the time derivative
of precipitable water (or precipitable water vapour) (W), which is defined as the total atmospheric
water vapour contained in a vertical column of unit cross-sectional area extending among any two
specified atmospheric pressure levels, and it can be expressed as:
㊀Ԑh

�

(2)

Eq (2) can be referred to as the storage term. The first right-hand side term can be neglected for annual
time scales (Bromwich et al. 2000; Cullather et al. 2000; Wang 2004).
For a finite study area, the moisture budget equation can be written as:
u

㊀Ԑh
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where A is the area over which P-E is calculated, n is line normal, and the second term of right hand
side becomes the average moisture flux through the perimeter (Bromwich et al 2000; Cullather et al
2000).
The annual averaged atmospheric moisture budget can be expressed as:
㊀Ԑh

u
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In order to evaluate moisture flux changes during dry and wet periods, this equation will be applied
to a grid of points comprising the Mediterranean Basin with a spatial resolution of 2.5° x 2.5°.
Applying Reynolds decomposition and temporal average, the second term on the right-hand side can
be written into a form of means and eddy components as follows:
qV

(5)

V

where the transient term is defined as:
〠 -q֝〠 -v֝

(6)

Thus, the atmospheric moisture budget equation can be written in the form of mean flux and eddy flux
terms:
u

㊀Ԑh

�
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㊀Ԑh
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V
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(7)

The atmospheric moisture budget equation was calculated over the upper air geopotential height levels
using centred finite differences on a latitude-longitude grid. The atmospheric moisture convergence
fields were computed via spherical harmonics using the SPHEREPACK 3.0 package (Adams and
Swarztrauber 1999). SPHEREPACK 3.0 is a FORTRAN package developed at the NCAR for
computing spherical harmonic analyses and syntheses. It can be used in interpolating and smoothing
data on the sphere, and resolving the accuracy and stability problems in spherical coordinates (Adams
and Swarztrauber 1999).
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RESULTS
In winter (represented by mid-season month of January) characterised generally with the low rates of
evaporation over relatively cold and stable land masses of the Southern Europe, the Anatolia Peninsula
and some of the northern part of Mesopotamia (northern Iran and Iraq), moisture flux comes mostly
from the Mid Atlantic Ocean with the south-westerly circulation (Figure 1a).

Figure 1. a) Vertically integrated atmospheric moisture flux (vectors, in kg•(ms)-1) and AMC (shaded
and contours, in mm month-1) and b) same as a) but for July for the period 1949-2014. Nine-point local
smoothing was applied to the AMC
Figure 1 shows the seasonal patterns of the atmospheric moisture budget [precipitation (P) minus
evapotranspiration (E)] over the greater Mediterranean region (P-E values were derived from Equation
7). Generally, the moisture flux over the Mediterranean Sea is more intense compared to land due to
stronger wind and higher specific humidity values. The AMF pattern clearly highlights the seasonal
difference between winter and summer seasons in terms of the magnitude and spatial extent of the
moisture balance over the region (Figures 1a and 1b).
The Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea are the primary moisture source regions contributing to
humid air masses including maritime polar (mP), maritime tropical (mT) and the Mediterranean (Med),
which is the modified air mass from the mP or mT over the Mediterranean Sea, respectively (Türkeş
2010). The Atlantic Ocean is the major source of the moisture flux for the larger Mediterranean basin
via moisture fluxes mainly from the subtropical Mideast Atlantic Ocean and temperate central and
north-eastern Atlantic regions (Figure 1)
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Figure 2. The moisture fluxes (q.u and q.v) and zonal averages calculated for eight atmospheric
pressure levels for January. The strength of fluxes is indicated by reference vector (g.kg-1m.s-1). The
colors of the arrows indicate the air temperature in degrees Celsius.
During winter season, because the moisture fluxes carried towards the Mediterranean region by the
westerly flow, the Atlantic is the main source of moisture and responsible for upper atmosphere
moisture transport (higher than 700 hPa). Figure 2 indicate westerly moisture transport over the
Mediterranean basin. Cold and dry air mass movements are observed in upper atmosphere. This flow
is characterized by the Atlantic jet, which crosses the ocean with a northeasterly tilt, and the African
jet, which flows above the coast of North Africa. The vertically integrated moisture flux, which
supplies moisture to these systems, approximately follows the same pattern of the Atlantic jet,
(Gaetani et. al, 2011; Hurrell, 1995). As seen by the direction of the moisture fluxes in Figure 2,
Mediterranean Sea is the main source of moisture lower than 700 hPa. Turbulent transport of moisture
from to the Mediterranean Sea to the atmosphere is the main reason in high atmospheric pressure
levels. It is clear that the directions of the moisture fluxes are from the North and North-East over the
Azores and southern parts of Atlantic above 700 hPa. The air temperature scale in Figure 2 ranged
from -80 and 160 degrees Celsius because of low temperatures during this season. Due to the influence
of westerly flows, zonal moisture transport has reached their highest amount between 700 hPa and 800
hPa.
In this respect, the mid-latitude cyclones, lows and troughs associated with the prevailing upper level
westerly flows and the polar or North Atlantic and sub-tropical or North Africa jet streams are
considered as the principal atmospheric and climatic controls for the spatial and temporal variations of
moisture, temperature and precipitation characteristics of the larger Mediterranean basin and the Euro9th International Symposium on Atmospheric Sciences (ATMOS 2019)
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Atlantic Region (e.g. Erlat and Türkeş 2013; Gaetani et al. 2011; Trigo 2006; Türkeş 2010; Türkeş and
Erlat 2006, 2009; Türkeş et al. 2002; Ulbrich et al. 2012; etc.).

Figure 3. The moisture fluxes (q.u and q.v) and zonal averages calculated for eight atmospheric
pressure levels for July. The strength of fluxes is indicated by reference vector (g.kg-1m.s-1). The
colors of the arrows indicate the air temperature in degrees Celsius.
In the summer season, the air temperature scale in Figure 3 ranged from 60 and 280 degrees because of
high temperatures during this season. High temperatures increase the vertical mixing and tend to
homogenize the thermal properties of the lower layer of atmosphere as seen from pressure levels
between 1000 hPa and 700 hPa in Figure 3. On the other hand, high specific humidity values observed
in summer season, indicating strong moisture fluxes in all atmospheric pressure levels. Due to the
influence of westerly flows, zonal moisture transport has reached their highest amount between 700
hPa and 600 hPa. On the other hand, local flows are dominant in pressure levels close to surface which
results with easterly atmospheric moisture transport around 400 N and lower than 300 N latitudes.
Because the summer season relates to environmental extremes such as heat waves and droughts it is
generally accepted that different heat capacities/amounts of sea and land affect the direction and the
strength of the air mass movement (wind, moisture flux, etc.)
CONCLUSION
In summer, the major tropical circulation pattern associated with the southerly and southeasterly
warmer air flows dominate over most of the Mediterranean basin, particularly in the eastern
Mediterranean and Mesopotamia regions. This pattern results mainly from the northward movement of
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the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and the thermally originated south-Asian monsoon low
(e.g., Erlat and Türkeş 2013; Rodwell and Hoskins 1996; Türkeş 1998, 2010; Türkeş and Erlat 2006),
which controls evapotranspiration rates and associated specific humidity over nearby seas and
surrounding land areas including the Mediterranean and the Black Sea basins.
Moisture fluxes originating from the Gulf of Mexico are the predominant moisture source during wet
conditions over the Western Mediterranean. Moreover, the Mediterranean Sea is the moisture source
during wet conditions over the Eastern Mediterranean Basin.
Predominant lower- and upper-tropospheric westerlies controlled and leaded by polar and subtropical
jets, frontogenesis, thermal- and dynamic-originated convective instabilities and other forcing
mechanisms including orographic uplifting may produce horizontal mass convergence above the
surface, providing the necessary lift to bring elevated parcels to their levels of free convection and
condensation without connection to the boundary layer (e.g. Banacos and Schultz 2005; Bhushan and
Barros 2007; Türkeş 2010; Türkeş and Erlat 2003, 2006; Kutiel et al. 2001; Türkeş et al. 2002).
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ABSTRACT
Climate data has a crucial role for planning and mitigation activities in priority sectors such as water,
health, agriculture, energy and disaster risk reduction. In this study, long-term trends in sector-specific
climate indices were investigated by using the daily data of Göztepe, Florya and Şile from 1960-2017
for İstanbul by climPACT software. Determining of the trends of the climate indices are expected to
provide important information to decision makers and practitioners in the priority sectors in a megacity like Istanbul.
According to the findings, in the water sector, consecutive dry days (CDD) have decreasing trend in
Göztepe, Florya and Şile while consecutive wet days (CWD) are increasing. The total rainfall
(PRCPTOT) shows an increase in Göztepe and Şile and decrease in Florya. Daily maximum rainfall
(RX1day) tends to increase in all 3 stations. In recent years, 12-month SPI indices indicate signs of
drought in Göztepe and Şile. The results show that the pressure on water resources will increase due to
increasing temperatures and evaporation as the population of city increases.
In the health sector, temperature extremes such as TR20, SU30, SU35, WSDI, TX50p, HWD, tend to
increase significantly in all the three stations. Heat wave can cause heat stress, muscle cramps, heat
stroke than hyperthermia which can be lethal in nature. Usually, children, the elderly, the overweight,
and the sick are more susceptible to heat stroke than others. Temperatures extremes will also increase
cooling requirements and therefore increase energy consumption in summers in Istanbul where
apparent air temperature increases with high humidity.
In the agriculture sector, growing degree days (GDDGrow) have increasing trends at all the three
stations. Growing season length (GSL) has increasing trend in Göztepe and Florya while decreasing in
Şile, but still more than 350 days a year. The analyzed extreme temperatures and rainfall indices also
reflect risks for the agricultural sector.
Keywords: Trends, sectoral indices, Istanbul, ClimPACT
INTRODUCTION
Climate change is one of the biggest problems facing humanity in the 21st century. Increases in both
frequency and magnitude of severe weather and climate events are expected due to climate changes
(IPCC, 2013). Small changes in the means can lead to large changes in the likelihood of extreme
weather and climatic events. Water resources have a very strategic importance as Turkey is located in
semi-arid area. Before this study, 27 climate indices were produced with the data of 1960-2010
(Sensoy et al., 2013) and a new study was carried out by increasing the number of years (1960-2017)
and increasing the number of indices (71 indices). Sectors such as Agriculture, Health and Water
resources need more climate indices to know how climate extremes affect their operations. The
information of extremes is usually embedded in meteorological data, but with the help of indices, the
data becomes more visible and understandable in terms of extremes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, ClimPACT software is used. The software works under the open source R Statistics
Package and reads daily data to calculate the frequency, duration and magnitude of a wide range of
indices directly related to the health, water and agriculture sectors. The software is available at
https://github.com/ARCCSS-extremes/climpact2 (Alexander et al., 2013). Since monthly or average
data filters extremes, daily data are used in index production (Zhang et al., 2005). This software
produces 71 indices using daily maximum and minimum temperature and precipitation data (Fig 1). 27
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of these indices are related to the Health, 18 are for Water Resources and Hydrology, 39 are for
Agriculture and Food Security sectors. These indices result are very important for climate risk
management and sector specific climate adaptation and disaster risk reduction studies. In this study,
Göztepe, Florya and Şile station’s daily data from 1960 to 2017 have been used. (Table 1, Fig 2).

Figure 1. ClimPACT Sotware interface and data format
Table 1. Meteorological stations used in the study

Station

Coordinate

Elevation
(m)

Florya

28°48’D, 40°59’K

37

Göztepe

29°05’D, 40°58’K

33

Şile

29°37’D, 41°11’K

83
Figure 2. Geographical location of the stations

RESULTS
Trends in Heat Wave Frequency (HWF-CTX90)
Heatwave Frequency is the condition where the maximum temperatures exceed 90% for at least 3 days.
This index is very important for Health, Agriculture and Food Security, Hydrology and Water
Resources sectors.

Figure 3. Trends in the Heatwave Frequency in Goztepe, Florya and Şile
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The frequencies of heatwaves tend to increase at all 3 stations. The increase amounts in Göztepe and
Şile are quite high (Fig 3).
Simple Daily Precipitation Intensity Indices (SDII) Trends
The simple daily rainfall intensity is obtained by dividing the total annual rainfall by the number of
rainy days. It is very important for water resources and hydrology sector.

Figure 4. Trends in daily rainfall intensity in Göztepe, Florya and Şile
Precipitation amounts per day in Istanbul vary between 8-10 mm and tend to increase in stations other
than Florya (Fig. 4).
Daily Maximum Rainfall (RX1day) Trends
The maximum daily amount of rainfall. It is very important for water resources and hydrology sector
and for agriculture and food safety sectors.
The daily maximum rainfall in Istanbul tends to increase at all 3 stations. Maximum rainfall in
Göztepe was 155.2 mm in September 2015, 111.0 mm in Florya in October 1997 and 199.3 mm in
October 1985 in Şile (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Trends in daily maximum rainfall intensity in Göztepe, Florya and Şile
Annual Precipitation Total (PRCPTOT) Trends
PRCPTOT is the total annual rainfall on rainy days (P> = 1mm). It’s very important for Agriculture
and Food Security and for Hydrology and Water Resources sectors.

Figure 6. Trends in annual rainfall totals in Göztepe, Florya and Şile
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Total rainfall tends to increase in Göztepe and Şile stations and decrease in Florya (Fig. 6).
12-Month Standardized Rainfall Index (SPI-12)

Figure 7. 12 months standardized precipitation index (SPI-12) time series in Göztepe, Florya and Şile
The 12-month SPI indices in Göztepe and Şile are marked by drought in recent years (Fig. 7).
CONCLUSION
Trends in 17 indices in Göztepe, Florya and Şile are shown at Table 2.
Table 2. Trends in the indexes for the water resources and hydrology sector
Indices

Description

CDD
CWD
CSDI2
WSDI2
TX50p
HWF- CTX90
2TX2TN
SDII
RX1day
RX2day
RX5day
R10mm
R20mm
PRCPTOT
R95pTOT
R99pTOT
SPI-12

Number of consecutive days with precipitation <1mm
Number of consecutive days with precipitation> 1mm
2 days when the minimum temperature is <10%
6 days when the maximum temperature is> 90%
% of days when maximum temperature exceeds 50%
Day with maximum temperature > 90% at least 3 days
Two days when Tmax and Tmin exceed 90%
Total annual rainfall / rainy days
Daily max precipitation
2 Days max precipitation
5 Days max precipitation
Days with precipitation > = 10mm
Days with precipitation > = 20mm
Total precipitation with precipitation > = 1mm
Contribution of precipitation exceeding 95%
Contribution of precipitation exceeding 99%
Standardized Precipitation Index

Göztepe
Trend
unit/year

-0,034
0,011
-0,550
0,822
0,661
0,726
0,058
0,006
0,350
0,430
0,469
-0,039
0,003
0,216
0,098
0,065
dry

Florya
Trend
unit/yea
r

-0,135
0,008
-0,628
0,585
0,409
0,157
0,046
-0,003
0,085
-0,056
-0,026
-0,010
-0,019
-0,305
-0,087
-0,025
wet

Şile
Trend
unit/yea
r

-0,025
0,013
-0,043
0,539
0,435
0,465
0,029
0,004
0,087
0,151
0,246
0,027
0,016
0,710
-0,070
0,025
dry

The conclusions derived from the trends in the indices for water resources and hydrology in Istanbul
are as follows:
In Göztepe, Florya and Şile, the number of consecutive dry days (CDD) tends to decrease and the
number of consecutive wet days (CWD) tends to increase. Total precipitation (PRCPTOT) tends to
increase in Göztepe and Şile stations and decrease in Florya. Daily maximum rainfall tends to increase
at all 3 stations. The infrastructures should be constructed to discharge these heavy rains up to 200 mm.
Drought signs in the SPI indices of 12 months in Göztepe and Şile provide important information to
the decision makers in water resource management. Temperature extremes such as WSDI, TX50p,
HWD, 2TX2TN tend to increase significantly in Göztepe, Florya and Şile. The increase in the number
of heatwaves will increase evaporation, decrease in water resources and increase in heavy rainfall.
Expectation for an increase in evaporation indicates that the shift from surface irrigation to drip
irrigation is required. In addition, pressures on our water resources need to be reduced through
approaches such as reuse of water, rain harvesting, efficient use of water and training.
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ABSTRACT
Ozone is defined as an important trace gas in the atmosphere surrounding our planet. The ozone in the
stratosphere is capable of absorbing the harmful part of the sun's rays. TOMS (Total Ozone Mapping
Spectrometry) satellite ozone program started in 1978 and ended in 1994. In the satellite ozone data;
Between November 1994 and July 1996 there is approximately 20 months of untimely a vacant period.
TOMS ozone satellite, which started to operate again in 1996, continued its activities until December
2005. In July 2004, the ozone measurement started with higher resolution with the OMI (Ozone
Monitoring Instrument) ozone measurements, which was placed on the Aura satellite to be used
instead. In this study, the global satellite total column published on the NASA website is downloaded
with a code of ozone data. The global data set in 1979-2018 (40 years) of data containing the
coordinates of the period, and Turkey has become separated and ready for use. From the global data
set of 1979-2018 (40 years) and data including coordinates of Turkey eluting have been made ready
for use. This data consists of 82 grid covering and 1° x 1.25° resolution for Turkey. These data help of
Turkey monthly, seasonal and annual ozone trend graphs that plot the distribution maps are prepared
and evaluated in the GIS. With this ozone data, belongs to Turkey monthly, annual total ozone trends
on a seasonal chart, distribution maps were drawn by GIS and is prepared and evaluated.
Keywords: Ozone Satellite Data, Total Ozone, Dobson Unit, GIS Mapping
INTRODUCTION
Ozone gas, which forms a very small part of the atmosphere, is vital for all life. Stratospheric ozone is
located from 10 to 40 km above the surface in the stratosphere. Approximately 90% of the ozone in
the atmosphere is found in the stratosphere layer (WMO Extranet, 2017). It is a greenhouse gas that
greatly affects the world's energy budget. Therefore, it affects the climate. Also, most of the ozone
depleting substances (ozone depleting substances) are greenhouse gases (WMO OzoneReport, 2010:
xx). Ozone depletion is caused by the release of human ODS emissions into the stratosphere, that is to
say by reactive halogen gases, particularly chlorine and bromine emissions (WMO OzoneReport, 2018:
ES11). The total ozone values shown as “DU” Dobson Unit, its range is from 200 to 500 DU on earth
(WMO OzoneReport, 2010: Q.10). A Dobson Unit is the number of ozone molecules required to form
a pure ozone layer at a temperature of 0 centigrade and a thickness of 0.01 millimeter under 1
atmosphere pressure. On the earth surface, the average thickness of the ozone layer is about 300
Dobson Units or a layer of 3 millimeters thick. Furthermore, a Dobson unit refers to the average
atmospheric concentration of approximately one billionth of ozone volume (1 ppbv). 1 DU = 10-3 atmcm = 0.01mm = 10-5m (NASA OzoneWatch, October 2018).
Stratospheric ozone has been in a declining trend for the last few decades in the middle latitude
regions (Kahya et al., (2007). 2006-2009 average total ozone values; According to the averages of
1964-1980, it has remained the same level for the last ten years, while it has been around 3.5% for 90 °
S - 90 ° N and below 2.5% for 60 ° S-60 ° N. The total annual column ozone in the northern
hemisphere mid-latitudes (35 ° N-60 ° N) for the period 2006-2009 remained the same as observed for
the 1998-2005 period and was approximately 3.5% below the 1964-1980 average. The lowest amount
was observed in the mid-1990s with 5.5% compared to the average of 1964-1980 (Douglass et al.,
2010). The actions taken under the Montreal Protocol continued to control the amount of ozone
depleting substances (ODSs) in the atmosphere and to reduce the thinning of stratospheric ozone. The
atmospheric amount of long-lasting ODSs, tropospheric chlorine and tropospheric bromine, has
continued to decline since the 2014 assessment. According to the evidence; With the decline in ODS,
the improvement in the Antarctic ozone hole continues regularly every year. Thanks to the Montreal
Protocol, much more severe ozone depletion was avoided in the polar regions. Outside the polar
regions, the upstream stratospheric ozone has increased by 1-3% per decade since 2000. In the 1997–
2016 period, no significant trend was detected in the global (60 ° S - 60 ° N) total column ozone at
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average values over the years. It has remained approximately 2% below the 1964–1980 average since
the last assessment (WMO OzoneReport, 2018: ES11).
High resolution measurements of total column ozone content began in 1978 with NASA's Nimbus-7
satellite. It continued to collect data until May 1993. The TOMS / EP satellite (Total Ozone Mapping
Spectrometer System), which has been re-acquiring global and long-term daily mapping data of ozone
in the Earth's atmosphere since July 1996, was replaced by the Aura Satellite in 2004. From August
1991 to December 1994, the Russian Meteor-3 / TOMS satellite measured ozone for a missing period.
The TOMS Ozone System developed by NASA indirectly measures the ultraviolet light emitted by the
Sun through its reflection from the Earth's atmosphere to the satellite. The TOMS satellite system
maps the Antarctic "ozone hole" in detail from September to November each year, as well as global
ozone distribution. In addition to ozone, the TOMS sensor measures sulfur dioxide released in
volcanic eruptions. TOMS is able to measure the total amount of ozone in the "air from the surface of
the Earth to the top of the atmosphere" - the "total column ozone". TOMS observations cover only the
ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum where sunlight is absorbed by ozone. TOMS takes
35 measurements, each 30 to 125 miles (50 to 200 kilometers) wide and every 8 seconds, along a line
perpendicular to the satellite movement. This means approximately 200,000 daily measurements. It
covers every point on the Earth, except for areas near the horizon or below the polar regions during the
entire 24-hour period of the Sun (NASA TOMS, January 2013).

Figure 1. OMI Satellite Global Total Ozone Display (8)
Figure 2. TOMSEPL3: TOMS Earth-Probe Total
Ozone (O3) Aerosol Index UV-Reflectivity UV-B Erythemal Irradiance Daily L3 Global 1 deg x 1.25 deg V008
(9).

OMI Sensor; It can distinguish aerosol types such as smoke, dust and sulphates and also measures the
cloud pressure and closure required for obtaining tropospheric ozone. OMI is the continuation of the
TOMS data record for total ozone and other atmospheric parameters related to ozone chemistry and
climate. OMI measurements are highly compatible with other devices on the Aura satellite platform.
The OMI sensor uses hyperspectral imaging in push-sweep mode to observe visible solar radiation
back in visible and ultraviolet radiation. Hyperspectral capabilities improve accuracy and precision of
total ozone quantities and also ensures long-term radiometric accuracy and wavelength calibration by
itself. The Aura satellite mission was created with the contribution of the Netherlands Aviation
Programs Agency (NIVR) and the Finnish Institute of Meteorology (FMI). OMI is the continuation of
NASA's Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) system and the European Space Agency (ESA)
Global Ozone Monitering Experiment (GOME) system (on ERS-2 satellite). Thanks to its new
generation, it can measure much more atmospheric components than TOMS and has better ground
resolution than GOME (13 km x 25 km for OMI and 40 km x 320 km for GOME). The OMI system
measures O3, NO2, SO2 and aerosols. Volcanic ash and sulfur dioxide, which are particularly important
for aircraft safety, are able to measure at least 100 times more accurately than TOMS (NASA Aura,
2019).
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This study used TOMS - OMI satellite ozone data, within a global data set 1979-2018 (40 years) for
the period and between 34 ° -42 ° Northern Latitude of 25 ° - 45 ° East Longitudes of Turkey's
coordinates comprises 3280 pieces of data. This data consists of 82 grids with 1 ° x1.25 ° resolution.
82x12 = 984 data were used for monthly evaluations and 82x4 = 328 data for seasonal comparisons.
In order to map the data received from the satellites, the Inverse Weighted Distance Interpolation
(IDW) method of GIS Application Program ArcGIS 9.3 was used. The IDW-Inverse Weighted
Distance Method is a deterministic interpolation method that is directly linked to a particular
mathematical function by means of values at known / measured sample points. In this way, the values
of the non-sampled points are determined with the help of the data of the existing sample points. The
value of the unknown point is calculated by considering the various other points moving away from
the estimated point and considering the increase in the distance. The estimated values are a function of
the distance and the magnitude of the nearby points. As the distance increases, the importance and
effect on the point to be estimated decreases (Korkmaz Başel et al., 2013: 11).
This study was conducted in order to cover all of Turkey and achieve an ozone representing the
general distribution. Since there is not enough ground based ozone measurement system, NASA
Satellite data with Polar Orbits has been used. Ozone gas is decreasing towards the equator from the
poles of the most intense, therefore, the latitudinal and temporal changes in Turkey is a study designed
to understand the effects of ozone. In this study, it has been tried to provide a more visual analysis
with GIS systems. The fact that the period covering the period between 1979 and 2018 is quite
extensive increases the value of this study. In addition, analyzes, graphs and maps were prepared for
general average, seasonal and annual temporal evaluations in this study.
LONG-TERM ASSESSMENT OF TURKEY NASA SATELLITE OZONE LAYER (1979-2018)
Figure 3 shows the Total Ozone (DU) distribution map, which is drawn from ArcGIS 10.4 and
composed of TOMS Satellite data between 1979-2018. The ozone distribution on this map is
consistent with the total ozone mean values of the northern hemisphere mid-latitudes. The average
total ozone value of the data set used in the map was found to be 317.3 DU. The lowest average value
in 1993 at 37 ° N and 44 ° E at 291 DU; the highest average value in 1991 at 42 ° N and 28 ° E point
was 351 DU. The map in Figure 4 shows an increase in the overall distribution of ozone in direct
proportion to the latitude effect. In the 40-year data set; in 1993 with the lowest annual average ozone
value 299 DU; The highest annual average ozone value was 333 DU in 1982 and 1991.

Figure 3. Total Column Ozone Distribution (TOMS and OMI Satellite Data, 1979-2018)
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Figure 4. Turkey Long-term Average Ozone Graphics (TOMS and OMI satellite, 1979-2018)
Between the years 1979 to 2018 in Figure 4 according to the 40 years annual average total ozone and
Turkey TOMS-OMI satellite data (time series chart) tends to decrease a little. It is seen that this
declining trend is approximately 0.36 DU but not statistically significant according to the Regression
Coefficient (R2) = 0.3248. Figure 4 shows that the total column ozone average value reached the
highest value (333 DU) in 1991 and 1982 and the lowest mean value belonged to 1993 (299 DU). The
Earth Probe satellite, which was replaced by the Nimbus-7 satellite, terminated in 1994, could not be
measured due to calibration problems. 1995 data could not be obtained and 1996 did not participate in
the evaluation due to missing data. In the data series, particularly in the years following the 1991
Pinatubo volcano eruption, severe average decreases have been experienced. In the northern
hemisphere mid-latitudes, the column ozone and the lower stratosphere ozone were affected by the
Pinatubo Volcano eruption between 1992 and 1996 (A. Douglass, V. Fioletov et al., 2010). Figure 4
shows the year 1993, the year in which the sharpest decline was observed. The global impact of the
Pinotubo Volcano eruption has taken several years. After 1990, the hardest total ozone annual average
decreases were experienced in 2008 (307 DU) and in 2014 (303 DU). The 40-year average value for
all of Turkey was realized as 317.3 DU. This value is consistent with the ozone average of the
Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes.

Figure 5. Turkey long-term ozone for different periods Average Value Comparison Graph (TOMS
and OMI satellite, 1979-2018)
In Figure 5, when the 40-year period is divided into three equal parts and compared, it is determined
that 329 DU is the average in the first 13 years covering the years 1979-1991. In the other two 13-year
periods (Period 1995-1996 is missing) 314 DU in the first part and 313 DU in the second part are very
close to each other. According to the scientific 2010 evaluation of ozone depletion; the historical target
for the ozone layer to repair itself is determined as 1980 values. In the northern hemisphere midlatitudes, the annual average total ozone is estimated to return to 1980 values between 2015 and 2030.
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This is expected to occur in the mid-latitude of the Southern Hemisphere in the period 2030-2040 (A.
Douglass, V. Fioletov et al., 2010). The three periods divided by the graph in the post-1990 ozone
depletion above with this assessment, although Mount Pinatubo explosion, on which Turkey and
starting from 2015 in the northern hemisphere mid-latitudes of the Global Ozone Assessment ozone
values supports the thesis will return to pre-1980. It shows that total ozone thickness thinning, which
entered a period of hard reduction after the eruption of the Pinatubo Volcano, began to get rid of
human-induced effects and that the likelihood of successful measures against human-induced ozone
depleting was increased.
TOMS and OMI SATELLITE DATA BY OZONE SEASONAL ASSESSMENT OF TURKEY
(1979-2018)

Figure 6. Long-term Average Monthly Turkey Ozone Graphic (TOMS and OMI satellite, 1979-2018)
In Figure 6, Turkey monthly average total ozone values are consistent with the northern hemisphere
mid-latitude values of the ozone layer. The highest average total ozone value is 358 DU in March and
the lowest value is 284 DU in October. There is a 74 DU difference between the lowest and highest
month values.

Figure 7. Turkey Long-term seasonal average ozone graphic (TOMS and OMI satellite, 1979-2018)
The trends of total ozone values in the northern hemisphere mid-latitudes; it generally reaches its
highest level at the beginning of spring and the lowest level at the end of summer and autumn. The
seasonal values in Figure 7 are also consistent with this situation. Accordingly, the spring season with
the highest value of 351 DU to Turkey, while the lowest is seen in the autumn season with 288 DU. It
has been the difference between the two seasons as 63 DU. The second highest value was in winter
with 329 DU and the second lowest in summer with 304 DU.
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Figure 8. Long-term seasonal average ozone distribution in Turkey; a) Winter, b) Spring, c) Summer
and d) Autumn (TOMS and OMI Satellite, 1979-2018)
Referring to Figure 8 Turkey many years seasonal average ozone distributions;
The ozone distribution map of the winter season showed a distribution consistent with latitudes such as
the average ozone map for many years. According to this; low ozone in Turkey's southern latitudes,
the ozone values seen higher in northern latitudes. For winter months, the average ozone value was
314 DU in the southern latitudes and 338 DU in the northern latitudes. It can be said that the latitude
difference between north and south is not much with 24 DU.
The maximum values   seen in the spring Turkey seems more heterogeneous distribution of the
average total ozone, north-west and north-eastern part shows the highest ozone concentration. Thrace
provinces, İstanbul, Bartın and Samsun are seen as having the highest spring average. Turkey's eastern,
southeastern regions and Hakkari and Kilis provinces are the area where the lowest value in Turkey.
The lowest values are around 319 DU and the highest values are around 381 DU. The difference
between the lowest and highest values is quite wide with 62 DU compared to winter months.
Regional differences are noteworthy in summer. While summer, Turkey's relatively low ozone values
in the eastern and southeastern regions, the highest ozone in the summer season in the northern and
western parts of Turkey (328 DU) values are shown. The lowest value has seen in the eastern of
Turkey (271 DU).
Ozone amount has reached the lowest value in the autumn months, the northern and north-western
Turkey in the Aegean, the highest ozone (305 DU) region has its value. Again, the lowest ozone (275
DU) value is seen in our eastern and southeast regions.
CONCLUSIONS
40-year (1979-2018) average ozone column value was found to be 317.3 DU Turkey. The lowest
annual ozone average value was measured in 1993 with 299 DU. The highest annual ozone value was
333 DU in 1982 and 1991. The average total ozone 306 DU in Turkey's southern latitudes, the ozone
in the northern latitudes total average is around 331 DU. The most northern and most southern mean
total ozone value difference is 25 due to Turkey.
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The annual distribution graph taken with the average of 40 years and 82 grid points between 19792018 shows us a downward trend. This downward trend is shown by the formula y = -0.3648x +
324.83. Regression Coefficient (R2) = 0,3248 indicates that this decrease is not statistically significant.
According to seasonal evaluation; Turkey's highest ozone season is in spring season mean total ozone
value of 351 DU, the lowest ozone values   in autumn 288 DU, winter value, the highest second
season, 329 DU and the second lowest for summer value was 304 DU. The difference between autumn
with the lowest average value and spring with the highest average value was 63 DU.
1979-2018 period distribution of the monthly average values   for the total ozone Turkey's
anchorage latitude ozone layer showed a dispersion distribution. According to this distribution; the
highest average total ozone value was observed in March (358 DU), followed by April (353 DU) and
February (347 DU). October (284 DU), September (289 DU) and November (290 DU) were the
months with the lowest ozone levels. December (310 DU) is the month in which the upward trend
started again. There is a 74 DU difference between the lowest and highest month values.
In the graphical evaluation made without dividing the average of 1995 and 1996, which are missing
years in the period of 1979-2018, and divided into approximately 3 equal parts; total column ozone
average was 324 DU in the first 13 years (1979-1991) period, 314 DU in the second (1992-2005)
period and 313 DU in the third (2006-2018) period. It can be seen that a steady state can be achieved
with the last two periods being almost identical. This supports the thesis that the ozone layer will begin
to repair itself in the mid-latitudes of the northern hemisphere after 2015 in international sources.
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Seasonal Distribution of Outdoor Microbial Activity of Istanbul-Turkey
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ABSTRACT
Airborne microorganisms (fungal spores, bacteria, viruses etc.) are important biological components
of bioaerosol and they play an important role on the human health and environment. Most of
bioaerosols originate from natural and anthropogenic sources, such as plants and soils, vegetables,
water bodies, sewage sludge, animal feeding, fermentation process, and agricultural activities.
Moreover, their distributions in the atmosphere vary throughout the day and season depending on
environmental factors, such as human activities, seasonal factors, and emission sources. In this study,
we aimed to long term monitoring of outdoor microbial activity, and investigation of seasonal,
monthly and daily factors on outdoor bioaerosols in megacity of Istanbul-Turkey during two years.
The results showed that the microbial quantity has in a wide range (min:14.0, max: 141.5 and average:
55.5) from January 2016 to December 2017. Microbial diversity was found between 3.0-15.5. The
seasonal distribution of microbial quantity and diversity of bioaerosols was lower in summer during
2016-2017. The natural and anthropogenic environmental factors were statistically evaluated on these
results.
Keywords: Bacteria, Seasonal distribution, Istanbul, Outdoor
INTRODUCTION
Airborne microorganisms (fungal spores, bacteria, viruses etc.) are important biological components
of bioaerosol and play an important role on the health and environment. Most of microbial aerosols
originate from natural and anthropogenic sources, such as plants and soils, vegetables, water bodies,
sewage sludge, animal feeding, fermentation process, and agricultural activities (Wang et al., 2010;
Zhen et al., 2017; Fang et al., 2008). The distributions of microorganisms in the atmosphere vary
throughout the day and season depending on environmental factors, such as human activities,
meteorological and seasonal factors, and emission sources (Wang et al., 2010). In addition, some
pathogens in the atmosphere may cause diseases, such as allergies, inflammation, and wound
infections (Zhen et al., 2017). Therefore, studying the dynamic characteristics of airborne
microorganisms and the factors that affect them are important. It can help researchers to positively
identify environments that encourage more microorganisms (bacteria, fungi etc), and allow people to
take active control measures against microbial pollution and airborne diseases.
In recent decades, the studies showed that bioaerosols related health risks were increased with the
increased air pollution, changed meteorological conditions etc. (Zhen et al., 2017; Bowers et al., 2012).
Furthermore, the potential roles of bioaerosols were mostly investigated in indoor for sick building
syndrome, or occupational illnesses (Kuske, 2006). However, the studies were conducted over a short
timescale, or focused on the effects of air pollutants. The studies indicated that long term monitoring,
human activities, occurrence in natural atmosphere with applications to public health, agriculture,
ecological health and international security need to be investigated.
Thus, in this study, we aimed to examine long term monitoring of microbial activity, and effects of
main external parameters (day light, human activities etc.) on outdoor culturable microrganisms in
megacity of Istanbul-Turkey.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples were collected in the campus of Istanbul Aydin University that resides in the district of
Florya, Istanbul (40°59'31.3"N 28°47'51.9"E). Sampling point is a non-smoking zone. It is close to a
swarming street, highway, moreover students and staffs frequently pass through the sampling zone.
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To collect the bioaerosol samples from air, an automatic air sampler MAS-100 Eco was supplied from
Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Culturable microrganisms were collected in triplicate for five minutes
each at three times (morning- 09.00 am, midday-12.00 pm, and afternoon-16.00 pm) during the
sampling day. This was performed for three weeks of each month. For the sampling point, the MAS100 ECO sampler was loaded with 90-mm Petri dishes containing suitable culture medium as
described below.
Ready to use Blood Agar mediums were used for sampling and cultivation of microorganisms (HistoMed, Ankara-Turkey). After sampling, bioaerosol samples were incubated at 37oC for 24 h, then
microbial colonies were counted as colony forming units (CFU) on each plate, following incubation.
Using blood agar also allowed us to validate morphological classification data obtained from Gram
Staining by monitoring hemolysis caused by certain bacteria types.
Morphological identification was achieved by standard Gram Staining method as described in the
work of Beveridge (2001). Crystal violet, lugol (mixture of iodine and potassium iodide), decolourizer
(ethanol in water), and safranin were used for the staining of cultured microorganisms and they were
all obtained from Norateks (Istanbul, Turkey). Olympus CX22 microscope (Tokyo, Japan) was
equipped to observe stained samples under 100x magnification. Thus, allowing the classification of
bacteria according to their cell-wall structure and morphological properties.
All experimental data were analysed using SPSS Version 17.00 (SPSS Inc.). One way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the difference between different sampling times.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The concentration distribution of culturable airborne microorganism was conducted monthly from
January 2016 to December 2017 at Florya-Istanbul, Turkey (Figure 1). The airborne microbial
concentrations did not vary greatly at different daily sampling times. In view of all sampling times, the
range of culturable microbial concentrations was 10.5-147 CFU and 4-141.5 CFU in 2016 and 2017,
respectively. The concentration range of culturable microorganism at morning, midday and afternoon
was 14-124.5 CFU/m3, 10.5-147 CFU/m3, 21-123 CFU/m3 collected in 2016 and 7-141.5 CFU/m3,
6.5-112 CFU/m3, 4-129 CFU/m3 collected in 2017, respectively (Figure 1). The lowest microbial
concentration was found at July in the morning and midday at both sampling years, however, in
afternoon, the lowest concentration was different according to the sampling year, and the lowest
concentration was found in February at 2016, and in July at 2017. Also the results showed that the
highest microbial concentration was changeable according to collecting year, for example, the highest
concentration obtained in 2016 and 2017 was at March and October in the morning, April and
December in midday, September and November in afternoon, respectively.
Number of microorganism type examined among monthly in three sampling time during two years.
Figure 2 shows that the viable microbial diversity. In general, the mean values were greater in 2016
than 2017 in all sampling times. Also there has only slight correlation between the sampling years.
The lowest viable microorganism diversity found in July in all sampling times during two years.
Besides, the highest microbial diversity found for morning in December and May 2016 and November
2017, for midday in April 2016 and December 2017, for afternoon in April 2016, May and November
2017.
In seasonal distribution was also investigated on three sampling time during the sampling years. As
shown in Figure 3, in afternoon lower microbial concentration and diversity were obtained for all
seasons during sampling years, except on microbial concentration in 2016 summer and on microbial
diversity in 2016 spring. In general, microbial concentration was more in spring and autumn than
winter and summer in 2016. However, in 2017 showed different pattern; winter and autumn had more
microbial concentration than spring and summer. Moreover, the results indicated that bacterial
diversity was lower in summer and autumn than winter and spring in 2016 and 2017. On the other
hand, microbial diversity has greater in autumn and spring than winter and summer.
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Figure 1. The total airborne microbial concentrations (CFUs/m3) at the daily sampling times. (a)
morning, (b) midday, (c) afternoon
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Figure 2. The total airborne microbial diversity according to the daily sampling times. (a) morning, (b)
midday, (c) afternoon
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Figure 3. The seasonal distribution of the total airborne microbial concentration and diversity
according to daily sampling times. (a) total airborne microbial concentration at morning, (b) total
airborne microbial concentration at midday, (c) afternoon total airborne microbial concentration, (d)
diversity at morning, (e) diversity at midday, (f) diversity at afternoon.
CONCLUSION
In our knowledge, this is the first study which examines the microbial activity in a mega city IstanbulTurkey. The total microbial quantity of atmospheric bioaerosols has negative statistical correlation
with microbial diversity, which is also an important index to show microbial property and function in
environments. Microbial quantity in bioaerosols showed an obvious seasonal variation in the order of
summer <winter<spring< autumn whereas microbial diversity was summer>autumn>spring>winter
from January 2016 to December 2017 in Istanbul-Turkey. Furthermore, there has a good correlation
between the population and UV light and daytime sampling (morning, midday and afternoon)
microbial activity.
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ABSTRACT
Ozone is a natural greenhouse gas that affects the climate. As a result of climate change, significant
increases were observed in global average temperatures since 1980s. Increases in the frequency and
severity of extreme weather events such as heatwave are observed with temperature increases.
However, decreases in the number of cold air waves have been recorded. In this study; by NOAA hotcold wave which is effective in Turkey with Ankara satellite total ozone data and hot-cold air waves
acting on Ankara was examined. In Turkey, between the years 1980-2017, were studied with
maximum and minimum temperatures of 223 stations. In 1981, the number of stations with a heat
wave was 63, while in 2017 this number increased to 201. In Ankara, 48 heat waves and 32 cold
weather waves were observed in the same period. In the study period, there was an increase in the
index intensity of the heat waves affecting Ankara and a decrease in total ozone amount was observed.
In the same period, while the number of stations with cold weather wave reached its maximum with
222 in 1985,it was the lowest level with 13 in 1999. In Ankara between 1980 and 2017, there was a
slight downward trend that was not statistically significant in the number of cold air waves and a slight
increase in index intensity. However, a slight downward trend was determined in total ozone amounts.
The aim of this study was to determine whether there are some relationships between the number and
severity index with the amount of ozone affecting in Turkey and particularly in Ankara.
Keywords: Total ozone, heat and cold wave, climate change.
INTRODUCTION
Ozone is a greenhouse gas that affects the climate. It is thought that stratospheric ozone depletion and
increases in global tropospheric ozone, which have been formed in the past 30 years, have contributed
to climate change. In the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Evaluation Report 2007;
It is stated that the effect of tropospheric ozone on global warming is only 25% of the effect of carbon
dioxide (Açar et al., 2017).
Ozone distribution is generally controlled by large-scale transport from the tropics to the polar regions
and increases in the polar areas. The total ozone average has the lowest average of 240 DU on the
equator belt and reaches up to 400 DU at the poles. The world average is around 300 Dobson Units
(Açar et al., 2013).
As a result of climate change, global average temperatures increased around 1.1 ° C since 1980s
according to NOAA global average temperature anomaly. 16 of the 17 hottest years recorded in this
period occurred after 2001 (Gürkan et al. 2017). As a direct effect of this increase, the frequency and
severity of extreme weather events are increasing in our world. Heat Wave is also among the severe
weather events. (Boluk et al., 2013).
MATERIAL AND METHOD
TOMS (OMI) Satellite Ozone Data
The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) is a sensor used by NASA for ozone monitoring.
Observations are made by spectrometers placed on satellites and the data obtained are named as
TOMS ozone data. (Ekici et al., 2017).
The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer, installed by NASA on Earth Probe (EP-TOMS), maps the
global distribution of ozone in the Earth's atmosphere from past to present. These measurements are of
high resolution and began in 1978 with NASA's Nimbus-7 satellite and in 1994 with the Russian
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Meteor-3 satellite. In addition to the global ozone distribution, the TOMS sensor also maps in detail
the Antarctic 'ozone hole' that extends from September to November each year (Web-1).
TOMS is a second generation backscatter ultraviolet ozone sensor. TOMS measures the total amount
of ozone in a column from the earth's surface to the upper part of the atmosphere, all day long and
under current geophysical conditions. TOMS scans an area of 50 to 200 km each by scanning along a
line perpendicular to satellite motion and every eight seconds (Web-1).
OMI is a NADIR imaging system in conjunction with NASA's UV / Visible CCD Spectrometer on the
Aura Satellite deck, Earth's Surveillance System. In this study, the ozone data of OMI / Aura Satellite
between 1980-2016 (37 years) and coordinates of 34 ° - 44 ° K, 24 ° - 46 ° E were used. These data
include 1.25 ° x 1.25 ° resolution and consist of 3034 grid for Turkey. (Ekici et al., 2017).
OMI measures O3, NO2, SO2 and aerosols with cloud pressure and coverage, and can also distinguish
aerosol types such as smoke, dust and sulphates. It also maintains the TOMS record for total ozone
and other atmospheric parameters related to ozone chemistry and climate (Web-2).
Heat Wave Size Index
Heat wave; It is defined as the period during which the maximum daily temperature exceeds the daily
threshold for 5 consecutive days and more.
a) When calculating, the threshold is determined by using the maximum daily temperature values
separately   for each day in the year.
The threshold value set is calculated when determining the daily threshold.
Threshold value set = (15-day period before working day, working day, 15-day period after working
day = daily maximum temperature data set for 31 days) x 30-year data (1981–2010 reference period)
After sorting the threshold value set from small to large, the value corresponding to 90% is defined as
the threshold value. The specified threshold is determined separately for 365 days by the specified
method.
Example: The threshold value for January 16; (1… 15 January, 16 January, 17… 31 January = 31 days)
x Threshold value set of the same 31 day period (31 * 30 = 930 days) in the 30-year period (19812010) then it is determined as the value of the day that corresponds to the 90% slice (Day 837).
b) The heat waves of the year and the station to be worked are determined.
Heat wave; It is determined as the period in which the maximum daily temperature exceeds the
threshold for each day by 5 or more consecutive days.
Example: In 2017 for Ankara (17130) station, heat waves are determined.
c) For the days in which the heat wave occurs, the daily heat wave magnitude index (HWMId) is
calculated separately.
For this, threshold points corresponding to 25% and 75% of the 930 days data set are determined for
each of the 365 days specified in a).
HWMId is determined by the following formula.
Md (Td) = (Td-T30y25p) / (T30y75p-T30y25p)

(1)

Md = Daily heat wave index
Td = Daily maximum temperature for the day worked
T30y25p = Threshold corresponding to 25% of the 930 days data set for the relevant day.
T30y75p = Threshold corresponding to 75% of the 930 days data set for the relevant day.
NOTE: Md = 0 if Td <= T30y25p. (Not defined as heatwave.)
The magnitude of the heat wave is expressed as the sum of the magnitude values determined for each
day that constitutes the heat wave.
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In this study, between the years 1980-2017, the number of heat waves using 223 stations, number of
heat waves using maximum daily temperatures and using the minimum daily temperatures, the cold
wave numbers were examined separately.
In addition, the change in the total ozone amount of Ankara in the same period was examined.
Affecting Turkey Heat Wave Count
For Turkey and in which station 223 covering the period from 1980 to 2017; The number of hot air
waves generated by years and the number of stations where heat waves are seen in the graph.

Figure 1. Number of heatwaves and the number of stations on which they were seen in Turkey.
In Figure 1, the number of heat waves observed in Turkey and an increase is observed by heat wave of
the year in which the number of stations seen. In 1981, the heat wave was seen at 63 stations and 92
separate days, while in 2017 it was seen at 201 stations and 432 days. In 2010, this number reached a
maximum level with 220 stations and 1045 days.
In Figure 2, in contrast, during the same period in the heat wave unseen in Turkey, the number of
stations has declined sharply since the beginning of the 1980s until 2017, and this number has fallen
below the number from 200 to 50.

Figure 2. Change in the number of heat wave unseen number of stations throughout Turkey.
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Figure 3. Number of heatwaves map for each decade of Turkey for the years 1981-2017.
The number of heatwaves seen in Turkey between the years of 1981-2017 when viewing maps drawn
for each ten-year periods; In the period between the years 2011-2017 most of the heat wave that
Turkey was determined to impress.
Number of Heat Waves Seen in Ankara
By using the daily maximum temperatures of Ankara between 1980 and 2017, heat waves affecting
Ankara were examined and it was determined that 48 heat waves occurred during this period.

Figure 4. The change in the number of heat waves and index intensity seen between 1980 and 2017 in
Ankara.
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In the selected 38-year period, 16 heat waves were observed between 1980-1999 and 32 heat waves
between 2000-2017. In the selected 38-year period, 16 heat waves were observed between 1980-1999
and 32 heat waves between 2000-2017. Although there were significant increases in heat wave index
intensity, especially in 2007, 2010 and 2017, the index intensity was the highest. In the given period,
an increase trend is observed in the number of heat waves and index intensity (Figure 4).

Figure 5. Change in index intensity during the months of the heat wave in Ankara (1980-2017).
When the seasonal distribution of heat wave and index intensity in Ankara was examined between
1980 and 2017; 22 times in winter-spring and 26 times in summer-autumn. Because usually in the
summer and autumn arrival of more hot air mass affecting Turkey. It is normal to see more heat waves
affecting Ankara in summer and autumn.
Monthly review; The highest number of heat wave indices in Ankara was found to be 14 months.
When the seasonal hot weather distribution of these months is examined; 2 for winter, 4 for spring, 4
for summer and 4 for autumn. In this case, it is very important that the heat wave affects Ankara
during the winter-spring season, where the ozone content is highest.
2.2.3 The Relationship Between Total Ozone and Heat Wave Intensity Index in Ankara
In Figure 6, it was determined that the heat wave affected Ankara in different years between 1980 and
2017, at the same time there was a tendency to increase the intensity of the heat wave index and a
decrease tendency in the total ozone amount (Figure 6).

Figure 6. The relationship between heat wave index intensity and total ozone in Ankara (1980-2017).
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Figure 7. The change of satellite ozone data in Ankara in winter-spring season (1980-2017).
When Ankara's satellite long years (1980-2017) and seasonal total ozone data are analyzed; It is
observed that spring values (324-382 DU) are higher than winter season (303-353 DU) and a
decreasing tendency is observed in winter-spring period. When we examined the study period by
dividing it into 1980-1997 and 1998-2017; it can be said that the downward trend in the first period is
slightly more pronounced than the second period. This is in line with the 2014 Ozone Assessment
Report of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) (In Figure 7; a, b, c and d), (8).
When Ankara's long-term (1980-2017) satellite seasonal total ozone data revised the summer-autumn
period; summer values (285-317 DU) are higher than autumn (280-300 DU), and there is a slight
downward trend in the summer-autumn period which is not statistically significant. When we
examined the study period by dividing it into 1980-1997 and 1998-2017; again, the downward trend in
the first period is slightly more pronounced than in the second period (Figure 8; a, b and c).
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c)
Figure 8. The change of satellite ozone data in Ankara in summer-autumn season (1980-2017).

2.3 Cold Wave Magnitude Index
Cold wave; It is defined as the period during which the minimum daily temperature exceeds the daily
threshold for 5 consecutive days and more.
a) When calculating, the threshold is determined for each day in the year by using the daily minimum
temperature values separately.
When determining the daily threshold;
Threshold value set = (15-day period before the day worked, 15-day period after the day worked =
daily minimum temperature data set for 31 days) x 30-year data (1981–2010 reference period)
After sorting the threshold value set from small to large, the value corresponding to 90% of the
threshold is defined as the threshold value. The specified threshold is determined separately for 365
days by the specified method.
Example: The threshold of July 16; (1… 15 July, 16 July, 17… 31 July = 31 days) x Threshold value
set of the same 31-day period (31 * 30 = 930 days) in the 30-year period (1981-2010) after sorting
from small to large, it is determined as the value of the day that corresponds to the 90% zone (Day
837).
b) Cold air waves of the year and station to be worked are determined.
Cold Wave; It is determined as the period in which the minimum daily temperature exceeds the
determined threshold for each day by 5 and more consecutive days.
Example: Cold weather waves are determined for 2017 Ankara (17130) station.
c) The daily cold wave magnitude index (HWMId) is calculated separately for the days when the cold
wave occurs.
For this, threshold points corresponding to 25% and 75% of the 930 day data set are determined for
each of the 365 days specified in a).
HWMId is determined by the following formula.
Md (Td) = (Td – T30y25p) / ( T30y75p – T30y25p)

(2)
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Md = Daily cold wave index
Td = Daily minimum temperature for the day worked
T30y25p = Threshold corresponding to 25% of the 930 day data set for the relevant day
T30y75p = Threshold corresponding to 75% of the 930-day data set for the relevant day
NOTE: Md = 0 if Td <= T30y25p. (Not defined as a cold wave.)
The magnitude of the cold air wave is expressed as the sum of the magnitude values determined for
each day constituting the cold wave.
2.3.1 Affecting Turkey Cold Wave Count
Figure 9 indicates number of the cold wave from 1980 to 2017 in Turkey and changes in the number
of stations experiencing cold wave. There is a significant decrease and a significant decline in the
number of both parameters studied over the years. In the period examined, the maximum number of
cold air waves was 625 in 1992, the lowest was 13 in 1999, 16 in 2014 and 22 in 2010, respectively.
While the number of cold weav stations in Turkey was 222 in 1985, this number decreased to 13 in
1999, 15 in 2014 and 22 in 2010 (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Cold wave number and number of station on which they were seen in Turkey.
In the same period, Turkey across the cold wave not seen the number of stations has increased rapidly
since the early 1980s and is determined to fall from 200 to 50 (Figure 10). According to this result, it
can be said that the number of cold waves that affect our country is gradually decreasing and the
number of heat waves is becoming more effective.

Figure 10. Change in the number of heat wave unseen number of stations throughout Turkey.
When we examine the maps drawn for each decade the number of cold waves seen in Turkey between
the years 1981-2017; It was determined that the maximum cold wave was between 1981-1990 and the
least cold wave between 2011-2017 (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Number of cold wave maps for each decade of Turkey in the 1981-2017 period.
Number of Cold Waves Seen in Ankara

Figure 12. The change in the number of cold waves and index intensity in Ankara between 1980 and
2017.
Figure 12 shows a slight downward trend in the number of cold waves in Ankara between 1980 and
2017, which is not statistically significant. In some years between 1980 and 1997, while three (3) cold
waves were observed, in the 1998-2017 period three (3) cold waves were not observed in the same
year. While the number of years in which no cold waves were observed in the period of 1980-1997
was six (6), this number increased to eleven (11) between 1998 and 2017 (Figure 12). In contrast, there
was a significant increase in the number of heat waves affecting Ankara in the same period (Figure 12).
In addition, an increase tendency (decrease in negative index values, approach to zero) is observed in
cold wave index intensity (Figure 12).
In this study, the cold air waves affecting Ankara were examined by using the minimum daily
temperatures of Ankara in 1980-2017 period and 32 cold waves were determined in this period. There
were 22 cold waves between 1980 and 1999 period, and 10 cold waves between 2000 and 2017 period.
The years with the highest index severity were 1985, 1990 and 2003, respectively.
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In the mentioned period, an increase trend is observed in the number of heat waves and index intensity.
The Relationship Between Cold Wave Index Severity and Total Ozone in Ankara
Figure 13 shows that the cold wave affected Ankara in different years between 1980-2017, at the same
time, a slight upward trend was observed in the cold wave index intensity, which was not statistically
significant.
Figure 14 shows a slight upward trend in the cold wave index intensity affecting Ankara in different
years in the 1980-2017 period, which is not statistically significant. There was a slight downward trend
in maximum ozone values at the same dates. The ozone-rich of cold, continental and polar origin air
masses when the influence of Turkey is expected to be an increase in the amount of ozone, however,
there was a slight increase in index intensity (Figure 14).

Figure 13. The correlation between cold wave index severity and total ozone in Ankara (1980-2017).

Figure 14. The relationship of cold wave index intensity and maximum ozone in Ankara (1980-2017).
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Figure 15. The variation of cold wave indices and of average ozone in Ankara during 1980-1997 and
1998-2017.
The mentioned date period was examined in two period as 1980-1997 and 1998-2017. A different
situation arose from the information given in Figure 14. In Figure 15 a. (1980-1997 period), there was
a decrease in maximum ozone values in Ankara, but a slight increase in index intensity. In Figure 15b
(1998-2017), there was a decrease in maximum ozone values and a slight increase in index intensity.
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ABSTRACT
Evaluating the performance of numerical models is important for effective usage of various models for
early warnings and also for reducing uncertainty in the models. Turkey suffers from air pollution
which results in aerosol increase nowadays. The CAMS model, developed and operated by ECMWF,
provides real-time analysis and global atmospheric composition forecasts on a daily basis. In this study,
we evaluated aerosol (AOD) forecasts of CAMS model for the 2018 year for Turkey region.
MODIS/Aqua satellite observations were used in order to compare with AOD forecasts. The
correlation coefficient (r), fractional gross error (FGE), mean bias error (MBE) and root mean square
error (RMSE) were used as comparison methodology. It is found that the highest correlation (0.914)
is found in April month and the lowest correlation (0.48) is found in November month. It is also found
that r in winter months is lower than other months. Besides, r=0.85, FGE=0.21, MBE=-0.01 and
RMSE=0.06 is found for whole 2018 year. The results indicate that the CAMS model forecasts show
good predictive ability for Turkey region, except winter months.
Keywords: CAMS forecast model, MODIS/Aqua satellite, aerosol, verification
INTRODUCTION
Aerosols are solid or liquid suspended particles in the atmosphere. There has been two main source of
aerosols namely natural and anthropogenic (human-made). Natural sources exist in the nature
spontaneously. Volcanic eruption, desert dust, forest fires, sea salt and evaporation are the example of
natural sources of aerosols. Anthropogenic sources includes human-made aerosols. Fossil fuels,
transportation emissions, industrial processes (like wastes from metallurgy industry), chemical
production, agricultural and industrial activities are the examples of anthropogenic sources (Salihoğlu
et al., 1995).
Atmospheric aerosols have important impact on daily living of lives. Several health problems such as
meningitis and lung disease are connected atmospheric aerosols. It is possible to summarize the other
adverse effects of atmospheric particles on air quality such as reduced visibility, effects on agricultural
and natural ecosystems, damage caused by structures and sculptures (Caggiano et al., 2010).
Atmospheric particles also affect the radiation balance of the Earth by reflecting and absorbing the
radiation directly, while composing the cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei indirectly.
Several studies such as IPCC (2007) and Caggiano et al. (2010) show that these indirect and direct
activities change micro-physical structures, optical properties and precipitation efficiency of ice
particles (Arı and Gaga, 2014). Diagram of the life cycle of aerosol in the atmosphere, showing
emission, deposition and transport processes and the action of aerosol while in the atmosphere is
shown in Figure 1.
Since its importance on living and environment, some global aerosol forecast models have been
developed by several institutes all over the world. NEMS GFS Aerosol Component (NGAC), Navy
Aerosol Analysis and Predication System (NAAPS), Barcelona Supercomputing Centre NMMB/BSCCTM, NASA GSFC/GMAO, FNMOC/NRL NAAPS and The Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring
Service (CAMS) models some important global aerosol forecast model. It is important to analyse
forecast verifications of these models. Some studies conducted from ECMWF related to CAMS
validation (Eskes et al, 2018). However, more local investigations are necessary for this type of studies.
In this study, we evaluated aerosol (AOD) forecasts of CAMS model for the 2018 year for Turkey
region. MODIS/Aqua satellite observations were used in order to compare with AOD forecasts. The
correlation coefficient (r), fractional gross error (FGE), mean bias error (MBE) and root mean square
error (RMSE) were used as comparison methodology.
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Figure 1. Sources, transport processes of aerosols and interaction while in the atmosphere (extracted
from Web-1)
MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY
In this study, we used some statistical methods to verify The Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring
Service (CAMS) model forecasts. Correlation coefficient (r), fractional gross error (FGE), mean bias
error (MBE) and root mean square error (RMSE) are the statistical techniques used in this study.
Correlation Coefficient (r)
Correlation coefficients are used in statistics to show the strong amount of relationship between two
variables. The relationship (or the correlation) between the two variables is denoted by the letter r and
quantified with a number, which varies between −1 and +1. Zero means there is no correlation, where
1 means a complete or perfect correlation. The sign of the r shows the direction of the correlation. A
negative r means that the variables are inversely related. The strength of the correlation increases both
from 0 to +1, and 0 to −1 (Akoglu, 2018). Correlation Coefficient (r) is calculated as below formula:

(1)
Fractional Gross Error (FGE)
The fractional gross error (FGE) is a measure of model error, ranging between 0 and 2 and behaves
symmetrically with respect to under- and overestimation, without over emphasizing outliers. It is used
as below formula (Web-2):

(2)
Mean Bias Error (MBE)
MBE indicates how well the modelled values match with the baseline values. Positive values indicate
that the model under predicts the baseline values; negative values indicate that the model over predicts
the baseline values. An MBE of 0 suggests that there is no bias in the model. As a result, this metric
suffers from the cancellation of positive and negative errors, which can be misleading in terms of
interpreting the true performance of models (Chakraborty and Elzarka, 2017). It is calculated as:
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(3)
where yi is the predicted value of ith, xi is the measured value of ith and N is the number of
observations.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
The root mean square error (RMSE) has been used as a standard statistical metric to measure model
performance in meteorology, air quality, and climate research studies. The RMSE penalizes variance
as it gives errors with larger absolute values more weight than errors with smaller absolute values. It is
calculated as follows (Chai and Draxler, 2014) :

(4)
Here it is assumed that the data has n samples of model errors € calculated as (ei, i = 1,2,... , n).
RESULTS
Table 1 shows some statistical correlations of modelled and observed AOD for each months in 2018
year and whole 2018 year. It is found that the highest correlations (0.914, 0.913) are found in April
and October months and the lowest correlation (0.48) is found in November month. It is also found
that r in winter months is lower than other months. Besides, r=0.85, FGE=0.21, MBE=-0.01 and
RMSE=0.06 is found for whole 2018 year.
Table 1. Statistical correlations of modelled and observed AOD for Turkey.
PERIOD

r

FGE

MBE

RMSE

January

0,63282

0,322577

-0,02617

0,067897

February

0,698455

0,214221

0,002883

0,058842

March

0,763568

0,264316

-0,02685

0,11008

April

0,914656

0,135392

-0,01237

0,039239

May

0,870457

0,132862

-0,01624

0,052562

June

0,772357

0,19316

-0,04289

0,052115

July

0,760206

0,2158

-0,04917

0,058239

August

0,805727

0,265132

-0,05715

0,066257

September

0,883055

0,152948

-0,03184

0,043947

October

0,913928

0,193628

0,01735

0,064824

November

0,487814

0,212949

0,015958

0,038531

December

0,639696

0,224408

0,003356

0,032361

January - December
(2018)

0,850454

0,210992

-0,01878

0,060483
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Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows spatial distribution of correlation coefficients for CAMS model vs
MODIS satellite AOD for January to December month by month. Most regions of Turkey except
South Anatolia region show low correlation at January month. East part of Turkey shows low
correlation while other parts show high (strong) correlation for February month. Almost all regions of
Turkey shows strong correlation from March to October month. December month shows low
correlation almost all regions in Turkey with lack of data in some regions. Change graph CAMS
model and MODIS-Aqua satellite AOD for January-December at Figure 4-6.

Figure 2. Correlation coefficients for CAMS model vs MODIS satellite AOD for January-June

Figure 3. Correlation coefficients for CAMS model vs MODIS-Aqua satellite AOD for JulyDecember
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Figure 4. Change graph of CAMS model and MODIS-Aqua satellite AOD for January-April

Figure 5. Change graph of CAMS model and MODIS-Aqua satellite AOD for May-August
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Figure 6. Change graph of CAMS model and MODIS-Aqua satellite AOD for September-December
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ABSTRACT
The number of rainy days above threshold value for flood risk were obtained by using RCPs 4,5 and
8,5 scenarios. HadGEM2-ES Projection outputs cover for the period of 2017 and 2046. This
HadGEM2-ES outputs have been compared with the disasters reports and the numbers of rainy days
above threshold value 24 hourly observed between 2006 and 2015 years.In this study, as a result, the
data sets of flood risk percentage for the period of 2017 and 2046 have been created for every
province in Aegean Region, by calculating HadGEM2-ES rainfall outputs between 2017 and 2046
periods with ratio of number of flood between 2006 and 2015 years to numbers of rainy days above
threshold value. As a result, Flood risk areas and graphics have been detected as percent for every
province in Agean Region by using these data between 2017 and 2046.
Keywords: Flood Disaster Risk, HadGEM2-ES Projections, Threshold Value
INTRODUCTION
Climate Projections produced by Turkish Meteorological Service for Turkey and its
regions;Projections have been produced according to RCP 4,5 and RCP 8,5.The scenarios we have
used are most prefered scenario in IPPC 5. evaluation report. 2016-2099 terms for projections and
1971-2000 terms as referans period have been chosen for projections produced on resolution 20 km.
The outputs (HadGEM2-ES,MPI-ESM-MR,ve GFDL-ESM2M) properly producing conclusion for
Turkey and itself region have been chosen. Regional Climate Projection(RCP) have been obtained by
means of RegCM4 (Regional Climate Model System) from this 3 model.
Climate projections are to base RCP scenario created by IPCC. RCP4,5 is optimistic scenario, RCP
8,5 is pestimistic scenario. HadGEM2-ES Global model datas are comparison both global model
data and global observation data of the referance period of model outputs. Also, The studies that
were conducted previously show that the 10%-60% decreasing in winter rainy for Turkey 2071-2099
periods have been predicted in the temperature and rainy projections carried out by Önol vd.(2014) for
region inclusive Turkey by 2099 using 3 different global climate modal (ECHAM5, CCSM3,
HadCM3) and A2, A1F1 and B1 scenario and RegCM3 regional climate modal.
Equations
The rainy day numbers above 24 hourly rain threshold with flood disasters reports in the period of
2006 and 2015 are calculated. After calculated this rate with The number of days above 24 hourly rain
threshold obtained from HadGEM2-ES model, the data set for flood risk percentage for the period of
2017 and 2046 have been created. The calculation methodology for İzmir city is below;
24 hourly rain threshold value in İzmir=39,7 mm

(1)

The total flood numbers occuring in 2006-2015= 52 day
The rainy days number above 39,7 mm in 2006-2015=26 day
100x52/26=200%
The rate of rainy day above threshold value with flood number is 17%
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The rainy day above 39,7 mm projected by RCP4,5 in 2017-2026=47 days.

(2)

47x200/100=94
100x94/52=181%

181%-100%=81%  increasing in 2017-2026

The rainy day above 39,7 mm projected by RCP8,5 in 2017-2026=43 days.

(3)

43x200/100= 86
100x86/52=165% 165%-100%=65% increasing in 2017-2026

Figure 1. Agean Region Flood Risk(%) in 2017-2026
Flood risk(%) in 2017-2026,according to RCP4,5 and RCP8,5, while expected to increase above %100
Uşak,İzmir and Aydın, the most increase in Aegean is expected by RCP8,5 in Aydın. The increasing
in Aydın is above %200. The increasing approximately %100 is to been expected by RCP4,5 and
RCP8,5 in İzmir where have most population. The most decreasing in Aegean Region is predicted by
RCP4,5 and RCP8,5 scenario in Afyon,Manisa and Denizli. The decreasing is approximately %100.

Figure 2. Agean Region Flood Risk(%) in 2027-2036
As seen Figure 2 in 2027-2036 periods, the most increase in Agean Region is predicted by RCP4,5 in
Aydın. The increasing in Aydın is %250. İn the same time, while expected to incerase %100 by
RCP4,5 and RCP8,5 in Uşak, the incrasing above %50 in İzmir is projected by RCP4,5,the increasing
approximately %150 is predicted by RCP8,5. The most decreasing in Aegean Region is predicted by
RCP4,5 and RCP8,5 scenario in Kütahya,Afyon and Denizli. The decreasing is above %50. The
decreasing %100 in Aydın is also predicted by RCP8,5.
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Figure 3. Agean Region Flood Risk(%) in 2037-2046
As seen Figure 3 in 2027-2036 periods, the most increasing in Agean Region is predicted by RCP4,5
in Uşak. The increasing in Uşak is %250 by RCP4,5 and is above %100 by RCP8,5. The increasing in
2037-2046 is predicted in İzmir,Aydın and Muğla. The increasing in İzmir is approximately %50 by
RCP4,5, The increasing in Aydın is also %50 by RCP4,5 and RCP8,5, the increasing in Muğla is
approximately %50 by RCP4,5. The decreasing in 2037-2046 is predicted by RCP 4,5 and RCP8,5 in
Agean Region. the most decreasing in Agean Region is predicted in Denizli,Afyon and Kütahya. The
decreasing in Denizli is approximately %100 by RCP4,5 and is above %50 by RCP8,5 , The
decreasing in Afyon is above %50 by RCP4,5 and RCP8,5, The decreasing in Kütahya is also above
%50 by RCP4,5 and RCP8,5,and the decreasing in Manisa is approximately %50 by RCP4,5.

Figure 4. Flood Risk(%) in İzmir from 2017 to 2046
As seen Figure 4,the increasing above %50 in İzmir is predicted from 2017 to 2046 in 3 periods. the
increasing in İzmir is %142 by RCP8,5 in 2027-2036. After 2027-2036 periods,the increasing is
approximately %80 by RCP4,5.
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Figure 5. Flood Risk(%)in Aydın from 2017 to 2046
While expected to increase above %100 for Aydın in 2017-2026, it is predicted by RCP4,5 in 20272036. İt is above %200. On the otherhand,the decreasing in Aydın is predicted by RCP8,5 in 20272036. İt is %100. As seen Figure 5, The increasing in Aydın is %50 by RCP4,5 and RCP8,5 in 20372046.
CONCLUSION
The total of flood number in İzmir, Uşak and Aydın is expected to increase from 2017 to 2046 in 3
periods.
The total of flood number in Uşak is expected to increase above %100 from 2017 to 2046 in 3
periods.
The total of flood number in İzmir is expected to increase above %50 from 2017 to 2046 in 3 periods.
The maxsimum increasing from 2017 to 2046 in 3 periods,it is %250 by RCP8,5 in Aydın from 2017
to 2026 and is %250 by RCP4,5 from 2027 to 2036.
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Low Flow Analysis for Gediz Basin
Yonca Cavus1, F. Betül Demir2, Bihrat Önöz1

ABSTRACT
Low flow is observed in time periods when streamflow is too low from the normal level in the
river. Water resources may exhibit a temporary decline or deficiency in time. Low flow can give
rise to long-term environmental, economic and social impact. In addition, low flow is a
hydrological phenomenon, it plays a major role in the risk management about the hydrology of the
river basin. In such a management theme, low flow is a significant dynamic phenomenon and it
cannot only be determined with low flow characteristics. The objective of this study is therefore to
do low flow analysis by determining low flow characteristics of six gauging stations in Gediz
river basin in Turkey. Flow duration curves are drawn and the low flow index is determined. As
the low flow index, the 7-day average flow is calculated and low flow prediction is made by
applying various probability distribution functions on low flows at T = 2, 5, 10, 50 and 100-year
return periods. Additionally, two groups of homogeneous regions are formed in the Gediz river
basin. The GEV distribution is detected generally as the best distribution for the six stations after
the Kolmogorov Smirnov (K-S) test is applied to the two homogeneous regions. In order to
determine the changes in the data with time at the stations, trend analysis is implemented with the
Mann Kendall test after which it is concluded that there is no trend in the 7-day average low flow
of the Gediz river basin.
Keywords: Flow duration curve, K-S test, Low flow, Regional analysis, Trend analysis, 7-day
average flow.
INTRODUCTION
Low flow is defined as “flow of water in a stream during prolonged dry weather” (WMO, 1974).
However, there is no definition that explains a clear distinction between the drought and low flow.
Low flow is a seasonal phenomenon and an integral component of flow regime in a river. On the other
hand, the drought is a natural event that results in precipitation falling below the normal level in a
longer period of time. Low flows have an impact when they are seen throughout long-time on a region,
therefore low flow is a widely used approach to examine dry periods. Components of low flow
hydrology are closely related and it therefore requires understanding and consideration of the physical
geography formed by the climate, topography, geology, soil feature, aquifer characteristic,
evapotranspiration, flora and neighbor basin characteristics as well as human factors.
Low flow frequency and severity are very important for the design of hydraulic structures such as
reservoirs. At the same time, it is also important for the wildlife conservation, water supply planning
and design, waste load allocation, reservoir storage design and maintenance of quantity and quality of
water for irrigation. Therefore, low flow hydrology is a dynamic discipline which includes versatile
study subjects including engineering applications as demonstrated by Riggs (1972), McMahon (1976),
and Beran and Gustard (1977).
STUDY AREA AND DATA
Gediz river basin in Figure 1 is located in the Aegean region, the western part of Turkey. It originates
from Murat and Şaphane mountains within the boundary of Kütahya and discharges into the Izmir gulf
from between Foça and Çamaltı salterns (TUBITAK MAM, 2013). The basin area is 17500 km2 and
the length of the Gediz River is about 400 km. The annual mean flow in the river is 60.48 m3/s. The
Gediz river basin has Mediterranean climate features which are hot and dry in summer, and wet and
cool in winter. The majority of the rain falls in the winter season. The annual total precipitation alters
between 450-500 mm.
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Figure 1. Layout and gauging stations in the Gediz basin
In this study, daily data of six streamflow gauging stations in the Gediz river basin are obtained from
the General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works (DSI with its Turkish acronym) which is the
national organization responsible for all water resources to plan, develop and operate. The 7-day
average flow values were calculated from the daily flow data and they were used for the statistical
analysis. Statistical characteristics calculated from the daily streamflow data time series of each
gauging station were given in Table 1. The calculated statistical characteristics are the mean, standard
deviation, coefficient of variation and coefficient of skewness. The coefficients of variation and
skewness were calculated with the L-moment method (Hosking and Wallis, 1997).
Table 1. Streamflow gauging stations (SGS) and statistical characteristics of the 7-day average flow
data
SGS
Number
D05A026
D05A039
D05A041
E05A014
E05A023
E05A024

SGS name

Record year

Coordinates

Sarma
Dereköy
Dörtdeğirmen
Dereköy
Acısu
Sazköy

1970-2010
1998-2014
1988-2001
1964-2015
1970-1993
1973-2008

38.8N 27.4E
38.5N 27.9E
38.9N 29.4E
38.7N 28.7E
38.6N 28.7E
38.9N 29.5E

Mean
(m /s)
0.004
0.033
0.07
0.07
0.68
0.41

St. Dev.
(m /s)
0.005
0.033
0.036
0.11
0.62
0.15

L-Cv

L-Cs

0.56
0.53
0.28
0.62
0.38
0.21

0.36
0.3
0.13
0.5
0.1
-0.12

LOW FLOW ANALYSIS

Various indexes are used to determine the characteristics of low flow. In a river, various percentages
of an upper boundary low flow are classified as low flow index. The upper boundary can for example
be taken as the mean (or median) of the daily streamflow. After the upper boundary is detected, a
certain percentage of the upper boundary is used as the low flow index (Bayazıt and Önöz, 2008).
7-Day Average Flow
First, the 7-day overlapped moving average streamflow values at each station were calculated. Then
the minimum of the 7-day average streamflow values is determined by taking the minimum value of
each year. There exist 359 values for the first year while 365 values are available for following years.
Probability distributions functions including the General Extreme Value, Log-Normal2, Log-Normal3,
Pearson type III, Log-Pearson type III, Weibull2, Weibull3 and General Logistic were applied on the
7-day average minimum flow values. By using the proper probability distribution function, low flows
of 2, 5, 10, 50 and 100-year return periods were calculated.
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Flow Duration Curve
Flow duration curve is used to determine the discharge exceeded at a certain time percentage (quantile)
in hydrological basins. It also shows the time percentage when a certain streamflow is exceeded in the
river. For example; flow value exceeded in 50% of the time represents the flow expected to be
exceeded in 50% of the days over a particular year.
Zero Flow
The application of the total probability theorem (Haan, 1977) for the low flow analysis depends on the
relationship between T and k where T and k represent the return period and the probability that the
random variable (here, low flow) takes a non-zero value, respectively (Aksoy et al., 2018). From the
total probability theorem,
h

䁛

(1)

〠h֝

〠x֝

T

Vk

(2)

k

are valid. Equation (2) is applicable when F䁛 (x) (the cumulative distribution function of the non-zero
values) is positive. If F*(x) is negative, the probability of the variable X is zero. As indicated in Table
2, the k values depend on the return period (T) to be calculated by
T

(3)

T

Table 2. The k values depending on the return period, T

T (year)
k≥

2
0.5

5
0.8

10
0.9

20
0.95

50
0.98

100
0.99

Regional Analysis
Low flows at a gauging station with inadequate data are determined from the measurements of stations
in the same region provided that the region is statistically homogeneous. By using this method, the
data set of the station with inadequate data is extended. In a statistically homogeneous region, it is
assumed that the non-dimensional statistical parameters of low flow do not change. In this study, in
order to delineate homogeneous regions, the Wiltshire (1986) method was used. The best delineation
is determined with the variation coefficient. The regional probability distribution was accepted to have
GEV distribution. Parameters of the GEV distribution were calculated by the L-moment method
(Bayazıt and Önöz, 2008).
Equations to estimate parameters with the L-moment method for the GEV distribution are as follows:
LC
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If k is taken almost zero (k ≈ 0) then

Trend Analysis
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(6)
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The Mann-Kendall trend test evaluates and indicates the presence of a monotonic increasing or
decreasing trend in the time series. The test has widely been used to check the randomness against
trend in hydro-climatological data. The strongest part of the Mann Kendall test is that it is nonparametric (Mann Kendall, 1945); it does not depend on the distribution of the data. The test checks
the null hypothesis (H0: no trend) in the time series (Bayazıt,1996) in which x1, x2, …, xn, …, xi, …, xj
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are separated into two groups. The number of pairs being xi < xj for i < j is shown with P and the
number of pairs being xi > xj is shown with M, where S is defined as S = P – M (Bayazıt and Önöz,
2008).
The Kendal correlation coefficient is:
For n ≥ 10;
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In equation (12), Z is the standard normal variable. In case of equal pairs of data, σs is calculated by:
㊀
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In equation (13), ti shows the number of data pairs being tied (equal). For example, if five data pairs
get the same value, t1 = 5; if three data pairs get the same value, t2 = 3, and if two data pairs get the
same value, then t3 = 2. If the absolute value of Z calculated as described above is smaller than the Zα/2
value of the normal distribution at the chosen significance level α, the null hypothesis is accepted and
it is said that there exists no trend in the examined time series; a trend exists otherwise. If the Z value
is positive, trend exists in an ascending direction and, on the contrary, if it is negative, trend exists in a
decreasing direction. It is important to emphasize that the Mann Kendall test is especially useful
because the data do not have to obey a specific probability distribution; it is a non-parametric test (Yue
and Whittemore, 1993).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, first, the flow duration curves are drawn and flows exceeded at 50%, 90% and 99% of
the time are read from the flow duration curves. For example, gauging station E05A014 which has the
longest data record among all gauging stations has Q0.50 = 0.48 m3/s, Q0.90 = 0.026 m3/s, Q0.99 = 0.001
m3/s. The flow values represent the low flow potential of this particular gauging station. In the low
flow part of the flow duration curve, it is said that the baseflow is weak and the permeability rate is
low if the flow duration curve is steep.
As for the regional analysis, two homogeneous regions were delineated based on the topography in the
Gediz river basin; the East and West group homogeneous regions. The stations of D05A026,
D05A039, E05A014 are located in the West homogeneous region whereas the stations of D05A041,
E05A023, E05A024 are located in the East.
As a result of the Kolmogorov Smirnov (K-S) test, GEV and Log-Pearson Type III distributions were
found appropriate for four and two stations, respectively. By using the GEV distribution, low flows for
T = 2, 5, 10, 50 and 100-year return periods were estimated as given in Table 3. Results are also
provided in Figure 2. According to the GEV distribution, station E05A024 has the lowest low flow
while the West homogeneous region has less flow values than the East region for each return period.
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Table 3. 2, 5, 10, 50, and 100-year return period low flow values based on GEV distribution
Stations no

2(year)

5(year)

10(year)

50(year)

100(year)

E05A024
E05A023
E05A014
D05A041
D05A039
D05A026
West Group
East Group

0.430
0.520
0.040
0.020
0.066
0.003
0.676
0.845

0.280
0.200
0.011
0.007
0.041
0.001
0.605
0.812

0.200
0.070
0.003
0.001
0.030
0.000
0.586
0.802

0.032
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.013
0.000
0.573
0.796

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.571
0.795

Figure 2. Low flow values with GEV distribution for 2, 5, 10, 50, and 100-year return periods
Results of the trend analysis applied on the six gauging stations were given in Table 4. In five stations,
the H0 hypothesis was rejected and existence of a trend was accepted. In the Gediz river basin, it was
seen that generally the 7-day average flows, calculated from the observed data with record lengths
between 14 and 52 years, has a negative trend and it was observed that the decline is significant.
Table 4. Results of Mann Kendall Trend Test
Station No
D05A026
D05A039
D05A041
E05A014
E05A023
E05A024

Record
period
1970-2010
1998-2014
1988-2001
1964-2015
1970-1993
1973-2008

S

Var(s)

T

Z

Zα/2

H0

Trend

41
17
14
52
24
36

87.40
17.61
18.26
126.66
40.31
73.39

-0.25
0.18
0.42
-0.60
-0.52
-0.43

-2.40
1.36
2.08
-6.36
-3.59
-3.76

1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96
1.96

Reject
Accept
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject

Exist
No trend
Exist
Exist
Exist
Exist

CONCLUSION
When the low flow is seen in a region for a long-term, a dry period that could result in a drought is
highly probable. Low flow processes are used to detect low flow characteristics. Flow predictions
done with the low flow analysis supply optimum utilization of water resources. As a result, there is an
increasing need in such studies to be performed importantly to generalize the applicability of the
method in water resources studies.
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ABSTRACT
Flash floods occurred on May 27, 2018 between 02:00-03:00 UTC due to heavy rainfall in İzmit
district of Kocaeli. A total of 46.2 mm rainfall was recorded within one hour. The purpose of this
paper is to examine the meteorological conditions which caused the flash flood occurrence and
demonstrate ability of the FFGS system to issue an early warning of flood by taking into account the
uncertainties arising from the data and models used. Meteorological conditions that led to the flood
were investigated by rainfall intensity-time-recurrence analysis, synoptic analysis, satellite, radar,
temp diagram analysis. It is concluded that the flash flood incident occurred in İzmit was associated
with unstable weather caused by the low pressure centered on the Central Mediterranean which moved
eastward affecting the north west parts of Turkey. It was also found that surface conditions, including
degree of saturation of the soil and sudden increase of the rainfall intensity contributed to the flash
flood occurrence as well. The ALADIN-FFFT, WRF-FFFT and PFFT products alerted early warning
of the flash flood as early as 06:00 UTC on the day of the flash flood occurrence.
Keywords: Flash Flood Guidance System, ALADIN-FFFT, WRF-FFFT and PFFT
INTRODUCTION
Floods are one of the most destructive type of natural disaster in Turkey. Nearly 30 % of all the natural
disasters in the country consist of flood events. World Meteorological Organization (WMO) defines
flash floods as “a flood of short duration with a relatively high peak discharge” (Seyfried, 1995). The
American Meteorological Society (AMS) defines it as “flood that rises and falls quite rapidly with
little or no advance warning, usually as the result of intense rainfall over a relatively small area”
(AMS,2000).
Flood impacts in Turkey are felt more severely in major cities of the country which suffer from
frequent floods as a result of combined effects of intense rainfalls, occupation of flood plains by
residential and commercial buildings, high coverage of impervious surfaces, and inadequate drainage.
This study is aimed at investigating possible causes of the İzmit flood that occurred on May 27,
2018 in relation to meteorological and surface conditions. Due to heavy rainfall, flooding occurred in
many points of the city, and dozens of houses and offices inundated. Although intense rains triggered
the flooding conditions, many residents of the city believed that improper drainage conditions were
also responsible for the flooding.
The objectives of this study are to examine meteorological conditions that led to flash flooding on 27
May 2018 in İzmit. For this purpose, rainfall conditions, synoptic structure, satellite and radar data,
and upper air sounding data will be analyzed in relation to unstable weather conditions that led to the
flooding. After examining meteorological conditions, the Flash Flood Early Warning System (FFGS)
products considering soil moisture saturation degree and rainfall conditions covering 24-hr period are
examined. At last stage, the ability of FFGS to provide early warning of flash flood was evaluated by
taking into account uncertainty caused by data used and model runs.
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MATERIAL and METHOD
Description of Study Area
İzmit is located in the Çatalca-Kocaeli section of the Marmara Region. The geographical location of
WMO Synoptic Station No is 17066 and ICAO name is KOCL. Its latitude and longitude is 40.7663
and 29.9173 respectively. It is situated at elevation 74 meters above sea level.

Figure 1. Region of Study, Location of FFGS subbasins over İzmit
Rainfall Intensity
Figure 2 shows maximum precipitation (or distinctive peaks) measured at İzmit between 02:00 and
03:00UTC with 46.2 mm/hr on May 27, 2018.

Figure 2. Rainfall Intensity Graph for İzmit. Source:TSMS AWOS
The return period analysis in Kocaeli province was performed by finding the maximum precipitation
possible at the standard times of the day when the flash flood occurred. For this purpose, maximum
rainfall values in standard times (5, 10, 15, 30 min, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 18 and 24 hours) are found.
The probability distribution functions according to the rainfall frequency values giving the relationship
between the various amount of rainfall and their frequencies are examined through the Khi Kare and
Kolmogrov-Simirnov conformity tests. Here, 2 Parametrics Gama Distribution is found as the best
distribution function for Kocaeli.
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Table 1. Computing the precipitation intensity associated with each return period.

Long-term precipitation (1970-2010) for Mayıs 45.9mm. A heavy rainfall of 79.8 mm (1.7 times of
rainfall normal in 24 hours) was recorded in the last 24 hours ending on May 27, 2018 at 03:17 UTC.
Method
Methods used in this study include analyzing of meteorological conditions that caused flash flood
event on 27 May 2018 in İzmit. For this purpose, synoptic scale weather patterns at surface, 850 hPa,
500 hPa and 300 hPa charts; satellite product using ECMWF surface chart for 24 hours precipitation
(T+24) valid from 00:00UTC; radar products of Istanbul radar instability products using Skew T and
Log P diagramme FFGS products (particularly ASM and FFTs) were analyzed to determine the
possible causes of the flash flood.
SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS
Surface Chart
On the 27th of May,2018 at 00:00UTC, isobars were shown at 2 hPa intervals. The low pressure
center (L) of 1012 hPa moves from Central Mediterranean to eastward affecting the north west of
Turkey. Especially in the east of Marmara, strong winds and precipitation at surface were observed
due to the unstable weather.

Figure 3. Surface Chart on 27 May 2018 at 00:00UTC.
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850 hPa Chart
In the 850 hPa chart, the cold front associated with low pressure center with the 1440 meter and its
12.5 ºC degree cold weather runs parallel to the isotherms in the Middle Aegean Sea where the most
isotherm gradients are located. The low pressure center began to affect the north-west of our country.
The cold advections located at 850 hPa in the Marmara and North Aegean regions have started to cool
down, which was the most important factor to strengthen the vertical movement.

Figure 4. 850 hPa Chart on 27 May 2018 at 00:00UTC.
500 hPa Chart
The temperature at surface chart for İzmit is 18 ºC while it is -20 ºC at 500 hPa chart. The temperature
difference is 38 ºC between surface and upper atmosphere and indicates unstable atmospheric
conditions. 500 hPa level is fed by cold air in Marmara and North Aegean.

Figure 5. 500 hPa Chart on 27 May 2018 at 00:00UTC.
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300 hPa Chart
The 300 hPa map shows that there is no significant weather conditions that will cause convective
activity over Turkey, and the winds did not reach speeds that would cause strong events.

Figure 6. 300 hPa Chart on 27 May 2018 at 00:00UTC.
EUMETSAT MPE SATELLITE IMAGE
The current MPE algorithms are designed to process data from the IR channel of the METEOSAT first
generation satellites. As passive MW data measurements of the Special Sensor Microwave / Imager
(SSM/I) onboard of the US-DMSP satellites are used. The data are received and archived by the
ECMWF and transferred from there. The conversion of microwave radiance to rain rates is performed
with the operational NOAA-NESDIS scheme (Ferraro 1997). The MPE product, updated in July 2006
to utilize data from Meteosat-8 and Meteosat-5, are produced in near-real time. The algorithm is based
on the combination of passive microwave data from the Special Sensor Microwave / Image (SSM/I)
instrument on the US-DMSP satellites and images in the Meteosat IR-channel by a so-called blending
technique.

Figure 7. EUMETSAT MPE on 27 May 2018 at 03:00UTC for İzmit.
By default the EUMETSAT MPE (Multi-sensor Precipitation Estimates) algorithm assumes that
colder clouds have the possibility of producing more precipitation than warmer clouds. For the Kocaeli
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province of İzmit, 27 May 2018 at 03:00 UTC, EUMETSAT Meteosat-8 and Metop-A satellites
indicate rainfall amount around 12mm per hour.
RADAR IMAGE
In Figure 8, Istanbul radar shows the rainfall reflection rate between 55-60dBz with Cumulonimbus
clouds over İzmit.

Figure 8. Istanbul RADAR MAX Product Image (dBz) on 27 May 2018 at 02:35 UTC for İzmit
In Figure 9, Istanbul RADAR RAIN1 estimates the rainfall amount between 50-80mm over İzmit.

Figure 9. Istanbul RADAR RAIN1 Product Image (mm) on 27 May 2018 at 02:00 UTC for İzmit
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INSTABILITY
In this part of the study, various instability indices are analyzed in order to determine unstable weather
conditions leading to the severe rainfall.

Figure 10. Radiosonde Skew-T Diagram
Second figure below in Figure 10 shows Skew-T Log-P diagram of İstanbul 17064 Radiosonde Station
Observation on 27 May 2018 at 00:00 UTC. This sounding data shows up to 700 hPa (approximately
3099 m) geopotential height from the ground were very moist layer where air temperature and dew
point temperature values getting closer to each other. Up to 250 hPa, there are northeasterly winds
indicating vertical wind shear, conditionally unstable atmosphere and triggering mechanism for
updraft. Instability indexes in the vertical profile of the atmosphere from Skew-T Log-P diagram are
as follows: Here, K-index is 33.70 meaning better potential for heavy rain with Thunderstorm. Lifted
Index indicates the stability of the atmosphere. A negative LI indicates that the lowest layer of the
troposphere is unstable with respect to the middle troposphere. Lifted Index is -0.64 meaning stable
weather. SWEAT or Severe Weather Threat Index uses several variables to determine the likeliness of
severe weather and tornadoes. SWEAT index is 185.4 meaning no potential for cumulonimbus (Cb)
activity. ShowAlterStability index is 0.14 meaning stable, but weak convection is possible. Unlike
Lifted Index, CAPE is better at assessing instability in the troposphere. CAPE is an indicator of
atmospheric instability, which makes it very valuable in predicting severe weather. CAPE is 180.6
meaning unstable.
Top figure in the Figure 10 shows red curve shows air temperature gets warmer as the red area
increases. Yellow area is an empirical representation of relative humidity. Dryness of air increases
with the yellow area. Dashed blue curve indicates dewpoint temperature, red curve indicates
temperature. 00:00 UTC Istanbul skew t log p diagram With a high humidity level from ground level
up to 700 mb, lcl level near the ground and medium cape area are analyzed. With the approach of the
system, it is seen that there is a structure suitable to see the Cumulonimbus clouds at night. The
biggest obstacle to the cumulonimbus clouds is the backing of the winds as the upper levels are
reached. This creates a force to prevent the vertical rise of air. In such a case analysis, depending on
the situation, the uncertainty is analyzed and the possibility of strong precipitation is increased in
narrow areas where there are more suitable conditions.
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BSMEFFG PRODUCTS
Average Soil Moisture (ASM-06hr) Product
ASM provides soil water saturation fraction for the upper zone (approximately 20-30 cm depth) of the
SAC-SMA model for each sub basin. ASM-06 product shows that soil on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC
in İzmit was saturated.
Based on the ASM-06hr, in the subbasins such as 2021400402, 2021400398 and 2021400397 on 27
May 2018 at 06:00 UTC, values are 0.98, 0.93 and 0.97 respectively for İzmit.

Figure 11. ASM-06hr Product on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC
Flash Flood Guidance (FFG-06hr) Product
FFG is the amount of actual rainfall of a given duration (1, 3 or 6 hours) falling over a watershed that
just causes bankfull conditions at the outlet of the draining system (Georgekakos, 1987 and 2002).If
the observed or forecast rainfall volume exceeds the FFG of the same duration, this excess amount is
termed the FFT(Carpenter,T.M. et al,1999).
Flash Flood Guidance (FFG) value indicates the amount of actual rainfall over a given given duration
such as 1, 3 or 6 hour(s) which is just enough to cause bankfull flow at the outlet of draining stream.
FFG-06hr product shows that since the soil in İzmit on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC seemed to be
saturated and the same sub-basins were colored purple in FFG-06hr product, then a bankfull flow may
be more likely expected depending on the intensity of rainfall.
FFG-06hr values at the subbasins such as 2021400402, 2021400398 and 2021400397 on 27 May 2018
at 06:00 UTC are 12.99, 17.48 and 11.91 respectively as mm for İzmit.

Figure-12 FFG-06hr on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC
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Merged MAP-06hr Product
Merged MAP indicates accumulations of MAP estimates for a subbasin over the last 1, 3, 6 or 24
hour(s) ending on the current navigation hour. Precipitation from Radar, Satellite, MWGHE, Gauge
MAP is main input to the Snow17 and SAC-SMA. Merged MAP (mm) is derived for each system
subbasin based on the best available MAP estimates from first bias-adjusted Radar or bias-adjusted
MWGHE or bias-adjusted GHE or gauge interpolations. Climatological bias and dynamic
climatological bias are corrected with rain gauge data.
Merged MAP-06hr values at the subbasins such as 2021400402, 2021400398 and 2021400397 on 27
May 2018 at 06:00 UTC are 14.77, 23.18 and 27.35 respectively as mm for İzmit.

Figure 13. Merged MAP-06hr on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC
ALADIN-ALARO-FMAP-24hr Product
FMAP-ALADIN-24hr values for the subbasins such as 2021400402, 2021400398 and 2021400397 on
27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC are 40.26, 26.77 and 27.02 respectively as mm for İzmit.

Figure 14. FMAP-ALADIN-24hr on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC
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WRF-FMAP-24 Product
FMAP-WRF-24 values for the subbasins such as 2021400402, 2021400398 and 2021400397 on 27
May 2018 at 06:00 UTC are 48.60, 47.40 and 52.19 in mm respectively for İzmit.

Figure 15. FMAP–WRF-24hr on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC
ALADIN-FFFT Product
ALADIN-FFTT is the difference of ALADIN-ALARO-FMAP of the given duration and the
corresponding current FFG of the same duration for a given sub basin. ALADIN-FFFT-06 shows
yellow and orange colored sub-basins with the value of approximately 8 mm/6 hr as excess water from
bankfull level. ALADIN–FFFT-06hr values for the subbasins such as 2021400402, 2021400398 and
2021400397 on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC are 16.09, 1.54 and 7.98 mm respectively for İzmit.

Figure 16. ALADIN–FFFT-06hr on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC(Source: https://212.175.180.79/ERTFFT/)
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WRF-FFFT Product
WRF-FFTT is the difference of WRF-FMAP of the given duration and the corresponding current FFG
of the same duration for a given sub basin. WRF-FFFT-06 shows orange colored sub-basins with the
value of approximately 39 mm/6 hr as excess water from bankfull level. WRF–FFFT-06hr values for
the subbasins such as 2021400402, 2021400398 and 2021400397 on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC are
28.76, 25.87 and 38.65 mm respectively for İzmit.

Figure 17. WRF-FFFT on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC(Source: https://212.175.180.79/ERTFFT/)
PFFT Product
PFFT is the difference of recent persisted Merged MAP of the given duration and the corresponding
current FFG of the same duration for a given sub basin. PFFT-06 shows yellow and orange colored
sub-basins with the value of approximately 39 mm/6 hr as excess water from bankfull level. PFFT06hr values for the subbasins such as 2021400402, 2021400398 and 2021400397 on 27 May 2018 at
06:00 UTC are 8.60, 5.70 and 15.44 mm respectively for İzmit.

Figure 18. PFFT on 27 May 2018 at 06:00 UTC (Source: https://212.175.180.79/ERTFFT/)
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RESULTS

Figure 19. E-mail message sent by FFGS showing ALADIN-FFFT-06
Results.(Source:https://212.175.180.79/ERTFFT/)

Figure 20. E-mail message sent by FFGS showing PFFT-06 Results.(Source: https://212.175.180.79/ERTFFT/)

Figure 21. E-mail message sent by FFGS showing WRF-FFFT-06
Results.(Source:https://212.175.180.79/ERTFFT/)

Figure 19, Figure 20 and Figure 21 show alert date, alert hour, updated hour for each case of the flash
flood affected subbasins with its county, subbasin ID, severity of flash flood threat with different
colors indicating their severity of FFFT values, FMAP forecast values for ALADIN, ECMWF and
WRF, return periods for each FMAP values, gauge MAP, Merged MAP, ASM and FFG.
In this study, a top-down approach has been used for the analysis. In other words, we started with
synoptic scale, mesoscale and nowcasting analyses and finally FFGS products were investigated and
analyzed. We have analyzed meteorological conditions that caused flash flood event on 27 May 2018
in İzmit in terms of synoptic scale weather patterns, satellite product, ECMWF surface chart, radar
product and sounding analysis. The low pressure center which was developed over Central
Mediterranean and moved to eastward has led flash flood event on 27 May 2018 in İzmit.
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Figure 21. Warning Message from State Meteorological Service
Analysis and Forecasting Division of State Meteorological Service issued a warning message stating
that according to the information taken from the Istanbul radar and the latest evaluations of the heavy
rains in the Kocaeli city is expected to continue with heavy rain flood, lightning risk, and strong wind
should be careful and cautious against such negative consequences.
CONCLUSION
A top-down approach is a very useful tool to analyze and determine the effectiveness of the FFGS
system in predicting the flash floods. It provides an overall approach for early warnings of flash floods,
including meteorological and hydrological components of the system. By doing this kind of cases, it
would be possible to lay out a general framework for the atmospheric and hydrologic patterns of the
flash floods. We can also conclude that the use of FFGS products to issue flash flood watches and
warning is shown to be very effective and useful.
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ABSTRACT
Turkey and Eastern Europe experienced severe winter weather conditions in late parts of 2018 and
early parts of 2019, continued almost up to mid-February. Near-record low temperatures and heavy
snow were observed across parts of Turkey, especially in the central and eastern Anatolia. In this study,
we aimed to investigate possible atmospheric causes leading to those winter weather conditions in
association with the changes in the upper atmospheric conditions. For this purpose, upper atmosphere
charts including 10hPa and 500 hPa geopotential heights, 500 hPa zonal winds, skew-T diagrams, and
surface temperature conditions were analyzed in order to determine possible causes of the severe
winter conditions observed over Turkey. The findings indicated that winter cold outbreaks observed in
Turkey during the Dec-Feb 2018-2019 winter were mainly caused by a number of northerly and
northwesterly cold air penetration incidents resulting from strong Arctic cold air mass outbreak that
affected the eastern half of Europe, including east-central Europe, Balkan Peninsula, and parts of
Mediterranean. An arctic cold advection moved downstream and reinforced the Siberian high that
extended over Turkey. An omega blocking pattern across the western and northern Europe also
enhanced the northerly and northwesterly cold air penetrations. Besides, a few cases of an intense
cutoff low which moved across the eastern Mediterranean and Black-Sea were identified. Lastly,
Arctic Oscillation (AO) index is analyzed with respect to the cold outbreaks as well to determine its
impact.
Key words: severe winter weather, Turkey and Eastern Europe, arctic cold advection, Arctic
Oscillation (AO)
INTRODUCTION
Turkey is situated in the Mediterranean macroclimatic region of the subtropical zone. Because of its
complex topographic features and its proximity to water, and because it is a transition zone for
different pressure systems and air masses originating from polar and tropical zones, several climatic
sub-regions appear to be dominant over the country (Unal et.al., 2003). While the coastal areas enjoy
milder climates, the inland Anatolian plateau experiences extremes of hot summers and cold winters
with limited rainfall. There are two types of air masses that affect Turkey in general, polar air masses
in winter and tropical air masses in summer. Originating from Atlantic Ocean and passing over Europe,
Maritime Polar Air Mass (mP) can bring quite a lot of rain to the coastal parts and snow to the inland
regions (Sariş et. al., 2010). The Mediterranean Sea also acts as a primary source for moist air masses
that produce high rainfall over the windward slopes of the coastal mountain ranges. Continental Polar
(cP) Air Masses usually originates in northern Asia, from Russia and Siberian and are characterized as
cold and dry air masses. When they pass over Black Sea, it picks moisture and can cause orographic
rainfall along the Black Sea costal region. Maritime Tropical Air Masses (mT) that develop over
Azores Islands are warm and humid and can bring a lot of rainfall especially to the western part of
Turkey in summer. Another air mass that affects rainfall conditions over the country is Continental
Tropical Air Masses (cT). They originate from North African Desert and usually bring hot and dry
weather unless they meet the northerly flows or picks sufficient moisture over Mediterranean.
Strong Arctic cold air mass outbreak affected the eastern half of Europe, including east-central Europe,
Balkan Peninsula, and parts of Mediterranean including Turkey in late parts of 2018 and early parts of
2019. Near-record low temperatures and heavy snowfall were observed across parts of Turkey,
especially in the central and eastern Anatolia. The old air penetrations were the northerly or
northwesterly, led by very deep troughs over northeastern Europe or Central Asia, pushing strong cold
fronts towards southeastern Europe and Mediterranean. While they caused a lot of rainfall along the
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coastal areas, heavy snowfall became more effective inland across the higher terrain once the very
cold airmass overspreaded the region.
Similar cold outbreaks observed over Europe and North America in past were thought to be connected
to a weak polar vortex (Cellitti et.al., 2006,Kolstad et. al., 2010). The polar vortex is a large area of
low pressure and cold air surrounding the Earth's North and South poles. The counter-clockwise flow
of air helps keep the colder air close to the poles (Figure 1). It is strongest in the winter months due to
the increased temperature contrast between the polar regions and the mid-latitudes, such as the US and
Europe (Schoeberl and Newman, 2015). Usually, when the vortex is strongest, cold air is less-likely to
move deep into North America or Europe which are protected from cold Arctic air. But occasionally,
the polar vortex is disrupted and weakens, and when this happens, sudden stratospheric warming
occurs in just a few days, miles above the Earth’s surface. As a result, the warming weakens the polar
vortex, shifting its location somewhat south of the pole toward the high and mid latitudes. In some
instances, splitting of the vortex into smaller ‘vortices’ develops and the polar vortex may move
outside of their typical range.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of Polar Vortex
(Source: https://www.noaa.gov/multimedia/infographic/science-behind-polar-vortex)
In this study, we aimed to investigate possible atmospheric causes leading to the severe winter weather
conditions that impacted Turkey during 2018-2019 winter in association with the changes in the upper
atmospheric conditions. Besides analyzing general atmospheric patterns which led the cold air mass
penetrations toward the Turkey and its surrounding region, we also looked at days and periods with
the cold air advection experienced most severely.
METHODS AND ANALYSIS
In order to investigate possible atmospheric causes leading to the winter weather conditions, upper
atmosphere charts including 10hPa and 500 hPa geopotential heights, 500 hPa zonal winds, skew-T
diagrams, and surface temperature conditions were analyzed (Web-1).
Our initial findings indicated that winter cold outbreaks observed in Turkey during the 2018-2019
winter were mainly caused by a number of northerly and northwesterly cold air penetration incidents
resulting from polar vortex split. The polar vortex split led cold outbreaks in the Eastern Europe as
strong blocking over the Arctic region resulted in strongly dynamic pattern in the mid-latitudes. An
omega blocking pattern across the western and northern Europe also enhanced the northerly and
northwesterly cold air penetrations. Besides, a few cases of an intense cutoff low which moved across
the eastern Mediterranean and Black-Sea were identified.
An analysis of GFS model 500 hPa geopotential heights indicates that a few cases of cold air
advection stimulated by the polar vortex occurred over Turkey, mid and late December 2019 and first
week of January 2019. In the first case as indicated in Figure 2, 500 hPa geopotential heights at 00Z
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for 10-15 December 2018 are illustrated. The cold air reached Turkey in 12 December and moved
inward and turned into a cut of low in later parts of the week.
In association with cold air advection brought record low temperatures and snowfalls were observed in
most parts of the country (Figure 3).

Figure 2. 500 hPa geopotential heights at 00Z for 10-15 December 2018 (Source: www.esrl.noaa.gov)
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Figure 3. Mean surface temperatures between 10-15 December 2018 (Source: www.esrl.noaa.gov)
Another cold air advection stimulated by the polar vortex occurred over Turkey was on 26 December
2018. Figure 4 shows 500 hPa geopotential heights at 00Z for 25-30 December 2018 period. The
geopotential height maps show that cold air began to be advected toward northwestern parts of Turkey
and moved inward the country in the following days. On December 29th, the cold air advection moved
further north-east of the country and suddenly turned into the central parts. In association with cold air
advection brought record low temperatures and snowfalls were observed in most parts of the country
(Figure 5).
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Figure 4. 25-30 December 2018 00Z 500 hPa geopotential heights (Source: www.esrl.noaa.gov)
00Z surface temperatures for the 25-30 December 2018 are illustrated in Figure 5. It is seen that
except the Eastern Anatolia, while the surface temperatures were above the 0°C on December 25, it
began to decrease with the cold air advection in the following days. It is observed that especially
between 27-30 December, surface temperatures dropped nearly to -10°C in central and northeastern
parts of the country.
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Figure 5. 25-30 December 2018 00Z mean surface temperatures (Source: www.esrl.noaa.gov)
The third case of cold air advection toward Turkey as a result of polar vortex was observed in first
week of January 2019, especially between 5-10 January. Figure 6 shows 500 hPa geopotential heights
at 00Z for 5-10 January 2019. The cold air advection became effective in Northwestern parts of the
country during 7-8 January while the impact was even felt in the central parts. The cold air advection
moved to northwest parts of the country in the following days and lost its intensity around 10th of
January. In association with cold air advection brought record low temperatures and snowfalls were
observed in most parts of the country (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. 5-10 January 2019 00Z 500 hPa geopotential heights (Source: www.esrl.noaa.gov)
00Z surface temperatures for the 5-10 January 2019 are illustrated in Figure 7. Except the Eastern
Anatolia, in most parts of the country surface temperatures varied between 0 and -5°C in January 5,
2019. With the effect of the cold air advection in January 7, the surface temperatures dropped
suddenly and except the Southeastern Anatolia, the surface temperatures were mostly within the range
of -5 and -10 °C. Especially during 9-10 January, extremely cold temperatures were observed in the
Eastern Anatolia where the surface temperatures dropped nearly to -15 °C (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. 5-10 January 2019 00Z mean surface temperatures (Source: www.esrl.noaa.gov)
When 850 hPa geopotential height maps also indicate impact of cold air and potential for snowfall at
lower atmosphere during for the above days where the cold air advections were effective.
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Figure 8. 850 hPa geopotential heights for varying days of cold air advection (Source:
www.esrl.noaa.gov)
An omega-like structure is clearly observed at 850 hPa level where most parts of Turkey is located in
the right flank of the omega-like structure for some of the cases where the cold air was advected
toward Turkey. An omega-like structure frequently occurs on the eastern edges of the Atlantic and
eastern Pacific, and can lead to easterly flows to Europe, bringing cold air in winter season.
Several studies proved that there is relationship between different phases of the Arctic Oscillation with
weak or strong polar vortex (Cohen et.al., 2010, Shen et.al, 2012). The Arctic Oscillation (AO) is an
important Arctic climate index with positive and negative phases, which represents an opposing
pattern of pressure between the Arctic and the northern middle latitudes. When the AO is in its
positive phase, difference in pressure between the highs at mid-latitudes and the polar low is larger,
and eventually the polar vortex become stronger and is shifted toward the north. Wetter and warmer
weather dominate the subpolar regions since the mid-latitude high pressure extends farther north, and
the storm track is shifted farther north. When the AO is in its negative phase, the difference in pressure
is reduced greatly and the polar low-pressure region is larger, leading to a weaker polar vortex. As a
result, the storm tracks shift to the south, bringing in colder, drier weather at the higher latitudes.
Negative phase of the Arctic Oscillation observed during 2018-2019 winter supports the severe cold
weather observed in Eastern US and Europe (Figure 10). The negative phases indicated in the figure
below correspond to the severe cold weather observed over Turkey during December 2018 and
January 2019.
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Figure 9. Omega-like structure at 500 hPa (Source: www.esrl.noaa.gov)
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Figure 10. Arctic Oscillation (AO) Index during October 2018 and February 2019 period (Source:
www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov)
CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated possible atmospheric causes leading to the winter weather conditions
observed in Turkey in December 2018 and January-February 2019. Our findings indicated that winter
cold outbreaks observed in Turkey during the Dec-Feb 2018-2019 winter were mainly caused by a
number of northerly and northwesterly cold air penetration incidents resulting from strong Arctic cold
air mass outbreak that affected the eastern half of Europe, including east-central Europe, Balkan
Peninsula, and parts of Mediterranean. An arctic cold advection moved downstream and reinforced the
Siberian high that extended over Turkey. An omega blocking pattern across the western and northern
Europe also enhanced the northerly and northwesterly cold air penetrations. Besides, a few cases of an
intense cutoff low which moved across the eastern Mediterranean and Black-Sea were identified.
Lastly, negative phase of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) index was found to be related to the cold
outbreaks observed.
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ABSTRACT
There has been a lot of focus on coastal flooding, due to the fact that coastal zones have become more
susceptible to flood risks due to rapid climate changes in the past century. Also accompanied with the
high urbanization and densely populated in these areas, studies estimate that climate change affects
could be drastic. However, such assumptions should be substantiated via quantitative analyses where
spatial characteristics plays a significant role. Furthermore, such analyses necessitate various tools,
models and methods to be incorporated. Hence, there is quite a number of processes required in the
delineation of flood prone areas with most of the processes requiring different tools, skills within the
software package to accomplish a single task. The main goal of this study is to develop a Geographic
Information System (GIS)-based tool to automate the process of flood risk areas detection due to Sea
Level Rise (SLR). This tool automates the inundation zones detection process, where it is developed to
primarily use the digital elevation model (DEM) to produce inundated zones. The obtained inundated
zones are then overlaid with geographical data such as land use/land cover data, transportation or
population data to assess the impacts of inundation on the coastal zones, where quantitative spatial
analyses steps for decision making is automatized.
Keywords: sea level rise, vulnerability, exposure, automatization, python
INTRODUCTION
Floods are the most common occurring natural disasters that affect human and its surrounding
environment. The number of reoccurrence has been rapidly increasing in the recent years. With the
continuous climate changes, sea level rise (SLR) and storm surges are likely to see a continuous
increase within the years to come thus increasing the likelihood of the flooding of the underlying
coastal areas. Reports on global climate changes (Church et al 2013, F .Antonioli et al 2016,
intergovernmental panel on climate change (IPCC)) warn on the rapid increase in the SLR in the 21st
century. It is estimated that global sea level has been rising at a rate of about 1.7 to 1.8 mm/yr. over the
last century, with an increased rate of about 3 mm/yr. during the last decade (Rosenzweig, C. et al
2007). These are changes that are observed on the global range, thanks to different factors like
topography and climate change, regional sea level change will have a different pattern. The IPCC
suggest a sustained rise in the sea level. With this, prediction of coastal flooding and vulnerability
assessments are deemed necessary for decision makers and coastal planners (Seenath et al 2015).
In order to make the process successful Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and hydrological
models are implored. These in combination with remote sensing have become the key tools for impact
analysis. With the nature of the hazard being spatially and advancement in the GIS tools especially in
spatial analysis has made GIS a dependable tool. Over the years a significant change has been
observed in the GIS technologies and led to the development of different software packages. In
cooperation with the strong functionality provided by the GIS software packages, the most commonly
used technique for assessing SLR impacts is the use of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) to identify
potential flooding areas for various future SLR scenarios. With all this advancements in the GIS
software packages, still there is quite a number of processes required in the delineation of flood prone
areas with most of the processes requiring different tools within the software package to accomplish a
single task. GIS packages such as ESRI's ArcGIS offer a number of sophisticated tools that help
regarding such analysis. Yet there are still gaps and pitfalls that need to be combined into a
geoprocessing model to automate the complete assessment workflow. In this study a complete
automated workflow based on ArcGIS Model Builder coded in Python using standard Object orient
programming methods specifically designed for ArcMap will be introduced and discussed .Some
additional tools have been implemented to complete the overall workflow. The new tool has been
coded in python which provides powerful capabilities for the analysis processes.
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DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The python toolbox was generated to detect the inundated zones of the city of Izmir in Turkey. Turkey
is among the countries with the long coastlines with its coastline having a total of 8333km.There has
been an intensive migration of people to the coastal cities such as Istanbul and Izmir. For our study we
looked at Izmir as illustrated in Figure 1. Izmir is a coastal city found in the Aegean region which is in
the west coast of Turkey. The city is on the Eastern coast of Aegean Sea. Izmir is the third most
populous city of Turkey with a population of 4223545 people according the Turkish Statistical
Institute 2017 counting’s. Several studies (Hallegate et al 2013, Aksoy et al 2017) suggest that Izmir is
one of the riskiest cities to face the impacts of inundation in case of sea level rise continuation. Izmir is
densely built with numerous residential and commercial districts. Izmir produces 9.3% of Turkey’s
total industrial products with over 90% of all the goods manufactured in the region being imported
through its 4 commercial ports and contributing to over 20% of Turkey’s total export. To detect the
inundated zone for the study area, by using the GIS-based and analysis and the python tool several
data were integrated.

Figure 1. Number of patents on nanotechnology with time

The main goal of this study is to develop a GIS-based tool that automates the inundation
zones detection process. The obtained inundated zones are then overlaid with geographical
data such as land use/land cover data, transportation or population data to assess the impacts
of inundation on the coastal zones. The tools and methods necessary to process inundated
zones are identified. The tool was built by assembling Arcpy methodologies that were
coupled with the “Bathtub” approach to detect the inundated areas. The methodology
proposed for this study and that is used in the python toolbox is based on the static (‘Bathtub’)
model which is sometimes referred to as equilibrium model. This method determines the
inundated zones by assuming all areas with elevation height less than the water depth
provided will be flooded. (Sand et al 2012, Yunus et al 2016 ). This method is very simple
and basic containing only two variables, i.e. the Digital Elevation Model and the water depth.
The determination of inundated area by this method can be performed by calculations that are
found in the GIS software easily. In order for the area to be considered flooded its elevation
height which is obtained from the DEM of that specific area is compared to the water depth
and the areas below this are deemed flooded. The generated interface requires the user to
input the flowing data: a) input the output folder, this folder should have been created prior by
the user. This is where all the outputs from the analysis will be saved, b) input the Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) of the study area. A preprocessed DEM should be entered depending
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on the available data; the DEM can be SRTM or LIDAR data, c) input the vector data
showing the administrative boundary of the study area of interest. The data can be in polygon,
polyline or shapefile format, d) input land cover/use maps. This is a raster based map. Other
optional data include population data which should be in the shapefile format or infrastructure
data such as the shapefile data from open street maps showing roads.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The inundation maps for the Izmir bay are created for the scenarios of 1, 2, 3 and 4 meters
being the worst case scenario, as illustrated in Figure 2. To gain insight of the effects of SLR
these maps are compared for different variables such as the land use, infrastructure and
population.
When considering the results it is observed that at the worst case scenarios, almost all of the
northern part of the Izmir bay will be inundated. In this process assumptions were made, these
include assumption that the situation will remain constant as it now with no major changes to
the protection or adaptation measures at the Izmir coast.

Figure 2. The inundation maps for the Izmir bay

The extent to which the area was inundated according to the land use classes were estimated
to be: At 1m SLR, 71.88% of the artificial surface which included urban areas such
settlements, roads etc. was inundated,20.83% of agricultural areas and 7.29% of green areas
which included forests and parks. At 2m SLR 69.98% of artificial surfaces, 25.28% of the
agricultural areas and 5.20% of the forests were inundated. At 3m SLR 66.98% of artificial
surfaces, 28.30% of the agricultural areas and 4.72% of the forests were inundated. In case of
the worst case scenario which is 4m, it was observed that more agricultural areas were
affected by inundation shown by 29.69% while the artificial surface affected was 65.90% and
forest areas being 4.41%.
The study area has a population of 2181525 which included all the districts of Izmir bay. The
population at the coastal regions has been gradually increasing over the years. When overlaid
with the inundated zones the following results were obtained at 1 meter SLR about 193,327
people were affected by inundation which makes it 8.86% of the whole population. The other
results that 16.71%, 23.58% and 25.80% respectively for the 2, 3 and 4 meters of SLR of the
population will be affected with 562,941 people being affected at 4m SLR. This deducts that
with the increase in sea level rise more people are expected to be affected by inundations.
This is due to the fact that urbanization and settlement along the coastal areas is not
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decreasing but increasing over time due to more modernized infrastructure that is put in place
near the coastal reasons. The loss of life along the coastal is expected to be in big numbers if
no proper measures and mitigation processes are put into place.
CONCLUSION

Sea level rise and extreme events affect the lives of coastal dwellers in different such as
development and thus giving a great need for decision makers to be well prepared. Although
the method used for the inundation zone detection produces results that are considered as
roughly estimates the projections can be used as a base estimate by the future planners. The
study can be extended to other regions or used national wide to estimate the inundated zones
along the coastal and also the tool can be easily used by every regardless of their knowledge
of the GIS platforms or software.
According to the achieved results automatizing the process, it could be concluded that the
Izmir coastal line is at risk of inundation in case of future sea level rise and extreme events
like storm surges. Taking into consideration the, SLR is long time problem however there is a
need for prior preparation in order to have efficient adaptation and mitigations plans for the
areas. The results have shown that large part of urban areas which include settlements and
infrastructures are highly exposed to high level of inundation. The coastal areas are still going
through transformation over the years, therefore measures to protect the settlements in the
years to come against floods and other extreme events are very crucial. The produced maps
and values roughly estimates the extent of the flood in the coast of Izmir but there is a great
need to in cooperate other aspects of the coastal area like the soil types, the wave strength and
storm surge height.
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ABSTRACT
Air pollution has been increasing rapidly because of the human-based activities, such as mining,
construction, industrial work, which have accelerated since the industrial revolution. This acceleration
is caused not only the high demand for transportation vehicles but also the existence of a high quantity
of factories in order to meet people’s requirements. As a result, the concentration of pollutants, such as
particular matter(PM10), nitrogen monoxide(NO), nitrogen dioxide(NO2), sulfur dioxide(SO2),
carbon dioxide (CO2), and ozone(O3), in the atmosphere have been increased by the consumption of
fossil fuels. The presence of these pollutants in the atmosphere provides valuable information about air
pollution. It is revealed by studies that air pollution has negative impacts on both the species and their
habitat in terms of health and sustainability. Also, the high rise of global mean temperature and acidic
rains are related to air pollution directly. The purpose of this study to examine, analyze and provide
graphical data about the level of NO, NO2, NOx in the scale of Turkey by separating into regions.
Such as: Black Sea region, Marmara region, Aegean region, Mediterranean region, Central Anatolia
region, East Anatolia region and Southeast Anatolia region. In this study, 2010-2018 was taken as a
period, and the evaluation was made on the basis of Turkey's provinces. According to this study, it has
been revealed that the quantity of nitrogen dioxide and their variations has been decreasing over the
years in the scale of Turkey.
Keywords: Air pollution, NO, NO2, NOX, Turkey
1.INTRODUCTION
Exhaust gasses that are originated from conventional vehicles cause air pollution which is one of the
most significant pollution problems especially in provinces of Turkey [1]. Nitrogen oxide and its
variations, some of the exhaust gasses, have negative impacts on both the environment and human
health. Lethal risks in cardiovascular and respiratory failures have also been shown to be associated
with a 10 ppb increment in 24-h NO2 exposure [2]. Also, there is a significant decrease in the growth
of plants that remain under the effect of low nitrogen oxide concentrations (0.05 ppm) for a long time.
Severe damage occurs in plants exposed to concentrations of 2-10 ppm for a few hours. In addition,
NO2 has negative impacts on plants in terms of reduction in root development, respiration and
photosynthesis [3]. Moreover, the NO, NO2 concentrations show a variety by place and time. It is
observed that in previous studies, places with high population and traffic have higher NO2 level than
optimal value. However, even cities with low population traffic and industrial density like Bilecik, the
average NO concentration in autumn and winter due to temperature is over 30 μg / m3 [4]. Moreover,
SO2, NOx, CO, and other pollutants that formed from factories and power plants play a significant
role in air quality in Serbia, particularly in the winter [5]. Generally, as can be seen in this study, the
amount of NO, NO2, NOx in the months of the heating season is much higher than the other months.
The policy about protecting air quality is important for not only governments but organizations in
order to continue the sustainability of the atmosphere. Air quality standards are determined by many
organizations like EPA (Environmental Protection Agency), WHO (World Health Organization), etc.
[6]. For example, six significant pollutants have been set into National Ambient Air Quality Standards
that are known as “criteria” air pollutants by The EPA [7]. The current standards in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) [8]
2. STUDY AREA, DATA AND METHODOLOGY
A large part of Turkey's territory is located in Asia Minor which is 790.200 km2. The other small part
is found in the Balkans that is 24.378 km2. Turkey's land area is 770,760 km2, water: 9,820 km2.
Turkey stretches over 1,600 km from west to east but generally less than 800 km from north to south.
The complete region (about 783,562 km2) covers of about 756,816 km2 in Western Asia (Anatolia)
and about 23,764 km2 in Southeastern Europe [9]. In addition, Climate, human habitat, location,
transportation, topography have been determinative parameters for separating these geographical
regions. Four lateral areas and three internal areas were named according to their neighboring four
seas of Turkey and their positions [10].
1. Eastern Anatolia
171.000 km2
2. Central Anatolia
162.000 km2
3. Blacksea
146.178 km2
4. Mediterranean
122.100 km2
5. Aegean
85.000 km2
6. Marmara
67.300 km2
7. Southeastern Anatolia
61.000 km2
Turkey is located between the subtropical zone and temperate zone. Climate of the Turkey shows
variety by place because of diversity of the mountains and landforms. The coastal regions of Turkey
have more mild climate characteristics due to the effects of the seas. The North Anatolian Mountains
and Taurus mountain range prevents entering marine effect to interior regions. Therefore, continental
climate characteristics are seen in the inner locations of Turkey. The following climatic types can be
distinguished in our country on the basis of the criteria used in climate classification made in the world
scale [11]:
1. Karasal İklim (a, b, c, d)
~
Continental Climate
2. Akdeniz İklimi
~
Mediterranean Climate
3. Marmara (geçiş) İklimi
~
Mediterranean – Oceanic Climate
4. Karadeniz iklimi
~
Oceanic Climate

Figure 2. Turkey Climate Zones [11]
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Maps of the air quality data collected stations are given in Figure 3. Clean Air Center was founded in 7
provinces: Istanbul, Samsun, Erzurum, Izmir, Adana, Konya and Ankara. The number of stations is
expected to reach 330 by the end of 2018. In all installed air pollution measurement stations, Sulfur
Dioxide (SO2), Nitrogen Oxides (NO, NO2, NOx), Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Ozone (O3)and
Particulate Matter (PM10) parameters are being measured automatically.

Figure 3. Maps of the air quality data collected stations
The main source of nitrogen oxides is vehicles and power stations. One of its natural sources is
organic decay in the soil. Natural sources of NOx include forest fires, lightning and microbiological
processes in soil. Most of the NOx is produced as NO. Nitrogen oxides are important in terms of air
pollution. Nitrogen monoxide (NO) is a colorless and odorless, highly harmless gas. When nitrogen
dioxide is oxidized, its color turns yellow brown and becomes a pungent and harmful gas. The
combined value of atmospheric concentrations NO and NO2 is represented by NOX. The retention
time in the atmosphere is approximately 1 day. It has corrosive effect on materials and toxic impacts
for human health. Nitrogen oxides give the following reactions with ozone and water vapor in the
atmosphere [12]. When the water vapor in the clouds condenses in the form of water droplets or snow
particles, it merges with nitrogen dioxide as it descends from the atmosphere to the ground and forms
a very corrosive nitric acid rain.
2NO+O2
NO2+hn
O2+O·
NO + O3
NO2 + O3
N2O5 + H2O








2NO2
NO+O
O3
NO2+O2
N2O5
2H++2NO3-

The data used in this study is taken from T.C Ministry of Environment and Urbanization Air Quality
Monitoring Stations Web Site ‘http://mobil.havaizleme.gov.tr’. This data consists of 8 years (20102018) of NO, NO2, NOx data.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I)

MARMARA REGION

81,2
82,3
85,3
77,3

26,8
25,6
28,1
21,8

30,5
28,5
27,9
23,9

107,0
102,7
102,0
84,9

22,3
31,1
23,2
17,2

51,2
88,6
62,5
62,4

TEKİRDAĞ NOX

SAKARYA NOX

KOCAELİ NOX

KIRKLARELİ NOX

İSTANBUL NOX

EDİRNE NOX

ÇANAKKALE NOX

BURSA NOX

BİLECİK NOX
62,1
70,0
67,2
56,4

AVERAGE NOX

44,5
43,3
70,0
44,8

136,3
111,4
86,5
54,1
56,7
66,5
63,8
62,0
55,3

YALOVA NOX

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

BALIKESİR NOX

YEARS

Table 1.1 Marmara Region NOX by months

20,4
25,5
21,9
24,3

136,3
111,4
86,5
54,1
56,7
54,8
57,9
56,6
47,5

90,1
75,7
73,0
54,5
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AVERAGE NOX

30,7 83,5 83,3 104,5
27,2 88,0 73,4 94,9
22,2 86,4 64,8 76,3
21,2 88,1 58,2 76,2
16,8 72,5 45,5 51,4
17,6 55,4 44,6 54,9
14,2 48,5 38,3 49,4
16,5 45,7 46,9 54,9
19,9 55,4 62,5 60,2
29,5 58,0 82,1 71,5
32,2 98,7 101,0 86,2
33,5 107,9 95,1 100,6

YALOVA NOX

TEKİRDAĞ NOX

120,4
112,8
113,3
118,9
86,5
76,1
65,1
63,2
81,5
104,4
119,1
129,7

SAKARYA NOX

48,3
35,9
30,2
23,3
14,4
12,5
12,4
11,0
17,0
29,3
42,5
56,0

KOCAELİ NOX

İSTANBUL NOX

44,7
30,4
27,4
23,9
16,4
15,8
14,5
13,4
18,7
21,3
38,0
43,1

KIRKLARELİ NOX

EDİRNE NOX

BURSA NOX

BİLECİK NOX

73,9 66,9 123,6
63,5 67,4 95,7
69,3 60,4 81,5
63,4 71,1 78,7
41,6 45,7 55,0
30,9 42,6 48,2
28,3 35,6 40,8
27,3 30,9 40,6
37,3 60,8 57,6
41,9 81,6 79,7
55,6 115,0 125,4
76,0 89,7 152,4

ÇANAKKALE NOX

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

BALIKESİR NOX

MONTHS

Table 1.2 Marmara Region NOX by years

30,0
36,2
31,3
30,3
20,9
13,4
11,4
12,0
13,8
17,9
27,5
32,4

73,6
65,9
60,3
59,4
42,4
37,5
32,6
33,0
44,1
56,1
76,5
83,3
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Figure 4. Marmara Region NOX by years

Figure 5. Marmara Region NOX by months

Marmara region has the most developed cities in Turkey. For instance, Istanbul, Bursa, Kocaeli have a
lot of advanced factory sites and sophisticated transportations systems. The population in this area is
increasing rapidly. With this population growth, the number of transportation vehicles on the roads
and structures are climbing proportionally. As a result, the quantity of NO, NO2 and NOx in the
Marmara region is high but by the years with the developing technology, the widespread use of natural
gas and increment of renewable energy stations their rates generally decreases. According to Figure 4.
from 2010 to 2018 the values are reduced. To illustrate, in 2010 the value of NOx was (136,27 µg/m³)
and in 2018 the value of NOx was (45 µg/m³). Especially Kocaeli’s station, which is the only station
has values between 2010 and 2018, from 2010 to 2013 the rates were decreased constantly, but from
2014 to 2018 values does not have significant changes. According to monthly data, it is clearly seen in
Figure 5 that at winter season the quantity of NO, NO2, NOx gasses are higher than the summer
season’s. Besides, the record values of NOx were measured in winter. For instance, Kocaeli (612,1
µg/m³) in 14.12.2011, İstanbul (404,273 µg/m³) 07.12.2015, Bursa (392,836 µg/m³) 26.11.2016 . Also,
the cleanest cities were Çanakkale (25,41 µg/m³), Yalova (22,99 µg/m³) and Kırklareli (23,42 µg/m³ )
in Marmara region.
II)

BLACKSEA REGION

Figure 6. Blacksea Region NOX by years
Figure 7. Blacksea Region NOX by months
The Blacksea Region has a number of huge woodland and mountainous areas. City centers usually
located near the sea and the cities which are located in this region are mostly undeveloped. The
population is scattered due to geographical characteristics. Since the weather is rainy and windy, the
polluted air disintegrates and circulates easily. Especially the east of Blacksea Region has more clean
air than the west of that region. By the years the pollution is usually decreased except in 2015 (Figure
6) because until 2015 there were only Samsun’s data exist, but after the year of 2015 the quantity of
NOx have been begun to be measured by the other cities as is shown in Table 2.2. The most polluted
cities are Çorum (84,25 µg/m³) and Ordu (99,27 µg/m³) in terms of measured NOx. In Samsun
between 29.04.2010 and 17.05.2010, the values have shown that there was an anomaly that we cannot
understand. For example, a factory might have been burned, etc.
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The record value of NOx was measured in Samsun to be 808.86 µg/m³ in 09.05.2010. In addition, in Ordu 797,28 µg/m³ of NOx was measured in 05.01.2017 and in
Giresun 530,47 µg/m³ of NOx was measured in 01.03.2016. Also, the cleanest cities in that region is Rize (10,91 µg/m³), Zonguldak (19,17 µg/m³) and Artvin
(13,58 µg/m³ )
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Table 2.1 Blacksea Region NOX by months
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Table 2.2 Blacksea Region NOX by years

CENTRAL ANATOLIA REGION

KAYSERİ NOX
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105
102
104
103
85

246

127
107
119
151
135

YOZGAT NOX

ANKARA NOX

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

KIRIKKALE
NOX

YEARS

Table 3.1 Central Anatolia Region NOX by months

52

39
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95
103
69

Figure 8. Central Anatolian Region NOX by years
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53
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33
16
24
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81
83
65

20
15
28
50
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YOZGAT NOX

KIRŞEHIR
NOX

KIRIKKALE
NOX

KAYSERİ NOX

130
132
107
83
73
70
62
64
101
130
168
148

ESKİŞEHİR
NOX

ANKARA NOX

JANUARY
FENRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

ÇANKIRI NOX

MONTHS

Table 3.2 Central Anatolia Region NOX by years

42
34
28
24
26
39
55
57
44

Figure 9. Central Anatolian NOX by months

Central Anatolia Region is the second largest region and has the second highest population in Turkey.
Developed cities like Ankara, which is The capital of Turkey, Kayseri, Konya are located in this
region. Central Anatolia has a continental climate and many city centers placed in plains. Since the
cities are located in the plains, polluted air cannot be circulated effectively. These situations cause the
rising of NO, NO2, and NOx, especially in winter seasons. For example, as it is shown in Table 3.3 in
Ankara the average value of July is 61,68 µg/m³ and the average value of November is 167,88 µg/m³.
By the years the pollution of the air has not changed significantly, but except for 2011 Kayseri (246,22
µg/m³). However, in 2018 with including of undeveloped cities the average of NO, NO2 and NOx are
decreased (Figure 8). The rate of NO was reduced slightly with the years in Ankara. By the values in
2018, it is clearly shown that the undeveloped cities have less NO, NO2 and NOx than developed
cities like Ankara and Kayseri. The record values of NOx were measured at usually between October
and November. To illustrate, Ankara (471,746 µg/m³) in 01.21.2011, Kayseri (906,96 µg/m³)
in 05.10.2011 in Central Anatolia Region.
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MEDITERRANEAN REGION

İSKENDERUN
NOX

ADANA NOX

MONTHS

Table 4.1 Mediterranean Region NOX by months

İSKENDERUN

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

ADANA NOX

JANUARY
47
25
FENRUARY
43
27
MARCH
34
26
APRIL
30
27
MAY
23
21
JUNE
18
29
JULY
26
21
AUGUST
26
15
SEPTEMBER
25
16
OCTOBER
38
18
NOVEMBER
61
38
DECEMBER
56
26
Table 4.2 Mediterranean Region NOX by years

YEARS

I)

61
49
38
30
31
27
29
31

NOX
34
20
40
19
23
30
20
16
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Figure 10. Mediterranean Region NOX by months
months

Figure 15. Mediterranean Region NOX by

There are only two stations in the Mediterranean Region. These are Adana and İskenderun stations.
Because of their warm climate, the differences between winter season and summer season is not high.
As a result of measurement data close to each other. For example, according to table 4.1 İskenderun
NOx average in August was 14,92 µg/m³ and average in February was 27,28 µg/m³. Moreover, Adana
is more developed than İskenderun so, Adana has more polluted air. The record values of Adana were
496 µg/m³ in 22.11.2011 and İskenderun was 373 µg/m³ in 16.11.2011.
II)

EASTERN ANATOLIAN REGION

MONTHS

AĞRI NOX

ARDAHAN
NOX

ERZİNCAN
NOX

ERZURUM
NOX

IĞDIR NOX

KARS NOX

ORT NOX

Table 5.1 Eastern Anatolia Region NOX by months

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

42
41
29
19
16
19
15
16
21
30
58
55

69
46
23
17
20
21
22
25
29
35
52
54

78
106
68
64
66
60
53
59
67
81
121
101

99
104
57
42
43
38
33
32
47
54
81
102

44
39
31
26
18
17
14
17
19
30
44
50

67
71
45
37
30
27
28
31
35
49
68
82

66
68
42
34
32
30
27
30
36
46
71
74
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2016
2017
2018

33
29
26

30
34
31

87
78
65

58
65
58

27
31
27

MEAN NOX

KARS NOX

IĞDIR NOX

ERZURUM
NOX

ERZİNCAN
NOX

ARDAHAN
NOX

YEARS

AĞRI NOX

Table 5.2 Eastern Anatolia Region NOX by years

44
48
46

47
48
42

The Eastern Anatolia Region is formed by plains, plateaus and mountain ranges. As it is far away from
the sea and has high mountains that cut the winds. The population in this region is the least populated
region in Turkey and population density is less than in other regions. There are only a few developed
cities: Erzurum and Erzincan. These cities are the most polluted in the region in terms of quantity of
NO, NO2, NOx. For example, NOx has been measured in Erzincan as 76,74 µg/m³ and in Erzurum as
60,54 µg/m³ according to table 5.2. The maximum NOx value in Erzincan observed as 276,825 µg/m³
in 14.12.2017. Also, the maximum NOx value in Erzurum is 271,55 µg/m³ in 14.12.2017. The values
were obtained according to the last three years because of a lack of data. It has been seen that the
cleanest city is Iğdır (28.39 µg/m³) in that region.

Figure 11. Eastern Anatolian NOX by year

Figure 12. Eastern Anatolian NOX by months
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AEGEAN REGION
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FEBRUARY

29
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MARCH

26

56

APRIL

29

48

MAY

26

37

JUNE

32

37

JULY

15

32

AUGUST

13

33

SEPTEMBER

19

40

OCTOBER

17

76

50

NOVEMBER

20

70

79

DECEMBER

27

68

76

MANİSA NOX

31

KÜTAHYA
NOX

JANUARY

İZMİR NOX

MONTHS

Table 6.1 Aegean Region NOX by months

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

52
18
10
41
22
35

71

MANİSA NOX

İZMİR NOX
KÜTAHYA
NOX

Table 6.2 Aegean Region NOX by years

YEARS

I)

87
72
40
36
57
64
39
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Figure 13. Aegean Region NOX by moths

Figure 14. Aegean Region NOX by years

The Aegean region measurement data were collected from the stations belonging to 3 cities. Those
cities are İzmir Kütahya and Manisa. Due to the region's temperate weather NO, NO2 and NOx values
are significantly lower than other regions. For example, according to table 6.6, in İzmir NOx average
was 34,37 µg/m³ and Manisa was 56,36 µg/m³. Furthermore, the record values of İzmir were 256,14
µg/m³ in 10.12.2013 and Manisa was 265,43 µg/m³ in 26.11. 2016.Also, Because of lack of data in
Kütahya -according to Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 was not be included in calculation of Turkey NO, NO2,
NOx graph in order to avoid wrong interpret.
When the average of Turkey is examined in general; According to research, there is a regular decrease
in NO, NO2 and NOx values in the years of 2010 and 2018. The reason for this decrease is the
widespread use of natural gas instead of coal, the development of technology and the decrease in the
amount of gas released from the factories thanks to the increasing controls, the widespread use of
public transport, the increase in the usage of renewable energy sources and the number of new model
vehicles having much better version of catalytic compared to the old models. The increase of air
pollution in Turkey is caused by the Central Anatolia (117.12 g / m³) and the Marmara Region
(73,53μg / m³). The average of Turkey from 2011 to 2018 has been the cleanest in the Mediterranean
Region (31,06μg / m³) which has only two cities that can be obtained data. The years of maximum
NOx concentration in the 6 regions where the measurements are; Marmara Region (136.27µg / m³)
2010, Black Sea Region (90.41µg / m³) 2010, Mediterranean Region (47.62µg / m³) 2011, Central
Anatolia (182.34µg / m³) 2011, Eastern Anatolia (47.53µg) 2017 and 2012 in the Aegean Region
(86.87µg / m³). According to these results, the most polluted years except the Eastern Anatolia Region
were realized in the years when data were collected.
4. CONCLUSION
Air quality, which determines the sustainability of cities, has a significant impact on the quality of
human life. Factors such as Factorization, Transportation, Mining, Industry, which result in the
decrease in air quality and the formation of toxic gases and pollutants should be kept under control and
reported periodically. To ensure sustainability in cities and to create a livable environment, the
following items should be applied:
+ High quality fuels should be preferred.
+ Public transportation should be preferred instead of using personal vehicles.
+ Renewable energy sources should be used instead of fossil fuels.
+ Greening activities should be increased.
+ Filtration system should be used in structures where pollutant gas is emitted from the chimney.
+ Electric motors should be preferred instead of internal combustion engines.
+ Industrial settlements should be located as far away from the dwellings as possible.
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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the impacts of nonstationarities on yearly and seasonal hydroclimatological
extreme variables throughout Turkey as the assumption of stationarity can be problematic in frequency
analyses. GEV, gumbel, normal and lognormal for precipitation and GEV, gumbel and normal for
temperature were used with and without the nonstationarity assumption. The regions with positive and
negative impacts from nonstationarity were identified using observed and projected period for 20502100 from twelve-member ensemble of CORDEX regional climate models. Evaluation of CORDEX
models for precipitation suggests that for most of the region in Turkey, RCMs originated from GCMs
EC-EARTH and HadGEM2-ES showed better agreement with observation as compared to RCMs
originated from other GCMs. For temperature, HadGEM2-ES and - CCLM4-8-17 was generally found
to be the better model. For all variables, GEV distribution fits to observation better than other
distributions. During historical period generally in Turkey, and particularly in the eastern part,
nonstationarity impacts are positive on yearly as well as seasonal temperature maxima (up to 5) °C and
minima (up to 10) °C. These impacts are amplified during projection period. Similarly, nonstationarity
impact analyses of precipitation have shown generally positive impacts (up to 50 %) for yearly
maxima but many stations particularly in South-Eastern Anatolia, Central Anatolia, and Eastern
Anatolia were found to be under the influence of negative impacts (up to 40 %). Mostly positive
impacts were observed during the projection period for yearly as well as seasonal precipitation
maxima. In the long term, milder minimum temperatures throughout the country may contribute to
less snowpack in mountainous regions and, thus more precautions should be given to water
conservative planning under changing climate.
Keywords: nonstationarity, ensemble, climate change
INTRODUCTION
It is now well established that global average temperatures have increased since the mid of the 20th
century which has resulted in an even larger increase in the probabilities of extreme events (Katz
1992, Perkins 2012). It is expected that the frequency, duration and intensity of extreme heat events
will increase in a future warmer climate (IPCC, 2012; Coumou & Rahmstor, 2012). Increasing
atmospheric temperature is linked with increase in heavy atmospheric water content at the Clausius–
Clapeyron rate (7%/K0) (O’Gorman and Muller 2010; Sherwood et al. 2010a; Simmons et al. 2010).
Hence in a warming climate, extreme precipitation events are expected to intensify due to moistening
of the atmosphere (Fischer and Knutti, 2015). Lower values of corresponding waiting time (return
period) for late 20th century extreme precipitation in most of the regions globally (Kharin et al, 2013).
However, at regional scale, changes in frequency of extreme weather events are different for different
region (Lucas et al. 2014). Previous studies have shown that temperatures across Turkey is also
changing with time. Kadıoğlu (1997) found an increase in mean annual temperature for period 19391989. Türkeş et al. (2002) found a general increase in annual as well as winter and spring mean
temperatures throughout Turkey for period 1929-1999 while decreasing trends were recorded in most
of the stations located in the Black Sea, Marmara and Eastern Anatolia region of Turkey in minimum
temperatures of winter and autumn seasons. Tayanç et al. (2009) used the Mann-Kendall found a
cooling period from 1960-1993 and warming trend in the last decade with lowest temperatures in the
year 1992-1993 and highest temperatures in history were recorded in 2000-2002. Önol and Semazzi
(2009) found increases of precipitation and temperature respectively over south-eastern Turkey.
Throughout Turkey comparatively more increases were observed maximum and minimum
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temperatures for period 1985-2008 than the period 1961-1984 in nine selected stations in different
geographic regions of Turkey (Huseyin Toros, 2012). In addition to temperature, precipitation is also
changing. Significant decreases are found in total precipitation of western part of Turkey. Analysis
based on regional climate model (RCM) simulations revealed a significant increase (10%–50%) in
winter precipitation over the Carpathian Mountains, the coast of the Black Sea, Kackar Mountains, and
the Caucasus Mountains while significant decreases in precipitation over south-eastern Turkey (Önol
& Semazzi, 2009). Analyses based on global circulation model (GCM) simulations with different
emission scenarios suggests an increase in winter precipitation of Euphrates–Tigris Basin and
highlands of northern regions (Bozkurt & Sen, 2013). Precipitation totals were increased in the eastern
and northern parts of Turkey after 1980, however, decreases in precipitation amounts were recorded in
southern, central and western regions (Türkeş et al., 2016). All these studies reached to a conclusion
that climate of Turkey is changing and these changes are different in spatiotemporal domains.
Under changing climate, the frequencies and return levels of extreme events can no longer be assumed
as stationary (Kartz & Brown, 1992). This refers to the fact that the distribution of hydroclimatological
extremes is nonstationary in nature as location and scale parameters of underlying frequency
distributions tends to altar. Under such nonstationary conditions, frequencies and probabilities of
hydroclimatological variables can better be studied using nonstationary frequency analysis (Milly et al.,
2008; Webb & White 2010). Although there have been many studies (as summarized earlier) which
investigated the temperature and precipitation variations in Turkey. However, the methodology
adapted in most of these studies comprises of using trend analysis and comparison of temperature
statistics for different time brackets. In this study, we opted for nonstationary frequency approach to
investigate the time related variations in probabilities and frequencies of minimum and maximum
temperatures as well as precipitation. The impacts of nonstationarities have been quantified on yearly
and seasonal scale for historical (1971-2016) and projection (2050-2100) periods. Along with widely
used generalized extreme value (GEV) and gumbel distributions, we also tested normal (for
temperature and precipitation) and lognormal (for precipitation only) distribution under the
nonstationary framework in order to contributes towards general methodology of frequency analysis in
nonstationary climate.
STUDY AREA AND DATA
Study Area
The impacts of nonstationarities on annual and seasonal daily maximum precipitation and minimummaximum temperature are investigated throughout Turkey during the observation period (1971-2016).
For projection period (2051-2100), impacts of nonstationarities are investigated for gridded stations (a
gridded station is the representative grid of observation station on CORDEX mesh) located in that part
of Turkey which is enclosed within CORDEX EU-11 domain. Owing to the location, diversity of
landscapes, irregular topography and the presence of mountain ranges spread parallel to the sea coasts,
Turkey is generally divided into seven broader geographical regions as shown in Figure 1. A review of
climatic conditions of these regions can be found in (Sensoy & Demircan, 2016).

Figure 1. Elevation map, regional boundaries and location of metrological stations of Turkey
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Data
Analyses are done for data 77 meteorological stations obtained from General Directory of
Meteorology (GDM) throughout Turkey for historical period (1971-2016). The locations of these
stations along with Stations IDs are shown in Figure 1. For future nonstationarity analysis, a series of
future projections were obtained from a 12-member ensemble of CORDEX (Web-1) projected
temperature from the EU-11(spatial resolution available ~12.5km) domain. Information about each
individual CORDEX data members used is provided in Table 1. All the RCMs used are with
representative concentration pathways (rcp) 8.5. Analyses are done using multi-member ensemble
approach to reduce the effects of inbuilt uncertainties and of RCMs. All the analyses are done for daily
minimum temperature (AMTmin), daily maximum temperature (AMTmax), and daily precipitation
(AMP) on yearly and seasonal scale.
Table 1. GCM-RCM matrix of CORDEX ensemble members
Member ID

GCM

RCM

11
12
13
14
21
22
23
31
32
33
41
42

ICHEC-EC-EARTH

HIRHAM5
CCLM4-8-17
RACMO22E
RCA4
ALADIN53
CCLM4-8-17
RCA4
CCLM4-8-17
RACMO22E
RCA4
RCA4
WRF331F

CNRM-CERFACS-CNRM-CM5

MOHC-HadGEM2-ES

IPSL-IPSL-CM5A-MR

Stationary and Nonstationary Distributions
Impacts of nonstationarities are estimated using the stationary and nonstationary frequency analyses.
The basic procedure involves a)-parameter estimation of stationary and nonstationary distributions b)estimation of return levels against required return periods and c)- calculation of difference between
stationary and nonstationary return levels. The main difference between stationary and nonstationary
frequency analyses is that in nonstationary analysis, parameters of distributions are made timedependent by incorporating time as a covariate. The nonstationarity form of the cumulative
distribution function of GEV is given in equation 1 (Salas & Obeysekera 2014; Katz 2013).
F z θt

exp

Vε

z μt
σt

ε

(1)

Where θt is time dependent set of GEV parameters which include time dependent location µt, scale σt
and a constant shape ε parameters. The shape parameter ε is difficult to estimate reliably and for this
reason it is normally modeled as a constant (Katz 2013). Maximum likelihood estimation, one of the
most widely used parameter estimation method, is used to estimate the parameters of distributions by
maximizing the log-likelihood function. once we obtain the exceedance probability under
nonstationary condition, return period of any return level (and vice versa) can be estimated. The loglikelihood function of nonstationary GEV distribution can be derived as equation
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When shape parameter ε approaches to zero, the GEV distribution becomes two parameter gumbel
distribution. Similarly, log-likelihood functions of the nonstationary normal and lognormal distribution
are derived as equation and equation respectively.
n
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The parameters of each distribution were estimated by minimizing the negative log-likelihood values
(NLLH) using the methodology of “ismev” package of R programming (WEB 2) which follows
Nelder-Mead (1965) optimization algorithm. Once parameters of distributions are estimated, the return
values were obtained for different return periods. The impacts of nonstationarities for temperature
(precipitation) are quantified in terms of differences (percentage difference) between 100-year
stationary and nonstationary return values. This impact value may take a positive or negative sign. The
positive (negative) value will express that the probability of an extreme event of given return period is
increased (decreased) over the studied time bracket. From now on, positive values of nonstationarity
impacts will be stated as positive impacts while negative values will be stated as negative impacts for
clarity of discussion.
CORDEX Performance Evaluation
A prerequisite prior to using regional climate model data is to perform evaluation of these models
(Luhunga et al., 2016) as these simulations are subjected to a number of uncertainties because of
boundary conditions, formulation of GCMs and RCMs as well as size of integration domain (Min et
al., 2013). Some of the World Meteorological Organization’s recommended techniques (Luhunga et
al., 2016); Gordon and Shaykewich, 2000) for model performance evaluation root mean square error
(RMSE), mean bias error (MBE), and correlation coefficient (CORR) are used here. However
combined use of these techniques provides more comprehensive information about model’s ability to
mimic observation data (Flato et al., 2013). So, initially each model was ranked (model with a rank
value of 1 being the best) based on RMSE, CORR and MAE as N1, N2 and N3, respectively. Then
averaged rank was calculated by taking the average of all these ranks.The performance evaluation of
the models was done for each of the seven geographical regions of Turkey by using the regional
averaged values of observed and simulated data for CORDEX reference period.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison of Distribution Fit
The parameters of each distribution are estimated by minimizing the value negative log-likelihood
function. Smaller the value of the negative log-likelihood function, better the fit. The boxplots of 77
NLLH values obtained for each distribution for all stations are presented here in Figure 2a, Figure 2b,
and Figure 2c for AMTmax, AMTmin and AMP respectively. The boxplots representing NLLH
values of each of the distribution for nonstationary cases are slightly lower than the ones for stationary
case. This indicates that each distribution has shown slightly better fit when covariate of time
(nonstationarity) was introduced. These plots suggests that for all variables. GEV provided better fit
for extreme temperature and precipition. For fitting extreme temperature, among 2-parameter
distributions normal distribution has shown clearly better performance than gumbel. Similarly,
lognormal distribution was best among 2-parameter distribution in fitting extreme precipitation.
Considering the lowest values of NLLH and its ability to show better fit for tails in literature, only
GEV distribution is used for seasonal analyses as well as and analysis during the projection period.
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Figure 2. Comparison of Negative Log-Likelihood Values (NLLH) of fitted distributions
CORDEX Performance Evaluation
Average ranked values based on RMSE, MBE and CORR on regional basis for precipitation and
temperature evaluation are summarized in Figure 3a and Figure 3b respectively. Figure 3a show that
ensemble members 41, 12, 13 and 14 provided better performance in simulation of precipitation while
ensemble members 21,23 and 42 were consistently poor in precipitation emulation of most of the
regions. Similarly, Figure 3b shows that ensemble members 31, 11 and 12 provide consistently better
performance across the regions while ensemble members 13, 14 and 32 were on the lower side of
performance. On the contrary, there were ensemble members whose performances was found to be
varying across different regions. For example, the averaged rank values of ensemble members 22 and
42 suggests that these members performed well in some regions however, their performance were on
bad in other regions. This evaluation of CORDEX models for precipitation suggests that for most of
the region in Turkey, RCMs originated from GCMs EC-EARTH and HadGEM2-ES showed better
agreement with observation as compared to RCMs originated from other GCMs. For temperature,
HadGEM2-ES and - CCLM4-8-17 was generally found to be the better model.

Figure 3. Regional comparison of average performance rank values of CORDEX ensemble members
Nonstationarity Analyses of Temperature
In this section, the interpolated maps of the difference between nonstationary and stationary 100-year
return levels are presented in terms of interpolated maps of impact values of each station. Maps of
difference between 100-year nonstationary and stationary return levels using different distributions for
yearly AMTmax are given in Figure 4. The results suggests that most of Turkey exhibts positive
impacts for AMTmax and AMTmin. The eastern part of Turkey is found to be most critical with upto
+50C and +100C for AMTmax and AMTmin respectively. On the contrary, at least two distributions
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have predicted negative impacts at few locations of marmara, aegean and black sea regions for
AMTmax and few locations of mediterrenean and central anatolia region. Slightly different colors for
different distributions show inter-distribution variability and is more apparent in case of gumbel
distribution which has shown even opposite direction (for example in aegean region) of impacts.
However, in the case of GEV and Normal distributions, the impacts were more are less consistant.

Figure 4. Interpolated map of nonstationarity impacts on a)- Yearly AMTmax and b)- Yearly
AMTmin estimated from each distribution.
Nonstationarity impacts maps of seasonal analyses (see Figure 5) suggests that across the regions,
postive impacts are exhibted for AMTmax and AMTmin for all seasons. In case of AMTmax, eastern
Turkey for winter (upto +2.50C), central Turkey for spring and summer (upto +30C), and western
Turkey for autumn( upto +3.50C) seasons are indentified as more critical. Eastern and central part of
Turkey are identified as most critical regions for AMTmin with postive impacts values of more than
+100C during winter and spring. Few stations in different regions during different seasons also shown
slightly negative impacts.
Ensemble analysis results of nonstationarity impacts(see Figure 6) shows that during projection period,
the positive impacts obtained during historical period are amplified. There are consitantly positve
impacts during projection period thorught Turkey on yearly and seasonal scale. Just like results during
historical analysis, the eastern part of Turkey are identified as most critical for particularly for
AMTmin where the impact values were greater than +60C. Nonstationarity impacts estimated from the
study can have numerous implications particularly in critical regions like eastern part of Turkey which
hosts two most important snow-melt dominant rivers (Tigris & Euphrates) of Turkey. Owing to high
elevation and low temperatures of eastern Turkey, the ratio of precipitation falling as snow is much
larger as compared to other parts of Turkey (Yucel et al., 2014; Önol and Semazzi, 2009;).
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Figure 5. Interpolated map of nonstationarity impacts during historical period on a)- Seasonal
AMTmax and b)- Seasonal AMTmin as estimated using GEV.

Figure 6. Interpolated map of nonstationarity impacts during projection period on Yearly and
Seasonal a)- AMTmax and b)- AMTmin as estimated using GEV distribution.
The positive impacts of nonstationarity, especially for minimum temperature, hint towards alteration
in precipitation type and pattern as some portion of snow might become rain as well as reduction in
snow cover duration. Thus, increases in return levels of minimum temperatures might cause the early
snow melting suggests the probability of accelerated and early snowmelt runoff. Further, during
summer in Turkey, with limited precipitation and increased evaporation owing to these positive
nonstationary impacts might further dwindle the water availability. Variations in temperature extremes
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as suggested in the study, might affect plant reproduction as pollination is one of the most sensitive
phenological stages to temperature extremes. (Hatfield and Prueger, 2015). The ensemble analyses
results suggest that all these implications are expected to get worst towards the end of century.
Nonstationarity Analysis of Precipitation
Yearly Analyses of precipitation during historical period (see Figure 7) suggests positive impacts at
most of marmara (up to+50%), Aegean (up to +50%), mediterranean (up to +20%), and black sea (up
to +25%) regions are predicted by all distributions. Mixed types of impacts are found for eastern and
south eastern Anatolia regions. Many stations particularly in South-Eastern Anatolia, Central Anatolia,
and Eastern Anatolia were found to be under the influence of negative impacts (up to 40 %). All four
distribution were consistent in predicting the direction and magnitudes of nonstationarity impacts at
regional scale however, at few stations, inconsistencies are observed. So, there was smaller intradistribution variability present on regional scale. The results suggest that closer the performance of
distribution (in term of negative log-likelihood values) GEV, more similar nonstationarity impacts that
distribution tends to exhibit to that of GEV. Different impacts during historical periods are predicted
for seasonal AMPs (see Figure 8) for different regions. Marmara region (with up to +50%) and central
Anatolia (with up to -45%) during winter, eastern and south eastern Anatolia (up to -45%) during
spring are identified as most critical towards nonstationarity. Ensemble analysis results during
projection period (see Figure 9) also suggests that most of the Turkey is under the influence of positive
impact (up to +30%) for yearly and seasonal AMPs, particularly during winter and spring. However
negative impacts are found in black sea region (for summer), south eastern Anatolia (for summer) and
Mediterranean region (during summer and autumn). It is also observable that at many regions the
direction of nonstationarity tends to reverse which hints towards the fact the over the longer period, the
nonstationarity impacts obtained during historical period might reverse and the inferences made on
historical data alone might not be enough understand the nonstationarity behavior of extreme
precipitation. Any risk and reliability analysis based on historical impacts might only be useful for
short-term planning and decision making while for long-term, analysis based on historical as well as
projected data might be more appropriate. Positive impacts (higher return values of 100-year
precipitation) yet decrease in annual total precipitation is observed at Central Anatolia, the
Mediterranean as well as the Aegean region (Sensoy et al.,2013). Similarly, in winter precipitation
extremes impacts of nonstationary was mostly positive at Black Sea regions while Turgay and Kahya
(2005) found decreases in total precipitation during winter months. These kinds of tendencies
generally lead to the situations where the tails of extremes widen at both ends. Consequently, we
experience the severity of extremes in the form of intense precipitation, while on the other hand, we
may encounter a smaller number of rainy days, overall decreases in lower quantiles of precipitation
and extended period of dry season. Increased or decreased magnitudes return levels of extreme
precipitation events can have very adverse implications. Further increased temperature extremes
combined with changing precipitation patterns and shifts in vegetation covers are responsible for
modifying the effective range and distribution of many native and agricultural species.

Figure 7. Interpolated map of nonstationarity impacts during historical period on Yearly AMP
estimated from each distribution.
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Figure 8. Interpolated map of nonstationarity impacts during historical period on Seasonal AMP using
GEV distribution

Figure 9. Interpolated map of nonstationarity impacts during projection period on Yearly and
Seasonal AMP estimated using GEV distribution.
CONCLUSION

Temperature and precipitation extremes throughout seasons and yearly scale are more
significant with the nonstationarity. In the long term, milder minimum temperatures
throughout the country may contribute to less snowpack in mountainous regions and, thus
more precautions should be given to water conservative planning under changing climate.
Changes in precipitation pattern and intensity also trigger and alert the actions considered in
water conservative planning.
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ABSTRACT
Mediterranean region is one of the hotspots of the world in this respect to impacts of climate change.
Dry summers and rainy winters -the characteristic of this climate type- makes this region more
vulnerable in this sense. This study aims to assess the trends in drought in Mediterranean climate
region of Turkey by applying the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) for 5 timescales – from 1
month to 12 months. The model grid data that corresponds to meteorological stations distributed from
south to west within the study area was obtained from 12 different Global Circulation Model /
Regional Climate Model couplings of CORDEX project. Observed and model data were compared for
reference period (1971-2005) to detect the models that show better agreement with the observations.
Afterwards, modified Mann-Kendall trend test was applied on the SPI values for the entire period
(1972-2100). The trends were estimated by linear regression for the locations on which Mann-Kendall
results indicate a significant change. In conclusion, a persistent increasing drought trend was detected
for Muğla and western Antalya parts such that all models are coherent. On the other hand, the
divergence of the trends for some regions according to different models signifies the discrepancy of
models. Besides, the drought trends are decreasing for some regions (especially Southern Marmara) as
the timescale increases.
Keywords: drought, SPI, CORDEX
INTRODUCTION
We have witnessed several weather events cause significant losses of lives and property in recent years.
Considering the droughts, the Mediterranean Basin (Region) is one of the hotspots of the world.
Summer dryness signals that were shown by different model projections makes the region on of the
most responsive regions to climate change (Giorgi, 2006).
SPI is a commonly used drought index method owing to its some superiorities to the other
meteorological drought indices (Keyantash and Dracup, 2002). In this study, 12 different CORDEX
climate models were evaluated on their past precipitation data and the selected model predictions were
used to estimate trend in precipitation and SPI.
DATA, STUDY AREA AND METHODS
Mediterranean climate is a major climate type of the Köppen classification and characterized by hot,
dry summers and cool, wet winters. The regions which under this climatic condition are located
between about 30° and 45° latitude north and south of the Equator and on the western sides of the
continents.
This region presents several aspects of interest, such as its important inter-annual variability in
precipitation and temperature, and the severe economic damages and losses of life due to
droughts, flooding events or heat or cold waves occurred in the last decades, together with an increase
in population and infrastructure. In this study, the climatic conditions were mainly taken into
consideration at determination of study area rather than other identifiers such as provincial borders
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The locations of 60 grids that was extracted from model data for projection period
Observed precipitation data for monthly rainfall was obtained from MGM (Turkish State
Meteorological Service) for 46 stations to evaluate the performance of model data. This evaluation
period was also called ‘reference period’, which refers to the period 1971-2005. The stations were
selected homogeneously for the whole study area as much as possible (Figure 1).
Models were selected from Eur11 domain, that includes data in 0.11degree (~12.5 km) resolution. The
selected 12 RCM-GCM couplings were made of 4 different Global Climate Models and 6 Regional
Climate Models (Table 1). The analysis period regarding the trends in SPI is the period 1971-2100.
The model data was extracted for 60 locations (Figure 1) from CORDEX data grids. 46 of these were
used in performance analysis since reliable data could be obtained for 46 observation stations. On the
other hand, all of 60 locations were analyzed for future projection. RCP 8.5 - the scenario of highest
greenhouse gas emission- was considered for future in the study.
Table 1. Model data list: Model names was given to provide a convenience throughout the paper.
Model No
1-a

GCM
ICHEC-EC-EARTH

RCM
HIRHAM5

Source Institute
DMI

1-b

ICHEC-EC-EARTH

CCLM4-8-17

CLMcom

1-c

ICHEC-EC-EARTH

RACMO22E

KNMI

1-d

ICHEC-EC-EARTH

RCA4

SMHI

2-e

CNRM-CERFACS-CNRM-CM5

ALADIN53

CNRM

2-b

CNRM-CERFACS-CNRM-CM5

CCLM4-8-17

CLMcom

2-d

CNRM-CERFACS-CNRM-CM5

RCA4

SMHI

3-b

MOHC-HadGEM2-ES

CCLM4-8-17

CLMcom

3-c

MOHC-HadGEM2-ES

RACMO22E

KNMI

3-d

MOHC-HadGEM2-ES

RCA4

SMHI

4-d

IPSL-IPSL-CM5A-MR

RCA4

SMHI

4-f

IPSL-IPSL-CM5A-MR

WRF331F

IPSL-INERIS

Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI)
The Standardized Precipitation Index is a meteorological drought index that was developed by McKee
et al. (1993). The SPI can be computed for any chosen timescales from 1 month to 48 months. This
flexibility is a powerful feature of the SPI that provides useful information unless we have a clear idea
of the desired intervals. In this study SPI was calculated for five intervals (1,3,6,9 and 12 months) for
given periods.
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Modified Mann-Kendall Test (MMK)
Mann Kendall test is one of the widely used non-parametric tests for detecting trends in time series
(Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1955). A modiﬁed Mann– Kendall test has been developed in order to avoid
problems with autocorrelation (Hamed and Rao, 1998). Since we are detecting the trend in SPI values,
it is important to use such a modified trend test that considers serial correlation (Osuch et al., 2016).
APPLICATION AND RESULTS
Performance of the Models
In the first step of analysis, the observed and model precipitation data were compared for the reference
period 1971-2005. The averages of daily and monthly precipitation were compared at the same time as
long term statistics were calculated and evaluated.
The plots in Figure 2 demonstrate the mean precipitation of each day of year for reference period. In
addition, 31-days moving averages were plotted for both observation and model data. Models 1-a, 1-d,
2-d show better agreement with observation. It should be noticed that some of the models (1-b, 2-a, 2b, 4-f) overestimate the summer precipitation.

Figure 2. Daily mean precipitation of entire area for reference period
Table 2 shows correlation coefficient and root mean square error values for moving averages based on
daily means of the models. Predictions of three models (1-a, 2-d, 1-d) are well correlated with
observed values according to statistics. Daily mean values of model 1-c predictions are not far from
observed means while correlation is relatively low for this model. For model 4-d, analysis of daily
means revealed opposite situation: The values differed greatly for all days of the year while followed
similar seasonal variation with observed values (Figure 2 and Table 2).
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Table 2. Correlation coefficient and root mean square error values for moving averages of daily means
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Model
No
1-a
2-d
1-d
4-d
3-c
3-b
1-c
3-d
1-b
2-b
4-f
2-e

CORR
0.9923
0.9908
0.9795
0.9734
0.9565
0.9458
0.9349
0.9264
0.8908
0.8895
0.8663
0.5198

Model
No
2-d
1-a
1-c
1-d
3-d
1-b
3-b
4-d
2-b
4-f
3-c
2-e

RMSE
0.27
0.31
0.45
0.46
0.49
0.56
0.63
0.76
0.79
0.82
0.87
1.08

The ensemble mean of monthly precipitation values is very near to observation for most of the months
(Figure 3). However, monthly rainfall predictions of a few models caused a significant divergence of
model means from observation means for the months January, February, May, June and December.

Figure 3. Plot of monthly precipitation means of observation and models. The bars on model mean
line show the standard deviation gap of 12 models.
Trend Analysis of SPI from Ensemble Model Results
Following the methodology and methods presented in previous chapter, future changes in drought
were analyzed. In the mapping of the trend results, only the provinces covered in the study area were
visualized (Figure 10). A red or blue circle was fixed up depending on slope direction. No circle was
fixed up for the locations in which a significant trend was not detected.

Figure 4. The study area with province names
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Trend analysis of successive SPI 1 values is important to detect changes in short term drought as well
as it is susceptible to seasonality effects. On the other hand, examination of trends for this timescale is
necessary to observe any tendency to meteorological drought.
Model 1-a predicted negative slope in SPI 1 trendline for all the locations which MMK detected
significant change (Figure 11). The magnitudes of slopes were relatively greater on the points which
are located in Muğla and Adana provinces and western Antalya as well. Another model which is
forced by same GCM (model 1-b) predicted similar results to model 1-a. However, Denizli is the only
province which a significant trend was not detected for any location according to model 1-a while
model 1-b indicated no significant trend for the locations in only Bursa province.

Figure 5. The geographical distribution of trends for models 1-a and 1-b. The legend is valid for rest
of the SPI trend maps
Though the other two models (1-c and 1-d) from ICHEC-EC-EARTH GCM predicted only negative
slope in SPI 1 trendlines, the geographical distribution of significant changes are limited to a smaller
area comparing to models 1-a and 1-b (Figures 5 and 6).
The expected drought increase is considerably limited to a region according to models forced by
CNRM-CERFACS-CNRM-CM5 GCM (Figure 7). Model 2-e predicted negative slope for locations
extending from western Antalya to İzmir. Still, there are three locations in which a drought increase
was expected from eastern part of study area -at least for one-monthly timescale. This model predicted
significant trend in SPI 1 values for none of the locations from Çanakkale, Balıkesir and Adana
provinces. On the other hand, there is one location in which positive slope was detected from each of
two provinces: Bursa and Mersin.
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Figure 6. The geographical distribution of trends for models 1-c and 1-d
Model 2-b predicted greater slope magnitude for the locations in which model 2-e projected negative
slope (Figure 7). In addition to this, the location in which drought decrease was expected from Bursa
province is same with model 2-e, but slope magnitude is smaller. Thus, it can be interpreted that model
2-b predicted drier conditions than model 2-e predicted. Balıkesir and Adana are two common
provinces in which both models predicted no significant trend.
The region in which highest drought increase trends are likely to occur according to model 2-d is
similar to model 2-e and 2-b (Figure 7). This region includes locations from Muğla province and
western part of Antalya. However, this model predicted negative slope in SPI 1 trendline for locations
from Adana province whereas other two models from same GCM did not predict significant trend. In
addition to this, no significant trend was detected for any location in Aydın province as distinct from
model 2-e and 2-b. The divergence of these trend results for SPI 1 indicated the effect of RCA4 RCM
which forces model 2-d as well as a high probability of drought increase for certain parts of study area.
Model 3-b predicted negative slope in SPI 1 trendline for locations from all provinces covered in
study area (Figure 8). The geographical distribution of negative slope is relatively limited according to
model 3-c and the magnitudes are smaller. The drought increase trends are highest around Adana and
Hatay provinces according to model 3-d. There is no location in which model 3-d predicted significant
trend from Aydın province like model 2-d which is forced by same RCM: RCA4.
Model 4-d diverged from rest of the models owing to greater slope magnitudes that all indicated a
significant negative trend for SPI 1 (Figure 9). This model also diverged from the other model
couplings which are forced by same RCM (RCA4) in terms of the wideness of significant trend
locations.
The other model 4-f which is forced by same GCM (IPSL-IPSL-CM5A-MR) is the only model that
predicted positive slope in SPI 1 trendline for that many locations (Figure 9). Aegean coast -from
Aydın to Çanakkale- is the part where drought decrease expectations at its highest level. On the other
hand, negative slope was obtained in SPI 1 trendline for some locations from southern part of the
study area which are common with the rest of the models (Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9).
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Figure 7. The geographical distribution of trends for models 2-e, 2-b and 2-d
Significant trend in successive SPI 3 values can be interpreted as a first step to agricultural drought.
The regions in which drought expectations aggregated according to SPI 1 trendlines (Muğla, western
Antalya and Adana) keep this characteristic at SPI 3 as well. This fact can be interpreted as a transition
from meteorological drought to agricultural drought. However, the disappeared drought increasing
signs for some locations should be noticed (particularly for northern parts of the study area).

Figure 8. The geographical distribution of trends for models 3-b, 3-c and 3-d
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Considering the trendlines for SPI 6, the results of all models tend to predict drier conditions for
almost same areas with SPI 3 (Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9). However, all models indicated greater slope
magnitudes for both negative and positive directions. These facts signify a tendency to hydrological
drought for the locations which agricultural drought increase likely to occur.
Though the trend result maps for SPI 9 resembles SPI 6 result maps, there are some locations which
slope direction changed at this timescale. There are seven new locations in which a significant trend
was detected for SPI 9 according to model 1-b (Figure 5). All of them are from northern part of study
area -from Bursa, Balıkesir and Çanakkale provinces.

Figure 9. The geographical distribution of trends for models 4-d and 4-f
Evaluating trends in SPI 12 values is important since dryness for 12 months indicate a serious
tendency to hydrological drought. The geographical distribution of regions which expected drier and
wetter conditions aggregated for SPI 12 is same with SPI 9, SPI 6 and even SPI 3 (Figures 5, 6, 7, 8
and 9). Muğla and western Antalya is still the most vulnerable region to drought increase whereas
northern part of study area (southern Marmara) is likely to live wetter conditions. However, trends for
different timescales are not persistent at some locations. Four locations from Bursa and Çanakkale
provinces which signaled a significant trend at negative slope for SPI 9 disappeared at 12-monthly
timescale according to model 1-b (Figure 5).
CONCLUSION
Models 1-d, 2-d and 3-d are distinguished from rest of the models with their high consistency with
observation data. It should be noticed that these models used the same RCM (RCA4) but initiated with
different GCMs. Additionally, RCM show more impact on predictions considering the uncertainties
that come from GCM and RCM. Model 1-a is also distinguished owing to its well correlation with
observation data considering daily means. Though, this model diverged from observation at 2 of 5
locations when annual rainfall trends were compared., Model 4-d is another model from RCA4 RCM
that partially fitted observation though its underestimation remains for entire year.
Regarding the trends, south of the study area (especially Muğla province and western part of Antalya
province) is the most sensitive region to drought in future according to all model predictions. This
result is consistent with other studies which investigated drought trends in Turkey ( Topçu et al., 2010;
Şen et al., 2012). Hence, the closeness of the results from all models for these regions indicated the
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consistency of the models and the importance of drought signals. On the other hand, the variation of
the trend results of models for the rest of the area -especially along the Aegean region- causes the
necessity for evaluating the RCM projections more in detail in this area. Most of the models project
either no significant trend or wetter conditions for locations from Çanakkale, Balıkesir and Bursa.
Another significant result that can be inferred from both result tables and maps is the increasing
drought tendency for larger timescales. This means that the drier conditions may not be limited to
meteorological or agricultural scale. Therefore, the measurements that will be held to manage the
effects of climate change should be designed taking into account this projection outcome at this region.
This work was dedicated to Mediterranean climate region of Turkey. The drought analysis can be
extended to entire Turkey. Other drought indices can also be implied. The relation between trends in
drought and changes in seasonal distribution of precipitation can be analyzed.
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ABSTRACT
Determination of trends in low flows has a great importance in water resources planning and operation.
Hydrological assessment on low flows is required in water quality control problems, water supply
projects, irrigation, recreation, and ecological conservation. Trends in low flows could be seen as
potential evidences of climate change, and significantly affect short -, medium-, and long-term future
decisions. The main objective of this study is to identify low flow trends for gauging stations in four
hydrological basins, Meriç-Ergene, Gediz, Ceyhan and Seyhan, from different regions in Turkey. For
the analysis, 3, 2, 2 and 5 flow gauges were selected for Meriç-Ergene, Gediz, Seyhan and Ceyhan
basins, respectively. In the study, data from gauging stations with either no or minimum anthropogenic
activities are considered. Therefore, record period for each gauging station has been selected such that
influence by any upstream dam or water structure is excluded. Stream gauges with common period of
27 years from 1988 to 2014 are used. In the study, the D-day average time series are obtained by
taking the overlapping D-day average of the daily streamflow time series. Low flows of D = 1, 7, 14,
30, 90 and 273-day are considered. The non-parametric Mann-Kendall test which has found an
effective and general use to assess the significance of trend in hydrological time series is applied.
Results on the existence and the significance of trends in low flow characteristics of hydrological
basins are obtained and discussed.
Keywords: D-day low flow, low flow, Mann-Kendall test, trend analysis
INTRODUCTION
Low flow is the smallest average daily flow discharge in a year. Low flow analysis makes possible to
provide crucial information to plan and design water resources development as well as risk assessment.
Understanding and evaluating the low flow regimes in water resources management are especially
significant for countries where the demand of water increases.
Various approaches and methods have been developed to examine and determine the trends of low
flow. Svensson et al. (2005) found a significant increase in low-flow series in a study focused on 21
gauging stations worldwide. Stahl et al. (2008, 2010) studied trends in low flows and streamflow
droughts across Europe. Assefa and Moges (2018) performed low flow trends and frequency analysis
in the Blue Nile basin, Ethiopia. Nasr and Bruen (2017) investigated trends in low-flow sequences by
analysing the 7-day low-flow time series generated for 33 streamflow gauging stations across various
river basins in Ireland. For rivers in Turkey, there are few studies conducted related to trend analysis
of low flows by Bayazit et al., (2002), Cığızoğlu et al. (2005), Başkaya Aytekin (2012) and Tosunoğlu
and Kaplan (2018).
This study attempts to find out the trend of low flows using D = 1, 7, 14, 30, 90 and 273-day low flows
of rivers in four hydrological basins from different regions of Turkey. Additionally, the study aims to
pay attention both to the Mann-Kendall trend test on the streamflow data and to locate the start of
trends in the regions considered.
STUDY AREA AND DATA
Turkey is divided into 25 hydrological basins (Figure 1) with different characteristics such as
topographical, morphological, meteorological conditions and climate. In this study, daily streamflow
data of gauging stations from Meriç-Ergene, Gediz, Seyhan and Ceyhan river basins are used. Among
the hydrological basins used in the study, Meriç-Ergene basin is located in the Thrace region, the
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north western part of Turkey. Land in the basin is mostly used for agriculture followed by forests and
semi-natural areas. The annual average precipitation in the basin is 665 mm. The basin receives a
significant amount of precipitation in winter whereas precipitation decreases in summer. Gediz River
Basin is located in the Aegean region. Precipitation in the basin ranges from over 1000 mm per year in
the mountains to 500 mm per year near the coast. It has a hot and dry summer and a cool winter;
precipitation over the basin is concentrated in the winter season. Ceyhan River Basin is located in the
eastern Mediterranean region. To the west of the Ceyhan River basin is the Seyhan River basin. The
lower part of both basins is dominated by the Mediterranean climate, while the middle and upper parts
are influenced by the continental climate. The annual precipitation is about 700 mm in the coastal area;
it increases to approximately 1000 mm at higher elevations in the north and decreases to about 400
mm at the most upstream area in further north in both basins.

Figure 1. Location of the basins and gauging stations
Daily streamflow data were obtained from the State Hydraulic Works of Turkey (DSI with its Turkish
acronym). In total, there are 99 gauging stations available in the basins but a common period at all
stations was considered for the trend analysis. Therefore, 3, 2, 2 and 5 streamflow gauges in MeriçErgene, Gediz, Seyhan and Ceyhan river basins, respectively, with uninterrupted time series of a
record length of 27 years from the common period of 1988-2014 were used. Besides, in the study, data
from gauging stations with either no or minimum anthropogenic activities are considered. Therefore,
record period for each gauging station has been selected such that influence by any upstream dam or
water structure is excluded. Table 1 shows the statistical characteristics of the data used in this study.
The following characteristics were calculated from the observed daily streamflow time series: mean,
minimum, maximum and standard deviation.
Table 1. Statistical Characteristics of Daily Streamflow Data
Flow (m3/s)
Basin
Meriç-

Station
no
D01A031

D01A039
D01A063
E05A014
Gediz
E05A025
E18A020
Seyhan
E18A022
E20A008
E20A022
Ceyhan D20A046
D20A008
E20A004
Ergene

Station
Name
Soğucak

Soğucak

Poyralı
Ayvacık
Dereköy
Yiğitler
Hacılıköprü
Fraktin Köp.
Kadirli
Hanköy
Sarıdanışmanlı
Osmaniye
Misis

Poyralı
Ayvacık
Selendi Çayı
Yiğitler Deresi
Körkün Suyu
Zamantı Nehri
Savrun
Söğütlü
Keşiş
Karaçay
Ceyhan

River

Drainage
Area (km2)
71.3
96.4
25.8
689.6
64.0
1440.8
6334.8
480.0
400.0
420.0
131.1
20466.0

Altitude
Mean Min
Max
(m)
271
0.06
0.00
0.47
249
183
345
158
167
1270
70
1347
200
255
15

0.01
0.01
0.07
0.03
3.41
7.04
1.27
0.46
0.22
0.26
75.46

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.59
0.81
0.17
0.03
0.22
0.00
13.70

0.59
0.33
1.26
0.45
13.95
17.59
7.55
3.27
9.81
2.93
190.11
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Dev.
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.17
0.07
1.99
3.45
1.13
0.39
9.81
0.43
35.73
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METHOD

D-day low flow
The annual minimum flow has been traditionally the variable of interest in frequency analysis and the
method is usually referred to as low flow analysis. It encompasses time series of annual minimum flow
averaged over a range of data, the annual minimum D-day average streamflow. In literature, 1, 3, 7, 10, 15,
30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 or 273 days were used commonly (Tallaksen, 2000). The D-day low flow time
series is obtained by taking the overlapping D-day average of the daily streamflow time series (Eris et al.,
2019). The D-day low flow sequence at any year is composed of the minimum value of the calculated low
flows in each year. The number of D-day low flows is 6ꀀ 〠
֝. In this study, minimum of D = 1, 7,
14, 30, 90 and 273-day average flows were used in Meriç-Ergene, Gediz, Seyhan and Ceyhan river basins.

Mann-Kendall Trend Test

Mann-Kendall (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1975) trend test evaluates and indicates the presence of a
monotonic increasing/decreasing trend in the time series. The Mann-Kendall test is a non-parametric
test. The method was widely used to test the randomness against trend in hydro-climatological time
series data (Assefa and Moges, 2018). The test does not depend on the statistical distribution of the
data and its results are appropriate as long as 10 ≤ n (where n is the number of data). The test also can
check up with the null hypotheses (H0: not trend) in the time series (Bayazıt,1996). The data is ranked
from the smallest to the largest. The test is based on the calculation of the special statistical values
such as S. Comparing each of the couples xi, xj of the random value X, xi < xj for i < j is shown by P
and another couple xi > xj is shown by M. S is defined as (Bayazıt and Önöz, 2008):
(1)

q

The Mann-Kendall statistic Z follows the standard normal distribution and is calculated by
〠q

In equation (2),
㊀

֝

㊀

〠q V ֝

㊀

䁘

㊀

is defined as
Vꀀ

� 〠�

Ԑ

Ԑ

Ԑ

〠 �

q>䁘

q

䁘

(2)

q h䁘

ꀀ֝

(3)

where ti is the number of tied values. The test statistic Z is also used as a measure of trend. If Z is
greater than Zα/2, where α represents the chosen significance level, H0 should be rejected; for example;
at 5% significance level with Z0.025 = 1.96, H0 is rejected when Z > 1.96. This means there is trend. A
positive value of Z indicates an increasing trend; likewise, a negative value of Z indicates decreasing
trend.
On the other hand, as the Mann-Kendall trend test is a non-parametric test, it is especially useful
because data do not have to obey a specific distribution (Yue and Whittemore, 1993). Also, the test
statistic Z gives more information about increasing or decreasing of the trend, but not its magnitude
exactly (Onoz and Bayazıt, 2003; Santos et al., 2007).
RESULTS
D = 1, 7, 14, 30, 90 and 273-day low flows were calculated by using the above method on the daily
streamflow time series of each gauging stations described in Table 1, for each year of the common
period from 1988 to 2014. Each D-day low flow sequence has the same length of each particular time
series; i.e. selected streamflow gauging stations have 27-year record. The Mann-Kendall trend test was
applied on the D-day low flow for the selected stations. Results of the non-parametric Mann-Kendall
trend test at the 5% significance level were presented in Table 2. Also, Table 2 summarizes significant
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decreasing and increasing trends during the study period 1988-2014. The 1, 7, 14, 30,90 and 273-day
low flow series of some gauging stations in Meriç-Ergene, Gediz and Ceyhan basins have zero values
while non-zero low flows were observed in the streamflow gauging stations in Seyhan river basin. In
other words, except for the Seyhan river basin, other basins have zero-low flows, this indicates that
they are prone to get dry.
While applying the Mann-Kendall trend test, zero values were considered with a particular care. Trend
analysis was not applied in any case when number of zero values is higher than 30% of the total length
of the D-day low flow sequence; 8 years with zero D-day low flow prevented testing the trend in this
study. As presented in Table 2, the selected 12 stations indicate trends of low flow. For some D-day
low flow sequences of three gauging stations, the trend test was not applied due to the high number of
zero values exceeding 30% of the total length. It is seen that as the D-day low flow increases, the
likelihood of no trend increases. Unlike the other stations, station D01A031 has also indicated an
increasing trend. Almost in none of the low flows in Gediz river basin was observed a trend. In general,
trend in Seyhan and Ceyhan river basins has almost a similar character as in both basins, a decreasing
trend is observed at D = 1, 7, 14- and 30-day low flow. On the other hand, in none of the gauging
stations, the D = 273-day low flow indicates a trend except for one gauging station.
The general behaviour of the low flow in the four basins has indicated different characteristics. It is
important to notice that any low flow sequence with zero-low flow of 30% of the total length or more
cannot be processed through the trend test. One more point worth to mention is that no zero D–day low
flow was observed in the Seyhan basin at the common period.
Table 2. Trends in the D-day low flow sequences for the selected stations in the Meriç-Ergene, Gediz,
Seyhan and Ceyhan river basins.
Basin

Station No

MERIÇ-ERGENE D01A031

GEDIZ
SEYHAN
CEYHAN

Station name
Soğucak

1
1.18 -

D01A039

Poyralı

D01A063

Ayvacık

E05A014

Dereköy

E05A025

Yiğitler

E18A020

Hacılıköprü

-2.78 ↓

E18A022

Fraktin Köprüsü

-1.54 -

E20A008

Kadirli

E20A022

Hanköy

D20A046

Sarıdanışmanlı

D20A008

Osmaniye

E20A004

Misis

7

14

1.50 - 1.71

30

90

- 2.31

↑ 4.00

273
↑ 2.42

↑

0.08

-

0.54

- 0.75

-

- -2.00

↓ -1.29

- 1.21

-

- 1.63

- 1.42

- 0.88

-

-2.71 ↓ -2.86

↓ -2.77

↓ -1.88

- -1.63

-

-1.29 - -1.17

- -0.92

- -0.63

- -1.54

-

-4.09 ↓

-3.79 ↓ -3.71

↓ -3.79

↓ -3.79

↓ -0.63

-

-0.40 -

-0.50 - -0.75

- -0.33

- -0.17

- -1.92

-

-2.86 ↓

-2.46 ↓ -2.54

↓ -1.79

- -1.04

- -0.33

-

-1.29

- -0.54

-

-0.81 -

-0.63 - -0.50

- -0.75

- 0.04

- 0.13

-

-1.83 -

-1.75 - -1.86
1.41

↑
↓

No trend
1.96<z<1.96
Increasing trend
z>1.96
Decreasing trend
-1.96>z

CONCLUSION
Low flow trend analysis is a commonly used technical tool to evaluate low flow characteristic. In this
study, different D-day low flows are considered for streamflow gauging stations located in different
hydrological regions in Turkey. Trend analysis of D = 1, 7, 14, 30, 90 and 273-day low flows at 12
stations in Meriç-Ergene, Gediz, Seyhan and Ceyhan river basins was carried out using the daily
minimum low flow series. Results in this study show different trend characteristics in low flow
sequences for the selected stations. This indicates that different trends are located in different basins at
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the same common observation period. This is based on the basin dynamics, especially the land use and
land cover changes, anthropogenic activities and climate change over the basins. Using the trend
analysis and the relation between the D-day low flow with basin characteristics could help to predict
the low flows in the water resources management practice. However, one-point worth to mention is
that result of the trend analysis given in this study are limited in terms of the number of gauging
station and the length of the observation period and they are therefore not sufficient to indicate a
climate change over the basins. Further studies should thus be performed to evaluate the relation
between any change and the observed trends.
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ABSTRACT
Atmospheric aerosols have an enormous impact on climate. A better understanding of global or
regional aerosol distribution is very important for aerosol related studies such as climate change,
environment, air quality and human health. Traditional ground observation sites are relatively sparse
and limiting the applications of studies at different scales such as medium and large. Remotely sensed
aerosol optical depth (AOD) is widely used in order to estimate particulate matter with aerodynamic
diameter ≤2.5 µm (PM2.5) mass concentrations. In this study, the newest Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Collection 6.1 (C6.1) aerosol optical depth (AOD) products such MODIS
Aqua, MODIS Terra and MODIS Combined Aqua/Terra AOD 550 nm dataset were compared and
evaluated with ground-based AOD 550 nm measurements by Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET)
Level3 Version2.0 data at 3 ground stations for Turkey. Data sets for the period between 01.01.2015 to
31.10. 2017 were obtained for MODIS V6.1 product AOD datasets with 10 km spatial resolution. In
addition, AOD AERONET ground stations measurements were also obtained for the same period from
three stations, METU-ERDEMLI in Turkey, ATHENS-NOA in Greece, and CUT-TEPAK in Cyprus.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of different MODIS aerosol datasets against AERONET ground
measurements, statistical analysis were used. Pearson correlation coefficient (R), Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) were calculated. For the future studies, validated
MODIS AOD values will be used to determine the PM2.5 distribution of Marmara Region, Turkey.
Statistical results have presented high total annual correlation (R=0.781) of MODIS combined
Aqua/Terra dataset against AERONET AOD 550 nm ground measured data, while the highest
correlation was detected seasonally in autumn where (R=0.879).
Keywords: MODIS AOD, MODIS Aqua, MODIS Terra, AEORONET, Statistical Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Air pollution is universal-level environmental issue which causes a lot of sophisticated ecology and
environment-related influences and exposes human health to dangers, particularly the fine portion of
particulate matter (PM2.5) (Shi et al., 2018). Exposure to excessive concentrations of fine particulate
matter is adversely affecting human health via respiratory and cardiovascular morbidity and increasing
mortality due to lung cancer (Web-1). Fine particulate matter pollution consists of particulates which
its aerodynamic diameter is smaller than 2.5 µm (PM2.5) (Araujo et al., 2014). Aerosols-related air
pollution problems are spread globally due to changing global climate by direct and indirect effects of
radiation mechanisms, hazes and clouds formation processes (Akimoto, 2003), unexpected
precipitation (Joos et al., 2017) and Earth’s surface energy balance disturbing (Knox, 2013). Air
quality monitoring is essential for monitoring exposure to pollutants, specifying sources and dynamic
of pollutants, and providing air quality alerts to the public to distinguish areas where ambient air
quality standards are violated (WHO, 1999) and (EPA, 2014).
Satellite remote sensing advances evolved dramatically over the last decade in studying and
monitoring air pollution because it is providing a wide variety of air pollution products including
aerosols on global range (Martin, 2008), high spatial, temporal and spectral resolution (Kumar et al.,
2013), historical and continuous time series data (Oliveira et al., 2016) as well as the comprehensive
spatial coverage of air parameters (Tulloch and Li, 2004). However, remote sensing-derived data is
less unpretentious by comparison to the conventional in-situ measurements by means of data
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interpretation (Veefkind et al., 2007), and measurement continuity (Balsamo et al., 2018). Integrated
approaches using satellite and ground-based data could improve satellite remote sensing potential to
derive more accurate, precise and reliable results (Sputh et al., 2008). MODIS have been used
successfully to estimate ground-level PM air pollution, and it could be potentially integrated by PM
ground measurements in Turkey to estimate ground-level particulate pollution to study how
compatible is the air quality situation with the international environment and health related ambient air
quality standards.
Fast industrialization, urbanization, accelerated construction movements as well as historical massive
coal burning, deteriorated air quality parameters in Turkey (Kara, 2018) and (Toros et al., 2013), and
repositioned Turkey away from international air quality standards and norms like European Union
(EU) and World Health Organization (WHO) (Buke and Kone, 2016) and (HEAL, 2015). (Kahya et al.,
2017) has demonstrated that PM2.5 concentrations exceeded the WHO PM2.5 daily average guideline
(25 µgm-3) (WHO, 2006) in 176 days along the year over Marmara Region after averaging daily
PM2.5 records in 13 stations that were provided by the Turkish Ministry of Environment and
Urbanization while (Oztaner et al., 2015) illustrated the relationships between AOD and PM2.5 using
linear regression and analysis and temporal trending techniques. In the time when satellite-derived
(AOD) became spatially global and temporally daily coverage, wide variety of research teams
worldwide have demonstrated the significant relationships between PM2.5 and remotely sensed
derived AOD data. (Jing et al., 2017) exploited satellite-derived AOD data in modelling Geographical
Weighted Regression (GWR) of daily PM2.5, while (Su et al., 2017) converted PM2.5 concentrations
into AOD maps using multiple approaches of vertical distribution estimation. In addition, (Li and Hou,
2015) considered the AOD ground-based measurements as a complementary data source to the
satellite-derived AOD data in PM2.5 estimation process. Related to this study, (Bilal et al., 2019)
validated C6 and C6.1 merged MODIS AOD data against AERONET stations measurements that are
located over highly diverse vegetative areas, while (El-Metwally et al., 2010) studied the AOD
variability over Cairo City in Egypt from different remote sensing sensors and AERONET
observations.
One of the most widely used satellite-derived AOD product is the Moderate Resolution
Spectroradiometer MODIS, which is operated on two acquisition platforms. Aqua MODIS for noon
hours while Terra MODIS for morning hours. According to NASA, ambient AOD is being monitored
globally by MODIS aerosol product over continent and oceans using Dark Target DT and Deep Blue
DB acquisition algorithms respectively on 10 x 10 km swath (Wei et al., 2018) and (Ali et al., 2015).
As satellite-derived AOD complementary ground station data, Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET)
was globally established and distributed by NASA and PHOTON to provide highly accurate groundtruth measurements of AOD (Giles et al., 2019) and (Farahat, 2019) and to validate the Earth
Observation Systems (EOS) satellite retrieved AOD (Liu, 2001) and (Gupta et al., 2018).
In this study, MODIS derived AOD data was validated using 3 different AERONET stations data by
using linear regression analysis to determine how accurate and valid the MODIS derived AOD is to be
used in PM2.5 estimation.
METHODOLOGY

Study Area and Data
For study conducting, Turkey is selected as study area. It is located centrally between Europe and
Asia. It covers area of 774,815 km2 and its population was approximately 81 Million inhabitants in
2018 (Web-2) (Figure 1). Meanwhile 3% of its area is located in Europe, 10% of the total population
is living in the European side of Turkey. Turkey is surrounded by seas from three directions. Black
Sea from North, Mediterranean from South and Marmara Sea from West. Topography of Turkey is
characterized geographically by the warm plains in Antalya and Adana on the Mediterranean, narrow
littoral along the Black Sea, rugged mountains around the semiarid Anatolian plateau and low rolling
hills of its Thrace. Climate in the country is complicated and is varying significantly across geographic
zones. Rainfall is maximized in the Black Sea (2200 mm) and minimized in the South Eastern region
(580 mm), while temperature is ranging between -2 to 7 C in winter; it reaches to 40 C in summer
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(Web-3). Economy in Turkey is dominated by industry, trade and tourism with a GDP of 766 Billion
USD in 2018 (Web-4). Therefore, Turkey is considered eye catching study area for the air quality
monitoring and air pollution observing on large-space scale.

Figure 1. Location of Turkey as study area and AERONET stations (By Google Earth)
MODIS AOD data were downloaded via the National Aeronautics and Space Agency’s (NASA) Earth
Data DAAC Search platform. Downloaded datasets are provided in a Hierarchical Data Format (.HDF)
extension called “Granule”. In each single granule, there are 218 different parameter product layers
including DB 550 nm AOD, DT 550 nm AOD and DB/DT AOD 550 nm. The implemented MODIS
AOD data in this study is Level2 (L2) of the newest MODIS collection C6.1. This data level derived
the geophysical retrieval data on pixel level and overcame most of anomaly problems in C05.x
MODIS data such as radiance calibration. MODIS Combined Deep Blue DB and Dark Target DT
AOD 550 nm on L2 C6.1 layers were extracted for processing on 10x10 km swath for both of the
Aqua MODIS (MYD04_L2) and Terra MODIS (MOD04_L2). Geolocation file for each single
granule was used in the georeferencing processes of AOD 550 nm subsets. Geolocation files were
downloaded from the same platform on L1A and 1 x 1 km swath and coded as MYD03 and MOD03
for Aqua MODIS and Terra MODIS granules respectively.
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) stations are providing AOD measurements on hourly basis for
multiple wavelengths using handheld sun photometer, 1020 nm, 870 nm, 675 nm and 440 nm.
AERONET data was downloaded from the NASA’s GODDARD Space Flight Centre for three
stations, METU-ERDMLI in Turkey, CUT-TEPAK in Cyprus and ATHENS-NOA in Greece. Last
release of AERONET AOD data, Version 3 on Level 2 was downloaded. This data version level is
automatically cloud cleared and quality assured with pre-field and post-field calibration applied to be
compatible with MODIS L2 radiance-calibrated AOD granules. Stations locations selected to cover
most of the study area and temporally extended over 3 years, start in 01.01.2015 and ends in
31.10.2017 (Figure 1).

Methods
MODIS AOD Image and AERONET AOD Processing
GIS was considerably operated in image processing and attributable data analysis in environmental
sciences to optimize the geospatial associated decision making approaches (Farkas et al., 2016). In
addition, GIS contains wide variety of image processing tools that can be executed in fully automated
environment altogether with programming and scripting capabilities to facilitate handling of large time
series databases, IDL and Python are examples. Georeferencing is an essential method in image
processing which aims to assign each pixel to its actual location on the earth’s surface to obtain real
location data, including coordinates, position and altitude. In geolocation files, an Instantaneous Field
of View IFOV’s centre that was obtained from 10 satellite detectors in MODIS has corresponding
ancillary information and locations. IDL ENVI 5.1 script code, which was downloaded from the
NASA’s MODIS web platform (Web-5) was used to run a “MODIS Conversion Toolkit” MCTK to
calculate geolocation field of each 1 km IFOV and produce projected 10x10 km MODIS layers.
Spatio-temporal mosaicking process is the second conducted step in this study to complete geospatial
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method. In GIS, mosaicking is combining two or more layers that shares adjacent or/and overlaid
locations based on specific criteria to produce a single layer. An automated mosaicking GIS model
was designed to merge all of the adjacent granules from different acquisition times (8-10 for Terra and
11-13 for Aqua on local time). Pixel size was converted into 3x3 km in the same step using Reaggregate settings of ArcGIS model. In next step, spatiotemporal merging process was also done using
“Merge” GIS automated model that calculates mean value between each Aqua and Terra overlaid
pixels to produce MODIS Aqua/Terra combined (MCD) layers. Finally, 3x3 pixel windows three
shapefiles were used to extract each day’s pixel values and calculate the mean value for the extracted
pixels to present the daily MOD, MYD, and MCD AOD 550 nm values. In this study, by completing
geolocation and spatiotemporal mosaicking, merging and extracting processes, three different MODIS
Aqua, Terra and Combined Aqua/Terra DB/DT AOD 550 nm single value for each day were produced
to be used in the validation process.
AERONET AOD hourly measured data is considered a reference data that was used to validate the
AOD 550 nm MODIS-derived data. First, mean value between AERONET AOD 440 nm and 670 nm
values to estimate AOD 550 nm values for three acquisition time durations (8-10 GMT, 11-13 GMT
and 8-13 GMT) to produce collocated values of MOD, MYD and MCD MODIS-derived AOD values,
respectively (Equation 1).
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Furthermore, missing data as is one of the most MODIS AOD data annoying disadvantages which lead
to time gaps in the daily MODIS-derived AOD values time series. Python 3.7 script code was used to
match each MODIS AOD values by its associated AERONET AOD 550 value to produce two
matched values of each day.

Statistical Validation Methods
In geospatial science, statistical validation is the stage of confirming acceptability of geospatial model
outputs against a real measured data. Linear regression model was calculated using Minitab 16
software to connect between AERONET and MODIS AOD values in a linear equation (Equation 2)
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Four linear regression’s statistical parameters such as Coefficient of Determination R2, Correlation
Coefficient R, Root Mean Square Error RMSE and Mean Absolute Error MAE were calculated in
equations 3, 4 and 5 to assess validation model quality and reflect how accurate and precise is the
MODIS-Derived AOD data against AERONET AOD real ground station measured data both annually
for the whole years as well as seasonally.
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Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) illustrate calculations of Coefficient of Determination, Root Mean Square Error
and Mean Absolute Error respectively. While Yi and
are MODIS and AERONET AOD values
respectively.
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RESULTS
Validation MODIS-Derived AOD Retrievals Totally
Aerosol inversion and surface reflectance are the most influencing factors on the inferred AOD
retrievals variance (Sun et al., 2015). According to (Bilal, 2019), high loading occurrences happen due
to aerosol scheme error while estimated surface reflectance is affecting low aerosol loading events.
Statistically, proximity between AERONET measured AOD and MODIS-derived AOD means that the
satellite acquisitions are following the variations of AOD measured by the Sunphotometer and vice
versa. For MODIS-derived AOD validation against AERONET AOD, total numbers of validation
points were 1060, 1002 and 1264 for the MODIS Terra MOD, Aqua MYD and Combined Aqua/Terra
MCD datasets, respectively. By comparing the combined MCD dataset number of collocated points
with the MOD and MYD data sets number of points, MCD contains large number of validation points
due to compensation of the missing pixels after merging process between MOD and MYD. In (Table
1), verification shows that the R value of MCD MODIS vs. AERONET values is the highest (0.781),
while the lowest was recorded in the MOD (0.748). However, RMSE was lowest in the MCD and
highest in the MOD datasets, 0.084 and 0.091 respectively.
Table 1. Total annual validation statistical results
Data
MOD
MYD
MCD

N
1060
1002
1264

R2

0.560
0.593
0.610

R
0.748
0.770
0.781

RMSE
0.091
0.086
0.084

MAE
0.066
0.057
0.060

Those results means that MODIS MCD AOD dataset retrievals validation was correlated well with the
AERONET AOD measurements and it is considered an indication on MODIS MCD dataset ability to
reflect measured AOD values by AERONET as illustrated in (Figure 2). MOD dataset showed the
largest values of MAE (0.066). According to (Grey et al., 2006) and (Gupta et al., 2016), this happens
due to errors in the estimated surface reflectance and AOD scenarios via low and high aerosol loadings.

Figure 2. Illustrates annual total statistical validation results for the MODIS (A) MOD, (B) MCD and
(C) MYD against AERONET AOD measurements.
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4.2 Validation MODIS-Derived AOD Retrievals Seasonally
By dividing years into 4 seasons, spring (March, April and May), summer (June, July and August),
autumn (September, October and November) and winter (December, January and February) and
conducting the same validation process for each season, 4 different validation sets parameters were
created to validate MOD, MYD and MCD datasets using AERONET AOD data. It is noticed that the
number of collocated points in winter and autumn was low in comparison with the other two seasons,
237 and 274 in MCD dataset respectively. This refers to the cloudy weather of Turkey and Greece in
winter and autumn. AOD pixels which belonged to the cloudy days were assigned as missing values in
the MODIS AOD datasets; therefore, it reduced number of collocated validation points. In winter,
number of recorded points ranged between 167 in MOD and 237 in MCD datasets.
Table 2. Illustrates seasonal validation statistical results
Dataset
MOD
Spring
MYD
(M,A,M)
MCD

N
309
288
369

R2

0.569
0.585
0.605

R
0.754
0.765
0.778

RMSE
0.110
0.110
0.103

MAE
0.079
0.072
0.072

Summer
(J,J,A)

MOD
MYD
MCD

354
327
388

0.417
0.458
0.490

0.646
0.677
0.700

0.094
0.091
0.086

0.069
0.064
0.063

Autumn
(S,O,N)

MOD
MYD
MCD

218
232
274

0.745
0.770
0.773

0.863
0.878
0.879

0.055
0.067
0.062

0.040
0.054
0.048

Winter
(D,J,F)

MOD
MYD
MCD

167
173
237

0.577
0.614
0.616

0.760
0.783
0.785

0.067
0.059
0.066

0.051
0.039
0.047

Season

With respect to correlation quality, autumn season presented the highest correlation in all of the three
MODIS AOD datasets, MOD, MYD and MCD and R2 values exceeded 0.74. Again in the MCD, also
recorded the largest R and R2 in autumn to agree with the total validation results in section 4.1. Values
of R2 and R were 0.773 and 0.879 respectively in autumn MCD dataset against AERONET
measurements. As validation results were the best in autumn and winter by comparison with summer
and spring, results of error were the lowest in those two seasons. Average RMSE was 0.061 in autumn
and 0.056 in winter while MAE values ranged between (0.040 – 0.054) and (0.039 – 0.051) in autumn
and winter respectively (Figure 3) and (Table 2). According, to (Zheng et al., 2017), low Relative
Humidity (RH) and high Wind Speed (WS) turbulence are pushing toward uniform vertical aerosols
distribution along air column. In Turkey, according to (Turgut and Usanmaz, 2016), RH is low while
WS is reasonably high in autumn. Lower RH and high WS would distribute the aerosols gently among
air column to reduce the differences between ground and sensor level measured AOD values. Among
season, lowest error values were presented with very slight difference in winter and autumn again,
where MAE ranged between 0.045 in winter and 0.047 in autumn. High R and R2 values and Low
RMSE and MAE values, both seasonally in autumn and temporally in MCD represent the high ability
of those MODIS datasets to detect variation of AOD values measured by AERONET Sunphotometer
as well as the low differences between derived and predicted MODIS AOD values.
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Figure 3. Illustrates seasonal statistical validation results for the MODIS MCD, MOD and MYD in
spring (A, B, C), summer (D, E, F), autumn (G, H, I) and winter (J, K, L), against AERONET AOD
ground measurements.
CONCLUSION
In order to measure MODIS satellite ability to derive AOD values, MODIS-derived AOD values from
Aqua and Terra platforms were validated against ground measured AOD values by AERONET
Sunphotometer stations around Turkey. In this study, MODIS-derived AOD 550 nm values were
extracted on daily basis both in morning hours from Terra MOD platform, in noon hours from Aqua
platform and together in evening and morning hours from Aqua/Terra combined AOD550 nm datasets
for three years’ study period extended between 01.01.2015 to 31.10.2017. Reference validation data
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was obtained from three AERONET ground stations distributed evenly around the study area for the
same study period, METU-ERDEMLI in Turkey, CUT-TEPAK in Cyprus and ATHENS-NOA in
Greece. AERONET AOD 550 nm values were calculated by interpolating AOD 440 nm and AOD 675
nm values. Statistically, linear validation regression was conducted for the aforementioned durations
ADO550 nm data against Aqua, Terra and Combined Aqua/Terra MODIS-derived AOD 550 nm data
totally using the whole number of days and separately for each season’s days. R2, R, RMSE and MAE
statistical parameters were calculated. By interpreting the obtained statistical results (Table 1 and
Table 2), combined Aqua/Terra MCD MODIS dataset is the representative one for the AOD both in
total and in seasonal regression because R and R2 values were the highest where RMSE and MAE
were relatively low in this dataset. On seasonal basis, autumn seasons have recorded a noticed
progress on the other 3 seasons regarding sensor efficiency to derive AOD 550 nm values while the
lowest was recorded in summer.
Finally, it is concluded that MODIS-derived AOD 550 nm data is reliable to be used in any further to
calculate particulate matter in the atmosphere.
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ABSTRACT
The changes in environmental factors as high air temperature and relative humidity cause heat stresses
for animals. Heat stress can affect animal production and profitability in dairy cattle by decreasing
productivity. The aim of this study is to determine heat stress and identify risky areas for cattle
production in Sudan. In this study, the heat stress estimation method was carried out by using the
equation presented Temperature-humidity index (THI). The temperature-humidity index is calculated
based on the relationship between environmental temperature and relative humidity. Besides,
geographic information system (GIS) was used to carry out the spatial distribution maps of THI values.
Limited-term data (temperature and relative humidity) was collected from different meteorological
stations in Sudan. The findings showed that THI values for all months were exceeded the normal
range, where daily maximum THI values were significantly by month. The mean monthly THI have
exceeded the danger threshold (THI ≥ 79) in the period from March to November. Therefore, to
prevent the adverse effects of high temperature and relative humidity, it is necessary to regulate
management strategies for cattle in areas with high THI values from March to November, such as
providing shade, cooling fans and shifting feeding time to cool part of day.
Keywords: Cattle, Capital, Temperature, Humidity, THI
INTRODUCTION
The livestock sector plays the most important role in Sudan. Sudan ranks first among the Arab
countries and it has the second-largest livestock inventories in Africa, next to Ethiopia (FAO, 2005).
According to recent estimates of livestock population, about 105 million heads, which can be divided
into (sheep, goats, cows, and camels). The Cattle population of livestock about 30 million heads and
the production of Sudanese cattle is estimated as 344.498 tons of meat and 286.612.3 tons of milk
production of Sudan (Web-1). These two regions are the main players in the live cattle and beef export
trade of Sudan. The middle region is the home of 27% of Sudan's cattle. Eastern and northern regions
of Sudan accommodate 3.6% and 3.0% of Sudanese cattle respectively. Besides, about 29.7% of
Sudan cattle population is in southern Sudan (formerly) (Rahman, 2007). As known, that Sudan is
characterized by multiple climates so the impact on the diversity and productivity of livestock
depending on climatic conditions.
All livestock species maintain their body temperature within a close defined thermoregulatory limit
regardless of the external environment variations. The most comfortable environmental temperature
range for temperature dairy cattle is between 5 and 25°C. This is believed to be the thermal comfort
zone with minimal physiological cost and maximum productivity (Aggarwal, 2012). Therefore, it is
very important to evaluate the quantity of heat stress of livestock. There are many indices were used to
estimate the value of heat stress which affects the livestock. The most common indicator is using is
temperature-humidity index (THI) which used for estimating of the potential of heat stress in humans
and farm animals. THI offers a method of combining two of the most important and easily measured
climatic elements into a possible measure to compare temperature and humidity data and animal
response at different sites. The critical values of THI dairy cattle are determined as 64 for a minimum
72 as the mean value and 76 as the maximum. At a THI of 75, 50% of the human population feel
uncomfortable, and these value even dairy cattle also appears to be uncomfortable. A THI value of 72
equates to 25°C and 50% relative humidity. If THI value exceeds 72, the cows affect by heat stress
and the milk production declines when the value is between 78 and 82 the cow is severely affected and
cooling by artificial ways is necessary for animal and sustains production. While previous studies have
been carried out to estimate the influence of heat stress on animals, welfare, and products, most of
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these studies have not been examining risky areas based on THI values. Therefore, in this study, we
aimed to: (I) determine THI values, (II) identify the spatial distribution of THI values and (III) define
highly risky sites for cattle production in Sudan country.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study area is sited in Sudan country in the eastern north of Africa (15°N 30°E) (Figure 1).
Although Sudan lies within the tropics, the climate ranges from arid to tropical (wet and dry) regions.
The arid region is situated in the north and tropical region in the far southwest. Temperatures do not
vary greatly with the season at any location; the climatic variables are the most significant in rainfall
and the length of the dry season. Variations within the length of the dry season based on which of two
airflows predominates, dry north-eastern winds from the Arabian Peninsula on moist south-westerly
winds from the Congo River basin. In the northern plains and desert region, the average temperature
ranges from 32°C in winter (November to February) to 42°C in summer (March to June), the hottest
months are May and June. In the central and southern regions, average temperatures are 27°C to 29°C.
Rainfall decreases from south to north (Web-2).

Figure 1. Map of Sudan
Limited-term data (temperature and relative humidity) were collected from 2010-2018 from 33
different meteorological stations that are distributed around Sudan and THI values were calculated
based on these data. The THI can be calculated by many equations. To calculate THI value the
following equation should be used:

h a

〠

hV

䁘 ꀀꀀ

֝
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h

6

(1)

In this study, the ArcGIS program was used to generate maps. These maps were obtained by using
Kriging technique which is a method is used to predict the spatial distribution of THI values. Kriging
method assumes that the distance between value points reflects a spatial correlation, which can be used
to clarify the differences in the surface; Kriging method is most appropriate when a spatially correlated
distance or directional bias in the data is known (Childs, 2003).
To evaluation models’ performance, root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and
mean bias error (MBE) The equations were defined as below:
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where THIcal is calculated THI using Eq. (1), THIpre is predicted THI using Kriging method, n is
sample size.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics for calculated THI values are given in Table 1. The mean monthly THI have
exceeded the danger threshold (THI ≥ 79) in the period from March to November. The maximal
monthly THI > 88 are observed in the period from March to October but minimal monthly THI < 72
are observed in the period from November to March.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for THI values

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Max.
86.55
86.79
89.35
91.55
88.84
94.77
91.17
90.38
91.04
88.61
87.72
87.16

Min.
67.91
68.95
68.53
77.19
80.56
75.80
80.91
80.71
78.59
77.43
72.74
71.18

Mean
77.85
77.87
78.68
83.06
80.56
86.60
86.00
85.64
86.30
84.68
81.81
76.88

S.D.
0.83
4.58
4.21
3.01
1.92
3.59
2.49
2.71
2.70
2.72
3.58
3.58

C.V.
1.06
5.88
5.35
3.62
2.24
4.56
2.89
3.16
3.12
3.21
4.37
4.56

Kurt.
-0.79
-0.34
4.28
0.70
0.30
1.62
-0.36
-0.87
0.60
0.09
-0.32
6.70

Skew.
0.03
-0.12
-1.85
0.16
-0.57
-0.64
-0.14
0.09
-0.73
-0.75
-2.39
-2.30

Evaluation of THI values
In this study, the most commonly used stochastic methods are ordinary Kriging methods were
employed. There are four methods or techniques of Kriging including linear, spherical, Gaussian, and
exponential. After these methods are tried, two methods are found as best methods for each month,
gaussian and exponential methods as shown in Table 2. That shows RMSE, MAE, and MBE for
months are generated errors with unit variance Gaussian and exponential distribution. The lowest error
distribution of RMSE is 0.882 in December, and the highest value is 3.77 in June. The lowest
distribution of MBE is 0.699 in December, and the highest value is 2.997 in February. Then, the
lowest distribution of MAE is -0.09 in April, and the highest value is 0.28 in February. While the
Gaussian method is observed in January, March, and June, an exponential method is shown in the rest
of the year.
Table 2. Model of parameters for the monthly THI values

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Model

Gaussian
Exponential
Gaussian
Exponential
Exponential
Gaussian
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential

MAE
0.185
0.280
-0.084
-0.091
0.003
-0.107
-0.069
-0.052
-0.049
0.084
-0.075
0.084

MBE
2.072
2.997
2.003
1.436
1.549
2.956
1.694
1.783
1.015
1.38
1.925
0.699

RMSE
2.49
3.63
2.89
1.95
1.99
3.77
2.180
2.237
1.32
1.751
2.421
0.882
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Distribution maps of THI values

Figure 2. Spatial maps of monthly maximum THI values
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Spatial maps of monthly maximum THI values for all months are shown in Figure 2. Spatial maps
were generated according to location parameters which are longitude, latitude, and altitude of different
metrological stations are selected randomly (33 stations) correlating to THI values, and the effect of
location parameters obviously, are observed in the maps. The THI values are classified as follows:
comfort (THI ≤ 64), mid discomfort (65 < THI ≤ 72), discomfort (73 < THI ≤ 75), alert (76 < THI ≤
78), danger (79 < THI ≤ 81), and emergence (THI ≥ 82). The maximal THI values are exceeded the
danger threshold for each month. According to spatial maps, there is high heat stress in the North and
East part of Sudan in January, February, and, March related to high THI values. In April, the heat
stress is not much danger in the far west of Sudan. All of Sudan affected by very high heat stress in
May, June, and July. In August, September, and October the heat stress concentrated in - the north part
-and mid-Sudan. On the other hand, November and December were in the south part, the far west and
the Red Sea. Generally, as shown in figure the riskiest areas in Sudan were in the Northern, Eastern,
and Western Sudan. Besides, the central of Sudan was very risky according to the high THI values. In
winter season (December – February) some areas such as the far west, the Red Sea region and
Southern Sudan were not so dangerous. In addition, the hottest months were May and June. According
to de la Casa and Ravelo (2003) the THI above 72 represents adverse effects for high producing dairy
cattle. That means high THI values have negative effects on dairy cattle production in these areas.
CONCLUSION
According to the values of THI which were exceeded the normal limit during the month of the year,
especially, in the period from March to November. Based on calculated data, an indicator of Kriging
method was able to generate maps of the spatial distribution of probabilities of exceeding the THI
danger threshold in the months above as mentioned. Besides, to determine risky sites and suitable
times for livestock production based on exceeding the THI danger threshold (> 79). The results show
that there are exceeded THI values in the study area, which means there are negative effects of high
THI values on the cattle in these areas. So according to these findings and as mentioned in previous
studies (Cemek and Küçüktopcu, 2018) and (Güler, 2015), it is very important to manage the housing
of farm animals in hot environments with high THI values by providing cooling systems such as fans
and conditioners. Then, the efficiency of production can be increased by selecting cattle, which can be
tolerance to high temperature, especially in sites with exceeded danger threshold of THI values.
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ABSTRACT
One of the most important features of liberalized energy markets lies in the planning of distribution of
electricity generation and electricity. Companies that supply electricity to the majority of EU countries
have to meet a certain amount of energy required by the legislation in their country from renewable
energy sources. Today, the use of renewables is mostly through wind energy. When planning for this
purpose, companies want to be able to make energy plans for at least 0-48 hours in order to be able to
fill the portfolio by focusing on wind power plants. While there is no such problem in power plants
operating with traditional energy sources, this situation poses a serious problem in renewables. This
paper discusses differences between the points studied from the wind power plants (WPP) using the
semivariogram and suggested multi-semivariogram technique. To investigate the effects of other
points; production, temperature, generator temperature, vibration, reactive power, height, on a
discussed. The results of the missing points between the resulting curves and points can also be
calculated. The semi-variogram technique is an important measure of geo-statistics and represents the
proportion of area change along a location. Field modeling of wind and variables is a new subject. In
general, meteorological studies concentrated grid and mapping methods are mostly used in field
studies. The distance between the points and the spatial relationship are not taken into consideration.
An important innovation brought about by the study is the use of multi-semivariogram technique by
improving semi-variogram technique. All measured variables are accounted for the calculations.
Multi-regression method used for verification. It is a significant advantage in terms of the power plant
operators if it does not require an external data source other than the plant own data.
Keywords: Geostatistics – Variogram – Multi semivarigoram – Wind power plant – Spatial forecast
INTRODUCTION
Multiple-point geostatistics aims to overcome the limitations of the variogram. The premise of
multiplepoint geostatistics is to move beyond two-point correlations between variables and to obtain
(cross) correlation moments at three or more locations at a time (Guardiano and Srivastava 1993;
Strebelle and Journel 2001). Because of the limited direct well information from the subsurface, such
statistical information cannot directly be obtained from samples. Instead, “training images” are used to
characterize the patterns of geological heterogeneity. A training image is a conceptual explicit
representation of the expected spatial distribution of hydraulic properties or facies types. The main
idea is to borrow geological patterns from these training images and anchor them to the subsurface
data domain. Such data may consist of well observation, geophysical and pumping or tracer tests.
Construction of a suitable training image is one of the most critical and difficult steps of multiple-point
geostatistics. The training image should be representative of the geological heterogeneity and must be
large enough so that the essential features can be characterized by statistics defined on a limited point
configuration (Hu and Chugunova 2008).
Multiple-point geostatistics have recently been developed in the field of petroleum engineering
(Strebelle 2000, 2002; Caers and Zhang 2004; Hu and Chugunova 2008).
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Ronayne et al. (2008) used multiple-point geostatistics in an inverse modelling approach to identify
discrete geologic structures that produce anomalous hydraulic responses.
This study demonstrates how multiple-point geostatistics can be applied to meteorological and other
variables from operational wind turbines. Production, temperature, generator temperature, vibration,
reactive power, height variables examined The results of the missing points between the resulting
curves. Field modeling of wind and other variables in meteorological studies is new subject. In general,
meteorological studies concentrated grid and mapping methods are mostly used in field studies. The
distance between the points and the spatial relationship are not taken into consideration. An important
innovation brought about by the study is the use of semivariogram technique ihas improved to multisemivariogram technique. In doing so, all measured variables are taken into account for the
calculations. As the data used, it is a significant advantage in terms of the power plant operators if it
does not require an external data source other than the plant.
VARIOGRAM AND SEMIVARIOGRAM
Generally speaking, in meteorology science studies, grid and mapping methods are mostly used in
field related studies. The distance between the points and the spatial relationship are usually not
considered or ignored. Variograms are the basic approaches to geostatistics applications. Variogram
provides a description of how the data are related of the data are related (or correlated) with distance.
It examines the distance and direction change ratio of the variable examined. Two variables close to
each other are expected to show more similar properties and values. That is, the correlation between
nearby variables is greater than the correlation between two distant variables. As the distance increases,
the correlation between the two variables diminishes and there is such a point that this correlation
becomes zero. Thus, the variogram graph also shows the distance at which the correlation between the
variables examined will be zero. Semivariogram function ɣ(h), was originally defined by Matheron
(1963), the average squared difference between points seperated by distance h. Note that the term
variogram and semivariogram are often used interchangeably. One of the most important assumptions
of the semi-variogram proposed by Matheron (1963) is the field relation, which depends on
stationarity and equal distances. Here, a pointwise relation is given to a more uniform distribution of
spatial relations. In the absence of stability, the relationship between randomly distributed points does
not give accurate results. In order to overcome this problem, the point total semi-variogram (PTSV)
method in the study by Şen (1989), the lack of stability of the examined variable and the random
distribution of the examined points.
Xr is the reference point and h1 .. hn is the expected value of the change point, which is the distance
between this reference point and the other points
u

t

and thus semi-variogram;
t

(1)
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can be explained.
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Figure 1. Variogram parameters.
Variogram parameters are expalined below.
Nugget effect: Represents micro scale variation or measurement error. It is estimated from the emprical
variogram as the value of ɣ(h) for h=0.
Sill: The limh->∞ ɣ(h) representing the variance of the random field.
Range: The distance (if any) at which data are no longer auro-correlation.
In the field estimation calculations, the weighted averages of the influence coefficients are used
together with the data depending on the distance. Therefore, in order to make estimations;
h t㊀�
h

V h t㊀�

h t㊀�

V

V h t㊀�

(3)
(4)

can be formulated. Above formulas, A represents the weighted average effect of the influence
coefficients, while XT yields the area-based weighted average predicted value. The following steps
must be followed in order to calculate semivariogram;
1. A reference point should be selected and distances between this selected point and other points
should be calculated. If there are n points, the number of distances will be n-1. These points must be
aligned from small to large,
2. Each value must be divided into half so that consecutive sums of the squares of differences of the
values between the selected reference point and other points can be taken and the semigram can be
obtained,
3. The PTSV values corresponding to the respective distance values (on the X axis) are marked on the
Y axis,
4. Obtain the distances on the X axis of the obtained function and the NT values on the Y axis. To use
these in point-domain association calculations, the values at each point are divided by their largest
values into standard and unit-free.
5. According to the objective analysis method, the standardized values are subtracted by 1 and the
greatest value is divided and the SFD (Standard Field Dependancy) function is found.
6. For the SFD function found for each point examined, weighted averages are taken according to the
distances between the points and spatial estimates are made.
7. Semi-variogram technique was developed and estimates were made on multi-semivariogram
calculations.
DATA USED IN THE STUDY
Within the scope of this study, used data belonging to the operational wind power plants in Aydin
Söke District and Amasya Merzifon District were used. Turkey map image used on the following
Figure 2 used all wind power plants.
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Figure 2. Windfarms used in the study.
A total of 15 units of 2 MW installed capacity and 8 units of 2.5 MW installed capacity wind turbines
were examined. All wind turbines are gearboxed. In this paper, Söke and Amasya WPP Project results
are discussed.
Aydın Söke District 30 MW Söke Çatalbük WPP
30 MW installed capacity windfarm project data in Aydın Ili Söke District Yenidoğan was used. There
are totally 15 units of 2 MW wind turbines. The distances between the turbines, wind speed,
production, generator temperature and reactive power values of this plant is used. Table 1 shows Söke
Çatalbük WPP mean values.
Table 1. Söke Çatalbük WPP data.
WTG
No
T1

Distance
(m)
0

Wind speed
(m/s)
6,0800

Production
(MWh/y)
633,880

Generator
Temp. (C)
75,840

Reactive
Power
29,460

T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15

602
529
576
1060
946
1550
1398
1865
2086
2505
2350
2716
2888
3208

5,8100
6,0600
5,8600
6,0200
5,8400
6,3200
5,8400
5,7800
5,9400
6,0000
5,6400
5,5700
5,7500
5,7800

551,360
620,330
577,300
624,750
555,600
648,860
546,140
549,320
581,090
578,540
517,350
516,540
542,360
530,230

73,320
76,460
74,460
76,170
74,610
79,200
74,770
75,530
77,830
76,390
75,210
74,500
74,710
73,790

33,780
28,770
37,460
35,140
38,740
37,700
38,500
35,090
39,410
35,810
33,390
29,720
34,260
32,640

Data ranges from 01 February 2012 till 31 December 2016; 46 months of data.
Amasya Merzifon WPP
40 MW installed capacity WPP project data in Amasya Province Merzifon District was used. A total
16 units of 2.5 MW wind turbines are available. The distances between the turbines, wind speed,
temperature, production, vibration and elevation values of this plant are used. Table 2 shows Amasya
WPP mean values.
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Table 2. Merzifon WPP data.
WTG No Wind speed Temp.

Production Vibration

Distance
(m)

WTG
Height

T1

6,3175

9,6122

144,8508

6,8506

0

1277

T2

7,3520

9,4525

151,0048

12,3245

305

1294

T3

7,3813

9,1288

148,9972

9,5031

526

1290

T4

7,5566

9,7217

149,7374

10,5544

716

1304

T9

7,4194

9,5828

158,9400

9,5906

1948

1229

T13

7,9795

9,2788

168,9919

8,0341

2926

1240

T14

7,7425

9,6119

164,1328

9,5569

3516

1185

T16

7,4616

10,1857

161,8659

9,2917

4878

1124

Data ranges from 01 January 2015 till 17 December 2016; 24 months of data.
MULTI-SEMIVARIOGRAM METHOD
Among the variables belonging to WPPs studied in the study, an attempt was made to relate with the
semivariogram method. The semivariogram process was studied and understood, and then the multisemivariogram method developed and applied to examined WTG data. The main purpose of the multisemivariogram method is to develop “Site Effect Coefficient (SEC)” by using all variables examined.
SEC is a coefficient representing the field for the examined variable. In fact, this is spatial forecast
coefficient for variable. The field dependency coefficient for the examined variable and the
standardized value of the examined variable are multiplied and divided by the field dependency sum.
For the examined wind turbine, the effect of the other variables in the total area was calculated and the
"Site Effect Coefficient (SEC)" was found. This calculation was done with a multi-semivariogram
technique. A new method has been tried to be developed in the study with the multi-semivariogram
method. All the variables measured in the WPPs were standardized (subject to the objective analysis
method) to investigate the effect of the examined variables on all variables in the area. Site Effect
Coefficient has been developed for each turbine’s analyzed variable, where all the variables in the
field are also accounted for. Finally developed method results compared with the multi-regression
method.
Multi-Semivariogram Process
Before examining multi-semivariogram process; the semivariogram process was applied to the
variables. The objective analysis method applied to all WTG variables. Thus standardized values have
been calculated. Following standardized variables have been written in columns
Distance between WTGs,
Field variability coefficient,
Variable standardized value.
The variables are arranged as given in Table 3 below. Variations on the wind turbine of Amasya
WTG1 are can be seen in this table.
Table 3. Amasya WPP – WTG 1 standardized variables.
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Variables in the examined wind turbine have the effect of the other variables, the purpose of which is
the sum of field dependence and standardized values. The following steps were followed to
standardize the examined data. First, the semivariogram process was applied to the data;
t

n−h
〠Xi −
i

Xi V h֝

(5)

n

Following the semivariogram process, the following steps are followed to standardize the data subject
to the objective analysis process.
t
(6)
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t㊀�
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The Site Dependency Factor (SDF) that the total field dependence coefficient of the examined variable
does not participate in the calculation is calculated. The following equation, for example, shows that
the variable of wind speed does not include with the calculation:
SDF = (SDF)temp + (SDF)vibration + (SDF)production+ (SDF)generator temp + (SDF)reactive power (9)
Standardized values were found for each variable examined by equations given above. Total Site
Dependency Coefficient (TSDC) was found by adding all field dependency coefficients. The Field
Dependency Factor was added to the variable examined here.
hq
(10)

For example, when field impact coefficient to wind speed is to be calculated, values other than wind
intensity are used. After these values, the calculation of the Site Effect Factor has been started. The
Variable Total Area Dependency Factor, in which the examined variable was not included, was found
to be the Site Effect Coefficient (SEC), which was calculated as the Total Site Dependency Factor
including the analyzed variable.
SEC =

Total Site Dependency Factor Without Variable
Total Site Dependency Factor

(11)

For the forecast; data has been divided to the education and testing data. In this phase, the data for the
wind turbines in the 2 wind power plants used in the study are divided into 70% education data and
30% test data. In other words, 70% of the time series are in the education cluster; 30% were also
included in the test cluster. Individual SEC values were found for the variables examined for each
wind turbine. Table 2 shows Amasya WPP multi-semivariogram forecast coefficients (SEC values).
Table 4. Amasya WPP multi-semivariogram forecast coefficients (SEC values).
Turbine
No
T1
T2
T3
T4
T9
T13
T14
T16

Distance
(m)
0
305
526
716
1948
2926
3516
4878

Wind
Speed
0,904
0,867
0,886
0,867
0,832
0,856
0,849
0,855

Temperature
0,911
0,865
0,893
0,715
0,865
0,865
0,859
0,863

Production
0,907
0,866
0,887
0,866
0,859
0,862
0,855
0,861

Vibration
0,910
0,905
0,905
0,899
0,887
0,882
0,884
0,892

Table 5 shows Söke WPP multi-semivariogram forecast coefficients (SEC values).
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Table 5. Söke WPP multi-semivariogram forecast coefficients (SEC values).
Turbine
No
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15

Distance
(m)
0
602
529
576
1060
946
1550
1398
1865
2086
2505
2350
2716
2888
3208

Wind
Speed
0,893
0,904
0,896
0,893
0,886
0,892
0,887
0,879
0,889
0,900
0,896
0,896
0,900
0,894
0,895

Production
0,916
0,920
0,919
0,912
0,911
0,908
0,904
0,891
0,909
0,913
0,909
0,914
0,919
0,917
0,912

Generator
Temperature
0,891
0,895
0,894
0,888
0,888
0,886
0,879
0,877
0,892
0,888
0,909
0,892
0,896
0,890
0,889

Reactive
Power
0,912
0,925
0,913
0,918
0,909
0,923
0,914
0,917
0,918
0,921
0,921
0,919
0,920
0,917
0,916

MULTI-SEMIVARIOGRAM METHOD FORECAST RESULTS
Figure 3 shown below is belonging to wind speed and distance of Amasya WTG1. Graph is a typical
semi-variogram graph showing that there is a linear relationship between the variables. As the distance
increases, the effect decreases. In other words, the effect of the wind speed of the WTG 1on the other
turbines is decreased as the distance increases.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Söke WPP – WTG 7 production semivariogram graphs.For forecast method, full data was
divided to 70% education and 30% test data.. In other words, 70% of the time series are in the
education cluster; 30% were also included in the test cluster.
Here, the data for the above table is divided into 70% and 30%. Estimated parameters were tested
above 30% and the values in the following table were reached. Table 6 is showing Amasya WPP
forecast results.
Turbine
No
T1
T2
T3
T4
T9
T13
T14
T16

Table 6. Amasya WPP forecast results.

Distance
(m)
0
305
526
716
1948
2926
3516
4878

Wind
Speed
6,697
6,300
6,433
6,602
6,265
6,763
6,534
6,254

Temperature
12,699
10,164
10,014
8,385
10,272
10,038
10,280
10,819

Production
135,941
137,383
135,630
133,182
140,847
152,117
141,980
140,624

Vibration
6,233
11,155
8,597
9,493
8,510
7,085
8,446
8,289
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Table 7 is showing Söke WPP forecast results.
Table 7. Söke WPP forecast results.
Turbine
No
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15

Distance
(m)
0
602
529
576
1060
946
1550
1398
1865
2086
2505
2350
2716
2888
3208

Wind
Speed
5,684
5,442
5,614
5,392
5,589
5,404
5,731
5,303
5,236
5,460
5,476
5,153
5,128
5,252
5,199

Production
625,698
542,508
610,587
557,907
609,953
538,786
613,148
519,226
519,219
551,908
549,375
493,987
471,632
518,131
499,461

Generator
Temperature
69,874
67,236
69,344
66,528
69,990
68,280
70,139
67,823
68,581
70,437
69,815
68,213
67,685
67,653
64,993

Reactive
Power
29,535
33,768
31,415
32,002
32,083
35,388
31,617
34,870
32,324
35,365
33,789
33,136
30,311
35,113
31,531

Tables below shows the regression equation and R2 values obtained by matching the estimated and
measured values in the same graph. As you can be seen from the tables, Söke WPP project gives the
best estimation results.
Name
of
WPP
Amasya WPP

Table 8. Equation and R2 values of Amasya WPP.
Wind Speed
y = 0,5988x+1,985
R² = 0,4383

Temperature
y = 0,7417x+1,5757
R² = 0,541

Production
y = 0,6384x+ 7,173
R² = 0,8974

Vibration
y = 0,8383x+0,4022
R² = 0,9903

Table 9 shows the equation and R2 values of the data measured by the multi-semivariogram estimation
data based on the Söke RES 1-month-old database. The 1-month multi-semivariogram estimation
results were obtained from the Söke RES with high prediction accuracy. The R2 values range from
0.995 to 0.985.
Name
of
WPP
Söke WPP

Table 9. Equation and R2 values of Söke WPP.
Wind Speed
y = 0,8361x+0,3464
R² = 0,9641

Production
y = 0,9108x+0,2251
R² = 0,9919

Generator
Temperature
y = 0,7958x+7,2491
R² = 0,8735

Reactive Power
y = 0,955x - 1,3379
R² = 0,995

5.1. Multi-Regression Model
For the purpose of testing the developed multi-semivariogram method, multi-regression method was
applied to the examined data. Regression analysis is the process in which relations between a
dependent variable and an independent (simple regression) or multiple independent (multi-regression)
variables are explained by mathematical equality.
Table 10. Multi-regression results.
Name
WPP
Amasya
RES

of

Name
of
WPP
Söke RES

Wind Speed
y = 1,332 -3,645
R² = 0,239

Temperature
y = 0,485x+ 3,512
R² = 0,134

Production
y = 0,743x + 62,23
R² = 0,737

Vibration
y = 0,656x + 9,153
R² = 0,440

Wind Speed
y=0,899x+0,579
R2 = 0,955

Production
y=0,872 +70,30
R2 = 0,848

Generator
Temperature
y=0,618x+28,589
R2 = 0,618

Reactive Power
y=0,2x+27,382
R2 = 0,256
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The multiple-regression equations and R2 values that are being studied for comparison with the
proposed multi-semivariogram in the thesis are given in Table for Amasya RES project. As can be
seen easily, better estimation results are obtained than the multi-semivariogram method suggested in
the study. The R2 values of the modeling results calculated by the multi-semivariogram method are
higher. The results of both methods came out parallel to each other. The production estimate is high in
both methods. Vibration and wind intensity are less accurate; temperature is the least predictive
variable. The sensor is malfunctioning at the greatest possible times when the temperature is low.
Table 11. Amasya WPP full data comparison.
Name
of
WPP

Amasya
WPP

Name
Method

of

Multisemivarigoram
Multiregression

Wind Speed
y=0,5988x+1,985
R² = 0,4383
y=1,332x-3,645
R² = 0,239

Temperature
y=0,7417x+1,5757
R² = 0,541
y=0,485x+ 3,512
R² = 0,134

Production
y=0,6384x+7,173
R² = 0,8974
y=0,743x + 62,23
R² = 0,737

Vibration
y=0,8383x+0,4022
R² = 0,9903
y=0,656x+9,153
R² = 0,440

Söke RES is shown in Table below by multi-regression comparison with full multi-semivariogram of
WPP. Due to the fact that there is no height differences in the Söke WPP project between wind
turbines; satisfactory results were obtained both in multi-semivariogram and also in multiple
regression model. The reasons for this are;
The absence of height differences with the reason that the Söke RES project site is found on the valley,
The fact that the wind intensity values do not change significantly between the turbines,
The regional climate is more specific and regular structure,
The data are gathered on a regular basis without loss.
It should also be remembered that the solar wind turbines are spread over a satisfactory at terrain in the
Söke RES project and therefore have higher spatial dependence. One of the most important features of
the Variogram process is the antagonism in the Söke RES project. This positively affects forecast
accuracy, leading to high forecast accuracy results.
When comparing both methods, it is seen that the multi-semivariogram method proposed in the study
gives better estimation results. It is also seen that the measurement sensors of wind turbines of the
Söke WPP project work more accurately. In the multi-regression method, the R2 values of the
generator temperature and reactive power scattering graphs are lower than the other variables.
However, both production and wind intensity variables have high prediction accuracy and high R2
values.
Table 12. Söke WPP full data comparison.
Name
of
WPP
Söke
WPP

Name
Method

of

Multi
semivarigoram
Multiregression

Wind Speed
y=0,8361x+0,3464
R² = 0,9641
y=0,899x+0,579
R2 = 0,955

Production
y=0,9108x+0,2251
R² = 0,9919
y=0,872 +70,30
R2 = 0,848

Generator
Temperature
y=0,7958x+7,2491
R² = 0,8735
y=0,618x+28,589
R2 = 0,618

Reactive Power
y=0,955x-1,3379
R² = 0,995
y=0,2x+27,382
R2 = 0,256

Application to 1-Month Data
As already mentioned, the study applied to the data approximately 46 months. In addition to studying
long-term data, short-term data is also used and the method proposed in the thesis is also tried in shortterm data. August 2016 for Amasya WPP; for Söke RES, May 2015 data was randomly selected.
Table 13. Amasya WPP 1-month data results.
Name
of WPP
Amasya
WPP

Name
of
Method
Multi
semivarigoram
Multiregression

Wind Speed
y=2,103x-11,11
R² = 0,678
y=0,618x+3,404
R² = 0,618

Temperature
y=1,274x-7,074
R² = 0,485
y=0,513x+8,952
R² = 0,513

Production
y=0,610x+59,77
R² = 0,805
y=0,775x+50,18
R² = 0,775

Vibration
y=0,904x+0,034
R² = 0,991
y=0,401x+6,363
R² = 0,401
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Söke WPP multi-semivariogram and multi-regression results of the 1-month data of May 2015 are
given in Table for comparison.
Name
of WPP
Söke
WPP

Name
of
Method
Multi
semivarigoram
Multiregression

Table 14 . Söke WPP 1-month data results
Wind Speed
y=0,882x+0,054
R2 = 0,954
y=0,842x+0,875
R2 = 0,842

Production
y=0,975x +41,42
R2 = 0,975
y=0,875x +59,59
R2 = 0,829

Generator
Temperature
y=0,939x+1,69
R2 = 0,986
y=0,643x+25,79
R2 = 0,642

Reactive Power
y=0,905x+0,332
R2 = 0,995
y=0,565x+9,900
R2 = 0,565

When multi-semivariogram and multi-regression 1-month data results are examined, it is seen that the
results of the multi-semivariogram suggested in the thesis can make a better prediction as in whole
data results.
Long Term and Short Term Data Comparison
For comparison of long-term data with short-term data, the Amasya RES project is given in Table for
the comparison of all data and multi-semivariogram results of 1-month data for August 2016. Multisemivariogram estimations made with all data have higher R2 values in temperature and production;
the R2 values of the wind intensity and vibration estimates were higher in the study with 1-month data.
Name
of WPP
Amasy
a WPP

Table 15. Amasya WPP full data and 1-month data comparison.

Name
of
Method
Full
data
multisemivariogra
m
1-month data
multisemivariogra
m

Wind Speed
y=0,5988x+1,98
5
R² = 0,4383

Temperature
y=0,7417x+1,575
7
R² = 0,541

Production
y=0,6384x+7,17
3
R² = 0,8974

Vibration
y=0,8383x+0,402
2
R² = 0,9903

y=2,103x-11,11
R² = 0,678

y=1,274x-7,074
R² = 0,485

y=0,610x+59,77
R² = 0,805

y=0,904x+0,034
R² = 0,991

Söke WPP is given in Table for the comparison of full data and 1-month data for May 2015 multisemivariogram results. Wind speed, production and reactive power are all R2 data higher than the
multi-semiquarogram estimates; and the R2 value of the generator temperature is higher than that of
the 1-month short period.

Name
of
WPP
Söke
WPP

Name
Method

Table 16. Söke WPP full data and 1-month data comparison.

of

Full
data
multisemivariogram
1-month data
multisemivariogram

Wind Speed
y=0,8361x+0,3464
R² = 0,9641

Production
y=0,9108x+0,2251
R² = 0,9919

Generator
Temperature
y=0,7958x+7,2491
R² = 0,8735

Reactive Power
y=0,955x-1,3379
R² = 0,995

y=0,882x+0,054
R2 = 0,954

y=0,975x +41,42
R2 = 0,975

y=0,939x+1,69
R2 = 0,986

y=0,905x+0,332
R2 = 0,995

When all the data and the 1-month data are analyzed, it is seen that all data can be used to make better
predictions.
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CONCLUSIONS
Estimation of production from wind power plants has become an important issue in practice today’s
electricity markets. As known, wind is a meteorological variable with the highest rate of variability
according to space and time. When we look at the geostatistical studies, we usually use the semivariogram technique. As a novelty brought by the study, is the application of multi-semivariogram
technique.
In this study, the semivariogram method of the variables belonging to the WPPs were found to be
related to the variables examined. A spatial formulation has been developed using all the changes
examine here. The field dependency coefficient for the examined variable and the standardized value
of the examined variable are multiplied and divided by the field dependency sum. For the examined
wind turbine, the effect of the variables in the total area was calculated and the effect coefficient was
found. These calculations were made by developed multi-semivariogram technique. That is, for each
turbine and the analyzed variable, a Site Effect Coeeficient (SEC) was developed in which all
variables in the area are also accounted for and applied to the test data for estimation.
In the study, 2 WPPs in Aydın and Amasya provinces were examined. In total, 25 wind turbine data
for 4 years are examined. 15 units of 2 MW and 10 units of 2.5 MW WTGs, distance, wind speed,
production, temperature, generator temperature, vibration and reactive power data were examined. It
has been observed that the variation of wind speed with distance in the complex topography is high
and this is reflected to forecast results.
The generator temperature, which has been operating in the Söke WPP project, has shown to be
homogeneous for all wind turbines as expected. The main reason for this can be explained by the fact
that the plant area is on a flat agricultural land and the wind speed values   are very close to each
other.
Each of the wind turbine data examined was divided into 70% education and 30% test data, and the
multivariogram was processed with 70% of the site coefficients and applied to 30%test data. The
results show that the prediction accuracy approximates the measured value between 85% and 95%.
The forecast range given for WPP projects is a good approach.
In order to compare the developed multi-semivariogram method, a multi-regression method was
chosen and when the results are examined; it is observed that the multi-semivariogram method gives
better results. In addition to the long dataset; 1-month data set also examined for both suggested multisemivariogram and multi-regression analysis. Söke RES and Amasya RES projects have been studied
for both multi-semivariogram as well as multi-regression analysis. 1-month data results also shows
that multi-semivariogram method has beter prediction resluts.
Another thing that draws attention in the WPP projects being worked on is that the best forecast results
are obtained in the Söke WPP project, which has the highest number of wind turbines.
This is followed by the Amasya WPP project where 10 turbines are being worked. One of the
important results of the thesis study is that the predictive accuracy of the proposed multisemivariogram method is directly proportional to the number of scattered data.
Turbine position heights were observed to have an effect on the results. The best prediction results
were obtained at the Söke RES project. Judging from the other projects, the accuracy of prediction is
slightly lower due to height differences.
The data used is taken from each RES project in its own SCADA system and no additional external
data is required. For this purpose, a thesis study can be developed and an important model for the
investors and companies operating the RES can be established.
The parameters and calculations investigated in the thesis study were calculated from the logic of
geostatistics and all variables were calculated according to their distances. Instead of the distance, the
variables such as wind intensity, production, vibration and temperature can be taken into account and
the change of the variables according to the counted parameters can be considered. Also, which
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variables affected more in later studies; it is possible to work out which variable is less influential.
Therefore, it can be emphasized that which variable is ignored will lead to better results.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, a software was developed to estimate the monthly streamflows in the Murat River Basin
selected as the study area and it was aimed to evaluate the performance of the blended approach with
three streamflow transfer methods. In the study, three streamflow transfer methods were used as
standardization of streamflow according to drainage area (DAR), standardization of streamflow with
mean streamflow (SM), standardization of streamflow with mean and standard deviation (SMS). In
addition, regional multivariate stepwise regression method was used to estimate streamflow statistics
of SM and SMS methods. In order to develop a method that is applicable for developing regions, only
the easily available hydroclimatic variables are used. For this purpose, regional hydrological
regression models have been developed using parameters such as rainfall, temperature, drought index,
evapotranspiration, and drainage area. The Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) was used for performance
evaluation of streamflow methods. According to the NSE values, the estimation performance of both
SM and SMS methods is generally superior to the DAR approach. As a result, it can be seen that SM,
SMS and blended methods can be applied successfully instead of the drainage area ratio (DAR)
method, which is sometimes considered a very rough estimation approach. This study is important for
efficient planning of water resources and sustainable use of water.
Keywords: Drainage area ratio, Monthly streamflow estimation, Stepwise regression, Hydrology.
INTRODUCTION
The most important component of surface waters is streamflows. Streamflow records are required for
water resource development projects. The most important problem encountered in the development of
water resources is the lack of hydrological measurements in some rivers. Especially in recent years,
after water structures projects on rivers with gauging stations have been largely completed, the main
effort of engineers interested in hydrology is the transfer of streamflow from gauging stations to
ungauged stations. It is clear that the problem of streamflow estimation will increase when considering
that smaller water resources will be evaluated in the future.
In this study, monthly streamflow estimations were carried out by using streamflow transfer methods
such as standardization with mean (SM), standardization with mean and standard deviation (SMS)
and blended performance weighted approach in addition to drainage area ratio (DAR) method.
Monthly streamflow data series and various hydro-meteorological characteristics affecting the
streamflow of the basin were used as data input. The software developed within the scope of the study
generates monthly streamflow estimates for all methods. The estimated streamflows were evaluated by
Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE). For an ungauged project site, estimation results can be obtained with
different streamflow transfer method by using the developed software.
The main objective of this study is to evaluate the ability of methods for estimating naturalized
monthly streamflow time series in ungauged basins. Another important objective is to make estimates
for monthly streamflows in ungauged project sites and to obtain regression equations that can calculate
the long-term mean and standard deviation of streamflows in the ungauged basin.
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STUDY AREA AND DATA
In this study, monthly data of 8 streamflow gauging stations in the Murat River Basin were used.
Characteristics of the streamflow gauging stations were given in Table 1 and the locations of the
streamflow gauging stations were given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Streamflow gauging stations in Murat River Basin.
Table 1. Basin characteristics of streamflow gauging stations in Murat River Basin
Station
Number

Record
Period

Annual
Drainage
Elevation Mean Total
Area
(m)
Precipitation
(km2)
(mm)

Annual
Channel
Mean
Basin
Latitude Longitude
Length
Temperature Slope
(°)
(°)
(km)
(°F)

D21A167 1986-2009

250.00

1650.00

431.20

42.26

0.027

39.40

39.38

41.70

D21A169 1986-2009

276.10

1600.00

761.00

49.28

0.023

45.19

39.26

41.79

D21A213 1986-2009

65.30

1810.00

521.70

43.16

0.022

14.75

39.51

42.20

E21A002 1986-2009 25515.60

852.00

695.19

47.01

0.002

565.11

38.69

39.93

E21A022 1986-2009

5882.40

1552.00

521.70

43.16

0.004

166.34

39.54

42.78

E21A058 1986-2009

1577.60

1310.00

756.45

49.26

0.009

77.00

39.11

41.49

E21A064 1986-2009

2232.00

990.00

939.50

53.60

0.008

105.60

38.81

40.56

E21A077 1986-2009

2995.30

1452.00

810.73

50.62

0.003

124.80

39.22

42.17

METHOD
Three streamflow transfer methods were used in the study. These methods include drainage area ratio
(DAR), standardization with mean (SM), standardization with mean and standard deviation (SMS). In
addition, these methods were compared with a blended performance-weighted approach which is
weighted average of two methods (DAR and SM or SMS). All the methods used in the study are
described below and various variations of each method are introduced (Figure 2). The methods used
are described in detail in the literature (Farmer and Vogel 2013; Yilmaz, 2014; Yilmaz and Onoz,
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2015; Yilmaz and Onoz, 2016; Selek et al., 2017; Yilmaz and Onoz, 2019). A detailed flow chart of
this study is given in Figure 3.

Note 1:

,

, w values can be estimated by regional regression analysis.

Note 2: Monthly streamflow series are standardized with a single index streamflow (long-term mean annual
streamflow) for the SM1R method and 12 index streamflows (i.e. January streamflows are standardized by the
long-term January mean streamflow and so on) for the SM12R method.
Note 3: The distinction between variations of the SMS method is the same as the distinction between SM1R and
SM12R.

Figure 2. Streamflow transfer methods
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Note: Performances of monthly streamflow estimation methods can be evaluated using a leave-one-out or jackknife method. With this method, each of the stations in the study area can be considered in turn as ungauged
stations and the mean and standard deviation streamflow values of the ungauged stations can be calculated by
using the data of other stations.

Figure 3. Flow chart of the streamflow estimation model
APPLICATION
Table 2 shows the most successful methods for the streamflow estimation in 8 stations in the Murat
River Basin. From the results obtained, except for one station in the Murat River Basin, the
streamflows were estimated successfully with the estimation methods. In Table 2, where the highest
NSE values of the streamflow estimates are given, the blended methods in 5 out of 8 stations, the
SM1R and SMS1R methods in 2 stations, and the DAR in 1 station were successful.
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Table 2. Application results of the Murat River Basin
Target Station Donor Station
D21A167
D21A169
D21A213
E21A002
E21A022
E21A058
E21A064
E21A077

E21A022
E21A058
E21A002
E21A077
E21A002
E21A077
D21A213
E21A002

Method

Maximum NSE

SM1R
DAR-SMS12L
DAR-SMS1R
DAR-SMS12L
DAR-SMS1R
SMS1R
DAR
DAR-SM12R

0.679
0.917
0.887
0.939
0.837
0.931
0.843
0.935

The graphs for the station with the highest value according to NSE results given in Table 2 are given
below.
a) Observed and estimated hydrographs for station E21A002
Method: DAR, Donor: E21A077

b) Observed and estimated hydrographs for station E21A002
Method: DAR-SMS12L (Blended), Donor: E21A077

c) Scatter plot of observed and estimated streamflow for station E21A002
Method: DAR, Donor: E21A077
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d) Scatter plot of observed and estimated streamflow for station E21A002
Method: DAR-SMS12L (Blended), Donor: E21A077

e) Box plots for station E21A002
Distribution of NSE values for DAR, SM and SMS methods:

Distribution of NSE values for blended approaches:
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When observed and estimated hydrographs (a and b) were examined, the streamflows estimated by the
blended approach show a great agreement with the observed data compared to those estimated by
DAR. High streamflow values have been successfully estimated. When scatter plots (c and d) are
examined, observations and estimations were similar. When box plots (e) is examined, the DAR
method demonstrated the greatest variability, while the other method exhibited the least variability.
CONCLUSION
Monthly streamflow estimation model was tested in the Murat River Basin. As a result, traditional
DAR method, different variations of SM and SMS methods and blended performance weighted
approach have been applied successfully. In the regression stage, it is possible to use different hydroclimatological variables and additional basin characteristics in the study. With the developed software,
regression equations can be obtained for statistics such as mean and standard deviation annually and
monthly in the basins. Monthly streamflows can be estimated for an ungauged project site. It will be
possible to carry out the study in different basins with the developed software. As a result of the use of
the software developed by the public and private sector engineers, it will be possible to provide benefit
to our country and to develop it for the future.
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ABSTRACT
Understanding hydrologic response of agricultural basins to climate change is important particularly
for semi-arid regions. In these regions, climate change is expected to affect the hydrological regime by
increasing evaporation rates and rainfall variability. In this study, we aimed to estimate the effects of
climate change on water resources in an agricultural basin (Develi Basin) in Turkey. Develi Basin is
located in the semi-arid Central Anatolia region with annual precipitation of about 400 mm and annual
average temperatures of 11oC. Both irrigated and rainfed agriculture take place in the basin, where
agricultural areas cover about half of the whole basin area. Hydrologic conditions were simulated
using Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT). The hydrologic model was developed using digital
elevation model, land use/cover, soil, climate and land management data for Develi Basin. It was
calibrated and validated for streamflow at three gauging stations and reservoir volumes at two
irrigation reservoirs. The changes in surface flow and reservoir volumes were evaluated based on
climate data obtained for two socio-economic scenarios (RCP4.5, medium emissions; RCP8.5, high
emissions) from an ensemble mean of the 17 general circulation models (GCMs) from the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5). The results showed that decreases in precipitation
and increases in air temperatures are expected in the Develi Basin in the next century. Climate change
will affect streamflows and reservoir water volumes significantly and increase pressures on water
resources. To counter these pressures, it would be appropriate to take measures to reduce agricultural
water use by changing irrigation technologies and crop patterns.
Keywords: Climate change, Hydrology, Hydrologic Modelling, SWAT, Develi Basin
INTRODUCTION
Climate change is expected to have significant impacts on the hydrological characteristics of
watersheds by increasing the variability evaporation and precipitation (Mourato et al., 2015; Kalantari
et al., 2014). Major impacts are expected in hydrologic parameters such as average annual flows, soil
water contents, amount of fresh water available. The loss or functional change of ground water
resources and surface water sources such as lakes and wetlands are also expected (Bates et al., 2008).
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), global temperatures will rise
between 1.4°C and 5.8°C between 1990 and 2100, depending on the different policies that can be
implemented to reduce climate change (McCarthy et al., 2001; IPCC, 2007). Average temperature
increases for Turkey are expected to be between 2.5°C and 4 ° C. In particular in the central part of
Turkey increase could be up to 5°C and in Aegean and Eastern Anatolia Region it can be up to 4°C
(Talu et al., 2010).
Hydrological models are useful tools for understanding the complex relationships between climatic
factors and hydrologic parameters, therefore they can be used to analyse the effects of climate change
scenarios on the hydrologic system (Badou et al., 2018}. SWAT is one of the models successfully
used worldwide to simulate the effects of climate change on the hydrological system at the watershed
scale (e.g., Yang et al., 2019; Padhiary et al., 2018). In this study, we used SWAT to evaluate the
effects of climate change on water resources of a semi-arid agricultural basin.
Develi Basin (Figure 1) covers an area of 800 km and located in Central Anatolia Region, Turkey. In
Develi Basin, typical continental climatic conditions prevail. During the 1975-2015 period, the
average air temperatures was 11°C, and average annual precipitation was 369 mm. Most of the
precipitation in the basin falls in the form of rain and snow during the winter and spring seasons. Due
to snow melt and rainfall, the highest stream flows also occur in spring. In contrast, stream flows are
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very low during summer. The basin is important as it hosts one of the internationally important
wetlands of Turkey (Sultan Marshes).
Agriculture is the major economic activity in the Develi Basin. Both rainfed and irrigated agriculture
take place and surface and ground water are used in irrigation. Surface water is available through small
streams which drain the watershed and end up in reservoirs constructed for irrigation purposes
(Ağcaaşar Reservoir and Kovalı Reservoir). Climate change can increase both the amount of irrigation
water demand in the basin and change the water availability. In this study, we investigate the response
of stream flows and reservoir water volumes to anticipted climatic changes.

Figure 1. Location and hydrologic features of the Develi Basin
METHODS
In this study, we aimed to estimate the effects of climate change on water resources of Develi Basin
using SWAT. Below, we first explain how the hydrologic model was developed, calibrated and
validated. Then, we explain how climate projections were generated and run with the hydrologic
model.
SWAT Model Development
SWAT (Arnold et al., 1998) is a watershed-scale hydrology, soil and water quality model that
simulates spatial water balance based on physical and climatic characteristics in the basin. Hydrologic
model for the Develi Basin was developed using meteorological data, digital elevation model, land
use/cover and soil characteristics data and land management data. A model consisting of 36 subwatersheds and 404 hydrological response units (HRU) was created. HRUs can be defined as
homogeneous areas in the basin that respond similarly to certain inputs such as temperature and
precipitation (Neitsch et al., 2005). The model was run for the period of 1990-2014. The warm-up
period was 1990-1999 (10 years), and the 2000-2014 period was used for calibration and validation of
the model. Monthly observed stream flow data from three gauging stations and reservoir volumes for
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Kovalı and Agcaasar Reservoirs were used for calibration and validation. Details about model
development, calibration and validation can be found in Jouma and Dadaser-Celik (2018)
Climate Projections
In this study, data from different climatic scenarios were obtained and meteorological data series that
will be input for SWAT were created with MarkSim DSSAT meteorological data file generator
(http://gismap.ciat.cgiar.org/MarkSimGCM). MarkSim was developed by the International Center for
Tropical Agriculture (CIAT). It is used to obtain locally downscaled climate data for crop modelling
and risk assessment (van de Steeg et al., 2009). It is a simple spatial interpolation model using both
stochastic precipitation simulator and climate typing for climate scenarios developed by IPCC using
GCMs (Jones and Thornton, 2013). It is also capable of generating precipitation, temperature and solar
radiation data for different model applications (Jones and Thornton, 2013). A Microsoft Excel VBA
macro, designed as a user interface, can generate separate .txt input files required by the SWAT model
(Flanagan et al., 2014).
In general, climate projections on a global scale are produced on the basis of multiple models. The
ensemble approach plays an important role in reducing the uncertainties that may arise from the use of
a single model. In this study, the meteorological data obtained with the “ensemble” approach
reflecting the average of the scenarios obtained from 17 climate models were used (Table 1). These
climate models are represented by the Coupled Model Comparison Project Phase 5 (RCP
Representative Concentration Pathways) simulated under the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios as
defined by the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) (Flanagan et al., 2014).
In this study, MarkSim DSSAT meteorological data file generator was used to obtain spatially reduced
climate forecasts for Develi Meteorological Station from 2010 to 2090. Meteorological data series,
which reflect the different climate scenarios, were run with SWAT model and effects on the
hydrologic parameters (stream flow, reservoir storage) were evaluated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Observed and Predicted Climate Characteristics
Average monthly precipitation, maximum temperature and minimum temperature data generated for
RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios were compared with the monitoring data available from the Develi
Meteorology Station for the 2005-2014 period (Figure 2). Most precipitation occurred in winter and
spring, and the dry season was between July and September. There is no significant difference
between monthly precipitation observed in the Develi Basin and that simulated for RCP 4.5 and RCP
8.5 scenarios, except in May. The precipitation observed in June was approximately 10 mm lower than
the precipitation predicted by climate scenarios. With the exception of February and October, the
average monthly maximum and minimum temperatures simulated are not significantly different from
the observed average monthly maximum and minimum temperatures. The average annual precipitation
for the observed data was 367 mm and it was 381 mm for RCP 4.5 and 378 mm for RCP 8.5. The
average annual maximum temperature was 16.8oC for the observed data, while it was 17.8oC for RCP
4.5 and RCP 8.5. The average annual minimum temperature observed was 5°C for RCP 4.5 and RCP
8.5. Reducing model bias is often preferred when working with the predicted climate due to
uncertainties in GCMs (Rathjens et al., 2015). As this study focuses on the annual average output from
SWAT, difference between simulated and observed climate data in general is low, and future forecasts
will be made according to the 2010 baseline, no bias corrections were made.
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Table 1. 17 GCM’s used in this study
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Model
BCC-CSM 1.1
(Wu et al., 2012)
BCC-CSM 1.1(m)
(Wu et al., 2012)
CSIRO-Mk3.6.0
(Collier et al., 2011)
FIO-ESM
(Song et al., 2012 )
GFDL-CM3
(Donner et al., 2011)
GFDL-ESM2G
(Dunne et al., 2012)
GFDL-ESM2M
(Dunne et al., 2012)
GISS-E2-H
(Schmidt et al., 2006)
GISS-E2-R
(Schmidt et al., 2006)
HadGEM2-ES
(Collins et al., 2011)
IPSL-CM5A-LR
(Dufresne et al., 2013)
IPSL-CM5A-MR
(Dufresne et al., 2013)

13

MIROC-ESM
(Watanabe et al., 2011)

14

MIROC-ESM-CHEM
(Watanabe et al., 2011)

15

MIROC5
(Watanabe et al., 2011)

16
17

MRI-CGCM3
(Yukimoto et al., 2012)
NorESM1-M
(Yukimoto et al., 2012)

Institution

Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration
Common Wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
and the Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence
The First Institute of Oceanography, SOA, China
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies

Met Office Hadley Centre
Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace

Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of
Tokyo), National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan
Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology

Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology,
Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of
Tokyo), and National Institute for Environmental Studies
Meteorological Research Institute
Norwegian Climate Centre
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Figure 2. Comparisons of observed and simulated climatic parameters (2000-2014)
Precipitation and Temperature Projections
The precipitation and temperature projections for the 21st century were evaluated for 10 years periods
under the RCP 4.5 and 8.5 scenarios (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Precipitation and temperature projections
We see a downward trend in annual precipitation in both scenarios from 2010s to 2090s. The RCP 8.5
scenario predicts lower precipitation at the end of the century. Compared to the levels in 2010s,
precipitation will decrease by 49.4 mm (15%) and 116 mm (36%) under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5
scenarios, respectively, until the end of the century.
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Increases in maximum and minimum temperatures are expected under both scenarios. RCP 8.5
anticipates higher temperature increases than RCP 4.5 due to reduced greenhouse gas emission
controls. Compared to level in 2010s, the average annual maximum temperature is expected to
increase by 2.1°C (12%) under the RCP 4.5 scenario and 5.3°C (30%) under the RCP 8.5 scenario by
the end of the century. Annual average minimum temperature is expected to increase by 1.7°C (24%)
under the RCP 4.5 scenario and 4.4°C (85%) under the RCP 8.5 scenario.
Impacts of Climate Change on the Hydrologic System
Climatic scenarios were run with the SWAT model and changes in stream flows at three gauging
stations (D15A015, D15A017, D15A220) and inflows to Agcaasar and Kovalı reservoirs were
evaluated (Figure 4)

Figure 4. Projected stream flows and inflows to reservoirs
In all gauging stations, we see decreasing trends in stream flows. In station D15A015, the reduction
under RCP 4.5 was 27% and under CP 8.5 the reduction was 57% when the average for 2010s was
compared with the average for 2090s. A similar result was obtained for the station D15A220, where
the reductions were 27% and 58% for RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5, respectively. In station D15017, the
reductions in stream flows were more significant. We see a 51% decrease in stream flows under
RCP4.5 scenario d 78% decrease under RCP 8.5 scenario between 2010s and 2090s.
Similar results were obtained for reservoirs. Inflows to reservoirs will be significantly reduced
compared to 2010s. For Agcaasar Reservoir, the decrease in average inflows will be 7% and 47%
under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios. The decrease will be 27% and 57% was under RCP 4.5 and
RCP 8.5 scenarios for Kovalı Reservoir.
CONCLUSION
In this study, SWAT model was used to estimate the effects of climate change on water resources of
Develi Basin. Climatic projections were produced with MarkSIM Meteorological Data File Generator
using 17 GCM ensemble models under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5. The results showed that compared to
2010s, precipitation will decrease and temperatures will increase, especially under the RCP 8.5
scenario. Analysis shows that pressures on the hydrologic system will increase due to climate change.
In order to overcome these pressures, measures should be taken to reduce water use and to establish
water planning at the watershed scale.
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ABSTRACT
Accurate mapping of the spatial distribution of solar radiation is important for many applications such
as climatology, agronomy, ecology etc. Thus, it is necessary that solar radiation be estimated spatially.
In this study a technique of geostatistics was used to estimate solar radiation in Turkey. This
techniquecomprisesfive steps: data collection, univariate analysis; calculation of experimental
variograms and model fitting, and plotting of the contour maps using kriging. For each month of the
year variogram models were adapted for measured variograms. Estimates were obtained at 3600 grid
points (40×90) between a longitude of 35.90° E and 42.03° E, and latitude of 25.91° N and 44.57° N.
Solar radiation contour maps were determined by means of kriging for each month of the year. To
evaluate the performance of these techniques, it has been estimated at 81 known locations (province of
Turkey) that one of these points is systematically excluded from the known data. The results showed
that the best model was obtained in December with spherical model (R2=0.954), whilst the exponential
model for August performed worst (R2=0.583). The results showed that kriging was sufficiently
reliable to predict spatial radiation variability across the country, especially in areas where solar
radiation informationhas not been available.
Keywords: Solar radiation, Kriging, Variogram, Geostatistics
INTRODUCTION
Solar radiation data at ground level are vital for a wide range of applications in meteorology,
engineering, and agricultural sciences including soil physics, hydrology, crop modelling, and
predicting crop evapotranspiration. The data are also useful in the health sector and for research in
natural science fields.
Systemic measurements are required to obtain reliable ground level of solar radiation information.
However, actinometric stations spatial density is insufficient in most countries. In cases in which the
climatic data are unavailable or insufficient, geostatistics is a useful method to assess, evaluate, and
analyse regionalized variable of spatial features.
In recent decades, the Geographic Information System (GIS) based solar radiation model has been
used for solar-based radiation mapping. These models based on the geographic point data included in a
digital elevation model (DEM) for determining topographic structures such as elevation, surface
variation and shadow casting. These models can estimate incoming solar radiation at every points in
the DEM using these data and the different physical parameter (Tovar-Pescador et al., 2006).
Spatial interpolation methods are developed for specific data types or a variable. In general,
interpolation techniques are divided two main groups: deterministic and stochastic. Deterministic
models use mathematical functions to compute the unknown values based on the extent to which the
known points are similar and not produce reliability errors for the predicted surface. In contrary,
stochastic models employs both analytical and statistical methods to estimate unknown values on the
basis of the spatial autocorrelation among data points and provides predictable surface reliability. One
of the most commonly utilized stochastic models is the kriging methods (Webster and Oliver, 2007).
In the assessment of various climate parameters such as rainfall and temperature, the kriging
techniques had significant benefits over the deterministic interpolations procedure (Carrera-Hernandez
and Gaskin, 2007; Chuvieco and Salas, 1996). Also, a few study had been conducted to estimate the
solar radiation(Chung and Yun, 2004; Şen and Şahin, 2001). Based on these facts, the kriging model is
applied in Turkey to map the monthly average global radiation. The aim of this study is to assess the
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possible utility of solar radiation mapping in Turkey, which is characterized by a wide range of
topographic and climatic characteristics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area and data collection
Turkey's area covers 780,000 km2 of which 755,688 km2 are in Southwest Asia and 23,764 km2 are in
Europe. It lies between 36°- 42° N latitude and 26°- 45° E longitude. Turkey is situated between the
moderate and the subtropical climates, with three main climates being the Black Sea, the
Mediterranean and the continental. Regional temperatures vary considerably in Turkey, and annual
mean temperatures range from 10.2 to 16.4 °C. July is the hottest month with average temperatures
between 22 and 29.8 °C, and the coldest is January with average temperatures between −0.7 and 6.4
°C. The average annual rainfall rates range from 413 to 842.6 mm.
The country is administratively divided into 81 provinces. For census purpose, the provinces are
organized into seven regions (Aegean, Black Sea, Central Anatolia, Eastern Anatolia, Marmara,
Mediterranean, and South-eastern Anatolia) (Figure 1). Long-term monthly average solar radiation
data collected from the 81 meteorological stations and used to assess the possible utility of this solar
radiation mapping methodology in Turkey.

Figure 1. Distribution of weather stations within the study area
Geostatistics
Geostatistics developed largely by Matheron (1963)in the 1960s to assess recoverable reserves for the
mining industry. These ideas had earlier emerged in other areas and have a lengthy history extending
back toMercer and Hall (1911), Youden and Mehlich (1938), Kolmogorov (1941). However, Krige
(1951)was the first person to used kriging, Matheron (1963) first used the term ‘kriging’. Since then
geostatictics has been widely used in various fields, such as geology, hydrology, meteorology, ecology,
petroleum, remote sensing, geochemistry, soil science, agriculture and so on.
Modelling the sample variogram
The semivariogram is a statistical model that shows how the information differ from one region to ano
ther. The variation between points is evaluated using the semivariance. Pooling together pairs of data
at a geographic distance h, the semivariance γ(h) of the sample can be written as:
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The empirical variogram cannot be calculated at every lag distance and it is not guaranteed to be a
valid variogram because of the variation in the estimate. However, some geostatistical techniques such
as kriging require valid semivariograms. Customary modelling methods generate empirical variograms
and a valid variogram model is then adapted for them. Some important models are given in Table 1
(Oliver et al., 1989).
Table 1. Some important variogram models
The spherical variogram model

ꀀ

〠t֝

The exponential variogram model

The Gaussian variogram model

t

䁘ꀀ

t

〠t֝

h

〠t֝

h

t

�t h ㊀

t

t

Several techniques of interpolation, such as Thiessen polygons, triangulation, natural-neighbour
interpolation, inverse functions of distance, least-squares polynomials (trend surfaces) and splines, are
accessible. Kriging overcomes many weaknesses in mathematical interpolation techniques by taking
into account the spatial variability of a property via the variogram or covariance functions.
Furthermore, kriging not only offers estimates but also the kriging variances or errors. There are many
types of kriging, but the most commonly employed form is ordinary kriging. The original formulation
of kriging, which is known as ordinary kriging (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978), is the most robust
method and the one most widely employed.
Ordinary Kriging
Ordinary kriging is based on the assumption that the mean is unknown (Wackernagel, 2003). Consider
that
a
random variable (Z)
has been measured at
sampling points (xi)
We use this information to estimate its value at a point (x0) by punctual kriging with
the same support as the data by
h䁘

(2)

h

The optimal weights (  i ) are calculated assuming that the estimation z  x i  by Ẑ  x0  is unbiased,
that is, the expected value of the estimates is the same as that of the known data. To ensure that the
estimate is unbiased the weights are made to sum to one,
(3)
and the expected error is
u

The prediction variance is

h䁘

h䁘
h䁘

(4)

䁘
u

h䁘

h h䁘

h䁘

h h
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Descriptive statistics
Statistical parameters of the solar radiation data for Turkey including maximum (Max.), minimum
(Min.), mean, standard deviations (SD), coefficient of variation (CV), kurtosis (Kurt.) and skewness
(Skew.) are summarized in Table 2. The highest value was observed in July with 8.300 kWh/m2day,
while the lowest value was 2.467 kWh/m2day in December.
Table 2. Statistical parameters of the measured data
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Max.
kWh/m2day
2.869
3.899
5.171
6.230
7.258
8.176
8.300
7.504
6.374
4.524
3.138
2.467

Min.
kWh/m2day
1.073
1.784
2.626
2.747
3.768
4.852
4.126
3.652
3.214
2.225
1.276
0.799

Mean
kWh/m2day
1.821
2.647
3.701
4.690
5.705
6.463
6.447
5.789
4.756
3.234
2.124
1.547

SD

CV

Kurt.

Skew.

0.395
0.482
0.586
0.645
0.669
0.744
0.771
0.728
0.663
0.537
0.412
0.363

21.700
18.216
15.846
13.759
11.726
11.509
11.955
12.580
13.935
16.612
19.392
23.429

-0.022
-0.133
-0.358
0.546
0.295
0.050
0.561
0.388
-0.074
-0.510
-0.240
-0.170

0.506
0.407
0.221
0.095
-0.051
0.253
-0.035
-0.171
-0.049
0.174
0.396
0.449

Variogram calculations
The flowchart of solar radiation mapping is given in Figure 2. The ordinary kriging procedure first
includes calculating the semivariogram, continues by evaluating the values of solar radiation on the
basis of this semivariogram.

Figure 2.Flowchart of solar radiation mapping
A variogram is described by range (a), sill (Co+C), and nugget effect (Co). A theoretical variogram
model is an essential step in the process of adapting to the variogram observed. In this study, the
exponential, spherical and gaussian models were used for fitting the measured data. Using the best
model, the variogram of each month was plotted (Figure 3). The values of variogram parameters are
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listed in Table 3. The nugget effects vary between 0.037 and 0.303, sill values vary between 0.121 and
0.725, and range values vary between approximately 560 km and 5982 km.
Table 3. Variogram model parameters for all the months
Months

Model

January
February

Spherical
Exponential

Nugget
Co
0.053
0.060

Sill
Co+C
0.155
0.262

Range
a
579000
1011000

R2
0.953
0.917

March

Spherical

0.158

0.355

560000

0.811

April

Spherical

0.227

0.454

642000

0.744

May

Exponential

0.129

0.260

597000

0.661

June

Exponential

0.303

0.725

5982000

0.661

July

Exponential

0.301

0.603

5172000

0.636

August

Exponential

0.218

0.436

885000

0.583

September

Exponential

0.201

0.451

2235000

0.777

October

Spherical

0.089

0.269

642000

0.907

November

Spherical

0.060

0.174

641000

0.961

December

Spherical

0.037

0.121

577000

0.954

Estimation of solar radiation using kriging
Kriged estimates were calculated for each point on a regular grid covering the
entire of Turkey. The whole area was divided into 3600 grid points (40×90) between 35.90° E and
42.03° E longitude, and 25.91° N and 44.57° N latitude. These kriged estimates of solar radiation were
employed to plot a contour map for each month as illustrated in Fig. 4. In general, the radiation maps
of Fig. 4 obviously show the locations of highs and lows during the year. These maps also depicted a
seasonal trend with lower radiation values in the winter months (November-March) and higher values
in the summer months (April-September).
In January, the highest solar radiation levels were from 2.50 to 2.90 kWh/m2day in the Mediterranean
and Eastern Anatolia, while the lowest were from 1.00 to 1.50 kWh/m2day in Marmara and the
Western Black Sea areas. For February, similar spatial radiation distributions were observed but the
values were slightly more than January. In March, there was an increase in the radiation values
throughout the nation and the highest values were observed in Niğde and Nevşehir provinces with 5.17
kWh/m2day. In April, the highest solar radiation values were seen in south and southeast sections of
the country. In May, the highest values were detected in the south and south-eastern parts of the
country, while the lowest values were observed in north and west sections of the country. Spatial
distributions of radiation were similar in June, July, and August; however, the amounts were varied,
with the mean values of 6.46 kWh/m2day in June, 6.45 kWh/m2day in July, and 5.79 kWh/m2day in
August. In September and October, similar distribution patterns were observed. The highest values for
September and October were 5.80-6.40 kWh/m2day and 4.20-4.50 kWh/m2day, while the lowest
values were 3.20-3.80 kWh/m2day and 2.20-2.50 kWh/m2day, respectively. In November, the
radiation decreased in whole of the country, with mean value of 2.12 kWh/m2day. In December,
Thrace region of country had the lowest values with 0.80-10.0 kWh/m2day.
Following a thorough assessment of the above-mentioned data, it was found that in terms of solar
radiation, northern sections of Turkey had less radiation, whereas southern sections had more radiation.
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Figure 3.Variograms of the measured data with fitted models
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Figure 4.Spatial maps for all months
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CONCLUSION
This article introduced the GIS method for the spatial variation in solar radiation information in
Turkey. The use of GIS and kriging techniques have made a big contribution to the spatial and
temporal identification. Results show that northern parts of Turkey had less solar radiation, whilst
southern parts had more radiation. Also, since the main topic of the research was the lack of the
available data, a comparison of interpolation methods was not provided. The use of kriging and GIS
should be compared to other spatial interpolation methods in future research.
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ABSTRACT
The Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) catastrophe of 1986 has been a milestone in the use of
nuclear power for energy generation. Extensive amounts of research has been published on the
atmospheric dispersion of radionuclides released from such accidents to estimate the radio-ecological
impacts on human, animal and plant life. Despite all technological and scientific developments, there
is still a significant amount of uncertainty on simulating the dispersion of radionuclides released from
Chernobyl NPP. Majority of this ambiguity is associated with the three-dimensional structure of the
meteorological conditions prevailing during the time of the accident and the vertical distribution
pattern of the release. Currently, there is no definitive decision on the mixing height and vertical
distribution of release from the Chernobyl accident. Based on this premise, this study focuses on
various possible release patterns of the radioactive species along the vertical dimension and evaluates
the potential differences in the atmospheric dispersion patterns of radionuclides with particular
reference to Cs-137. For this purpose, some release pattern functions along the z-axis (such as uniform,
exponential, log-Pearson and cumulative distribution function) are used to simulate the dispersion of
Cs-137 released from the accident site. Simulations were conducted by using a Lagrangian particle
dispersion model (FLEXPART). Model results originating from each release function were compared
with each other and further verified with ground level measurements.
Keywords: Nuclear energy, Source term, Lagrangian particle dispersion model, FLEXPART,
Chernobyl
INTRODUCTION
Huge amounts of radionuclides are released and spread over extensive areas after severe nuclear
power plant accidents such as Chernobyl and Fukushima disasters. For instance, a total amount of
approximately 14 EBq (14 x 1018 Bq) radionuclides were released from Chernobyl accident and these
radionuclides contaminated many regions ranging from Scandinavia to Mediterranean including
Turkey (WNA, 2019). It’s generally accepted that two major parameters effect the atmospheric
dispersion on radionuclides after such nuclear accidents: i) meteorological conditions and ii) the
source term. Meteorological factors directly influence the atmospheric transport and deposition of
contamination. Wind direction, pressue distribution and precipitation are among the many
meteorological factors that influence the spread of radionuclides in the atmosphere. In general, higher
levels of contamination is typically expected in an accident region during winter months in the
Northern hemisphere when compared to summer months as a result of the wet deposition effect due to
precipitation. Furthermore, source term also has significant effect on results. Source term includes
source related parameters such as release amounts, characteristics of contaminants (density,
aerodynamic diameter etc.), release rate and release height. The radionuclides released from a reactor
accident can reach to different levels of the atmosphere due to some factors like thermodynamic effect.
This vertical movement of particles from the release level can sometimes reach to very high elevations
(several thousands of meters). In addition, radionuclides spread in vertical direction in an
inhomogeneous way. Thus, defining the release pattern from a nuclear accident is a complicated
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phenomenon. The inhomogeneity in vertical particle distribution at different altitudes are likely to
cause different dispersion patterns due to changing meteorological conditions at different elevations.
Based on this premise, the effects of varying particle distribution along the vertical direction at release
site were examined in this study. Different potential distribution patterns along the vertical axes were
considered to define the aforementioned inhomogeneity and suitable mathematical functions were
generated to represent different source patterns. Later, simulations were conducted for each release
pattern defined and the results obtained were compared each other and with the ground level
measurements made after the Chernobyl accident.
METHODOLOGY
Lagrangian Dispersion Model
FLEXPART v9.0.3 is a Lagrangian particle model that is commonly used in literature for calculating
the atmospheric transport and total ground level deposition of radionuclides including but not limited
to Cs-137. The model was originally developed to estimate the long-range dispersion of pollutants
from point sources like releases from nuclear accidents. After, FLEXPART has evolved into a
comprehensive tool for atmospheric transport modeling and analysis used from air pollution studies to
other topics related to atmospheric transport of contaminants (Stohl et al., 2005).
FLEXPART estimates the particle distribution vectors using a simple approach, zero acceleration
scheme (Equation 1). In this approach, wind vectors determine the new position of the particle at next
time step. Wind vectors are specified by atmospheric dynamics regarding various complicated
approaches and estimations.
X(t+Δt)=X(t)+v(X,t)Δt
(1)
where X is the position vector, v is the wind vector, t is the current time and Δt is the time increment.
FLEXPART regards removal processes like radioactive decay and dry/wet depositions, and estimates
wet and dry depositions separately.
Model Inputs
FLEXPART requires two major inputs: i) meteorological conditions and ii) source data.
Meteorological data used as input in the model are retrieved from ERA-40 archive in ECMWF’s
Meteorological Archive and Retrieval System. ERA-40 data has 60 vertical levels, 6-hourly temporal
and 0.5x0.5 degree horizontal resolution. Because Chernobyl accident was simulated in present study,
simulation was launched at 21:00 (UTC) in 25/04/1986 and it was terminated at 00:00 (UTC) in
16/05/1986 within the study domain. The radioactive release was simulated to start at 22:23 (UTC) in
25/04/1986 and continued for 10 days as similar to the Chernobyl accident. Numerous studies
demonstrated that about 86 PBq of Cs-137 was released into the atmosphere after the accident (Brandt
et al., 2002; Evangeliou et al., 2017). Actually, release of Cs-137 was more complicated; it was higher
during the first days due to initial explosion, but became relatively weaker after 3rd or 4th day. After the
fuel fire and core meltdown, it increased again and eventually reached to negligible levels at the end of
10th day (Evangeliou et al., 2017). However, the release was not assumed to change as a function fo
time in this study and the total amount emitted (86 PBq) was assumed to be equally distributed (8.6
PBq/day) in the 10 day release period. The reason for this assumption was related to the fact that resimulating of the Chernobyl accident was not the aim of the study and we focused only on the
influence of the vertical release patterns. Therefore, each vertical release pattern cumulatively emitted
86 PBq of Cs-137 within the 10 day emission period.
Estimation of the altitude of the release in the atmosphere is also complicated phenomenon and
depends on various factors such as local meteorological conditions, characteristic of the nuclear
explosion and others. Albergel et al. (1988) and Gudiksen et al. (1989) estimated that the altitude of
the release is more than 2000 m and Lange et al. (1988) and Hass et al. (1990) made a similar
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estimation (Evangeliou et al., 2017). Brandt et al. (2002) defined 6 different altitude levels (225 m,
425 m, 715 m, 1090 m, 1575 m, 2225 m ) for the release of Cs-137 in Chernobyl accident simulation.
Evangeliou (2017) also proposed 6 altitudes and assumed the release reached up to 3 kilometers.
Regarding these approaches, the maximum altitude was assumed to be 4.0 km in this study. Further,
various mathematical functions were defined to represent the vertical distribution of the release pattern:
i) Step, ii) Pulse, iii) Exponential, iv) Gaussian, v) Triangular, vi) Log Pearson Type III – (1), vii) Log
Pearson Type III – (2) and viii) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Functions used to define release changes with altitude
The 4000 m vertical domain of the release were then divided into 40 equal altitudes, each of which is
100 m thick.. In step function type of distribution, Cs-137 are released to be equal in each level . In
pulse function, the entire Cs-137 release was assumed to happen in the first step (0-100 m). Similarly,
release of Cs-137 exponentially decreased with altitude in the exponential function. Finally, the release
was assumed to follow Gaussian, triangular and the other functions mentioned above (Figure 1).
Overall, the changes in release with altitude followed these functions and the total amount of release
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(i.e., the area below the curves) was fixed to be equal to the 86 PBq level. All simulations were made
for a total duration of 20 days. The summary of the simulations conducted are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of the conducted simulations
Function name

Total Release

Release
Duration

Max.
Altitude

Simulation
Duration

Step
Pulse
Exponential
Gaussian
Triangular
Log Pearson Type III – (1)
Log Pearson Type III – (2)
CDF

86 x 1015 Bq of
Cs-137

10 - day

4000 m

20 -day

RESULTS
FLEXPART simulations were conducted for a 600 by 400 domain (with total of 240000 cells) with
0.1x0.1 degree horizontal resolution. The results were obtained for atmospheric dispersion and ground
level depositions. These outputs were plotted and depositions were compared with each other for each
release functions given in Table 1. The temporal dispersion of Cs-137 is presented in Figure 2 for step
release pattern. Accordingly, Cs-137 emitted from Chernobyl NPP moved towards northwest direction
and reached to Sweden on 28/04/1986. The following day, radioactive contaminants started to spread
in northern Europe and Russia, when the Cs-137 went towards eastern direction. Atmospheric motion
then carried the radioactive cloud predominantly to the south direction in next day and contaminated
particles began to reach to Black Sea. Radioactive contamination also effected Italy, Greece and
Turkey on May 3rd and atmospheric motion again changed its direction to the west at the end of May
4th and release stopped. After the release stopped, relatively higher contaminated clouds continued to
effect eastern Europe and the vicinity of accident site for some time (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Atmospheric dispersion of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for step function.
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When the deposition of Cs-137 is analysed, it can be seen that all deposition plots showed highly
contaminated areas around Chernobyl NPP site as expected (Figure 3). In step function, some regions
in Scandinavian countries, some Middle Europe countries, Eastern Black Sea have relatively higher
contamination together with accident evacuation zone and its immediate vicinity (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Total ground level deposition of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for step
function.
The other source terms also gave similar distributions with some differences in contamination levels.
CDF function mostly gave lower values than Step function. However, in some regions in northeast
parts of the domain, CDF function results are relatively higher compared to that of Step function
(Figure 4). Higher depositions were also found in simulations that used source terms produced using
Exponential and Gaussian functions. Both simulations gave lower values in south-western and northeastern parts of the domain (Figure 5 and 6). Pulse function produced higher contamination in and
around the accident zone and some discrete places within the domain. However, lower depositions
were generally observed in north-eastern parts of the domain (Figure 7).
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Figure 4. Total ground level deposition of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for CDF
function.

Figure 5. Total ground level deposition of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for
Exponential function.
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Figure 6. Total ground level deposition of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for
Gaussian function.

Figure 7. Total ground level deposition of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for Pulse
function.
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Log Pearson - I function also produced higher depositions than Step function except north-eastern and
south-western parts of the domain. On the other hand, Log Pearson- II function presented exactly
opposite results of the Log Pearson I (Figure 8 and 9). Triangular function gave relatively higher
contamination levels in domain-wide (Figure 10).

Figure 8. Total ground level deposition of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for Log
Pearson function.

Figure 9. Total ground level deposition of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for Log
Pearson-2 function.
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Figure 10. Total ground level deposition of Cs-137 released from Chernobyl NPP Accident for
Triangular function.
Deposition values in each point of the domain were later analyzed statistically . A summary of the
statistics of the results are presented in Table 2. The highest “max”, “standard deviation”, “average”
and “sum” values were obtained in Pulse function. On the other hand, minimum “median” value was
also observed in Pulse release. Big differences between “median” and “average” values and high
“standard deviations” demonstrated that depositions are highly variable in Pulse release. Exponential
and Log Pearson-1 also gave high “sum”, “max” and “average” values compared to other functions.
The main reason of these situation is associated with the fact that most of the radionuclides were
released from lower altitudes in Pulse, Exponential and Log Pearson functions. CDF function has
lowest statistical values except one parameter. Similarly, Log Pearson-2 has comparably lower
statistical values in same parameters . This is associated with the fact that most of radionuclides were
released from higher altitudes in these two function. Because release altitude were predominantly from
middle levels, other functions (Step, Gaussian and Triangular) gave more ordinary statistical values
(Table 2).
Table 2. Statistical summary of results
Step

Pulse

Gaussian

Exponential

Triangular

CDF

Log
Pearson
1

Log Pearson
2

Max.

2359.71

12283.83

1066.3

5841.44

1695.86

180.78

4080.91

264.04

St.dev.

10.252

45.442

9.712

22.301

9.42

6.078

15.005

6.668

Med.

0.677

0.553

0.701

0.631

0.704

0.656

0.667

0.693

Ave.

3.041

3.552

3.333

3.456

3.178

2.677

3.4

2.849

Sum.

729785.7

852431.2

799805.7

829354.8

762680.5

642390.4

815968.2

683666.8
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Furthermore, depositions of each points also were examined regarding various contamination levels. 5
different deposition ranges were defined and percentages of each range in functions were presented as
shown in Table 3. The highest percentages for higher than 100 kBq/m2 were observed in Pulse,
Exponential and Log Pearson -1 functions, while lowest percentages were seen in CDF and Log
Pearson-2. On the other hand, same situation was valid for lower than 0.1 kBq/m2. Thus, it can be
concluded that, release from lower elevations give both higher and lower contaminations while release
from higher levels gave more stable spatial distributions (Table 3).
Table 3. Ratio of spatial distribution of depositions
Depositions
(kBq/m2)

Step

Pulse

Gaussian

Exponential

Triangular

CDF

Log
Log
Pearson 1 Pearson 2

>100

0.07%

0.27%

0.11%

0.22%

0.08%

0.03%

0.16%

0.05%

10-100

7.80%

6.85%

8.42%

7.63%

8.14%

6.66%

8.09%

7.20%

1-10

34.65%

32.15%

34.74%

33.73%

35.01%

34.86%

34.40%

35.37%

0.1-1

32.69%

32.17%

31.76%

31.84%

32.26%

33.61%

31.66%

33.19%

<0.1

24.80%

28.56%

24.97%

26.58%

24.51%

24.84%

25.70%

24.18%

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study, a new source term approach was presented to be conducted for similar studies to
investigate the influence of source term variations in atmospheric dispersion and deposition of
radionuclides originating from hypothetical nuclear power plant accidents. Simulations were
conducted with different mathematical functions to represent the vertical distribution of emitted
radionuclides. The differences in source terms were analyzed from atmospheric concentrations and
ground level depositions of radionuclides. The results revealed that no major differences were seen in
ground level deposition in general. However, differences between some functions such as Log
Pearson-1 and Log-Pearson-2 pointed out noteworthy results. Statistical comparison clearly showed
that particle releases from lower altitudes gave more extreme depositions. Although extreme values
rarely were observed in release from higher levels, spatial distribution of depositions were more stable.
On the other hand, it is known that release of radionuclides did not have constant release pattern as
observed after both Chernobyl and Fukushima NPPs accidents. Hence, this study should be
supplemented with additional studies to investigate the changes in release rates as a function of time.
A computer tool to generate varying source terms considering such parameters can be a useful and
functional approach for the assessment hypothetical accident scenarios.
It is important to note that these results are only representative of the time period and spatial locality of
the Chernobyl accident. Therefore, the results obtained in this study can not be generalized to other
time periods. Other simulation periods and spatial domains are also likely to reveal different results.
Thus, similar simulations are to be conducted for each potential accident site since meteorological
field is a major parameter in atmospheric dispersion of radionuclides. In general, the number of
simulation periods that represent distinct meteorological conditions should be considered and envelope
curves, which cover all possible cases, should be prepared for better assessment of the simulation
results. Using different meteorological datasets with higher temporal and horizontal resolutions such
as ERA-5 can also be used to obtain results that are more sensitive. It is also significant to mention
that this analysis was conducted for a single radionuclide (Cs-137). Further research is necessary to
observe the fate and transport of other radionuclides that are likely to be emitted from nuclear
accidents.
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ABSTRACT
Atmospheric teleconnections provide predictability of the climate system at interannual to decadal
timeframes. They can have periods ranging from several weeks to several decades and can affect
temperature, precipitation, weather patterns, storm tracks, severe weather, and drought. The
teleconnection indices can be correlated at regional and global levels with climate variables to display
significant relationships. In this paper, we analysed the relationships between large-scale atmospheric
teleconnection indices and monthly precipitation over Turkey. Precipitation over Turkey portrays
significant spatial variability due to the proximity to seas, complexity of the morphology of the
country, and its geographic position with respect to different air masses. Monthly precipitation data
from 195 meteorological stations for a 26-year period (1980 to 2015) were used in the analyses. The
stations were selected among 238 meteorological stations based on homogeneity analyses conducted
with Pettitt test, Standart normal homojeneity test, Buishand range test and Von Neumann ratio test.
We considered the influence of the indices for North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) Southern Pacific
Oscillation (SOI), Multivariate ENSO (MEI), Arctic Oscillation (AOI), Ocean Nino (ONI), North Sea
Caspian Pattern (NCP) and Mediterranean Oscillation (MOI). Pearson’s correlation test was applied to
examine the relationships between the indices and monthly precipitation. The results showed that the
relationships between monthly precipitation and MOI, AOI and NPC were stronger.
Keywords: Precipitation, Atmospheric Teleconnections, Correlation Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric teleconnections are climatic relationships over long distances. The can continue during
periods ranging from several weeks to several decades and can provide predictability of the climate
system at interannual to decadal timeframes. Teleconnections can affect temperature, precipitation,
weather patterns, storm tracks, severe weather, and drought. An understanding of teleconnections and
their relationships with climatic parameters is important for weather prediction and planning for
extreme weather events.
Many studies have examined the effects of large-scale atmospheric oscillation patterns on precipitation
and showed that precipitation variations can be related to large-scale atmospheric events in the
Northern Hemisphere (e.g., Cullen et al. 2002, Dünkeloh and Jacobeir 2003, Lopez-Moreno et al.
2011). A number of studies have described the linkage between teleconnection indices and
precipitation over Turkey (Türkeş 1998, Türkeş and Erlat 2003, Türkeş and Erlat 2005, Türkeş and
Erlat 2006, Kutiel and Türkeş 2005, Karabörk et al. 2005, Türkeş and Erlat 2005, Karabörk et al. 2005,
Karabörk et al. 2007, Karabörk and Kahya 2009, Saris et al. 2010, Sönmez and Kömüşcü 2011,
Tosunoglu et al. 2018, Duzenli et al. 2018, Baltacı et al. 2018, Sezen and Partal 2019a, Sezen and
Partal 2019b). The relationships of precipitation patterns with North Atlantic Oscillation Index (NAO)
(Türkeş and Erlat 2003, Türkeş and Erlat 2005, Karabörk et al. 2005, Türkeş and Erlat 2006, Saris et
al. 2010, Sönmez and Kömüşcü 2011, Tosunoglu et al. 2018, Duzenli et al. 2018, Baltacı et al. 2018),
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) (Türkeş 1998, Karabörk et al. 2007, Karabörk and Kahya 2009,
Tosunoglu et al. 2018, Duzenli et al. 2018 ), Arctic Oscillation Index (AOI) (Duzenli et al. 2008,
Sezen and Partal 2019, Baltacı et al. 2018), North Sea Caspian Pattern (NCP) (Kutiel ve Türkeş 2005,
Tosunoglu et al. 2018, Sezen and Partal 2019a) and Mediterranean Oscillation Index (MOI) (Duzenli
et al. 2008, Sezen and Partal 2019b) have been examined. These studies covered different number of
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stations and different time periods in their analyses and revealed the influence of NAO, SOI, AO, NCP
and MOI over Turkey.
In this study, we examine the relationships between monthly precipitation and teleconnection indices
from 1980 to 2015 over Turkey using data from 195 stations. The trends in precipitation and drought
indices in these 195 stations were previously examined by Dadaser-Celik et al. (2017a, 2017b). In this
study, we examine if precipitation variability during the 1980-2015 period was related to large-scale
atmospheric teleconnection indices.
METHODS
In this study, monthly precipitation data for 195 stations were used in the analysis. Data were available
for the 1980-2015 period and obtained from State Meteorological Service (MGM). Stations were
selected by examining the homogeneity of data series of 238 stations using Pettitt test, Standard
normal homogeneity test (SNHT), Buishand range test and Von Neumann ratio test. The homogeneity
of data series was investigated at significance level of 1% (0.01). We accepted that precipitation data
series are homogeneous, if two or more tests show that the data series are homogeneous (Wijngaard et
al. 2003).

Figure 1. Location of 195 stations which have homogeneous precipitation records for the 1980-2015
period
We considered the influence of the indices for NAO, SOI, MEI (Multivariete ENSO Index), AOI, ONI
(Ocean Nino Index), NCP, and MOI. NAO can be defined as the normalized pressure difference
between a station on the Azores and one on Iceland and it is proved to be particularly for winter
climate over the Northern Hemisphere. SOI can be defined as the normalized pressure difference
between Tahiti and Darwin. MEI is a method used to characterize the intensity of an El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) event. AOI is calculated by projecting the daily 1000mb height anomalies
poleward of 20°N onto the loading pattern of the AO. NCP is calculated from the normalized 500hpa
pressure difference between averages of North Sea (0°E, 55°N and 10°E, 55°N) and North Caspian
(50°E, 45°N and 60°E, 45°N) centers of action. MOI is calculated as the normalized pressure
difference between Algiers (36.4°N, 3.1°E) and Cairo (30.1°N, 31.4°E) (MOI1) or Gibraltar's
Northern Frontier (36.1°N, 5.3°W) and Lod Airport in Israel (32.0°N, 34.5°E) (MOI2). The timeseries
data for teleconnection indices were obtained from Climate Research Unit, UK and Climate Prediction
Center, USA.
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To determine the relationships between teleconnection indices and monthly precipitation, we applied
Pearson’s correlation test. The significance of the correlations was evaluated using student’s t test at
the 0.05 level.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the correlation analysis are presented in Figure 2. Both positive and negative
correlations were detected for individual stations between teleconnection indices, NAO, SOI, AOI,
NCP, MEI and ONI, and monthly precipitation. The most consistent response was obtained for
correlations of MOI, AOI, NCP, and monthly precipitation. Negative correlation coefficients were
detected in all stations for MOI1 and MOI2. Negative correlations were prevalent across Turkey
between AOI and monthly precipitation, except for a few stations located in eastern and northeastern
Turkey. The correlations of precipitation with NCP were positive for majority stations over Turkey
except for a few stations located on the Aegean coast.

Figure 2. Correlations of monthly precipitation with NAO, SOI, MEI, AOI, ONI, NCP and MOI
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We examined the strengths of relationships between teleconnection indices and precipitation and
reported minimum, maximum and average correlation coefficient for 195 stations in Table 1. We also
evaluated the statistical significance of the correlations at the 0.05 level (Table 2 and Figure 3).
Table 1. Statistical properties of the correlations calculate for 195 stations
Indices
NAO
SOI
AO
NCP
ONI
MEI
MOI1
MOI2

Minimum Maximum Average
-0.14
0.18
0.03
-0.08
0.10
0.01
-0.23
0.18
-0.10
-0.16
0.30
0.06
-0.07
0.10
0.01
-0.05
0.12
0.02
-0.48
0.00
-0.30
-0.42
-0.08
-0.28

As can be seen, the average of the correlation coefficients for 195 stations was -0.3 for MOI1 and 0.28 for MOI2. The strongest negative correlations were also detected with this pattern. Majority of
the correlations (96% and 98% for MOI1 and MOI2, respectively) at individual stations were
statistically significant at the 0.05 level. In contrast, the strongest positive correlations were detected
between precipitation and NCP. About 37% of the stations had correlations significant at the 0.05
level. Monthly precipitation at stations located in northwestern Turkey showed significant negative
correlations with NCP. Significant positive correlations were seen in central and eastern Turkey. The
correlations of AOI and monthly precipitation were significant at the 0.05 level at 64% of the stations.
Almost all of the significant correlations were seen in western and central Turkey. The correlations
between monthly precipitation and SOI, ONI, MEI was comparatively lower and mostly not
significant. NAO and monthly precipitation was showed significant correlation at 19% of stations.
Significant positive correlations were detected in southeastern Turkey and in some stations located at
the Mediterranean and Black Sea coast. Significant positive correlations were seen in a small region
located at central Turkey.
Table 2. Number of stations with significant correlations at the 0.05 level
Indices
NAO
SOI
AO
NCP
ONI
MEI
MOI1
MOI2

Number of Stations
38
2
124
73
5
6
188
192

Percentage of Stations
19%
1%
64%
37%
3%
3%
96%
98%
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Figure 3. Statistical significance of the correlations of monthly precipitation with NAO, SOI, MEI,
AOI, ONI, NCP and MOI.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we examined the influence of NAO, SOI, MEI, AOI, ON+1I, NCP, and MOI on monthly
precipitation over Turkey using data from 195 stations for a 26-yr period (1980-2015). The strongest
relationships were detected between precipitation and MOI, AOI, and NCP. The relationships with
SOI, ONI, MEI were comparatively lower. Monthly precipitation showed negative correlations with
MOI in almost all of the stations. Correlations of AOI and monthly precipitation were mostly negative
and significant at western and central Turkey. NCP showed significant positive correlation with
monthly precipitation in central and eastern regions but significant negative correlations at
northwestern Turkey. These analyses showed the relationships of different teleconnection indices with
monthly precipitation over Turkey. In the future, we plan to investigate the relationships between
seasonal/annual precipitation and teleconnection indices and examine the combined effects of
teleconnection indices on precipitation variability over Turkey.
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ABSTRACT
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is one of the most important teleconnection patterns that cause
large scale temperature and precipitation variability over the mid-latitudes as well as tropical regions.
Several pressure and sea surface temperature (SST) based indices have been developed to identify the
different phases of ENSO events and to study the effects of ENSO across the globe. The objective of
the present study is to investigate the relationship between the SST distribution in the Tropical Pacific
and temperature and precipitation patterns over the Euro-Mediterranean – MENA (Middle East and
North Africa) region using different SST based Niño indices. We utilized four Niño indices (namely,
NINO1+2, NINO3, NINO3.4, NINO4) and focused on the boreal winter which includes December,
January and February (DJF) for the period of 1979-2018. An EOF analysis is also carried out to
distinguish the leading modes of variability in the SST of the Pacific Ocean. The leading mode of SST
variability in Pacific is highly correlated with the Niño indices. Although first principal component
(PC1) has the highest correlation with the NINO3.4, second principal component (PC2) has the
highest correlation with the NINO1+2. A correlation analysis between the Niño indices and z500
shows that the NINO1+2, compared to the others, has higher correlations with z500 over the EuroMediterranean – MENA region. A dipole has been observed over the Euro-Mediterranean region. The
Niño indices are significantly correlated with the surface air temperature. The most pronounced
pattern occurs in the case of the NINO1+2. The pattern shows warmer temperature anomalies over the
eastern Euro-Mediterranean – MENA region and cooler temperature anomalies over the western EuroMediterranean – MENA region when the Pacific SST distribution features a La Niña state. For
precipitation, however, there is no clear pattern over these regions. Although, NINO3.4 is commonly
used for evaluating the impacts of ENSO on precipitation and temperature patterns for the EuroMediterranean region, the preliminary results of the present study suggest that NINO1+2 is a better
choice because it shows higher correlations and depicts a more coherent pattern in the region
compared to the others.
Keywords: Nino Indices, Euro-Mediterranean, EOF, ENSO, temperature and precipitation pattern
INTRODUCTION
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a climate phenomenon which causes large-scale climate
variability around the globe. Sea level pressure (SLP) oscillation in the equatorial Pacific occurs in
response to warmer and cooler sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies (Latif et al., 1998; Guilyardi
et al., 2009). ENSO can cause droughts and excess precipitation on some parts of Earth at the same
time (Brönnimann, 2007). El Niño and La Niña events, which are two opposite phases, depict a
climate pattern, and they seem to happen every 3 - 7 year periods (Web-1). These phases are generally
monitored through climate indices which are created from SST anomalies (Web-2). In general, while
El Niño condition exists when the SST anomalies are above +0.5°C, La Niña condition is present
during the SST anomalies below -0.5°C in the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI). There is also neutral phase,
which is when the SST anomaly is close to 0°C between the other two phases (Web-3).
During neutral years, trade winds blow westward and push the warm surface water from coast of Peru
to western Pacific. Upwelling results in cooling in the eastern Pacific. Strong trade winds cause
enhancement of the normal state, called La Niña. In this condition, the cooler water pool covers larger
area at tropical Pacific (Wang, 2001). When the trade winds weaken, warm surface water cannot move
westward and sea surface temperatures (SST) get larger than normal, around 5°C (Brönnimann, 2007).
Rising air is located around central / eastern Pacific during the time of El Niño and western Pacific
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during the time of La Niña. El Niño-induced warming increases the latent heat transfer from surface to
atmosphere. This process heats the upper atmosphere, resulting in more storm activity over the Pacific
(Web-4).
Several studies have been conducted to investigate the impact of ENSO on Europe (Fraedrich 1994;
Scaife, 2010; Bulic, 2010). Brönnimann (2007) studied the influence of teleconnection pattern of
NINO3.4 on Europe. He found that temperature over northern Europe and La Niña are positively
correlated; precipitation is negatively related with La Niña in the north of the Mediterranean. Although
z500 and La Niña are positively correlated over central Europe, they are negatively correlated over the
north-east Atlantic.
There are several indices defining El Niño events, and they are usually described based on four
different regions in the equatorial Pacific (Figure. 1) The SST-based indices are NINO1+2 (0-10S,
90W-80W), NINO3 (5N-5S, 150W-90W), NINO3.4 (region is around 5N-5S, 170W-120W, 5-month
running mean of SST), NINO4 (5N-5S, 160E-150W), Oceanic Niño Index (ONI; 3-month running
average of SST anomalies around NINO3.4 region), and Trans-Niño Index (TNI; differences in SST
between NINO1+2 and NINO4 regions; Trenberth et al., 2000). In general, an El Niño event is
explained based on NINO3.4 (Dimri, 2013; Bulic and Kucharski, 2011) and ONI, because they
represent the average SST changes well (Web-5). However, NINO3.4 index cannot explain
sufficiently the Euro-Mediterranean climate variability. In their study, Sen et al. (2019) suggested that
NINO1+2 depicts a better relation with the climate variability over the Euro-Mediterranean region.
The objective of the present study is to further investigate the relationship between the Niño indices
and the climate variability over the Euro-Mediterranean region.

Figure 1. Places of El Nino indices (Web-2)
METHODOLOGY
In this study, we focused on the boreal winter between 1979 and 2018. Precipitation, surface air
temperature and 500hPa geopotential height (z500) were obtained from ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011)
reanalysis dataset, which is provided by ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts). All data were received monthly and averaged to obtain boreal winter values. Before
applying any statistics, datasets were detrended to remove the trends. We used the Extended
Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature version 5 (ERSSTv5) dataset to obtain four relative ENSO
indices which are NINO1+2, NINO3, NINO3.4 and NINO4. ERSST (Huang et al., 2018) is produced
on a 2° × 2° grid. El Niño indices were correlated with precipitation and surface air temperatures using
Pearson correlation.
Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis was performed on SST to obtain principal components
(PCs) of the variability of the SST in the Pacific Ocean (Bulic and Kucharski, 2011). Three PCs were
obtained over the ENSO region between 20S-20N and 120E-60W, which is also used by Ashok et al.
(2007). Statistical relationship between different variables and the Niño indices is estimated, and
significance is determined based on the 90% confidence level.
RESULTS
The EOF analysis show that the first three modes represent about 79% of the SST variability in the
tropical Pacific (Figure 2). The leading mode and the second mode represent 61.8% and 12% of total
variance, respectively. Dark-blue and white area in the EOF1 coincides with the NINO3.4 region
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(Figure 2). Therefore, the leading mode representing the most SST variability in the tropical Pacific is
most likely associated with the NINO3.4 index. Pearson correlation shows that the NINO3.4 index has
the highest correlation with PC1 (Table 1). The correlation coefficient is -0.95. The PC2 mode shows
a consisting dipole pattern in the tropical Pacific. It seems that one pole takes place over the NINO1+2
region, while the other occurs over the NINO4 region (Figure 2). Principal time series of the second
EOF have significant correlations with the NINO1+2 and NINO4 indices. The correlation coefficients
of PC2-NINO1+2 and PC2-NINO4 are -0.57 and 0.56, respectively (Table 1).
Table1. Pearson correlation results of PCs and ENSO indexes.
NINO1+2

NINO3

NINO3.4

NINO4

PC1

-0.73

-0.94

-0.95

-0.74

PC2

-0.57

-0.2

0.07

0.56

All of the indices except NINO4 have some degree of relation with the surface air temperature and
precipitation over the Euro-Mediterranean region (Figure 3 and Figure 4). Although, the NINO1+2
and NINO3.4 patterns are similar, more significant results were obtained for NINO1+2, in general.
The correlation analysis between the NINO1+2 index and precipitation (Figure 3a, 4a) shows that they
are positively related over the northern Europe, Atlantic and Black Sea. At the same time, when the
NINO1+2 index is stronger (weaker), Mediterranean region is prone to be dryer (wetter). The NINO3
and NINO3.4 negative correlations over Mediterranean are higher than those of the NINO1+2 (Figure
3a, 3c, 3d and Figure 4a, 4c, 4d). The NINO3.4 and precipitation correlation map (Figure 3e) shows
negative correlations over eastern Turkey and the Mediterranean. The relationship between NINO4
and precipitation is more significant for the eastern Turkey (Figure 3g, 4g).
A remarkable dipole pattern is evident over the Euro-Mediterranean and MENA (Middle East and
North Africa) region in the surface air temperature and NINO1+2 correlation map (Figure 3b, 4b).
There are negative correlations over a large area that consists of the Middle East, North Africa and
Turkey. The exact opposite, i.e. the positive correlations, occurs over the western Mediterranean and
central Europe. It could be said that when the eastern equatorial Pacific SST anomaly is negative
(positive), the eastern Euro-Mediterranean – MENA region shows a tendency to have warmer (cooler)
temperature anomalies while the western Euro-Mediterranean – MENA region exhibits a tendency to
have cooler (warmer) temperature anomalies. Such a dipole anomaly is observed in all El Niño indices,
but the most notable one is that of the NINO1+2.

Figure 2. The first three EOFs of SST variability in the tropical Pacific region.
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We also probed the correlations between 500hPa geopotential height (z500) and the Niño indices, and
found statistically significant results (not shown here). The NINO4 does not have a high correlation in
the European region compared to the other indices. It has negative correlations over from northern
Europe to Arabian Peninsula and positive correlations over southern Mediterranean. The NINO3
yielded slightly more significant results over the similar regions than the NINO4. The NINO3 and
z500 relation over the Euro-Mediterranean is positive, except for the northern Europe. The highest
correlations were found for NINO1+2 index with z500. The dipole pattern over the EuroMediterranean region appears clearly in this correlation map. The NINO1+2 relation with z500 is
negative over the region from the northern Europe to Arabian Peninsula, it is positive over central
Europe and Mediterranean.

Figure 3. Precipitation (left column) and temperature (right column) correlations with four Niño
indices. Rows indicate (a, b) NINO1+2, (c, d) NINO3, (e, f) NINO3.4, (g, h) NINO4, respectively.
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Figure 4. Precipitation (left column) and temperature (right column) correlations with four Niño
indices for Euro-Mediterranean-MENA region. Rows indicate (a, b) NINO1+2, (c, d) NINO3, (e, f)
NINO3.4, (g, h) NINO4, respectively.
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CONCLUSION
The EOF analysis of SST indicated a similar variability pattern with previous studies (e.g. Ashok et al.,
2007). The first two EOFs represent approximately 74% of the total SST variability in the tropical
Pacific. The correlation of PC1 with the NINO3.4 is -0.95 while the correlation of PC2 with the
NINO1+2 is -0.57.
One of the outstanding results of the present study is that there occurs a dipole pattern over the EuroMediterranean and MENA region in the temperature correlation maps of the Niño indices. This dipole
is most pronounced for the NINO1+2 index compared to the other indices. The pattern shows warmer
temperature anomalies over the eastern Euro-Mediterranean – MENA region and cooler temperature
anomalies over the western Euro-Mediterranean – MENA region when the Pacific SST distribution
features a La Niña state.
The correlation analysis between the Niño indices and precipitation, surface air temperature and z500
fields shows that the NINO1+2 index is better at studying the relationship between the Pacific SST
variability and the climate variability of the Euro-Mediterranean - MENA region. Therefore, we
suggest the use of the NINO1+2 instead of the commonly used NINO3.4 index for the teleconnection
studies linking the climate variability in the Euro-Mediterranean region to Pacific SST state.
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ABSTRACT
Air pollution is one of the significant problems that are faced by humanity. The main reasons for air
pollution that are more active in the cities are that human activities such as industry, transportation,
and heating are seen as more intense in the cities. World Health Organization emphasized that air
pollution values are above the recommended limit values for health and outdoor air pollution has
affected the death of more than 4 million people every year. In the change of the air pollution values in
the cities at time and space scale; human activities, geographic structure of the settlement and
meteorological variables play a role. In this study, hourly data of PM10 values that are measured by
the Ministry of Environment and Urbanization in Iğdır province between 2014-2019 were investigated.
The behavior of data was examined according to the years, months, days and its behavior in the day.
Particularly in the evening, the density of PM10 increases in Iğdır. Sharing of the PM10 intensity
behavior with researchers, administrators and residents of the region will contribute to facilitating for
the solution of the problem. When the behavior of the parameters of air pollution data is examined, the
revealed result is tried to explain to the researchers both with topography, meteorological variables and
with human activities in the later studies to clarify the main components of the air pollution in the city.
The results are thought to shed light on the other researchers.
Keywords: Iğdır, Air Quality, PM10, Health
INTRODUCTION
The airborne pollutants rates have rapidly increased because of the total number of vehicles in
transportation, the use of poor quality fuel, unplanned settlement, dust from the roads, high tree cutting
rates, insufficient planting trees and the rapid increase of the industry since the French Revolution. Air
pollution caused by pollutants has extremely critical impacts on the health of living things. The
concentration of pollutants in the air is determined by the rate of gas released to the atmosphere, the
amount of particulate matter, the rate of solar radiation from meteorological factors, mixing ratio,
pressure, fog, temperature inversion, and the moisture parameters. PM10 (Particulate Matter), SO2
(Sulfur Dioxide), Heavy metals, PAHs (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons), PCB, Various VOC
(Volatile Organic Substances), COX (Carbon Monoxide), NOX (Nitrogen Monoxide), O3 (Ozone) etc.
substances are hazardous substances released into the atmosphere from pollutant sources (Kadıoğlu,
Toros, Bayraktar and Çavuş, 2016). The air pollution problem that is one of the serious issues facing
humanity is not only local and regional but also a global one (WHO, 2018). This issue has also
negative influences on the ecosystem, these impacts have been emphasized as a result of the studies
carried out worldwide and in our country. Besides, these effects lead to material and moral losses. In
the result of concentration of air pollutants, pollutants have demonstrated more toxic and carcinogenic
properties. Therefore, living health is under threatened, and vital losses also take place (Kadıoğlu et al.,
2016). Air pollution causes to reach serious proportions the socio-economic losses on a global scale.
According to the World Health Organization 2018 study reports, air pollution cause life of 12.6
million people more than %90 percent of people living in urban are under the threat. In particular,
more than 90% of people living in the city are at risk for health because of breathing of dirty air. Every
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year 7 million people die because of air pollution. This ratio higher in undeveloped countries. Air
pollution has a negative impact on the living comfort of all alive. Particularly, there are many air
pollutant sources in the big cities. Therefore, when air pollution rate in the air is high, it poses a vital
danger to living things. It is known that air pollution gives rise to the most deaths such as heart attacks,
strokes, chronic bronchitis and acute respiratory infections, specially in big cities where air pollution
sources are high (Toros, 2019).
Air pollution in Turkey generally is occurred by heating, industry and motor vehicles. It has reached
serious levels from time to time due to the excessive consumption of fossil fuels such as petroleum,
coal (low-quality lignite) particularly in the big cities. Istanbul, Ankara, and Izmir are big cities of
Turkey, where the population rate, number of buildings and traffic rate are excessively high. In Turkey,
particulate matter (PM) is a major air pollutant, it continues to threaten human health, especially due to
meteorological conditions. According to the 2015 statistics, particulate matter that have occurred by
the reason of could cost at least 4 times than traffic accidents and also tens of times in earthquakes
(Kadıoğlu et al., 2016). Meteorological factors and topography are 2 sources of local sources that can
exceedingly impress the spatial and temporal variability of particular matters (Unal et al., 2011).
Alteration in pollutant concentration in a region not only depends on the amount of pollutants released
into the atmosphere, but also on meteorological conditions and topography factors. The concentration
of the pollutants in the air determine air quality (Toros et al., 2018). Initially, air pollution should be
measured to reduce the socio-economic losses of its. T.C. Ministry of Environment has significantly
enhanced its measurement network in recent years. Since air quality varies according to the
meteorological variables and the topography, evaluation of measurement data under meteorological
and topography conditions is extremely significant.
The number of vehicles is quite high with the influence of receiving too much migration. Although
Iğdır province was an established later on 27 May 1992. These vehicles also pollute the ambient air. In
Iğdır region is not industrial area therefore there is no industrial emission inventory in there. While 13
fuel oil (LPG, auto gas) stations are exempted from emission permits due to their low capacity, there
are 20 facilities subjected to emission permits. Not only unplanned urbanization in Iğdır but also the
use of wood, coal and fuel-oil for heating plays an significant role in the increase of air pollution.
From 2017 year, 12000 out of 22000 apartments has started to use natural gas (Aras and Tekay, 2018).
Iğdır is one of the cities where air pollution is seen intensively under the meteorological and
topographic influences in Turkey. There is the low air quality in the Iğdır and its air quality decreases
day by day. Also; it is one of the provinces with the highest rate of deaths due to air pollution in 2017
to province-based deaths (Hava Kirliliği ve Sağlık Etkileri Kara Rapor, 2019). Special meteorological
conditions take place in the this region, since Iğdır is surrounded by mountains. This situation creates
unique atmosphere in the Iğdır province, also the specific meteorological factors of Iğdır play an
crucial role in the alteration of air pollution intensity. Wind speed and direction are crucial
meteorological parameters in transporting and decreasing the density of polluted air. It was observed
that as a result of the study by using various analysis programs, air pollution approached the limit
values and in some days it exceeded the limit values when there was no strong northern winds.
Furthermore, the air pollution in Iğdır differs from the other provinces thanks to the topography it has
(Toros, 2019).
This study aims to determine the source of air pollution in order to provide a healthy and quality
habitat for people living in Iğdır. When we designate the source of air pollution, we can both prevent
air pollution and provide clean air with high air quality. It is expected that this study will contribute
both the air quality study in the Iğdır region and evaluation data of air pollution in other cities.
DATA AND METHOD
Pollutants data and meteorological parameters data were used in this study. PM10 (particulate matter)
and SO2 pollutants measurements data were taken from T.C. Ministry of Environment and
Urbanization between January 01, 2014 and July 17, 2019 dates. In addition, meteorological
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parameters, which are temperature (T), total precipitation (P), humidity, wind speed and direction
measurement values data were obtained from T.C. Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry General
Directorate of Meteorology between January 01, 2014 and July 17, 2019 dates. Besides, an inventory
of emissions that are come from industry, traffic, heating and dust on the roads was obtained for Iğdır
from Turkish Statistical Institute (TUIK).

Figure 1. Study area topography and Air Quality Station in Iğdır
In this study; R program is used for the analysis of air pollution rate on Iğdır. Pollutant values of Iğdır
Air Quality Measurement Stations were analyzed not only by statistical methods but also relationship
between the air pollutants and the measured meteorological parameters. Analyzation of pollutant not
only in terms of meteorological but also in terms of contaminants was made by use of R program and
Open-air package. R program, with regards to the statistical analysis, is highly reliable program. We
obtain information on the air pollution rate which time it is high from the graphics that we acquire
through the program. They analyzed between January 01, 2014 – July 17, 2019 in order to designate
the external air pollution level in Iğdır province. Limit values of pollutants are determined and shown
as graphically by using R programme. Moreover, “Air Quality Indexes” (Figure2) were used to
determine the daily air quality levels.

Figure 2. AQI category, pollutants and health breakpoints & air quality index (National Air Quality
Index and smnewsnet.com)
We generated various graphics by using R programme. First of all, pollutant data (PM10, SO2) changes
were determined in accordance with values that are not only under average pressure but also upper
average pressure, times that were rainy days and dry days and times that are high winds and breeze.
We demonstrated alteration of pollution levels from obtained graph. We also observed previously
mentioned subject how affect air pollution levels. Graphics that we obtained according to high
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pressure, low pressure, rainy days-dry days and windy days and windless days are time change graph
of PM10 and SO2 data for values under average pressure (Figure4), time change graph of PM10 and SO2
data for values above average pressure (Figure5), hourly change PM10 and SO2 data (Figure6-Figure7),
seasonal winds obtained from wind data in the days below the average pressure (Figure8), PM10 and
SO2 dirty calender for 2014-2019 years (Figure9), PM10 and SO2 monthly average time series graph
only created in rainy times (Figure10), PM10 and SO2 monthly average time series graph created only
for not rainy times (Figure11) PM10 and SO2 monthly average time series created 5 hours after rain
(Figure12).
In addition; in this study, dispersion models were used to understand at which time intervals of air
pollutants are present. The modeling method is of strong support for fresh air plans. With this method,
it can be determined how the pollutants emitted by the existing pollutant sources that will be
distributed, as well as what kind of air quality deterioration of the facilities that are currently in the
plan or project stage will be established. Thus, it can be evaluated whether the facility will be
established in that region or its alternatives. In Iğdır, measurements were made at 10 different points
between 2-16 July 2019 to model the spatial distribution of air pollution. The measurements were
made by a certified company. Moreover, not only Kriging interpolation method (Best Intermediate
Value Calculation) but also Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW ) Interpolation were used. Kriging
method is the most widely used method for interpolation of spatial data. Most spatial distiribution
software uses Kriging method as the predefined method. By using this method, same alteration curves
can be obtained effectively from the irregular scattered data. This method is also evaluate inclination
in data. By using suitable variogram program model, it can develop a suitable model for all data.
Kriging method in the simplest term:
(1)
Z: Predicted value, μ: constant mean, ε: spatial dependency errors
IDW is a geo-statistical based-method used for positional estimation. Also, it is an interpolation
method based on the weighted average of the data. IDW that is used for requirement of softened and
fast result is produce a result with mathematical operations (Toros et al., 2018).

Figure 3. Obtaining the value at one location from the values at the other measured points (Toros et al.,
2018)
IDW depend on the distance of near point to the examined region is more heavy than far point
(Figure3). According to weighted mean , it calculates a surface intermediate value.
In addition to all this, backward Hysplit Trajectory Model was run for Iğdır province and Aralık
district for 3 days backward to able to understand the air pollutant sources. Also, sample neighborhood
design was made for Iğdır province. Reducing air pollution brings about the redesign of cities for the
happiness of the inhabitants. Topography and meteorological conditions are among the factors that
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adversely affect Iğdır's air pollution. Owing to contribute to the reduction of air pollution in Iğdır, a
new neighborhood design has been proposed instead of the existing agricultural lands on less
productive lands. The ecological system was taken into consideration in the draft and considering the
flow of mountain - valley breezes, the city's continuous ventilation was considered. Furthermore,
neighborhood and housing design are based on environmental and human life sustainability (Figure 18
and Figure 19).
RESULTS
Table 1. Statistical analysis of Iğdır province center
Type

NM

DP

Min.

%25

Mean

OD

%75

Max.

SD

Wind speed

48575

93

0

0.5

1.1

0.9

1.5

11.8

0.9

Temperature

48575

100

-19

4.9

13.6

13.8

22.5

41.1

11.3

Moisture

48575

99

2

39

56.9

55

75

99

21.5

Pressure

48575

99

899.9

913.5

917.9

917.2

921.8

938.1

5.9

48575

99

0

0

0

0

0

12.4

0.2

PM10

48575

93

1.2

42.6

114.5

72.5

136.9

1108.2

118.3

SO2

48575

77

1

4

10

6.7

11.4

194.8

11.5

NO

48575

46

1

2.8

11.8

4.3

10.9

1341.9

23.8

NO2

48575

55

1

12.4

28.9

22

41.5

163.7

21

NOX

48575

55

1.5

14.8

38.4

25.9

52.5

1375.8

36

O3

48575

59

1

16.9

42.4

40.3

63.8

231.5

28.8

Precipitation

Explanation: NM: Number of measurements, DP: Percentage of daily data acquisition, Min.:
Minimum Value, 25%: 1st quarter value, Mean: Average, OD: Average value, 75%:3rd quarte value,
Max.: Maximum value, SD: Standard deviation

”
Figure 4. Time change graph of PM10 data for values under average pressure in the center of Iğdır
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Figure 5. Temporal change graph of SO2 data for values under average pressure in the Iğdır center

Figure 6. Hourly change PM10 data for the values Figure 7. Hourly change SO2 data for the values
center under average pressure in Iğdır center under average pressure in Iğdır between 2014-2019
years
between between 2014-2019 years

When pressure is below from the average pressure, maximum value of PM10 is seen 200 µg/m³ in
January that is colder than other months. Pollution rate have taken place high values between at 18:00
and 23:00 hours. PM10 values at night are almost 200 µg/m³ (Figure4). In addition, PM10 took
maximum value in 2018 year (Figure6). Maximum value of SO2 is nearly 26 µg/m³. It has obtained
maximum value between at 18:00 and 23:00 hours. This means that people used coal, fuel oil for
heating in the winter.
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Figure 8. Seasonal winds obtained from wind data in the days under the average pressure between
2014 and 2019 in Iğdır center
First predominant wind direction is south. Second predominant wind direction is west (Figure 8).
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Figure 9. PM10 dirty calender for values under average pressure in the Iğdır center for 2014-2019
years
When pressure is low, vertical movement in the air is surplus. Therefore, pollution has dispersed in
low pressure days. We can see that only 7 days are very unhealthy. Other days are more healthy
(Figure9).

Figure 10. Time change graph of PM10 data for values above average pressure in the center of Iğdır
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Figure 11. Time change graph of SO2 data for values above average pressure in the center of Iğdır
When pressure is above from the average pressure, maximum value of PM10 is seen between (200 250) µg/m³ in January and December months. Pollution rate have taken place high values morning
times and evening times. PM10 values at night are almost 250 µg/m³ (Figure10). Maximum value of
SO2 is nearly 25 µg/m³. It has obtained maximum value at 00:00 and 06:00 hours and 18:00 and 23:00
hours. This means that people used coal, fuel oil for heating in the winter.

Figure 12. PM10 dirty calender for values above average pressure in the Iğdır center for 2014-2019
years
When pressure is high, there is no movement in the air. Therefore, pollution has not dispersed in high
pressure days. We can see from the calender that 6 days are hazardous days. 18 days are very
unhealthy. Winter months are unhealthy (Figure9).
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Figure 13. PM10 Monthly average time series graph created only in rainy times
When we look at PM10 Monthly average time series graph created only in rainy times, PM10 average
values change 70-100 µg/m³. Rain can disperse air pollution (Figure13).

Figure 14. PM10 monthly average time series graph only created for not rainy times
When we look at PM10 Monthly average time series graph created only for not rainy times, PM10
average values change 100-130 µg/m³ (Figure14).

Figure 15. PM10 monthly average time series graph created 5 hours after rain
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When we look at PM10 Monthly average time series graph created 5 hours after rain, PM10 average
values change 90-65 µg/m³ (Figure15).

Figure 16. Distribution of PM10 values measured
measured at 10 different points by Kriging method
weighted

Figure 17. Distribution of PM10 values
at 10 different points by inverse distance
interpolation method

Figure 18. Conceptual map of Iğdır province

Figure19. Sample neighborhood design of Iğdır province
CONCLUSION
Although decrease in air quality is caused by harmful substances such as dust, gas, smoke released
from the pollutant sources to the atmosphere, it is also caused by meteorological parameters and
topography that have negative or positive effects on air pollutants. The natural structure and
proportion of the air changes due to pollutants emitted into the atmosphere. This leads to irreversible
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dangerous consequences for our planet. Air pollution has been recognized as a local event for many
years. However, pollutants occurring in a region are transported and underwent the chemical processes
because of the atmospheric weather events. The transport of pollutants to the atmosphere can occur
both at close distances and long distances. Air pollution increases and threatens the human health due
to intense and unplanned urbanization, which has been increasing rapidly every day since the
industrial revolution, the depletion of fossil fuels in both motor vehicles and heating uses, the use of
low quality fuel in industrial facilities and residential heating, and topography and meteorological
conditions (Incecik, Sen, Kadıoğlu and Alp, 1994).
When Iğdır Air Quality Station data are analyzed, it is seen that PM10 values that are measured
parameters are very high both in summer and winter. Especially air pollution in the cold days of winter;
it is increasing due to the use of low-quality coal, heating, misapplication of heating techniques and
the maintenance of heating systems. The main reason for this is due to the high number of dwellings
and busy roads in the center of Iğdır. Iğdır PM10 pollution is much higher than SO2 pollution. The
primary reason for this is the dust coming from most of the roads and mines. A secondary reason is the
poor quality of the fuels used for heating purposes, especially in the winter. The third reason is that the
meteorological factors and topography conditions influence the pollutants. Moreover; since the
province of Igdir is surrounded by mountains, temperature reversal occurs at night. Temperature
inversion causes to stay the pollutants in the area for a long time and increases the effect of air
pollutants. In times of high pressure, the pressure causes to settle the pollutants and remain in the area.
Wind, precipitation and unstable atmosphere, which are the meteorological parameters, cause to
dissipate and dilute the air pollutants, thus air pollution has reduced.
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ABSTRACT
Climate comes first in the most important factors which effect of the life and the distribution of life
forms on earth. For this reason, life plains of natural and cultural plants is formed by the effect of
climatic factors. Plants encounter many stress factors which affect their growth and development
throughout their lifecycles because of their nature. These stress conditions which can be originated by
biotic and abiotic factors can decrease the quantity and quality of the product with leading to
physiological and biochemical damage to crops. Low and high temperature, extreme rainfall, drought,
high humidity and high light intensity such as climatic factors affect the nutrient intake of plants from
the soil. Boron is the most important plant nutrient affected by this situation. Although the amount of
boron taken by plants is very small, it has very important functions for plants. Boron can be easily
washed elements in the soil, excessive precipitation reduces the amount of boron in the soil. Another
factor affecting boron nutrition of plants is drought. The boron intake of the roots is reduced in arid
conditions due to the fact that the boron is mostly transported by mass (water) movements to the root
area of   the plant. Transpiration has a great importance in the transportation of boron from root to
foliage. Therefore, if the relative humidity in the air is high, the rate of perspiration of the plants and
consequently the boron transport to the green part of the plant from the soil is significantly reduced.
Plants under boron deficiency are very sensitive to extreme light and temperature conditions. In this
paper, the effect of climatic factors on boron nutrition of plants are explained by referring important
researches done in the recent years.
Keywords: Plants, boron, nutrition, stress factors
INTRODUCTION
The concentration of gases such as carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and
nitrogen dioxide (N2O) in the atmosphere increases every year due to fossil fuel use and various
human activities (forest destruction, industrial activities, etc.). As a result of the greenhouse effect
caused by these gases, temperature rise is observed on the earth's surface. This event, defined as global
warming, causes climate changes. According to research, including Turkey Southern Europe will enter
the effects of a dry and warm climate in the middle of this century is reported (IPCC, 2014). Changing
climatic conditions have become a factor that suppress natural life. Increasing temperatures due to
climate change, changes in precipitation regime and meteorological natural disasters which increase
record every year, affect the vital activities of human beings negatively. It is inevitable that crop
production will be affected by changing climatic factors.
Climate change and related meteorological disasters cause significant yield losses in crop production.
Increasing temperatures due to climate change and irregularities in the precipitation regime cause
drought to occur in more areas each year. Drought is one of the most common environmental stresses
affecting plant growth and yield, causing physiological changes on plants. Low and high temperature,
extreme and irregular rainfall, high humidity and light intensity with drought such as changing climate
factors affect plant uptake of nutrients from the soil. The elements necessary for plants such as
nitrogen and boron can be washed easily from the soil due to excessive rainfall and accumulate in the
soil due to drought and create toxic effect for the plants. Boron is an element which is very close to
each other in the nutrients required for plants, the amount of which causes deficiency symptoms and
the amount of toxic effect. Due to its unique properties, boron plays an important role in plant growth
and yield, although the amount taken up by the plants is very small.
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STRESS FACTORS AFFECTING PLANTS
Plants encounter many stress factors during their lives. According to Levitt, stress factors are divided
into biotic and abiotic (Levitt, 1980). Biotic factors; Infection of microorganisms (fungi, bacteria and
viruses), and attack factors of harmful animals (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Biotic stress factors
Abiotic factors are environmental factors such as drought, water, radiation, chemicals, magnetic and
electrical fields (Lichtenhaler, 1996). Climate and soil factors are at the top of the abiotic factors that
plants have to cope with (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Abiotic stress factors
Each of these factors affects the distribution of plant species and the genetic makeup of the population
in different ways. Their effects are not independent of each other and they have a common effect on
the plant. For example, it is possible to balance the resistance of the plant against high temperature
stress, in part with the amount of available water in the soil (Burke, 1990). Climate factors include
unpredictable properties such as the amount of precipitation or the number of days below zero, as well
as predictable properties such as photoperiod.
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IMPORTANCE OF BORON FOR PLANTS
There are about 230 kinds of boron minerals in nature. Boron is not found free in nature, together with
the oxides of other elements, borate (B2O3) is located in the structure (Kemp, 1956). Despite having
72% of world boron reserves, our country's share in total boron production is 33% (Barut et al., 2018).
According to the results of study which was determined and mapped the boron content of 7758 pieces
of soil Turkey land nationwide, 46.2% of our soil has very low and insufficient level of boron (Arcak,
2010). Boron is a micronutrient necessary for plants to complete their development and to give good
product. Boron deficiency in plants occurs especially in acidic soils which are insufficient in terms of
sandy and organic matter and where washing is high. The amount of boron that can be taken from soil;
0-0.4 mg/kg very little, 0.4-0.9 mg/kg little, 1-2.4 mg/kg sufficient, between 2.5-4.9 mg/kg, more than
5 mg/kg in the soil reported that the toxic level of boron (Wolf, 1971).
In plants with boron deficiency, the structural integrity of the cell walls is damaged and their functions
are affected. However, the development, yield and quality of deficient plants significantly limit. Most
of the boron in plants is in the structure of the cell wall and maintains the balance of the cell
membrane. Boron imparts significant strength and integrity to the cell wall. Boron, with its activity on
the cell wall, has a decisive role in the entry of nutrients into the cell. In this role, boron is also
effective on growth and yield. Boron is reported to be an important nutrient that protects plant tissues
against pathogen ingestion while increasing plant resistance to diseases (Güneş et al., 2017). Boron
functions in plants are not limited to the cell wall. Germination, pollen viability and its effects on
pollen tube development are important for generative growth (Wang et al., 2003). Generative organs
of plants (flowers, fruits, seeds) are more sensitive to boron deficiency than vegetative organs (green
parts). This situation adversely affects the generative development of the plants suffering from boron
deficiency, while producing significant reductions in fruit formation.

Figure 3. Boron effect on grain formation process in rice (Rerkasem et al., 2013)
Boron deficiency in the plant also limits vegetative development. The flow of boron which is
immobilized in the plant in the phloem channel (access to young leaves and root growth points) is
quite difficult (Güneş et al., 2017). Therefore, the halt of root growth in an environment where boron
deficiency exists is a striking example of the effect of boron on growth. In addition, due to the lack of
young leaves are yellowing here. Deterioration of the young leaves and colour change are important
clues in detecting boron deficiency in the plant.
CLIMATE AND SOIL FACTORS AFFECTING BORON UPTAKE OF PLANTS
The factors affecting the uptake of boron in the soil by the plant can be grouped as plant, soil and
climatic factors. The differences between the plants in terms of boron uptake in the evaluation of
plants, and even noteworthy differences between genotypes of the same plant were determined. Boron
uptake of plants is closely related to pH in soil. Boron deficiency is common in the alkaline soils of
temperate as well as arid regions. The usefulness of boron to the plant decreases under high pH
conditions. The reason for this is the strong boron fixation as a result of adsorption of B(OH)4 in
alkaline soils. On the other hand, strong boron washing is seen in acid soils due to the low adsorption
of B(OH)3. The risk of boron washing increases in low pH conditions. Boron deficiency in temperate
regions occurs in acidic and sandy soils, especially in dry and hot years (Schachtschabel and Brümmer,
1995). As a result of excessive rainfall in these soils, boron is easily washed and its deficiency is
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observed. The boron content of soils in arid and semi-arid climatic conditions is high and the boron
content of soils in rainy climatic conditions is low. Unlike many elements, boron is highly mobile in
soil. Depending on irrigation and rainfall conditions, it can be washed easily from sandy and low
organic matter soils. Most of the boron in the soil adheres on organic matter. Therefore, the risk of
boron deficiency is high in low organic matter soils.
Low air and soil moisture due to drought reduces the uptake of boron from soil. Plants can reach the
boron in the root zone through mass movements (water flow) in the soil. For this reason, boron uptake
of roots in arid conditions decreases considerably. Transpiration is known to be important in
transporting boron from the root to the green part of the plant. Therefore, high relative humidity in the
air also affects the boron uptake of plants. As the rate of transpiration of plants decreases under high
humidity conditions, boron transport from soil to green parts of plants (especially young leaves and
sprouts) decreases and boron deficiency occurs in plants (Krug et al., 2013). Boron insufficiency in
such conditions has a negative effect on yield without causing any signs of deficiency in the leaves.
Plants under boron insufficiency are very sensitive to extreme light and temperature conditions. Under
high light intensity and on long sunny days, if the boron feeding of plants is insufficient, the symptoms
of boron deficiency develop faster and the photo-oxidative damage known as “light burning” occurs.
Boron plays an important role in the use of the light energy absorbed by the leaves in photosynthesis.
If the use of light energy absorbed by the leaves decreases due to the lack of boron in photosynthesis,
an excess of energy will occur in the leaves. This energy reaches excessive amounts, especially in
conditions with high light intensity and leads to the formation of free oxygen radicals with high
toxicity, causing photo-oxidative damage (burning) in the plant (Çakmak et al., 1995).
It is known that plants are sensitive to boron deficiency in conditions where the temperature is too low
(Raisanen et al., 2007). It has been reported that infertility problems in plants are increased with boron
insufficiency in conditions where air temperature is very low (Subedi et al., 1998). Excess or lack of
boron in the plant affects not only an element but also the general nutritional balance of the plant with
other nutrients (Tariq and Mott, 2007). For example, in a study investigating the effect of different
boron and zinc applications on nitrogen and copper uptake in maize in a calcareous soil, synergistic
effect between boron and nitrogen has been reported if there is enough Zn in the soil. It was observed
that the effect of boron applied on leaves on nitrogen intake and concentration in the grain increased
(Aref, 2011).
CONCLUSION
Climate change, which may cause reduction in feeding capacity of the natural resources and as a result
of that millions of people may die due to starvation, is the major threat for all biologic life. It is
expected that our country will be affected by global warming and changing climate conditions in this
century and a dry and warm climate will prevail especially in the southern parts of the Mediterranean
Sea. However, it is foreseen that irregularities in temperature and precipitation distribution with
extreme weather events (extreme heat, flood, storm, hose, etc.) will occur in other regions of our
country more frequently. On the other hand, soil properties change very slowly over time according to
climate characteristics. Although our country is the richest country in terms of boron reserves in the
world, the boron industry and product market are not yet sufficient. However, nearly half of our soils
are insufficient in terms of boron levels useful for plants. Boron minerals have many unique properties.
This makes it difficult to replace the boron minerals. The effects of micro nutrients on cultivated
plants are better understood with each passing day. Boron is an indispensable micro element in plant
production. Research on the use of boron products in the agricultural sector is not sufficient. In this
study, the importance of boron in terms of plant production was pointed out and the effect of changing
climate conditions on boron nutrition of plants was evaluated.
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ABSTRACT
Epidemiological studies have linked to ambient fine particulate matter (PM2.5) to adverse health
effects. However, PM chemical composition is source-specific and differs significantly across sourcelocations; consequently, the ability of PM to generate health risk depends on its composition and
source contributions.
This study presents the concentration, elemental composition and source-related health risk assessment
of ambient PM2.5 collected for a one year period in 2014, at a semi-urban location of Eskişehir,
Turkey. Elemental composition of PM2.5 was determined by inductively coupled plasma-tandem
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS/MS) after microvawe acid digestion. Concentration of 48 elements were
determined in collected samples. Sources of the measured PM2.5 were inspected by using a receptor
model (EPA PMF 3.0), and four main sources were identified.
A significant seasonality on PM2.5 mass concentrations were observed due to the increasing domestic
heating requirements in the study region. Coal, fuel-oil and biomass combustion for space heating
requirements were contributed more than 45% of the measured PM, followed by road dust factor by a
contribution of 28%, industrial emissions by 18% and traffic related emissions by 9%. A detailed
health risk assessment was conducted using source-dependent concentrations of the carcinogenic As,
Cd, Co, Cr, Ni and Pb elements. Although the lower mass contribution of industry-related emissions
on PM2.5, the potential health risk induced by industrial emissions were comparably high as the other
source contributors.
Keywords: PM2.5, trace elements, source apportionment, health risk assessment
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric particulate matter (PM) is a mixture of various organic and inorganic constituents in its
composition, those emitted from natural and anthropogenic sources (Castro et al., 1999). Chemical
characterization studies are essential for determining the sources and the health effects of atmospheric
PM on human health (Di Tullio et al., 2008). Chemical composition, aerodynamic size and surface
properties of PM are important parameters that determine possible health effects. Particularly, particles
with diameters of 2.5 micrometers (µm) and smaller can exceed the defense mechanisms in the human
respiratory tract and reach the alveolar region in the lungs (Moore et al., 2007).
Heavy metals are important components of PM, have significant attention because of their adverse
human health effects (Chen et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2017). PM-bound heavy metals can be accumulate
in the human body via inhalation, ingestion and dermal contact exposures (Xue et al., 2012; Fang et al.,
2013; Zhang et al., 2016). Six of the heavy metals including As, Cd, Co, Cr, Ni and Pb, are classified
as carcinogenic species and also widely studied for their potential to cause poisoning, neurotoxicity
and damage on lung cells (Fang et al., 2013; Fang and Zheng, 2014).
Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) is one of the most common receptor model to identify source
contributions of air pollutants (Kim et al., 2003; Tecer et al., 2012; Pekey and Doğan, 2013).
Calculating the cancer or non-cancer health risks by following the typical risk assessment models
based on the total aerosol concentrations of heavy metals is common. However, these risks are
typically based on the concentration of toxic species at the receptor site, and is done separately for
each metal, missing key information on how the sources may contribute to multiple species and thus
an aggregate risk.
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The objectives of this study are (1) to explore the composition and characterisation of trace elements
on PM2.5 in a suburban location for one year period, (2) to identify emission sources using PMF
model, and (3) to quantitatively apportion the cancer risks of the heavy metal sources using PMF
assisted cancer risk (CR) approach for inhalation exposure.
MATERIALS and METHODS
Study Area and PM2.5 Sampling
Daily PM2.5 samples were collected from approximately 10 km distance from city center, a suburban
location of Eskişehir, Turkey. A high volume PM sampler (Thermo, USA) with a PM2.5 selective
inlet was used to collect particles on quartz filters (Pall Corp., USA). Samples were collected between
October 2013 and September 2014 to evaluate an annual trend of PM2.5.
Chemical Characterization of PM2.5 Samples
Gravimetric PM2.5 concentrations were determined by a microbalance (Sartorius, Germany). After the
determination of mass concentrations, a part of the filters was cut by a ceramic scissors and acid
digested in a mixture of re-distilled HNO3, HCl and HF in a microwave digestion unit (Milestone Start
D). Elemental composition of the digested samples was analysed by an inductively coupled plasmatandem mass spectrometry system (Agilent 8800-QQQ/MS).
PMF Model
PMF is an advanced model on factor analysis developed by Paatero and Tapper (1994). The
mathematical expression of PMF can be explained as:
Xik =

(1)

Ԑ V

where xik is the kth element concentration measured in the ith sample, gij is the contribution of the jth
source to the sample, fjk is the mass fraction of the kth element from the jth source, and eik is the error
(Hopke, 2003).
The components (gij and fjk) are constrained to non-negative values. The task of PMF is to calculate the
minimum value of Q as follows:
Q(E) =

n
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m
k

e

〠 σik )2
ik
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where Q is the object function and
is the associated uncertainty in the kth species for the ith sample.
The optimal number of factors can be found by analyzing the goodness of the Q value.
Risk Assessment Model
The carcinogenic health risks of PM2.5-bound heavy metals were evaluated based on the model
developed by USEPA (EPA, 2011).
Carcinogenic health risks (CR):
ECci =

h uh h u
h

(3)

Riski= ECci x IURi

(4)

CR =

(5)

㊀

where ECc is the lifetime average exposure concentration of the carcinogenic heavy metal (mg m-3), Ci
is the concentration of the carcinogenic element i (µg m-3), ET is the exposure time (365 days year-1),
ED is the exposure duration (53 years), LT is the lifetime exposure time (25550 days – 70 years), and
IURi is the inhalation unit risk of heavy metal i in (µg m-3)-1. IUR of the elements were 4.3x10-3 for As;
1.8x10-3 for Cd; 9x10-3 for Co; 1.2x10-2 for Cr(VI); 2.4x10-4 for Ni and 1.2x10-5 for Pb (Liu et al.,
2018). Among the several valence states of Cr in the atmosphere, Cr(VI) is much toxic than other
isotopes. Therefore, the concentration of Cr(VI) was assumed to be 1/7 of the total Cr concentration in
the risk calculations (EPA, 2013). To clarify the source-dependancy of PM2.5-bound heavy metals in
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the heating and non-heating seasons, the source-specific cancer risk were evaluated for each source
based on the absolute contributions (concentrations) of heavy metals from PMF model.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
PM2.5 and Trace Element Concentrations
Daily variations of PM2.5 from the sampling station in Eskişehir operating from November 2013 to
September 2014 are included in Figure 1. As can be seen from Table 1, the highest concentrations of
PM2.5 were measured in November (62.6±17 µg m-3) and December (72.3±17.8 µg m-3) those belong
to the winter season. In other months, PM2.5 concentrations ranged from 26.3±8.3 µg m-3 (June) to
57.8±23.5 µg m-3 (February), and annual average was calculated around 40.0±20.8 µg m-3. Winter and
summer period PM2.5 mass concentration averages were found 53.5±22.7 and 31.7±8.9 µg m-3,
nevertheless, seasonal averages were significantly different (t-test, p<0.05), indicating 40% higher in
winter period, suggesting the additional contribution of the various particulate emission sources.
The European Union (EU) applies the annual limit value of 25 µg m-3 since 2010. When looking at the
results, annual average PM2.5 concentrations have been exceeding both the EU and World Health
Organization (WHO) limit values to preserve human health in 75% of the sampling days.

Figure 1. Daily concentration of PM2.5 (µg m-3) for Eskişehir
Elemental concentrations of PM2.5 samples were found to vary between 0.01 ng m-3 (Eu and Tm) and
168 ng m-3 (Al). While the concentrations of Ba, Bi, Ce, Co, Cs, Cu, Eu, Ga and Sb do not show
seasonal changes; Al, Ca, Fe, P, Sc, La, Lu, Te and Tl concentrations increased significantly in
summer. However, Arsenic, Cd, Cr, Hg, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, Pb, Se, Sn and V concentrations
increased significantly in winter. The observed seasonal changes are largely show that some of the
elements are released from sources sensitive to seasonal changes such as biomass combustion, soil resuspension and fuel consumption for space heating. Seasonal average concentrations of the measured
elements presented in Table 1.
PM2.5 Source Apportionment
The PMF model was applied to the data set for 4 factors in accordance with the results of the previous
factor analysis. PM2.5-bound trace elements were significantly affected; domestic heating, industrial
emissions, traffic emissions and mixed emissions with small combustion processes. Domestic heating
emissions stand out as the most important source of about 45% of inorganic PM. This is followed by
road dust with a contribution of 28%. Industry and traffic emissions were identified as continuous
sources which should be considered as important PM sources with 18% and 9% contributions,
respectively. In Figure 2, explained factors represent domestic heating, industry, traffic emissions and
road dust, respectively.
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Table 1. Elemental analysis results (ng m-3)
Elements
Al

Winter
(ng m-3)
227.9

Summer
(ng m-3)
179.9

As

0.48

Ba

5.41

Bi

Elements

Summer
(ng m-3)
42.1

Elements

K

Winter
(ng m-3)
64.3

Tl

Winter
(ng m-3)
1.35

Summer
(ng m-3)
1.49

0.37

La

0.15

5.54

Lu

0.02

0.10

Tm

0.02

0.01

0.04

U

0.32

0.02

0.03

Mg

0.21

66.3

57.8

V

0.48

0.50

Ca

119.7

97.4

Mn

3.10

2.45

Yb

0.07

0.03

Cd

0.39

0.22

Na

92.5

74.1

Zn

14.6

16.2

Ce

0.32

0.21

Nd

0.14

0.09

Co

0.28

0.22

Ni

1.27

1.21

Cr

2.65

1.93

P

27.1

35.3

Cs

0.03

0.02

Pb

4.54

1.95

Cu

13.1

10.1

Pd

0.05

0.05

Dy

0.10

0.05

Pr

0.04

0.02

Er

0.04

0.02

Sb

0.88

0.49

Eu

0.02

0.01

Sc

0.56

0.41

Fe

121.7

93.2

Se

0.21

0.21

Ga

1.21

1.1

Sm

0.06

0.03

Gd

0.08

0.04

Sn

5.04

0.81

Hf

0.20

0.14

Sr

1.09

0.93

Hg

0.79

0.23

Tb

0.03

0.02

Ho
Ir

0.03
0.42

0.01
0.37

Te
Th

0.08
0.23

0.19
0.15

Figure 2. PMF source profiles of the elements
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Health Risk Assessment
Figure 2 shows the calculated cancer risks by the source contribution of the carcinogenic elements. A
total cancer risk value of 8.8x10-6 was estimated by sum of the exposure of the 6 carcinogenic heavy
metals. Highest contribution to the total risk was estimated by Cr (VI) followed by Co and As. Road
dust, traffic and industrial emissions almost equally contributed the cancer risk approximately 26 to
27%, and the contribution of the traffic emissions estimated below 20%.

Figure 3. Source contributed cancer risk results
CONCLUSION
As the results of the study, higher values of PM2.5 parameter was measured at a suburban location of
Eskişehir. Elemental concentrations showed seasonal variances depending to the emission sources
such as space heating in winter period. Health risks due to the inhalation of the carcinogenic heavy
metals were estimated and higher values than the acceptable level (1x10-6) were observed. Road dust,
industry and space heating related emissions were contributed the observed cancer risk equally, and
the minimum contribution was observed by traffic emissions.
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ABSTRACT
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a group of more than 100 compounds released from the
pyrolysis of organic material. PAHs are ubiquitous in the environment, and many of them are known
to be toxic and carcinogenic to humans. Exposure to the organic compounds is a function of ambient
concentration, and also the size of the aerosol. Due to their semi-volatile nature, PAHs are commonly
absorbed on atmospheric particles (PM). Thus the size-distribution of PAHs on ambient PM is a
significant factor on health risk assessment studies.
Size-segregated PM samples were collected for 10 days periods in summer and winter seasons in 2015,
by a high volume air sampler (Thermo, USA) and 5 stage impactor system (TISCH model TE-235,
USA) from two sampling stations in Kütahya city (urban), and Tavşanlı province (rural) which are
affected by the emissions of three thermal power plants and many other industrial facilities located
around the city. The impactor system consisting of 6 stages for size-segregated sampling of ambient
particles. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters were used to collect particles on impactor plates (size
fractions between <0.69; 0.69-1.3; 1.3-2.1; 2.1-4.2; 4.2-10.2 and >10.2 µm) and a back-up filter
(below 0.69 µm). PAHs concentrations were determined by ultrasonic extraction of filters by organic
solvents followed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis.
Most of the PAHs were accumulated on submicron PM, and the concentrations were increased in
winter samples, at both two sites. Diagnostic ratios of PAH compounds were inspected for source
apportionment. PM-bound PAH concentration ratios between selected congeners showed a strong
seasonality between two seasons, allowing to draw insights about the predominant sources and their
respective importance. In particular, coal and biomass combustion for space heating, and electricity
generation were identified as the prevailing PAH sources.
PAH concentrations were highest on the smallest size PM in both two sites. Average PAH
concentrations on PM<0.69 were 39.9 and 295.5 ng m-3 in urban, and 16.5 and 38.3 ng m-3 in rural site
in summer and winter samples, respectively. Total PM-bound PAH in summer and winter were 56.1
and 390.4 ng m-3 in urban, 36.2 and 56.7 ng m-3 in rural sites. Cancer and non-cancer health risks due
to the exposure to PAHs were calculated by probabilistic risk assessment approach of USEPA.
Keywords: Size-segregated PM, PAHs, health risk assessment
INTRODUCTION
Ambient particulate matter (PM) is great concern because of its adverse health effects including
cardio-respiratory diseases (Phosri et al., 2019), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Guan et al.,
2016), asthma (Peden 2008) and lung cancer (Guo et al., 2016). Particle size is an important aspect of
PM toxicity as different size particles can penetrate into different regions of the respiratory tract. The
larger inhalable particles are deposited in the upper airways; while the smaller respirable particles can
reach the alveoli and some have been shown to have the ability to cross into the blood stream and
travel to other organs (Brauer et al., 2001). Approximately 10% of the PM10 in the urban atmosphere
consists of ultra-fine particles. Although PM10 is generally known to have the potential for tissue
damage in the lungs, smaller particles in PM10 are mainly responsible for these harmful effects due to
their number concentration and high surface area (Brauer et al., 2001; Hetland et al., 2004). Thus,
identifying and understanding the chemical composition of PM, which has many harmful components
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in its structure, is very important for examining the health effects of PM (Harrison and Yin, 2000;
Forsberg et al., 2005; Di Tullio, et al. 2008).
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in PM are a great concern due to their toxicity and
bioaccumulation. As a result of incomplete combustion processes, PAHs are released into the
atmosphere mainly due to anthropogenic activities such as coal, fuel oil and gas combustion, motor
vehicle emissions and waste incineration (Baek et al., 1991; Venkataraman and Friedlandar, 1994;
Nikolaou et al., 1984; Zielinska et al., 2004). Carcinogenic and/or mutagenic properties of many PAHs
in the environment have been described broadly in the literature, and 16 of the PAH compounds were
classified as priority pollutants in urban atmosphere by USEPA (EPA, 2003; Ravindra et al. 2008).
Human carcinogen PAHs associated with the most problematic particulate matter have been observed,
particularly in fine-mode particles (PM2.5) (Ravindra et al., 2008).
In this study, daily size-segregated PM samples were collected by 5 stages high volume cascade
impactor from two different (urban and rural) sites of Kütahya during summer and winter seasons.
Size distribution and PAH composition of the PM samples were determined. The major aims of this
study were (1) to examine of seasonal and spatial variations of size-segregated atmospheric PAH
concentrations in a thermal power plant area, (2) to investigate their probable sources, (3) to determine
the associated carcinogenic risks due to exposure to PAHs in Kutahya city, Turkey.
MATERIALS and METHODS
Size-segregated particulate matter samples were collected in summer and winter seasons in 2015, by a
high volume air sampler (Thermo, USA) and 5 stage impactor system (TISCH model TE-235, USA)
from two sampling stations in Kütahya city (urban), and Tavşanlı province (rural) which are affected
by three thermal power plants and many other ceramic factories located very close distance to city
center.
The impactor system consisting of 5 stages and a back-up stage for size cutting.
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters were used to collect particles on impactor plates (size fractions
between 0.69-1.3; 1.3-2.1; 2.1-4.2; 4.2-10.2 and 10.2< µm) and a back-up filter (below 0.69 µm). PAH
concentrations were determined by ultrasonic extraction of filters by organic solvents followed by gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis.
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
In both seasons, mass concentrations of all PM sizes were statistically different between urban and
rural sites (p<0.05). The addition of fresh emissions, from space heating and traffic to the regional
background, contributed to higher PM levels at the urban location. There was a significant statistical
seasonal difference for all PM sizes in urban samples (p<0.05), but there was no statistically
significant seasonality for PM4.2-2.1 and PM<0.69 between summer and winter in the rural site. The
intersite differences may be attributed to the existence of seasonal sources, wind patterns and other
processes contributing in the summer season to the PM levels at the rural site and a rather constant
incidence of traffic emissions at the urban site in both seasons. The measured total PM is mostly in the
finest mode.
The sum of the PAH compounds showed significant seasonal variations. Total PAH concentrations as
the sum of the PAHs measured in all impactor stages ranged from 36.9 to 393.7 ng m-3. In addition,
more than 70% of the measured PAHs were found on the smallest size particles (PM<0.69) in winter
samples collected at urban site, and it was 55% at the rural site on the same PM size. Winter/summer
concentration ratio of the total PAHs was approximately 7 at the urban site while the ratio was 1.7 at
the rural site. This suggests a significant contribution of fresh combustion emissions (space heating
emissions) of the nearby sources.
Diagnostic ratios of PAHs can be used in further assessment of processes affecting the aerosol organic
composition and the identification or apportionment of the sources (Manoli et al., 2004; Alves, 2008;
Ravindra et al., 2008; Mirante et al., 2013; Finardi et al., 2017). Calculated diagnostic ratios with
respect to sampling location, season and PM size. The diagnostic ratios calculated in this study suggest
that both two sites are affected by combustion sources with a variable seasonal contribution. The ratio
of combustion PAHs (Flt+Pyr+BaA+Chr+BbF+BkF+BaP+Ind+BghiP) to the total PAHs
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(CPAHs/∑PAHs) showed significant size dependency and also seasonality. CPAHs/∑PAHs ratio was
highest at urban site winter samples followed by rural winter samples. Winter period ratios of
CPAHs/∑PAHs on fine mode particles were 0.86, 0.89 and 0.90 for PM2.1-1.3, PM1.3-0.69 and PM<0.69,
respectively indicating the coal combustion at the urban site. Winter ratios were 0.78 and 0.84 on
PM1.3-0.69 and PM<0.69 at the rural site. CPAH/∑PAH ratios were all below 0.60 at both urban and rural
samples calculated for all PM sizes indicating the dominance of mixed traffic emissions in the summer
period.
BaP is considered one of the most toxic PAH compounds and it is widely used to evaluate the
potential risks of PAHs exposure (Shi et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2019). In order to assess the total
carcinogenic potential of PAHs, toxic equivalent factors (TEFs) were used to describe the
carcinogenic potential of individual PAHs relative to BaP (Shen et al., 2019). The toxic equivalent
quantity (TEQ) was calculated by summation of the concentrations of individual PAHs multiplied by
their BaP equivalent (BaPeq) concentrations (Nisbet and LaGoy, 1992; Du et al., 2018). Health risks
due to the inhalation of PAHs was assessed by calculating incremental lifetime cancer risk (ILCR) for
adult inhabitants.
Total BaPeq concentrations calculated at two sites in summer and winter samples. Average BaPeq
concentrations were 6.79±4.45 ng m-3 and 110.23±48.43 ng m-3 at urban site in summer and winter,
respectively. BaPeq concentrations at the rural site in summer and winter were 1.28±0.57 and
13.95±3.99 ng m-3.
The calculated carcinogenic risks are depicted in Figure 1. The carcinogenic risk to the people who are
exposed at the urban site is higher than at the rural in both two seasons. Annual average of the
calculated ILCR was 3.5x10-5±1.6x10-5 with a range from 1.2x10-6 to 1.1x10-4 for residents in the
urban site and 4.5x10-6±1.4x10-6 (5.4x10-7 – 1.1x10-5 as range) for the rural population. The risk in
urban population was approximately 35 orders of magnitude higher than the priority risk level of 10-6,
indicating severe adverse health impacts due to the inhalation of PAHs. For the population in rural site,
although the ILCR is much lower than the urban site, it still significantly exceeded the tolerable level
of 1.0x10-6.

Figure 1. ILCR values calculated at urban and rural sites
CONCLUSIONS
Severe urban air pollution and higher health risks due to the inhalation exposure of PAHs were found.
Higher emissions from the combustion sources and also meteorological parameters in the winter
period favored the enhancement of the particle-bound concentrations of the PAHs in both two
sampling sites during this season, particularly in fine mode PM. This refers to a higher risk on human
health as sub-micron aerosol can penetrate deeper into the respiratory tract.
This study provides useful information that coal combustion (both for space heating and power
generation) and vehicular emissions are the major sources of PM pollution in Kütahya.
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ABSTRACT
Epidemiological studies have indicated that exposure to ambient particulate matter (PM) is associated
with respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, including chronic obstructive airway disease, asthma,
and lung cancer. There is also many in vitro experiments have been shown that increasing of
atmospheric PM concentrations may have led to effect antioxidant defense system adversely because
of increasing the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which causing DNA damage.
Production of hydroxyl radical (OH•) capacity of size-segregated PM was determined by using
electron spin resonance (ESR) method in order to estimate the oxidative potential (OP) of sizesegregated PM samples collected from thermal power plant area, Kütahya, Turkey. For this purpose;
daily size segregated PM samples were collected from an urban (Kütahya city center) and a rural
(Tavşanlı province) site which is affected by three thermal power plants and many other ceramic
factories located very close distance to the city both summer and winter season in 2015. Samples were
collected by a high volume PM sampler (Thermo, USA) equipped with a 5 stage impactor system
(TISCH model TE-235, USA). The impactor system consisting of 5 stages and a back-up stage for size
cutting. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters were used to collect particles on impactor plates (size
fractions between 0.69-1.3; 1.3-2.1; 2.1-4.2; 4.2-10.2 and >10.2 µm) and a back-up filter (<0.69 µm).
Trace element concentrations in samples were analyzed by an inductively coupled plasma-tandem
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS/MS: Agilent 8800 ICP-QQQ-MS) after microwave acid digestion in a
mixture of HNO3, HCl and HF. On the other hand, electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrometer
method has used to measure the OH• generation capacity of ambient size segregated PM suspensions
in the presence of spin-trapping agent, 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO), and hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) with arbitrary units (AU).
Average values of OP were minimum on coarser mode PM (PM>10.2 µm) and highest on fine mode
particles (PM1.3-2.1 and PM0.69-1.3 µm). Minimum OP values were measured in urban station, on PM>10.2
samples with an average of 40.3±16.1 AU.m-3. Maximum OP was observed on PM1.3-2.1 samples as
1089.8±1274 AU.m-3. Measured OP positively correlated with the Al, S, Fe, Ca, As, Cr, Co, Cu, Mn,
Ni, Zn, Mg, Ti, V, Se, and Mo significantly in urban winter samples, and Br, Na and Cu in summer.
Significant positive correlations were observed between the OP and Al, S, Cu, Zn, Br, Se, and Mo in
winter, but no positive correlation observed with the OP and any elements in summer samples, at rural
station.
Keywords: PM size distribution, elemental composition, oxidative potential
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric particulate matter (PM) describes small droplets in liquid or solid form which enters the
atmosphere from natural and anthropogenic sources. They might be in various aerodynamic sizes or
shapes, and include hundreds of different chemical species (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000).
Particles smaller than 1 µm aerodynamic diameter, which make up a significant percentage of PM, are
released into the atmosphere in significant amounts from high-temperature combustion sources such as
waste incineration, thermal power plants, industrial systems, motor vehicles, domestic heating, forest
fires and volcanic eruptions (Hinds, 1999). Coarse mode particles on the contrary mainly attributed to
natural incidences like dust re-suspension due to the wind effects (Barbaro et al., 2019). Size
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distribution of atmospheric PM is important on explaining their chemical composition, health aspects
and also sources.
Trace elements are very important in investigating the physical and chemical nature of atmospheric
aerosol. Although the trace elements make up less than 1% of the aerosol by mass, they (vanadium,
chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, etc.) are very important in explaining the aerosol sources
and also health effects. These metals are important in various oxidation steps and redox reactions
(Song et al., 2015; Paraskevopoulou et al., 2019).
Trace element concentrations in atmospheric aerosols provide important information about the sources
from which they are released. Naturally derived atmospheric trace elements are formed as a result of
the passing of the earth structure through different processes (erosion, surface winds, volcanic
eruptions, etc.), natural fires and oceans (Boyd and Ellwood, 2010). The predominant anthropogenic
sources of trace elements and metals in the atmosphere are biomass or fossil fuel combustion,
industrial activities and incineration of solid waste, which include high temperature processes (Buck et
al., 2019; Morera-Gomez et al., 2019). Volatile metal vapours released as a result of high temperature
combustion condense on particles in the atmosphere. While the most important anthropogenic sources
of atmospheric Be, Co, Hg, Mo, Ni, Sb, Se, Sn and V are fossil fuel use, and also the elements such as
As, Cr, Cu, Mn and Zn are known to be released into the atmosphere by fossil fuel combustion
(Clements et al., 2014). On the other hand, metal industry contributes significantly to atmospheric Fe,
Pb, Cu, Ni, Zn and Cd concentrations. A significant amount of S, CI, Zn, Br, Ag, Cd, Sn, In, Sb and
Pb elements are released by the activities of waste incineration plants (Olmez et al, 1988; Nriagu and
Pacyna 1988; Pacyna, 1998; Pacyna and Pacyna, 2001). Vehicle exhaust emissions resulting from the
use of gasoline and diesel contribute to atmospheric Pb, Fe, Cu, Zn, Ni and Cd concentrations, and
worn brake pads of vehicles contribute to Zn. Platinium, Pd and Rh emissions were included in metal
emissions from vehicles by using catalytic convectors in automobiles (Laschober et al., 2004).
The term oxidative stress was defined by Sies (1991) as the disorder caused by potential damage
between oxidant and antioxidant balance. Oxidative stress occurs when substances in the particle
cause an increase in reactive oxygen/nitrogen species (ROS/RNS).
Reactive oxygen species may occur in the body as a result of PM exposure. ROS and RNS are free
radicals formed during electron transport chain, fat degradation and mitochondrial metabolism
(Sorescu and Griendling, 2002). These radicals are highly unstable molecules due to the unpaired
electrons in the outer orbitals (West and Marnett, 2006). Because of their unstable structure, free
radicals are highly active and react with other molecules to stabilize. Generally, the formation of free
radicals is balanced by antioxidants. However, due to external stimuli such as PM antioxidant defense
system is suppressed and oxidative stress formation is observed (Li et al., 2003; Hatzis et al., 2006).
Oxidative stress is associated with many diseases including inflammation, cancer, diabetes, stroke and
heart attack (Hensley and Floyd, 2002; Sorescu and Griendling, 2002).
Kütahya province, a power plant region in Turkey, is one of the hot spots due to the severe air
pollution problems. Therefore, the goals of this study were as follows: i) to characterize the spatial
distributions and seasonal variations of PM, ii) to determine the size-segregated elemental composition
of PM samples, and iii) to identify their oxidative potentials.
MATERIALS and METHODS
Size-segregated atmospheric PM samples were collected from two different sites of Kütahya. First
station was located in city center (urban), and the second one was in Tavşanlı - Göbel district (rural).
Daily size-segregated PM samples were collected by a high volume air sampler (Thermo, USA) and 5
stage impactor system (TISCH model TE-235, USA), operating in a flow rate of 0.565 m3 min-1.
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters were used to collect particles on impactor plates (size fractions
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between 0.69-1.3; 1.3-2.1; 2.1-4.2; 4.2-10.2 and 10.2< µm) and a back-up filter (below 0.69 µm).
Summer sampling was conducted between 07.08.2015-16.08.2015 in rural station and 17.08.201526.08.2015 in urban station. The winter sampling was carried out in the urban station between
29.11.2015-08.12.2015 and in the rural station between 10.12.2015-15.12.2015.
PTFE filters were digested in 5 mL of nitric acid (69% w/w HNO3), 1 mL of hydrochloric acid (37%
w/w HCl) and 0.5 mL of hydrofluoric acid (48% w/w HF) by a Milestone Start D (Sorisole, Italy)
microwave (MW) digestion system. Trace elements in size segregated atmospheric PM samples were
analysed by using a triple quadrupole ICP-MS (Agilent ICP-QQQ-MS) after microwave acid digestion.
Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrometer method has used to measure the OH• generation capacity
of ambient size segregated PM suspensions in the presence of spin-trapping agent, 5,5-dimethyl-1pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) with arbitrary units (AU).
RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS
In the study, the mass concentrations of PM samples and trace elements collected at the urban
(Kütahya) and rural (Göbel) stations during the summer and winter seasons were evaluated (Figure 1).
The average of PM concentrations in coarse mode were measured at higher levels in summer samples
than in winter samples collected from rural station. In contrast, fine-mode particles, PM1.3-2.1 and
PM0.69-1.3, were measured at higher concentrations in winter samples compared to summer in rural
station.
It was observed that PM concentrations of urban station were higher than those measured at rural
station for all PM size ranges, in both summer and winter seasons. Similarly, it was found that the PM
concentrations measured at urban station were at least twice as high as the rural winter PM
concentrations in all size ranges.

Figure 1. Size-segregated PM concentrations
Elemental composition of the collected samples were presented in Table 1. One of the important
findings seen in the following table; concentrations of soil-derived elements of Mg, Al, V, Fe, Ca are
higher in coarse mode PM samples than finer modes in both stations, in both summer and winter
samples. On the contrary, concentrations of the anthropogenic origin elements such as S, Cu, Zn, Cd,
Sb and Pb increase significantly in fine mode particles.
In rural station samples; S, Al, Ca, Mg and Fe concentrations were higher than those of other elements
and Hg, Co, Cd, Te and Se element concentrations were lower than those of other elements. It was
observed that zinc, S, K, Cu, Pb, As, Cd, Se, Mo, Sb, Sn and Hg element concentrations were higher
in fine mode PM samples (<1,3 µm). The highest concentrations of calcium, Al, Mg, Fe, Mn, Co, Cr,
Ga, Ti, V and Ni were measured in coarse mode (4.2-10.2 µm) rural summer PM samples.
Sulfur concentrations were observed at higher concentrations in urban summer period PM samples
with particle diameters less than 1 µm. However, K, As, Pb, V and Na concentrations were measured
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at close concentrations in all size ranges. The primary peaks of sodium, Mg, Ca, Ti, Fe and Ba trace
elements are above 1 µm. When the metal content of urban winter PM samples are examined, it is seen
that combustion product metals such as S, Zn, Sn, Sb have high concentrations in low size particles.
Alkali and alkaline earth metals such as Ca, Mg, Na, were measured at higher concentrations in coarse
mode particles.
Concentrations of Se, Br, Pb, Cu, Zn and As elements which may occur as a result of coal and biomass
combustion and fuel combustion processes have been observed at high levels especially in particles
smaller than 1.3 µm and 1.3 µm. The predominant concentrations of these elements are seen in finemode particles, but are generally associated with anthropogenic sources (thermal power plant, industry,
traffic, etc.).
OH* formation potential of PM samples collected at Kütahya and Göbel stations were determined.
Oxidative potentials of PM samples of different sizes are measured in arbitrary unit-AU in
DMPO/H2O2 medium and proportioned to sampling volume (AU m-3) are given in Figures 2 and
3.Average values of oxidative potential (OP) were minimum on coarser mode PM (PM>10.2 µm) and
highest on fine mode particles (PM1.3-2.1 and PM0.69-1.3 µm). Minimum OP values were measured
in urban station, on PM>10.2 samples with an average of 40.3±16.1 AU.m-3. Maximum OP was
observed on PM1.3-2.1 samples as 1089.8±1274 AU.m-3. Measured OP positively correlated with the
Al, S, Fe, Ca, As, Cr, Co, Cu, Mn, Ni, Zn, Mg, Ti, V, Se, and Mo significantly in urban winter
samples, and Br, Na and Cu in summer. Significant positive correlations were observed between the
OP and Al, S, Cu, Zn, Br, Se, and Mo in winter, but no positive correlation observed with the OP and
any elements in summer samples, at rural station.

Figure 2. Rural samples ESR and PM

Figure 3. Urban samples ESR and PM
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Rural Winter

Rural Summer

Urban Winter

Urban Summer

Table 1. Size-segregated elemental concentrations
PM Size
>10.2
10.2-4.2
4.2-2.1
2.1-1.3
1.3-0.69

23.0
63.4
41.3
34.4

Na

128.2
234.8
121.9
93.2

Mg

147.3
271.2
185.4
160.1

Al

40.2
46.7
42.8
43.2

P

31.8
61.5
40.1
31.8

K

251.0
405.9
249.7
171.5

Ca

78.5
145.5
104.2
83.6

Fe

39.6
70.1
55.8
57.5

S

Cu

3.2
13.0
18.2
41.5

Ba

Zn
1.5
2.9
2.3
2.6

6.8
12.4
9.1
7.6

0.4
1.0
0.6
0.5

V

Cr

Mn

Co
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0

0.7
1.2
0.7
0.6

0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2

As

Mo
0.0
0.2
0.2
0.5

0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01

Cd

Pb

25.3

65.2

121.8

40.8

36.2

121.0

59.3

227.6

61.4

1.0

3.4

5.8

0.4

0.4

1.3

0.0

0.5

0.1

0.8

0.02

1.3

>10.2
10.2-4.2
4.2-2.1
2.1-1.3
1.3-0.69

24.8
50.2
37.5
28.8
33.9

194.3
448.1
208.5
166.9
111.3

191.5
395.1
220.6
187.9
136.5

41.7
51.3
44.6
43.0
40.2

43.3
94.9
47.7
44.0
66.4

623.8
1313.6
631.3
498.8
320.9

126.9
293.9
171.5
144.8
91.8

52.6
123.1
86.1
114.5
256.3

4.9
22.0
27.9
37.7
36.2

2.1
5.5
3.5
3.4
2.2

1.0
5.8
3.8
5.0
10.6

9.8
21.3
11.3
10.0
6.8

0.6
1.5
0.9
0.8
0.7

1.2
2.6
1.5
1.3
1.1

2.5
5.7
3.1
2.7
2.1

0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1

1.6
3.4
1.9
1.6
1.1

0.3
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.9

0.2
0.8
1.2
1.9
2.1

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.14

0.8
1.9
1.7
3.3
6.0

>10.2
10.2-4.2
4.2-2.1
2.1-1.3
1.3-0.69

12.9
13.3
12.7
24.8

49.0
80.9
51.0
36.3

102.9
175.6
129.6
122.1

92.8
108.1
107.1
98.8

26.9
44.1
32.3
28.7

90.2
121.4
73.1
52.3

63.2
114.3
87.3
74.1

27.6
36.3
37.2
55.5

3.0
7.6
16.0
26.2

0.9
2.2
1.4
1.0

1.6
2.2
2.2
3.5

6.1
10.2
7.6
6.7

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.4

0.6
1.0
0.8
0.8

1.2
2.4
1.7
1.5

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.9
1.5
1.2
1.1

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2

0.6
0.2
0.1
0.1

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02

0.7
1.0
0.9
1.4

8.8

40.0

116.7

120.0

32.5

54.3

102.0

217.0

31.7

1.2

3.6

6.4

0.4

0.8

1.7

0.1

1.2

0.3

0.1

0.04

1.8

>10.2
10.2-4.2
4.2-2.1
2.1-1.3
1.3-0.69

12.9
18.7
32.4
32.9
24.2

46.8
104.9
92.3
74.5
25.7

57.2
103.2
120.8
129.3
69.4

37.5
41.6
39.0
39.1
39.5

5.7
16.5
21.9
29.3
31.4

60.8
109.6
103.8
98.1
37.9

18.9
60.2
61.7
79.8
30.9

27.1
75.6
104.4
493.8
826.4

7.3
39.7
62.5
102.0
43.0

5.2
6.3
13.2
9.1
11.1

2.4
3.5
7.5
7.2
13.2

2.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
2.4

0.2
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.4

0.4
0.6
0.5
0.8
0.4

0.4
1.1
1.1
1.4
0.8

0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0

0.4
1.0
0.8
1.1
0.7

0.1
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.6

0.3
1.4
3.0
6.2
3.5

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.17

0.6
0.7
1.0
2.5
3.0

1.1
1.5
1.4
1.1

Ti

0.6
1.0
0.7
0.5

1.6
3.1
2.1
1.6

Ni
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CONCLUSION

Trace elements are important indicators of anthropogenic pollution in atmosphere.
Understanding the atmospheric aerosol size distribution is very important to determine health
effects of the metallic components, sources and transport mechanisms. High levels of toxic
elements have been linked to adverse effects on human health. Also, As, Be, Cd, Co, Cr, Ni
and Pb were defined as possible elements that can cause carcinogenic health effects by The
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). Determination of oxidative potential of
trace elements is useful method to estimate the adverse effects of PM included toxic trace
elements.
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ABSTRACT
Climate oscillation indexes are expressed by differences of meteorological parameters such as
temperature, sea surface temperature and pressure between two different regions. They are also called
as Teleconnection. Environmental effects of these indexes also can be seen on their regions as well as
in other part of the world. The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Arctic Oscillation (AO), South
Oscillation Index (SOI), North Sea-Caspian Pattern (NCP) and Indian Ocean Dipole Mode Index
(IODMI) indexes are most known and studied indexes in Turkey. While NAO, AO and NCP have
positive phase, Turkey's precipitation amount decrease or vice versa. In generally it is thought that
they effects Turkey in winter seasons. In this study the Turkish State Meteorological Service’s 97
meteorological stations are used with monthly mean temperature data series for the period of 19612011. The relation between mean temperature differences (MTD) and NAO, AO, SOI, NCP and
IODMI indexes are examined in event-based. In generally MTD were shown a reverse relation with
NAO, AO and NCP. When MTD were positive, NAO, AO and NCP were negative or vice versa. The
relation between MTD, SOI and IODMI were more uncertain than the other indexes. Although it is
suggested that the relation between NAO and Turkey in spring and summer seasons according to the
liner correlations is not significant, it is found that the rate of relation is between 50-75% according to
event based examination in this study. NCP also has a similar relation with NAO. It is also
investigated trends of NAO and NCP and their possible effects to Turkey. If the NAO phase and
response of Turkey's temperature and rainfall taken into account, it is thought that it is possible to
expect more warm and low precipitation periods during winter and spring and vice versa in summer
and autumn in generally according to the tendency of the NAO.
Keywords: Climate Oscillation Indexes, NAO, AO, NCP, SOI, IODMI, Teleconnection, Mean
Temperature
INTRODUCTION
Climate and meteorology produce lots of data from the depths of the ocean to the earth surface and
from the earth surface to the upper layers of the atmosphere. For these reasons, climate and
meteorological studies are carried out by sampling method using one or more parameters, specific
periods and regions. Generally, to make a sample, climatic indices are used which are representative of
certain data in a particular region.
Scientists have been making studies on the relationship between regional and global circulation
patterns and changes in order to identify and understand climate types and changes in climate. For
these studies, they examine the differences of temperature, sea water temperature, pressure and similar
meteorological elements between the two regions. They call these differences as indexes which show
continuous oscillations between the two regions and their effects can also be determined
environmentally. Scientists have been analysing the oscillations in these indices and their
environmental impacts as well as the relation between climatic parameters such as temperature,
precipitation and so on.
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) Index is identified by Wallace and Gutzler (1981). NAO is the
widely used teleconnection index and a measure of meridional oscillation of atmospheric mass
between the sub-tropical anticyclone near the Azores and the sub-polar low-pressure system near
Iceland. It determines westerly wind strength over the North Atlantic in winter. NAO strongly
influences the European and Mediterranean climate. It has been shown that positive phase of NAO is
associated with a northward shift in the Atlantic storm activity, and it leads to wetter condition in
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northern Europe and drier conditions over the Mediterranean during winter months (Ghioca, 2009;
Unal et al, 2010).
The AO Index is characterised by a seesaw of atmospheric pressure between the Arctic and northern
middle latitudes between 37° and 45°. AO represents the state of atmospheric circulation over the
Arctic. Its positive phase brings lower-than-normal pressure over the polar region, and higher pressure
in the mid-latitudes, steering extra tropical storms northward, bringing wetter weather conditions to
northern Europe, and drier conditions to the eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East. Over Europe,
wetter conditions prevail over the eastern Mediterranean (Unal et al., 2010).
NCP index is identified by using the differences of 500 hPa geopotential heights over the regions near
the North Sea and northern Caspian Sea, normalised by the standard deviation of the specific month.
The NCP is evident at the 500 hPa level and more pronounced during winter and the transitional
seasons. A negative NCP implies an increased cyclonic anomaly circulation around the western pole
of the NCP and an increased anticyclonic anomaly circulation around the eastern pole of the NCP
(Kutiel et al., 2001; Unal et al., 2010).
The oldest indicator of the ENSO state is the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI): the difference between
the atmospheric pressure at sea level at Tahiti and at Darwin. A seesaw in pressure at these locations
reflects the atmospheric component of ENSO, discovered in the early 1900s by Walker and Bliss
(1932) and others. During El Niño, the pressure becomes below average in Tahiti and above average in
Darwin, and the Southern Oscillation Index is negative. During La Niña, the pressure behaves
oppositely, and the index becomes positive (Web 1).
The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is a coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomenon in the Indian Ocean. It is
normally characterized by anomalous cooling of SST in the south eastern equatorial Indian Ocean and
anomalous warming of SST in the western equatorial Indian Ocean. Associated with these changes the
normal convection situated over the eastern Indian Ocean warm pool shifts to the west and brings
heavy rainfall over the east Africa and severe droughts/forest fires over the Indonesian region (Web 2).
Turkes and Erlat (2003 a, b; 2005 a, b) investigated the relationship between the Turkey's precipitation
with NAO, and (Turkes and Erlat, 2008) the relationship between the Turkey's average winter
temperatures with AO, and (Turkes and Erlat , 2016) the relationship between the Turkey's frost dates
with NAO in their studies. Unal et al. investigated (2010) the relationship between the Turkey’s
precipitation variability with NAO, AO and NCP. Bozyurt and Ozdemir (2013) investigated the
relationship between Turkey's minimum temperatures with NAO, and (Bozyurt and Ozdemir , 2017)
with AO. Demircan et al. (2014) investigated relation between homogeneity break dates of Turkey’s
temperatures with climate indexes and (Demircan et al., 2018) with NAO.
In general findings from these studies suggested that there is opposite patterns of Turkey's temperature
and precipitation anomalies with the NAO phases. While NAO is in positive phase, Turkey’s
precipitation and temperature shows negative anomaly and vice versa. This meaning in positive phase
of NAO there is a reduction of Turkey's rainfall amounts and decrease in Turkey's temperature and in
negative phase of NAO there an increase in Turkey's precipitation amounts and temperature.
Furthermore, the relation between NAO and Turkey’s precipitation and temperature is stronger in
winter season and is weakening in other seasons. AO and NCP shows a similar relation with Turkey’s
precipitation and temperature like as NAO. On the other hand there is no distinctive relation with
ENSO and IOD indexes with them.
Demircan et al. (2018) and Demircan (2019) suggested that there are significant increases in time
series tendencies of monthly average temperatures, especially in summer. There are significant
increase trends between November and April and significant decreases trends between May and
October in the time series trends of the monthly values   of NAO. There are significant increases
trends in January, May-August and November in the time series trends of monthly values   of flood
disaster numbers. They found that there was an increase in the number of monthly floods, especially
after 2014. They suggested that due to the NAO index tends to be negative between May and October,
spring precipitation tend to shift towards summer.
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Demirtas in 2017 (a) suggested that blocking may cause abnormal hot and dry air under the block and
storm activity around the block and also in 2017 (b) suggested that atmospheric blocking in the midAtlantic plays an important role not only in maintaining cold conditions, but also in preventing
weather conditions approaching the eastern Mediterranean.
DATA AND METHODS
The mean temperatures data set prepared for time interval between1961 and 2011 from 97 stations of
Turkey State Meteorological Services. The mean Temperature Anomalies were calculated based on
1981-2010 standard climate normal according to World Meteorological Organization. For climate
index data; SOI, AO, NAO and NCP data were downloaded from Climatic Research Unit web address
(Web 2). IODMI data was downloaded from Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
(JAMSTEC)’s SINTEX-F Application Laboratory (Web 3). Furthermore NAO and AO data were also
downloaded from NOAA National Weather Service’s Climate Prediction Center. Climate Reanalyzser
Tool and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)’s ERA40 and
ERAInterm data were used to prepare surface and upper atmosphere maps (Web 4).
Homogeneity break points dates in Turkey’s monthly and annual average temperature series,
depending on the number of stations that was happened, is compatible with changes in climate indexes
phase and their dates especially AO, NAO and NCP (Demircan et al.2014, 2015, 2018 [a, b] and
Demircan 2019). SOI and IODMI indexes are less compatible with mean temperature anomaly phase
and homogeneity break points dates. In general, when AO, NAO and NCP are positive, temperatures
show negative anomaly and when they are negative, temperatures show positive anomaly. However,
when these relationships were examined by linear regression method, the significance of the
relationship was found to be low. Due to the chaotic nature of the climate and its continuous
oscillation, it is often difficult to find a linear relationship between climate parameters and climate
indexes. Therefore, considering the general relationship between climate indexes and temperatures; an
event-based relation analysis was investigated for the relationship between mean temperature
anomalies and climate indexes.
The Turkey's mean temperature anomalies and climate indexes (NAO, AO, SOI, NCP and IODMI)
were used and compared their phase. The mean temperature anomalies (MTA) was accepted positive
while it’s value (>0) and negative while it’s value (<0). The indexes values were accepted in positive
phase while its value (> 0.5) and negative phase its value (<-0.5). The general acceptance of the NAO
index phases are positive (> 1) and negative (<-1). And also there is no significant differences to use
0.5 or 1 for NAO phases. Therefore, it was used these values for NAO phases. The percentages of to
be negative or positive for mean temperature anomalies was calculated according to be positive or
negative state in climate indexes phase.
In general, while the NAO index was in positive (+) phase, mean temperature anomalies (MTA) was
showed negative phase (58%). While NAO was in negative (-) phase MTA was showed positive phase
(66%) (Table 1 and Figure 1). This relationship was much stronger in the negative phases of NAO
than in the positive phase.
In the positive phase of NAO, MTA showed highest negative values with 75% in July and lowest 40%
in September. They were below 50% in August, September and December and above 50% in other
months. In generally, it is suggested that the relationship between Turkey's precipitation and
temperature with NAO is too weak in spring, autumn and especially in the summer. If this relation is
considering, the high percentage values in May, June and July are remarkable (Table 1 and Figure 1).
In the negative phase of NAO, MTA showed highest positive values with 90% in March and lowest
30% in April. Except for April, it was 53% and above in other months. Especially in August,
September, October, November, January and March was 71% and over. The relationship between the
negative phase of the NAO and the MTA was much stronger than the positive phase of the NAO
(Table 1 and Figure 1).
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Table 1. The counts and percentages of the MTA phases versus the NAO Index phases (1961-2011)
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Mean

NAO+ MTA +
20
8
21
10
22
9
14
6
13
4
8
3
12
3
15
8
10
6
11
3
14
7
19
10
15
6

(%)
40
48
41
43
31
38
25
53
40
27
50
53
41

MTA 12
11
13
8
9
5
9
7
4
8
7
9
9

(%)
60
52
59
57
69
62
75
47
40
73
50
47
58

NAO- MTA +
13
10
12
8
10
9
13
4
15
8
19
10
14
9
14
10
18
14
19
14
18
13
17
10
15
10

(%)
77
67
90
30
53
53
64
71
78
74
72
59
66

MTA 3
4
1
9
7
9
5
4
4
5
5
7
5

(%)
23
33
10
69
47
47
35
29
22
26
28
41
34

Figure 1. The counts and percentages of the MTA phases versus the NAO Index phases (1961-2011)
In general, while the NCP index was in positive (+) phase, MTA was showed negative phase (76%).
While NCP was in negative (-) phase MTA was showed positive phase (75%). This relationship was
much stronger than MTA relationship with NAO (Table 2 and Figure 2).
In the positive phase of NCP, MTA showed highest negative values with 94% in April and lowest 47%
in December. They were about 57% in September and November, 71% and above in other months.
The relationship is too stronger in winter, spring and the summer seasons (Table 2 and Figure 2).
Table 2. The counts and percentages of the MTA phases versus the NCP Index phases (1961-2011)
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Mean

NCP+
15
14
8
16
14
15
14
14
12
12
14
15
14

MTA+
2
2
1
1
4
2
3
3
5
3
6
8
3

(%)
13
14
12
6
29
13
21
21
42
25
43
53
24

MTA13
12
7
15
10
13
11
11
7
9
8
7
10

(%)
87
86
88
94
71
87
79
79
58
75
57
47
76

NCP12
14
13
13
14
10
15
8
11
12
12
10
12

MTA+
12
11
10
11
8
5
10
6
7
10
11
7
9

(%)
100
79
77
85
57
50
67
75
64
83
92
70
75
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3
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In the negative phase of NCP, MTA showed highest positive values with 100% in January and lowest
50% in June. Except for April, it was 53% and above in other months. They were about 57% in May,
64% in September and 70% and above in other months. The relationship is too stronger in autumn,
winter and spring seasons (Table 2 and Figure 2).

Figure 2. The counts and percentages of the MTA phases versus the NCP Index phases (1961-2011)
In general, while the SOI index was in positive (+) phase, MTA was showed positive phase (53%) and
negative phase (47%). While SOI was in negative (-) phase MTA was showed positive phase (52%)
and negative phase (48%). In other words, in the positive or negative phases of SOI, the probability of
MTA showing a positive or negative value was almost equal (Table 3 and Figure 3).
In the positive phase of SOI, MTA showed highest positive values with 67% in July and lowest 25%
in June. They were below 50% in February, June, August and October, above 50% in other months.
There is not salient relationship between them (Table 3 and Figure 3). In the negative phase of SOI,
MTA showed highest positive values with 67% in November and lowest 29% in July. They were
below 50% in March, April, June, July and December, above 50% in other months (Table 3 and Figure
3).
Table 3. The counts and percentages of the MTA phases versus the SOI Index phases (1961-2011)
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Mean

SOI+
15
20
14
16
14
12
15
10
17
17
15
14
15

MTA+ (%) MTA9
60
6
9
45
11
9
64
5
9
56
7
7
50
7
3
25
9
10
67
5
4
40
6
10
59
7
8
47
9
9
60
6
9
64
5
8
53
7

(%) SOI40
16
55
16
36
20
43
20
50
18
75
21
33
17
60
21
41
17
53
20
40
15
36
19
47
18

MTA+
10
10
9
9
10
9
5
11
10
11
10
9
9

(%) MTA- (%)
62
6
38
62
6
38
45
11
55
45
11
55
56
8
44
43
12
57
29
12
71
53
10
48
59
7
41
55
9
45
67
5
33
47
10
53
52
9
48

Figure 3. The counts and percentages of the MTA phases versus the SOI Index phases (1961-2011)
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In general, while the IODMI index was in positive (+) phase, MTA was showed positive phase (47%)
and negative phase (53%). While IODMI was in negative (-) phase MTA was showed positive phase
(50%) and negative phase (50%). In other words, in the positive or negative phases of IODMI, the
probability of MTA showing a positive or negative value was almost equal (Table 4 and Figure 4).
In the positive phase of IODMI, MTA showed highest positive values with 73% in January and lowest
27% in May and MTA showed highest negative values with 73% in May and lowest 27% in January.
In the negative phase of IODMI, MTA showed highest positive values with 81% in December and
lowest 20% in February and MTA showed highest negative values with 80% in February and lowest
19% in December. There is not salient relationship between them (Table 4 and Figure 4).
Table 4. The counts and percentages of the MTA phases versus the IODMI Index phases (1961-2011)
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Mean

IODMI+
11
11
13
13
11
15
16
18
15
14
12
7
13

MTA+
8
6
7
6
3
7
6
10
7
7
5
2
6

(%)
73
55
54
46
27
47
38
56
47
50
42
29
47

MTA3
5
6
7
8
8
10
8
8
7
7
5
7

(%) IODMI27
12
45
10
46
11
54
11
73
9
53
14
62
19
44
18
53
15
50
14
58
12
71
11
53
13

MTA+
6
2
7
5
4
4
8
7
8
8
9
9
6

(%)
50
20
64
45
44
29
42
39
53
57
75
81
50

MTA6
8
4
6
5
10
11
11
7
6
3
2
7

(%)
50
80
36
56
56
71
58
61
47
43
25
19
50

Figure 4. The counts and percentages of the MTA phases versus the IODMI Index phases (1961-2011)
The relationship between MTA with NAO and NCP is stronger than with SOI and IODMI. The
relation between AO was not investigated separately due to it is similar with NAO. However, there
were also some dates when the MTA and NAO and NCP did not have a harmonious relationship in
time series. In order to investigate the reasons for this, it was considered that the homogeneity
breakpoints dates (HBD) were appropriate samples. In some cases, while MTA was not showed a
relationship with NAO, it was showed relationship with NCP or vice versa. HBD in mean temperature
of 97 stations, MTA, NAO and NCP values were listed through to months and years like as in Table 5.
Values matching the positive phase of the NAO and NCP are shown in red, values corresponding to
the negative phase of the NAO and NCP are shown in blue, and values not matching both phases are
indicated in yellow. Atmospheric patterns of these months and years of HBD were investigated for
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more than a hundred number case throughout monthly mean values of surface temperature, sea level
pressure and 500hPa geopotential height for Europe and its surrounded region in north hemisphere.
Table 5. The HBD and stations counts; value of MTA, NAO and NCP (1961-2011).
YEAR
1971
1972
1973
1975
1976
1992
1993
1994
1996
1997
2000

JUNE
HB Station
Counts
6
11
6
10
6
2
14
21
7
8
11

MTA NAO NCP YEAR
-0.54
-0.36
-1.31
-0.04
-1.26
-0.88
-0.52
-0.07
-0.15
0.19
0.34

-1.33
1.07
0.83
0.18
1.76
-1.74
0.16
2.99
1.43
-4.05
0.89

-0.44
-1.02
1.27
0.03
1.4
1.9
0.53
0.43
0.5
-0.99
0.34

1971
1975
1977
1978
1979
1983
1985
1992
1994
1995
2000

DECEMBER
HB Station
MTA
Counts
28
0.12
12
-0.79
43
1.58
2
-2.13
2
0.96
21
0.26
12
1.81
5
-1.25
24
-1.26
31
-2.53
2
1.29

NAO NCP
0.76
-1.57
-0.25
-2.08
2.08
0.83
-0.43
0.21
2.86
-3.33
-1.41

1.93
1.04
1.19
-0.01
-0.31
0.16
0.09
0.96
0.68
0.64
-0.57

When the relationships were good between MTA with NAO and NCP, in generally atmospheric
patterns were showed similar patterns which is suit with definition of NAO and NCP. However the
value of NAO and NCP were becoming smaller due to developing cyclone or anticyclone pattern
between index calculation stations.

Figure 5. a) June 1992 monthly temperature anomaly (1981-2010) b) June 1992 monthly sea level
pressure anomaly (1981-2010) c) June 1992 monthly 500hPa geopotential height anomaly (1981-2010)
Furthermore, while to move away from the index calculation region, the effect of the index decreases,
due to develop cyclone or anticyclone pattern between study region and index calculation region.
When the relationships were not good between MTA with NAO and NCP, it was founded a cyclone or
anticyclone pattern over middle Europe which prevented the air masses coming Turkey (Figure 5).
This situation called as atmospheric blocking.
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There were two data sources used for NAO. One of these downloads from CRU which is traditionally
defined as the normalized pressure difference between a station on the Azores and one on Iceland. The
other was download from NCDC-NOAA which is obtained by projecting the NAO loading pattern to
the daily anomaly 500 millibar height field over 0-90°N. The NAO loading pattern has been chosen as
the first mode of a Rotated Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis using monthly mean 500
millibar height anomaly data from 1950 to 2000 over 0-90°N latitude. Due to this calculation
difference CRU’s NAO and NCDC’s NAO were showed different value and even phase. It’s thought
that NCDC’s NAO is better than CRU’s NOA.
In this study, it was also investigated Mann-Kendall trends of NAO data (Table 6). M-K trends of
CRU’s NAO were showed increasing trends in January to April, August, November and December of
monthly time series; decreasing trends in May to July, September and October monthly time series and
also yearly time series. Increasing trends of December, decreasing trends of June, September and
October were statistically significant. NCEP’s NAO trends were also look like to CRU’s NAO trends
except in August’s and yearly time series. The increasing trends of January, February, March, April,
November and December were statistically significant. These results were suggested that precipitation
amounts in Turkey and Mediterranean region would be having a decreasing trend. This result is also
similar to Global Climate Models outcome for region. The decreasing trends of May to October were
statistically significant except May and September. These results were suggested that precipitation
amounts in Turkey and Mediterranean region would be having an increasing trend for mentioned term
especially if the outcomes of this research was considered.
Table 6. The Mann-Kendall Trends of CRU’s NAO and NCEP’s NAO (1961-2016).
Mann-Kendall Trend
NAO (CRU)
NAO (CPC-NCEP-NOAA)
Time Series First Year Last Year n M-K Significant M-K
Significant
Jan
1961
2016
56 0.95
2.20
*
Feb
1961
2016
56 1.32
2.53
*
Mar
1961
2016
56 0.22
1.96
+
Apr
1961
2016
56 0.08
1.68
+
May
1961
2016
56 -0.47
-0.96
Jun
1961
2016
56 -2.79
**
-2.92
**
Jul
1961
2016
56 -0.45
-1.80
+
Aug
1961
2016
56 0.04
-1.92
+
Sep
1961
2016
56 -2.46
*
-0.52
Oct
1961
2016
56 -2.00
*
-2.45
*
Nov
1961
2016
56 0.20
2.23
*
Dec
1961
2016
56 1.74
+
2.11
*
Yearly
1961
2016
56 -0.29
0.53
Significant levels: ***=α: 0.001, **= α: 0.01, *: α: 0.05 and +: α: 0.1
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In general outcomes from investigation on relations between Turkey’s temperature and precipitation
with AO, NAO and NCP have been suggested that there is opposite patterns of Turkey's temperature
and precipitation anomalies with AO, NAO and NCP phases. While these are in positive phase,
Turkey’s precipitation and temperature shows negative anomaly and vice versa. This meaning in
positive phase of AO, NAO and NCP there is a reduction of Turkey's rainfall amounts and decrease in
Turkey's temperature and in negative phase of these, there an increase in Turkey's precipitation
amounts and temperature. Furthermore, the relation between NAO and Turkey’s precipitation and
temperature is stronger in winter season and is weakening in other seasons. AO and NCP shows a
similar relation with Turkey’s precipitation and temperature like as NAO. On the other hand there is
no distinctive relation with ENSO and IOD indexes with them.
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In this study, event-based investigation was used instead of statistical approach as a new method. The
outcomes of study was overlapped with previous studies. Moreover, the relations between MTA with
NAO and NCP were found stronger than previous studies’ suggestions in spring, summer and autumn.
The negative phase of NAO was much stronger than the positive phase of the NAO. It is thought, due
to air masses could come to Turkey throughout the Mediterranean at negative phase much more than at
positive stage of NAO. In the positive or negative phases of SOI and IODMI, the probability of MTA
showing a positive or negative value was almost equal. There is not salient relationship between them.
It is suggested that the main climate index affects Turkey’s temperature and precipitation are AO,
NAO and NCP.
There were also some dates when the MTA and NAO and NCP did not have a harmonious relationship
in time series. In order to investigate the reasons for this, it was considered that the homogeneity
breakpoints dates (HBD) were appropriate samples. In some cases, while MTA was not showed a
relationship with NAO, it was showed relationship with NCP or vice versa and also there were no
relation between all of them. It is suggested that HBD are helpful for investigate appropriate samples
to show variability in climate and as well as this kind of studies. Second outcomes is about nonrelationship that is caused from atmospheric blocking.
In this study, it is also investigated M-K Trends of NAO with two data sources. These results were
suggested that precipitation amounts in Turkey and Mediterranean region would be having a
decreasing trend. The decreasing trends of May to October were statistically significant except May
and September. These results were suggested that precipitation amounts in Turkey and Mediterranean
region would be having an increasing trend for mentioned term. It was showed good relationship MTA
and NAO in study and this relation is similarly with precipitation. It is suggested that precipitation
amounts could be increased in end of spring, summer and beginning of autumn. When precipitation
characteristic is considered, it would be occurred heavy precipitation and floods in these terms. This
result is also similar to Global Climate Models outcome for region. It would be good to investigate
precipitation relation with climate index with same method to better understanding.
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ABSTRACT
Today, climate change is one of the most important environmental problems in the world. The effects
of climate change have been begun to be felt more and more since the last quarter of the 20th century.
Due to climate change, global temperatures have been increasing, glaciers have been melting and sea
levels have been rising, as a result there is an increasing trend in numbers and severity of
meteorological disaster. According to the IPCC report, the Mediterranean basin where Turkey is
located, is among the regions will be negatively affected by climate change. The climate change is not
only caused to temperature increase but also it will be caused to increasing the number and severity of
extreme meteorological events such as heavy precipitation, hail, floods, storms and tornadoes.
When Turkey's annual disaster reports were examined, there is an increase in number of extreme
meteorological events and disasters in recent years. Storms/tornadoes and heavy precipitation/floods
events take places in the first and second orders in among these meteorological disasters.
In this study, geographical distribution of tornadoes and its effects to city settlements, agriculture and
transportation were investigated between the years of 2001 and 2017. Furthermore, monthly
distribution and trends of tornado events, tornado’s trends for some cities and monthly trends of
temperatures were investigated between the years of 2001 and 2017. Outcomes of study showed
statistically significant increasing trend in Turkey especially in coastal areas of Turkey. This result is
in parallel with the trend of increasing temperatures as a result of climate change.
Keywords: Climate Change, Tornado, Temperature, Meteorological Disaster
INTRODUCTION
Today, climate change is one of the most important environmental problems in the world. The effects
of climate change have been begun to be felt more and more since the last quarter of the 20th century.
Due to climate change, global temperatures have been increasing, glaciers have been melting and sea
levels have been rising, as a result there is an increasing trend in numbers and severity of
meteorological disaster. According to the IPCC report, the Mediterranean basin where Turkey is
located, is among the regions will be negatively affected by climate change. The climate change is not
only caused to temperature increase but also it will be caused to increasing the number and severity of
extreme meteorological events such as heavy precipitation, hail, floods, storms and tornadoes.
Furthermore, global average sea surface temperatures have increased since both the beginning of the
20th century and the 1950s (IPCC, 2014). The average sea surface temperature (SST) of the Indian,
Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans has increased by 0.65°C, 0.41°C, and 0.31°C, respectively, over the
period 1950–2009 (very likely, p-value ≤ 0.05). Changes in the surface temperatures of the ocean
basins are consistent with temperature trends simulated by ocean-atmosphere models with
anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing over the past century (high confidence). Sub-regions
within the Ocean also show robust evidence of change, with the influence of long-term patterns of
variability (e.g., Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO); Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO))
contributing to variability at regional scales, and making changes due to climate change harder to
distinguish and attribute.
The global distribution of the 2016–2035 changes in annual mean evaporation, evaporation minus
precipitation (E – P), surface runoff, soil moisture, relative humidity and surface-level specific
humidity from the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble under RCP4.5 (IPCC, 2013). Changes in evaporation
over land, are mostly positive with the largest values at northern high latitudes, in agreement with
projected temperature increases.
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Demircan et al. (2014, 2015) suggested that sea surface temperature of Mediterranean, Aegean and
Black Sea were increased. Moreover they also suggested a relationship between the oscillation of sea
surface temperature and homogeneity break points of Turkey's mean air temperature.
A tornado is a very rapidly rotating air funnel hanging from a cumulonimbus cloud. It is observed as a
"funnel-shaped cloud" or "tuba"(Nalivkin, 1969). The fully developed tornado reaches the surface,
moves along it and causes large-scale destruction. Often tornadoes do not develop fully and are
suspended from the cloud in the form of a funnel, of big or small size. The tornado is the smallest in
size and greatest in speed of rotation among all the formations with vortex motion in the atmosphere.
Between 1950 and 2015, 5478 tornadoes have been reported in 42 European countries. Approximately
33% of all reports are for tornadoes that have occurred over central and Western Europe (Antonescu,
et.al. 2017). Relatively few tornadoes were reported in Eastern Europe between the end of the Second
World War and the fall of the Iron Curtain in 1989. During this period, any observations of tornadoes
were considered erroneous observations, or they were described as high wind events, which resulted in
an underestimate of the tornado threat. The mean annual number of tornado reports in Europe between
1950 and 2015 was 83 tornadoes per year. The tornado season for Europe is mostly from May to
August, when 66.4% of the 5460 tornado reports that included information on the occurrence month
were reported, with a peak in July. They assumed that numbers of observed tornadoes were 181 in
Turkey for the period of 1950 and 2015.
The climatology of Turkish tornadoes consists of 385 verified and very likely cases from 1818 to 2013.
More than half of the cases (225) are from the last 5 years. The recent upward trend in tornado cases is
presumed to reflect technological advances in communications (e.g., Internet and smart phones), a
growing awareness of tornado occurrences in Turkey, and the efforts of the lead author in
documenting Turkish tornadoes, rather than an abrupt change in the regional climate (Kahraman and
Markowski 2014). Nonmesocyclonic tornadoes (waterspouts) are relatively common in the fall and
winter along the Turkish coastlines, especially the southern and western coastlines of the
Mediterranean and Aegean Seas, respectively. In fact, the southern coastline from Antalya to Anamur
is likely among the most tornado-prone regions of Europe. Tornadoes in interior Turkey are less
common, or at least reported less often. However, Turkey’s strongest (and deadliest, despite a
relatively low-population density) tornadoes have occurred here, most often in late spring, and are
associated with supercells.
Demircan et al. (2017) suggested that increasing in temperature in climate change scenarios could be
cause to increase the number and severity of extreme weather events such as storm, hail and
waterspout.
Demircan et al. (2018) and Demircan, (2019) investigated monthly trends of floods disaster, monthly
trends of mean temperature and North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) relations. They suggested that NAO
have decreasing (negative phase) trends between May-October and increasing (positive phase) trends
between November-April. Taking into account the increasing tendency in average temperatures,
it is thought that the precipitation is occurred between May-October period will be severe
rainfall caused by convective situation. The fact that there are reliable upward trends in flood
disaster numbers also reinforces this thesis.
The number of extreme events in 2018 reached 840 (Fig. 1). There is an increasing trend in extreme
event occurrences especially during the last two decades (5events/year) (Sensoy, et.al. 2019).
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Figure 1. Annual number of extreme events in Turkey in 2018
Most hazardous extreme events recorded in 2018 were heavy rain and floods (41%) and wind storm
and tornadoes (29%). The others were hail (16%), heavy snow (5%), lightning (5%), frost (3%) and
the others shown at the picture (<1%), (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Proportional distribution of extreme events in 2018
DATA AND METHODS
The tornado observation were taken from Turkish State Meteorological Service’s (TSMS) which has
country wide meteorological observation stations network more than 350 stations with period of 2000
and 2017. Number of tornadoes were 98 which were recorded in TSMS’s database. Due to tornadoes
are occurs in rural area in general, it is difficult to observe and record tornado events. Because of this,
tornado records were also searched from different database sources which are the Disaster and
Emergency Management Authority (AFAD) and European Severe Weather Database (ESWD).
Additionally, 47 tornadoes and 317 tornadoes were found in AFAD and ESWD database, respectively.
The numbers of tornadoes have an increasing trend since 2000 (Fig. 3). Furthermore, tornadoes have
been remarkably increased since 2009. While the increase mean was 6 per year between 2000 and
2008, it was 45 per year between 2009 and 2017 period. This remarkable increase is also related to
communication technology and social media usage of people. Especially ESWD has been following
newspapers and also voluntary observers have been sending related weather-related disaster
information to ESWD through its web site. The highest number of tornadoes was 67 in 2014. Second
was 55 in 2012 and third was 53 in 2016.
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Figure 3. Yearly distribution of tornadoes (2000-2017)
The highest number of tornadoes was seen in October with the number of 61(Fig. 4). Second and third
number of tornadoes were 59 in January and 49 in May, respectively. Number of tornadoes were 129
in winter, 102 in spring, 87 in summer and 144 in autumn. When considering sea temperatures are still
high in the autumn in Mediterranean, it is thought that this situation has caused to seen high number of
tornadoes in this region.

Figure 4. Monthly distribution of tornadoes (2000-2017)
When examined to determine number and its effect regions of tornadoes from data from TSMS
database or from total of data from three database (TSMS, AFAD and ESWD), it is not found a big
difference between them except the increasing number (Fig. 5). It is thought that TSMS database can
also exemplify these kinds of studies.

Figure 5. Distribution of tornadoes effect (2000-2017) on the left number of tornadoes from TSMS
database, on the right number of tornadoes from TSMS, AFAD, ESWD database.
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Table 1. Mann-Kendall trend of Tornadoes
Time series
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Yearly

First year

Last Year

n

Test Z

2000
2017
18
3.19
2000
2017
18
1.68
2000
2017
18
3.05
2000
2017
18
2.55
2000
2017
18
3.30
2000
2017
18
2.50
2000
2017
18
2.68
2000
2017
18
2.57
2000
2017
18
2.36
2000
2017
18
3.30
2000
2017
18
3.06
2000
2017
18
2.28
2000
2017
18
4.36
Significant levels: ***=α: 0.001, **= α: 0.01, *: α: 0.05 and +: α: 0.1

Significance
**
+
**
*
***
*
**
*
*
***
**
*
***

Monthly and yearly trends of tornadoes also were examined with non-parametric tests of Mann
Kendall statistical method (Table 1). There were found significant increasing trends in all-time series.
There were increasing trend with confidential level of 99.9% in time series of May, October and yearly
and with confidential level of 99% in time series of January, March, July and November and with
confidential level of 95% in time series April, June, August, September and December and with
confidential level of 90% in time series of February.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In last twenty year, extreme meteorological events and related disaster have increased and broke its
historical record in every year in Turkey likes as World due to climate change. When tornadoes have
been damaged people's social and economic lives and cause to the disaster, people have noticed
tornadoes otherwise they not.
In this study, tornadoes have investigated from three different database source. The number of
tornadoes have indicated increasing trend in both of them database (TSMS, AFAD and ESWD).
However, it is not found a big difference between them except the increasing number. It is thought that
TSMS database can also exemplify this kinds of studies.
In region of Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea, while relative humidity has been decreased, annual
mean evaporation, (E – P) and specific humidity have been increased (IPCC, 2013). It is thought that
the meaning of this, the water vapour deposited in atmosphere is increase and this is also caused to
severity of meteorological events is increased in mentioned regions.
Climate change models shows an increase in amount of precipitation in spring and summer in
Mediterranean, Aegean, Marmara and Black Sea along the coastline (Demircan, 2017). When
considering increasing temperature in models and seasons, increasing temperature could also cause to
increase amount of evaporation in the coastline of Turkey. Increasing amount of precipitation in
models could cause from convective systems in these seasons and regions. Connectivity of air could
also cause to the tornado. Due to this it’s thought that number of tornadoes will continue to increase.
NAO have decreasing (negative phase) trends between May-October (Demircan et al. 2018 and
Demircan, 2019). In negative phase of NAO, number of cyclones comes to Turkey is increased. This
could also cause to number of tornadoes in spring and summer in future.
Higher number of tornadoes was seen 61, 59 and 49 in October, January and May and 144, 129, 102
and 87 in winter, autumn, spring and summer respectively. When considering sea temperatures are still
high in the autumn in Mediterranean and cold air with cyclone starting to come this region in this
season, it is thought that this situation has caused to seen high number of tornadoes in this region.
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ABSTRACT
While renewable energy power plants have been starting to take over the important place of the
conventional power plants in energy sector; wind is one of the most technologically saturated and
cheapest renewable energy sources in order to harvest energy from it. Needless to say, wind power
plants have a significant share in the total installed energy capacity of the World and this share is
expected to increase further in the future. On the other hand; choosing the appropriate wind turbine for
the site which has been planned to install a Wind Power Plant is one of the most difficult and crucial
decision that has to be taken. Therefore, technical sheets of power curves of the turbines which have
been taken from the turbine manufacturer company for calculating the net energy yield of a site have
huge importance before the decision of installation. Since these technical sheets of power curves are
only theoretical and may not represent the realistic conditions of the site; a verification should’ve been
done on installed turbines. Even though there are many different methods for verification of power
curve in literature; this study focuses on Nacelle based data, adjustments according to the atmospheric
conditions on raw wind speed data and wake effects. One year turbine based data of the two WPPs of
Sancak Energy have been used in this study in order to control the reliability of the power curves.
Keywords: wind energy, power curve, wind turbine

INTRODUCTION
Power curves of the wind turbines can be referred as a transfer function which shows how much
energy will be generated at any wind speed with an assumption of the wind direction makes an angle
of ninety degrees with the horizontal axis of the related wind turbine. Since these power curves are
being committed from the wind turbine manufacturer and called as theoretical power curves; they have
a crucial effect especially when it will be looked from the eyes of an engineer or investor before
deciding the best wind turbine for a site. On the other hand; power curve verification of the wind
turbines is very important for not only making a proper inspection of the mechanical and electrical
performance of the wind turbines but also preparing accurate financial analysis for the related wind
farm. Therefore; accuracy of the theoretical power curves of wind turbines which have been calculated
and provided by the turbine manufacturer company has to be tested. This verification should be carried
out in accordance with some of the standards set by IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
and the ability to apply these standards to the wind farms is often seen by the investor as costly in
terms of both financial and time (Liu et al., 2011). Besides, this paper will give some useful equations
and some assumptions before using raw wind speed data from the anemometer on the nacelle of wind
turbines.

DATA AND METHODS
According to the Remote Sensing for Wind Energy book that has been published by Pena et al. (2015),
the use of theoretical power curves in wind energy assessments leads to uncertainties. On the other
hand, Sohoni et al. (2016) stated that the power curves committed by the turbine manufacturers are in
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standard atmospheric conditions and will not reflect the realistic conditions of the site. Therefore,
instead of using theoretical power curves in energy generation analysis, it would be more accurate to
use site-specific power curves. Theoretical power curves of the wind turbines is given with the
different probable air densities by the wind turbine manufacturer since air density is a multiplier itself
on wind power equation. On the other hand; cut-in, cut-out and nominal wind speeds of the related
wind turbine can be found by using these power curves.
The verification of these theoretical power curves can be done by using nacelle mounted anemometer
and turbine data. Method for generating a transfer function for the power curve is basically
implemented by plotting the raw wind speed data from the sonic or cup anemometer which is located
at the top of the nacelle and the real time power generation data of wind turbine as a scatter-plot. After
having the points on this scatter-plot, the best fitted curve for this points and its function can be
calculated by the help of any programming language. However, there are some limitations for using
these raw data directly in order to get a transfer function.
In this study, instead of using raw wind speed data directly, some adjustments have been applied to the
data according to the IEC standards about wind power curve verifications which is 61400-12-1. First
of all, ten minutes averaged data has been accepted in order to use nacelle mounted anemometer data
and ten minutes averaged data has been used in this study.
On the other hand; there are two different adjustments which are air density and turbulence that have
to be applied to the raw wind speed data before using it in power curve studies. Air density correction
can be expressed as the equation below.
(1)

䖣

䁘

While
䖣 indicates the normalized wind speed, ρ䁘 indicates reference air density. 1.225 kg/m3 has
been taken as reference air density. Moreover, this adjusted wind speed with the air density can be
used for turbulence correction and the related equation can also be found below.

h

䖣

V

(2)

term indicates the turbulence intensity which is usually referred as TI. This adjustment has much
more impact on the complex sites where the high turbulence is expected.
Thus, it would be more precise to use the two times adjusted wind speed according to the equations
above. In order to apply these adjustments and to understand the real effects of them on a real wind
farm, one wind turbine generator of Sancak Energy where is located at a very complex site at the
Central Anatolia has been selected. Sited wind turbines of this WPP (Wind Power Plant) has high
wake effects to each other. On the other hand, while mean wind speed for this site is measured as 6.4
m/s and mean air density has been calculated as 1.05 kg/m3.
In order to calculate a true power curve in the site, some data filtering methods have been applied.
After applying the above IEC corrections to the raw wind speed data of the number one turbine
selected as an example for performing the power curve study, it is envisaged to clean the data set with
some filters. Since this WPP has been sited on an average of 1700 meter altitude, there has been lots of
icing phenomenon; therefore, the times when the temperature was below zero on the WTG has been
filtered and not used for calculations. On the other hand; the times which were about maintenance and
energy cut-outs have also been excluded. Finally, wake effect on the chosen WTG has also been taken
into account for filtering. Meteodyn which is basically computational fluid dynamics model used for
the energy analysis calculation in the wind energy sector has been used in order to see the wake effects
on the WTG. It can also clearly be seen by the figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Calculated wake losses on WTG01 based on Meteodyn CFD model.
According to the figure 1, calculated wake losses on WTG01 can be clearly seen; hence, wind which
comes between 50 and 100 degrees has been filtered and excluded from the data. On the other hand;
normalization has been applied to the power generation data because of the confidentiality concerns
and R has been used for plots and creating a transfer function.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to calculate and plot the transfer function of the related wind turbine, whole 2017 year data
which has 10 minutes time resolution has been used. Theoretical power curve which belong to the
mean air density of site has been used for the comparison. On the other hand, calculated power curve
after applying the filtering and adjustments to the data has also been used. In order to find the best fit
to these adjusted data, LOESS (Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing) method has been used. It is
a non-parametric method where least squares regression is performed in localized subsets. Besides,
power curve which has been calculated by only using raw wind speed data has been used as well. Plot
of the comparison can be seen below figure 2.

Figure 2. Comparison of the power curves based on the raw and adjusted wind speed data for WTG01,
January 2017.
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Effect of the adjustments of IEC corrections on wind speed data can be clearly seen from the figure 2.
While yellow line indicates the power curve which has been calculated from the raw wind speed data,
blue line indicates the power curve which has been calculated from the adjusted data according to the
IEC adjustments. Besides, red line shows theoretical power curve of the related wind farm (1.05
kg/m3). The comparison between the power curves which are based on the raw and adjusted wind
speed data for WTG01 is highly noticeable.
It’s very obvious that, predicted and theoretical power curves which has been committed from the
wind turbine manufacturer for January 2017 on WTG01 is quite identical. On the other hand, power
curves of the WTG01 for the other months of 2017 have also been calculated and plotted. Comparison
plot can be seen below at figure 3.

Figure 3. Comparison of the theoretical and predicted power curves over months of 2017 on WTG01.
According to the figure 3, it can be clearly seen that power curve that has been generated by using IEC
adjusted wind speed data and theoretical power curve is quite similar except summer months.
However, this phenomenon can be understood by observing the air density for whole year. Therefore,
air density for the WTG01 has also been calculated and plotted below at figure 4.

Figure 4. Monthly mean of air density for WTG01 in 2017.
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Figure 4 shows that, air density decreases with the increase in the temperature and that’s why summer
months have lower air density when it is compared with the rest of the year. Since these months have
lower air density, wind power generation from the same wind speed of winter months will be higher
according to the wind power equation.

CONCLUSION
Theoretical and predicted power curves which has been using by IEC adjustments and some filtering
have been compared in this study. It has been showed that using IEC adjusted wind speed data is more
reliable and accurate way in terms of energy analysis. Some statistical error metrics have also been
calculated in order to make accurate comparison between using theoretical and predicted power curves.
Real power generation data has been compared with the power generation data that has been extracted
from the both theoretical and predicted power curve functions. While 3.7% normalized root mean
squared error is calculated for the power generations which have been calculated from the IEC
adjusted wind speed power curve; 7.4% has been calculated for the power curve function which uses
only raw speed data in order to make a transfer function. Besides, mean absolute errors (MAE) and
pearson correlation coefficients have also been calculated for both methods and they have been given
in the order of IEC adjusted and raw wind speed. While MAE for IEC adjusted data is calculated as
63.1 kWh, pearson correlation coefficient is 0.99; on the other hand, while MAE for raw data is
calculated as 126.3 kWh, pearson correlation coefficient is 0.98. It’s very accurate to indicate that
using the power curve transfer function which is created by using IEC adjusted data with some
filtering is more reliable in terms of energy analysis studies of a WPP when it has been compared with
the traditional theoretical power curves.
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ABSTRACT
Environmental pollution problems have become more serious due to perceivable global climate change
effects in the 21st century. Air pollution is one of the major pollution problems like water pollution,
soil pollution. To protect people from fatal health diseases and extreme weather events as effects of air
pollution, many countries have been trying to reduce their own emissions in keeping with agreements
such as Paris Agreement, Kyoto Protocols. It is thought that remarking air pollution problems for
Ankara in this study would be so essential for Turkey due to its critical daily air quality index values
and also creating enlarging public awareness about air pollution. In this study, parameters like wind,
pressure, temperature, humidity and precipitation are used for changeable air pollution parameter
values like PM10, SO2 and NO2. WRF model was operated for 2017 and 2018 years by using global
NOAA’s GDAS data with 9 km resolution. Air pollution measurement data from the Ministry of
Environment and Urbanization for six points in Ankara and meteorological variables obtained from
the WRF model were used to predict air quality for Ankara. To train about the relationship between air
pollution and meteorological variables, the machine learning package H2O was used in the R software.
The educated model was tested with last one month data of 2018 and for the final step, the model
performance rates and errors were obtained by RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), MAE (Mean
Absolute Error) and correlation values.
Keywords: Air pollution, machine learning, H2O model, WRF model
INTRODUCTION
It is a fact that there are many different definitions of air pollution, but the simplest way to explain is
basically the presence of substances in the atmosphere at the concentration level and duration that will
harm living things or nature (Toros, 2000). Air pollutants are divided into two main groups: Primary
pollutants and secondary pollutants. Primary air pollutants are emitted directly from the source into the
atmosphere. Primary air pollutants include Particulate Substances (PM), Sulphur Oxides (SOx)
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Hydrocarbons (HC) and Carbon Monoxide (CO). Secondary air pollutants are
formed by chemical and/or physical reactions of primary air pollutants. These include PAN (Peroxy
Acetyl Nitrate), Ozone (O3), Sulphuric Acid (H2SO4). There are many methods to measure air
pollution level in one region but generally the main parameters measured and they are analysed
according to pollution criteria. The main parameters released from these sources in the category of air
pollution are particulate matter (PM2.5, PM10, etc.), SOx (sulphur oxides), NOx (nitrogen oxides), CO
(carbon monoxide) and finally O3 (ozone). The causes of air pollution are mainly divided into two
groups: natural and anthropogenic (sourced by human activities). Natural sources are volcanic
eruptions, dust transport, forest fires (Choundary & Garg, 2015). The anthropogenic sources are
divided into three sources: Fossil fuels used for heating in living areas as areal sources, transportation
vehicles like planes, trains and cars as linear sources and factories, industrial activities and power
plants as point sources. The first mention of the problem of air pollution in the world emerged as a
result of the industrial revolution that started in the late 18th century and continued to exist in the early
19th century. The first event in which serious consequences of air pollution were observed and echoed
in this case was the smog in London in 1952. Gasses from factories and fireplaces in homes created
the smoke-mixed fog in the city, and the fog layer suspended in the air for several days, killing about
4,000 people in London. The effects of air pollution on ecological balance and living health are
destructive and lethal, as can be seen from the example. Events such as acid rain, climate change,
respiratory diseases, emergence of extreme weather conditions, decrease / increase in the number of
species in the ecosystem could be considered among the effects of air pollution. Especially, human
health is closely affected due to misconstruction in megacities, heavy traffic and population density.
The impact of air pollution on humans is in respiratory diseases and allergic reactions in populous
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cities such as Beijing (Incecik & İm, 2013). Furthermore, outdoor air pollution leads to 1.3 million
premature deaths each year worldwide (WHO, 2008). For the last three decades, air pollution
forecasting systems have been developed day by day. Air pollution forecasting is vital to create
prepared and sensitive individuals for extreme events in the future. Common approaches for air
pollution forecasting include simple empirical approaches, statistical approaches, and finally physicsbased approaches. Each approach naturally has its own advantages and disadvantages. Today, it is
known that the most frequently used approach is statistical approach. Air pollution forecasting with
artificial intelligence models is closer to the statistical approaches than the basic approaches mentioned
above. The concept of Artificial Intelligence is officially taking place since the times of World War II.
The concept of artificial intelligence is mainly focused on the action of learning similar to human
intelligence. This learning action is very vital for artificial intelligence to do desired job. Because the
higher the learning performance, the more successful it can be done. Similarly, deep learning and
machine learning are used for the concept of artificial intelligence. If artificial intelligence is
considered as a cluster, machine learning should be considered as a subset of its machine learning set,
while deep learning as its subset. This study has been conducted on the problem of air pollution in the
capital Ankara, which has been in the literature since the 1960s. For the model learning, different
datasets were compared and the most suitable meteorological and air pollution data were used. These
data are divided into two for the learning and testing part of the models. For the air pollution
forecasting, artificial intelligence models with different architectures were tried and the most suitable
model was selected for the air pollution data set at 6 different stations and performance comparisons
were made. Comparisons were made for PM10, SO2, NO2 and CO parameters as individually in every
station, not only on stations to stations. Performances of models were determined by calculation of
RMSE (Mean Square Root), MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and correlation values.
STUDY AREA AND DATA
Study Area
The capital of Ankara, the country's second most populous city, has a population as 5,503,985 people
with the year of 2018 (Wikipedia, 2019). The most preferred job of the people living in the city is
sourced by trade and industrial facilities. Sincan, Yenimahalle and Polatlı regions are the most known
industrial activity regions among the others. In terms of latitude and topographic location of Ankara,
the continental climate is dominated in the middle and south of the city and the Black Sea climate
prevail in the northern region. In Continental climate, cold and snowy winter, hot and dry summer
seasons are observed and temperature differences between seasons and day and night are high. The
city’s surface area is approximately 25.632 km2. Approximately 50% of the land is composed of
agricultural areas, 28% is forested and heathland areas and the remaining percentages are meadows,
pastures and non-agricultural lands. (Wikipedia, 2019). The northern part of Ankara is surrounded by
The Northern Anatolian mountain range and there is a large plain in Ankara’s south region. The
metropolitan part of Ankara can be said to be the lowest point of a valley surrounded by mountains.
The topographic feature and accelerating urbanization cause the city heat island effect increases from
year to year especially in winter (Çiçek & Doğan, 2006). The topographic image of Ankara and its
nearby regions is shown in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Topographic Map of Ankara Province (Google, 2019)
Meteorological Data
In this study, there were two different meteorological data sets to train machine learning model: Data
set from Turkish State Meteorological Service and GDAS data from NOAA. Firstly, Meteorological
Service’s data set include wind speed, wind direction, temperature, pressure and humidity parameters.
Only wind speed, wind direction and temperature parameters were found to be more complete than the
other parameters. As a result of the observation, it was understood that the data which were considered
to be complete contain occasional incorrect values. Therefore, in order to create a more consistent
forecasting process by comparing, it was decided to use only GDAS data in the learning part. GDAS
data is generated using GFS model data which is a model of the NCEP center operating under the
United States’ agency NOAA. This model’s data has many resolutions which expressed in degrees.
GDAS data indicates that the meteorological station measurement data and the GFS analysis data
assimilation process. If simply stated, GDAS data is more current and consistent than GFS data.
In this study, GDAS data from January 1, 2017 to January 1, 2019 with a resolution of 0.25 degrees (~
25 km), were taken and meteorological data were used as input for WRF model. Outputs from the
WRF model are wind speed and wind direction (10 m), temperature (2 m), pressure (sea level pressure)
and relative humidity (2 m) with 9 km resolution. Since meteorological data and pollutant data should
be in a coherent way, outputs were made for the nearest grid point to the selected stations. Outputs
from the WRF model were used for the training and test parts of the machine learning model for air
pollution forecasting.
Pollutant Data
In this study, Ministry of Environment and Urbanization’s six air quality stations located in Ankara are
selected. Among the pollutant data which belongs the station data, PM10, SO2, NO2 and CO data were
found suitable for forecasting. The 2-year and hourly air pollution data from the Ministry of
Environment and Urbanization’s air quality stations data from January 1, 2017 to January 1, 2019
were used in the training and testing part of the machine learning model.
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Table 1. Air Quality Monitoring Stations’ Coordinates in Ankara

Stations

Latitude

Longitude

Ankara-Demetevler(Yenimahalle)
Ankara-Dikmen(Çankaya)
Ankara-Kayaş(Mamak)
Ankara-Keçiören(Keçiören)
Ankara-Sıhhiye(Çankaya)
Ankara-Ulus(Altındağ)

39.9678
39.9180
39.9252
39.9991
39.9272
39.9400

32.7959
32.8227
32.9266
32.8555
32.8594
32.8498

Selected stations’ coordinates are shown in Table.1 above and also stations’ locations in a map image
is given in Figure.1 below.
METHOD AND MODEL CONFıGURATıON
As it is mentioned above, since the meteorological data were obtained from WRF model, it is needed
to mention about its working scheme and also model configuration. These meteorological data
obtained from WRF and pollutant data from Ministry of Environment and Urbanization are used for
learning and testing part of H2O package models. Later, the further information about the machine
learning model package (H2O package) from R program, the method and its configurations were
explained and for the final step, RMSE, MAE and correlation formulas were explained which is used
to test package models’ performance rates and also model errors.
WRF Model
WRF model, began to be developed by the end of 1990 is a numerical weather prediction models. The
model is used for atmospheric research as well as for operational weather forecasting. The scale can be
operated from micro scale (ten meters) to synoptic scale (thousands of kilometers). It has multiple
dynamic central codes, data assimilation system, parallel computing and open source software
architecture. (NCAR, 2019).

Figure 2. WRF Model System Flow Chart
WRF model running involves 4 major steps named as WRF Preprocessing System (WPS),
Initialization (Real), Numerical Integration (WRF) and Visualization. In the study, 4.1.1 version of
WRF model and 4.1 version of WPS were used to run GDAS data. As shown in Figure 3, 9 km single
domain is used as the domain.
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Figure 3. Model domain for this study
As shown in Table 2 below, the most appropriate settings for real case simulations are selected. The
settings can be increased to make the simulations even more successful. The settings used in the
current run are those recommended by developers and are the most used by users. Unmentioned
settings are adjusting to be default.
Table 2. Physics Options used in this study
Physics Options

Value

Selected

Microphysics

8

Thompson

Longwave Radiation

4

RRTMG

Planetary Boundary layer

2

MYJ

Surface Layer

2

Janjic Eta

Land-Surface

2

NOAH

General Information about H2O Package
The H2O model is one of the packages included in the R program. The model is an open source,
scalable machine learning platform. The platform includes an analytical environment based on detailed
study and forecasting of big data (“Welcome to H2O 3”, 2019). The core code of H2O is written in
Java. It can be accessed via R and Python programs.
The package includes over 15 models with different algorithms. Common models in H2O package are
Deep Learning, Distributed Random Forest (DRF), Generalized Linear Model (GLM), Gradient
Boosting Machine (GBM), Auto Model Selection (AutoML). In this study, these 5 model are operated
and model results were obtained separately. In this study, 3.26 version of H2O package was used over
R program. The same algorithm is used for the GBM, GLM, DRF, Deep Learning models except
AutoML model. The AutoML model contain the same algorithm but also it has the settings such as
learning times, selecting the best model and creating the ensemble model. If the parameters specific to
the model are not specified in the script, they will have the default values   automatically. Model
developers stated that they recommend these values   for people who are not in the expert category.
In the R script used, readxl package can be read easily from the data; The rWind package is used to
use wind speed and direction data in East-West and North-South direction format; For the model
estimation consistency analyzes (RMSE, MAE values), hydroGOF package was used. For GBM,
GLM, DRF and Deep Learning models, the model sequence is as follows:
1. For each parameter, approximately 17,521 pollution data and the same number of meteorological
data were read from Excel files for each station to be processed as input in the model.
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2.The last 1000 data of the remaining data were converted into test data, the data other than the last
1000 data were used in the training process. (The idea behind that is the longer model learns, the better
results can be given.)
3. For the results obtained by running models, correlation, RMSE and MAE values  
measured and their performances were determined.

were

There are three common commands to all models are test (for data to be predicted), train (for data to
be learned), seed (for generating random numbers). The purpose of generating random numbers in the
Seed command is to determine how many models the ensemble models will generate in-house. The
value used in this study is 7.
For the AutoML model, in addition to the 3 steps, there is a comparison process by obtaining separate
model achievements as step 4. In the comparison process, after comparing all model performances, he
creates an ensemble model by using all models and chooses the best model among them. Finally, these
two models reach the final conclusion by comparing their performance. The commands used in step 4
are leaderboard_frame (to determine the best model), blending_frame (for the Stacked Ensembles
model within the model), max_runtime_secs (to determine how long each model is run). Seed value 3
in AutoML; The max_runtime_secs value is 1800 (15 minutes training and testing process for each
model). 10 different models were compared in AutoML.
Performance Testing
As it is mentioned above, hydroGOF package was used to determine RMSE (Root Mean Square Error)
and MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and correlation rates. Their equations are shown in Eqs. (1)-(2)-(3)
below.

(1)

(2)
(3)
RESULTS
As it can be seen from above sections for performance testing, RMSE, MAE are calculated as model
errors but only correlation rates are considered for this study.
Demetevler
Table 3. Demetevler’s Correlation Rates
Demetevler Correlation
Rates

PM10

SO2

NO2

GBM
GLM
Deep Learning
Random Forest
AutoML

0.34
0.38
0.09
0.29
0.41

0.03
0.02
-0.1
0.03
0.11

0.24
0.29
0.35
0.21
0.36
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Dikmen
Table 4. Dikmen’s Correlation Rates
Dikmen Correlation
Rates

PM10

SO2

NO2

CO

GBM
GLM
Deep Learning
Random Forest
AutoML

0.64
0.32
0.22
0.61
0.69

0.14
-0.03
0.08
0.12
0.38

0.46
0.32
0.41
0.46
0.54

0.39
0.24
0.24
0.4
0.45

Table 5. Kayaş’s Correlation Rates
Kayaş Correlation Rates

PM10

SO2

NO2

GBM
GLM
Deep Learning
Random Forest
AutoML

0.48
0.4
0.22
0.47
0.53

0.01
0.05
-0.07
0.01
0.26

0.33
0.25
0.21
0.34
0.38

Keçiören
Table 6. Keçiören’s Correlation Rates
Keçiören Correlation Rates

PM10

SO2

NO2

GBM
GLM
Deep Learning
Random Forest
AutoML

0.39
0.28
0.25
0.37
0.44

0.28
0.1
0.27
0.19
0.35

0.5
0.42
0.38
0.43
0.53

Sıhhiye
Table 7. Sıhhiye’s Correlation Rates
Sıhhiye Correlation Rates

PM10

SO2

NO2

CO

GBM
GLM
Deep Learning
Random Forest
AutoML

0.4
0.42
0.44
0.42
0.49

0.13
0.25
0.09
0.08
0.34

0.55
0.4
0.33
0.53
0.69

0.4
0.24
0.29
0.4
0.51

Ulus
Table 8. Ulus’ Correlation Rates
Ulus Correlation Rates

PM10

SO2

NO2

CO

GBM
GLM
Deep Learning
Random Forest
AutoML

0.17
0.13
0.16
0.21
0.265

0.23
0.17
0.14
0.2
0.26

-0.38
-0.09
-0.26
-0.4
0.7

-0.03
-0.01
-0.08
-0.04
0.22
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When the five separate models in the H2O package are compared separately for the parameters of each
station, it is seen that the performance of the AutoML model for each parameter is higher than the
performance of the other models. The reason for this is the AutoML model compares the other models
and takes the ensemble or chooses the best model among them. The reasons for low correlation are
thought to be due to the lack of data in the air pollution data set.
CONCLUSION
It is known that the air pollution problem mentioned in the previous sections is among the most
important environmental problems. This important environmental problem is a major threat to living
health and habitats. One of the measures that can be taken in this regard is to have information about
the amount of air pollution in the near future. In line with the results obtained in the estimation phase
of this study, it is planned to establish an estimation system for the near future pollution levels. In this
estimation stage, the results were obtained by using various artificial intelligence models. Correlation,
RMSE, MAE values   were calculated for each parameter. The best correlation values   were
determined for the station parameters. The most successful model results among all models were
found in AutoML model. Although there are many reasons for this, there are prominent reasons such
as determining the flow of learning, comparing many models and making the best choice. The highest
correlation was found for the NO2 parameter at the Ulus station and the correlation value was 0.70.
The reason why the correlation values   of some parameters are not as high as desired is the lack of
data in the data sets. Because, as mentioned earlier, the quality of the data in the learning process of
the models is important in terms of their predictive performance. In the following studies, it is planned
to measure the repeat performance by using the air pollution model results (WRF-Chem, CMAQ, etc.)
in the missing air quality data such as using WRF model results instead of missing meteorological data.
It is also contemplated to try different options for the configuration parameters suitable for the data. In
another study, it was planned that comparing the performance of the model with other models would
be better for the model performance analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The stability of the air affects the turbulent behavior at the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) and
the heat transfer mechanism depends on the turbulent characteristics. In this study, the modifications
for the Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulation of the Atmospheric Boundary layer in stably
stratified conditions is discussed. With the aid of CFD simulation the thermal changes at the urban
heat island is analyzed. Temperature change due to stratification at different elevations are compared
with the neutral stratification case.
For the simulations, RANS equations are solved and standard
model is used for the turbulence
modeling. Urban configuration is implicitly modeled with the roughness coefficients and generic heat
island value is taken from the literature. The results show that there is a significant change at the
temperature values.
Keywords: Atmospheric boundary layer, stratified flow, Monin-Obukhov similarity, Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Reynold Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
INTRODUCTION
Urban Heat Island (UHI) is describe as the urban area that is significantly warmer than its surrounding
due to man-made modifications in the environment and the intensity is measured as the difference
between background rural and highest urban temperatures (Oke, 1973). The temperature difference
between rural and urban area creates heat flux, which is, highly depends on the Atmospheric Boundary
Layer (ABL) characteristics.
An important characteristic of the ABL is the stratification and it is the change of density of the air
with respect to elevation. The heat flux between ground and the air causes the stratification and it
affects the wind and temperature profile of the ABL (Monin and Obukhov, 1954). The effect of
stratification on UHI temperature increase can be observed by on site measurements, wind tunnel
experiments or Computational Fluids Dynamics (CFD) simulations. In this study CFD simulation of
the stratified ABL is modeled and its effect on UHI temperature increase is observed.
One of the most widely used methods for the CFD simulations is the Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes (RANS) equations with the
turbulence modeling. The computational time is the most
determinant parameter for the usage of RANS. In RANS equations turbulence is not solved but it is
modeled. The results of the simulations depend on the performance of the turbulence model.
The stably stratification decreases the turbulence behavior at the ABL (Mahrt, 1999). A limited length
scale
model is developed (Apsley and Castro, 1997). The study limits the mixing length rather
than unlimited length scale that is used for the neutral stratification. Another attempt has been done by
changing the
calculations (Alinot and Masson, 2005a). Both of the studies give the inside
information and needed modification for the stratified ABL. Although their approaches are pioneering,
their inlet conditions and wall functions are not well developed for the stably stratified flow.
METHODOLOGY
For the CFD simulations, RANS equations are solved and
model is used for the turbulence
closure. ANSYS Fluent R19.2 is used as a solver. For the 3-D simulations a flow domain with 5000
meter in length, 500 meter in height and 100 meter in width has been created as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 119. 3D domain mesh representation
The flow domain is meshed with structured elements. Although structured elements increase the
workload in some conditions, the results are much reliable in terms of residuals and continuity. Mesh
sizes are smaller at the lower elevations and sizes of the meshes are increasing with the increasing
elevation. At the end of meshing process, the flow domain contains 440,000 hexahedral elements as
shown in Figure 1.
The heat island effect is simulated with a plate as shown with red in Figure 2. The roughness of the
plate is taken as the city roughness coefficient for implicitly modeling the city behavior. The heat
generated by the buildings in an urban environment is supplied by heat flux from the bottom plate. The
value is taken from the Allen et al. (2011) as 105 watt/m2 and it is applied at the ground part of the
domain. The length of the heat island is taken as 1000m for the simulations. It is starting 500m away
from the inlet according to best practices. The remaining part of the domain which is the leeward part
is 3500m.
During the analysis, a special care is given to the stably stratified Atmospheric Boundary (ABL)
conditions. In stably stratified conditions buoyant flows are constrained due to the density profile of
the ABL. The constrained buoyant flows will prevent the heat exchange and increase the effect of heat
island in urban environment. The stability of the ABL is modelled according to Monin-Obukhov
length scale (L). The positive length scale represents the stable stratification and as the L values
approaches to 0, the stability increases. In the literature it is assumed that after L≥500, ABL is neutral.
Therefore, 3 different stability conditions are taken into account as
L500, L100 and L50. The
L500 represents the neutral condition, L100 stratified condition and L50 for strongly stratified
condition.

Figure 2. Heat island representation
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The stratification of ABL is modeled in line with the Monin-Obukhov length (L). The dimension of
this length scale is in meters and is calculated as:
䁛

where,

䁛

䁘

(1)

, Monin-Obukhov length (m)
, density of the air
, specific heat capacity of air ()
, potential temperature at ground level (K)
, gravitational acceleration (m2/s)
䁛,

dimensionless temperature scale and it is equal to

where,

䁛

(2)

䁛

, heat flux (w/m2)
According to the sign of the L, stratification of the ABL is determined. If L is positive the ABL is
stably stratified and if L is negative, ABL is unstably stratified. As the value of the L approaches to
zero, stratification level increases.
Because of the stratification, wind profile changes to:
䁛

Temperature profile is
V

㊀

where,
䖣

䖣

䁘
䁛

䁘

(3)


t



(5)

ꀀ

t

(4)

The velocity at the middle of the first cell is different for stratified and neutral conditions due to 䖣 .
Therefore, standard wall function coefficients that are used for neutral ABL conditions cannot be used.
The wall roughness height has to be modified to:

where,

㊀

t

䁘 exp

㊀

䖣

(6)

, is the height of the first cell center
Due to the presence of heat flux inside the domain, density is varying which affects the
The change is calculated as:
�

where,

�

values.

(7)

, turbulent kinetic energy production due to density variation
�,

turbulent dynamic viscosity
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�,

turbulent Prandtl number

In order to satisfy the horizontal homogeneity,
value has to be applied at the inlet for the turbulent
kinetic energy value. Then the new inlet profile for becomes
䁛

(8)

V

In addition to
values, the kinematic viscosity of the domain is changing due to the presence of
the stratification as (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984):

where,

�

〠

֝

Vꀀ

(9)

(10)

The coefficients that are used in standard RANS simulations are derived for neutral conditions by
Launder & Spalding (1974). These coefficients are modified by Alinot and Masson (2005):

RESULTS
For all of the simulation cases the wind speed at 50 meters height is taken as 5 m/s and temperature at
the ground level is taken as 300 K. At the representation of the temperature values, potential
temperature values are used. The velocity and temperature profiles are created with respect to MoninObukhov similarity theory.
Before analyzing the effect of stratification on the urban heat island, first the horizontal homogeneity
of the simulation is checked with the velocity profiles along the simulation domain. The location of
velocity profiles cross-sections are inlet, 100m, 500m and 2500m. Figures 3 to 5 show that there is
very small changes at the velocity profiles. The reason for these changes are the diminishing of
turbulent characteristics of the stably stratified flow. These changes can be eliminated with source
functions at the
equations but the behavior with the heat island effect cannot be dependable.
Therefore, it is preferred to not add source terms for the
equations.

Figure 3. Figure Velocity Profile for L500
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Figure 4. Figure Velocity Profile for L100

Figure 5. Figure Velocity Profile for L50
After the horizontal homogeneity check the velocity profiles with the heat island case are given in the
Figures from 6 to 8.
Figures 6 to 8 show that as the stratification level increases, velocity profiles changes from their
original shapes due the heat island. As the stratification level increases the change at the velocity
profiles increases, especially at the lower levels.
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Figure 6. Velocity profile for L500

Figure 7. Velocity profile for L100
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Figure 8. Velocity profile for L50
The changes at temperature profiles, which is the main object of this study, are given in Table 1. It is
clearly seen that, as the stratification level increases, an increase at temperature values with respect to
neutral stratification case are observed.
Table 1. Temperature change with the urban heat island configuration

Table 2 compares heat island effect in terms of the temperature at 10m and 50 m elevation for 3
different stability conditions. It is observed that with the stratification a temperature increase is
observed at 10 m elevation at the middle and end of the heat island. But with the increase in the
stratification a small decrease is observed at 50m elevation. The reason for this decrease can be the
secondary flows due to the buoyant flows, but these should be further studies with unsteady
simulations. In terms of stratification versus temperature relation it is clearly seen that at 10-meter
elevation temperature values shows an increasing trend with the increase at the stratification and
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maximum temperature increase is always observed at L50 with 1.73K. For all of the cases with heat
island scenarios stratification cannot be observed over the heat island. That means that, the heat island
effect overcome the stratification of the ABL. The effect of stratification on the temperature can be
seen by comparing the temperature values with the neutral stratification case as given in Table 2.
Table 2. Change of temperature with respect to neutral ABL
Location
entrance

mid

exit

x=500 m

x=1000 m

x=1500 m

Elevation

L50

L100

y=10m

200,00%

-100,00%

y=50m

inf

inf

y=10m

148,33%

95,55%

y=50m

-220,59%

-111,76%

y=10m

97,94%

91,08%

y=50m

84,81%

75,32%

Table 2 shows that, stratification has a signification effect on the temperature profiles and the increase
is proportional to the stratification level. The temperature decreases at 50-meter height should be
studied in a more detailed manner.
CONCLUSION AND COMMENTS
In this study, stably stratified ABL wind and temperature simulations are conducted and needed
modifications for these types of simulations are given. The modifications are done in order to achieve
horizontal homogeneity. There are minor fluctuations in the domain, these fluctuations have been
overcome by adding source terms to
equations in the literature, but these modifications can be
problematic for the urban environment. After horizontal homogeneity is achieved, the generic urban
heat island value is applied from the ground level of the domain. The applications for three different
stability scenarios show the effects of stratification on the heat islands. As the stratification level
increases, the effect of heat island increases especially at the lower levels where humans are living. At
higher levels a small temperature drop is observed. The cause of the drop can be secondary flows due
to buoyant forces. This phenomenon should be observed with unsteady simulations.
The overall results of the study are promising for future urban microclimate studies for different
stratification of the ABL. As a future study, these modifications can be applied to an explicit urban
environment configuration and microclimate can be observed under different stability conditions. This
stably stratified ABL conditions will help to simulate the extreme cases more precisely and give more
inside information. Considering the results of the microclimate simulations a better configuration for
the urban landscape planned or the adverse effects of the urbanization can be mitigated.
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ABSTRACT
While wind is one of the most difficult variables to predict; well-configured and high-resolution
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models can be quite accurate. On the other hand; the accuracy of
the wind speed forecasts can be significantly increased by coupling of NWP models and machine
learning algorithms. Even though machine learning algorithms can also be used directly for forecasting
the energy generation of a wind farm without forecasting the wind speed; wind power generation
forecast can be done by firstly forecasting the wind speed and then using the power curve of the
related wind turbine. This study will be focused on short term spatio-temporal wind speed forecast of
the five airports where are located at Istanbul, Izmir, Mugla, Tekirdag and Eskisehir provinces of
Turkey by using their own historical wind speed data and long short-term memory (LSTM) which is
an artificial recurrent neural network. Furthermore, two years of Meteorological Aerodrome Reports
(METAR) have been used as the data of the chosen airports. Besides, Auto-regression which uses only
wind speed data of the related airports has been used and the previous twelve hours have been used for
each initial state in order to gain information from the training of LSTM model. Besides, Two and
three hours ahead forecasting has been done in this study and Pearson correlation, MAE, RMSE, and
nRMSE have been used as statistical performance metrics to evaluate and compare the results.
Keywords: wind speed, machine learning, deep learning, forecast, LSTM
INTRODUCTION
Forecasting of the wind speed is quite challenging when it is compared with the other atmospheric
variables because of its chaotic nature. On the other hand; it is very important to forecast the
magnitude and the direction of the wind speed for a specific location for many purposes. Since, wind
is one of the most developed and cheapest renewable energy sources according to the recent LCOE
(levelized cost of energy) analysis report of the Lazard which is world’s leading financial advisory and
asset management company; forecasting of it with a high accuracy is becoming much more important
day by day.
On the other hand, while renewable energy sources are not sustainable, energy supply and demand of
the countries should be done precisely on short term basis. Therefore; highly accurate short term wind
speed forecasting has a crucial effect on the electricity grid of the countries. Short term wind speed
forecasting can be done by using both dynamical and statistical methods. On the other hand; there are
also some different approaches which couple these two methods. According to the Rodrigues et al.
(2018), running numerical weather prediction models (NWP) which has high resolution can be highly
expensive in terms of computational time and they have suggested that the coupling the NWP models
and artificial neural networks can be useful and provides a better accuracy when it is compared with
the traditional NWP model downscaling methods on their study. Moreover, LSTM method has also
been used for wind speed forecasting by Ghaderi et al. (2017) and they have found better results
compared to traditional artificial neural network and autoregressive integrated moving average models.
On the other hand, this study is about creating a model which does very short term wind speed
forecasts by using only long short-term memory (LSTM) machine learning method in order to avoid
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from the high computational time of making dynamical downscaling by using NWP models such as
Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF).
DATA AND METHODS
METAR data of five different airports of Turkey have been used in this study and these data has been
taken from the database of the IOWA State University, IOWA Environmental Mesonet System
(Web – 1). Besides, time resolution of these data is thirty minutes and hourly means of wind speeds
have been taken before proceeding to the stage of creating a model. A total of 2 years data has been
used for the study from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2017.
Forecasting of the wind speed has been done for all the five airports for a 350 hours period. Selected
airports and their locations can be seen at the table 1 below.
Table 1. Five airports which have been chosen over Turkey in order to create LSTM model.

Airport ID

Airport Name

LTBA

İstanbul – Atatürk Havalimanı

LTBJ

İzmir – Adnan Menderes
Havalimanı

LTBS

Muğla – Dalaman Havalimanı

LTBU

Tekirdağ – Çorlu Havalimanı

LTBY

Eskişehir – Hasan Polatkan
Havalimanı

In recent years, many studies have been carried out with the deep learning method known as Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) especially in the fields as image classification, translation and speech
recognition. Since successful studies are performed with RNN model; one of the biggest advantages of
this method is that the history of the data has also an effect on the forecasts. Therefore, RNN is the
inevitable method when the time series data is concerned. RNN unlike a simple neural network has
continuous cycles in itself and these cycles keep the information about the past. Figure 1 shows the
illustrated graph of RNN mechanism.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of RNN.
As it can be clearly seen from the figure 1, X shows the input data and h indicates the forecasts.
However, one of the major shortcomings of this method is that not hiding the deep previous
information. This problem of RNN algorithms have been firstly identified by Hochreiter and LSTM
method which includes some gates which provide much better memory in terms of time series
forecasting has been introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997).

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of LSTM.
While X signs above indicate the vector multiplication, + signs indicate the vector addition. Before
describing the parameters, which can be seen figure above, equations of these parameters have been
given below.
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h� term indicates the input vectors of the model at time t and g indicates the sigmoid activation
function. Besides, while W and U indicates weight matrices, b indicates bias vector. On the other hand,
t� and h� indicates output at the time t and cell state vector. Moreover, while Ԑ� is responsible for
remembering the previous information and memory, � is used for gaining a new information.
Moreover, root mean squared error (RMSE), normalized root mean square error (nRMSE), mean
absolute error (MAE) and pearson correlation coefficient have been used for statistical comparisons
between the forecast and real data in this study. Besides, R has been used for all the statistical
calculations and Keras has been used as machine learning framework.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this study, the model which is planned to be created aims to increase the forecasting accuracy on
shorter time horizon such as next two and three hours with LSTM rather than a model that can forecast
with a horizon extending up to fifteen days by using NWP model which updates itself usually with a
frequency of six hours such as Global Forecast System (GFS) of National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).
The previous twelve hours have been used for each initial state in order to gain information for the
LSTM model. Therefore, all the models which is built for every airport has used two years of data and
previous twelve hour for information gaining in the training period. Besides, forecasts which are for
next two and three hours have been done in this study. Therefore, forecasts for the next two weeks
have been done for all the airports separately and the graph for all the forecasts of each airport can be
seen below at figure 3.

Figure 3. Comparison of the forecasts by using LSTM and the observation data for the next two hours.
On the other hand, error statistics can also be seen below at Table 2 for the forecasts of the next two
hours for each airport.
Table 2. Error statistics of the forecasts for next two hours.
Antalya
Tekirdag
İstanbul
İzmir
Ankara
Total

Correlation
0.69
0.78
0.79
0.83
0.71
0.76

MAE
2.19
2.40
2.43
2.30
1.79
2.22

RMSE
3.08
2.99
3.17
2.96
2.34
2.91

nRMSE
12.18
10.83
12.52
14.30
14.55
12.88

On the other hand, same method has also been used for forecasting next three hours for each airport
and the related graph can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure.4: Comparison of the forecasts by using LSTM and the observation data for the next three
hours.
Moreover, statistical performance of the next three hours can be seen below at table 3 for each airport.
Table.3: Error statistics of the forecasts for next three hours.
Antalya
Tekirdag
İstanbul
İzmir
Ankara
Total

Correlation
0.65
0.75
0.75
0.79
0.62
0.71

MAE
2.31
2.58
2.68
2.50
1.97
2.41

RMSE
3.26
3.18
3.47
3.22
2.63
3.15

nRMSE
12.89
11.53
13.73
15.56
16.36
14.02

CONCLUSION
Even though the results are not good enough for making a power generation forecast of a wind power
plant (WPP) since the power generation is directly proportional to the cube of wind speed; it is aimed
to achieve better results with this algorithm by using not only wind speed but also other variables such
as relative humidity, air pressure and the data of wind turbine generator itself. Moreover, it should also
be noted that the chosen locations for this study are the airports which should have low wind speeds.
On the other hand, increases and decreases in the wind speeds could not be interpreted well by the
model. Therefore, multi feature model which uses not only wind speed data but also other variables
has been planned. Furthermore, while the forecasts for İzmir which are both for next two and three
hours has the best pearson correlation coefficient, this forecast is not the best in terms of MAE and
nRMSE. This can be explained by the fact that the mean wind speed for İzmir airport is higher than the
wind speed of the other airports in this study. Further studies will have both multiple features and wind
farm data in order to increase the accuracy of the forecasts.
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ABSTRACT
Fog is a quite complex meteorological phenomenon that occurs under certain circumstances,
depending on local physical and microphysical processes. The fog events occurring in Istanbul cause
substantial economic losses for the country by affecting the land, air and sea traffic significantly. The
aim of this study is to investigate the predictability of the fog events in Istanbul by using Weather
Research Forecast (WRF) atmospheric model. Several sensitivity simulations were conducted in the
study using the WRF model forced by the ERA-Interim dataset. The ERA-Interim is a global dataset
with 0.75 by 0.75 degrees horizontal and 61 level vertical resolutions. We decided to test the model on
a heavy fog event that took place on 19-20 February 2014. Our strategy for the study is first to
determine the microphysics scheme that gives better outcomes in the fog simulations. Therefore, we
used 38 vertical levels, MYNN 2.5 and Kain-Fritsch schemes for PBL and Cumulus parameterization,
respectively, for different microphysics schemes (e.g. Thompson, Milbrandt, WSM6 and Morrison).
Our results indicated that Milbrandt microphysics scheme generates better results for the fog event.
We carried out more sensitivity test for PBL (Planetary Boundary Layer) scheme. In this part of
sensitivity test we used ACM2, BouLac, MYJ, MYNN2.5, MYNN3 and YSU PBL schemes. Noon
warming in the atmosphere is high for each PBL. However, YSU PBL provides better diurnal
temperature and dew point temperature behavior compared to the observations for Ataturk and Sabiha
Gokcen Airports. We also tested the model using different longwave and shortwave radiation schemes
to improve the model performance for temperature. After the sensitivity simulations, we determined
better microphysics, PBL and radiation parameterizations to use in the simulations of the other heavy
fog cases in Istanbul.
Keywords: Fog, WRF, Istanbul, Sensitivity test.
INTRODUCTION
The formation conditions of the fog were first described by Willett (1928) and then by Byers (1959).
The well-defined types of fogs are radiation fog, upper inversion fog and advection-radiation fog.
Radiation fog occurs at the surface air close to the ground in open sky conditions when static air mass
is seen (anti-cyclone). The main mechanism for radiation fog is radiative cooling (Roach, 1995;
Duynkerke, 1999). Advection-radiation fog occurs in coastal areas with radiative cooling of humid air
as a result of advection to land from over the sea (Ryznar, 1977). Upper inversion fog usually occurs
in the valleys as a result of delimitation of the deep moisture layer by a strong inversion layer (Holets
and Swanson, 1981), and this fog type is commonly observed in the California valley in winter
(Underwood et al., 2004). Another well-known type is the fog formed as a result of the advection of
the moist air mass due to the thermal differences of the surfaces. Adverse mists are also classified as
sea fog and land-sea breeze fog (Byers, 1959).
Studies involving thermodynamic, dynamic, radiative, aeorosol, microphysical processes and the
development and distribution of the fog due to surface conditions have been using observations and
numerical models. Field studies have been conducted in Canada (Gultepe et al., 2009), Paris, France
(Haeffelin et al., 2010; Dupont et al., 2012) and Nanjing, China (Liu et al., 2011). Several studies have been
carried out since 1970s to measure horizontal visibility using remote sensing methods (Gültepe et al., 2007).
Eyre et al. (1984) and Turner et al. (1986) applied dual channel technique to the nighttime observations
obtained from the polar trajectory satellite sensor, AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer).
Also, the data of one of the geosynchronous satellites, METEOSAT MVIRI, have been used to determine

the fog / low stratus (Karlsson, 1989; Güls and Bendix, 1996, Cermak et al., 2009). Bendix et al. (2006)
developed a radial-transfer classification scheme for MODIS Aqua and Terra. Some studies have been
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conducted to integrate satellite data with synoptic observations, ground observations and numerical
models (Herzegh et al., 2006). For example; Hutchison et al. (2006), Ellord (2002) and Ellord and
Gultepe (2007) have combined prediction model outputs with satellite observations and verified them
using ground observations. Modeling is used for prediction of visibility, surface temperature, relative
humidity and the physical thickness of the fog while satellite observations provide information for the
horizontal range of the fog (Gultepe et al., 2007).
Meso-scale models are widely used for examining turbulence, radiation, microphysics and landsurface effects. The Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) and the ensemble approach were
used by Zhou and Du (2010) for fog forecasting in eastern China. The characteristics of the fog were
examined using WRF in Spain and Greece (Stolaki et al., 2011; Roman-Cascon et al., 2012). Paris Fog
measurement campaign in 2011 indicated that WRF can well represent appropriate local conditions for
analysis of past fog events (Menut et al., 2013). Steenveld et al. (2015) tried to predict the radiation
fog in Cabauw using HARMONIE and WRF models, and the results were evaluated with
micrometeorological measurements. Their results showed that the WRF model better represented the
fog event in the studied region.
Our aim is to determine a model configuration which performs better for the fog prediction in the
WRF model. In this study, we tried to identify a combination of the cumulus, microphysics, PBL and
radiation parameterizations that gives better simulation of the heavy fog event occurred on 19
February 2014.
METHODOLOGY
The WRF model, which is a widely-used open source mesoscale model, is used in the research. The
model has two dynamical solvers; one is the ARW (Advanced Research WRF) core used in the study
and the other is the NMM (Non-hydrostatic Mesoscale Model) core. WRF-ARW is a fully
compressible, non-hydrostatic model. The Arakawa-C grid is used as a horizontal grid, while the
vertical is a terrain-following grid structure.
The main task of this research is to determine the better model performance configuration for a
specific heavy fog event based on the sensitivity simulations. For this purpose, we set a configuration
which uses MYNN PBL scheme, RRTMG SW (shortwave) & LW (longwave) radiation scheme and
KF (Kain-Fritch) cumulus scheme to test the performance of the different microphysics
parameterizations (MP). This first sensitivity test provided us with the knowledge of which MP we
should use during our sensitivity simulations. After that, we rerun the model for six different PBL
(ACM2, BouLac, MYJ, MYNN, MYNN3 and YSU) schemes, RRTMG and RRTMG (fast) radiation
schemes and Tiedtke cumulus schemes.
Four-nested model domain used in the study is shown in Figure 1. Horizontal resolution of each
domain is 27, 9, 3 and 1km respectively. In order to better resolve the near surface atmosphere,
vertical resolution is set to 61 layers. 0.75-by-0.75-degree horizontal resolution ERA-Interim
reanalysis data provided by ECMWF (European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast) are used
to force the model.
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Figure 1. Nested domains for model simulations.
RESULTS
At midnight on 19 February 2014, a high pressure center with its 1026 hPa core prevails over much of
Turkey (Figure 2). Relatively warm and humid air is transferred from the cooler Sea of Marmara to the
city of Istanbul by southerly air flow (seen in Figure 2). Synoptic conditions suggest that this warm air
advection causes an advection type heavy fog over the city.

Figure 2. Synoptic condition on 19 February 2014 at 00 and 06 UTC (http://www1.wetter3.de/).
Sensitivity simulations for different MP schemes indicated that model has warm temperature (t) biases
during the entire simulation period, and cold (warm) dew point temperature (Td) bias during day
(night) for both Ataturk and Sabiha Gokcen airports. In addition, high negative bias for relative
humidity (RH) is also evident for both airports while surface diurnal wind speed (wsp) distribution is
simulated fairly well by the model. Figure 3 shows the diurnal cycle of T, Td, wsp and RH simulated
by the model for Sabiha Gokcen airport. The black rectangle indicates the time when the fog was
reported at METAR data.
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Figure 3. Diurnal changes of T, Td, wsp and RH at surface on 19 February 2014 at Sabiha Gokcen
airport.
Simulations depicts that none of the MPs has a very good performance for the control simulation, but
Milbrandt microphysics scheme has slightly better performance compared to the other MPs. Only the
results from Sabiha Gokcen airport are given here but both airports have similar results with different
MPs. When we compare the location of the airports, Ataturk is a coastal station while Sabiha Gokcen
is an inland station. Error statistics belonging to MP sensitivity simulations show that the model has
better performance at Ataturk airport than Sabiha Gokcen.
Table 1. Error statistics for different PBL schemes at Sabiha Gokcen airport.
Sabiha G.
MB

RMSE

Ataturk
MB

RMSE

ACM2
1.2 (T)
0.6 (Td)
0.2 (wsp)
-2.8 (RH)
1.9 (T)
0.7 (Td)
1.2 (wsp)
11.1 (RH)

BouLac
1.6 (T)
1.0 (Td)
0.4 (wsp)
-2.7 (RH)
2.0 (T)
1.5 (Td)
1.3 (wsp)
11.1 (RH)

MYJ
1.5 (T)
0.4 (Td)
0.5 (wsp)
-4.4 (RH)
2.6 (T)
0.8 (Td)
1.4 (wsp)
15.1 (RH)

MYNN
1.5 (T)
0.5 (Td)
0.2 (wsp)
-3.6 (RH)
2.3 (T)
0.9 (Td)
1.2 (wsp)
12.9 (RH)

MYNN3
1.6 (T)
0.6 (Td)
0.4 (wsp)
-1.7 (RH)
2.1 (T)
1.6 (Td)
1.4 (wsp)
10.2 (RH)

Table 2. Error statistics for different PBL schemes at Ataturk airport.
ACM2
BouLac
MYJ
MYNN
MYNN3
1.0 (T)
1.3 (T)
1.0 (T)
1.2 (T)
1.5 (T)
0.9 (Td)
1.2 (Td)
0.6 (Td)
0.7 (Td)
0.8 (Td)
-0.7 (wsp) -0.3 (wsp)
-0.5 (wsp) -0.6 (wsp) -0.4 (wsp)
0.8 (RH)
0.7 (RH)
-1.1 (RH)
-0.3 (RH) 0.0 (RH)
1.4 (T)
1.6 (T)
1.5 (T)
1.6 (T)
1.7 (T)
1.2 (Td)
1.5 (Td)
1.2 (Td)
1.4 (Td)
1.6 (Td)
2.1 (wsp) 2.0 (wsp)
2.0 (wsp)
2.2 (wsp)
2.3 (wsp)
4.0 (RH)
3.8 (RH)
5.9 (RH)
5.6 (RH)
5.1 (RH)

YSU
0.6 (T)
0.5 (Td)
0.2 (wsp)
0.6 (RH)
1.0 (T)
0.8 (Td)
1.1 (wsp)
7.3 (RH)
YSU
0.8 (T)
0.7 (Td)
-0.8 (wsp)
1.9 (RH)
1.3 (T)
1.3 (Td)
2.2 (wsp)
3.2 (RH)

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the error statistics of the PBL sensitivity simulation results. When we
compare the control setup PBL which is MYNN, statistics indicate that YSU PBL scheme improves
the results in terms of T, Td and RH while wsp has the same RMSE value for MYNN and YSU
schemes. YSU PBL shows relatively better performance than the others. YSU scheme also improves
the model performance for Sabiha Gokcen airport.
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In addition to PBL and MP schemes, we also conducted another simulation for shortwave and
longwave radiation scheme. Our results showed that RRTM longwave radiation scheme improves
especially the diurnal cycle of temperature, therefore it helps to make better RH performance. Vertical
profiles of atmosphere observed at Kartal station (radiosonde observation) and those obtained with
final model configuration were similar.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we tested the WRF model to determine a configuration which gives better simulation for
a heavy fog event. Using different microphysics and planetary boundary layer schemes, we tried to
identify a physics configuration that yields a better performance in simulating a fog event in Istanbul.
Beside these two physics schemes, we also conducted more simulations for radiation schemes widely
used in the literature. Results of the study can be summarized as follows;
•
•
•
•

•

•

Advection fog is observed at both coastal and inland stations on 19 Feb 2014.
T/Td at surface is simulated to be higher/lower than observations for all MPs (with MYNN PBL
and RRTMG). Modeled RH is lower due to higher T.
However, T overestimation is more robust in Sabiha Gokcen airport station since it is an inland
station. Modeled T is relatively close to the observation at Ataturk airport station. MP sensitivity
simulations indicate that Milbrandt scheme better simulates the diurnal cycle.
Milbrandt MP together with different PBL schemes and SW/LW RRTMG radiation schemes has
better performance on T simulation during day. Wind speed at 10m is well simulated especially
for Sabiha Gokcen station (modeled Td is lower than observation) from all PBL schemes.
RRTMG (fast) SW radiation scheme has better performance with YSU PBL scheme for both
stations. This combination makes improvement on diurnal cycle of T, Td and RH.
Radiosonde observation for 00 Z shows warmer surface layer but the vertical structures from the
model and observation are similar for temperature while model has moister air than the
observation. Equivalent potential temperature indicates stable atmosphere. Modeled wind speed is
stronger than the observation.
It also turns out that simulations with coarser horizontal resolution produce comparatively poor
performance both for time series and vertical profiles.
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ABSTRACT
There are many meteorological risks for aviation. In this context, at this study firstly meteorological
factors such as icing, wind, thunderstorm, precipitation, cloud ceiling and visibility which aggrieve
passengers via posing risk to aviation and damaging companies in aviation sector are dealed together
with their effects on aircrafts, diagnosis techniques and prediction with mitigation methods, then
METAR, SPECI and TAF data obtained from Turkish Meteorological Service which includes 5 year
period between 2010 and 2014 and data which includes delayed or diverted flights due to
meteorological reasons between 2010 and 2014 which are obtained from a private corporation were
examined in order to reveal the distribution of meteorological factors regionally and with respect to
airport.
In that study, between 2010 and 2014 were especially chosen due to reveal how meteorological factors
affected negatively to passenger traffic of domestic flights which was increased from circa 50 million
to 100 million and doubled with a conspicuously increase between 2010 and 2015. 46 airports which
were active between 2010 and 2014 in Turkey were examined within the study.
97 meteorological parameters that were detected to have influence on cancelled or diverted flight data
were standardized month by month according to airports via ratio between individual effect of
meteorological parameter on cancelled or diverted number of flights and total effect of all the
meteorological parameters on cancelled or diverted number of flights to determine their distribution in
terms of airport by using Cluster Analysis method.
Keywords: Divert, Airport, Cluster Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Air transportation is a prime mover for all sectors of a country and especially for national economy.
Air transportation which is especially backbone of tourism sector has great importance as a result of
transporting more than 60 percent of worldwide tourist number. Growth trend in air transportation is
rapidly in progress throughout the world. Since 2006 passenger traffic has been increased without
slowing down.
Risks regarding to weather conditions have substantial negative effect on aircraft safety. According to
recent research, weather conditions are responsible of 20 percent to 30 percent of worldwide air
accidents. At Europe, 22 percent of air traffic delays are due to adverse weather conditions.
There are many meteorology risks for aviation. At this study, effects of meteorological factors such as
icing, wind, thunderstorm, precipitation, cloud ceiling and visibility on Turkish aviation were
examined according to data of a Turkish private aviation corporation which include delayed or
diverted domestic flights between 2010 and 2014. Passenger traffic of domestic flights was increased
from 50 million to 100 million in that period and that was the reason why the period between 2010 and
2014 was chosen. 46 airports which were active between 2010 and 2014 in Turkey were examined
within the study.
While data of cancelled or diverted flights due to meteorological reasons in 5 year period between
01/01/2010 and 01/01/2015 that were obtained from a private corporation were examining respectively,
TAF forecasts which included data of departure and arrival airports and which were published at least
3 hours before departure time of the flight and METAR and SPECI data close to departure time with
updated TAF forecasts for cancelled flight data; TAF forecasts which included data of departure and
arrival airports and which were published at least 3 hours before departure time of the flight and
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METAR and SPECI data which were valid between expected flight time with updated TAF forecasts
for diverted flight data were dealed together in the light of meteorological criterias such as surface
wind, surface visibility, actual weather conditions, cloud information and air temperature with dew
point temperature groups which were available in data and aerodrome approach procedures and
approach minimum values that private airline corporation used for domestic airports.
97 meteorological parameters that were detected to have influence on cancelled or diverted flight data
were standardized month by month according to airports via ratio between individual effect of
meteorological parameter on cancelled or diverted number of flights and total effect of all the
meteorological parameters on cancelled or diverted number of flights to determine their distribution in
terms of airport by using Cluster Analysis method.
By using SPSS Statistics software program which is provided by IBM, successively Centroid, Ward,
Single Linkage (Nearest Neighbor), Complete Linkage (Furthest Neighbor), Average Linkage
(Between-Groups Linkage) and Average Linkage (Within-Groups Linkage) hierarchical cluster
analysis methods were applied to determine similarity relationships between airports with respect to 97
meteorological parameters. Dendogram graphs, Agglomerative coefficients and scatterplots Airport vs
Cluster numbers were examined together.
Considering the fact that, in each step of agglomerative algorithm the two most similar clusters come
together to create a new cluster and that process repeats until all the objects are combined in one
cluster whereas increasing step number decreases similarity, optimum number of clusters were chosen
6 and 8 in Ward's Method, 6 and 9 in Average Linkage method, 6 and 8 in Complete Linkage method,
respectively.
Finally, One-way ANOVA statistic was applied in order to detect suitability of method and in 95%
confidency level in each method how the number of clusters were clustered according to number of
significant parameters that taken into account were shown.
After applying each method; Ward's Method, Average Linkage (Within-Groups Linkage) and
Complete Linkage (Furthest Neighbor) were found more useful beside the others. Because of
evaluating more parameters Complete Linkage (Furthest Neighbor) method and Ward Method were
seen to drive forward according to significancy analysis. Furthermore, considering obtained
Dendograms and cluster diagrams Ward Method and Complete Linkage (Furthest Neighbor) method
were seen to show more realistic results such as geographical regions clustering.
Examination of Turkish private aviation corporation’s domestic flight data
While examining the flight data of private corporation that was known cancelled or diverted, TAF
forecasts which included data of departure and arrival airports and which were published at least 3
hours before departure time of the flight and METAR and SPECI data close to departure time with
updated TAF forecasts for cancelled flight data; TAF forecasts which included data of departure and
arrival airports and which were published at least 3 hours before departure time of the flight and
METAR and SPECI data which were valid between expected flight time with updated TAF forecasts
for diverted flight data. Also aerodrome approach procedures and approach minimum values that
private airline corporation uses for domestic airports were obtained from corporation to evaluate them
in terms of meteorological criterias.
An example of cancelled 08.03.2011 flights of 7124 from Ankara Esenboğa Airport to Adıyaman
Airport at 07:00 UTC and 7125 from Adıyaman Airport to Ankara Esenboğa Airport at 09:05 UTC
was given to show how the meteorological factors affected that flight cancellation.
1) 8.3.2011 07:00 7124 ESB-ADF
2) 8.3.2011 09:05 7125 ADF-ESB
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Table 1. METAR observations and TAF forecasts of arrival airport in related period that obtained
from Turkish State Meteorological Services
SA 08/03/2011 08:50->

METAR LTCP 080850Z 11010KT 1000 R23/1000N SA BKN030
OVC070 09/08 Q1010=

SA 08/03/2011 07:50->

METAR LTCP 080750Z 10011KT 1000 R23/1000N SA BKN030
OVC070 09/07 Q1010=

SA 08/03/2011 06:50->

METAR LTCP 080650Z 10010KT 1000 R23/1000N SA BKN030
OVC070 09/06 Q1010=

SA 08/03/2011 05:50->

METAR LTCP 080550Z 08008KT 1000 R23/1000N SA BKN030
BKN070 08/06 Q1010=

SA 08/03/2011 04:50->

METAR LTCP 080450Z 09006KT 1000 R23/1000N SA BKN030
OVC070 08/06 Q1010 RERA=

SA 08/03/2011 03:50->

METAR LTCP 080350Z 04004KT 1000 R23/1000D -RA SA
BKN030 OVC070 07/06 Q1010=

C 08/03/2011 07:40->

TAF LTCP 080740Z 0809/0818 16008KT 4000 -SHRA BKN030
BKN080 TEMPO 0809/0813 1000 SA=

FC 08/03/2011 04:40->

TAF LTCP 080440Z 0807/0815 18008KT 4000 -SHRA BKN030
BKN080 TEMPO 0807/0811 1000 SA RMK AMD AT 080641Z=

According to TAF at 0440 UTC, visibility was forecasted to decrease to 1000 m temporarily between
0700 UTC to 1100 UTC with sand phenomena, and at METAR observations of 0450, 0550 and 0650
UTC after TAF forecast it can be seen that both visibility and runway visual range for runway 23 were
observed as 1000 m. When approach procedures and approach minimum values of ADF (Adıyaman)
airport shown at Table 2 were examined, it can be seen that main runway for approach is 05 with VOR
DME approach and runway visual range (RVR) limit for 05 is 2700 m. According to that observations
and forecast, required minimum visibility value 2700 m was not provided and then these two flights
were cancelled.
Table 2. Aerodrome approach procedures and approach minimum values that private airline
corporation used for ADF airport (Private airline corporation, 2015)

Distribution of examined flight data with respect to airports via cluster analysis
Cluster analysis is a group that combines multivariable techniques whose main purpose are
categorizing objects with respect to characteristic features. Cluster analysis is used to categorize
objects with respect to their similar features (Caccam, Refran, 2012).
The procedure which proceeds step by step via using agglomerative or separative algorithm and tries
to identify groups of relatively homogeneous distributed cases with specific characteristics and then
represents newly formed clusters with a hierarchical or a tree like structure is called cluster analysis.
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When number of data sample is less than 300 or 400 and doesn’t reach 1000, hierarchical clustering
analysis is preferred. The combination process of two most similar observations which are in different
clusters to create new cluster proceeds step by step to create range of cluster solutions is called as
hierarchical procedure. Formation of new clusters with combination of existing clusters is
agglomerative method. Hierarchical procedure beginning with every object or observation in different
clusters is an agglomerative algorithm. In each step two most similar clusters come together to create
new cluster of agglomeration. This process repeats until all the objects are combined in one cluster.
Similarity decreases with increasing number of steps. Graphical representation (tree diagram) of the
results of hierarchical procedure is called dendogram (Caccam, Refran, 2012).
Cluster analysis method is commonly used at different kind of problems encountered in atmospheric
research. It can be used via hierarchical and non-hierarchical techniques. However, hierarchical
clustering is ideal for exploration step of research (Karaca et al., 2003).
Standardization of variables which have scale points in a wide range or which shows great differences
in standard deviations should be done before clustering process. Z-score (mean 0, standard deviation 1)
is the most common standardization transformation (Caccam, Refran, 2012).
There are five different methods of hierarchical clustering that are widely used: single linkage,
complete linkage, centroid, Ward’s minimum variance method and average linkage method. Single
linkage (Nearest-Neighbor Method) is the simplest hierarchical clustering method. Complete linkage
(Furthest-Neighbor Method) method was developed to overcome chaining problem of single linkage
method. Centroid method is the most solid one in widely used hierarchical clustering methods but have
problems in chaining. Ward’s minimum variance method is mostly used clustering method in
climatological research. Average linkage method solves most deficiencies of other widely used
hierarchical methods. It was seen that Average linkage method gave most realistic results in
climatological research (Karaca et al., 2003).
One of the main issues of clustering analysis is determination of optimum number of cluster namely
where to end clustering process (Karaca et al., 2003). It is also important to determine which of the
classifier variables present significance difference between groups via using One-way ANOVA
(Caccam, Refran, 2012).
In this study, firstly in all 5 years monthly data 97 meteorological parameters were detected to have
influence on cancelled or diverted flight data were standardized month by month according to airports
via ratio between individual effect of meteorological parameter on cancelled or diverted number of
flights and total effect of all the meteorological parameters on cancelled or diverted number of flights.
By using SPSS Statistics software program which is provided by IBM, successively Centroid, Ward,
Single Linkage (Nearest Neighbor), Complete Linkage (Furthest Neighbor), Average Linkage
(Between-Groups Linkage) and Average Linkage (Within-Groups Linkage) hierarchical cluster
analysis methods were applied to determine similarity relationships between airports with respect to 97
meteorological parameters. While clustering analyses were applying agglomerative procedure was also
applied. In order to determine optimum number of clusters algorithm was set as minimum number of
cluster is 2 and maximum number of cluster is 20. Dendogram graphs, Agglomerative coefficients and
scatterplots Airport vs Cluster numbers were examined together.
Considering the fact that, in each step of agglomerative algorithm the two most similar clusters come
together to create a new cluster and that process repeats until all the objects are combined in one
cluster whereas increasing step number decreases similarity, optimum number of clusters were chosen
6 and 8 in Ward's Method, 6 and 9 in Average Linkage method, 6 and 8 in Complete Linkage method,
respectively.
Finally, One-way ANOVA statistic was applied in order to detect suitability of method and in 95%
confidency level in each method how the number of clusters were clustered according to number of
significant parameters that taken into account were shown.
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RESULTS
Ward’s method
In Figure 1 it can be seen from the dendogram that there are various number of clusters in relationship
with each other.

Figure 1. Obtained dendogram via using Ward’s method
After applying various number of clusters to determine optimum number of clusters, number of 6
clusters and 8 clusters were specifically examined. After applying One-way ANOVA statistics,
number of significant meteorological parameters in 6 cluster was determined as 40 while it was
determined as 38 in 8 clusters. In 6 cluster these parameters include CB activity, drizzle, low cloud
ceiling, snow, sleet, cloud ceiling below approach minimums, thunderstorm with CB activity, brume,
wind, fog and rain. Airport distributions for 6 cluster are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Airport distributions with 6 clusters for Ward’s method
These figure shows that airports which are close to each other and have similar climate characteristics
such as Adana-Gaziantep, Eskişehir-Konya-Uşak, Antalya-Muğla Dalaman-Alanya Gazipaşa,
Batman-Diyarbakır-Şanlıurfa-Hatay, Erzurum-Muş, Sinop-Trabzon are in same clusters and similarly
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airports with prevailing continental climate such as Eskişehir-Isparta-Erzincan, Kütahya Zafer-İstanbul
Sabiha Gökçen are in same clusters.
Average linkage method
It can be shown from Figure 3 that in obtained dendogram via using Average linkage method there are
lower relationship between clusters than in Ward’s method.

Figure 3. Obtained dendogram via using Average linkage method
After applying various number of clusters to determine optimum number of clusters, number of 6
clusters and 9 clusters were specifically examined. After applying One-way ANOVA statistics,
number of significant meteorological parameters in 6 cluster was determined as 34 while it was
determined as 41 in 9 clusters. In 9 cluster these parameters include CB activity, drizzle, low cloud
ceiling, snow, sleet, cloud ceiling below approach minimums, thunderstorm with CB activity, brume,
wind, fog, dust and rain. Airport distributions for 9 cluster are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Airport distributions with 9 clusters for Average linkage method
These figure shows that airports which are close to each other and have similar climate characteristics
such as Adana-Gaziantep are in same clusters.
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Complete linkage (Furthest neighbor) method
It can be shown from Figure 5 that in obtained dendogram via using Complete linkage method there
are various number of clusters in relationship with each other like in Ward’s method.

Figure 5. Obtained dendogram via using Complete linkage method
After applying various number of clusters to determine optimum number of clusters, number of 6
clusters and 8 clusters were specifically examined. After applying One-way ANOVA statistics,
number of significant meteorological parameters in 6 cluster was determined as 40 while it was
determined as 43 in 8 clusters. In 8 cluster these parameters include CB activity, drizzle, low cloud
ceiling, snow, sleet, cloud ceiling below approach minimums, thunderstorm with CB activity, brume,
wind, fog, dust, haze and rain. Airport distributions for 8 cluster are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Airport distributions with 8 clusters for Complete linkage method
These figure shows that airports which are close to each other and have similar climate characteristics
such as Denizli-Isparta-Kütahya Zafer-Uşak, Mardin-Van and Antalya-Alanya Gazipaşa are in same
clusters.
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DISCUSSIONS
After applying each method; Ward's Method, Average Linkage (Within-Groups Linkage) and
Complete Linkage (Furthest Neighbor) were found more useful beside the others. Because of
evaluating more parameters Complete Linkage (Furthest Neighbor) method and Ward Method were
seen to drive forward according to significancy analysis. Furthermore, considering obtained
Dendograms and cluster diagrams Ward Method and Complete Linkage (Furthest Neighbor) method
were seen to show more realistic results such as geographical regions clustering.
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ABSTRACT
Blocking anticyclones are prolonged and sustained large-scale atmospheric patterns. They can persist
several days or few weeks. Atmospheric blocking can impose a strong impact on the upstream, in-situ,
and the downstream weather conditions. The two-dimensional potential vorticity based blocking index
which is based on potential temperature on the dynamical tropopause (the 2-PVU surface) provides
information about the occurrence and the frequency of the blocking. This dynamical blocking index is
implemented and applied on reanalyses datasets to examine their hemispheric distribution. In this
study, the Northern Hemispheric atmospheric blocking compiled with the aid of the two-dimensional
index is presented.
This study has focused on producing winter, spring, summer and autumn climatologies of wave
breaking on the dynamical tropopause in the Northern Hemisphere for the period of 1988-2018. Based
on their locations and dynamical impacts, blocking events are categorised in three main types: highlatitude blocking, low-latitude blocking and the mid-latitude European blocking. The three main
blocking sectors are noted; (i) over eastern Asia and western and central Pacific, (ii) over the Atlantic
Ocean, and (iii) over Europe. The blocking frequencies are in general qualitatively in agreement with
previous studies that Northern Hemisphere blocking is predominantly a wintertime phenomena, and
blocking frequencies are lower in spring and summer, but increase in autumn.
Keywords: atmospheric blocking, potential vorticity, 2-D index, European blocking sector

INTRODUCTION
Blocking anticyclones are traditionally considered to block the mid-latitude westerly jet. They act to
divert the eastward travelling cyclones to its north or south. Blocking may also cause anomalous cold
and dry weather underneath the block and increased storm activity and precipitation on the upstream
and downstream of the block. Atmospheric blocking phenomena are sustained, vertically coherent, and
prolonged synoptic-scale high pressure systems whose amplitude can disrupt the predominant westerly
flow (Rex, 1950; Tibaldi and Molteni, 1990; Schwierz et al. 2004), with the associated anticyclonic
conditions allowing a north easterly inflow of cold and dry air masses. In winter, persistent clear sky
conditions enable outgoing long-wave radiation during winter nights and result in a strong cooling of
the Earth’s surface and anomalously cold surface temperatures (e.g. Trigo et al. 2004), whereas in
summer it promotes accumulation of incoming radiation which results in high surface temperatures
and soil moisture depreciation and may lead to desiccated soil formation.
Since 1940s, atmospheric blocking has been studied extensively. Berggren et al., (1949) presented a
schematic depiction of the characteristic development of the thermal structure of the atmosphere
during a blocking episode. Rex (1950) introduced a widely quoted definition of blocking. This work
paved the way for formulating several blocking indices. It is widely considered that blocking highs are
related to geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa, both time and space. The criteria considered to
specify blocking varied from the earlier subjective definitions to more objectively developed indices.
Lejenäs and Økland (1983) (hereafter LØ83) introduced an objective instantaneous blocking index:
a〠 ֝
䁘 o〠 ֝
6䁘 o 〠 ֝ where I(λ) is the index at longitude (λ), and Z is the geopotential height
at 500 hPa. Blocking was considered to be present if the blocking index was negative at a given
longitude. The study of the Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) (hereafter TM90) added some modifications
for the LØ83 blocking criterion to give some degree of latitudinal variation in the position of the block.
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Some recent blocking detection studies considered a dynamical blocking index based on incorporating
potential vorticity (PV) thinking (Hoskins et al. 1985). Pelly and Hoskins (2003) (hereafter PH03)
compiled a dynamical index with potential temperature (θ) on PV=2 surface. The PH03 blocking
index searches for a reversal of the meridional gradient of potential temperature on the dynamical
tropopause (PV=2 surface). Schwierz et al. (2004) and Scherrer et al. (2006) also employed PV
concept in developing a dynamical blocking index – which identifies persistent negative PV anomalies
in the 500 – 100 hPa vertically averaged PV.
Early blocking indices have focused on a particular band of latitude, for example, a non-varying
latitude in TM90 and the varying latitude of the storm track maximum in PH03. The results based on
this approach are dominated by blocking over Europe and the east Pacific. Some recent studies
(Schwierz et al. (2004), Scherrer et al. (2006); Berrisford et al. (2007); Woollings et al. (2008); and
Davini et al. (2013)) have constructed two dimensional indices that search for blocking at all latitudes,
and these show more significant occurrence of blocking at high latitudes and low latitudes in both the
Pacific and the Atlantic ocean basins. A recent study by Pinheiro et al. (2019) indicates that PV based
atmospheric blocking detection may underestimate detection of atmospheric blocking events.
A main signature of block onset is a rapid northward displacement of subtropical air, forming up a
large-scale extended ridge, within a Rossby wave pattern on the midlatitude jet stream. Considering
that both potential temperature (θ) and potential vorticity (PV) are approximately conserved following
air parcels, there may be the extended ridge with a low PV anomaly on a surface of constant θ, or a
high θ anomaly on the dynamic tropopause (Woollings et al., 2018).
Atmospheric blocking may exert strong impact on the upstream, in situ, and the downstream weather
conditions (Schwierz et al., 2004; Pfahl and Wernli, 2012; Bieli et al., 2014; Demirtaş, 2017a). The
spatial coverage of a block is a conspicuous synoptic event with a lifetime stretching from day-to-day
weather to weeks-to-months climate variations (Croci-Maspoli et al. 2007). The collocated and remote
influence of atmospheric blocking in the winter and the summer seasons are addressed in previous
studies (Pfahl and Wernli, 2012; Demirtaş, 2017a,b). A summary in a nutshell is given below:
In the winter: (i) In situ; a persistent blocking may cause cold spells due to clear sky conditions, fog,
poor air quality and lack of precipitation due to subsidence. (ii) Downstream of a blocking pattern
adverse wintry conditions may be triggered, and they may last as long as the block persists. For
example, winter time cold snaps in Europe are strongly related to upstream blocking events over the
North Atlantic. The large scale environment of the European 2012 high-impact cold wave took place
in between the persistent blocking ridge over the eastern Atlantic and the stationary blocking high over
Siberia which maintained the Eastern Europe northwest–southeast tilted trough. The juxtaposition of
these flow patterns thus allowed the occurrence of persistent cold and snowy conditions over Eastern
Europe (Demirtaş, 2017c). The December 2013 Middle East snowstorm was found to be associated
with the upstream omega (Ω) type of European blocking that transported cold air into the Middle East
and produced snowfall within the downstream trough over the Middle East (Luo et al., 2015).
Downstream impacts of atmospheric blocking on extreme winter temperatures over North America
(Carrera et al., 2004; Whan et al., 2016), China (Lu and Chang, 2009; Zhou et al., 2009) and Japan
(Kitano and Yamada, 2016; Takaya and Nakamura, 2005) have also been documented.
In the summer: (i) in situ; a persistent blocking may pave the way for high-impact heat-waves e.g. the
2003 European (Black et al., 2004) and the 2010 Russian (Dole et al., 2011) heat waves, associated
forest fires and severe drought events. The high-impact 2007 hot summer over Turkey was associated
with prolonged blocking events (Demirtaş, 2018). The late summer heat wave of September 2016
(Zschenderlein et al., 2018) and the early summer heat wave of May 2018 (Web-1) should also be
noted for seasonal variations. (ii) On the downstream/upstream of a blocking event, if the weather is
rainy, it may continue as long as the blocking persists and may lead to severe flooding. Studies of
Pakistan 2010 catastrophic flood events (Martius et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2011) revealed that the
extra-tropical disturbances downstream of the Ω type of blocking at 30–60°E was the driving
mechanism for the severe flooding in Pakistan. Blocking also has strong hydrological impacts, most
obviously with dry conditions in the anticyclonic region contributing to droughts.
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This study investigates the salient features of atmospheric blocking. For this purpose, a potential
vorticity based two-dimensional atmospheric blocking detection method is employed.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
A blocking index (B) is computed in two dimensions (latitude versus longitude), following PH03,
Berrisford et al., (2007); Woollings et al. 2008; Masato et al., (2013), using the 31-year period
(December 1988 to December 2018) European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) Re-Analysis ERA-5 (Hersbach et al. 2018) in a full resolution of 0.25°x0.25° longitudelatitude grid.
Seasonal events for the winter period, December–January-February (DJF), the spring period MarchApril-May (MAM), the summer period June-July-August (JJA) and the autumn September-OctoberNovember (SON) are considered.
The potential temperature () on the potential vorticity (PV) two surface (PV=2), (potential vorticity
units, PVU; 1 PVU=10-6 K m2kg-1 s-1), the dynamical tropopause (Hoskins et al. 1985), has been
analyzed. The dynamical blocking index (PH03), Bi is given in Equation (1):
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where θ is the potential temperature on a PV=2 surface, 0 is the base latitude which varies within the
latitude band 40°–70°N. The B index is a macro-scale measure of the strength of the meridional
gradient of potential temperature on the PV=2 surface. This index is based on the reversal of the
meridional gradient of potential temperature on dynamical tropopause (PV=2 surface).
The integrals in Equation (1) are re-written; Equation (2) is for the northern sector, and Equation (3) is
for the southern sector.
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Accordingly, blocking index (Bi) can be re-organized in Equation (4):

Bi  in  is

(4)

Bi has been calculated, as described in Masato et al. (2013), at every point in longitude (i) for a grid
0.25° x 0.25°, using 120 points in latitude (=30.0) for both northern and southern sectors. The
calculation of the integral is then repeated (at each point in longitude) for all points in latitude within
the band 40°–70°N. The index is computed at every point on a grid of spacing 0.25° in latitude and
0.25° in longitude. Potential temperature is averaged over two boxes of 5° longitude and 15° latitude,
the northern one on which is the poleward side of the point and the southern one which is on the
equatorward side. An instantaneous blocking index at this central point is defined as the northern value
minus the southern value, so that this index is positive if the gradient is reversed. According to
Equation (4), negative Bi values indicate westerly zonal flow, and positive Bi values hint easterly zonal
flow. A given longitude (λ) is considered to be blocked when Bi > 0, this implies that there is high
potential temperature to the north and low potential temperature to the south.
In this study, the index (Bi) is constructed in a 2D form (latitude versus longitude) as in Berrisford et
al., (2007) and Woollings et al. (2008), Masato et al. (2013) whereas the original index derived in
PH03 was 1D and calculated for a single central latitude (0) varying as a function of longitude. Here
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this index is simply extended by applying it at all latitudes from 40° to 70°N, as in Berrisford et al.
(2007) and Woollings et al. (2008), not only at the latitude of maximum transient eddy kinetic energy.
All blocking events detected with this method are considered as instantaneous blocking (IB). This
definition does not give information about the spatial or temporal extension of a blocking event. To
distinguish the largest and most persistent blocking events, several spatial and temporal constraints are
implemented. For spatial persistence, large-scale blocking (LSB) events are considered to occur when
the wave-breaking index is positive for a minimum of approximately 1100 km in the longitudinal
direction, corresponding to about 15 of continuous longitude in the mid-latitudes, a spatial threshold
mostly considered in the literature (e.g., Tibaldi and Molteni 1990; Pelly and Hoskins 2003; Berrisford
et al. 2007; Davini et al. 2013). This provides an objective detection of large-scale blocking event and
ensures that the spatial scale of the event is larger than the Rossby radius of deformation (Berrisford et
al. 2007; Woollings et al. 2008; Davini et al. 2013).
An episode of large scale blocking (ELSB) event is considered to happen if an ELSB occurs within a
box of 5° latitude x 10° longitude centred on that grid point for at least five days. The selected
temporal and spatial thresholds ensure that the detected episodes have both significant meridional and
zonal extension, are quasi-stationary, and persist for sufficient time to be considered as sustained
blocking events (Woollings et al. 2008; Davini et al. 2013). The algorithm can also compute the
duration of every single event for every grid point. For each day in which blocking is identified, all
grid points (around the blocking centre) that exhibit a positive B are counted. These are then summed
up and rescaled for the total number of days.

GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF BLOCKING CLIMATOLOGY
Since blocking can have a large impact on weather systems and sometimes lead to the occurrence of
extreme events, quantifying variability and possible changes in the preferred location of blocking
occurrence is a high priority for both for weather and seasonal-to-sub-seasonal predictions. Seasonal
frequencies for the winter season, December–January-February (DJF), for the spring season MarchApril-May (MAM), for the summer season June-July-August (JJA) and for the autumn SeptemberOctober-November (SON) are studied.
Winter Season Blocking Frequencies
Two main sectors are noted, which correspond to the Pacific and the Atlantic regions. Two sectors are
about150 wide: the Pacific region extends from 90E to 120W, while the Euro–Atlantic region spans
from 90W to 60E (Fig. 1). The sectors are separated by two regions 30 wide (120–90W and 60–
90E), where blocking occurs rarely.
The two sectors have different characteristics. Over the Pacific, blocking occurs on the northern flank
of the jet stream. Over the Atlantic region, there are two different centres which are located over the
north-western Atlantic and over Europe as pointed out in previous studies (Masato et al. 2013; Davini
et al. 2013). The blocking sector is located on the poleward flank of the jet stream and the EuroAtlantic blocking sector is located on the equatorward side of the jet.
The IB climatology of DJF season is shown in Figure (1a) and is computed as the percentage of
blocked days in the 31-yr period examined in the ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis (1988–2018). High IB
frequency is dominated by high-latitude events occurring over the North Pacific–eastern Siberia and
over Greenland which is defined as high latitude blocking (HLB) (Berrisford et al. 2007; Woollings et
al. 2008; Davini et al. 2013). The daily frequency of blocking for the Pacific and the north-western
Atlantic exceeds 50%. There are two Atlantic centres with the 25%–35% IB frequencies. These results
agree with some previous studies (e.g., Woollings et al. 2008; Masato et al., 2013) that applied a
similar approach for blocking identification.
The ELSB frequency is shown in the right panel of Figure (1b). It is interesting to note that the
distribution of blocking frequency is only slightly affected by the introduction of ELSB spatial and
temporal thresholds. A small reduction of blocking frequency is observed over Greenland and over the
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central-eastern Atlantic but, overall, the main patterns very similar as noted by some previous studies
(Woollings et al. 2008; Masato et al. 2013; Davini et al. 2013).
Over the Atlantic region, two distinct relative maxima over the subtropical eastern Atlantic and central
Europe can be noted. The introduction of the ELSB definition reduces the climatological frequency of
occurrence of blocking over the central-eastern Atlantic. This reduction acts to distinguish between
events over central Europe and events over the subtropical Atlantic, suggesting that these latter events
may have different properties. This anomalous region of blocking is defined as low-latitude blocking
(LLB) (Davini et al. 2013), which is detected over the subtropical eastern Atlantic and over the
subtropical eastern Pacific. The LLB concept may conflict with past climatological analysis of
blocking carried out with 1-D indices (Tibaldi and Molteni 1990; LØ83). However, these 500 hPa
based blocking indices, which traditionally consider blocking at 60N, usually detected two maxima of
blocking activity: one over central Europe and the other over the North Pacific (around 160E–180).
The well-known high frequency area present over the central Europe is evident. Atmospheric blocking
events that occur over central Europe could be considered as ‘real’ midlatitude blocking events; these
events are referred as European blocking (EB). The region of blocking which lies on the equatorward
side of the jet stream is not confined to a small region but originates from breaking of the Atlantic
ridge, which can occur from 30W to 30E. Moreover, the Atlantic LLB events over the Azores may
also be originated by the same kind of wave breaking as the EB (Woollings et al. 2008; Davini et al.
2013; Masato et al. 2013).

Figure 1. ECMWF ERA-5 reanalysis (DJF 1988–2018); (a) instantaneous blocking frequency, (b)
episode of large scale blocking events frequency. Colours are representative of percentage of blocked
days with respect to total days for the winter season.
Spring Season Blocking Frequencies
In spring, blocking frequencies are decreased compared with winter season. In the Pacific, a region of
frequency maxima covers 90E-140W and has 32% of IB frequency. They are mostly in nature of
HLB (Figure 2a). Over the Atlantic and over the continental Europe, a region of frequency maxima
which meridionally spans from 90W to 60E and zonally covers 70-40N has 15-20% IB frequency
(Figure 2a). The southern part of this area may be considered as EB sector which has 15-25% IB
frequency. It may divert westerly flow to north and south of the block.
The ELSB frequency is depicted in Figure (2b). A little decrease in blocking frequency is noted, but
reduction is higher over the North Atlantic region compared to the Pacific region. The EB sector has
two centres; the one on the west of the UK is a meridionally oriented, and the second one is located
over north east Europe. They both have 10% ELSB frequency. Over the Pacific sector, ELSB
frequencies vary from 5% to 20%. These blocking events are considered as HLB.
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The early summer heat wave of May 2018 should also be noted for seasonal variations. Sustained
high-pressure anomalies over Scandinavia lead to high temperature anomalies and drought there
(Web-1). Hot temperatures were observed near the Arctic Circle, but less pronounced in the south:
return periods are 10 years in southern Scandinavia and Ireland, five years in the Netherlands (Web-1).

Figure 2. ECMWF ERA-5 reanalysis (MAM 1988–2018); (a) instantaneous blocking frequency, (b)
episode of large scale blocking events frequency. Colours are representative of percentage of blocked
days with respect to total days for the spring season.
Summertime Season Blocking Frequencies
In the summer season, blocking frequencies decrease further. IB frequency is dominated at northern
latitudes and marks HLB. Over the Pacific, an area of frequency maxima which covers 180-120W has
30% IB frequency, and over the Atlantic a frequency maxima which spans from 90W to 90E has 1821% IB frequency (Figure 3a). Considering local impacts of blocking, HLB events can be important
since they may affect local weather as experienced in Scandinavia in summer 2014. A strip of high
values of IB develops from 180-150W over the Pacific Ocean and from the 25W to 60W over the
Atlantic Ocean at very low latitudes (Figure 3a).
The ELSB frequencies are presented in Figure (3b). A decrease in blocking frequency is observed as
expected since spatial and temporal thresholds are part of ELSB, but reduction is higher over the North
Atlantic region compared to the Pacific region. The higher values are placed toward on the poleward
side on over the both Pacific and Atlantic sectors. A strip of high values of ELSB frequencies develops
from 150-150W over the eastern Pacific Ocean which varies from 3-18%, and over the Atlantic
sector, from the 50W to 10W at low latitudes (Figure 3a) suggesting LLB events. The results are
qualitatively in agreement with the Figure 2 of Woollings et al. (2013). Summer time LLB events may
be related to the northward displacement or extension of subtropical highs.
A prolonged blocking event may pave the way for high-impact heat-waves such as the 2003 European
and the 2010 Russian heat waves. The high-impact 2007 hot summer over Turkey was associated with
prolonged blocking events (Demirtaş, 2018). Over this summer; in the last week of June 2019, a heat
wave affected south-western central Europe including France, Germany, and Spain. In the last of July
2019, another heat wave hit Western Europe and Scandinavia. In both heat wave cases, in some
European countries, in some places surface temperatures were above 40C.
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Figure 3. ECMWF ERA-5 reanalysis (JJA 1988–2018); (a) instantaneous blocking frequency, (b)
episode of large scale blocking events frequency. Colours are representative of percentage of blocked
days with respect to total days for the summer season.
Autumn Season Blocking Frequencies
In the autumn, blocking frequencies are higher compared to spring and summer seasons. Over the
Pacific, a region of frequency maxima spans from 90E-140W. It has 40% IB frequencies. Over the
Atlantic, a region of frequency maxima which meridionally spans from 90W to 60E and zonally
covers 70-38N has IB frequencies of 15-25% (Figure 4a). The EB sector is oriented in southwestnortheast direction over the central Europe. It has 15-20% IB frequencies.
The ELSB frequency is shown in Figure (4b). As expected, some reduction of blocking frequency is
observed over the areas mentioned for IB, but reduction is higher over the North Atlantic region
compared to the Pacific region. The frequency maxima in ELSB over north east Europe is 10%. The
autumn period blocking events may pave the way for late season heat waves such as the heat wave of
September 2016 -which affected central, western and south-western Europe- and very high
temperatures were observed (44.8C in Seville, 34.2C in Trier) (Zschenderlein et al. 2018).

Figure 4. ECMWF ERA-5 reanalysis (SON 1988–2018); (a) instantaneous blocking frequency, (b)
episode of large scale blocking events frequency. Colours are representative of percentage of blocked
days with respect to total days for the autumn season.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a two-dimensional blocking index based on the reversal of the meridional gradient at
PV=2 surface is presented. An analysis of the ECMWF ERA-5 reanalysis was carried out exploiting
seasonal variations throughout 1998–2018. Several diagnostics providing information about
characteristics of blocking have been computed: instant blocking and episode of large scale blocking.
Based on their locations and dynamical impacts, blocking events may be categorised in three main
types. The first category, blocking occurring on the poleward flank of the jet stream was referred as
high-latitude blocking (Berrisford et al. 2007; Woollings et al. 2008; Davini et al. 2013). HLB events
occur mainly over Greenland (Greenland blocking, Woollings et al. 2008) and eastern Siberia (North
Pacific blocking). They represent the largest number of blocking events detected by the 2-D blocking
index used in this study.
The second category was considered as low-latitude blocking: this category contains all events
detected close to the subtropics approximately south of 40N. LLB are signatures of oscillations of the
subtropical high and corresponding flow reversal (Davini et al. 2013). These events occur mainly over
central-eastern Pacific and south eastern Atlantic.
The third category is a blocking type that splits the westerly flow and typically occurs at midlatitudes
and it is referred as European blocking (EB) (Davini et al. 2013; Masato et al. 2013). EB shows a
pattern similar to eastern Atlantic LLB events with an enhanced barotropic ridge associated with
anticyclonic wave breaking (Masato et al. 2013).
The three main blocking sectors are noted; (i) over eastern Asia and western and central Pacific, (ii)
over the Atlantic Ocean, and (iii) over Europe. The daily frequency of blocking for eastern Asia is
distinctively higher than those of the other two main centres. This result does not come to surprise
when compared with previous studies (e.g., Woollings et al. 2008; Masato et al. 2013) that applied a
similar approach for blocking identification.
The midlatitude blocking frequencies are in general qualitatively in agreement with the consensus of
opinion that Northern Hemisphere blocking is predominantly a wintertime phenomena, however
blocking in spring, summer and autumn should also be taken into account since it plays an important
role in local weather conditions.
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ABSTRACT
The sea breeze is known to be a mesoscale atmospheric circulation that occurs at coastal regions
during daytime due to thermal contrast between land and sea. Investigation of the behavior of sea
breezes enables to improve wind energy industry, local climate, air quality and tourism. The sea breeze
is seen best around the Aegean Coast in Turkey. In the east of the Aegean coast, Datça, Marmaris and
Bodrum stations, which are topographically different places, were chosen as a study area. In this study,
firstly the wind regime of the region will be analyzed using the long-term wind data at the selected
stations. There are some basic conditions to ensure the sea breeze. Filter method is applied find sea
breeze days with using these some basic conditions and after that, spatial distribution of wind and
thermal effects will be simulated with high-resolution meso (WRF) in the regions where the sea breeze
occurs intensively. In addition, the main purpose of this study is to analyze types of sea breeze using
the synoptic scale flow on the selected coastline, which is different from the topographical point of
view, and compare the scales and characteristics of the least known corkscrew and back door sea
breeze types in addition to the pure sea breeze. The scales and characteristics of the pure, corkscrew
and back-door sea breeze types are deeply analyzed on this region.
Keywords: WRF Model, Sea breeze, Pure, Corkscrew, Backdoor
INTRODUCTION
The sea breeze is a meso-scale air circulation in coastal areas; In the middle latitudes, sea breezes are
most common in the spring and early summer, with the temperature difference between land and sea,
from April to July, but may also be any day of the year with sufficient temperature gradient. Sea
breeze is known to be local system. Local systems are as effective as large scale air movements in the
formation of winds. One of the reasons for the formation of local air movements is the distribution of
land and water. The land heats up faster than water. These temperature differences cause pressure
differences. Because of the pressure difference, winds occur. These winds between the sea and the
land are called the land-sea breeze. The sea breeze ensures moisture for fog, decreases the effect of
warm weather and also triggers storm formation in this region (Melas et al., 1998). Investigation of the
behavior of sea breezes enables not only the expansion of the wind energy industry but also improving
local climate, air quality and tourism. The Aegean region provides the best conditions for sailors and
boaters, while the Mediterranean coast is ideal for seaport tourism. A lot of theoretical modelling and
observational studies have been carried out in the regions around the world regarding sea breeze
circulation. A method for finding sea breeze days under stable synoptic conditions and its application
to the Swedish west coast (Borne, et al., 1998). Characteristics of sea and land breeze circulations,
such as onset time, duration, and horizontal and vertical extent are analyzed on paper which is a
climatological study of the sea and land breezes in the Arabian Gulf region (Eager et al., 2008).
The study carried out in Spain by Arrillaga et al. in 2016 is important for the good practice of the WRF
model. In this study, the characteristics of the sea breeze on the northern coast of Spain were examined
by comparing the observation data of two topographically different regions and the WRF model
simulations. Telišman, (2003) analyzed the daily variation of the summer sea-land breeze for 10
meteorological stations in the eastern coast of the North Adriatic Sea. Salvador et al. (2016) simulated
the WRF model using three atmospheric boundary layer schemes and two land surface models using
data from the northern coast of France. In another study, a simulation study was conducted on the air
circulation and thermal internal boundary layer characteristics on the beach in Kalpakkam region on
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the east coast of India. PSU / NCAR MM5 Mesoscale meteorological model was used in the study
(Srinivas et al., 2006). The sea breeze circulation system characteristics are simulated by
Papanastasiou et al (2010) with the WRF model, a meso-scale model. In this region the type of high
pressure of Azor type is maximum. As the north-western flow, known as the Etesian winds, brings
warm and dry air into the Mediterranean, the synoptic constraints in the region are weakening, while
local circulation becomes more important. Especially in the June - September period of the year the
period of development of sea breezes suggested that sea breeze circulation could be used in terms of
utilization of wind energy in coastal regions where average wind strength is less than 5.7 m / s
(Telišman, 2003). During the summer the Azores high pressure system low pressure system centered
over Europe and Arabia in the east of Turkey. These pressure systems cause the formation of strong
pressure gradient in the north and north-west of Turkey. Thus, strong northern and north-eastern flows
occur in this area. Etesian winds are intensified or weakened by temperature differences between land
and Aegean Sea (Tatli & Menteş, 2005). McPherson (1970) examined the presence of a gulf in the sea
breeze convergence zone, causing disruption of flow over land, and examined the sea breeze by
making various topographic approaches.
DATA AND METHOD
The aim of this project is to determine which synoptic weather conditions are required for the sea
breeze in the Aegean region and to determine the factors affecting the sea breeze and by this way, we
aim to find see breeze days by using some parameters in the filter method. This method was used first
in 1998 year by Borne and friends to find sea breeze days in Swedish coast (Borne et al., 1998). There
are some basic conditions for providing sea breeze. These conditions include in wind speed, changes
in wind direction, the temperature difference between land and sea. However, geostrophic wind at 700
hpa level has a great importance in terms of elimination of synoptic weather condition to find sea
breeze days. According to filter method, first three filters participate in the elimination of 700 hpa
parameters which exceed the limit for sea breeze formation. The first filter eliminates days with a large
change in the direction of the wind at 700 hPa for 24 hours taking the change between 13:00 on the
previous day and 13:00 on the next day. Changes in the wind direction are taken as the 90 ° limit. The
second filter also excludes days with a change in synoptic wind speed higher than 6 m / s for 12 hours
at 700 hPa (from 01: 00-13: 00 LST). The third filter eliminates days with a very strong synoptic wind
speed. 11 m / s is accepted as limit. Following three filters are about surface parameters. The fourth
filter takes the temperature difference between sea and land which is the most important factor for the
development of sea breeze. The difference between the maximum temperature and the sea surface
temperature is taken. For sea breeze formation, the temperature difference between land and sea
should be at least 3 ° C (Simpson, 1996). After the sea breeze days have passed the fourth filter, the
fifth filter, the surface wind parameter elimination is applied. The change in surface wind should be
greater than 30 degrees. The last filter is known to be most important one. This filter takes an average
of an hourly change in the wind direction with the sharp change in wind direction.
The filter method examines the critical parameters for sea breeze formation and finds the sea breeze
days at selected station along Aegean coast. South of the Aegean region is analyzed with using three
station; Bodrum, Datça, Marmaris. In the days when the sea breeze occurred, the wind field and
thermal effects were simulated in detail with high resolution mesoscale model (WRF) and the model
performance was evaluated (de León, & Orfila, 2013). The wind speed of the sea breeze days selected
for the case analysis was simulated with the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting Model) model
at 3kmx3km horizontal resolution, and the sensitivity of the sea breezes about the location, time and
wind direction and intensity was calculated and compared with the observations. For a large area, a
WRF model study was conducted covering a one-year period of 27x9x3 km resolution. This large area
covers all Aegean coasts of Turkey. The sea breeze has an impact on an area of approximately 50 km,
a 3 x 3 km resolution is sufficient for the sea breeze investigation. CORINE land use data with a
resolution of 250 meters was used for land use / land cover. The model is configured to operate at 61
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vertical levels. MYNN (Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino) scheme was used as the atmospheric
boundary layer parameter in the model. In this study, initial and boundary layer conditions were
prepared by using 12 hours ERA-Interim data. Dataset includes in u and v components of the wind,
temperature, geopotential height, relative humidity, soil temperature and other atmospheric variables.
Global 0.25° daily OISST (Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature) data supplied by NOAA
was used as a model SST input. Simulations in this study were carried out weekly for 2015. The
variation of the spatial distribution of temperature and wind for the selected region and day in 3-hour
periods was examined. The performance of WRF model was compared with the observation values
and the accuracy analysis of WRF temperature and wind model results were calculated by statistical
methods such as MBE, RMSE, nRMSE.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The spatial distribution of the wind speed as a vector and temperature of the WRF model simulations
on August 20, 2015 is shown in Figure 1. The temperature and wind direction calculations are taken
into consideration by considering Bodrum, Datça and Marmaris.
During the period from 00 GMT (03 LST) to 03 GMT, northern currents prevail over the sea, while
land-to-sea currents are observed around the coastal areas and islands, while wind strength deteriorates
in the mainland. According to model results; starting from 06 GMT, temperature difference between
sea and land starts to increase. Looking at the topography that has high altitude in the south of Bodrum
and around Marmaris, the temperature difference increases due to terrestrial heating at 06-09 GMT (912 LST), and the resulting strong temperature and pressure gradient clearly shows the start of the sea
breeze. The highest difference between land and sea temperature seen at 12 GMT, especially in
Marmaris and pure sea breezes are increasing the impact area towards the coast is expanding. In
Bodrum, the sea breeze known as Corkscrew is dominant. It is seen that the northern currents form a
gradient wind component parallel to the coastline by backing. This difference continues until 15 GMT.
From 18 GMT, the temperature difference between land and sea decreases again and the wind
continues to flow from land to sea. Especially since 18 GMT, it shows the effect of land breeze on
Bodrum and Marmaris. When 21 GMT is analyzed, it is seen that the currents on the shore have
weakened considerably.
The comparison of the model and observation values for the daily change of wind direction and
intensity for August 20 for Bodrum is shown in Figure 2. The model estimates the wind strength and
direction according to the observation values, when we analyzed the wind direction, there is agreement
between the model and the observation except 00 GTM and 08 GMT. While the wind strength values
of the model are higher than the observations at night, the model and observation values are close to
each other during the day.
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of temperature and wind areas on August 20, 2015, between 00:00 and
21:00 GMT at 3-hour intervals
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Figure 2. Comparison of hourly change of wind intensity and direction for Bodrum on 20 August
2015 with observation and model.
The comparison of the model and observation values for the daily change of wind direction and
intensity for August 20 for Datça is shown in Figure 3. In general, the model estimates greater than the
observation values. The time between 09-16 GMT with the southern sea breeze is evident in the
observation, but the model cannot predict these times.

Figure 3. Comparison of hourly change of wind intensity and direction for Datça on 20 August 2015
with observation and model.
The comparison of model and observation values for the daily change of wind direction and intensity
for 20 August for Marmaris is shown in Figure 4. Observation values are between 15-17 GMT in
which the sea breeze is active. At night, the model estimates greater than the observation values, but
this difference in daylight hours’ decreases. While the model sea breeze predicts the start time well,
some deviations in the direction have occurred.
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Figure 4. Comparison of hourly change of wind intensity and direction for Marmaris on 20 August
2015 with observation and model.
MBE, RMSE, nRMSE, nRMSE_criteria were used for accuracy analysis of WRF model results of grid
points representing Bodrum, Datça, Marmaris meteorology measurement stations for the days
examined in the study and the results of the analysis are given in Table 1.
The model predicted a higher value for Bodrum than the wind strength observed on August 20, with an
MBE value of 4.96 m / s, a RMSE of 5.04 m / s, a nRMSE of 115% and a relative RMSE of 25%.
When temperature data are analyzed, MBE estimates -1.71 ° C lower than observation according to
error calculation. RMSE is 3.16 ° C. nRMSE temperature value is 21%.
The error values   of Marmaris Station are given in the table for August 20. The average error
values   of the model for the region were calculated as MBE 0.53 m / s for wind, RMSE value of
wind for 1.39 m / s, and nRMSE 58% for direction and relative RMSE for 34%. When the
temperature data are analyzed, MBE estimates the error greater than the observation by 0.09 ° C.
RMSE is calculated to be 1. 10 ° C. nRMSE temperature value is 34%.
The model results for Datça are greater than the observations. The MBE for the wind shows this at
7.24 m / s. RMSE value of wind was 7.62 m / s, nRMSE was calculated as 131% and relative RMSE
for direction was 45%. Datca wind strength and direction values   in the estimation of the
performance of the model results are worse according to other stations in the region. When the
temperature data are analyzed, it is estimated that the MBE is smaller than the observation with -4.08 °
C. RMSE is 4.16 ° C. nRMSE temperature value is 112%.
Datça and Bodrum observation stations are located on the neck extending from the land to the sea.
Around both measuring areas there are island and land fragments of different sizes. In this case, the
distortion effect on the observed values   on the wind area of   the islands is not well simulated
by the model.
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Table 1. Accuracy analysis of WRF model results of grid points representing Bodrum, Datça,
Marmaris meteorology measurement.
MBE_

MBE_

RMSE_

RMSE_

nRMSE_

nRMSE_ nRMSE_

Speed

Temp.

Speed

Temp.

Direction

°C

(m/sn)

°C

Speed (m/sn) Temp.
Bodrum

4.96

-1.71

5.04

3.16

1.15

0.21

0.25

Datça

7.24

-4.08

7.62

4.16

1.31

1.12

0.45

0.09

1.39

1.10

0.58

0.13

0.34

Marmaris 0.53

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
When the filter results for Bodrum, Datça and Marmaris are examined, the number of days passing
through the filter, in other words, the days providing criteria for the formation of sea breeze, is high in
this region. Especially in Bodrum, sea breeze days are high in all months. In Datça and Marmaris, the
months of June, July and August are the months when the sea breeze is seen the most. According to
the wind strength and frequency analysis of the Marmaris station, winds reaching 6 m / s with a
frequency of 40% in the first dominant direction are observed to be northerly. The second dominant
direction is in the north-east, but there are winds with a frequency of 2 m / s reaching a frequency of
20%.
Datça Station is located on a deep neck open to the north and south wind currents, it is open to the sea
from north and south direction and has low elevation values. Bodrum station is located on a neck open
to the sea from north, south and east directions. For Bodrum station, the first dominant direction is
eastern, .and the second dominant direction is western.
Considering the rising winds along the coast, the thermal differences and the wind directions, three
different sea breezes have emerged. Buys-Ballot law and friction differences should be taken into
consideration when determining these varieties. In the Corkscrew case, the Buys-Ballot law states that
low pressure is present on the land surface. This, combined with the differences in friction between
land and sea, leads to a divergence zone that strengthens the circulation of the sea breeze at the coastal
borders. Therefore; the corkscrew sea breeze is stronger than the pure type. In contrast, the BuysBallot law implies that for the sea breeze at the back door, there is low pressure on the sea and
therefore a convergence zone is created on the shores. Therefore it is known as the weakest type of sea
breeze (Miller et al., 2003)
As a result, a stronger thermal contrast between land and sea is required to produce a strong sea breeze.
Corkscrew sea breeze occurs when the prevailing wind has both perpendicular and shoreperpendicular components. According to Buys Ballots law, when the wind component is taken into
account, it means lower pressure on land and higher pressure on water. This creates the synoptic
pressure gradient. When the differences in surface friction coefficient are taken into account, thermal
pressure gradients are formed due to the different heating of the surfaces. Thermal pressure gradient
force (PGF) and synoptic pressure gradient force (PGF) do not fully balance each other and thus form
a helix. This causes the wind to back on land. This sea breeze is a kind of corkscrew sea breeze (Arritt,
1993).
The spatial distribution of the wind speed as a vector and temperature of the model on August 20,
2015 has been established by considering Bodrum, Datça and Marmaris. In Bodrum, the sea breeze,
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which has a gradient wind component parallel to the coastline, dominates the northern currents known
as corkscrew. It continues until 18 GMT. From 18 GMT the temperature difference between land and
sea decreases again and the wind direction continues to flow from land to sea.
Pure sea breeze consists of flow from sea to land perpendicular to the existing geostrophic forcing
coastline. A pure sea breeze is seen under prevailing wind conditions. This type of marine breeze
occurs in calm conditions where the synoptic scale PGF is in equilibrium with the locally formed
thermal PGF. The intensity of pure sea breezes, which are directly from the sea to the land in
Marmaris and its south, increases in size and extends into the coastal areas. It is difficult to interpret
Datça station in terms of sea breeze due to its location.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, the numerical Weather Forecasting Model (WRF) outputs were improved by using
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for 15 selected locations with the hourly data for 2015 and 3 km
horizontal resolution. WRF model is simulated for a Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) sheme which is
called Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Nino (MYNN) in this project. Firstly, performance of WRF model
is investigated 15 selected mesaurement locations for the year of 2015 by calculating, R2, mean
absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), normalized root mean square error (nRMSE)
and mean bias error (MBE). The nearest 25 grid points to the selected mesaurement location in the
WRF model were used. For best representative grid point, 45 parameters were extracted from the
WRF model results at 80 m, 500 hPa and 700 hPa levels. Then, most effective meteorological
parameters on the wind speed change were determined by multiple regression analysis (MRA). Chosen
parameters were used as input data for ANN. Thus, the aim is to minimize model errors in wind speed
by the applied ANN method. The output of ANN accuracy is evaluated by comparing the simulated
results with the actual measured values at 15 selected mesaurement locations is found to be in good
agreement than WRF outputs.
Keywords: WRF Model, Artifical Neural Networks, Wind Speed
INTRODUCTION
It is known that today's traditional energy production and consumption systems cause negative effects
on the environment, human health and natural resources in regional and global scale. For this reason,
the aim is to produce and consume energy with minimum environmental impact. Thus, there is a
growing interest in the renewable energy sector worldwide and this interest will continue to rise in the
following years. Due to its geographical location and mid-latitude region where Turkey is in, the
country is affected by the overall flow of synoptic-scale systems and since it’s in the intersection of
different weather patterns, particularly the coastal areas accommodate high wind energy potential.
However, as an energy source, the wind changes locally and temporally, and these conditions create a
semi-continuous structure and difficulty to predict on a global scale. In recent researches, highresolution digital weather forecast models and combined micro-scale flow field models are used. The
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model is the one of the most common model, which is used for
meteorological and operational applications (Powers et al., 2017). The model is expected to have a
better performance in areas that are actually less complex and topographically flat, because the
simulations are closer to those characteristics. However, Turkey has quite complex surface shapes
such as mountains, valleys, water bodies, vegetation and desert lands. Therefore, performing
sensitivity analyses and improvement studies on the model are necessary for more accurate estimations.
In this context, determining the source regions for wind energy potential will be very profitable for
both meteorology and energy sector with wind atlas studies. A number of model-observation pairs in
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order to perform sensitivity analyses of weather forecasting models, and verification of models against
observations are required. To determine which model is most suitable for which operations are the
problems of an estimation system, and to understand which aspects of the system are needed to
improve and to compare the relative value of different systems for specific user categories is important
in terms of verification. It is important that a single verification system and method cannot be suitable
for all tasks. So that, alternative analyses tool which is artificial neural networks (ANN), have grown
in popularity in the recent years (Marugán et al., 2018). The ANN methods have been used in many
studies of wind forecasting and model optimization.
In this study, The WRF model is simulated with the version of 3.6.1 for a planetary boundary layer
(PBL) scheme which is called Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Nino (MYNN) because of lowest error
values on Turkey’s climatic and topographical structure. Firstly, performance of WRF model is
investigated 15 selected measurement locations (Figure 1.1) for the year of 2015 by calculating R2,
mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), normalized root mean square error
(nRMSE) and mean bias error (MBE). The nearest 25 grid points to the selected measurement location
in the WRF model were used. For best representative grid point, 45 meteorological parameters were
extracted from the WRF model results at 80 m, 500 hPa and 700 hPa levels. Then, most effective
meteorological parameters on the wind speed change were determined by multiple regression analysis
(MRA). Chosen parameters were used as input data for ANN. For these application, MATLAB Neural
Networks Toolbox is used. Thus, the aim is to minimize model errors in wind speed by the applied
ANN method.

Figure 1. The areas examined in the study as representing different regions of Turkey.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
a) Model Data
ERA-Interim dataset, provided by The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF), is used for simulations, ERA-Interim is daily 4 times dataset with 0.75° horizontal
resolution, and 61 vertical levels from sea level to 10 mb. In this study, initial and boundary layer
conditions were prepared by using 12 hours ERA-Interim data. Dataset contains u and v components
of the wind, temperature, geopotential height, relative humidity, soil temperature and other
atmospheric variables. Global 0.25° daily OISST (Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature)
data provided by NOAA was used as a model SST input. The nearest 25 grid points to the selected
measurement location in the WRF model were used. For best representative grid point, 45
meteorological parameters were extracted from the WRF model results at 80 m, 500 hPa and 700 hPa
levels (Table 2.1).
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Table 1. WRF Parametrizations

b) The Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF)
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model is a future generation mesoscale numerical
weather prediction model is designed for both atmospheric research and operational forecasting (Url3). It features two dynamical cores, a data assimilation system, and a software architecture facilitating
parallel computation and system extensibility. WRF, which has a multi-centered dynamic code, has a
data assimilation system called MM5 3DVAR (3 Dimensional Varitional) and uses an open software
that allows parallel calculations (Barker et al., 2004).
WRF domain setup in Figure 1. Three nested domains d01, d02 and d03 with 27 km x 27 km, 9 km x 9
km and 3 km x 3 km resolution respectively, over Turkey (in Fig. 1). Only data from d03 were used in
the study. The model field structure used is given in Fig. 1. Model setup is given Table 2.

Figure 2. WRF simulation domain.
Simulations of Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model, which is a widely used digital weather
forecasting model, were evaluated for 15 selected locations with the hourly data for 2015 and 3 km x 3
km horizontal resolution. The Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model is simulated with the version
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of 3.6.1 (Table 2) for a planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme which is called Mellor-YamadaNakanishi-Nino (MYNN) in this work because of lowest error values on Turkey’s climatic and
topographical structure.
Table 2. WRF Parametrizations

c) Multiple Regression Analysis
Regression analysis is the process of explaining the relationships between a dependent variable and
one independent (simple regression) or multiple independent (multiple regression) variables by
mathematical equation (Url-1). When determining the interaction between two variables, if one of the
two variables changes and the other is affected by this change, there is a relationship between the two
variables. The change in the dependent variable is tried to be explained by independent variables
(Cohen et al., 2014). The multiple linear regression equation is as follows:
Y = β0 + β1 X1 + ….. + βnXn + e

(1)

The regression equation was determined between the parameters and the WRF model results by
multiple regression analysis. Regression analysis was applied only to the parameters obtained from the
grids with the lowest error value. In each region, significant parameters were found to be different as a
result of regression application. The parameters that will generate input data for ANN are decided by
calculating β coefficients.
In this study, the dependent variables used in the regression are observation values   of wind speed
and the independent variables are 45 meteorological parameters taken from the WRF model (Table 1).
d) Artifical Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are generally considered as mathematical/computational tools,
which can help to analyse cause-effect relationships in complex systems. Thus, as non-linear data
modelling tools ANN can learn complex relationships between input and output data and find patterns
in dataset (Url-2). Figure 3 shows the modern neuron model.

Figure 3. Mathematical model of neuron cell.
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In this study, three-layered feed forward artificial neural network trained 500 steps by the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm to improve the WRF model simulations. 75% of the dataset were used for
training and 25% of the dataset were used for testing. Since there is no analytical way to determine the
number of neurons in the hidden layer but the number of neurons value is determined by trial and error.
Tangent sigmoid activation function were used in the hidden layers of the networks, and pure linear
activation function were used in the output layer. Additionally, multiple input, single output (MISO),
feed forward artificial neural networks were used to bring the estimation results closer to the
measurement results in this study.
RESULTS
a) Analyses for Aksaray
Twenty-five grid points close to Aksaray observation station, which coordinates are shown in Fig. 4,
take into account for statistical analysis. 12th grid point (height of 1349 m, 2.2 km from the observation
station) is found as the best representation based on error rates in MYNN PBL.

Figure 4. Grid points belonging to Aksaray.
Most effective meteorological parameters on the wind speed change were determined by multiple
regression analysis. Chosen parameters by calculating β coefficients were used as input data for ANN.
The information and the β coefficients of the input data for ANN are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Meteorological parameters and beta coefficients after multiple regression applied to
parameters taken from 12.grid for Aksaray observation station.
Parameters Used for ANN According to Multiple Regression
Analysis
500 hPa / u - north-south component of wind
80 m / u - north-south component of wind
500 hPa / u - east-west component of wind
700 hPa / u - east-west component of wind
80 m / u - east-west component of wind
500 hPa / v - north-south component of wind
700 hPa / v - east-west component of wind
80 m / v - north-south component of wind
80 m / v - east-west component of wind
500 hPa / north-south geopotential height gradient
700 hPa / north-south geopotential height gradient
500 hPa / east-west geopotential height gradient
700 hPa / east-west geopotential height gradient
500 hPa / wind speed
700 hPa / wind speed

β
Coefficient
(10³)
-1.5888
2.149
1.0636
-0.2245
-0.5558
-0.2707
-0.2343
-0.2806
0.6069
0.9058
1.1142
1.0179
-1.9728
-0.7771
1.1575
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Parameters Used for ANN According to Multiple Regression
Analysis
500 hPa / north-south wind advection
700 hPa / north-south wind advection
700 hPa / u component of wind
80 m / u component of wind
500 hPa / v component of wind

β
Coefficient
(10³)
0.9407
0.2454
-1.1657
-1.271
-2.0117

As a result of multiple regression analysis, 20 input nods in input layer, 1-40 neurons in the hidden
layer and single-output neuron MISO ANN structures were applied for Aksaray region (Fig.5). The
number of neurons in the hidden layer was determined by multiple trials.

Figure 5. The structure of ANN with 20 inputs, 40 neurons in the hidden layer and single
output used for Aksaray.
Figure 6 shows that ANN’s highest R2 score in the general learning pattern and learning process. ANN
with 21 neurons in the hidden layer in the 20 inputs are reached maximum success. While the blue
pattern shows the most successful trial of ANN by using the scale of R2 value in normal range (0 - 1),
the red pattern shows the R2 values of best ANN trials for different input layer neuron numbers in a
magnified scale. R2 value obtained with WRF simulation outputs for Aksaray increased from 0.578 to
0.6346 as a result of ANN application.
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Figure 6. The learning pattern of ANN for Aksaray.
In Figure 7, the yellow color represents the comparison of the wind speed obtained from WRF
simulations with the observed wind speed values, while the green color represents the comparison of
the wind speed obtained from the ANN with the observed wind speed values. While WRF simulation
distributes the data, ANN application has shown much less scattering.
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Aksaray
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Figure 7. Scattering diagram of the wind speed values for Aksaray (green:ANN, yellow: WRF
simulations.
Figure 8 shows the deviations of WRF simulation from the observed wind speed values. It is aimed to
decrease these deviations with ANN application. While the average annual wind speed of Aksaray
observation station was 5.87 m/s, WRF estimated that the average annual wind speed was below 5.29
m/s. As a result of ANN application, the annual average wind speed value was 5.88 m / s.
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Figure 8. The time series of wind speed values of observation, WRF and ANN for year of
2015 for Aksaray at 80 m level (blue: observation, red: WRF, yellow: ANN).
Table 4 shows the error rates of WRF and ANN against to observations. When the error rates are
examined, it is seen that the application of ANN improves the model results.
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Table 4. WRF simulation and ANN application error analysis for Aksaray for the year of 2015.

For the other 14 regions also are examined for the year of 2015 likely Aksaray. The actual
performance metrics of the WRF and the improved performance with ANN are shown in Table 5 with
error rates. Additionally, the comprasion of the annual wind speed of observation, WRF prediction and
ANN application for 15 selected mesaurement locations for the year of 2015 is shown Table 6.
Table 5. WRF simulation and ANN applications error analysis for 15 selected mesaurement locations
for the year of 2015.
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Table 6. The comparison of the annual mean wind speed of observations, WRF predictions
and ANN applications for 15 selected mesaurement locations for the year of 2015.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this study, in year of 2015 for selected 15 regions of Turkey, wind speeds are predicted by WRF,
best representative grid points are determined, effective meteorological parameters on wind speed
were determined by MRA and a best MISO ANN structure for improving WRF predictions found by
repeated training processes by using different number of neurons in hidden layers. The results are
given below:
It is important that the grid point that presents the best approach of the model is not always the closest
grid point to the observation station and whether the grid point represents the topography of the
observation point.
The regression coefficients obtained from multiple regression analysis are examined, the most
effective parameters on wind speed are; 700 hPa level differences in the east-west direction of the u
components, 700 hPa level in the north-south direction geopotential elevation gradient, 700 hPa level
in the east-west direction geopotential elevation gradient, 700 hPa level in the north-south direction
wind-direction, 500 hPa level in the east-west direction wind advection, the differences in the eastwest direction of the 500 hPa level u components, the wind strength of 500 hPa level, the virtual
temperature of 80 meters and the windshear between 60 meters and 30 meters.
In the ANN, which showed maximum performance as a result of multiple ANN trials for the 15
regions examined, there were ANN structures with a maximum of 40 neurons in the hidden layer and a
maximum of 21 nodes at the entrance. Therefore, it was found that there is no need for larger
embedding dimension and more hidden layer neurons.
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The predictions of the wind speed outputs produced by ANN and WRF simulations are compared, the
performance of ANN was high for Afyon, Balıkesir, Çanakkale, Edirne, Karaman and Hatay regions.
A single error criterion cannot clearly explain the performance of the methods. Because of that;
analyzes should be made considering the average annual wind speed values, deviations from the
average and all error values.
Studies in regions with different topographic and climatic characteristics may have different results.
Therefore, similar studies should be tried in other regions of Turkey.
The learning performance of ANN method should be observed by working with long term data.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, long-term wind simulations (1989 - 2018) for Turkey were performed using WRF
(Weather Research and Forecasting) v3.8.1 model (with modified PBL + icing code) within the scope
of New European Wind Atlas (NEWA) project. For this long-term simulation, simulated wind
statistics such as mean, standard deviation, fitting parameters of Weibull distribution and power
density were evaluated. In addition to this, 10 years (2008 – 2017) of simulation results for model
performance were compared with measured wind data collected from 47 weather stations scattered
along Turkey mainland. Stations were classified based on elevation, climate zone, land use, terrain
complexity and distance to coast. Model performance was, therefore, evaluated based on this
classification. For the evaluation of model performance, several statistical metrics such as Pearson
correlation coefficient, mean bias, root mean square error, standard deviation error and deviations in
fitting parameters of Weibull distribution were used.
Keywords: long-term simulation, model performance, wind statistics, WRF
INTRODUCTION
It is very important to have detailed and accurate long-term wind statistics across an area in order to
provide resource and design parameters to evaluate of a possible wind farm establishment. Due to lack
of widespread observation network for wind, it is preferred to use some commercial and open source
models to estimate resource and design parameters. WRF model is the most widely used open-source
mesoscale model (Skamarock et al, 2008) for wind energy applications. Although mesoscale models
are not specifically developed for wind energy applications, there are growing community using WRF
model for wind energy purposes. Eventually, model accuracy is also of great importance to provide
reliable wind simulations, and thus, to maximize the efficiency of wind farms and minimize the
financial losses. Therefore, a number of sensitivity experiments should be performed to get optimum
model setup that provides the best model performance for the study domain. These sensitivity
experiments can be performed by changing model version, grid resolution, forcing data, physical
parameterization schemes and non-physical parameters such as simulation length and domain size.
Carvalho et al (2012, 2014, 2014), Fernandez-Gonzalez et al (2018), Mughal et al (2017), and many
others have performed sensitivity experiments using WRF model for wind energy applications.
This study aims to show long-term wind statistics (30 years) and average model performance (10 years)
over Turkey using ultimate mesoscale wind atlas production simulation outputs produced as a result of
many sensitivity experiments performed within the scope of NEWA project in order to get a unified
optimum WRF model setup for entire Europe. This new atlas will provide a unified high-resolution
and publicly available dataset of wind resource and siting parameters in Europe (Witha et al, 2019).
Wind statistics cover entire EU plus Turkey and 100 km offshore as well as the complete North and
Baltic seas. In the studies of wind atlas, Troen and Petersen (1989) published the first European wind
atlas at Riso laboratory in Technical University of Denmark in 1989 for European Commission.
Addition to this, there are another studies exist for wind atlases produced for Denmark (Troen and
Petersen, 1981; Mortensen et al 1999), Egypt (Mortensen et al, 2005) and Gulf of Suez (Mortensen
and Said, 1996; Mortensen et al, 2003).
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MODEL SETUP AND MEASUREMENT DATA
In this study, WRF v3.8.1 model was used for wind simulations. Model was run for 30 years for the
period of 1989-2018. In the model, three nested domains of 27 km, 9 km and 3 km were used, but in
this study, only the simulations of the innermost domain were evaluated (D3 for TR domain in Figure
1). Modified Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN) planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme was
used for PBL structure and its daily evolution. Model was initialized by ERA-5 reanalysis data at 00
UTC, and run for next 8 days. First 24 hours were considered as spin-up period, and not included in
the evaluations. Detailed model setup configuration is shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. 10 WRF domains (D3) used in the NEWA production runs. TR domain was used in this
study. D2 domain is not shown.
Table 1. WRF model setup configuration.
WRF version

3.8.1 (modified PBL + icing code)

Grid

3 nests : 27km, 9km, 3km; 61 vertical levels; 1-way nesting

Land use data

CORINE 100m, ESA CCI where CORINE not available

Dynamical forcing

ERA5 reanalysis (0.3o x 0.3o resolution)

SST

OSTIA SST and sea-ice (1/20o, approx.. 5km)

Land surface model

NOAH-LSM

Simulation length

8 days, including 24h spin-up

Nudging

Spectral nudging in D1 only, above PBL and level 20

PBL

MYNN (modified)

Surface layer

MO (Eta similarity)

Microphysics

WRF Single-Moment 5-class scheme

Radiation

RRTMG scheme

Cumulus Parameterization

Kain-Fritsch scheme on D1 and D2
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One of the aim of this study is to compare 10-year (2008-2017) wind speed simulations with
observations to evaluate model performance. Thus, hourly wind speed measurements at 10 meters
provided by The Turkish State Meteorological Service were used. From available 229 stations over
Turkey, only 47 stations were selected because of they have complete records for the study period and
distributed over Turkey to represent different climate zones. Locations of the selected stations are
shown in Figure 2. Elevations of the stations vary between 3m and 1795m (Table 2). Half of the
selected stations have elevations lower than 500 m and are located close to coastlines. There are only
three stations located higher than 1500m. Therefore, model performance should be evaluated
considering both elevations and spatial distribution of stations.

Figure 2. Locations of selected 47 stations over Turkey. Colorbar in the figure shows elevation.
Table 2. Elevation distribution of selected 47 stations over Turkey
Elevation range (m)

0-500

500-1000

1000-1500

>1500

Number of stations

23

17

4

3

METHOD
In order to reveal some statistical characteristics of 30-years wind speed simulations, maps of mean,
standard deviation, shape and scale parameters of Weibull distribution were created. Addition to this,
map of power density was also created. Although model outputs are at every 30 minutes, daily
averages were used in this study. Maps were created for the innermost domain with 3 km resolution
that covers the entire Turkey.
For performance evaluations, six statistical metrics were used in this study. They are percentage
deviations of shape (k) and scale (A) parameters of Weibull distribution, Pearson correlation
coefficient (r), mean bias error (bias), root mean square error (RMSE) and standard deviation error
(STDE). In comparisons the simulated wind field with observations, the simulated wind speed data
were extracted from the closest grid point to the location of each station. Statistical metrics are
evaluated using both hourly simulated and measured data.
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RESULTS
In this study, statistical characteristics of simulated 30-years wind speed were evaluated by using the
metrics of mean, standard deviation, shape and scale parameters of Weibull distribution. Shape
parameter describes the variability about mean, while scale parameter is related to mean. A higher
(lower) value of shape parameter indicates lower (higher) variability about mean.
The simulated long-term mean wind speed is found to be generally higher at Aegean, Black Sea, West
Mediterranean and some regions having relatively higher elevations such as Taurus Mountains (Figure
3a). Especially in Aegean region, the mean wind speed reaches up to 11 m/s. The distribution of the
wind speeds is clearly affected by the topography. So that, the mean wind speeds at regions with flat
terrain features or relatively lower elevations are generally lower and approximately 1-4 m/s. Standard
deviation values were found to be relatively higher (5-7 m/s) in regions with relatively higher
elevation (Figure 3b). However, the standard deviation values over Turkey were generally found to be
low (1-3 m/s). It was also observed that standard deviation values are relatively lower in Aegean than
those in region having higher elevation. Because this region has relatively higher mean wind speed and
moderate standard deviation values, the highest power density is clearly seen in this region (Figure 3e).
When the shape parameter of Weibull distribution is evaluated, it is observed that the shape parameters
have low values (high) such as 1 (3) or 1.5 (3.5) in the regions where standard deviation values are
high (low) (Figure 3c). Scale parameter map perfectly overlaps with mean wind speed map (Figure 3d).
However, its range (1-13 m/s) is higher than mean wind speed range (1-11 m/s), because scale
parameter is ratio of mean wind speed and gamma function that contains shape parameter.

Figure 3. Long-term (1989-2018) statistics for wind speed: a) mean (m/s), b) standard deviation (m/s),
c) scale parameter (m/s), d) shape parameter (-); and for wind power : e) mean (W/m2)
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Figure 3 (Continues). Long-term (1989-2018) wind statistics for wind speed : a) mean (m/s), b)
standard deviation (m/s), c) scale parameter (m/s), d) shape parameter (-); and for wind power : e)
mean (W/m2)
For model performance evaluation based on comparison of 10-year hourly simulated and observed
data, statistical metrics calculated for 47 stations were averaged by grouping based on classification of
elevation, climate zone, land use, terrain complexity and distance to coast. Station distributions for
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each classification are shown in each related table (Table 3-7). Results of averaged statistical metrics
based on classification are show in Table 3-7. In all tables (Table 3-7), model underestimates both
shape and scale parameters of Weibull distribution. In Table 3, increase in elevation cause increase in
Bias, STDE, RMSE and deviations in scale and shape parameters, and cause decrease in correlation
coefficient. For complexity in topography, standard deviation of topography within 10 km radius for
each station was calculated using 90m-resolution SRTM elevation data, and this standard deviation
values were used as a measure of complexity in topography. Contrary to expectations, errors in
Weibull parameters, RMSE, STDE decrease as complexity in topography increase (Table 4). Due to
scarcity of the total number of stations used, the relationship between complexity in topography and
calculated metrics cannot be clearly demonstrated.
Table 3. Average model performance based on elevation.
A (%)
-57,49
-65,23
-78,48
-78,24

0-500 m
500-1000 m
1000-1500 m
>1500 m

k (%)
-0,38
-13,64
-3,37
-19,90

r (-)
0,55
0,49
0,43
0,42

RMSE
(m/s)
3,61
3,57
4,27
4,40

BIAS
(m/s)
-0,98
-1,23
-2,34
-2,29

STDE
(m/s)
2,99
2,99
3,55
3,72

# of
stations
23
17
4
3

Table 4. Average model performance based on complexity in topography.

0-120 m
120-240 m
240-360 m

A (%)
-63,66
-65,26
-55,00

k (%)
-4,77
-10,16
-8,35

r (-)
0,52
0,50
0,43

RMSE
(m/s)
3,73
3,85
2,94

BIAS
(m/s)
-1,43
-1,23
-0,26

STDE
(m/s)
3,15
3,17
2,33

# of
stations
29
14
4

When error metrics are evaluated based on climate zone in Turkey, the lowest bias (-0.07 m/s) and
RMSE (2.7 m/s) values were found at Black Sea coasts, while the highest bias (-2.4 m/s) and RMSE
(4.17 m/s) values were found at East Anatolia (Table 5). Station distribution in this classification is
relatively more uniform than distributions in other classifications (Table 5).
Table 5. Average model performance based on climate zone.

Mediterranean
East Anatolia
Aegean
Southeastern Anatolia
Black Sea
Marmara
Central Anatolia

A (%)
-69,61
-79,61
-59,84
-68,98
-51,90
-66,89
-57,89

k (%)
-16,22
-24,95
3,72
17,51
-13,26
12,98
-14,85

r (-)
0,54
0,43
0,56
0,45
0,51
0,59
0,47

RMSE
(m/s)
4,17
4,17
4,03
3,94
2,76
4,06
3,30

BIAS
(m/s)
-1,83
-2,30
-1,27
-2,11
0,07
-1,99
-0,61

STDE
(m/s)
3,30
3,44
3,18
3,30
2,44
3,52
2,80

# of
stations
5
6
8
3
7
7
11

Other classification is based on land use in model grid point for each station. Land use information for
each station was taken from USGS land use data described in WRF model. Locations of stations fall
into five land use categories. Land uses of 27 stations from 47 stations are defined as Urban and Builtup Land (Table 6). For model performance evaluation in two stations located at coastlines, simulation
results at the grid points defined as water body were used. Addition to this, the lowest error values are
seen in this land use category. The highest error values were expected to be seen in forest and urban
regions having relatively higher roughness length, but were seen in the regions of dryland and irrigated
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croplands. This preliminary results based on the land use classification contradict to physical and
dynamical processes. Therefore, the evaluations need to be repeated in more detail by increasing the
number of stations.
Table 6. Average model performance based on land use.
RMSE
BIAS
STDE
# of
A (%)
k (%)
r (-)
(m/s)
(m/s)
(m/s) stations
Cropland/Woodland Mosaic
-66,19
7,42
0,50
3,06
-0,91
2,76
5
Dryland Cropland and Pasture
-75,03
9,95
0,47
4,46
-2,61
3,60
7
Irrigated Cropland and Pasture
-80,06
-26,34
0,50
4,52
-2,80
3,54
6
Urban and Built-Up Land
-59,17
-9,14
0,53
3,53
-0,85
3,00
27
Water Bodies
-22,77
-7,88
0,46
2,51
1,54
1,96
2
Lastly, relationship between model errors and distance of stations to coastline was examined (Table 7).
Model errors in all metrics except percentage deviation in shape parameter have increased when
distance of evaluated grid point to coast increase. Here, it may be mentioned the combined effect of
changes in elevation and distance to coastline, because elevations increase toward inlands of Turkey.
Table 7. Average model performance based on distance to coast.

0-20 km
20 - 100 km
>100 km

A (%)
-54,49
-63,12
-69,32

k (%)
6,79
-13,96
-12,61

r (-)
0,56
0,53
0,47

RMSE
(m/s)
3,56
3,73
3,78

BIAS
(m/s)
-0,77
-1,37
-1,55

STDE
(m/s)
2,95
3,16
3,14

# of
stations
15
9
23

CONCLUSION
This study provides average performance of WRF model (10 years, 2008-2017) and simulated wind
statistics for 30-year period between 1989-2018 over Turkey. The long-term (30 years) wind statistics
reveal that the mean wind speed is high and 7-11 m/s over the complex terrains of the Aegean and
Black Sea regions, and low and 1-4 m/s over the flat terrain. In complex terrain, the standard
deviations are also found higher than the flat terrain. In the regions of high (low) standard deviation,
shape parameter is low (high). Scale parameter map perfectly matches with mean wind speed map in
terms of colors in map, but their value ranges are different because scale parameter is ratio of mean
wind speed and gamma function that contains shape parameter. For long-term average performance of
WRF model (10 years), the results are averaged by grouping based on specified classifications. These
classes are elevation, complexity in topography, climate zone, land use and distance to coast. While
errors increase for increase in elevation, errors decrease for increase in complexity. In climate zone
classification, the lowest and highest errors (bias and RMSE) were found at Black Sea coasts and East
Anatolia, respectively. For average model performance based on land use, the lowest error values are
seen over water bodies, while the highest error values were seen in the regions of dryland and irrigated
croplands. Finally, the model performance evaluated with respect to the distance to the coast and
found that the errors in all metrics increase when distance to coast increase.
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ABSTRACT
The severity and frequency of extreme weather events called meteorological disasters increase
gradually due to climate change. One of the most vulnerable region to climate change is Mediterranean.
Severe weather events cause loss of life, property, material and moral in the region. Therefore, it is
important to make consistent estimates to minimize these losses. The determination of the upcoming
short-term meteorological disasters as a result of consistent estimates will ensure that the necessary
measures are taken by the competent authorities. In this research, extreme events occurred in Antalya
and Muğla between 21th and 26th January 2019 is investigated by using Weather Research and Forecast
(WRF) model. In this 5 day-period, heavy rain, flood and tornado were reported at meteorological
stations. The aim of the research is to examine the performance of the WRF model on estimating these
events. Model is forced with 0.25 degrees Global Forecast System (GFS) global dataset. Simulations
are conducted for four nested domains with 27, 9, 3 and 1 km horizontal resolutions, respectively. For
mesoscale and synoptic analysis, 27 km resolution results of the WRF model and synoptic maps from
observations are compared for surface and upper atmospheric levels.
Keywords: WRF, Extreme Weather, Tornado, Flood
INTRODUCTION
Climate change and its impacts are among the most popular topics and many local and global
researches are being conducted in this field. The reason for this is that with the increase of the world
population, a significant increase in urbanization and industrialization has been observed and
consequently, some undesirable consequences in climate have emerged. Regional and global changes
in temperature and precipitation, which are the most important climate parameters, are the highlights
of these undesirable conditions.
It is reported that climate change causes increase in intensity and frequency of severe weather events
called meteorological disasters. Severe weather events cause life, property, material and spiritual
losses in the region. One of the most important ways to minimize these losses is to make consistent
estimates (National Research Council, 1998). Identifying upcoming short-term meteorological
disasters as a result of consistent estimates will ensure that the necessary measures are taken by the
competent authorities.
Turkey is located between the Black Sea and Mediterranean; therefore, it has a direct influence of the
sea that led to occurrence of extreme weather events because of geographical location. In addition,
sudden surface warming due to orographic lifting or frontal activities across Turkey might cause
strong convective activities and storm development. It is considered that thunderstorms can be
associated with a number of severe weather events such as sudden floods and tornadoes. Such severe
weather events cause tremendous economic damage; thus, there are several studies which have been
using high resolution numerical weather forecasting models (WRF, etc.) for the prediction of storm
formation.
NWP and climate models are used in many areas such as weather forecasting, climate change, air
quality and renewable energy. One of the most widely used model for atmospheric predictions is the
WRF model (Zheng, Y. et al., 2016). The model has a variety of physical parameterizations (such as
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radiation, surface parameters, and cloud physics) that can well resolve weather processes and regional
climate characteristics (Powers, J.G., et al., 2017). The performance of the WRF Model for wind speed,
precipitation distribution and amounts, convective parameters, deviation and vorticity parameters
explained by Mannan et al., (2015) over Bangladesh. They concluded that there is a minor difference
between the observation and the simulation.
The purpose of the study is to investigate the WRF model performance predicting the meso-scale
extreme weather events occurred in Antalya and Muğla. How well the model simulates frontal and
convective events, and the predictability of these convective events occurring in a short time are the
main issues of the study.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Data
In this study, 3-hour Global Forecasting System (GFS) prediction and analysis data with 0.25°
resolution and 46 vertical standard pressure levels provided by the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) were used for the initial and boundary layer conditions. The hourly temperature,
wind speed and direction, rainfall and relative humidity data taken from the stations (Figure 1)
administered by the General Directorate of Meteorology (MGM), which are closest to the locations
where the violent events took place, were compared with outputs from the inner model domain.

Figure 1. Locations of local meteorological stations and airports closest to the areas where the events
took place.
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model
The next generation meso-scale numerical weather prediction (NWP) system, WRF, is designed for
both atmospheric research and operational forecasting applications and offers a variety of
meteorological applications on scales ranging from tens of meters to thousands of kilometers. For
researchers, WRF is capable of producing simulations based on actual atmospheric conditions (i.e.
observations and analyses) or idealized conditions.
In this study, we have three mother domains (27, 9, and 3 km) and two innermost domains with 1 km
horizontal resolution (Figure 2). The outermost domain, which has 27 km horizontal resolution covers
Central Europe and the Balkans, North Africa and the west of the Caspian Sea; the 9 km horizontal
resolution domain covers the Balkans, Turkey and the Mediterranean; the 3 km horizontal resolution
domain covers part of Balkans, the Mediterranean and Turkey; and the 1 km horizontal resolution
domains (nest 4 and 5) cover Antalya and Muğla respectively. The parameterizations used for the
simulation given in Table 1.
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Figure 2. WRF domains
Table 1. WRF Model configuration
Number of Domains
Resolution

5
27 km (d01), 9 km (d02), 3 km (d03), 1 km (d04 ve d05)

Number of Grids
Map Projection

152x121 (d01), 316x208 (d02), 736x427 (d03), 259x421 (d04),
256x418 (d05)
Lambert

Center Latitude

37.916° N

Center Longtitude
Micro Physics

25.668° E
WRF Single-Moment (WSM) 3-class simple ice scheme

Land - Surface Option

Noah Land-Surface Model

Radiation Option (Longwave)

Rapid radiative transfer model for GCM (RRTMG)

Radiation Option (Shortwave)

Dudhia scheme

Plenatary Boundary Layer Physics
Cumulus Parameterization

YSU scheme
Kain-Fritsch (new Eta) scheme

RESULTS
Meso-scale Analysis
The WRF model simulated a low pressure center located over Italy and its eastward expansion over
time which causes strong winds about 30-35 knots in the Southwest, especially over the western
regions of Turkey, as a result of increasing pressure gradients. The model results showed that on the
given date the effect of 0 C isotherm extended southward and eastward. Also, according to the model
results, 2 C - 5 C isotherms were effective on Aegean and Mediterranean. The relative humidity in
Greece, the Balkans and Turkey is over 90% and continues throughout the whole period. When
synoptic maps (Figure 3) and WRF simulation outputs (Figure 4) are compared, the model
successfully simulated the 500 hPa trough acting depending on the low pressure system and the strong
positive vorticity formed due to this trough. At the beginning of the period, short-wave trough and
consequently strong positive vorticity on the Aegean and western Mediterranean are observed in
model simulation results. The model simulated the polar jet stream from the north causes jet maximum
formations on the Mediterranean as a result of the intersection with the subtropical jet stream by
moving towards lower latitudes and affecting the Aegean and Mediterranean regions later in the
period. Rainfall areas affecting Italy, Greece and Balkans are also seen to affect the Aegean and
Mediterranean regions of Turkey. The CAPE values near Antalya on the Mediterranean Sea is
approximately 600 J/kg. Finally, according to model results SRH values around Antalya are around
700 m2/s2.
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Figure 3. Synoptic maps for 24th of January
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Figure 4. WRF results from the outhermost domain for 24th of January
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Local Analysis
Our results showed that the WRF model simulates synoptic and mesoscale weather conditions fairly
well. However, increasing the local and temporal resolution of the model is necessary for prior
prediction of extreme events on a local scale, such as tornado, hail, and supercell development. In this
section, observation data taken from the stations (Figure 1) administered by the MGM, which are
closest to the locations where the violent events took place, were compared with the innermost model
domain. Finike and Kumluca stations for tornado and hail affecting the Finike and Kumluca districts
of Antalya on 24th January 2019; Bodrum, Milas meteorology and Milas Airport stations for heavy
rainfall effective in Milas and Bodrum, Muğla on 25th January 2019 was used for the comparison.
Local Analysis of Antalya
Figure 5 shows results from the domain 4 (d04) at 10 UTC on 24th January 2019. Tornadoes were
observed near Finike and Kumluca and hail event was also seen during the day at 13:00 local time.
Results indicated that a strong wind (40-45 knots) blows from the sea at the surface level affected
Finike and Kumluca. The surface temperature was 15-17 C for these stations and the relative humidity
was over 90% at 700 hPa pressure level. SRH changed between 450 m2/s2 and 900-1200 m2/s2. CAPE
was 600 J/kg for Finike and Kumluca while it was 1600 J/kg for the closest water surface to Finike
and Kumluca. These values exceed the critical value required for supercell and tornado formation
(S.Yağan and Y. Yağan, 2014). Amount of rainfall on 24th January 2019 from 06 UTC to 12 UTC was
expected to spread over a large area including Finike and Kumluca (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Results from the D04. Top left figure shows surface temperature and wind, the top right
shows the relative humidity at 700 hPa level, SRH areas on the left center and the CAPE on the right
center; the figure on the bottom shows the precipitation from 06 UTC to 12 UTC on January 24th, 2019.
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Surface temperature from the simulation is 2oC lower than the observation at Finike while it is about 2
C below or above at Kumluca on January 24th, 2019. Observed relative humidity changes between
75% and 80% for Finike and between 60% and 100% for Kumluca on the same day. However, model
shows that relative humidity is between 60% and 85% for Finike and Kumluca. In terms of wind
direction, the station observation values and model results are similar. Wind speed is stronger than
observation (about 8 m/s) at Finike station while model and observation have similar behaviour at
Kumluca station. Finally, model results for the Finike shows earlier rainfall than the observation. At
Kumluca station, rainfall is simulated by the model captures the observation values at 10:00 UTC, but
second severe rainfall event does not seen from the model results (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction and rainfall comparison at Finike
and Kumluca stations on 24 January 2019.
Local Analysis of Muğla
Figure 7 indicates the heavy rainfall event on 25th January 2019 caused flooding over the province of
Mugla. Figure 7 shows the results from domain 5 (d05) on 25th January 2019 at 18:00 UTC. Looking
at the model results, the southwesterly wind (20-25 knots) blows from the sea and affects Bodrum and
Milas. The surface temperature is about 10-15 C in that area and the relative humidity is over 90% at
700 hPa level. At the same time, SRH is between 150 m2/s2 - 500 m2/s2 on Bodrum and Milas. CAPE
is 0-200 J/kg. These values do not exceed the critical values required for a supercell and tornado
formation (S.Yağan and Y. Yağan, 2014). Finally, the expected rainfall in the 6-hour timeframe from
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January 25th, 2019 18:00 UTC to January 26th, 2019 00:00 UTC is spread over a wide area with about
20 mm rainfall (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Results from the Domain 5 (d05). The top left figure shows the surface temperature and
wind, on the top right shows the relative humidity at 700 hPa level; on the left center SRH and CAPE
areas on the right center; the figure on the bottom shows the precipitation results from 18:00 UTC on
January 25th, 2019 to 00:00 UTC on January 26th, 2019.
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On 25th and 26th January 2019, model temperature values were consistent with observation values for
all stations. Model simulates the diurnal cycle but temperature is 2 C less than the observations.
Relative humidity rates over the two-day period range between 75% and 85% for the model results of
all stations. However, relative humidity varies over time according to the observation data. Relative
humidity ranges between 50% and 90% on the simulation. In terms of wind direction, the model
results show that the wind is mostly from the southerly directions. However, according to station
observation data, the wind direction is blowing from both north and south directions in different time
periods. Wind speed is about 3-4 m/s higher than the observation data at Bodrum and Milas Airport
stations until 16:00 UTC on January 25th 2019. Wind speed simulation of model and observation data
for Bodrum and Milas Airport is partially compatible, but for Milas meteorology station wind
observation are not compatible with model results. Finally, model results have shown small amounts
of precipitation over longer period of time. The model results showed the amount of precipitation to be
partially compatible with the observational data temporally, but did not represent the severe amount of
precipitation for this area (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction and rainfall comparison at
Bodrum, Milas meteorology and Milas Airport stations.
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CONCLUSION
In this study, performance of WRF model under severe weather events is investigated in Aegean and
Mediterranean regions on 22 and 26 January 2019. On 24 January 2019, the tornado and hail events
are occured near the Kumluca and Finike districts of Antalya. On 25 January 2019, the heavy rainfall
event is occured in Bodrum and Milas districts of Muğla. The WRF model is simulated for the surface
and up-level synoptic charts for three days in which severe weather events occurred as a result of
frontal and convective movements. The consistency of the WRF model outputs with the
meteorological observed values is compared.
The WRF model successfully simulates severe weather conditions on a synoptic scale. WRF model
also simulate fairly well severe weather events on a local scale spatially. However, station based
comparison does not give satisfactory results. For some observation stations, comparison data has been
found to be sometimes incompatible while being compatible with each other. According to analysis,
WRF model successfully simulates pressure centers on a large scale and pressure gradient on surface
weather chart. So that, wind flows can be clearly seen from charts. With regard to 850 hPa
geopotential height and temperature charts which is visualized by the WRF model, is successful in
simulating temperature values   at 850 hPa. The simulated temperature values   are correspond
to the actual values. The model results clearly simulate isotherm troughs and ridges, especially
advection areas. Determining wind flows due to movement of troughs and ridges are shown 500 hPa
geopotential height, vorticity and wind speed values. Strong positive relative vorticity values
  were also calculated successfully as well. Jet flows and maximum jet values are analysed with
visualization of 300 hPa geopotential height and wind speed values.
Additionally, CAPE, SRH and precipitation values are simulated with the WRF model. The model is
successful in simulating the distribution and amount of precipitation on a local scale. CAPE and SRH
values are also calculated meso-scale.
The observation data and WRF model data do not give the same result from time to time. As a result,
the WRF model is a coherent model that can be used to estimate meso-scale frontal and convective
rainfall systems, but it is insufficient on local scale.
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ABSTRACT
Many bio-ecological studies have shown that vegetation bio-diversity is generally sensitive to the
meteorological (or climatic) and the other hydrometeorological parameters such as temperature,
precipitation, and evapotranspiration. This study investigates the variations of the Holdridge Life
Zones (HLZ) by downscaling the future climate simulations of MPI-ESM-MR to the fine-scale of 10
km resolution over Turkey. ICTP regional climate model RegCM is used to downscale the Earth
System Model outputs to first 50 km resolution and then 10 km resolution for periods of 1971-2000
and 2015-2100 under the RCP 8.5 (Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5) scenario. In order to
determine dynamics of vegetation distribution (biome classes), the downscaled data between 2015 and
2100 were divided into approximately three different 30-year periods, and later the spatial distribution
of HLZ classes were examined for each of these periods over Turkey till the end of 21st century. The
drivers of Holdridge Life Zone diversity were also examined and it seems that water supply, climate
change and human disturbances are all relevant drivers. The results show that there were no
statistically significant changes in the "biodiversity indices" in Holdridge Life Zones between 2015
and 2100. However, it was found that although the biodiversity remained more or less stable trough
2100, the HLZ classes will widen their fields via shifting to the warmer and dry conditions.
Particularly, the climate features of the southern-eastern part, Thrace and Aegean regions of the
country might change towards the arid and warm forest habitats. Obviously, the most important reason
of the negative impact of these changes on the environment of Turkey's HLZ is the climate change. It
can be thought that the water regime of the rivers of the country has also changed due to the early
melting of snow and the increase of evapotranspiration as a result of warming. It is possible that both
changes in human activities and negative climate change contributed to the Holdridge Life Zone
diversity dynamics and environment in Turkey.
Keywords: Regional Climate, Holdridge Life Zones, Turkey, RegCM, RCP8.5
INTRODUCTION
Holdridge (1967) defines a classification based on the correlative relationship between potential
vegetation-cover and climatic variables. He states that according to many ecological studies, plant life
is responsive generally to climate and particularly to its elements like temperature and precipitation
(Holdridge et al., 1971). According to IPCC (2013), global mean surface temperatures are expected to
increase by 2.6 °C to 4.8 °C under RCP8.5 scenario for 2081-2100 with respect to the period of 19862005. Therefore, changes in climate will substantially affect vegetation distribution.
The model projections based on emission scenarios are required in order to determine the degree of
alteration. There have been numerous studies to investigate the potential response of ecosystems to
anthropogenic climatic change (Chen et al., 2003, Khalyani et al. (2016), Szelepcsényi et al. (2018), Li
et al. (2015) , Tatlı and Dalfes (2016) ). Chen et al. (2003) are dynamically downscaled CSIRO GCM
simulations by RegCM2 to 60 km resolution under doubled atmospheric CO2 concentration to
examine the possible response of HLZ in China. On the other hand, Khalyani et al. (2016) studied the
ecological consequences of the climate change over Puerto Rico after evaluating HLZ from 12
statistically downscaled outputs of General Circulation Models (GCM) under three global GHG
emission scenarios, A2, A1B and B1. Furthermore, Szelepcsényi et al. (2018) investigated expected
shifts in the spatial and altitudinal distributions and the mean centers of the HLZ types by using 11
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bias-corrected regional climate model simulations of temperature and precipitation. However, Li et al.
(2015) selected BCC_CSM1.1 model out of 7 global circulation models (GCMs) in order to obtain
HLZ maps between 2061 and 2080 on Loess Plateau under four RCP scenarios. In addition to the
preceding studies, this study uses RegCM4.3 and RCP8.5 scenario which is a new set of
concentration-driven scenario of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to assess the
response of vegetation distribution to anthropogenically-induced climate change over Turkey. Tatlı
and Dalfes (2016) also introduced a classification of the Holdridge’s life zones for Turkey. They
determined HLZ, which are only associated with the present-day surface climatic variables, by
developing Fortran 95 programme code. This work is essential to estimate the ecological vulnerability
over Turkey and create a base for developing ecological adaptation projects for future.
METHODOLOGY AND DATA
Regional climate models (RCMs) utilize more detailed features of climate over complex topography
compared to global circulation models, which have 100 km or coarser resolution (Rummukainen,
2016). Downscaling to higher resolution is required while simulating Turkey’s climate because of its
variable orography and land-sea contrast. Here, MPI-ESM-MR Earth System Model (ESM)
simulations were dynamically downscaled using RegCM firstly at 50 km resolution (mother domain)
and then at 10 km (high) resolution over Turkey over the domains shown in Figure 11. RegCM is a
limited area model based on primitive equations for hydrostatic and compressible fluid. Additionally,
the model equations are formulated in a terrain following coordinate system with sigma-pressure
vertical coordinate. In this study, temperature and precipitation data extracted from high resolution
simulation are used in order to calculate Holdridge Life Zones (HLZ). The simulations for the
reference period are performed over the time period 1971 and 2000 while future projections are
conducted in between 2015 and 2100 as three different 30-year periods; 2015-2040, 2041-2070 and
2071-2100. Emissions are taken into account by the current extreme Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) scenario, Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5 (RCP8.5). RCP8.5
scenario claims that the intensity of the radiative forcing will be 8.5 W/m2 in the year of 2100.

Figure 1. Regional model study areas and topography (the outer area corresponds to 50 km resolution
and the inner area corresponds to 10 km resolution) (SGYM, 2016).
In HLZ model, the world territorial ecosystems are divided into 39 vegetation zones that are
represented by hexagonal series in a triangular coordinate system (Figure2). Bio-temperature (BT) is
firstly calculated in order to determine HLZ. Annual BT (ABT) is obtained from annual average of
monthly temperatures between 0 and 30 °C (Holdridge, (1967); Tatli and Dalfes, (2016)). Additionally,
annual total precipitation (AP) and potential evapotranspiration ratio (PER), which is derived from the
equation prescribed by Holdridge (1967) and shown in Eq. 2, are evaluated to assign appropriate HLZ
to each model grid. Annual potential evapotranspiration (APE) is derived by multiplying ABT with a
constant (Eq. 1).
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Figure 2. Holdridge life zones obtained by climate variables (after Holdridge, 1967).
RESULTS
In order to compare the observation results with the model more accurately, the HLZ are calculated
from both the 212 station observation data of Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS) and the
data of RegCM simulations (Figure3) for the reference period of the model (1971-2000). The
description of the color labels is given in Table1. The HLZ are aggregated into 11 categories while 22
categories are obtained from model simulations as seen in Figure. On the contrary, the distribution of
HLZ categories computed from the reference period of the model are similar to the categories obtained
from observations. However, the difference is observed ocularly in the Eastern Anatolia Region of
Turkey. According to observations, cool temperate steppe and moist forest dominate the region
whereas montane wet and rain forests are preeminent with respect to model simulations. These
differences probably result from the lack of stations over high elevated regions in Turkey. Figure5
indicates the number of Holdridge Life Zones computed from the 212 station data and the model
results, which are interpolated to station points by using an inverse distance weight method. It is
inferred from Figure5 that desert type of HLZs can be only detected by the model. However, the
model shows good accuracy based on the representation of warm temperate thorn steppe and wet
forest zones in Turkey.

Figure 3. Holdridge life zones calculated by using bio temperatures derived from monthly average
temperature values of TSMS stations between 1971-2000.
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Figure 4. Holdridge life zones calculated from RegCM_MPI-ESM-MR model results for 1971-2000
reference period.
Labels
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 1. The categories of Holdridge Life Zones (HLZ).
Holdridge Life Zones
Labels
Holdridge Life Zones
Alpine rain tundra
12 Cool temperate rain forest
Boreal wet forest
13 Warm temperate desert
Boreal rain forest
14 Warm temperate desert scrub
Montane moist forest
15 Warm temperate thorn steppe
Montane wet forest
16 Warm temperate dry forest
Montane rain forest
17 Warm temperate moist forest
Cool temperate desert
18 Warm temperate wet forest
Cool temperate desert scrub
19 Warm temperate rain forest
Cool temperate steppe
20 Lower montane thorn woodland
Cool temperate moist forest
21 Lower montane dry forest
Cool temperate wet forest
22 Lower montane moist forest

Figure 5. The number of Holdridge Life Zones corresponds to each station point over Turkey for
1971-2000 reference period.
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HLZ are calculated from the high-resolution regional climate model simulations for the future periods
of 2015-2040, 2041-2070 and 2071-2100. However, we here only present the results for the last period.
At the end of the century (Figure6), cool temperate moist forest zone would appear in the eastern part
of Turkey instead of montane wet forest zone as seen in Figure4. Furthermore, the Aegean coastline
generally shifts to warm temperate dry forest zone from cool temperate moist forest. Cool temperate
steppe and warm temperate dry forest zones have been progressively increasing throughout the century
(Figure 7). On the contrary, cool temperate wet forest and montane wet forest zones are expected to
decrease rapidly. The alpine HLZ type is estimated to disappear from the region, whereas the lower
montane HLZ types exist. At the end of 21st century, montane moist forest is decreasing as well as
montane rain forest zones. These results indicate that the life zones are switching from humid to drier
conditions, which coincides with the findings of Khalyani et al. (2016) . They predicted big loss of
forested areas in Puerto Rico especially rain and moist forests because these areas will have no longer
sufficient climatic support regardless of the local conditions. The projected loss of forestry areas can
further cause the contribution to global climate change.

Figure 6. Holdridge life zones calculated from RegCM_MPI-ESM-MR model simulation under
RCP8.5 scenario for 2071-2100 future period.

Figure 7. The number of Holdridge Life Zones corresponds to each grid over Turkey for the reference
(RF) and the future periods.
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Moreover, Figure 8 is obtained in order to understand how HLZ are expected to change in the future.
Each future period is compared with the reference period, respectively and grid boxes colored with
reddish brown correspond to the grids where the category changes. Therefore, it shows that the highest
alteration is expected to occur in the last period and the most sensible regions to climate change are the
Aegean and Mediterranean regions. However, there is no specific pattern between 2015 and 2040.
Beside these, the variety of changing categories is more between 2071 and 2100 compared to other
two periods. When all periods are evaluated together, it is seen that at least 9% of the change occurs
from cool temperate moist forest to other zones. Szelepcsényi et al. (2018) also affirms that the
coverage of the cool temperate moist forest is projected to reduce according to the ensemble mean of
the selected RCM simulations.

Figure 8. Holdridge life zones’ differences between future periods and 1971-2000 reference period
according to RCP8.5 scenario.
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CONCLUSIONS
We believe that the life-zone approach has many powers for ecosystem mapping, because it is based
on climatic driving factors of ecosystem processes and recognizes the eco-physiological responses of
plants; it is hierarchical and permits the use of other mapping criteria at the levels of association and
successive analysis; it can be expanded or contracted without losing functional continuity between
levels of ecological complexity; it is a relatively simple system based on a small number of empirical
data; and use objective mapping criteria.
Therefore, in this study, the potential effects of climate change on ecological life zones in Turkey are
investigated by using dynamically downscaled RegCM simulations for both reference and future
periods. In terms of afforestation and agricultural activities, we cannot ignore the climatic conditions
of a particular place. Accordingly, agricultural activities and afforestation activities can be carried out
according to the results of the Holdridge method. Holdridge classification method is one of the
important methods that determine the vegetation characteristics of a place or region according to
climate factors.
HLZ was calculated from high resolution regional climate model simulations for the 2015-2040, 20412070 and 2071-2100 future periods. At the end of the century, instead of montane wet forest, cool
temperate moist forest area in the eastern part of Turkey will emerge. In addition, the Aegean coastline
generally passes through the temperate warm moist forest to the temperate warm dry forest area. Cool
temperate steppe and temperate dry forest areas gradually increase over the course of the century. In
contrast, cool temperate wet forests and montane wet forest areas are expected to fall rapidly. While
the Alpine HLZ type is estimated to disappear from the region, it is estimated that low-mount HLZ
types may occur. At the end of the 21st century, the montane damp forest began to be depleted
alongside the montane rain forest zones.
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ABSTRACT
In July 2017 many severe weather events occurred over Istanbul, hundreds of buildings and thousands
of vehicles have been damaged, tens of people get injured. It is estimated that hundreds of millions of
dollars of damage has occurred as a result of the only hailstorm on July 27th. In this study, severe hail

event on July 27, 2017, was investigated using Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) atmospheric
model. Four different domains were nested with 27, 9, 3 and 1 km horizontal resolution from outer to inner
domain respectively. The model was run with beginning from 26 July 2017 18:00 UTC for 30 hours and
the first 12 hours were determined as spin-up time. ERA-Interim Re-Analysis data with the 0.75°x0.75°
spatial resolution, 38 vertical levels and 6 hours temporal resolution was used for initial and boundary
conditions. Twenty-four simulations were performed with different combinations of four microphysics
schemes (Milbrandt, NSSL2, WDM6, Goddard), three cumulus schemes (New SAS, New Tiedtke, Kain
Fritsch), two planetary boundary layer options (YSU, MYNN2), and sensitivity analysis was applied. The
performance of the model simulating the hail event was evaluated statistically and spatially by comparing
the model outputs with the radar, satellite, and meteorological station data provided by the Turkish State
Meteorological Service (TSMS). According to result, model outputs and observation data have a low

correlation for accumulated precipitation in general. Kain Fritsch gives better cloud top temperature
and accumulated precipitation, MYNN planetary boundary layer gives better reflectivity values
spatially. Four of twenty-four sensitivity tests produced hail properly when considering the center and
time of the hailstorm event. Better performance was produced by the combination of Milbrandt 2moment microphysics scheme, Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme, RRTMG scheme shortwave and
longwave radiation scheme with both MYNN2 and YSU planetary boundary layer scheme. According
to the experiment result, approximately 25 g/kg hail concentration and 50 dbZ reflectivity, around 20°C temperature and more than 10m/s updraft movements were seen at 5 km height.
Keywords: hailstorm, atmospheric modeling, extreme weather event, sensitivity analysis
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, extreme weather events have been increased due to the impact of climate change.
Hailstorms are extreme weather events and have negative consequences over areas where they occur.
On July 27, 2017, the hail event occurred over Istanbul around 14:00 UTC-15:00 UTC at different
regions of the city with rain and storm. Accumulated precipitation was recorded as 30-40 kg as a result
of the severe hailstorm event.

Hail formation needs to ascending and descending movements within vertically developed clouds.
Supercooled water droplet freezes, and then creates frozen drops or graupel from the hailstone
embryos at the upper levels of the deep convective clouds (Knight 1981). Embryos grow when they
follow the up-and-down trajectory triggered by updrafts and downdrafts, then fall as a large hail
(Browning et al., 1976). After improving remote sensing technologies mathematical expression and
explanation of physical processes of formation and structure of hailstorm became easier. Complex
physical processes are simplified without losing essential steps using parameterization. Microphysical
parameterizations have two types called "bulk" and "bin". Bulk approaches calculate the particle
mixing ratio and the particle concentration. Prediction of just mixing ratio is called single-moment,
prediction of both mixing ratio and concentration is called double-moment (Atlas 2015).
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The developing technology and computing capability provide the opportunity for numerical models to
predict and solve more complex and long-term physical process. One of the commonly used models is
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) atmospheric model. WRF contains several
parameterizations such as the planetary boundary layer, microphysics, cumulus, radiation (Skamarock,
W. C., and co-authors, 2008). Different physics options interact differently with each physics scheme.
Therefore, sensitivity analysis is applied to find a better combination to solve the weather event. In
addition to sensitivity studies, in recent years lots of studies used WRF atmospheric model are
available about hailstorm simulation and analysis (Trefalt et al. 2018; Yin et al. 2019).
Hail climatology study made by Kahraman et al shows that hail event frequency increases in Turkey
between the 2000s and 2010s (2016). According to research, most hail events occurred in May and June
between 12 and 14 UTC, also in 8.3% of 1489 different hail cases, hail diameter was more than or equal to
4.5 cm. Turkish State Meteorological Service prepared another hail analysis study, and about 20% of hail
event occurred over Istanbul happened on the summer season and in 50% of them, hail diameter was bigger
than 2,5 cm. Another severe hail event which hailstone diameter was between 3 and 6 cm occurred on July
27, 2017 in the afternoon over Istanbul, and caused injuries and economic loss (Baltaci et al., 2018).
Turkish Statistical Institute clarified that Istanbul has the highest population of Turkey with about 15
million people. Therefore, the weather prediction for the city is quite important.

The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of the WRF model to simulate the hail event
occurred on 27 July 2017 hail event over Istanbul. Our objectives are to do some sensitivity tests and
analyse the results statistically and spatially using the observations. Therefore, we might determine the
better simulation result to understand the structure and formation of the hailstorm.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
ERA-Interim Reanalysis that has 0.75-degree spatial, 6 hours temporal and 38 levels vertical
resolution is used for initial and boundary condition in model. Also, reanalyses data is used for
explanation of synoptic conditions of 27 July 2017 hail event. Accordingly, jets reach to the west of
Turkey between Icelandic Low and Azores High. After cut-off locates over Thrace, low geopotential
height center occurs, relative vorticity increases and vertical clouds developed over the Thrace.
Observation data is supplied by the Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS). 12-hour
rawinsonde, 1-minute Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS), 15-minute satellite and radar
images data were obtained for during period between 26 and 29 July 2017. Remote sensing data have
shown that the hailstorm comes from the southwest, enters the city at around 14:15 UTC from over the
southside, and moves to the northeast. Accordingly, on July 27, 2017, at 14:15 UTC cloud top
temperature is between -40°C and -50°C, and reflectivity is around 50-55 dbz over the coastline of
Kucukcekmece region. Also, sudden change report of meteorology is available which includes the
start and end time of the hail event occurred over the different region. Hail event occurred between
15:00 and 16:00 UTC at different regions of the city (Table 1) and temperature decreased about 7-8°C
almost for each station at the same time period. Accumulated precipitation was mesaured at about 3040 kg at the end of the day. Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) value is 972 J/kg,
Precipitable Water (PWAT) is 36 mm, Showalter Index (SI or Shox) is -5.39 for Kartal station
according to 27th July 2019 12:00 UTC rawinsonde data.
Table 1. Description of model configuration
Name
ATATURK AIRPORT
SARIYER
KARTAL
SABİHA GÖKÇEN AIRPORT

Start - End
14:20 – 16:20
15:03 – 15-18
15:25 – 18:05
16:05 – 16:08
15:27 – 19:00
15:35 – 15:45
14:41 – 19:50
15:48 – 15:50

Event(s)
Storm
Hail
Thunderstorm
Hail
Heavy Rainfall
Hail
Storm
Hail
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The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model was used in this study to simulation of July 27,
2017 hail event. Model is run for 30 hours beginning from 18:00 UTC on 26 July 2017, with 12-hour
spin-up time. 27, 9, 3 and 1 km horizontal resolution was set for four nested domains respectively (Fig.
1). The time resolution of the inner domain is 15-min. Physics options and model configuration are
shown in Table 2.

Figure 1. Preview of domains
In order to clearly demonstrate of performance of results belonged to different physics combinations of the
model were analysed spatially and statistically with using the station, radar and satellites data. Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE), Bias, correlation coefficient (CC) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) were used to
statistically analysis for temperature and precipitation. After, four experiments which have the preferable
hail results were analysed detailed to understand the formation and structure of the hailstorm.

Table 2. Description of model configuration
Model

WRF 3.9

References

Initial Condition
Domain
Horizontal Resolution
Vertical Level
Temporal Resolution
Temporal Extent
Central Point of Domain
Microphysics Schemes

ERA-Interim
4
27, 9, 3 and 1 km
41
180, 180, 180 and 15 min
26.07.2017 18:00 UTC to 28.07.2017 00:00
41.07°N, 27.31°E
Milbrandt,
NSSL2,
WDM6,
Goddard
New SAS,
New Tiedtke,
Kain-Fritsch
YSU,
MYNN2
RRTMG

(Milbrandt and Yau, 2005)
(Mansell et al., 2010)
(Lim and Hong, 2010)
(Tao et al., 1989)
(Han and Pan, 2011)
(Zhang and Wang, 2017)
(John, 2004)
(Hong et al., 2006)
(Nakanishi and Niino, 2009)
(Iacono et al., 2008)

Cumulus Schemes

PBL Schemes
Radiation Scheme
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The statistical analysis has shown that if stations located south coast are excluded then 2-m temperature
obtained by model results give a higher correlation with observation data. When considering the cloud top
temperature over the Istanbul, New Tiedkte cumulus physic produces widely colder area over Thrace
region, but New SAS cannot produce cold cloud top temperature enough, and Kain Fritsch produces cloud
top center about -50°C over the Bosphorus region (not shown). Most of the experiments produce more than
50 dbZ reflectivity over the region where have the coldest temperature of cloud top. In general, experiments
run with MYNN PBL scheme produce more reflections are than experiments run YSU scheme (not shown).
Conformably with the spatial distribution of reflectivity and cloud top temperature, New Tiedtke cumulus
scheme gives precipitation at Thrace region, New SAS cumulus scheme gives less amount precipitation for
all inner domain and Kain Fritsch cumulus scheme gives precipitation near the center of Istanbul higher
than 40 mm (not shown). WDM6 and Goddard microphysics schemes cannot produce any hail, but
Milbrandt and NSSL2 microphysics schemes produce hail with Kain Fritsch cumulus scheme. The
maximum amount of accumulated hail over whole domain between 14:00 UTC and 18:00 UTC belongs to
the model which run with YSU, Kain Fritsch and Milbrandt schemes with 3513.32 mm; the maximum
amount of accumulated graupel belongs to YSU, Kain Fritsch and WDM6 combination with 13484.51 mm.

Only four out of twenty-four experiments predicted hail event on July 27, 2017, at around 15:00 UTC.
Precipitable water shows the amount of moisture content in the atmosphere and tropospheric moisture
determines whether a supercell storm will produce the amount of precipitation high or low. Total
column precipitable water map belonged to 14:15 UTC is given of these four different results in Figure
2. Hot colors show the region had high amoung of water. The figure shows the highest precipitable
water is more than or equal to 50 mm at 14:15 UTC for all results. Each experiment produces the
highest amount of precipitable water over the different region.

Figure 2. Precipitable Water (kg/m2) on July 27, 2017 14:15 UTC, a) Simulation run with YSU, Kain
Fritsch, Milbrant schemes, b) Simulation run with YSU, Kain Fritsch, NSSL2, c) Simulation run with
MYNN, Kain Fritsch, Milbrant and, d) Simulation run with MYNN, Kain Fritsch, NSSL2
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Storm relative helicity map is given for the same four experiments which produced hail in Figure 3.
Hot colors show updraft and high helicity region, cold colors show downdraft region. Also, the bold
black line presents the cross-section track, starts from point A and end at point B. The clockwise
turning of the strong winds with height is characterized by helical movement and depend on the
amount of vertical wind shear (Lilly, 1986). The storm relative winds appear between layer 0km and 3
km (Droegemeier et al.,1993). Therefore, helicity was investigated from the surface to 3 km height
(Figure 3). The border between negative and positive values of storm relative helicity over the city can
be seen clearly. Front of the border includes high helicity values about 600-800 m2/s2 and updraft
movements, behind of border includes negative helicity values about -200 m2/s2 and downdraft
movements. Also, the cross-section was defined between points included strong downdraft and updraft
movements, and the structure of the storm was examined in Figure 4. Vertical profiles of reflectivity
(dbZ), wind direction, hail number concentration (g/kg) and temperature (°C) were investigated in
Figure 4 for cross-section (Figure 3). The shape of reflectivity profile (Figure 3a, c, e, g) shows that
model produces the weak echo region (WER) at the front of the center of high reflectivity region (B
point side) for each simulation. This shape was characterized by Browning and Foote (1976) before,
they emphasized the importance of front overhang for occurrence a supercell hailstorm. Also, the top
of the reflectivity reach above 10 km altitude and the temperature is around -40°C, maximum
reflectivity region is located over the surface and values are about 45-55 dbZ. Within the center of the
high reflectivity region, the simulation used with YSU, Kain Fritsch and Milbrandt schemes produces
maximum hail number concentration with amount more than 75 g/kg (Figure 3b).
a)

b)

B2

B1
A1

A2

c)

d)

B4

B3

A3

A4

Figure 3. Storm relative helicity (m2/s2) on July 27, 2017 14:15 UTC, black and bold line presents
cross-section line and starts from point A. a) Simulation run with YSU, Kain Fritsch, Milbrant
schemes, b) Simulation run with YSU, Kain Fritsch, NSSL2, c) Simulation run with MYNN, Kain
Fritsch, Milbrant and, d) Simulation run with MYNN, Kain Fritsch, NSSL2
As a conclusion, in comparison with observations is was seen that the performance of the model to
simulating the temperature is affected negatively when simulated the coastline region. The best 2mtemperature correlation belongs to the result of the model which used YSU, New Tiedtke and WDM6
schemes with 0.56 CC. The minimum BIAS, RMSE, and MAE belong to experiment which runs with
MYNN, Kain Fritsch and WDM6 schemes. The experiment which runs with MYNN, Kain Fritsch and
Milbrandt schemes produced cloud top temperature and cold center similar to satellite observation.
MYNN planetary boundary layer physics scheme produces more reflectivity value than YSU planetary
boundary layer physics scheme. MYNN covers a big part of the city, YSU produces the reflectivity
region like little speckles. The experiments included New Tiedtke cumulus scheme produce higher
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accumulated precipitation, the experiments included New SAS produce less value. The best rainfall
correlation belongs to the result of the model which used MYNN, New SAS, Milbrandt schemes with
0.50 CC.
a)

b)

A1

B1

A1
d)

c)

A2

B2

A2

e)

A

B2

f)

3

B

3

g)

A4

B1

A

3

B3

h)

B4

A4

B4

Figure 4. Vertical cross section with height (km) of reflectivity (dbZ) with temperature (°C) (a, c, g,
e), and hail number concentration (shaded, g/kg) with wind vectors (b, d, f, h) on July 27, 2017
14:15 UTC for four experiments predicted hail event.
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Highest accumulated hail was produced by the model which used YSU, Kain Fritsch and Milbrandt
schemes with 3513.32 mm. But the model which used MYNN, Kain Fritsch and Milbrandt schemes
predicts the location of hail event similar to observation. Vertical profile of cross-section shows that the
model which run with YSU, Kain-Fritsch and NSSL schemes produces the highest cloud ice mixing ratio
and reflectivity altitude. The model which run with YSU, Kain-Fritsch and Milbrandt schemes produces
the highest cloud water mixing ratio.
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ABSTRACT
Following EU regulation 2018/841 carbon reporting from the Land Use Land Use Change and Forestry
(LULUCF) is required by all EU member states. Within this scope the establishment of a carbon baseline
in forests is a prerequisite. The objective of the paper is to outline a method for the assessment of the
CO2 removal/sequestration balance and to compare scenarios based on the good forest management
practices taken for climate change mitigation. For this aim it is needed and focused on quantifying
carbon storage in planted forests in the Black Sea region. The carbon pools inventoried include tree stem,
branches and foliage, as well as shrubs, herbaceous vegetation and litter. The age of planted forests in the
Black Sea region do not exceed 40 years and provide valuable insight in the early stages of their
development. Different management scenarios were applied to identify the optimal forest management
practices to enhance carbon stocks. The present work sets the grounds for incorporating carbon balance
into forest management practices in line with the reporting rules of the EU. It also outlines additional
aspects that need to be taken into account in order to sustainably manage forests in view of climate
change.
INTRODUCTION
The forest sector is a net primary source of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) and also the greater carbon
pool after the oceans. Therefore, increasing forest cover through afforestation and reforestation is
expected to play a strategic and twofold role in the new low carbon economy by contributing to the
targets of 2050 as a RES provider on one hand and as a major carbon pool on the other. Moreover,
decision 529/2013/EU, on accounting rules regarding Greenhouse Gas emissions and removals stipulates
that all land use should be considered in a holistic manner and Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry
(LULUCF) should be addressed within the Union’s climate policy. EU Regulation 2018/841 amended
EU Regulation No 525/2013 and decision No 592/2013/EU, on the inclusion of greenhouse gas
emissions and removals from LULUCF in the EU 2030 climate and energy framework. According to this
regulation Member States should submit national forestry accounting plans to the Commission, including
forest reference levels.
Forest management represents about 70% of the LULUCF sector and EU has recognized that increased
sustainable use of harvested wood products can not only enhance removals of Greenhouse Gases from
the atmosphere but also substantially limit emissions. Therefore, sustainable forest management has the
potential to play an important role in the reduction of EU emissions in the atmosphere. The LULUCF
sector in the EU is a net sink that can offset a significant share of the total Union’s Greenhouse Gases
emissions.
In order for measures targeted at increasing carbon sequestration to be effective, the long-term stability
and adaptability of carbon pools is essential. Sustainable management practices maintain the productivity,
regeneration capacity and vitality of the LULUCF sector and are therefore important in promoting
economic and social development, while reducing the carbon and ecological footprint of that sector (EU
Commission 2018).
The present work sets the grounds for incorporating carbon balance into forest management practices in
line with the reporting rules of the EU. It also outlines additional aspects that need to be taken into
account in order to sustainably manage forests especially planted forests in view of climate change.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study area is located in the Trabzon Central State Forest Enterprise which covers part of Trabzon
Province located in the eastern Black Sea region of Turkey (Fig.1).
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The Black Sea climate is characterized by mild winters and cool summers and is rainy during all four
seasons. The average annual temperature is 12.2 °C, reaching a maximum of 20.2 °C in summer, a
minimum of 4.5 °C in winter and with an average annual precipitation of 640.9 mm. Forest vegetation is
typical and the dominant tree species include oriental spruce (Picea orientalis (L.) Link), Oriental beech
(Fagus orientalis Lipsky), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), Nordmann’s fir (Abies nordmanniana (Stev.)
Spach subsp. nordmanniana), Oriental hornbeam (Carpinus orientalis Mill.), and Alder (Alnus glutinosa
(L.) Gaertner).

Figure 1. Location of the study area
The rate of build-up of CO2 in the atmosphere can be reduced by taking advantage of the fact that
atmospheric CO2 can be accumulated as carbon into vegetation and soils in terrestrial ecosystems
(UNFCCC, 2015). The overall CO2 sequestered or released through forest management can be calculated
taking into account that 1 ton of stored carbon corresponds to the removal of 3.67 tones carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere. However, due to the dynamic nature of carbon sinks, assessing their current state
offers only limited insight into their role. Carbon balance needs to be monitored and assessed
consistently in order to provide substantial results.
The purpose of the stand inventory in this kind of work is to obtain knowledge about carbon Sources,
Sinks or Reservoirs in order to set a baseline and monitor any changes. Sources, Sinks or Reservoirs are
defined by IPCC (2001). Source is any process, activity, or mechanism that releases a Greenhouse gases,
an aerosol, or a precursor of a greenhouse gas or aerosol into the atmosphere. Sink is any process,
activity or mechanism that removes a GHG, an aerosol, or a precursor of a greenhouse gas or aerosol
from the atmosphere. Reservoir is a component of the climate system, other than the atmosphere, which
has the capacity to store, accumulate, or release a substance of concern.
The main ‘carbon pools’ or reservoirs which can be included in a forest carbon sampling program are
five, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2006):
1. Above-ground biomass, which can be divided into tree and non-tree pools (e.g. shrubs etc)
2. Below-ground biomass (live tree roots)
3. Dead wood (including debris such as fallen branches and logging residues)
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4. Litter (i.e. fallen leaves)
5. Soil organic matter
Carbon levels in forestry are accounted for through:




periodic, direct measurements of carbon in forestry stock
inventory-based carbon accounting models
direct carbon flux measurements

RESULTS
The forest reference level should be set with regard to dynamic age-related forest characteristics, using
the best available data in the study area. Allometric equations can be used to convert the data from the
forest stand inventory to carbon inventory in order to establish the carbon stock baseline and also
monitor its fluctuations. Allometric equations are used in this study are developed by Mısır et al. 2018.
These equations are as follows:
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Moreover, carbon storage in shrubs, herbaceous vegetation and deadwood was estimated by Mısır et al.
2018. This analysis provides insight into the allocation of carbon stocks in the sampling plots. For
example, tree stem biomass and litter account for more than 70% of the carbon storage in the Trabzon
region. Also, carbon storage in tree branches is insignificant, whereas the third larger carbon pool in the
study area is lying deadwood, followed by shrubs and tree foliage. This information may provide useful
directions towards understanding the carbon stock dynamics at stand level. This is necessary in order to
follow the appropriate management practices that would keep carbon pools high, such as thinnings to
create more open stands in case of excessive litter accumulation and therefore a well-developed
understories.
The sampling results provide how carbon storage is allocated among various forest stand carbon pools
(Table 1). Tree stem biomass and litter account for more than 70% of the carbon storage. However, the
accumulation of large amounts of litter in forest stands inhibits soil enrichment with nutrients and
reduces soil carbon storage.
Table 1. Some Carbon Pools of the study area in Trabzon Region
Carbon pool

Min

Max

Mean

Standard deviation

Herbaceous (kg/ha)

0

6525

1550.1

1726.30

Shrubs (kg/ha)

0

2610

205.8

528.53

Litter(kg/ha)

2000

302800

10575.5

6743.31

Lying dead wood (kg/ha)

0

6990

2060.2

1816.24
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DISCUSSION
Forest management and natural disturbances, such as forest fires and severe insect outbreaks influence
the carbon stocks in forest ecosystems. Forests sequester carbon by capturing carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere and transforming it into biomass through photosynthesis. Sequestered carbon is then
accumulated in the form of biomass, deadwood, litter and in forest soil.
Forest ecosystems release carbon through natural processes (respiration and oxidation) as well as a
deliberate or unintended result of human activities (i.e. harvesting, fires, deforestation). A decrease in a
pool relative to the reference level should be accounted for as emissions. Specific national circumstances
and practices, such as lower harvest intensity than usual or ageing forests during the reference period,
should also be taken into account (European Commission, 2018).
Monitoring forest management is necessary to acquire data on carbon removals through carbon storage
and also on carbon emissions through management practices (thinnings). In cases of natural disturbances
carbon emissions should also be quantified based on the area affected and the amount of carbon stored.
The contribution of forests to carbon cycles has to be evaluated taking also into account the use of
harvested wood, e.g. wood products storing carbon for a certain period of time, or energy generation
releasing carbon in the atmosphere.
Therefore, monitoring is required to record carbon net balance from stand level, to forest level up to
national level annually in order to provide up to date information at all times.
The European accounting rules specify that the mere existence of large terrestrial carbon pools in forest
ecosystems represents no advantage for countries. Only changes in the terrestrial carbon pool are
relevant for the mitigation of climate change. Countries are required to maintain their forest cover and
the increase in the carbon pool by specific forms of forest management (Jandl et al., 2007). A review of
the forest cover of the project area must be conducted on an annual basis to determine changes in forest
cover.
To facilitate data collection and methodology improvement, land use should be inventoried and reported
using geographical tracking of each land area, corresponding to national data collection systems. The
best use should be made of existing land use change tracking programs and surveys. Data management,
including sharing of data for reporting, reuse and dissemination, should conform to the requirements
provided for in Directive 2007/2/EC (European Commission, 2018).
Reporting on emissions and removals should be done for each calendar year (IPCC, 2006). Therefore,
the monitoring results of forest management and disturbance monitoring, as well as land-use change data
described above should refer to this time period.
In cases where the net balance of carbon emissions by forests is negative, i.e. carbon sequestration
prevails, forests contribute to mitigating carbon emissions by acting as both a carbon reservoir and a tool
to sequester additional carbon. In cases when the net balance of carbon emissions is positive, forests
contribute to enhancing greenhouse effect and climate change.
CONCLUSIONS
The density of forest stands during their life cycle needs to be actively modified by forest managers in
order to improve stand conditions, reduce competition-induced tree mortality and to avoid natural
disturbances such as storm damage and insects’ infestation. Stand thinning has a long history in practical
forest management. However, in the context of carbon sequestration, thinning removes amounts of
carbon sequestered in biomass and dead organic matter for the sake of sustainability, improved stand
stability and longevity.
The amount of carbon stored in a forest stand depends on its age and productivity. Uneven-aged
management creates overall more complex stand structure and maintains a steady flow of yields and
aboveground carbon stocks through time (Sharma et al., 2016). Selection cuttings maintain late9th International Symposium on Atmospheric Sciences (ATMOS 2019)
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successional forest characteristics and species assemblages better than even-aged stands (Kuuluvainen et
al., 2012). Both even- and uneven-aged management options have the potential to improve production
and carbon storage and are a substantial improvement over no action (Sharma et al., 2016).
Thinned stands contain fewer trees with larger diameters and therefore higher value and potential to
provide long-lived wood products. Thinning not only removes biomass but also stimulates microbial soil
processes by exposing the forest floor to solar radiation and precipitation. Therefore, stands that have
undergone thinning never hold the maximum amount of carbon (Vesterdal et al, 1995; Skovsgaard et al.,
2006), but are less vulnerable to disturbances and thus create more stable carbon pools than unmanaged
forests (Jandl et al., 2007).
In planted forests it is common practice to have frequent and intense thinnings, due to the fact that these
forests are usually managed for wood production. This is the case also in the Trabzon region where
frequent thinnings are performed in every 5 – 7 years. Comparing the impact of this practice on carbon
storage to exploitation scenarios of less frequent and less intense thinnings showed that the current
practice contributes the least to carbon storage:
Frequent, intensive thinnings (5 – 7 years, up to 45%) < Frequent, less intensive thinnings (5 – 7 years,
up to 35%) < Less frequent thinnings (15 years, up to 45%) < Less frequent & less intensive thinnings
(15 years, up to 35%)
The results of the scenarios analysis are in agreement with the international literature reviewed for the
current deliverable on forest management practices and measures to improve carbon sequestration. In
particular, management scenarios of this project suggest that biomass and stocked carbon amount
increase through forestry management practices that involve adapted stand management which includes
thinnings and selection cuttings to improve stand structure.
Carbon sequestration increase with stand age. Therefore postponing harvesting to the age of biological
maturity may seem as the only logical step to forming a large carbon sink. Carbon stocks can be
maintained and increased through the use of extended rotation periods. This recommendation is
supported by widely documented positive relationships between aboveground carbon stores and stand
age (D’ Amato et al., 2011; Yavuz et al., 2010).
Very high carbon stocks have been recorded in mature forest ecosystems, where the sum of carbon in the
biomass and the soil peaks (Knohl et al., 2003; Harmon et al., 1990). The net carbon balance in forests
between 15 and 80 years of age (including the soil), is usually positive and old-growth forests seem to
continue to accumulate carbon (Luyssaert et al., 2008).
Old forests have a high carbon density whereas young stands have a large carbon sink capacity. Young
forests have high carbon sequestration rates which decline as they age. Mature forests eventually reach
equilibrium in which no or little further sequestration takes place, leading to limited mitigation potential
and carbon storage capacity in time (SFC, 2010). Moreover, the resilience of forests to climate change
impacts is often decreased with increasing stand age and basal area (Seidl et al., 2017).
Short rotation lengths maximize aboveground carbon sequestration, but not carbon storage in the forest
or in the wood products. On the other hand, mature forests represent a large, but saturated carbon pool
that has little potential for future additional carbon sequestration.
Apart from ecological considerations, the question remains whether forests fulfil their climate change
mitigation potential best by storing a large quantity of carbon (either in situ or as long-lived wood
products) or by providing short-lived wood products that substitute goods produced from non-renewable
resources.
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Tree species composition, which can be altered by silvicultural methods, affects soil carbon storage by
direct and indirect effects on the quality and quantity of litter fall, throughfall and stemflow, soil
properties, rooting patterns, soil respiration and consequently the nutrient availability in forest stands
(Berger et al. 2002; Bayramzadeh, 2014).
Favoring species mixture is a management practice that needs to be considered towards increasing
carbon stocks in a forest. The effects of mixed stands on growth and forest production may vary from no
effect to productivity increase up to 50 % when species make different use of available resources, either
in space or in time. Mixed stands are more resilient to disturbances and are therefore a favorable practice
for adaptation (SFC, 2010).
The choice of tree species is relevant for the terrestrial carbon pool for the following reasons:








different growth patterns over time
specific achievable stand density;
different rooting depths and rooting patterns;
different effect on soil carbon pool;
specific wood densities;
different life spans;
different vulnerability to disturbance

Forest stands with mixed species are often seen as a remedy for the establishment of stable forests. The
benefits of single tree species can be utilized and the production risk of the entire forest can be
minimized. Mixed species are superior to single species stands when the individual species exploit
different resources at the same site but can also lead to a competition that reduces the overall
productivity of a stand (Pretzsch, 2005; Resh et al, 2002).
According to Jandl et al. (2007), in a comparison between beech and spruce, spruce is more productive
than beech in terms of stem volume production. When the higher density of beech wood is taken into
account, the difference is almost compensated. This particular species comparison is especially important,
because spruce is a dominant tree species in central Europe but is believed to have negative effects on the
site quality because of the slow decomposition rate of spruce litter and the species’ shallow rooting depth.
For carbon sequestration, both the volume productivity and the weight of the produced wood needs to be
taken into account. For example, broad-leaved trees usually have a higher wood density than coniferous
trees (Binkley and Menyailo, 2005).
According to the rules of the Kyoto Protocol and of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change,
forestry can generate a sink for GHG that can contribute to meeting the commitments to emissions
reductions (Jandl et al., 2007). Managing mountain forests is also very important for society generally
and especially for communities in densely populated mountain regions (Frehner et al., 2007).
Adapted management of existing forests may have a less obvious or slower effect on the terrestrial
carbon pool. After analyzing the effects of harvesting, rotation length, thinning, fertilizer application and
tree-species selection it has been concluded that these have an impact on the forest productivity and
consequently on carbon sequestration in the ecosystem. Many forest treatments are already an integral
part of sustainable forestry practice. In the context of carbon sequestration and its accounting in national
greenhouse-gas budgets, ecosystem stability is highly rated. Forests that are robust against disturbances
up to a certain degree of severity are better suited for national carbon pools than stands of maximum
productivity with a high risk of damages (Jandl et al., 2007).
Different analyses of national or local forest systems reveal that cessation of forest management in
productive forests would yield much lower mitigation effects than those provided by the substitution
effect of the currently harvested wood (SFC, 2010).
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ABSTRACT
Feasibility studies have gained importance with increment in wind energy investments on both
global and local scale. The Global Wind Atlas (GWA) is also getting important day by day because
it helps to feasibility studies and provides preliminary information for the investment area. Although
large-scale investments need a more detailed and costly study, preliminary information can be
collected by utilizing numerical wind atlases such as GWA developed by Technical University of
Denmark. Reliability and accuracy of the GWA have been tested in many areas around the world
before it was published. In this study, accuracy of GWA for Turkey was examined by the help of
data that were collected from three meteorological masts (met. masts) at different heights, which
vary between 80m and 86m. WAsP 12.2 software based upon Wind Atlas Methodology was used as
a modelling tool. Wind atlases, which were generated from in-situ measurements, were compared
with GWA derived results for the 5 km x 5 km envelope around the met. mast location. Comparison
at different heights includes wind speed, Weibull parameters (A, k) parameters and power density
values. Results show good correlation (mostly R2 > 90%) for the wind speed, Weibull scale
parameter (A) and power density while it has clear diversion from the measured Weibull shape
parameter (k). This study has a great importance for both large and small investors to make right
decision and safe investment on wind energy.
Keywords: Global Wind Atlas, Validation, Turkey
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important stages for a feasible wind farm project is to determine wind potential
accurately in the area of interest. Conventional wind measurement techniques can be used for this
purpose. The most well-known technique is to install meteorological mast (met. mast) at an
appropriate point in the investment area. Apart from this, both SoDAR and LiDAR remote sensing
techniques are also practical and common way to measure wind characteristic. However, all
measurement techniques cause additional costs for the investment. Unlike measurement techniques,
modelling large areas (such as region, country, continent etc.) based upon numerical wind atlas
method is the most preferred way in order to make rough estimation of wind potential of the
investment area. Numerical wind atlases not only save time for the investment but also help to
determine the point of the met mast that must be installed before the feasibility study.
There are many studies regarding numerical wind atlases on both global and local scale. The
European Wind Atlas (1989:Troen and Petersen), The Russian Wind Atlas(2000:Starkov et al.), The
Wind Atlas for Egypt(2006:Mortensen et al.), Finnish Wind Atlas(2013: Tammelin et al.), Wind
Atlas of South Africa(2015:Hahmann et al.), The Global Wind Atlas (2015-2018 and
2019:Mortensen et al.) are some of the important studies. Atlas validation can usually be performed
by the help of data that are collected from met. masts. In addition to met. masts, it is possible to
validate the atlases by means of many various methods. For instance, accuracy of the Wind Atlas for
Egypt was tried to be tested by using more than 30 measurement points (Mortensen et al., 2006). 17
different meteorological stations were used for accuracy test of the Wind Atlas of South Africa
(Hahmann et al., 2015). The wind atlas produced for Finland has been validated with more than 20
different locations (Tammelin et al., 2013).
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Global Wind Atlas produced for the whole world has been validated at 43 different points
(Mortensen et al., 2017). Although the wind atlases are validated at many locations before they are
published, accuracy of the atlases will vary from region to region. In short, the accuracy will change
at both different heights and different topography. In this study, accuracy of the GWA were
compared against at different heights by utilizing three different met. masts from Turkey. The met.
mast locations have the most common wind farm characteristics of Turkey.
SITE DESCRIPTION AND DATASETS
For the validation of the GWA, the met masts that are located at three different regions were used in
this study. The met masts were selected from the Marmara, Aegean, and Mediterranean Region,
respectively because more than 70% of wind energy investments are taken part in these regions. The
met masts that are included in this study are called as Met Mast-1, Met Mast-2 and Met Mast-3,
respectively. The general information regard to the met masts are given in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Meteorological Masts Information

Altitude
Measurement
Height
Measurement Duration
RIX1

Marmara Region
(Met Mast-1)
340 m
86 m

Aegean Region
(Met Mast-2)
1053 m

Mediterranean Region
(Met Mast-3)
1640 m

80 m

86 m

1 year, 100% recovery 1 year, 100% recovery 1 year, 100% recovery
rate
rate
rate
9.2%
42.7%
3.8%
Semi-Complex Terrain
Complex Terrain
Flat Terrain

In addition to wind data obtained from the met masts, topographical data were also used in the study.
Working areas of 5km x 5km were designated by selecting the met masts as a centre point. Through
WAsP Map Editor software, elevation and roughness maps used in the GWA were downloaded for
the designated areas and used without any changes. These maps are required for both collecting
terrain information and formation of wind atlases in WAsP model.
Met Mast-1, one of the met masts included in the study, is located at 340 meters above sea level in
the Marmara Region. Wind speed and direction data were collected from measurement devices
located at 86 meters on the met mast. One-year measurement data without any losses were included
in the study. There are no settlement areas around the Met Mast-1 site and minimum and maximum
roughness values within the working area are 0.005 meters and 1.5 meters, respectively. Minimum
and maximum altitude are 0 meter (sea level) and 400 meters, respectively. Depending upon
topography map, Ruggedness Index (RIX) value of Met Mast-1 site was calculated as 9.2%. If this
value is more than 5%, the complexity of the site increases.
Other met mast from Aegean region, known as Met Mast-2, is located at 1054 m above sea level.
Wind speed and direction data were collected by utilizing measurement devices at 80m on the met
mast. One-year measurement data that has 100% recovery rate has been selected. There are no major
obstacles except scrubs with natural vegetation in the vicinity of the Met Mast-2 site. Along the site,
roughnesvalues vary between the range of 0.05 meters and 1.5 meters, while elevation values vary
from 100 meters to 1380 meters as the minimum and maximum, respectively. To investigate
complexity of the site, RIX was used and calculated as 42.7%. According to the value, the site can
be considered as complex area.
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Met Mast-3, another met mast from Mediterranean Region, is located at 1640 m above the sea level.
Like Met Mast-1 and Met Mast-2, one-year measurement data including wind speed and direction at
86 meters with 100% recovery rate were used in the study. Met Mast-3 site is covered by bare land
without any major obstacles. Roughness values of the site vary between the range of 0.005 meters
and 1.5 meters, while minimum and maximum elevation values are 280 meters and 1640 meters,
respectively. RIX was calculated as 3.8%, which is lower in comparison to Met Mast-1 and Met
Mast-2 site. It shows that the site cannot be considered as a complex area.
METHODOLOGY AND CALCULATIONS
Four different methods were applied to test accuracy of GWA in the literature (Mortensen et al.,
2017). In this study, wind atlases were generated by utilizing met mast data and nearest GWA data
to the met masts. Wind atlases were compared based on wind speed, Weibull parameters (A, k) and
power density. Equations regarding Weibull parameters and power density is given in Eqs. (1) – (2)
below (Url 1-2).

Ԑ

h

(1)

v= the wind speed (m/s), k= the Weibull shape factor (unitless), A= the Weibull scale parameter
(m/s).
(2)
P= power density (W/m2), ρ= the air density (kg/m3), A= swept area (m2), v= the wind speed (m/s).

Figure 1. Grid calculations. 5x5 km2 working area are designated by considering the met mast as a
centre point. The area is divided into grids as 50x50 m.
First, generalized wind climate is created with the data from the met masts by the help of WAsP 12.2
model. Then, closest point to the met masts are selected to download generalized wind climate from
GWA. After roughness and elevation maps are added in the model, generalized wind climates
depending upon the met mast and GWA are used to generate the wind atlases at 15m, 100m and also
measurement heights (80m, 86m). Studies are carried out in 5 km x 5 km working area in 50 m
resolution, which means 10000 nodes in total (Figure 1). Finally, linear equations and R-squared
values are calculated by comparing the wind atlases. The data on the graphics were normalized
depending on average value of the datasets used.
There are 4 km distances between the Met Mast-1 and the nearest point of GWA to the Met Mast-1.
Wind atlases are created by means of the Met Mast-1 and GWA at the heights of 15 meters, 86
meters (measurement height), and 100 meters. The atlases are compared regarding wind speed,
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Weibull parameters and power density. Relationship between the mentioned parameters above is
shown in Figure 2-3-4. The figures belong to wind atlases that are created at 15 meters, 86 meters
and 100 meters, respectively.

Figure 2. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 15 m (Met Mast-1)

Figure 3. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 86 m (measurement height) (Met Mast-1)
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Figure 4. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 100 m (Met Mast-1)
Similar methodology was applied to the Met Mast-2 and Met Mast-3 and generated wind atlases at
different heights were compared based on wind speed, Weibull parameters, power density. While
wind atlases were generated at the height of 15m, 80m (measurement height) and 100m for the Met
Mast-2 located in Aegean Region, the atlases at the height of 15m, 86m (measurement height) and
100m were generated for the Met Mast-3 located in Mediterranean Region. The distance was
calculated as 3.78 km between the Met Mast-2 and the nearest point of GWA to the met mast, while
this distance was calculated as 4.05 km for the Met Mast-3. Results regarding Met Mast-2 and Met
Mast-3 were shared in Figure 5-6-7 and Figure 8-9-10, respectively.

Figure 5. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 15 m (Met Mast-2)
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Figure 6. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 80 m (measurement height) (Met Mast-2)

Figure 7. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 100 m (Met Mast-2)
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Figure 8. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 15 m (Met Mast-3)

Figure 9. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 86 m (measurement height) (Met Mast-3)
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Figure 10. Comparison of wind atlases generated at 100 m (Met Mast-3)
According to graphs belonging to three different sites, wind speed, Weibull A parameter and power
density have a good correlation in general, however, the correlation for the Weibull k parameter is highly
lower in comparison to other parameters.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the accuracy of the GWA was tested by using three met masts from three different sites
in Turkey. Each site has different topography, which means that they have different RIX values. The
sites can be sorted based on complexity of the site in descending order; Met Mast-2 from Aegean
Region, Met Mast-1 from Marmara Region and Met Mast-3 from Mediterranean Region. Met Mast2 site has the highest RIX value, which indicates the complex area. Therefore, results for Met Mast-2
are more incompatible in comparison to other sites. Results of the whole study are given in Table 2
in detail. The Weibull k parameter has weak correlation and its inconsistency is clearly observed at
almost all sites and heights. Although Met Mast-3 site has lowest complexity, Weibull k parameter
does not have good correlation at all heights. Unlike Weibull k parameter, wind speed, Weibull A
parameter and power density have higher R-squared values in Met Mast-3 site, which are more than
97%. However, R-squared values will decrease such as Met Mast-2 site, when complexity of the site
increases. The main reason of this decline can be directly related to complexity of the site.
Accordingly, we can say that GWA is quite consistent in sites where the topography is not complex.
The study can be repeated with more met masts because this will give more information about
reliability of the GWA. After all, small investors on wind energy can easily benefit from the GWA
in feasibility studies by taking site conditions into consideration.
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Table 2. Comparison of wind atlases at selected height (15 m, 100 m and measurement height)
U [m/s]

Met
z [m]
Slope
Masts

1

2

3

A [m/s]
Offset

R2

Slope

k [-]
Offset

0.936 1.2286 0.0218

R2

Slope

0.938 1.0839

Power Density [W/m2]
Offset

R2

Slope

Offset

R2

15

1.2267 0.0174

-0.0089 0.814 1.8393 -0.0566 0.882

86

1.0981 -0.0237 0.927 1.0965 -0.0231 0.932 0.2200

0.7539

0.026 1.3399 -0.0538 0.817

100

1.0682 -0.0006 0.928 1.0669 0.0002

0.932 0.1573

0.8278

0.013 1.2628 -0.0191 0.805

15

1.3228 0.0952

0.742 1.3496 0.0866

0.758 0.5942

0.5277

0.257 2.6284 0.0902

0.466

80

1.0475 0.1166

0.735 1.0467 0.1156

0.750 0.0353

0.9401

0.003 1.5239 0.1599

0.546

100

1.0274 0.1368

0.723 1.0262 0.1375

0.737 0.0682

0.9223

0.010 1.4691 0.1709

0.546

15

1.1144 0.0022

0.972 1.1194 0.0002

0.968 0.3645

0.7478

0.034 1.2560 -0.0097 0.998

86

0.9136 0.0032

0.979 0.9131 0.0033

0.977 -0.0737 1.0183

0.003 0.8029 0.0092

0.998

100

0.9024 0.0046

0.979 0.9018 0.0049

0.977 -0.1233 1.0597

0.009 0.7810 0.0107

0.998
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ABSTRACT
Due to the importance and role of the low level jets in the formation of dust storms, the aim of this study is
simulation of low level jet and pm10 by different planetury boundary layer schemes of the WRF-Chem
model. For this purpose, the dust event that occurred in Ahvaz city was selected on march 14, 2012, and
the synoptic structure and wind field of this event have been analyzed using ERA-Interim data in a spatial
resolution of 0.75°. In this simulation, six local and non-local schemes have been used (ACM, Bo, YSU,
MYNN, MYJ, UW). The result shows the wind profile at the Ahwaz has the condition of jet formation. In
the low-level jet simulation with WRF-Chem model, the results show that all of the boundary layer
schemes have estimated the planetary boundary layer height less than ERA_Interim data, but the jet
characteristics, such as wind speed, show a negative and positive shear have estimated more than it. In this
way, all schemes simulated jet stronger than ERA_Interim. 10meter wind speed during the night is
particularly important information of dust, the MYN scheme during the night provides the lowest 10meter
wind speed and pm10. Therefore, MYN scheme is determined as the most suitable scheme for the surface
dust simulation. Finally, all of the schemes have estimated the pm10 concentration more than observation.
Key words: Dust, Low level jet, PBL schemes, WRF_Chem model
INTRODUCTION
The development of the horizontal pressure gradient between two atmospheric systems (low pressure and
high pressure) is observed in the formation of all dust storms (Tsai et al., 2008; Barkan and Alpert, 2010).
This increases the wind speed and, in turn, leads to the development of the low-level jet (Xu et al., 2004)
which is abbreviated to LLJ. The low-level jets are defined as the maximum wind speed at the lower
atmospheric layers (below 3000 m) with the minimum horizontal wind speed of 12 m/s (Blackadar, 1957;
Hoecker, 1963; Bass et al., 2009). They play a key role in the formation of dust storms in the arid and
semi-arid regions (Knippertz, 2008; Schepanski et al., 2009; Fiedler et al., 2013; Heiold et al., 2013; Allen
and Washington, 2014).
The strength, maximum wind speed and height of the jet are the main features that greatly influence on
the intensity and occurrence time of dust formation. The wind speed in the jet axis is of particular
importance and plays an effective role in the horizontal transfer of dust to the distant areas. The wind
speed threshold at the LLJ core for the dust emission has been determined more than 16 m/s (Fiedler et al.,
2013).
Wind shear is another criterion for determining the jets (Bonner, 1968; Fiedler et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,
2006; Stensrud, 1996; Anderas, 2000). The difference between the surface wind speed and the maximum
wind speed is considered as the positive wind shear. The difference between the maximum and minimum
wind speed at higher altitudes is the negative shear and is introduced as the LLJ strength (e.g., Bonner,
1968; Whiteman et al., 1997; Baas et al., 2009; Mäkiranta et al., 2011; Tuononen et al., 2015; Stull, 1988;
Andreas et al., 2000).
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The transfer of momentum from the LLJ to the surface leads to the increase in the surface wind speed
(Washington and Todd, 2005; Knippertz, 2008) that plays a very important role in dust emission. If the
wind speed in a region with the dry soil and sparse vegetation is higher than the threshold level, the dust
particles are released into the atmosphere (Chen et al., 2013; Lu and Shao, 1999; Tegen, 2013). If the
surface wind speed reaches more than 7 m/s, the conditions are provided for the raising of dust (Allen and
Washington, 2014; Pokharel and Kaplan, 2017).
Due to the recent activation of local dust sources in Iran, the role of LLJ in the increase of the 10m wind
speed has become important. In this research, the low-level jet and 10m wind speed were simulated by
different boundary layer schemes for the local dust of Khuzestan province on March 14, 2012.
AREA of STUDY
Khuzestan Province is a plain region located at the end of the Zagros mountain range and in the southwest
of Iran (Fig.1). There has been an increase in local dusty storms in recent years. The Ahvaz is the capital
of Khuzestan Province (Fig. 1) and has the strongest local dust.

Figure 1. Location of Khuzestan province and Ahvaz station
DATA AND METHODS
The occurrence of dust on March 14 can be seen in the MODIS satellite image (Fig. 2a), which covered
some parts of Iran, Iraq, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The horizontal visibility from 03 to 09 UTC on March
14 was decreased from 7000 to 1000 m, and the code 07 was reported as the present weather during this
period (Fig. 2b), and hence, it was considered as local dust.

A

B

Figure 2. A) MODIS satellite image; B) time series of horizontal visibility on March 14, 2012

The sea pressure level, 500hPa geopotential height, and 925hPa wind field were utilized for analyzing the
synoptic structure. The role of low-level jet by the vertical wind profile during the hours 00, 06, 12 and 18
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UTC was investigated. The data from the ERA-Interim, abbreviated as ERA_I, was extracted for the
spatial resolution of 0.75° and the 6-hour temporal resolution. The same data was used as initial condition
of the model.
The WRF_Chem model version 3.9.1 was used for the dust simulation. Table (1) presents the
configuration of the physical schemes used in this simulation. A total of six different runs was performed
with the YSU, MYJ, MYNN2.5, ACM2, BouLac, and UW boundary layer schemes. The Eta-similarity
surface layer scheme was selected in the scheme MYJ and in the other five cases, the MM5 surface layer
was selected. Each run of the model is designated by the abbreviations of every boundary layer scheme as
YSU, MYJ, MYN, ACM, BO, UW, followed by the expression.
For the comparison and verification of the output at the surface level, the observation data on 10m wind
speed and PM10 was used, but high atmosphere data, including the wind profile and boundary layer
height were not available, and therefore, the results of the model were compared with the original ERA_I
data.
Table 1. Configuration of WRF_Chem model
Planetary boundary layer

PBL
YSU
MYN

Surface layer
Scheme
MM5 similarity
MM5 similarity

ACM

MM5 similarity

Dust emission
Microphysics

GOCART
Lin

Long wave
radiation
Short wave
radiation
Surface physics

RRTM scheme

Yonsei university scheme (YSU)
Mellor-Yamada Nakasishi Niino
(MYNN 2.5)
Asymmetric convection model2 (ACM2)

Dudhia

Bougeault-Lacarrere scheme (BouLac)

BO

MM5 similarity

Noah Land
Surface Model
Kaim-Fritsch

University of Washington (UW)

UW

MM5 similarity

Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ)

MYJ

Eta similarity

Cumulus

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 3, a 1010-hPa low pressure is seen in southeastern Iraq and a 1020-hPa high pressure in southern
Iran. In between, the gradient of pressure is formed, leading to an increase in the wind speed (hashed). At
925 level, the south and southeast winds with the speed of 18 m/s formed in Khuzestan province are the
result of the pressure gradient. Ahvaz coincides with the maximum wind speed (grreen circle). In the
following, the characteristics of low-level jet are explored at Ahvaz station.

Figure 3. Sea surface pressure in hPa (black), geopotential height in gpm (red line) at 500 hPa, speed
(hashed) and wind direction (arrow) at 925 hPa, 06 UTC, March 14, 2012
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Low-level jet criteria
At 00 UTC on March 14, the maximum wind speed was determined by the boundary layer schemes at the
950 hPa except for BO, which was consistent with the original ERA_I data (Fig. 4a). The wind speed at
the nose of the LLJ (925 hPa) was 16.07 m/s at ERA_I, but the wind speed was estimated to be higher in
all the schemes (Fig. 4a), so that Bo with 18.92 m/s had the lowest value and UW with 23.9 m/s had the
most difference with ERA_I (Table 2). Given that the wind speed threshold of LLJ nose for the raising of
dust in previous studies was determined as 16 m/s (Fiedler et al., 2013), the wind speed of ERA_I data and
model output by all the schemes is higher than the threshold level and hence the dust emission conditions
are provided.
The negative wind shear was calculated in ERA_I and all boundary layer schemes. All values exceeded
the threshold of -1.8 and its value was estimated higher by all schemes than ERA_I data (Table 2).
Therefore, at 00 UTC, all boundary layer schemes estimated the wind strength and wind speed in the jet
nose higher than the ERA_I (Fig. 4a). Among the six schemes, BO had the lowest wind speed difference,
positive and negative wind shear compared to ERA_I and had a profile different from other five schemes.
At 06 UTC, the simulated LLJ height by the model was 950 hPa and no increase in height rathet than to
00 UTC, while at 06 UTC, the ERA_I data showed the maximum wind speed at 900 hPa level. In this way,
the LLJ nose level was not determined same as the ERA_I data.
The maximum wind speed was also determined by all schemes more than ERA_I (Fig. 4b and Table 2).
The maximum wind speed in the LLJ nose was by MYJ, and BO had the least difference to the ERA_I.
The positive and negative wind shears indicated the presence of stronger low-level jet up to this time.
However, the height of wind speed reduction is lower than of the ERA_I.

A

B

Figure 4. Wind profile shear by different boundary layer schemes and ERA_I, A) at 00 UTC, B) at 06
UTC on March 14
The model showed the same LLJ nose level at 00 UTC and 06 UTC, while in the ERA_I, the it’s level
was in higher. By comparing 00 and 6 UTC, the maximum wind speed increased in the ERA_I from 00
UTC to 06 UTC. It was increased in both BO and MYJ schemes and was decreased by other schemes. The
positive and negative wind shear by all model schemes and ERA_I indicated the weakened LLJ at 06
relative to 00 UTC. In this way, at 00 UTC, the LLJ level was similar to the ERA_I data, but the speed,
positive and negative wind shears were different, inhence stronger LLJ were achieved. At 06 UTC, the
same results were confirmed, with only the difference in the height of LLJ nose and decreasing wind
speed. In the ERA_I and the model outputs, the weakened LLJ was observed from 00 to 06 UTC.
Scheme BO at 00 and 6 UTC had the lowest wind speed, negative and positive shear compared to other
schemes and was closer to the ERA_I data. The MYJ and BO schemes had more distinct differences in the
LLJ characteristics compared to other schemes.
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Table 2. Low-level jet characteristics, 14 March,2012

Hour
00(UTC)

06(UTC)

ACM

BO

MYN

MYJ

UW

YSU

ERA_I

max-wi

21.89

18.92

22.67

21.63

23.59

21.96

16.07

level

950

925

950

950

950

950

950

v+

16.28

10.87

19.00

16.00

18.56

17.15

9.14

v-

-11.13

-9.33

-12.43

-10.58

-12.79

-10.84

-4.83

level

950-775

925-775

950-775

950-775

950-825

950-775

950-775

ACM

BO

MYN

MYJ

UW

YSU

ERA_I

max-wi

20.76

20.23

22.00

23.26

22.82

20.80

17.51

level

950.00

950.00

950.00

950.00

950.00

950.00

900.00

v+

10.30

8.38

11.42

11.41

11.84

10.27

8.68

v-

-6.16

-4.51

-5.93

-10.04

-9.22

-6.46

-3.58

level

950-875

950-875

950-875

950-875

950-900

950-875

900-775

After analyzing the low-level jet, the verification of 10m wind speed and PM10 were performed. The
correlation coefficient of the observational 10m wind speed and all the schemes was more than 0.5 and a
good correlation was obtained. The MYN and MYJ schemes had the highest determination coefficient
  of 0.84 and 0.85, and BO had the lowest coefficient of 0.61 (Table 3).
Table 3. Correlation coefficient of 10m wind speed, pm10 and model outputs
ACM

BO

MYN

MYJ

UW

YSU

Wind

0.73

0.61

0.84

0.85

0.78

0.79

Pm10-COR

0.50

0.37

0.67

0.55

0.63

0.51

Figure 5. 24-hour variations of 10m wind speed (m/s), observations, ERA_I and output of six boundary
layer schemes in Ahvaz on March 14, 2012
The correlation coefficient shows the correlation between the model output and the observation data
during March 14, but does not provide any information at the time variations and data fluctuations. For
this purpose, the time variation was investigated for the 10m wind speed (Fig. 5). The 10m wind speed
during the day and within 03-12 UTC was nearly comparable in all the schemes. However, at 12 UTC, the
MYJ scheme determined the maximum wind more than other schemes close to the observations (Fig. 5).
During the night hours, the MYN scheme showed the lowest 10m wind speed and the BO showed the
highest one compared to the observation data. Although scheme BO had the highest coordination in the
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lower atmosphere layers and the wind profile with the ERA_I data at 00 and 06 UTC on March 14, it
estimated the 10m wind speed at night much different from other schemes and the observation data.

Figure 6. 24-hour variations of pm10 surface observation and output of six boundary layer schemes in
Ahvaz on March 14, 2012
The increase of PM10 indicates the dust increase and leads to the reduced horizontal visibility. Therefore,
this horizontal visibility and the observational PM10 were used to verify the dust (Fig. 6). On March 14,
2012, the time variations of horizontal visibility were matched with the observational PM10, and had the
correlation coefficient of -0.89.
The correlation coefficient between the observation and the model, except for the BO, was obtained more
than 0.5. The PM10 obtained by all schemes had a concentration more than the observation data, but the
variations and fluctuations were similar throughout the day (Fig. 5).
Among all the schemes, MYJ estimated the concentration very different from other schemes. MYN had
the lowest PM10 during the night and BO had the highest concentration throughout the day.
The MYJ scheme estimated the 10m wind speed and the PM10 concentration more than other schemes
during the day, although the maximum 10m wind speed is consistent with the observation data. The 24hour variations of wind speed seem to have more importance in the correct estimation of local dust,
especially during the night. As a result, the MYJ scheme led to an incorrect estimate of PM10. The MYN
scheme also determined the lowest 10m wind speed at night the best PM10 concentration.
CONCLUSION
The south and southwest wind of the 925 hPa level was blown with the speed of 18 m/s between two lowpressure systems in southeastern Iraq and southern Iran. According to Fiedler et al. 2013, the wind speed
is 2 units higher than the limit of 16 m/s for the formation of dust.
The wind profile in Ahvaz located in the maximum wind axis showed the low-level jet characteristics at
00 and 06 UTC. The positive wind shear led to the increase in the 10m wind speed, which resulted in the
formation of local dust in Ahvaz.
All boundary layer schemes of the LLJ characteristics such as wind speed, height, negative and positive
wind shear were estimated more than ERA_I. The LLJ height at 06 UTC was estimated by the model less
than ERA_I. Therefore, all the schemes simulated the LLJ stronger and at a lower height than ERA_I.
Since it is a local dust, the 10m wind speed has the greatest effect on the dust occurrence. The MYN
scheme has the best correlation coefficient with the 10m wind data observation, and estimated the lowest
10m wind speed and the lowest PM10 during the night. Also, the estimation of 10m wind speed during the
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night was most consistent with the MYN observation data in terms of time, although it was different from
the ERA_I data in the LLJ characteristics.
The LLJ characteristics in the scheme BO at 00 and 06 UTC had the closest results to the ERA_I data, but
had the worst results of simulating the PM10 and 10m wind speed. In this scheme, the LLJ was weaker
and at a higher height than other schemes.
Considering that the 10m wind and observational PM10 were most consistent with the results of the MYN
scheme, and the it’s characteristics with the scheme BO were more consistent with the ERA_I data, it
seems that the ERA_I data would estimate the weaker LLJ than reality.
In general, all the schemes showed the pm10 surface concentration more than the observational pm10.
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ABSTRACT
The global mean temperature has increased around 0.85°C within last century with respect to preindustrial times, it reached to 1°C by 2017, and it is expected to rise even if stringent measures are taken
to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions. Global climate change is likely to have a significant impact on the
moisture balance of the Mediterranean Basin. In this study, the variations of reference evapotranspiration
(ET0) over Turkey till 2100 under RCP8.5 scenario are investigated. The high resolution regional climate
model projections over Turkey are used to estimate the reference evapotranspiration for the historical and
future periods. The temperature, wind speed, relative humidity and solar radiation are used to calculate the
reference evapotranspiration by using Penman-Monteith method for the periods of 1970-2000, 2019-39,
2040-69 and 2070-99. The past and future reference evapotranspiration are compared and also the
seasonal and annual variations over two selected agricultural basins of Turkey are examined. By
comparing the monthly total precipitation and ET0 values, the drought status of the region is also
investigated. The results indicate that temperature and specific humidity values increase in the reference
and in the future periods. There is a decrease in the amount of precipitation in general except Black Sea
region. The changes in ET0 are the highest in Southeastern Anatolia especially in summer months and the
lowest during winter in the Eastern Black Sea region till 2100. This shows that in the future, drought will
be a significant treat on the southern parts of Turkey and shape the agricultural productivity.
Keywords: Reference Evapotranspiration, Penman-Monteith, Turkey, Climate Change, RCP8.5, RegCM
INTRODUCTION
The effects of climate change on the world become more pronounced within the last few decades.
According to Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), global
average temperature has risen 0.85°C for the last century compared to the pre-industrial period, reached to
1°C by 2017, and it is expected to rise steadily even if the strict measures taken to control the greenhouse
gas emissions. In addition, the last report concludes that the anthropogenic causes have very likely to be
responsible at least half of the temperature increase within the last fifty years (IPCC, 2013; Allen et
al.,2018). On the other hand, there are significant regional and seasonal differences on the rate of
temperature increase over the globe. The Mediterranean basin is one of the most responsive regions to the
climate change (Giorgi, 2006) and the average temperatures have been already approximately 1.4°C
higher than the historical period which is well above the global rate of temperature change. Moreover, the
changes of water cycle characteristics lead to drier conditions in the Mediterranean basin enhancing
current water deficiencies and causing loss in agricultural productivity, particularly in southern countries
(Mariotti et al., 2008). As being one of the Mediterranean basin country, Turkey faces stronger impacts of
climate change. Hence, frequent exposure to heat waves, floods, droughts, fires etc. is expected in the
future because of the combined effect of the progressive precipitation decrease and temperature increase.
Evapotranspiration is a main component of the water and energy cycle, and the increasing temperature,
radiation and wind speeds will result in a substantial change in evapotranspiration due to global warming.
A better understanding of the change in evapotranspiration is critical for management of water resources
and agricultural activities in arid and semi-arid regions. Hence, estimation of how evapotranspiration will
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change under current and future climatic conditions is important for calculating the water demand and
determining water consumption in agricultural areas, and it has a great economic importance. Therefore,
in recent decades, numerous studies carried out to estimate the tendency of reference evapotranspiration
for the current and future climates (Abtew et al. 2011., Irmak et al., 2012, Croitoru et al., 2013, Montero et
al., 2018, Nistor et al., 2018). The aim of the present study is to explore the spatial and temporal variations
of reference evapotranspiration for present and future climate over Turkey using high resolution regional
climate model output under RCP8.5 scenario, and to analyze the variations for two agricultural basins of
Turkey, Central Anatolia and Euphrates agricultural basins. Although the different aspects of ET are
studied by several papers, this work is the first study which explore reference evapotranspiration
variability over Turkey using high resolution climate projections.
METHODOLOGY
Evapotranspiration is an important part of the hydrological cycle and it defines the water exchanges
between the surface and the atmosphere. The water is transferred from the land and water to the
atmosphere by evaporation and from plants by transpiration. Therefore, evapotranspiration is the
combined term for the processes of evaporation and transpiration. The reference evapotranspiration (ET0)
is the estimation of the evapotranspiration over a hypothetical surface covered by well-watered grass with
uniform height. The hypothetical reference crop has a uniform height of 0.12 m, a fixed surface resistance
of 70 s m-1 and an albedo of 0.23 (Jensen et al., 1990). Since the measurement is difficult and expensive.,
it is generally calculated quantity by using meteorological observations. There are many methods
proposed to calculate the reference evapotranspiration at different levels of detail in the literature. The
potential use of these methods depends on the availability of necessary meteorological parameters.
Montero et al., (2018) compared performance of Penman-Monteith, Hargreaves, Thornwaite and Blaney
Criddle methods for the estimation of evapotranspiration from station and satellite observations in
Colombia. The best result was obtained from the model using Penman-Monteith. Besides, many studies
conducted around the world reveal that the most accurate method is Penman-Monteith.
Here, ET0 is calculated by using Penman-Monteith method. It combines both the energy and mass
balances over open water surfaces. It is modified by many researchers to represent the cropped surfaces
with resistance factors. It requires number of meteorological variables such as solar radiation, temperature,
humidity and wind speed, as shown in Eq. (1) below. The data are obtained from high resolution regional
climate model simulations for the current and future periods of 1970 – 2000 and 2019-2099, respectively.
Following Allen et al., (1998), the Penman –Monteith method for ET0 is expressed as:

ET0 =

0.408∆ Rn−G +γ

900
u (e −e )
T+273 2 s a

∆+γ(1+0.34u2)

(1)

where
ET0 reference evapotranspiration [mm/day],

ea actual vapour pressure [kPa],

Rn net radiation at the crop surface [MJ/m2day],

es- ea saturation vapour pressure deficit [kPa],

G soil heat flux density [MJ/m2day],

Δ slope vapour pressure curve [kPa/°C],

T air temperature at 2 m height [°C],

γ psychrometric constant [kPa/°C]

u2 wind speed at 2 m height [m/s],
es saturation vapor pressure [kPa],
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DATA
Regional climate models are used to obtain detailed information about climate of a particular region
and has been used to downscale global climate simulations in many parts of the world. RegCM
includes hydrostatic, compressible, and terrain-following σ-coordinate system. The RegCM regional
climate model originally developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research at NCAR has
been continuously developed in the ICTP ESP Ground System Physics department (Giorgi; et al.,
1993). In areas of complex topography, such as Turkey, working in a higher resolution is necessary to
encounter the interactions between atmosphere and terrain. RegCM simulation outputs used here are
obtained through the project of “Effect of climate change on Water Resources of Turkey”. These
simulations are obtained by downscaling Earth System Model MPI-ESM-MR (Max Planck Institute –
Earth System Model - Medium Resolution) simulations (Giorgetta et al., 2013) to 10 km resolution
over Turkey. MPI-ESM-MR simulations were dynamically downscaled on the region shown in Figure
3-1 first at 50 km resolution (large region) and then at 10 km resolution (selected region). This study
uses simulation data on the region with the smallest resolution of 10 km. The downscaling period
covers the historical period between 1970 and 2000, and also future periods 2015-2100. Future
simulations consider the RCP8.5 emission scenario. RCP8.5 scenario assumes that the radiative
forcing due to the anthropogenic changes reaches to 8.5 W/m2 by 2100. Model performance are
discussed in SGYM (2016). In general, RegCM produces colder and wetter climate over Turkey. In
this study, the daily temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, solar radiation of these simulations are
used to calculate the reference evapotranspiration by using Penman-Monteith method for the periods
of 1970-2000, 2019-39, 2040-69 and 2070-99.

Figure 1. Regional model study areas and topography (the outer area corresponds to 50 km resolution
and the inner area corresponds to 10 km resolution) (SGYM, 2016).
RESULTS
Reference Evapotranspiration Changes Over Turkey
ET0 is calculated by using Penman-Monteith method from the data obtained from high resolution
regional climate model simulations for the current and future periods of 1970 – 2000 and 2019-2099,
respectively. The distributions of the ET0 for reference period with 10-year intervals are presented in
Figure 2 to demonstrate that ET0 changed even within the last couple of decades. In the reference
period, more than 1000 mm ET0 values were estimated for the central Anatolia and southern latitudes
of Turkey. However, these values increase up to 1500 mm in the future periods (Figure 3). Generally,
there is an increasing trend in ET0.
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Figure 2. Reference evapotranspiration values (mm) for 1970-2000 reference period.

Figure 3. Reference evapotranspiration values (mm) for 2019-2099 future period.
When the difference between future and reference periods is examined, it is seen that ET0 increases
gradually with respect to reference period (Figure 4). In the Black Sea Region, the difference around
80 mm reaches to 200 mm after 2070. In Southeast Anatolia and the Aegean regions of Turkey, where
the changes are higher compared to other regions, the differences exceed 360 mm at the end of the
century. In the eastern part of the country, ET0 is expected to rise about 15% after 2019, this ratio
reached 25% after 2040 and 30% after 2070.

Figure 4. Reference evapotranspiration differences between future period (2019-2099) and reference
(1970-2000) period.
In order to investigate the water balance, monthly reference evapotranspiration is compared with
monthly total precipitation values for whole Turkey so that loss and gain amounts can be examined
together. In Figure 5 and Figure 6, blue regions show the precipitation exceeds the evapotranspiration
whereas red regions indicate higher amount of evapotranspiration compared to precipitation, which
points out water deficit. It is seen from Figure 5 that monthly total ET0 is more than total precipitation
between April and November. Maximum ET0 with approximately 350 mm occurs in July. Maximum
precipitation occurs in January between 1970-1979 and 1990-2000 and is around 100 mm, between
1980-1989 in December and about 120 mm.
The future period is examined as periods of 2019-2039, 2040-2069 and 2070-2099. The maximum
ET0 in the first period is 360 mm, while it reaches approximately 400 mm after 2040 and 450 mm after
2070 because of the increasing temperatures and decreasing precipitation. At the beginning of the
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century, even though the soil moisture withdrawal starts in March-April, it gradually shifts to midFebruary at the end of the century. This shows that during the year, the months of precipitation
exceeding the amount of evaporation will decrease. In addition, precipitation, especially in the summer
months, is expected to decrease in the coming years with respect to the reference period.

Figure 5. Monthly changes of evapotranspiration and precipitation in the reference period; moist (blue)
and dry (red) periods.

Figure 6. Monthly changes of evapotranspiration and precipitation in the future period; moist (blue)
and dry (red) periods.
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Reference Evapotranspiration Changes for Central Anatolıa And Euphrates Agrıcultural Basins
We focus on the variations of ET0 over two agricultural basins, the Central Anatolian and the
Euphrates. The ET0 for the basins are expected to increase over the years. Especially in Central
Anatolia, ET0 differences are less than 100 m in the first future period, around 300 mm in the second
and exceeds 500 mm in the last period (Figure 7). For the Euphrates basin, 500-600 mm increments
are generally seen, but 700 mm and above are present in the south of the basin (Figure 8). Minimum
increases are like 400 mm for both basins. In Figure 9, monthly variations of ET0 and precipitation for
two agricultural basins are depicted for comparison. The results reveal that the amount of
evapotranspiration over Euphrates basin is higher than the Central Anatolia for each period. The
amount of precipitation is generally higher in Euphrates basin. However, for evapotranspiration,
especially in Central Anatolia after 2070, a change of approximately 30% is expected, for the
Euphrates basin is around 23%. The periods of dry periods are expected to prolong in the future for
both basins. At the same time, it is expected that precipitation amounts will decrease in wet season
compared to previous years.

Figure 7. Future ET0 differences from 1971-2000 period for Central Anatolia basin. from left to right
for 2019-2039, 2040-2069 and 2070-2099, respectively.

Figure 8. Future ET0 differences from 1971-2000 period for Euphrates basin. from left to right for
2019-2039, 2040-2069 and 2070-2099, respectively.
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Figure 9. Monthly evapotranspiration and precipitation changes for a) Central Anatolia basin, b)
Euphrates basin.
CONCLUSION
In this study, spatial and temporal variations of reference evapotranspiration (ET0) over Turkey are
examined under changing climate, which has crucial impacts on water resources and agricultural
activities in Mediterranean basin. The ET0 is calculated based on Penman-Monteith method that
requires several meteorological variables such as solar radiation, temperature, humidity and wind
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speed. These variables are taken from RegCM simulations covering the periods of 1970-2000
(reference) and 2019-2099 (future) under RCP8.5 scenario.
The distributions of the ET0 within reference period indicate that ET0 exceeds 1300 mm over western
and southern part of Turkey. Furthermore, this value evidently reaches to 2000 mm at the end of 21st
century and in some regions it is expected to increase up to 30%. Due to decreasing precipitation and
increasing temperatures, the amount of maximum ET0 increases gradually within the future periods
and exceeds 450 mm between 2070 and 2099. Moreover, the time period corresponding the amount of
evapotranspiration that is higher than the amount of precipitation will extend in the future. This cannot
meet water demand and lead to water deficit over almost whole Turkey. However, especially the
southern latitudes of Turkey are expected to be more vulnerable than the northern latitudes. Here, as
an example, the changes of ET0 over two agricultural basins, the Central Anatolian and the Euphrates
basins, are investigated with respect to reference period. The results show that there is at least 400 mm
increment of ET0 for both basins at the end of the 21st century. However, the changes over Euphrates
compared to Central Anatolian basin are more dramatic. On the contrary, rate of change after 2070 is
different.
As a result, ET0 values are expected to increase throughout the country. The simulations indicate that
there will be drought in the regions due to the prediction of increasing temperatures and decreasing
precipitation, excluding Eastern Black Sea region. The duration of dry periods is expected to prolong
in the future for both Central Anatolian and Euphrates basins. When it is considered that Turkey is an
agricultural country, drought will pose a major threat while reshaping agricultural activity.
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ABSTRACT
Climate change is an important issue that needs to be addressed because it poses a major threat to the
environment, society and economy. The climate change has larger impact on the urban areas since the
most of the world population lives in the cities. The urbanization rises the temperatures due to urban
heat island (UHI) effect. In addition, the city geometry and the built up structures which close the
ventilation corridors of the city, intensify the strength of the UHI, in turn, increase the frequency and
intensity of the heat waves. In this study, we investigate the changes in the UHI intensity over Istanbul
for different adopted land use patterns. Istanbul city climate is simulated for a typical summer day by
urban climate model with current and altered land use patterns. The model domain covers the built up
areas along Istanbul Bosphorus. The two sets of scenarios named as E and R are designed by changing
the land use pattern of Istanbul. E consists of four urbanization pattern scenarios at which urban areas
are expanded to cover the northern parts of Istanbul with increasing level of urbanizations. Buildings
with different heights and densities are placed around the highway connected to the 3rd Bridge on the
European part of the city. On the other hand, R scenario set consists of two scenarios at which highrise buildings are transformed into low-rise buildings and all buildings have been removed and
replaced with forestry. The wind and temperature fields over the city for each scenario simulations are
compared with the simulation representing the current situation. As a result, in the E-scenarios, the
temperatures increase around 4°C in urban areas while in the R scenarios, it decreases around 3-4°C
on the converted land use classes.
Keywords: Urban heat island, urban climate model, development scenarios, Istanbul
INTRODUCTION
30% of the world's population in 1950 lived in the cities, while this rate increased to 55% in 2018. It is
estimated that it will be 68% by 2050 (UNWUP, 2018). The increasing population in cities cause rapid
urbanization which elevates environmental problems or creates new ones. The phenomenon called as
urban heat island (UHI) is one of them (Oke, 1987; Magee, et al, 1999; Kim & Baik, 2005; Stewart,
2011). UHI has been considered as one of the major problems of the 21st century since it further raises
the climate change impact over the cities. Urban environments are usually warmer than surroundings
because urban materials absorb and store solar heat more than vegetated areas during day, emit more
longwave radiation during night, and also reduced convective heat removal due to roughness increase
temperature differences between urban and rural (Imhoff et al. 2010; Rajagopalan et al. 2014).
The population of Istanbul increase rapidly within 20 years. Consequently, the area occupied by urban
areas has almost doubled. The UHI intensity in Istanbul is estimated around 3°C (Ünal, et al, 2019).
This study focuses on the Bosphorus and the environment area which is highly urbanized. We model
the urban climate of Istanbul by using MUKLIMO_3 for today’s land use conditions along with two
different groups of urbanization and de-urbanization scenarios. We estimate the impact of each
secnario on the UHI intensity.
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DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The effect of land use changes on the UHI is examined using micro-scale urban climate model
MUKLIMO_3 which simulates the atmospheric temperature, humidity and wind field on a threedimensional model grid for ideal atmospheric conditions. (Bokva et al., 2015, Bilgin, 2006). The
model solves Navier-Stokes equations to simulate the atmospheric flow fields by generalizing the
stream function–vorticity method to three dimensions (Sievers 1995). The model is enhanced with
prognostic equations for atmospheric temperature and humidity, balanced heat and moisture budgets in
the soil (Sievers et al. 1983) and a sophisticated vegetation model (Siebert et al. 1992). The
calculations of short-wave irradiances at the ground level, the walls and the roof of buildings in an
environment with unresolved built-up areas are follows Sievers and Früh (2012). Above the lowest
atmospheric level, the model uses the Blackadar’s mixing length which is modified in presence of
buildings and trees. Even though the model takes into account the effects of cloud cover on radiation,
it does not include cloud processes, precipitation, horizontal runoff.
The land use data were obtained from Ünal et al. (2019) which combines three different data sets to
define the land use classes over Istanbul with 200 m resolution. The land use map for Istanbul has
twenty-five classes. The first 17 classes represent impervious surfaces and buildings, while the other
eight classes represent wooded areas, open areas and water areas (Ünal, et al, 2019). These land use
classes are shown in Table 1. In this study, 120 x 170 grid boxes with 200 m resolution were used as
the domain. The land use classes distribution and topography over the domain is shown in Figure 1.
Table 1. Land use classes that are prepared for Istanbul (based on Unal et al., 2018).

It simulates the limited area of the atmosphere. Therefore, initial and boundary conditions are required
to drive the model. In this study, temperature, relative humidity, zonal and meridional wind data
corresponding to 06 UTC time of ERA Interim re-analysis data between 2008-2017 were used to
obtain the average vertical atmospheric profile for summer season. Each profile data was interpolated
primarily against constant heights, and then both seasonal and annual average vertical profile values
were calculated for each meteorological variable. Figure 2 illustrates the average vertical profiles of
temperature, humidity and wind speed along with the one standard deviation below and above. We
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focused on the summer season because the intensity of UHI in Istanbul is stronger in summer than in
other seasons (Ünal et al., 2019).

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of a) Land use classes, and b) Topography, for study domain.

Figure 2. Average atmospheric profile for summer season for 2008-2017; temperature (K), relative
humidity (%) and wind (m / s) vertical profile graphs. The red and blue/yellow lines indicate the mean
and one standard deviation below/above from the mean, respectively.
SCENARIOS
The two sets of scenarios named as E and R are designed by changing the land use pattern of Istanbul
to estimate the micro climate response to land use change. E scenario set consists of four urbanization
pattern scenarios (E01, E02, E03 and E04).at which urban areas are expanded to cover the northern
parts of Istanbul with increasing level of urbanizations as shown on Figure 3 b-d. Buildings with
different heights and densities are placed around the highway connected to the 3rd Bridge on the
European part of the city (Figure 3e). On the other hand, R scenario set consists of two scenarios (R01
and R02) at which high-rise buildings are transformed into low-rise buildings and all buildings have
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been removed and replaced with forestry which corresponds to the case of no urbanization. The
changed land use locations are depicted in Figure 4. In all figures, the land use categories correspond
to land use types given in the Table 1.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3. The changed land use locations for scenarios a) E01, b) E02, c) E03, and d) E04.
a)

b)

Figure 4. The changed land use locations for a) R01 and b) R02.
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RESULTS
Micro-scale urban climate model MUKLIMO_3 was run using today's land use conditions. Then, E
and R scenarios were tested by changing the land use types. In all cases, the model is driven by the
average vertical profile data as shown in Figure 2. The mean values for sea water temperature and soil
temperature based on ERA Interim data are prescribed as 23.39 ℃ and 23.47℃, respectively. Model is
initially forced by the winds of 3.8 m/s from NE at 10 m height which is the average wind speed and
direction obtained from ERA Interim data for the summer over Istanbul.
For current conditions, the simulated temperature and wind distributions are shown in Figure 5 starting
from 12:00 at local time with 3-hour intervals for one day. The temperatures in the urban areas are
much higher than the rural areas. The solar radiation absorbed by urban fabric during the day radiated
back as long-wave radiation at night keep ambient air temperatures warmer than rural areas even after
sundown. In these maps, the highest temperature value was observed as 34.59 ℃ at 15.00 in the urban
areas. The temperatures along the shorelines become slightly lower during the day and higher during
the night because of the effect of sea/land breeze.
Although the prevailing wind direction in Istanbul is from the north-east; northerly and north-westerly
winds are also observed due to the influence of the urban composition, configuration and orography.
The Bosphorus, significantly alters the wind direction and speed. Shadow effects of buildings and
reduced sky-view factors create temperature differences between buildings and open areas, and
modifies urban thermal environment. So that, the wind speeds are slightly higher than the prevailing
background winds between the high rise buildings. On the other hand, the friction due to the urban
fabric creates drag to the air flow, weakens the winds on the upstream, and turbulent flow dominates
downstream side of the buildings.
The daily variation of UHI intensity is estimated by subtracting the average temperature of the rural
area selected on the north-western part of the domain from each grid point. The results are mapped in
Figure 6. The stronger UHI is estimated around 12:00 local time, and the intensity reaches to 6 ℃
around the southern part of Istanbul. After sundown, the rural area cools rapidly with long-wave
radiation compared to the urban areas where ambient air gains heat due to long-wave emission from
the buildings. The temperatures of the areas close to the sea or water bodies become higher than
around during the night. The temperature difference between the sea and the land increases till
morning hours, and at 03.00 it reaches 2.5 ℃ on the Black Sea, the Bosphorus and the Marmara Sea.

Figure 5. Temperature and wind maps drawn with three-hour intervals using the outputs of the model
operated with current data.
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Figure 6. Urban heat island intensity over Istanbul a) 12:00, b) 15:00, c) 20:00 ve d) 03:00
It is of interest to know how land use changes modify urban climate. With the purpose of this,
temperature and wind field differences between the scenarios (E and R) and the control simulations are
analyzed and illustrated in Figure 7 and 8. UHI peaks generally a few hours after sunset because the
city atmosphere is influenced by human induced heat transfer from the buildings and paved roads.
Consequently, we present only the differences between the scenario and the control runs at 20:00. In E
scenarios, the temperature increases in the region where the rural areas replaced with the urban areas.
The temperatures are at least 1℃ warmer than the control case over newly introduced buildings and
even higher reaching to 7℃ over downwind side since anthropogenic heat given to the atmosphere due
to urbanization accumulates in the areas where the winds convergence. The horizontal temperature
gradient between urban and rural areas produces micro-circulation which is similar to sea/land breeze
circulation. In addition, roads or open spaces between the high buildings channel the winds and create
wind corridors which are clearly seen in the Figure 7. The wind direction and speed change on the
southern part of the new urbanization in all E scenarios because the eddies created by the obstacles are
carried some distance downwind. Hence, the wind directions at the skirt of the urban zone are shaped
according to the composition of the buildings and the prevailing wind direction.
Although the heat flux convergence due to turbulence slows down the cooling rate of the surface, it is
not strong enough at night. Therefore, the cooling rate of rural areas in calm, cloudless and rain-free
atmospheric conditions is determined by a strong net long-wave radiation. However, in the urban areas,
the divergence of net long wave radiation is effective in cooling the surface even if it is smaller than
the convergence in the rural area. Due to the high rise buildings, downwind zones have higher
temperatures than nearby urban area.
In the E04 scenario, residential areas were placed randomly around the highway connected to the 3rd
Bridge. The simulation results demonstrate that the temperatures over the built up area increased up to
3°C. However, there are small changes in the wind filed over the Black Sea compared to the control
simulation. This difference can be attributed to the variation of the solenoidal circulation between the
sea and the land. With the urbanization, the warmer air over land delay onset of land breeze circulation.
In addition, the wind speeds over some urban areas become higher than the control case because of the
uneven distribution of the high and low buildings creating wind corridors.
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The R scenarios based on the potentially unrealistic assumption of the urbanization over Istanbul.
They consider the situations what if the urbanization is limited compare to today’s land use
distribution or no urbanization at all. The scope of this analysis is to address the research question of
how climate of Istanbul shaped by urbanization. Therefore, MUKLIMO_3 run by using land use
distributions shown in Figure 4a-b.
Evaluation of the R01 scenario simulations illustrates that the lowering the high rise building do not
have a significant impact on the temperatures. However, the cooling appears not only over the changed
location. This is important finding which demonstrates that the high rise buildings change the local
circulation over Istanbul. On the other hand, the simulations based on R02 scenario suggests that the
urbanization over Istanbul increase the ambient temperatures up to 5°C. Wind field change most over
the off shore and least over the interiors of the land during night. On the contrary, there is less change
over the off shore and more change over the non-urbanization regions during the day. In contrast,
there is no significant change over the land areas. The difference between the winds of are small but
southwesterly. The urban areas covered by coniferous and broad leafed forests. The drag created by
the forestry slows down the northeasterly winds.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7. Difference of temperature and wind field between the development scenarios and control
simulations at hour 20:00. a) E01, b) E02, c) E03 and d) E04.
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Figure 8: Difference of temperature and wind field between the scenarios and control simulations at
hour 20:00. a) R01, and d) R02
CONCLUSION
This study focuses on the changes on UHI intensity as a result of land use modifications in İstanbul.
Various development scenarios have been tested within the scope of the study. In one group of the
scenarios, open spaces are transformed to urban with different degree of density and extension. On the
second set of scenarios, firstly, we focus on contraction of urban areas by reducing the tall buildings
height (>20 m) by two floors but the composition of the city is retained as similar as today’s
conditions. Secondly, all urban areas removed and replaced by the forestry which corresponds to
Istanbul without urbanization.
All development scenarios illustrate that the temperature of the newly formed areas increases up to 7℃
compared to the non-urbanized case. The urbanization lead to a wide range of flow responses
depending on the size and distribution of the buildings. The flow stagnates and splits above the
upstream and becomes turbulent downwind side of the urban areas where the wind blows at different
directions compared to the prevailing wind direction. On the other hand, the distribution of the
buildings with different heights elevates the wind speeds by creating wind tunnel effect.
The lowering the high rise building do not change the temperatures significantly and keep the cooling
under 0.5°C. However, the cooling effect appears not only over the changed land use locations but
also over the northern part of Istanbul. This is important finding which demonstrates that the high rise
buildings change the local circulation over Istanbul. On the other hand, the simulations based on R02
scenario suggests that the urbanization over Istanbul increase the ambient temperatures up to 5°C.
Wind field change over the off shore and the urbanized areas as a results of changes on the land/sea
breeze strength. However, the differences are small but southwesterly. In this scenario, the urban
areas covered by coniferous and broad leafed forests. The drag created by the forestry might slow
down the northeasterly winds.
These results highlight that the effect of urbanization induced landscape modification is not limited by
the urbanized areas. The different degree of changes is expected on different meteorological
parameters because of the micro circulation changes.
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ABSTRACT
Drought is separated from other climatic problems since commonly covers large areas difficult to
monitor using traditional in situ measurements. Over the past decades, remote sensing methods owing
to provide pixel-based and real-time monitoring of large areas in an accurate and economical way,
have been widely studied from a local to a global scale for many environmental and socio-economic
activities including drought. As a remote sensing method, the Google Earth Engine (GEE) is an online
and cloud-based data-monitoring platform that brings Google's massive computational capabilities
incorporates data from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Comprehensive
data are available to support the development of effective drought monitoring and early warning
systems in the GEE platform which allows users to run for rapid data processing and visualization
algorithms on georeferenced imagery. The main objective of this study is to investigate the spatially
and temporally variation of drought impacts via integrating multisource satellite data and drought
indices over Turkey. For this purpose, vegetation indices (VIs), surface temperature dataset derived
the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor and precipitation dataset
derived Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) satellite are utilized for acquiring the
Vegetation Condition Index (VCI), the Temperature Condition Index (TCI), the Vegetation Health
Index (VHI) and the Precipitation Condition Index (PCI). All the processing steps are completed using
the JavaScript code editor in the GEE platform. The results indicate that the freely GEE-archived
satellite data is a capable tool for monitoring drought impacts with a high temporal resolution and
large coverage in drought-prone areas, especially in data-poor counties.
Keywords: Drought, Remote Sensing, Google Earth Engine
INTRODUCTION
Drought is a kind of climatic and natural disaster causing serious environmental, economic and social
impacts. Also, it is difficult to detect and monitor for three main reasons: firstly, it develops slowly,
hard to determine the onset and duration; secondly, there is no a universal definition so has been one
of the main drawbacks to the investigation of drought as well it can alter according to region; and
finally, develops in time with unobvious impacts over large areas (Wilhite and Glantz, 1985; Wilhite
et al., 2000).
Because of its geological structure, topography, and climate, Turkey, one of many developing
countries, is vulnerable to drought conditions. According to the Fourth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), as being part of the big Mediterranean
Basin, for the country the average temperatures increase is estimated to be about 2.5°C - 4°C, reaching
up to 5°C in inner regions and up to 4°C in the Aegean and Eastern Anatolia. This situation is
expected to cause increasing summer temperatures, decreasing winter precipitation, loss of surface
water, increased frequency of droughts. Further, agriculture is the first and most susceptible field to be
affected by drought events. Thus, lack of rainfall and soil moisture conditions cause negative effects
on healthy crop growth to maturity during the growing season. Consequently, it is necessary to have a
comprehensive drought investigation to struggle with these consequences over the county.
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The investigation of spatiotemporal patterns of drought has a significant role in timely and accurate
drought monitoring (Mishra and Singh, 2010). Traditional drought monitoring methods ordinarily rely
on climate data derived from station-based measurements, which are not homogeneously distributed
and limited historical records especially in developing countries (Thenkabail and Gamage, 2004;
Caccamo et al., 2011). Furthermore, apart from the traditional approach, satellite-based methods with
their wide and continuous spatial coverage, near real-time acquisition give fast and reasonable results
for drought analyses (Swain et al., 2011).
As a remote sensing method, the Google Earth Engine (GEE) is an online and cloud-based datamonitoring platform that brings Google's massive computational capabilities incorporates data from
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). It is unique in the field that enabled the
researcher to reduce processing times in analyses of satellite imagery and make global scale projects
more feasible (Gorelick et al., 2017; Sazib et al., 2018).
In this study, GEE as a fast, accurate and online platform has been used to calculating and analyzing
the indices and monitoring the agricultural drought over Turkey for the last twenty years. This paper is
organized as follows. First section describes the remote sensing data and drought indices. And, second
section shows the exported results. Finally, last section presents the conclusions.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Remote Sensing Data
As the remote sensing data, MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite
images and The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) data was utilized. MODIS with the
Terra and Aqua satellites could view the entire Earth’s surface every 1 to 2 days and gather data in 36
spectral bands (optical and thermal) ranging in wavelength from 0.4 μm to 14.4 μm and at varying
spatial resolution of 250 m, 500m, and 1 km. For this research, the Terra MODIS 8-days MCD43
surface reflectance with 500 m resolution and 8-days MOD11A2 Land Surface Temperate LST with 1
km resolution for the period of 2000–2019 Months (May–July) were used to acquire the vegetation
indices (VIs)-based and temperature-based drought indices. In addition; The TRMM which is a joint
project of the NASA of the United States and the National Space Development Agency (NASDA) of
Japan, project 3B42 data with 0.25 × 0.25◦ spatial resolution; was used as precipitation parameter.
All data processing and modeling work in this study was conducted in the Google Earth Engine (GEE)
framework, which has an extensive library of useful datasets and functions while providing an
efficient and quick way to process and analyze large geospatial datasets. Table 1 describes the data
used in this study.
Table 1. The satellite data basic specifications.
Dataset
MCD43 BRDF-adjusted reflectance
MOD11A2
Temperature
emissivity
TRMM 3B42 Precipitation

and

Data type

Temporal
coverage

raster

2000-2019

raster
grid

2000-2019
2000-2019

Temporal
resolution

Spatial
resolution

8-day composite

500 m

8-day composite
3h

1000 m
0.25 × 0.25◦

In this research, 2000-2019 the time for growing season period (May, June, July) were assessed. All
the data collection and calculation of indices has been done on the GEE platform by using JavaScript
and python codes. Components of the GEE code editor has been shown in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Components of the Google Earth Engine Code Editor.
Drought Indices
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) uses the visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) bands
of the electromagnetic spectrum and analyzes whether the target being observed contains live green
vegetation or not (Rouse et at., 1974; Tucker, 1979). NDVI defined as:
o

oa

a

oa

V

u

u

where RRED and RNIR are the reflectance in the red bands and near-infrared refer to the reflectance of
MODIS band1 (620–670 nm) and band2 (841–876 nm), respectively (Huete et al, 2002). The values
of NDVI index is changing from -1 to + 1 according to being unhealthy to healthy vegetation
conditions.
Vegetation Condition Index (VCI) was considered for improvement in the analysis of vegetation
conditions, especially for non-homogeneous areas. VCI extract the weather impact on vegetation while
removing the ecosystem signal from the NDVI (Kogan, 1990). VCI defined as following formula;
a

䁘䁘 䁛

o a
o a䖣

h

o a䖣
o a䖣

where NDVIi is exact date NDVI value. NDVImax and NDVImin are multi-year maximum and
minimum NDVI values for each pixel, respectively. The VCI value is between 0 and 100 (Kogan,
1990; 2001).
Temperature Condition Index (TCI) uses land surface temperature (LST) derived thermal infrared
bands of MODIS. TCI is related to the altered response of vegetation to temperature. Its formula is
following equation;
h a

䁘䁘 䁛

qh䖣 h
qh䖣 h

qh
qh䖣

〠 ֝

where LSTi, LSTmax, and LSTmin means the absolute, minimum and maximum LST values for each
pixel, respectively, calculated from multiyear time series data. While high temperature shows drought
conditions and low temperature shows favorable conditions (Kogan, 1995).
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Vegetation Health Index (VHI) is based on the combinations between VCI and TCI and it is a useful
source of information on the stress caused to vegetation by drought and calculated using following
equation (Kogan, 1997; 2001);
VHI = α * VCI + (1- α) * TCI

(4)

where α and (1- α) is related to the weight of VCI and TCI from 0 to 1, that is commonly used as 0.5.
VHI values similarly differ from 0 to 100. Table 2 shows the drought classification according to the
VCI, TCI and VHI.
Table 2. VCI, TCI and VHI Classification Range.
Extreme Drought

0 to 10

Severe Drought

10 to 20

Moderate Drought

20 to 30

Mild Drought

30 to 40

No Drought

>40

Precipitation Condition Index (PCI) (Du et al., 2013) is based on TRMM 3B42 Precipitation data. PCI
defined as following formula;
a

h

h

䖣

〠ꀀ֝
h
䖣 h h
䖣
where TRMMi, TRMMmin and TRMMmax are the pixel values of precipitation and minimum,
maximum of it respectively in same period of multi-year. PCI also changes from 0 to 1, corresponding
to changes in precipitation from extremely unfavorable to optimal. In case of drought conditions,
which has an extremely low precipitation, the PCI is close or equal to 0. In this research, scaling of
PCI from 0 to 100 during has been produced in order to compatible with the other indices. Table 3
displays the drought classification sample of PCI.
Table 3. PCI Classification Range (Zhang vd., 2017).
Extreme Drought

0–0.1

Severe Drought

0.1–0.2

Moderate Drought

0.2–0.3

Mild Drought

0.3–0.4

Abnormally dry

0.4–0.5

No Drought

0.5–1

RESULTS
"MCD43A4 " and "MOD11A2" datasets have been used as the raw data. In the first step, the related
and selected bands have been filtered. Cloud mask has been applied. Afterward, mentioned season and
the dates (May, June, and July of 2000 to 2019) has been selected. VCI and TCI indices have been
calculated with NDVI and LST, respectively and VHI has been computed by using these indices. PCI
also has been calculated with the stated data and monitored. Afterwards, all the images have been
exported from GEE platform.
Figure 2 shows the VCI results for the growing season of 2000 to 2019 years. According to the results,
2007 is the most drought year of this period. 2001, 2007, 2008 and 2014 has a greater degree of
drought in compare with other years of the study period (2000 - 2019). In addition, 2009, 2011, and
2015 are less dry than other years. VCI, TCI and PCI results have been proved this also.

The results of other satellite-based drought indices for the drought year (2007) and a non-drought year
(2009) is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. VCI results for growing season of 2000 to 2019 years.
(i) 2007

ii) 2009

(a) Temperature Condition Index (TCI)

b) Vegetation Health Index (VHI)

c) Precipitation Condition Index (PCI)

Figure 3. The results of satellite-based drought indices for (i) 2007 the drought year
and ii) 2009 non-drought year.
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CONCLUSION
This study introduced near real-time remote sensing data and demonstrates the potential of the GEE
web-based tools and data to assess regional drought conditions. For this purpose, multisource satellite
dataset as surface reflectance, vegetation indices (VIs) and surface temperature derived the MODIS
sensor and precipitation dataset derived TRMM satellite are utilized for retrieving drought indices
such as VCI, TCI, VHI and PCI considered sensitive indicators of drought conditions. The results
illustrated that 2001, 2007 and 2008 were the most drought years along our study period (2000-2019)
and VCI is provided more reasonable results than other satellite-based drought indices.
It can be concluded that GEE is significant tool and capable of providing near-real-time monitoring
drought conditions. Additionally, GEE data catalog enables users to efficiently and quickly acquire
and process a large amount of data.
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ABSTRACT
The Bosphorus, in general, has a two-layer flow structure, driven by water level difference in the
upper layer and density difference in the lower layer between its northern (Black Sea) and southern
end (Sea of Marmara). In this study, the monthly upper and lower layer discharges of the northern
Bosphorus, computed by employing a 15-year (2000-2015) hydrodynamic model, are compared with
the 80-year (1921-2001) monthly discharges of River Danube, provided by Global Runoff Data Centre.
The relationship between the monthly discharges of River Danube and the 1-, 2- and 3-month-ahead
discharges of the upper and lower layers of the Bosphorus is determined. It is noteworthy that a linear
correlation was found between the 2-month-ahead flow of the lower layer of the Bosphorus and
Danube flow with R2=0.89. A linear formula, y=-2.53x+24, was derived to practically simulate the 2month-ahead flow of the Bosphorus lower layer (y) and the Danube flow (x).
Keywords: Bosphorus flow, Black Sea, Danube river, 3D hydrodynamic model
INTRODUCTION
The Bosphorus is a narrow waterway that joins two adjacent seas: the less saline Black Sea (BS) and
the saltier Aegean Sea (AS) through the Sea of Marmara (SM) and the Dardanelles, depicted in Fig. 1.
Its length is about 31 km and its width is 0.7 km at the narrowest section, whereas it is 3.7 km at the
BS entrance. The depth of the Bosphorus varies from 30 m (at the south sill) to 110 m (at the deepest
point) (Beşiktepe et al., 1994). The Bosphorus presents a stratified two-layer flow structure, with the
upper layer flowing towards SM, driven by barotropic forces, and the lower layer running towards BS,
controlled by baroclinic pressure gradients. The sum of the river runoffs and precipitation into BS is
greater than the water loss due to evaporation. The excess water leads to BS having a higher water
level than SM, which causes barotropic upper layer outflow (from BS to SM and later to AS) through
the Bosphorus. However, the reverse baroclinic flow in the lower layer to the north, from SM to BS, is
driven mainly by salinity difference, which are 38ppt and 33ppt in the lower layers of AS and BS
respectively (Sur et al., 1994; Özsoy et al., 1996, 1998; Oğuz T., 2005; Jarosz et al., 2011a; Öztürk et
al., 2012; Stanev et al., 2017; Beji and Erdik, 2018; Erdik et al., 2018; Erdik et al., 2019a; Erdik et al.,
2019b). In Table 1, various studies in literature for predicting upper and lower layer discharges are
presented: Erdik et al. (2018) performed a 15-year (between 2000 and 2015) 3D hydrodynamic model
simulation in the Bosphorus. In this study, the monthly upper and lower layer discharges of the
northern Bosphorus are computed by using the hydrodynamic model of Erdik et al. (2018).
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Table 1. Studies conducted in the northern entrance of Bosphorus

Stanev et al. (2017) indicated that the River Danube is the main freshwater contributor to the BS
(corresponding to approximately 60% of the total riverine discharge). The total discharge of the
Dniester and Dnieper rivers are approximately 1/3 of that of River Danube, and the total discharge of
the remaining rivers are nearly 1/5 of the total riverine runoff (Sur et al., 1994). Yüksel et al. (2008)
computed the mean annual discharge of River Danube, ranging from 4500 to 9000m3/s, using long
term dataset of Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC, 2019) from 1921 to 2001, which is used in this
research. Sur et al. (1994) indicated that the travel time of River Danube to the Bosphorus is 1-2
months. Similar findings were also obtained by Yuksel et al., (2008). They concluded that the mean
phase lag between Danube discharge and water level at the northern entrance of the Bosphorus is 2
months. In this study, the effect of the River Danube on the upper and lower layer discharges of the
northern entrance of the Bosphorus is investigated. The best lag time between the Danube and the 1-,
2- and 3-month-ahead discharges of the Bosphorus upper and lower layers is investigated
MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this study, all simulations were performed using Deflt3D-Flow, a widely used software in coastal
modelling issues (Elhakeem and Bleninger, 2015; Alosairi et al., 2018; Zarzuelo et al., 2017; Des et al.,
2019; Erdik et al., 2019a; Erdik et al., 2019b). Deflt3D calculates 3-D unsteady flow resulting from
meteorological forces, tidal forcing or density-driven flows, which is the case in the Bosphorus strait.
Deflt3D solves Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible free surface flow with hydrostatic and
Boussinesq assumptions. Further explanation can be found in Delft3D-Flow Manual (Deltares, 2013).
DOMAIN AND GRID RESOLUTION
In this study, a large scale model domain covering BS, SM, and the northern part of AS, together with
the Bosphorus and Dardanelles straits, was constructed (Fig. 1). The domain is between 38-47 N and
22-42 E. Its surface area is about 511585 km2 with 11260 ocean cells in the horizontal. In the BS
domain, the resolution is from 500 m to 30 km, whereas it is from 300 m to 3 km for SM. In AS,
domain resolution is from 1200 m to 10 km. As for the straits, the Bosphorus is from 200 m to 500 m,
while the Dardanelles is from 350 m to 1200 m. A gradual transition in cell size (from coarser to finer)
was applied to the region of interest, which, herein, is the Bosphorus, to avoid numerical errors linked
with abrupt transitions. In the vertical Z-grid, schematization method was used. The thinnest layer can
be found at the sea surface to get a better representation of the driving forces, such as wind and
atmospheric pressure. The thickness of the layers increases towards the sea bed gradually. The
coastline and bathymetric data were obtained from the Turkish Naval Forces Office of Navigation,
Hydrography and Oceanography as five different sources: BS (scale 1/750000), the Bosphorus
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(1/20000), SM (1/300000), Dardenelles Strait (1/25000) and AS (1/750000). Readers should refer to
Erdik et al. (2018) for more details.

Figure 1. Model domain
BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
In this study, the meteorological dataset from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) was used, which includes air pressure and wind velocity components (u and v) at
10 m above sea surface. The temporal resolution of this dataset is 6-hr, and the horizontal resolution is
0.1250. Similarly, air temperature, relative humidity and cloud cover dataset of ECMWF with the
same temporal and spatial resolution (6-hr and 0.1250 respectively) were employed for heat flux
model under Delft 3D-Flow to take into account heat transfer between the atmosphere and sea surface.
The monthly mean discharge of the River Danube, obtained from the analysis of GRDC (2007)
between 1921 and 2001, was used as river flows. Vertically distributed temperature and salinity data
of ECMWF were uniformly applied along the horizontal open boundary with monthly intervals. Four
major tidal constituents (M2, S2, O1, K1) based on Tsimplis (1997) were prescribed at the open
boundary. Initial water levels were defined as 45 cm, 15 cm and zero in the BS, SM, and AS
respectively. The initial water velocity was selected as zero, and two-layered initial conditions for
salinity and temperature were applied (Erdik et al., 2018).
RESULTS
In this study, the relationship between the 15-year (2000-2015) average monthly flow rates at the
northern entrance of the Bosporus (Erdik et al., 2018) and the 80-year (1921-2001) monthly flow rates
of the River Danube was analysed. The average monthly flow rates of the Bosphorus, including the
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upper and lower flows, and the monthly flow rates of the River Danube are given in Table 2. The
mean monthly upper layer flux of the Bosphorus varies from 8307 to 14827 m3/s, with an average of
11962 m3/s, and the lower layer flux varies from 2243 to 13401 m3/s, with an average of 7525 m3/s in
15 years. The results associated with the discharges of the Bosphorus agree to a great extent with
observations in literature (Table 1). The monthly runoff of the River Danube varies from 4500 to 9000
m3/s. Freshwater discharge starts to increase in February and reaches its maximum in May (Yüksel et
al., 2008).
In Fig 2, various cases of lag times are analysed between the monthly upper and lower layer
discharges of the Bosphorus and the River Danube. In Fig 2a and b, no lag occurs between River
Danube and the Bosphorus. The correlation between River Danube and the Bosphorus reaches its
minimum with R2 values of 0.09 and 0.28 for the upper and lower layers respectively. In Fig 2c and d,
the relationship between River Danube and the 1-month-ahead discharge of the Bosphorus increases in
both layers, with R2 values of 0.43 and 0.77 for the upper and lower layers respectively. In Fig 2e and
f, the highest relationship is obtained between Danube flow and the 2-month-ahead discharge of the
Bosphorus. In this case, the correlation between Danube runoff and the lower layer flow is stronger
than that of the upper layer flow, where the R2 values are 0.89 and 0.49. A linear formula, y=2.53x+24, was derived to practically simulate the 2-month-ahead flow of the lower layer of the
Bosphorus (y) and the Danube discharge (x). In Fig. 2g and h, the correlation between River Danube
and the 3-month-ahead discharges of both layers of the Bosphorus weakened again, with R2 values of
0.26 and 0.57 for the upper and lower layers respectively. In general, the correlation between River
Danube and the lower layer of the Bosphorus is stronger than that of the upper layer. However, a
significant increase in correlation (to 0.72) between the upper layer flow of the Bosphorus and River
Danube is achieved when the months of December, January, and February are removed from the
calculations. The upper layer discharges of the Bosphorus in December, January, and February yield
the largest variations due to the significant water level difference between the two ends of the
Bosphorus, mainly caused by severe meteorological conditions. This clearly indicates that the upper
layer of the Bosphorus flow is principally controlled by the water level difference between the two
ends of the Bosphorus.
Table 2. Monthly discharge values (m3/s) at the northern entrance of the Bosphorus and Danube

CONCLUSION
This study investigates the relationship between River Danube and the 1-, 2- and 3-month-ahead
discharges of the Bosphorus upper and lower layers. The River Danube discharge is found to be highly
correlated with the 2-month-ahead discharge of the Bosphorus lower layer with R2=0.89. A linear
formula, y=-2.53x+24, was obtained to predict the 2-month-ahead flow of the Bosphorus lower layer
(y) and the Danube flow (x). The upper layer discharges of the Bosphorus in December, January, and
February are more correlated with meteorological conditions than the River Danube.
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Figure 2. The relationship between Bosphorus upper and lower layer flow and Danube discharge with
various lag times.
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ABSTRACT
With the rapid development of urbanization, the global warming and urban heat island (UHI) effect
has become a concern for the public and has also increased interest in outdoor thermal comfort.
Therefore, the healing effect of vegetation on urban microclimate has been intensively investigated in
recent years and supported by many researchers. Unique structure and function of trees; creates
shading and cooling effect. Thus, trees can remove large amounts of shortwave radiation with
reflection and reduce the ambient air temperature surrounding them. It also helps to reduce building
energy consumption during the summer months by providing a better external boundary condition.
This study was carried out in Erzurum, which has extreme climatic conditions. As the study area; a site
consisting of 16 villas was chosen in the Yıldızkent district in the south of the city. In order to
investigate the effect of trees on the thermal comfort in the summer months, 3 different scenarios were
prepared in which the plants were planted a little adjacent to the building and 2m and 4m away. The
prepared scenarios were analyzed and evaluated with the Envi-met program in August, the hottest
month of summer. Hourly meteorological data were recorded using the WS300 precision thermometer
and anemometer instruments. These data were analyzed using the RayMan pro 2.1 program. The
values   obtained as a result of analysis of the scenarios by ENVI-met and the thermal comfort
sensed by the people were analyzed. In this study, it is determined that the tree scenario according to
the current situation contributed positively to the thermal comfort of the outdoor areas in summer
months.
Keywords: Thermal comfort, Envi-met, tree, summer, Erzurum
INTRODUCTION
Urbanization causes many problems for urban residents. One of the more obvious problems, Urban
Canopy Layer (UCL) UHI, can increase energy consumption, ambient air temperature and reduce
human thermal comfort (Chen et al., 2016; Yılmaz et al., 2016; Ng et al., 2012; Oliveira et al., 2011;
Mirzaei and Haghighat, 2010; Tan et al., 2010; Grimmond, 2007; Kolokotroni et al., 2006; Sarrat et al.,
2006; Patz et al., 2005; Decker et al., 2000).
Green spaces are one of the main strategies used to regulate urban microclimate, improve the quality
of urban spaces, save energy, improve human thermal comfort and create cooler urban areas in
summer. (Yılmaz et al., 2018; Klemm et al., 2015; Shashua-Bar et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2010; Fahmy
and Sharples, 2009; Yezioro et al., 2006; Steemers, 2003).
This study was carried out in a site in August 2018 in the city of Erzurum in cold climate region.
Purpose of the study; The aim of this study is to analyze the proximity of trees to buildings in cold
climate regions and to determine which situation is more advantageous in terms of thermal comfort.
To investigate the effect of different distances between trees and buildings on thermal comfort.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Study; It is planned in the city of Erzurum, which has extreme climatic conditions, surrounded by
mountains and situated on a bowl-shaped plain. Measurements were taken in the site garden consisting
of 16 villas in Yıldızkent district (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Study area location map
In the study, The device was placed on the first floor of a house in the site garden and one end was left
outside and the other end was left inside. WS300 thermometer was used for measurements (Figure 2).
The data obtained were interpreted by creating temperature maps with ENVI-met for the current
situation and alternative scenarios.

Figure 2. Study area measuring instruments
ENVI-met is a climate model that provides information on the thermal comfort of the environment and
serves to plan climate data. (Bruse and Fleer 1998). It has been used extensively in 77% of overseas
surveys in the last five years (Tsoka et al., 2018). This program has a grid of x-y-z coordinates. It is
advantageous in that it provides the opportunity to produce scenarios with different alternatives.
(Lobaccaro and Acero 2015; Yang et al., 2018). The ENVI-met 3D interface image is shown in Figure
3. Hourly data is used in this model. 24-hour data can be entered daily or average values. 1.5 meters
above the ground, temperature (° C), humidity (%) and wind (m / s) values are entered for 24 hours. In
addition to the measurements, wind data were obtained from the General Directorate of Meteorology.
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Figure 3. Study area ENVI-met 3D model
From the study area; On 17 August 2018 hourly meteorological data were recorded and entered as 24
hour data. By evaluating the data obtained in ENVI-met 4.3 software program, firstly the current
situation and then the proposal prepared 3 different scenarios were analyzed. These;
Current Situation Analysis: Current situation in villa gardens.
Scenario 1: The plants in the villa gardens are adjacent to the building,
Scenario 2: The plants in the villa gardens are 2m away from the building,
Scenario 3: The plants in the villa gardens are 4m away from the building.
RESEARCH FINDINGS
All the data prepared by taking the average values for 24 hours were entered into the ENVI-met
computer model. In three different scenarios, ENVI-met model was applied. The results are given
below.
Analysis of current situation:
As a result of the analyzes, the current temperature of the area increased between 20.2-30.5 ° C. The
temperature of the houses in the area increased between 21.2 and 22.2 ° C. The temperature of the
inter-building gardens rose between 26.3-29.4 ° C (Figure 4).

Figure 4. ENVI-met analysis of current plant situation in building gardens
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Scenario 1:
According to the analyzes, the temperature range of the area was found to be between 19.9-30.5 ° C.
The temperature of the houses in the area was found to be between 21.0-22.0 ° C. The inter-building
garden temperature was between 26.3-29.4 ° C (Figure 5).

Figure 5. ENVI-met analyzes where plants are adjacent to the building
Scenario 2:
The temperature range of the area according to the structured analysis is between 20.0 - 30.5 °C. The
temperature of the houses in the area is between 21.1-22.1 °C. Garden temperature between buildings
is between 26.3-29.4 °C (Figure 6).

Figure 6. ENVI-met analyzes where plants are 2m from the building
Scenario 3:
According to the analyzes, the temperature range of the area was between 20.1 - 30.5 ° C. The
temperature of the houses in the area was found between 21.1 - 22.1 ° C. The inter-building garden
temperature was between 26.3-29.4 ° C (Figure 7, Table 1).
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Figure 7. ENVI-met analyzes where plants are 4m from the building
Table 1. Analyzes of current situation and scenarios
Scenarios

Current
Situation
Temperature
(°C)

Current situation
Scenario 1 (Adjacent to the
building)
Scenario 2
building)

(2m

from

the

Scenario 3
building)

(4m

from

the

20.2- 30.5

Current
Situation
Average
Temperature
(°C)
25.35

Temperature
of Gardens
Between
Buildings
(°C)
26,3-29.4

Average
Temperature of
Gardens Between
Buildings
(°C)
27.85

19.9- 30.5

25.20

26,3-29.4

27.85

20.0 - 30.5

25.25

26,3-29.4

27.85

20.1 - 30.5

25.30

26,3-29.4

27.85

CONCLUSION
According to the results of the study, the ideal scenario for the summer months in terms of thermal
comfort is the case where the plants are adjacent to the building. According to the current situation, the
temperature of the environment decreased 0.15℃ (Table 1).
One way to alleviate the urban heat island (UHI) and thereby reduce human heat stress is to increase
vegetation. Plants in urban areas; evatranspiration, cooling, shading and other ecosystem services
(Salmond et al., 2016; Kong et al., 2017). Recent studies have improved our understanding of urban
ecosystem services in general and tree planting in particular. Therefore, urban trees are of great
interest as they create a wide ecosystem service (Salmond et al., 2016).
In order to improve summer thermal comfort, reducing the reflective effect of materials on the
surfaces and providing shade are the most effective methods for improving urban thermal comfort
(Santamouris, 2014; Yılmaz et al., 2017; Mutlu et al., 2018; Irmak et al., 2018).
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ABSTRACT
The increasing population of the world makes life more difficult in cities. The urban heat island effect
brought by the dense population in cities and climate change makes people feel this effect especially in
urban centers. In addition, climate change does not only affect the urban climate, but also increases the
health problems of people. This places the hospital gardens to the forefront among the places that
people use intensively.
This study was carried out in order to make people using hospitals more comfortable in terms of
outdoor thermal comfort in hospital gardens under current conditions. Atatürk University Research
Hospital was chosen as a study area in Erzurum Atatürk University. The research hospital is an area
that is used extensively by both the people of the city and the medical faculty of the university. In this
study, the current situation of the area used as the parking lot in the hospital garden and the scenarios
brought are analyzed with ENVI-met program. For the analysis of this study, hourly recorded
meteorological data were analyzed with RayMan pro 2.1 model in August 2018 using the WS300
temperature measuring device. The scenarios proposed for this area are prepared as two landscaping
projects, which are extensive and intensive. As a result of the analysis; which roof garden type and
design are most suitable for hospital gardens. As a result; it was determined that the landscape designs
prepared for the hospital garden both meet the recreational needs of the people and improve the
outdoor thermal comfort with the increasing amount of green space.
Keywords: hospital gardens, urban climate, outdoor thermal comfort, ENVI-met, Erzurum.

INTRODUCTION
The continual development of cities and the lack of planning for buildings, the constantly increasing
population, are profoundly affecting the urban microclimate (Dugord et al., 2014). According to UN
data, it is estimated that 70% of the world's population will live in cities in 2050 (UN 2017). The heat
island effect determined by excessive environmental degradation causes a negative heat increase in the
cities. These are the temperatures that affect the comfort and health of people (Buchin et al., 2016;
Horikoshi, 1990).
This situation in the cities brings to the forefront the hospitals, which is one of the most used areas of
the people. The view that hospital gardens are beneficial to patients has been observed in Asian and
Western culture for centuries. In medieval Europe monasteries, magnificent gardens have been created
for the healing of patients. In the 1800s, hospital gardens were planned in Europe. In the early 1990s,
the priority of the gardens decreased. It has been believed that the most effective way to prevent the
risk of infection is buildings constructed with new technology. The most important cause of illness and
emotional disorders is stress. It is not given importance to create relaxing environments to prevent
stress (Ulrich, 2002).
Looking at the times of war, semi-open buildings were created with borders, flowers and trees. As the
health sector progressed, buildings were developed and as a result, the number of health personnel was
increased and hospital authorities planned the buildings together with the environment (Goode,
Lancaster 1987).
When we look at the ecological benefits of plants, bacteria in the air passing over the trees are held by
the leaves, so that they die by exposure to the sun. Ozone, especially in urban air, is more abundant in
forest, mountain air and sea sides. The fact that the trees are coniferous is more positive in terms of
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benefit. If the trees are pines, the tops of the fine needles of the pines are natural ozone-forming
devices, and the oxygen in the air is ozonized between 30% and 80% by the electric discharge of ultraviolet rays in the air; ozone is a good natural sterilizer for microbes (Güneş, 2006).
Green roofs; eco-roofs, live roofs, vegetated roofs or green roofs are called. The formation and
development of the form, appearance or both of these roofs is provided by plants. The mixture of these
plants in species, form and composition varies according to the roof types. The oldest example of these
roofs is the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, built by King Nebuchadnezzar in Mesopotamia before the
6th century BC (Finkel and Seymour, 2008; Dalley, 2013). These gardens add coolness to the warm
and arid climate of the Middle East with its green cover (Seçkin and Seçkin, 2016).
This study aims to create space for the patients, visitors and staff to breathe in the garden area of
  Atatürk University Research Hospital in Erzurum. 2 types of roof garden design have been
proposed for this area by taking the space for the existing parking area underground.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The research area is Atatürk University Research Hospital located in Erzurum Atatürk University. In
August 2018, the hottest day of the month, August 17, was chosen for the study area measurements
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Erzurum Atatürk University Research Hospital location map
The 24-hour measurement was taken from the area with the WS300 instrument (Figure 2). The
measurements were then entered into the ENVI-met program and analyzed.

Figure 2. Temperature measuring instrument WS300
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RESEARCH FINDINGS
For the study area, the current situation was first analyzed with the ENVI-met program. Then, 2 kinds
of suggestions for the area was considered roof garden. These;
1. Surface planted green roofs (extensive)
2. Intensively planted green roofs (intensive)
Current Situation Analyzes
Analyze the current situation for the area, increased temperature in the area between 21.1 ℃ and 30.9
℃ (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Current situation temperature analyzes
Extensive Roof Garden Analyzes
In the extensive roof garden analysis proposed for the area, the area temperature increased between
21.1 ℃ and 31.0 ℃ (Figure 4). In this area, only grass surface was used for surface planting. The
existing parking area is completely covered with grass surface.

Figure 4. Extensive roof garden temperature analyzes
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Intensive Roof Garden Analyzes
In the intensive roof garden analyzes proposed for the area, the area temperature increased between
21.0 ℃ and 30.6 ℃ (Figure 5). A total of 87 trees and shrubs were used in this area. The trees used are
Betula alba (43 piece), Pinus sylvestris (13 piece), Fraxinus excelsior (2 piece) and mixed shrub (29
piece).

Figure 5. İntensive roof garden temperature analyzes
CONCLUSION
When the recommendations for the study area were examined, it was found that the intensive roof
garden, where intensive plant use was used, decreased the current ambient temperature by a minimum
of 0.1 ℃ and a maximum of 0.4 ℃ according to the summer months (Figure 6).

Figure 6. All analyzes for roof garden
The study showed that the dense the plants used in the area, the more positive the thermal comfort of
the area. Other studies on this subject indicate that the outdoor thermal comfort of plants improves the
city's climate (Yılmaz et al., 2016; Yılmaz et al., 2018a; Yılmaz et al., 2018b).
The use of green roofs will be at the forefront in reducing climate change, which is one of the biggest
problems of our time. For this reason, increasing the green areas should be effective rather than
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increasing the hard floors in the common public areas such as the hospitals which are used extensively
by the public.
In this study, it was seen that green roofs improved the air quality. This offers both breathing areas for
patients using the area and solutions for improving the city's climate. Green roofs are also effective in
reducing noise pollution in the area (Stater, 2008). Green roofs regulate rainwater from an ecological
point of view, reducing surface runoff and flood risk. Green roofs also provide habitat for both
biodiversity and wildlife.
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ABSTRACT
The urbanization structure that changes due to the increase in the population in the city affects the
urban micro-air conditioner. For this reason, much more work is done to increase the external and
internal thermal comfort for the more livable environment in urban spaces. Every object or every
design in the cities affects the thermal comfort. The effects of urban climate models will depend on
many variables. Among these variables, one of the smallest scale models is courtyard systems.
In this study, the thermal comfort of the outdoor courtyard of a small part of the urban microclimate
was investigated. In this context, the orientation of the courtyards, the aspect ratio with the
surrounding structure and plant preferences were investigated for Erzurum, a winter city. In order to
evaluate both winter and summer analyzes, 24-hour meteorological data were analyzed in August and
January 2018. The meteorological data were analyzed by ENVI-met program, which is widely used in
design scenarios. In the evaluation of the results of the analysis, the data of the predicted outdoor
thermal comfort (Predicted Mean Vote -PMV) were used. It has been concluded that the herbal design
and the plant species used are effective for the thermal comfortable courtyard model. Plants are not
only aesthetic, but the thermal comfort of the environment has been determined to have healing effects.
The outcomes of this study are; more livable, energy-oriented, thermally comfortable for design of
urban spaces, can be used to take plan decisions. Increasing thermal comfortable designs in urban
planning, evaluation of climate factor is important for the viability of cities.
Keywords: ENVI-met, courtyard systems, outdoor thermal comfort, Predicted Mean Vote (PMV)
INTRODUCTION
Urban textures and climatic conditions affect the thermal comfort conditions of people indoors and
outdoors (Martinelli and Matzarakis, 2017). Urban climate models; structures, green spaces, street
widths, building heights and building directions depend on the interaction of many features (AliToudert and Mayer, 2006, Tablada et al., 2009, Krüger et al., 2011, Berkovic et al., 2012; Yilmaz et al.,
2015 Acero and Herranz-Pascual, 2015). Building courtyards, one of the smallest parts of this
circulation; shapes, width, green texture and directions can be considered as the starting point.
The increase in dense urban textures and population density adversely affect urban microclimate and
lead to the formation of urban heat island. Many studies have been conducted to minimize the impact
of urban heat island. These studies are street directions (Yılmaz et al., 2017), building heights,
building materials, pedestrian zones (Yang et al., 2013; Yılmaz et al., 2016), parks (Lindberg et al.,
2016), roof gardens and courtyards (Taleghani et al., 2014; Martinelli and Matzarakis 2017).
In this study, the orientation of the courtyards, the height of the building around it and how it gives
better results with a landscape design are discussed in order to measure how the courtyard systems
react in Erzurum, a winter city.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material
For the winter city of Erzurum, an empty land was chosen in order to guide the courtyard systems to
be used in the city and the measurements to be used for evaluations were taken. The study area is
given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Study area
In this study, outdoor thermal comfort of courtyards, which constitute a small part of urban
microclimate, were investigated. In this context, the orientation of the courtyards, the aspect ratio to
the surrounding structure and plant preferences were investigated for Erzurum, a winter city.
Method
24-hour meteorological data were analyzed in august and january 2018 to evaluate both winter and
summer analyzes. the obtained meteorological data were analyzed with envi-met program which is
widely used in design scenarios. Predictive Mean Vote (PMV) data were used to evaluate the results.
4 different parameter measurements are required for the studies on the courtyards. these; air
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction values are required. for the
measurements, 24 hour measurements were taken with the help of Davis Vantage Pro 2 devices. the
data obtained were recorded in computer environment and the data was entered into ENVI-met 4.3
package program.
RESEARCH FINDINGS
In the courtyard analysis for the city center; Table 1 shows the lowest and highest PMV values
obtained along with the building heights around the courtyards and the orientation angles of the widths
of the courtyards.
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Table 1. The lowest and highest PMV values of courtyard preliminary assessments for the summer
months
ORIENTATION

North - South

East - West

NortheastSouthwest

NorthwestSoutheast

NUMBER
OF
FLOORS

SUMMER MONTHS

WINTER MONTHS

LOWEST
PMV

HIGHEST PMV

LOWEST
PMV

HIGHEST
PMV

1

0.8

3.3

-7.7

-6.9

2

0.7

3.1

-7.8

-7.0

3

0.6

2.9

-7.9

-7.7

1

0.2

3.3

-7.7

-6.9

2

0.0

3.1

-7.8

-7.0

3

-0.1

3.0

-7.8

-7.1

1

0.5

3.3

-7.9

-7.0

2

0.3

3.1

-7.9

-7.0

3

-0.3

2.1

-7.9

-7.0

1

0.8

3.3

-7.7

-6.9

2

0.6

3.1

-7.6

-7.0

3

0.6

2.9

-7.9

-7.7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the study, 3 suggestion scenarios were produced for the summer scenario which was determined as
the most comfortable in the light of the data obtained as a result of preliminary analysis. The reason
for the scenarios made for the summer months is based on the fact that there is no significant change in
the evaluations made for the winter months. For this reason, as a result of preliminary analysis, the
scenario in the northeast-southwest direction and around the 3-storey structure was determined as the
most appropriate scenario for the implementation of the proposals. In the scenario scenarios, firstly, a
simple grass field application with a pedestrian axis in the courtyard system, in addition to the same
pedestrian axis in the second scenario, 7 Betula pendula and 2m density bush groups on the grass area,
and in the third and final scenario, 5 Pinus sylvestris, 2m density. The groups of bushes were analyzed
by applying on grass.
As in the preliminary analysis, no significant improvement or deterioration was observed in the
proposed scenarios affecting the outdoor thermal comfort during the winter months. But when the
summer months are evaluated, if the results are ranked according to thermal comfort places that are
less than the best; suggestion 3 (scenario with coniferous plants) gives the best result, whereas
suggestion 2 (scenario with broadleaf plants) offers lower thermal comfort and suggestion 1 (scenario
with plain grass and pedestrian path) gives the worst result. The result values are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. The result values

ORIENTATION

NortheastSouthwest

SUGGESTED
SCENARIO

SUMMER MONTHS

WINTER MONTHS

LOWEST
PMV

HIGHEST
PMV

LOWEST
PMV

HIGHEST
PMV

1

0.3

3.0

-7.9

-7.0

2

-0.3

2.8

-7.9

-7.0

3

-1.3

2.5

-8.1

-7.0
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ABSTRACT
As a result of the rapid urbanization pressure as a result of the industrial revolution in cities, there have
also been significant increases in environmental disasters. This situation which caused the change of
urbanization pattern caused new micro-climatic conditions in the city. When energy conservation is
not provided sufficiently, fuel consumption increases and carbon emission occurs due to climatic
conditions. Carbon emission, which is seen as the primary cause of climate change, also results in air
pollution and reaches dimensions that threaten human life. The problem of air pollution in the city of
Erzurum, which has cold climate conditions, negatively affects the live life especially in winter. The
research question of the study is to distinguish the difference between old type urban texture and new
type of urban texture on air pollution. SVF analysis was performed with ArcGIS 10.3 program UMEP
extension in the old and new settlements in Şükrüpaşa neighborhood, which is located in the north of
the city. In this context, the dwelling type models affecting air pollution in urban space were
investigated for both structures. As a result of the study, it has been determined that it has the ideal life
comfort in the context of the residential building texture where the old type is built. As the reason for
this; the presence of a regular street system in this location, the lack of multi-storey building and
therefore the wind circulation is determined as not to prevent too much. Erzurum Metropolitan
Municipality will increase the areas of urban transformation and pressure factors will be neutral. In the
construction of dwelling types, it is suggested to use simulations in which climate factor will be
included.
Keywords: air pollution, dwelling type, SVF
INTRODUCTION
Air pollution is one of the most serious problems from the past to the present day. Due to socioeconomic conditions, widely used coal is an important factor that causes pollution. The distribution of
particulate substances in the city is determined by the urban geometry. (Liu et al., 2018; Lu and Liu,
2016; Shi et al., 2018). In cities with different geographical and climatologic properties, the air flow is
limited by the types of housing, and consequently the distribution of pollutants is restricted(Fernando
et al., 2001; Ng, 2009). Therefore, street-level air pollution has become a major problem in the city
(Bayar et al., 2017; Karaca et al., 2013; Sari, 2019).
Experimental studies between different models, clearly offer that pollutants in street canyon are
characterized by factors such as length and width of streets, building density, building height (Amorim
et al., 2013; Clark et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2017; Hang et al., 2012; Taseiko et al., 2009). Sky View
Factor (SVF) is a wide method used to measure urban geometry. Pollution concentration levels
throughout the street flow vary considerably with the change of wind direction (Karra et al., 2017;
Neofytou et al., 2006).
The study aims to make the spatial comparison of air pollution on the old (detached type construction)
and new (site-apartment-type construction) residential tissue of the city of Erzurum with cold climatic
conditions. In this context, the results were discussed by using two separate SVF calculation models.
Air quality reports indicate that the factor causing air pollution is coal consumption. Therefore, spatial
synthesis estimates of pollution were made by associating SVF values with SO2.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Erzurum province constituting the main material of this study is situated in Turkey's north-east with an
average altitude of 1860m. It has become a metropolitan city in 2012 and its population is 760,476
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according to the population census of 2017 (TUIK). In 1939, A 400 ha and 100 000-population city
plan was projected by Lambert for the city, which was an important agricultural and trade center in the
19th century. With the plan projections of Zeki Yapar in 1966, and Alim Çapuroğlu in 1981, the
settlement area was oriented towards the plain. The climate factor has been disregarded in the
proposed plans and revisions since 1939, and the rapid increase in the structuring has brought about a
non-planned urbanization (EBB Research Report 2015). According to the 1/100000 Environmental
Plan, the development direction of the city was predicted to be towards the plain from the north (EP
Report).
In Sukrupasa district that is in the north development area of the city of Erzurum, and advanced after
2000, analysis procedures are carried out on the old and new housing tissue. When detached type of
construction consists old residential fabric of Sukrupasa, the new housing fabric is consisted of the
site type construction and apartment type construction.

Figure 1. Study area location map
Analysis of the old and new housing tissue has been carried out in two ways, manual and digital.Then
these analyses are associated with the PM10 and SO2 values taken from the Sukrupasa measurement
station to construct the spatial estimation map.
ArcGIS SVF Survey and Analysis
Shots were made from randomly selected 60 (60 * 3 = 180) points with a camera that is attached
fisheye lens (Figure 2).
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Figure2. Point of measurement
The SVF values were obtained by processing shooting results in the Rayman Pro2 program based on
the following equations. The obtained values were used to produce the spatial distribution map with
using Arcgıs Spatial Analysis tool. Model Urban Heat Island forecasts used street canyon
measurements in many studies(Gülten, 2007; Rodríguez Algeciras et al., 2016; Taleghani et al., 2015;
Yilmaz et al., 2016). The equalities of the Rayman SVF calculation principle are given below.

The distribution of the solid and free sky elements and their amount in the upper hemisphere are
required for the estimation of the radiation flux density of the upper hemisphere. These elements can
be attributed to a pixel map, e.g.ofafish-eyephotograph or a rendered image of a vector model. Each
pixel, pi, in fish eye corresponds to an angle factor Fi located at the azimuth angle αi and the zenith
angle ζi. The angle factor is weighted by Fi ¼1= pN2= ð4 Þsin ziðÞ =zi, whereζi is determined via zi
¼ Δx2 iþΔ y2 iÞ1=2p=N by the pixel distance Δxi and Δyi of pi from the centre of the N×N pixels
sized image in the x and y direction, respectively. Pixels with ζi > π/2 (i.e. below the horizon) are
ignored. Summing up all Fi values results in the sky view factor fsvf. Tmrt is obtained via Eqs. 1 and 2
together with the short- and long-wave radiation flux densities (Matzarakis et al., 2010).
UMEP SVF Analysis
The UMEP program is a GIS based module produced by Lindberg and its team based on QGIS
(Lindberg et al., 2018). To activate the program, the DEM map with GeoTiff extension was produced
from the building elevation data and the point elevation data on the current map. Then, operation
results are taken from the UMEP module of the QGIS program. The SVF calculation principle of the
UMEP model is given below.
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Typically within the urban environment, the sky may be obscured by objects (e.g. buildings or trees).
Thus, the incoming shortwave radiation (K↓) for a grid cell (x, y) is a functionofD, I and G as well as
view factors (Ψ). For clarity, the equations are written without the spatial subscript:

(3) (Lindberg and Grimmond, 2011)
PM10 and SO2 Measurement Values and Limit Value

4 permanent stations were established in Erzurum in 2015 by the Ministry of Environment
and Urbanization after measuring and evaluations of 135 mobile observation stations.

Figure3. Location map of observation stations
The excess values that are determined by World Health Organization and the UN and the measurement
values taken from Aziziye station for the city of Erzurum are given in table 1.
Table 1. PM10 and SO2 values of limits
PM10/50/50

Pollutant/UN/WHO µg/m³

SO2/125/20µg/m³

ErzurumAziziye
Erzurum Taşhan
Erzurum
Erzurum
Palandöken

28

91

106

-

63

25

34

10

ArcGIS based SVF values and UMEP based SVF analyses are associated with PM10 and SO2
and synthesised in ArcGIS GeoStatistical Wizard module.
RESULTS
According to the analysis using the UMEP module, the SVF value among the buildings in the area of
site type construction is approximately 0. In the region where there is a detached type of construction,
the values are approximate to 1. The smallest value is approximately 0.4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure4. Analysis of based UMEP a) All neighbourhood, b) apartment type (new structure),
c)detached type (old structure)
The spatial prediction map obtained from Rayman Pro2 according to the data obtained from the 60
point, depending on the chance, is examined with similar results in the UMEP module. However, in
the region of gated buildings, the value is max. 0.3, while the value in the area of detached type
construction rises up to 0.75. The smallest value is approximately 0.4.
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.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure5. Analysis of based GIS,a) All neighbourhood, b) apartment type (new structure), c)detached
type (old structure)
The positive relationship between the two variables (SO2 and SVF) have been examined

(a)

(b)

Figure6. Synthesis of SO2 and SVF, a) Relationship between UMEP and SO2, b) Relationship
between GIS and SO2
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DISCUSSION
The distribution is clearly examined in the analysis using the UMEP module. However, the results are
regional in the spatial forecasting map.
According to the results of the analysis on the field measurements and the results of the UMEP
program were examined, it has been seen that the first phase of the evaluation the SVF results are not
entirely consistent with each other
However, the alarming regional forecasts of the SVF were similar when viewed regionally. According
to this situation, the SVF measurements in the new housing tissue of Sükrüpaşa has been lower,
depending on this, the area where the accumulation of SO2 is dense, the SVF values are close to 0.
When the characteristics of the new housing tissue are examined, the narrow streets that create the
canyon effect and the street N-S oriented streets influence the distribution of pollutants.
With the analysis of the SO2, the spatial estimation map is very detailed when used in the UMEP
output. A significant correlation has been found in the evaluation of the covariance of both analyses.
CONCLUSION
In the next phase of the study, a wind analysis is planned by selecting samples from the analysis zones
associated with PM10. Thus, in the spatial estimation scenarios of air pollution, it will be proved once
again which method gives more consistent results.
Scenarios that take into consideration the air quality in urban renewal and urban transformation areas
should be developed and the settlements must be planned as a result of simulations. As the reason for
this; the presence of a regular street system in this location, the lack of multi-storey building and
therefore the wind circulation is determined as not to prevent too much. Erzurum Metropolitan
Municipality will increase the areas of urban transformation and pressure factors will be neutral. In the
construction of dwelling types, it is suggested to use simulations in which climate factor will be
included.
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ABSTRACT
Weather radars are one of the most advanced devices for quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE)
with high temporal and spatial resolution. They are unique instruments to estimate the quantitative
precipitation occurred in the areas lacking ground observations. However, weather radars are not
perfect instruments and suffer from many error factors and hence they generally underestimate
precipitation. In this study, a record of precipitation event occurred in Ovacık village in Turkey is
investigated. It is seen that radar significantly underestimates rain compared to ground observations.
By means of Interactive Visibility Analysis Tool which is developed by the Turkish State
Meteorological Service (TSMS), it is concluded that main reason for underestimation is that the radar
beams employed in the radar task are subject to beam blockage due to the mountainous areas.
Visibility Analysis Tool developed by Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS) is used to find
Partial Beam Blockage (PBB) diagrams and beam blockage fractions. As the Assessment Factor which
is the ratio of total radar rainfall to the total rain gauge rainfall is stable for different case studies, by
means of simple statistical adjustment technique radar precipitation can be improved.
Keywords: Weather Radars, Beam Blockage, QPE, PBB
INTRODUCTION
Weather radars estimate rainfall rate employing empirical reflectivity-rainfall rate (Z-R) relationships
or polarimetric relationships/algorithms. Even though they are unique instruments to estimate the
quantitative precipitation for the areas with lack of ground observations, radar rainfall estimates may
vary from ground observations due to some bias sources such as hardware and software related
problems, beam geometry and shielding, environment or atmospheric conditions and small scale
variability of rainfall. Insurance companies and the people suffered from serious weather events such
as flood, hail needs and requests report from National Meteorological and Hydrological Services to
prove those severe meteorological phenomena. In this study, the record of precipitation event in
Turkey is investigated. The Automated Weather Observation Station (AWOS) observations, radar
rainfall estimates, methodology and the possible reasons why radar significantly underestimates this
event are given in the Methods section. Conclusive remarks are presented at the end.
METHODS
The record of precipitation event in Turkey occurred in Ovacık village of the city of Antalya on 16
December 2018. 24-hour total precipitation is measured at 17 December 2018 at 06:00 as 490.8 mm
by AWOS located at Ovacık village. This is a synoptic observation record in Turkey. 24-hour total
precipitation is measured by AWOS on 16 December 2018 at 20:00 is 654 mm, while 40-hour total
precipitation is 700 mm (Figure 1).
The radar rainfall rates are calculated by Marshall-Palmer (MP) relationship (Marshall and Palmer,
1948) given in Equation 1 and the polarimetric estimator recommended by Pruppacher and Beard
(Pruppacher and Beard, 1970) for C-band radar R(KDP) given in Equation 2 where Z is reflectivity
factor and KDP is specific differential phase.
R= 0.036463×Z0.625

(1)

R= 18.87×KDP0.835

(2)
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Among the indisputable advantages of polarimetric rainfall estimation, based on specific differential
phase KDP, is its immunity to radar miscalibration, attenuation in precipitation, and partial blockage
of radar beam (Zrnic and Ryzhkov, 1996). As expected, the best radar rainfall estimator (R-KDP)
estimated 24-hour total rainfall on 16 December 2018 at 20:00 to be 28.4 mm (Figure 2) at the Ovacık.
On the other hand, ground observation is 168 mm during the same period at the Nebiler station (34 km
away from Ovacık) while (R-KDP) estimated the rainfall as 120.4 mm (Figure 3).

Figure 1. 40-hour heavy rainfall event occurred in Ovacık between 15.12.2018 19:00Z and
17.12.2018 09:00Z
Visibility Analysis Tool was developed by the Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS). With
this tool, Partial Beam Blockage (PBB) diagrams and beam blockage fractions are derived by using a
30m resolution digital elevation model and open-source wradlib libraries. Theoretical PBB is
calculated using coordinates of radar site and concerned site, number of rays, number of bins, the
elevation, the beam width and the range resolution information.
Maximum beam height values were then calculated using the formula (Equation 3) provided by
Rinehart (2000):

H  r 2  R2  2rR sin   R  H 0

(3)

where r is the distance between the radar and the point of interest,  is the elevation angle of the radar
beam, H0 is the height of the radar antenna above mean sea level, R’ = 4R/3 and R is the earth’s
radius.
Lowest levels of the beam height and terrain elevation values were matched to determine how much of
the beam is blocked. An iterative process goes on with successive elevation angles in operational task
till it is at least partially blocked. With these steps finally, for a given point, following outputs are
obtained; map of topography, map and cross section of beam blockage percentage, visible beam
radius, visible beam percentage, the minimum height of visibility (above mean sea level (MSL)),
station altitude and minimum visible angle.
According to the results, it is seen that there is no beam blockage due to the topography
between Nebiler station and Antalya radar (Figure 5) while the first three elevation angles employed in
the radar task are fully blocked by the mountains located between Ovacık and Antalya radar. PBB
diagram depicts that the minimum visible elevation angle is 3 degree and the minimum height of
visibility is 3000 m above MSL in Ovacık village (Figure 6). When a region which is 4 km north-west
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of Ovacık is considered, it is seen that there is no beam blocking and total radar
rainfall is estimated as 311 mm during the same period (Figure 4).

Figure 2. 24-hour total radar rainfall on 16 December 2018 at 20:00 calculated by R-KDP in Ovacık

Figure 3. 24-hour total radar rainfall on 16 December 2018 at 20:00 calculated by R-KDP in Nebiler
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Figure 4. 24-hour total radar rainfall on 16 December 2018 at 20:00 calculated by R-KDP in 4 km north-west
of Ovacık

Figure 5. PBB diagram between Antalya radar and Nebiler
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Figure 6. PBB diagram between Antalya radar and Ovacık

CONCLUSION
One of the reasons why radar estimation for Ovacık dramatically deviates from the ground truth is that
the first three radar beams employed in the radar task are subject to beam blockage due to the
mountainous areas. Moreover, radar may underestimate rain due to the small scale variability of
rainfall during a convective event as the rainfall amount varies a lot among neighboring radar pixels.
When a region which is 4 km north-west of Ovacık is considered, it is seen that there is no beam
blocking and total radar rainfall is estimated as 311 mm during the same period while the radar
estimate is 28.4 mm. Previous four case studies show that the Assessment Factor which is the ratio of
total radar rainfall to the total rain gauge rainfall is quite stable at Nebiler station. As the mean AF is
0.84, by means of simple statistical adjustment technique radar precipitation at Nebiler station is
improved to 143 mm which is close to ground measurement of 168 mm. It would also be possible to
improve the accuracy of radar estimates at Ovacık if a reasonable number of case studies was done and
stable assessment factor could be obtained. Other statistical adjustment techniques such as Weighted
Multiple Regression Method and Kriging will be studied in the future to obtain better improvements.
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ABSTRACT
Antalya is the Turkish Riviera located on Mediterranean coast of southwestern Turkey and it is the
fifth populated city in Turkey. The city has a downtown population of over 1 million. Agriculture and
tourism activities are the most important sources of income in the region. Antalya is a very important
tourism destination and welcomes more than 10 million tourists every year. Also 3.2 million tons
(51%) of Turkey’s greenhouse production, took place in Antalya in 2017.
In this study, the effect of rainfall on coarse and fine particulate matter concentrations on urban
atmosphere during desert dust transport was investigated. For this purpose, samples that were
previously collected by stack filter unit was used together with back trajectories and a desert dust
model outputs of the sampling days.
PM2.5 and PM2.5-10 samples were collected to determine the levels of pollution. Total of 169 samples
were collected once in a two-day period between July 2014 and July 2015. Samples were analysed
using an energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) for 15 elements (Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, K, Ca, Ti,
V, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, As and Pb).
5-day long HYSPLIT back trajectories calculated for each day of the sampling period for 6 different
heights above ground level. Data such as the coordinates of the trajectory, pressure and rainfall status
were determined with the back trajectory calculations. Dust transport from desert were determined
with the help of The Dust Regional Atmospheric Model (DREAM).
The concentrations of elements were combined with the dust days and back trajectories. The influence
of rainfall status of back trajectories to element concentrations in dust days were determined.
Correlations between rainfall and elemental concentrations were analyzed. The correlation between
rainfall and element concentrations was found statistically significant and negative for crustal course
particles.
The preliminary results of this study show that atmospheric lifetime of mineral dust with the sizes
ranging from 2.5 to 10 µg/m3 is relatively longer than the results given in the literature.
Keywords: Particulate matter, Desert dust, Mediterranean, Urban atmosphere
INTRODUCTION
Studies on the health effects of particulate matter (PM), which is still one of the most significant
parameters for urban air quality, show that particles smaller than 100 µm can be easily inhaled. PM10
and PM2.5 pollutants, which are the thoracic fraction and the alveolar fraction respectively(Perez et al.,
2008), not only cause heart attacks and arrhythmias, but also can cause cancer by affecting the
cardiovascular and lung system (Atkinson et al., 2001).
PM are classified into two groups according to their formation. Those that are emitted directly from
the source to the atmosphere are the primary particles, while those produced by various reactions in
the atmosphere are the secondary particles (Watson and Chow, 1994).
Most of the countries defined limit values in their air quality regulations. For instance, European
Union set annual limit values for PM2.5 and PM10 as 25 µg/m3 and 40 µg/m3, respectively (European
Environment Agency, 2013). The United States Environmental Protection Agency aims that PM2.5 stay
below 12 μg/m3 for primary particles and 15 μg/m3 for secondary particles in annual average.
Moreover, 35 μg/m3 for 24-hour maximum and PM10 permissible level of 150 μg/m3 for a 24-hour
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maximum were determined in 2012 (EPA, 2012). Since 2019, Turkey as stated in the national air
quality assessment and management circulars, concentration limits specified in the EU directive is
applicable in Turkey (Ministry of Environment and Civilization, 2013)
Many studies in different regions of Turkey have determined the concentrations and sources of
particulate matter in ambient and industrial atmospheres (Munzur and Tuncel, 2008; Özlü and Karakaş,
2014; Şamlioğlu, 2007; Süren and Tecer, 2007; Ulutaş and Ergenekon, 2010). In addition to these
there had been substantial amount of study conducted in a station located at rural region of Antalya
(Dogan et al., 2010; Doğan et al., 2008; A. S. Erduran and Tuncel, 2001; M. S. Erduran and Tuncel,
2001; Güllü et al., 1996; Ozturk et al., 2012)
In this study, PM2.5-10 and PM2.5 pollution levels and possible sources were analyzed by collecting data
on July 2014 - July 2015 at Akdeniz University Campus. The correlations between two sub-groups
(non-dust days and dust days) with total rain amount data was investigated.
MATERıALS AND METHODS
Antalya and the Sampling Site
Antalya is in the western part of the Mediterranean region. It is the fifth largest city in Turkey with a
population of 2 426 356 (Web-1). This province, which has a great importance with its agriculture and
trade, and especially with its history and tourism, constitutes the land borders of Taurus Mountains.
Agriculture is among the main sources of income for this city, as approximately 50% of Turkey’s total
greenhouse cultivation takes place in Antalya (TUIK, 2012).
This province has become one of Turkey's leading attraction center due to host different types of
tourism, such as caravans and hunting, culture, sea, sports, winter, golfing, convention, dining, nature,
speleological.
The ferrochrome factory and cement factory in the region and three small industrial sites maintain
relatively important industrial activities in the region (Web-2). The majority of the population is
engaged in tourism and agricultural activities. In addition, the annual dry bulk and general cargo
carrying capacity of the port in the west of the city is 5 million tons and the annual container carrying
capacity is 500 000 TEU (Web-3).
Sampling Point and Sample Data Collection
Sampling location was given in Figure 1. which was on the flat roof of the building of Faculty of
Engineering in the Akdeniz University at 15 m height and 50 m altitude above sea level. There is no
anthropogenic source around the Faculty of Engineering, and it is 2.5 km away from the roadside.
This study includes two types of PM with aerodynamic diameter of less than 2.5 µm (fine fraction)
and between 2.5 and 10 µm (coarse fraction). The sampling was implemented using a ‘Gent’ type
stacked filter sampler (SFU) with PM10 pre-impactor (Hopke et al., 1997).
SFU can collect particulate matter in size fractions PM2.5 and PM2.5-10. In this study, the coarse fraction
sample was collected in 8 µm pore filter and the fine fraction sample was collected in 4 µm pore filter.
Sampling was implemented after the filters were preconditioned for 24 hours and weighted. Each filter
was passed through an ionizer shortly before weighting to reduce the effects of static charge. After
sampling, the filters were preconditioned again with the same procedure before the weighting. Filters
were analyzed at the Ankara Nuclear Research and Training Center of the Turkish Atomic Energy
Authority with an Oxford, model ED2000 Energy Dispersive XRF (EDXRF).
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Figure 1. View of the campus area which the station is located
Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT)
HYSPLIT is a system that can be used to calculate simple air parcel trajectories as well as complex
transport, chemical conversion, dispersion and deposition simulations. It is still one of the most widely
used atmospheric transport and dispersion models in the atmospheric sciences area. (Draxler and Hess,
1998; Stein et al., 2015). Back-trajectory analysis, which is used to track the pathway of air parcels
and establish source–receptor relationships, is one of the most common model application in
HYSPLIT (Fleming et al., 2012).
In this study, in order to get total rain data, five-day long backtrajectories arriving at 500m above
ground level were calculated for each sampling day with the help of the TrajStat program. "Isentropic"
option was chosen, as the vertical motion calculation method. Global Data Assimilation System
(GDAS) meteorological data were used for HYSPLIT analysis. Hourly GDAS data input was from
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) fields obtained from NOAA which are
available at every 6 hour with 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ spatial resolution. Coordinates of the trajectory, rainfall
status and pressure data were determined with the backtrajectory calculations and the correlations
between non-dust days and dust days with total rain amount data was investigated.
A typical 120 hour backtrajectory ending at 500 m above ground level with rain events is given in
Figure 2.
The Dust Regional Atmospheric Model (DREAM)
Barcelona Supercomputing Center-Dust Regional Atmospheric Model (BSC-DREAM8b) is an applied
model for estimating the dust cycle in the atmosphere (Nickovic et al., 2001). Model uses the Eulertype partial differential nonlinear equation for dust mass continuity. DREAM is fully embedded as one
of the governing prognostic equations in the atmospheric NCEP/Eta atmospheric model (Pérez et al.,
2006). The history of the model is based on the DREAM model developed at the World Laboratory
Center in Italy, which considers the single particle size (Ničković and Dobričić, 1996). Then,
DREAM4 model could be used to investigate the 2-size dust grains carried across the border. Finally,
a new version of the model, named DREAM8b, has been developed with 8-size.
The most significant characteristics of the BSC-DREAM8b model are the detailed particle size
distribution and the ability to evaluation the dust-radiation interaction (Nickovic, 2005, 2002;
Nickovic et al., 2004, 2003; Pérez et al., 2006). The model contains 8 different particle sizes for each
soil population (clay, silt, and sand) in the range of 0.1-10 mm (0.15, 0.25, 0.45, 0.78, 1.3, 2.2, 3.8,
and 7.1 μm). The model mainly based on three group of important atmospheric model variables.
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- Turbulence is in the initial phase of the process when dust is lifted from the ground to the
higher levels,
- Winds in the later stages when dust transports away from the sources,
- And in the final phase, thermodynamic processes, rainfall of the atmospheric model and land
cover features which ensure wet and dry deposition of dust over the surface of Earth.

Figure 2. 120 hour backtrajectory of January 12nd, 2015
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General characteristics of the data
Average and median concentrations of elements and PM calculated for non-desert dust transport and
desert dust days are given in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. The mean levels of PM2.5-10 in nondust days and dust days for the sampling period were 17±10.09 and 25±15.19 µg/m3, respectively. On
both dust and non-dust days, crustal elements such as Al, Ca, Si, Ti were mostly observed in coarse
fractions while anthropogenic elements, such as S, Zn have higher concentrations in fine fractions.
In coarse fractions Ca has the highest concentrations on both non-dust and dust days with 1905 ng/m3
and 2475 ng/m3, respectively, while As has the lowest concentration with 0.4 ng/m3 for both non-dust
and dust days. On the other hand, in fine fractions S has the highest concentrations on both non-dust
and dust days with 937 ng/m3 and 1067 ng/m3 and As has the lowest with 0.3 ng/m3 and 0.4 ng/m3,
respectively.
In order to compare the effect of dust transport on particle size, coarse to fine concentrations ratios
(C/F) were calculated for both subsets and shown in Figure 3. As depicted from the figure, Na, Mg, Al,
Si, Ca and Ti were higher in coarse mode in both subsets. These indicate all of the time, the major
source of these metals were due to emissions with coarse particles. Na and Mg are well known
markers of sea salt particles (Güllü et al., 1998; Qin and Oduyemi, 2003) whereas the major source of
Al, Si, Ca and Ti are due to crustal particles. C/F ratio of Fe was also higher in both subsets. However,
in dust transporting events, C/F ratio was 3.6 while in non-dust transporting days, C/F ratio was
decreased to 2.6. This difference is mainly because of %90 higher concentration of Fe in coarse mode
in dust days. C/F ratio of K, V, Cu, Zn, As and Pb were in both subsets were around 1. This shows that
for both subsets, these elements have both crustal and anthropogenic components. Among these six
elements, K is attributed to anthropogenic wood combustion, sea salt particles and crustal dust
particles. The rest of the metals are due to either motor vehicle emissions or coal combustion, and also
crustal dust emissions. Sulphur, on the other hand, has lower C/F ratio for both subsets. The ratios
were 0.46 and 0.31 for dust days and non-dust days, respectively. The sulphur has several important
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sources. The most important of these was coal combustion. In Antalya, during winter season, coal was
used for household heating. Other important coal combustion source in the Turkey was the power
plants using coal. These power plants were located on the western part of Turkey. The transport of
sulphur from the power plants is another important source (Tepe, 2016). The third important source of
sulphur in the region could be the due to sea salt particles (Howard et al., 2006; Nunes et al., 2005).
Sea salt particles were generally on the coarse mode and this source could be the reason of observing
higher C/F ratio during dust transport days.
Table 1. Statistical values of elemental concentrations in coarse and fine fraction, PM2.5-10 and PM2.5
on non-dust days (Elemental concentrations in ng/m3, PM concentration in μg/m3)
NON-DUST DAYS
COARSE (PM2.5-10)
FINE (PM2.5)
Parameters
N Mean Median
Range
N Mean Median
Range
Na
242
128
5.3-878 89
63
48
4.3-307
89
Mg
180
185
14-504
78
55
1.9-525
89
89
Al
186
175
11-715
44
38
4.3-218
89
89
Si
563
503
21-2182
164
125
8.9-980
89
89
S
293
243
6.1-1258 89
937
671
46-4993
84
K
127
109
7.5-762 89
95
69
8.4-378
89
Ca
1834
183-6062 89
305
250
39-946
89 1905
Ti
31
26
0.2-139 69
4.9
3.3
0.2-22
88
V
1.8
1.7
0.1-4.2
0.8
0.7
0-3.3
86
59
Mn
9.5
0.1-41
9.4
5.3
0-25
84 11.9
49
Fe
206
189
1.3-721
80
72
5.1-253
76
43
Cu
5.7
5.3
0.1-23
5.7
4.2
0.1-55
74
72
Zn
14.9
9.6
1.6-79
15.0
8.2
0.4-113
89
87
As
0.4
0.2
0-2.9
0.3
0.2
0-2
65
66
Pb
9.6
6.9
0.7-66
8.1
5.6
0.1-47
83
80
PM
17
16
0.4-59
8.8
7.6
1.9-24
87
88
Table 2. Statistical values of elemental concentrations in coarse and fine fraction, PM2.5-10 and PM2.5
on dust days (Elemental concentrations in ng/m3, PM concentration in μg/m3)
DUST DAYS
COARSE (PM2.5-10)
FINE (PM2.5)
Parameters
N Mean Median
Range
N Mean Median
Range
Na
379
30-1629 80
103
78
2.3-557
80 419
Mg
270
37-1016 80
106
75
4.2-597
80 291
Al
283
36-2221 80
117
72
5.1-1057
80 396
Si
788
101-5419 80
345
222
18-2203
80 1071
S
486
377
21-1787
1067
869
110-4398
80
80
K
176
23-937
136
126
20-364
80 217
80
Ca
2129
426-7159 80
373
317
98-1059
80 2475
Ti
57
40
4.8-245 74 10.0
6.4
0.1-67
80
V
2.4
2.1
0.1-6.4
1.2
1.0
0-3.7
78
55
Mn
14
11
0.3-51
8.6
5.6
0-27
77
56
Fe
266
9.4-1908 50
104
81
3.3-458
75 385
Cu
8.6
5.9
0.4-107 68
5.5
5.2
0.5-13
71
Zn
23
14
4.6-333 79
20
11
0.1-145
80
As
0.4
0.2
0-3.2
0.4
0.3
0-2
64
63
Pb
11.9
8.6
0.4-75
9.2
7.0
0.2-43
76
70
PM
25
22
5.3-80
11
11
0.7-37
79
80
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Figure 3. Coarse to fine concentrations ratios in dust and non-dust days
The arithmetic mean of the concentration rate of PM and elements on dust days to non-dust days were
calculated for both coarse and fine fractions (Figure ). For Na, Mg, Al, Si, K, Ti and Zn both coarse
and fine mode concentrations were higher in dust days than non-dust days. This is expected as Na, Mg
and K are indicators of sea salt and while the transport of dust, some minerals from sea also expected
to transported to the site. Al, Si and Ti are typically higher in crustal dust. Therefore, during an
episode of dust event, these metals are expected to observe in higher concentrations. Coarse fraction of
S, Fe and Cu are also observed higher during dust transport events as well. As discussed previously,
sulphur in coarse mode may be associated with sea salt however, for Fe and Cu, the results indicates
that one of the major sources of these metals in coarse fraction is due to desert dust transport. For
coarse PM mass, in dusty days concentrations are observed higher. This shows that desert dust is an
important parameter for coarse mode particles than fine mode particles. This results is expected as fine
mode particles generally associated with combustion related emissions. Concentrations of fine mode S,
Fe, Cu and PM and concentrations of both fine and coarse mode Ca, Mn, Cu, As and Pb did not show
important change during dust transport events. This indicates that these metals are either due to local
source or due to another source other than desert dust. Ca is generally associated with crustal dust.
However, soil texture of Anatolian Plateau is enriched with calcium. Therefore, Ca is expected to be
from local emissions. The rest of the metals generally associated with the anthropogenic activities.
Hence, desert dust transport did not expected to have an effect on these metals.

Figure 4. Dust days to non-dust days concentration ratios of elements and PM in coarse and fine
fractions (Blue region is between 0.8-1.25)
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Relationship between rain data in backtrajectories and desert dust transport
Urban environments are always a difficult task to identify distant sources. In urban areas usually time
dependent sampling is done first and then source apportionment tools are applied to identify sources.
Nonetheless, there are lots of various sources, in urban environments. So, it is sometimes difficult to
identify distant sources.
Dream8b model outputs for each sampling day were investigated to observe dust transport to the
sampling site. Then the data was divided into two sub-groups: dust days and non-dust days. Five-day
long HYPLIT backtrajectories of each sampling day was investigated to get total rain data. SplitR
package were used to get total rain data from HYSPLIT. SplitR is an R package for conducting
trajectory and dispersion modeling with HYSPLIT (https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/SplitR).
The correlations between two sub-groups with total rain amount data was investigated. It was found
that crustal elements (Al and Si) concentration in no dust transport group does not show any
correlation with rain amount (Figure ) whereas on dust transport days, In coarse fractions Al and Si
show correlations with rain amount until 10 mm (Figure ). Days with 10 mm rain or more are washout
days and most of the desert dust is assumed to be deposited. The vertical line that intersects 10 mm
rain is the point when we start to see a correlation. Above these concentrations we are sure that there is
a dust transport. Days with below 10 mm of rain and lower than the concentrations that is indicated
vertical line are defined as suspicious dust transporting days.

Figure 5. Al and Si correlations with rain amount on no dust transport days in coarse fraction

Figure 6. Al and Si correlations with rain amount on dust transport days in coarse fraction
CONCLUSION
In urban areas, it is difficult to get a data on distant sources. Even though there are some
methodologies defined in the literature, it is hard to determine the events without integrating them
together. The analysis conducted showed that during a dust event, concentrations of mainly crustal
elements observed in higher concentrations together with sea salt particles. The coarse mode of S and
Fe are also observed higher during dust events as well. It was found that Al and Si are important
indicators of desert dust in the region while another crustal component Ca is originating mainly from
suspension of local crustal dust. In this study, it is found that 10 mm of rain through its travel is
enough for a backtrajectory to washout most of crustal coarse particles that were taken from desert.
This study showed that, even though in the literature, it was expected to observe desert dust
component in fine mode, desert dust is carried to North Eastern Mediterranean region in coarse mode.
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The distance to the desert together with the source location characteristics may played an important
role in this difference.
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Sensitivity of Dust Simulation using YSU and MYJ Scheme of WRF_Chem (case study)
Katayon Varshosaz and Elham Mobarak Hassan
Department of Environment, Ahvaz Branch, Islamic Azad University, Ahvaz, Iran

ABSTRACT
Recently, dust affect drastically on health, road transport and economy in Khuzestan province. The
aim of this study was to investigate the effect of two common boundary layer schemes including YSU
and MYJ in WRF_Chem model in the local dust storm. For this, the local dust was selected on March
14th, 2012. To validate the model, observation data included 10-meter wind speed, PM10 and
horizontal visibility were provided. The results show that the MYJ scheme exhibited a better
correlation between model output and observation data rather than YSU. The MYJ correlation
coefficient for the 10-meter wind speed, PM10 and horizontal were 0.82,0.55 and -0.72 ,respectively.
Although the MYJ scheme had better result, it wasn’t appropriate to simulating PM10 concentration,
since the PM10 concentration value by MYJ was significantly different from observation. however
PM10 concentration estimated by YSU and MYJ scheme showed much more values rather than
observations, but YSU was closer. Variation of 10-meter wind speed from 00 to 12 UTC plays a major
role in local dust emission. As a result, any scheme which simulates better 10-meter wind speed during
the night hour will also make the PM10 concentration more accurately than YSU scheme in local dust
on March 14th 2012.
Keyword: dust storm, WRF_Chem model, YSU scheme, MYJ scheme, PM10, 10-meter wind speed
INTRODUCTION
The height of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) can be affected by various mechanisms such as
surface structure (Warner and Sheu, 2000). Surface fluxes provide the boundary condition in the lower
parts of the atmosphere which can change the height of the PBL(Chen and Dudhia, 2001). variations
in the boundary layer height provides a suitable condition for the vertical conductance of physical
parameters, as well as dust particles, into the atmosphere (Marsham et al., 2008).
During the day, when the sun rises, the surface begins to warm up. Increasing surface instability and
turbulence, and also increasing the height of the boundary layer is inevitable. In such conditions, dust
particles will move toward the higher levels of the atmosphere. Besides that, increasing turbulence in
the daytime will enhance the surface wind speed, which has a significant impact on the local dust
emission.
During the night, reducing the air temperature and increasing the stability leads to a decrease in the
height of the boundary layer. The upward motion and turbulent restricted to dust enclosed near the
surface. The vertical distribution, extent and concentration of dust depend on variation in boundary
layer height varation.
The atmospheric models are important tools to understand the meteorological variables and their
impacts on air quality models. Correct and accurate simulation of meteorological process and wind
filed in the boundary layer possess crucial importance in the simulation chemical samples in the
atmosphere, industrial activities, agriculture, air pollution and, air quality management (Daum et
al.,2003; Zhang et al.,2007; Storm et al., 2010; Carvalho et al., 2012; Bao et al., 2008; Cheng, et al.,
2012; Gilliam et al.,2012). Atmospheric boundary layer schemes and land-surface models (LSMs) are
two major parts in such models parameterization.. These two processes have close interaction with
each other. They affect wind simulation and turbulence and hence air quality or dust in low layers of
the atmosphere (Carvalho et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2012; Storm et al., 2009; García-Díez et al., 2013).
Various boundary layer schemes used different assumptions for mass, humidity and wind fluxes. In
these schemes the vertical mixing in atmospheric low levels and entrainment the air from above PBL
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are different, so the height of boundary layers would be different in them (Bossioli et al.,2009).
Therefore, this is particularly important to identify the best boundary layer scheme for air pollution or
dust simulation.
The PBL schemes were classified into two groups: local and non-local ones. Local schemes assume
that the turbulence fluxes only depend on local values and gradients of the atmospheric parameters
(Hu et al., 2012). Non-local schemes as the second group included fluxes which values were
calculated by analyzing the vertical profile of the entire mixed layer. In this method, the impact of
turbulence is diffused throughout the PBL and resulted increasing the depth. Then onlocal schemes
estimate deeper boundary layers than local ones so, they are more accurate.
In the WRF_Chem model, MYJ considered as local while YSU is the nonlocal schemes. YSU scheme
is widely used in chemical and atmospheric simulations (Hu et al., 2013). This scheme also enables to
realistic simulation of the vertical structure of the chemical and meteorological variables of the
atmosphere during day hours. For night, it shows higher differences (larger bias) (Hu et al., 2012;
Storm et al., 2009 ).
several researches suggested that the PBL height estimated by MYJ was lower than the one obtained
by YSU, because the nonlocal schemes estimated deeper PBL with less bias (Misenis et al.,2006; Xie
et al., 2012; Alapaty et al., 1997). The impact of MYJ and YSU schemes on air pollution simulation
showed that the PBL height estimation by MYJ was 20-40% lower than that values estimated by YUS.
It also estimated higher concentrations for CO2 and pm2.5 compared to YSU (Cheng et al., 2012;
Bossioli et al.,2009; Misenis and Zhang., 2010).
In this study, the impacts of two PBL schemes of WRF_Chem including YSU and MYJ were
evaluated on the local dust properties and 10-meter wind speed in Ahvaz synoptic station. For this,
dust storm on March 14th 2012 was selected. The boundary layers’ height, 10-meter wind speed and
PM10 concentration will be discussed in future sections. better PBL scheme to estimate PM10, will be
introduced in terms of local dust estimation.
DATA AND METHOD
Horizontal visibility decreases when the dust concentration increased so dust caused the atmospheric
turbidity. Wind speed in t 10-meter, phenomenon code and visibility was provided from Ahvaz
synoptic stations. The 07 code defines for the dust event formed in synoptic station. Considering to 07
code report, reduction in horizontal visibility and increasing 10-meter wind speed, 14th 2012 was
selected as the local dust event. MODIS satellite images showed dust in the south west of Iran and
southeast of Iraq (Fig. 1). The presence of dense clouds on southwestern Iran makes it difficult to
detect dust clearly.

Figure 1. The MODIS satellite image on March 14, 2012, and the Ahvaz stations location.
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The synoptic and wind filed zwere analyzed by The ERA_Interim data, which had 0.75 horizontal
degree and temporal 6-hour resolutions. The ERA_I was briefly substituation of ERA_Interim in
following.
The WRF-Chem V.3.9.1 were run by YSU (Yonsei university scheme) and MYJ (Mellor-YamadaJanjic) schemes for dust simulation. The ERA_I was employed for initial data in the model. The
horizontal resolution assessed in 21 km. Table 1 listed the configuration of applied schemes. The
surface layer scheme for MYJ is Eta similarity while MM5 similarity were employed in the YSU.
Each model was labeled by abbreviations in the following order: YSU and MYJ.
Table 1. The configuration of the WRF_Chem model.

In the simple running of WRF_Chem, the PM10 was not directly obtainable. The concentration of
PM10was calculated by the formula below (Web-1). The PM10 was calculated by equation (1) where
the components are dust in four different particle matter sizes and then compared with observations
PM10 and horizontal visibility.
To validate the estimated model, the 10-meter wind speed, horizontal visibility, and PM10
concentration were compared with observations. As only PM10 data was accessible for Ahvaz station,
analysis was done for this station in the following.
FINDINGS
A. synoptic analysis
Synoptic investigation and wind field were applied to better understanding of the atmospheric
condition for local dust. On March 13th, the 1010-hPa pressure was diagnosed on Saudi Arabia, which
was developed associated with the southward extent of the 500-hPa trough (not shown). Therefore, the
primary factor caused by dust was the activation of Saudi Arabia's pressure trough. The next day, at 06
UTC of March 14th, the low-pressure center of 1010hPa had more development in the south of Iraq
and on the other hand 1020-hPa high pressure in the south of Iran was intensified (Fig. 2a) which
resulted an increment in the pressure gradient between them. The southeast 10-meter wind was formed
in the southwest of Iran (Fig. 2a). At the pressure level of 925-hPa, maximum wind speed of 18 m /s in
southeastern directed along with the maximum upward vertical speed of its front was formed near
Ahvaz (Fig. 2b).

Figure 2. A) Mean of sea level pressure in hPa (solid black lines), geopotential height at 500 hPa in
Dm (dashed lines) and wind direction at 10-meter (red vectors), B) wind speed in m/s (solid black
lines), wind direction (red vectors) and vertical velocity in pas/s (contours), 06(UTC) on 14 March
2012.
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The mentioned condition led to increasing 10-meter wind speed to above 13 m/s (Fig. 3) at 09 UTC on
March 14th. On March 14th during 03 to 09 UTC, while the 10-meter wind speed increased from 4 to
13 m/s (Fig. 3), the 07 code and decreasing visibility to 1000m were reported. In addition, according to
the soil conditions adjacent of Ahvaz, the rising of soil particles take places due to the increase in 10meter wind speed and the upward vertical velocity transported them into higher layers in the
atmosphere. Whatever local dust was confirmed on March 14th, from 00 to 12 UTC, in Ahvaz station.

Figure 3. The time series of 10-meter wind speed (m/s) and code phenomena on March 13-14, 2012
in Ahvaz
B. Comparison of the model output
The 10-meter wind speed which estimated by MYJ and YSU showed correlation coefficients 0.83 and
0.74 with observational data. Both schemes had coefficients more than 0.5 which indicated a high
correlation, of course, MYJ was better than YSU. Although the correlation coefficient was good in
both of them, due to the localization of the dust, the hourly changes in wind speed is critical.
The maximum 10-meter wind speed was 13.27 m/s by MYJ model, which was closer to observation;
while YSU was 10.11 m/s farther (Table 2). The minimum 10-m wind speed was reported 3 m/s while
6.52 and 4.88 m/s was estimated by MYN and respectively thus YSU was closer to the observation
(Table 2). The 10-meter wind speed range during one day was estimated 6.75 and 5.23 m/s by MYJ
and YSU, respectively; both of them were smaller than the observation data, which was 10 m/s.
Table 2. Correlation coefficients and Maximum, minimum and variation range of observation, YSU
and MYJ model output, wind speed on March 14
MYJ
YSU
Observation

Corr-Ob
0.82
0.74

Corr-ERA
0.89
0.83
0.89

Max
13.27
10.11
13

Min
6.52
4.88
3

Range
6.75
5.23
10

Considering the diurnal role of wind speed variations in local dust emission, the hourly observation of
10-meter wind speed, ERA_I and two PBL schemeswere compared on March 14th (Fig. 4). The MYJ
and YSU fluctuation was similar, although estimated wind speed by YSU was smaller than MYJ and
the differences get more in some hours.
The MYJ presented a better correlation and estimation of the maximum wind speed at 09 UTC (midday) in accordance with the observation but goes wrong for the wind speed minimum at night hours.
(Fig. 4). During the night to midday, from 00 to 12 UTC, MYJ has given wind speed more than YSU.
It seems that the highest difference in the estimation of 10-meter wind speed is detectable in night
hours rather than a day according to Table 2 and Fig. 3. The reason is the instability variation in day
and night hours as well as differences between local and non-local scheme.
According to 07 code report and increasing wind speed within 6 hours (03 to 09 UTC), it sharp
increase (10 m/s) in the 10-meter wind speed can provide the suitable condition for local dust
formation (The mentioned condition led to increasing 10-meter wind speed to above 13 m/s (Fig. 3) at
09 UTC on March 14th. On March 14th during 03 to 09 UTC, while the 10-meter wind speed
increased from 4 to 13 m/s (Fig. 3), the 07 code and decreasing visibility to 1000 m were reported. In
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addition, according to the soil conditions adjacent of Ahvaz, the rising of soil particles take places due
to the increase in 10-meter wind speed and the upward vertical velocity transported them into higher
layers in the atmosphere. Whatever local dust was confirmed on March 14th, from 00 to 12 UTC, in
Ahvaz station.(Fig. 4). As the dust source was originated from internal regions and as occurred
between 00 to 12 UTC March 14th, estimation of wind speed during the night had higher importance.
Therefore, among two PBL scheme, The YSU seems to be a proper choice for estimating the
magnitude and variation range during day time as well as night. Of course, both of YSU and MYJ do
not estimate sudden changes in 10m wind speed.
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Figure 4. The time series of 10-meter wind speed (m/s) from observation, YSU, and MYJ simulations,
on March 13-14, 2012
The correlation between horizontal visibility and PM10 was -0.89. Horizontal visibility reduction was
due to an increasing PM10 so the negative sign indicated their inverse relationship. The PM10
estimated by MYJ and YSU models showed a correlation with observations by 0.55 and 0.51 and with
the horizontal visibility of -0.72 and -0.69, respectively.
The maximum PM10 observation was 646 g ⁄m3 (Table 4) which declined the visibility to 1000m on
March 14th. The MYJ and YSU schemes estimated maximum PM10 as 5081 and 2659 g ⁄m3,
respectively (Table 4). The lowest PM10 concentration was also 146 g ⁄m3which decreased the
horizontal visibility to 7000 m, While the MYJ and YSU schemes estimated 1937 and 1015 g ⁄m3
(Table. 4). The maximum and minimum estimation of PM10 by YSU and MYJ were worst rather than
observation. The MYJ data had more differences.
Table 4. Correlation coefficient and Maximum, minimum and variation ranges of PM10 (g ⁄m3) by
MYJ and YSU, PM10 and visibility observation
Corr-PM10-MYJ
Corr-PM10-YSU
PM10-Ob

Corr-PM10-Ob
0.55
0.51

visibility
-0.72
-0.69
-0.89

Max
5081
2659
646

Min
1937
1015
146

Range
2136
1644
501

In the following, the hourly changes of PM10 were illustrated. The time series of PM10 by MYJ and
YSU were relatively similar to identical fluctuations (Fig. 5.). There detected some differences
between 06 to 09 UTC. The maximum PM10 by YSU took place on 06 UTC while MYJ on 09 UTC
was according to observation. There is a significant difference in PM10 concentration between two
runs, and MYJ was estimated much more than YSU. In addition, both values were greater than
observation. The high difference in PM10 estimation of WRF_Chem model compared to the observed
values was also mentioned in the previous studies (Banks et al., 2016; Werneret al., 2015). Estimating
PM10 concentration with a high error, especially in this case, showed that local factors had a special
role in local dust distribution which may not be simulated well by the WRF_Chem model.
The maximum 10-meter wind speed (13.27 m/s) and maximum PM10 concentration (5081 g⁄m3)
estimated by MYJ scheme exhibited a significant difference with YSU. The YSU estimated less PM10
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values in night hours in line with the fact that it down-estimated the night wind speed. It seems that
variation in 10-meter wind speed from 00 to 12 UTC had a crucial importance in local dust emission.

Figure 5. The time series of PM10 from MYJ and YSU simulations, on March 13-14, 2012
C. Boundary layer height
There is no observed data to compare the height of the boundary layer, so primary ERA_I data used to
compare model results. The difference of boundary layer height simulated by both models was not
similar during night and day hours on March 14th. This difference can be seen in both the value of
PBL height and its temporal variation. The PBL height estimated by MYJ and YSU schemes was more
than ERA_I during night hours (Fig. 6). In addition, 1600 m in PBL height by MYJ had a lot of
difference with 500m YSU at the same time.
The two models functionality was quite different from 6 to 12 UTC as YSU were increased and MYJ
declined. Increasing the PBL height by YSU is perfectly consistent with increasing day instability,
while decrease by the MYJ may have occurred due to the presence of dust. Another point can be
mentioned in restrict dust particles and increasing PM10 concentration due to less boundary layer
height by MYJ, Which is consistent with other studies (Cheng et al., 2012; Bossioli et al.,2009; Misenis and
Zhang., 2010) and MYJ local scheme feature.
Regarding different physical mechanisms used in two schemes for day hours with instability, the
models worked differently.

Figure 6. The time series of PBL height from 6 simulations, on March 13-14, 2012
CONCLUSION
WRF_Chem model was implemented to simulate the local dust event in Ahvaz station on March 14th.
The model was run with two different PBL schemes.
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Variation in 10-meter wind speed from 00 to 12 UTC plays a critical role in local dust emission of.
Therefore, schemes with a better estimation of 10-meter wind speed during night hour will perform
better estimation of PM10 and dust concentration which in this case, YSU has this characteristic. Of
course, both of them do not estimate momentum changes in 10-wind speed that is usual in local dust.
The results indicated that the variation trend estimated by MYJ scheme is more consistent with the
observation due to the highest correlation of the 10-meter wind speed, horizontal visibility and PM10
concentration with 0/82, -0/72 and 0/55, respectively. In addition, the MYJ scheme showed better
temporal variation, especially when the maximum wind and PM10 occurs, but as it estimated PM10
concentration higher than observation, it cannot be considered as a suitable scheme for local dust.
In this case local dust took place on March 14th , WRF-Chem model had not reliableresult to simulate
the PM10 concentration same as other researches (Banks et al., 2016; Werneret al., 2015). Estimating the
PM10 concentration with a high error, especially in local dust source, confirms the effect of local
factors including the geographic and surface structure which may not be simulated well by the models.
The surface layer scheme and determination of the fluxes in MYJ local PBL were another main
reasons for higher errors in estimating PM10 concentration. A few suggestions made to improve the
model performance; 1)the WRF-Chem run with the other DUST model, for example, AFWA, 2) using
coefficients in different sections of the schemes for a special geographic area, 3)other local dust with
different synoptic structure should be simulated and their result should be compared.
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ABSTRACT
The air quality in the capital city of India, Delhi has been worsened on regular basis since last 5 years.
Most of the air pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, PM1 and black carbon) are alarmingly increasing at the rate of
3-5% particularly at busy traffic intersection sites. In this study, the variations of on-road emission
factors of carbon monoxide (CO) and black carbon (BC) as well as the ambient BC concentrations
were reported at one of the busy traffic intersection site of Delhi, India. The fleet average emission
factors showed considerable rise in the year 2017 as compared to the year 2016. Moreover, the
recorded observations of BC concentrations during two different seasons i.e. summer and winter of
2017, higher concentrations were found during winter as compared to summer which indicates that
people are more exposed during winters as compared to summers. The BC diurnal patterns during
summer season were found to be relatively less as compared to winters which indicates the biomass
burning activities and frequency of diesel trucks are major source during winters in the year 2017.
These results would suggest policymakers to find out cost effective ways to reduce BC concentrations
in capital city of India, Delhi so that the health status of the residents of Delhi can be improved at a
significant rate.
Keywords: Black carbon, emission factors, seasons, Delhi.
INTRODUCTION
Air pollution is regarded as the global burden disease and therefore is the main challenge for
maintaining ecological balance (Dockery and Stone, 2007). In India particularly, a larger population of
half a million people die prematurely annually due to worst air quality (Dumka et al. 2010). A large
number of people in India including Bangladesh and Pakistan resides in the Indo-Gangetic Plain. The
IGP region constitutes of about 700 million inhabitants who are exposed to various air pollutants on
daily basis (Srivastava et al., 2012a; Tripathi et al., 2006; Dey and Tripathi, 2007). Due to the
contribution of biomass burning and crop residue burning alongwith transboundary movements of air
masses enhance the pollutants levels all over the IGP region particularly during winter season
(Awasthi et al., 2011; Badarinath et al., 2006). During crop residue burning, carbon dioxide (CO2) is
the main product of combustion alongwith emission of carbon monoxide (CO), soot particles, nitrogen
oxides (NOx) and sulphur dioxide (SO2). In Asia, the yearly contribution from open biomass burning is
estimated to be 0.37 Tg of sulphur dioxide, 2.8 Tg of nitrogen oxides, 1100 Tg of carbon dioxide, 67
Tg of carbon monoxide and 3.1 Tg of methane (CH4) (Streets et al. 2003). On worldwide level, 20%
of black carbon (BC) is produced from biofuels, 40% from fossil fuels and 40% from open biomass
burning (Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008; Bond et al., 2013; Bisht et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015;
Naudiyal and Schmerbeck, 2017). The emissions from crop residue burning are responsible to enhance
lung and respiratory diseases (Wang and Christopher, 2003). BC strongly absorbs short-wave solar
and long-wave surface radiation and have an important role in global warming and rapid melting of
glaciers and ice caps due to heat effect from the atmosphere (Hansen et al., 2000; Ramanathan and
Carmichael, 2008; Menon et al., 2010). Moreover, BC makes the atmosphere unstable, produce
disturbance in weather circulation patterns, alters cloud albedo and responsible for huge loss to crop
yields and human health (Chameides et al., 1999; Cao et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016). Hence, BC studies
have played a significant role in the urban atmosphere of South and East Asia, where high levels of
BC have been recorded due to rapid industrialization and urbanization, extensive biomass burning and
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forest fires (Gustafsson et al., 2009; Lawrence and Lelieveld, 2010; Ram et al., 2012; Rajput et al.,
2014; Rastogi et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017).
In India, as per the National Thermal Power Corporation, coal is the main fuel which is used for
approximately 62.3% in electricity generation while oil and gas supposed to be used as 10.2 and other
sources like water, wind, nuclear etc contribute to the rest of the usage i.e. 27.5%. An emission
inventory study at NCR during the year 2010, reports that the percentage contribution of NOx, CO,
PM2.5 and BC emissions was 63, 60, 45 and 46 respectively, majorly from transport sector (SAFAR
2010). In megacity Delhi, daily mean concentrations of PM2.5 in the winter ranges 100-200 µg/m3
while during occasional days it is found to be 1000 µg/m3, which is almost 10 times than WHO
permissible limit (Air Quality Guidelines, 2005). As compared to other metropol cities at global scale,
Delhi and other IGP megacities have shown higher values of black carbon aerosols in PM2.5 which is
almost double the BC loadings of Beijing aerosols (Beekmann et al., 2015).
The present study focuses on variations of on-road emission factors of carbon monoxide (CO) and
black carbon (BC) as well as the ambient BC concentrations at one of the busy traffic intersection site
of Delhi, India and also examined the seasonal and temporal variations of BC for the source
identification. It also helps the policy makers to take essential steps to reduce BC concentrations so
that the health status of the city can be improved.
METHODOLOGY
Study Area
Delhi, capital of India, located in the northern part of India having latitude of 28°24′17″ to 28°53′ and
from the longitude of 76°20′37″ to 77°20′37″ at an altitude between 213 and 305 m above sea level
was selected for this study. It possess semi-arid climate, majorly governed by its inland location and
dominance of continental sir almost whole year, alongwith its weather varies from hot to extreme cold,
approximately 6.7 – 40. 5ºC. This northern part of India, mainly IGP, comprises of foggy conditions
during winter months leading to poor visibility, lower mixing heights and poor mixing with upper
boundary layer. Winds are predominantly westerly or north-westerly during winter and easterly and
south-easterly in monsoon months (Tiwari et al., 2012).
Study Site
Monitoring of selected air pollutants was conducted at CSIR-Central Road Research Institute
(28.55°N 77.27° E at 216 meters above mean sea level) located on Delhi-Mathura Road, National
Highway-2 (NH-2) (Fig. 1). Mathura Road is one of the busiest and major arterial roads in Delhi with
an average traffic flow of 170,000 vehicles per day. The vehicle composition consists of mainly twowheelers, three-wheelers, cars, buses, light commercial vehicles (LCVs) and trucks.
Data Collection and Analysis
The monitoring data was collected for selected air pollutants like black carbon and carbon monoxide
from real time “System of Air Quality Forecast and Research” (SAFAR) (Ministry of Earth Sciences
(MoES)), monitoring station installed at CSIR-Central Road Research Institute Complex. SAFAR
programme is Ministry of Earth Sciences Programme initiated by Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology (IITM), Pune, India. At SAFAR CRRI station, BC was measured by 7-wavelength
Aethalometer (Model AE-31, Magee Scientific Company, Berkley, CA, USA) online monitor with
temporal resolution of 5 min and CO was measured simultaneously measured by CO analyzer (Model
49i, Thermo Scientific, USA) at a 5-min interval. The lower detection limit of CO analyzer is 0.04 ±
0.001 ppm. All the selected pollutants data is continuously recorded at 15-min interval for 2
consecutive years (2016-2017) and data obtained was computed and analyze for further diurnal and
seasonal variations at selected site.
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Emission Factors
The vehicular fleet average emission factors (EF) were calculated based on the data collected during
on-road measurements. The fuel-based emission factor can be calculated by Wang et al. (2009). The
on-road concentrations of all vehicular fleet was grouped and calculated for each EF value in both the
years 0f 2016 and 2017.

Figure 1. Map showing location of CRRI (Traffic Intersection) Site, Delhi
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Emission Factors
The emission factors were calculated for different types of vehicles as well as for fleet average
emission factors too (Table 1). The statistical significance for both the years 2016 and 2017 were also
tested and respective hypothesis were made. Student t-test was applied and the respective P-values
were obtained for CO and BC as 8.67 x 10-6 and 0.04 respectively. The P-values indicate that the
variations between 2016 and 2017 emission factors are statistically significant (Zar, 1999). For lightduty gasoline vehicles, CO and BC emission factors were found to be decreased in the year 2016 as
compared to 2017. In the year 2017, the total number of private vehicles registered in Delhi was
600,930 which is significantly higher than in 2016 as reported to be 495,624. Moreover, 5,000 more
buses were added in the year 2017 as compared to 2016 (CSE Report, 2018). In addition to that, the
BS-IV norms are implemented for motor vehicles in the late of 2017 as compared to 2016. Therefore,
improved fuel quality in terms of sulphur content is introduced to enhance the performance of both
engines and gasoline catalytic converters in the late 2017, but, it would not add much significant
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difference as compared to the emission factors of 2016 (CSE Report, 2018). Many vehicle inspection
and maintenance programs have been launched in the last 5 years (2012-2017) but due to higher
addition of more heavy emitter vehicles in 2017, no significant impact has been reported. Moreover,
the trucks and passenger cars have also been added to 10% more as compared to 2016 from nearby
satellite cities of Delhi (MSPI, 2017). These are some of the reasons which explain why these
emission factors in 2017 did not show expected decrease.
Vehicle Types
2017
LDV (fleet average)
Diesel Trucks
HDV
Heavy emitters
2016
LDV (fleet average)
Diesel Trucks
HDV
Heavy emitters

Table 1. Emission Factors of On-Road Selected Vehicles
No. of Vehicles
BC (g kg/fuel)
CO (g kg/fuel)
11301
598
15340
19695

0.5
0.2
1.8
0.6

124
65
178
142

6785
456
12939
11335

0.4
0.1
1.3
0.3

110
30
132
121

Diurnal Variations of Black Carbon
Black carbon mass concentrations possess the nature of diurnal variability that can be related to
combined effect of changes in the concentrations of BC and other atmospheric driven processes
(Ramachandran and Rajesh, 2007; Srivastava et al. 2012b). Fig. 2a and b shows the diurnal variations
of BC mass concentrations during two different seasons i.e. summer and winter in two reported years
of 2016 and 2017 over Delhi. In both the years, during summer season no significant change has been
observed in the diurnal pattern of BC concentrations while BC concentrations are showing significant
change in their variations during winter season. This may be due to the increased coal consumption
during winter season and also lower temperatures, low wind speed and lower boundary layers (Dan et
al., 2004; He et al., 2001). Moreover, during winter season, crop residue burning activities mostly in
November month significantly contributed to high concentrations of air pollutants transported from
nearby areas like Punjab and Haryana (Saxena and Naik, 2018; Badrinath et al., 2006).
In Fig. 2a, in 2016, it has been observed that significant decline is noticed around noon hours that is
mainly due to less vehicular activities at that particular duration of time and may be due to high
temperatures which are also the main reason for the low concentrations of BC. The diurnal pattern of
BC observed in the present study is very similar to the observations of other studies (Husain et al.,
2007; Nair et al., 2007; Tripathi et al., 2005; Safai et al., 2007) with a gradual rise starting at 6:00 hrs.
The decreasing decline in BC mostly during midnight may be due to less vehicular activities and low
wind speed. During the morning, mostly between 7:00 to 10:00 hrs and evening peak hours mostly
between 15:00 to 19:00 hrs, higher concentration of BC is mostly observed due to heavy vehicular
activities. Peak BC concentrations during the morning and evening were about 8.34 and 10.22 µg/m3
and 20.43 and 22.76 µg/m3 for summer and winter respectively. The significant change is only
observed during winter which is higher than those measured during afternoon. These variations are
due to combined effect of emissions and meteorology. The morning peaks (winters) might be related
with the fumigation effect in the boundary layer which brings aerosols from the nocturnal residual
layer shortly after sunrise (Stull, 1988). As the day rises, higher solar radiation increases the surface
temperature alongwith turbulent effects and a deeper boundary layer, results in faster dispersion of
dust particles and hence a dilution of BC concentrations occurs near to the surface around noon time
(11:00 – 13:00 hrs). After 16:00 hrs, the evening rush hours starts alongwith cooking and residential
heating. Similar observation was found in the study of Tiwari et al. (2013) where PM2.5 and BC
concentration in Delhi city was discussed alongwith their seasonal and meteorological patterns.
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Seasonal diurnal variations in 2017 (Fig. 2b) too for BC concentrations where, similar trend is shown
as in 2016 (Fig. 2a) except significant decline was only observed during late night and midnight hours
i.e. 22:00 – 4:00 hrs) not in noon hours. This was due to the reason of drastic increase in the number of
vehicles in 2017 as compared to 2016, therefore emission rates were high during all the time except in
late night and midnight hours. The significant variation of BC was only found during winters while
during summers no significant change has been observed. Peak BC concentrations during the morning
and evening were about 10.83 and 12.34 µg/m3 and 27.89 and 31.22 µg/m3 for summer and winter
respectively.

Figure 2. a. Diurnal Variation of BC during different seasons in Delhi in 2016 and b. Diurnal
Variation of BC during different seasons in Delhi in 2017
Comparative Annual Variations of BC
Fig. 3 shows the comparative variation of BC in both selected years i.e. 2016 and 2017 during two
seasons i.e. summer and winter. Higher concentrations of BC were found in summer (11.20 µg/m3)
and winter (21.18 µg/m3) 2017 as compared to 2016 summer (8.79 µg/m3) and winter (16.78 µg/m3).
This is due to the reason that in 2017, the total number of registered private vehicles had shown drastic
increase as compared to 2016. Moreover, 5,000 more buses were added in the year 2017 as compared
to 2016 (CSE Report, 2018). In addition to that, the BS-IV norms are implemented for motor vehicles
in the late of 2017 as compared to 2016. Many vehicle inspection and maintenance programs have
been launched in the last 5 years (2012-2017) but due to higher addition of more heavy emitter
vehicles in 2017, no significant impact has been reported.

Figure 3. Comparative Average Annual Variation of BC in 2016 and 2017
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CONCLUSION
Annual average real-time data analysis of BC was performed at an urban city Delhi at traffic
intersection site and examined for diurnal, seasonal and yearly variation in 2016 and 2017. Higher
concentrations of BC were found in summer (11.20 µg/m3) and winter (21.18 µg/m3) 2017 as
compared to 2016 summer (8.79 µg/m3) and winter (16.78 µg/m3). This is due to the reason that in
2017, the total number of registered private vehicles had shown drastic increase as compared to 2016.
Moreover, 5,000 more buses were added in the year 2017 as compared to 2016. Moreover, the
emission factors in both the years were calculated for BC and CO for different types of vehicles in
Delhi. For light-duty gasoline vehicles, CO and BC emission factors were found to be decreased in the
year 2016 as compared to 2017. Moreover, higher concentrations of BC was found in winter season as
compared to summer season in both the years. This may be due to the increased coal consumption
during winter season and also lower temperatures, low wind speed and lower boundary layers.
Moreover, during winter season, crop residue burning activities mostly in November month
significantly contributed to high concentrations of air pollutants transported from nearby areas like
Punjab and Haryana. Peak BC concentrations during the morning and evening were about 8.34 and
10.22 µg/m3 and 20.43 and 22.76 µg/m3 for summer and winter respectively in the year 2016. The
significant change is only observed during winter which is higher than those measured during
afternoon. These variations are due to combined effect of emissions and meteorology. The significant
variation of BC was only found during winters while during summers no significant change has been
observed. In 2017, peak BC concentrations during the morning and evening were about 10.83 and
12.34 µg/m3 and 27.89 and 31.22 µg/m3 for summer and winter respectively. Very few studies have
been reported yet particularly in Delhi, such significant and real-time dataset studies would be helpful
in developing emission inventories and chemical transport models.
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ABSTRACT
Spatiotemporal mapping of wind speed data is of great importance on determining the wind energy
potential, construction zones, projecting future values and planning resources. From this point of view,
monthly and yearly mean wind speed maps of Turkey are generated using Bayesian Maximum
Entropy (BME) approach. The method, a nonlinear geostatistical approach, is the only method that
exact measurements are combined with the secondary information on local uncertainties to generate
science-based uncertainty assessment. During processing data, physical laws, hypotheses, experiences,
scientific theories, high order space/time moments, various types of uncertain information, outputs of
models etc. are incorporated to the process. Hence, it maximizes knowledge about the variable
processed because it uses exact and auxiliary data which belong to the regarding variable.
In this study, Turkey daily mean wind speed data (m/s) measured at 10 m between the years 2010 and
2015 have been used. Different spatial and temporal lags have been used in order to determine the
most appropriate intervals. Also, various local means are used to find proper kriging method. In the
forecast process, hard data (raw data), hard data with soft data (auxiliary data), detrended hard with
soft data are implemented, separately. All studies show that using hard with soft data gives the best
forecast results and the most appropriate kriging method is determined as the ordinary kriging.
Similarly to the other techniques which involve kriging methods, variances of errors are taken as a
performance criterion. When the soft data are used, variances of the forecast errors reduce by half. All
forecast results stay the interval of confidence levels and error variances of forecast results are quite
low.
Moreover, the BME forecast is employed for each month. Differently from the yearly forecast, the
application of the detrended hard and soft data is found the most convenient experiment because it
decreases the error values.
From this point forth, it can be said that the usage of the soft data increases the accuracy of the
forecasts. In addition, unknown wind speed values due to the lack of the stations are calculated and
even wind speed values over the seas are identified using Bayesian Maximum Entropy Method. The
study is the first and only spatiotemporal wind speed study used the BME approach for Turkey.
Keywords: Wind speed, Wind atlas, Spatiotemporal Analysis, Forecast, Bayesian Maximum Entropy
(BME)
INTRODUCTION
Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) (Christakos 1990, 1991a, b, 1992, 1998a, b) is a nonlinear
geostatistical approach. BME uses Bayesian conditionalization and entropy maximization in the same
process and realizes a spatiotemporal mapping and analysis. When compared to other methods, it is
seen that BME provides smaller confidence levels. Moreover, error variances are used as performance
criteria of results (Serre and Christakos 1999).
BME is the only approach which uses not only data (hard data) on the process but also information of
the data (auxiliary data) in a spatiotemporal mapping. In other words, different kinds of information
are united (Serre et al. 2003).
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There are many studies about the estimation and forecasting of wind speeds for Turkey. For instance,
Koçak (2002) analyzes the wind persistence with a theoretical ideal speed duration curve for the north
of the Aegean Region where etesian winds have an important role. In this study, five year-data that
belongs to 21 different meteorological stations are used. The difference between the error of speed
duration curve and the theoretical ideal speed duration curve is taken as a wind speed persistence
criterion. Persistence values changes between 0.31 and 0.63 in the region studied. The west and north
coasts of the region have high persistence while it is seen lower persistence values inner sides of the
region. Şen (2001) has realized a spatial analysis with the wind speed data taken from thirty-five
meteorological stations for wind speeds and topography in Turkey using the point cumulative semivariogram method. Study results reveal that wind speeds are heterogeneous and separate to five
categories. Another study is implemented by Süzek (2007) and a yearly mean wind speed map of
Turkey is generated via the ordinary kriging method. In the study, hourly wind speed data belonged to
224 meteorological stations and measured at 10 m in 2005. Values are not assigned to the east of Ağrı,
Iğdır and some parts of Hakkari because they are out of the analysis network. Also, high values in the
northern Thrace Region should not be considered as this region stays the stations which have unknown
kriging values and these values are found with the extrapolation instead of the interpolation. From the
map, high wind speed values are seen in the western Marmara, northwestern Black Sea, western
Central Anatolia, southeastern Mediterranean and southeastern parts of southeastern Anatolia Regions.
Moreover, BME is employed to different kinds of variables for estimation and prediction such as soil
moisture (Fan et al., 2015), rainfall (Shi et al., 2015), soil salinity (Douaik et al., 2004).
The main goal of our study is generating a spatiotemporal Turkey mean wind speed map and
forecasting of mean wind speed values with the BME.
SITE, DATA and METHODS
Site Description
ꀀ䁘 u meridians and 6䁘
Turkey is a country between 6䁘
Figure 1 (b) shows regions of Turkey.
(a)
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o parallels as seen in Figure 1 (a).
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Figure 1. (a) Turkey latitude and longitude map (b) Turkey regions map
Data Description
Daily mean wind speed data (m/s) measured at 10 m between the years 2010 and 2015 are obtained
from 320 meteorological stations and attached to the study.
In the study, means and standard deviations of the data are used as soft data with the Gaussian
distribution. Furthermore, hard data, a combination hard and soft data and detrended hard and soft data
have been used for annual and monthly experiments. All details are given as a study matrix in Table 1.
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Table 1. Study matrix.

The stations of data used all over of Turkey and the data points occurred after kriging using the BME
approach can be seen in Figure 2 (b).
(a)

(b)

Figure 2 (a) The stations of the data used all over of Turkey (b) the data points which are occurred
when using the BME approach.
Statistics of mean wind speed data (hard data) can be seen below. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show
histograms of Turkey wind speed and logarithmic wind speed data, respectively. As seen from the
Figure 3 (a), wind speed data are right-skewed data with mean 2.2 m/s. After the logarithmic
transformation, the data approximate to a normal distribution. In Table 2, the statistics of the data are
given.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Histogram of Turkey (a) wind speed data and (b) logarithmic wind speed data.
The last part of the study is monthly forecasts of wind speed values. All of the monthly wind speed
data are right-skewed.
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Methods
Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME)
Bayesian Maximum Entropy (BME) (Christakos 1990, 1991a, b, 1992, 1998a, b) is a nonlinear
geostatistical approach. It realizes spatiotemporal analysis and uses spatiotemporal domains. During
processing the data with BME, physical laws, experiences, scientific theories, high order space/time
moments, outputs of models etc. are incorporated to the process.
In modern geostatistics, data sets
(Christakos, 2000).
q

�

t

㊀ Ԑ�

consist of two basis categories below as seen below

�

〠

(1)

䖣֝

where t
and ㊀ Ԑ� indicate the hard and soft data, respectively. In relation to hard data,
specificatory knowledge for the points 䖣t 〠 h 䖣֝ is
q

〠

t

(2)

䖣t ֝

Specificatory knowledge base (q֝ contains single-valued measurements 〠

Regarding soft data, the specificatory knowledge for the remaining points 䖣㊀
q

㊀ Ԑ�

〠

䖣tV

䖣֝

䖣

䖣t ֝ in space/time.
䖣t is given as
(3)

A spatiotemporal analysis begins with general knowledge base . At the prior stage, the joint
probability density function Ԑ 〠 䖣 ֝ is calculated by general knowledge and the maximum entropy
theory is applied (Gao et al. 2014).
At the meta-prior stage, hard and soft data and specificatory knowledge base are considered.
At the posterior stage, the specificatory knowledge q with general knowledge
mapping process (Christakos, 2000).

is integrated to the

BME posterior probability density function Ԑ 〠 ֝ as follows (Christakos 1992, 2000)
Ԑ

㊀ Ԑ�Ԑq 〠 ㊀ Ԑ�֝ Ԑ

〠

t

㊀ Ԑ�

(4)

֝

q is available all physical knowledge and is a normalization parameter. In the study,
where
because it minimizes mean squared estimation errors, the conditional mean estimation is used.
As a rule, the measurement of an uncertainty is given with the variance of the forecast errors (Olea
1997; Bogaert and Christakos 1997). The variance of BME posterior pdf can be taken as an ordinary
measure of a forecast error. Because this value is equivalent to the variance of a forecast error
h
h , it is used as performance criteria.
For Gaussian posterior pdf, the probability of h which oscillates the range of h
6
is 95% (Serre and Christakos 1999).
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RESULTS
For all experiments, four local means have been used as seen in the Table 1 but linear and quadratic
local means do not fit to wind speed data. Therefore, maps are shown for zero and constant local
means.
For Experiment 1 (hard data), maps of mean speed values after forecasting and maps of error variances
are shown in Figures 4 (a,b) and 5 (a,b).
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Figure 4. For zero-local mean (a) the BME mean wind speed map (b) the BME error variance map.
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Figure 5. For constant local mean (a) the BME mean wind speed map (b) the BME error variance map.
When reviewed 4 (b) and 5 (b), distinct differences between error variances are not seen. But quite low
wind speed values are drawn the attention especially in the south of Southeastern Anatolia Region and
coastline of Mediterranean Region in the map which local mean is taken as zero when checked 4 (a).
However, it is known from Turkey wind atlas and former studies mentioned before that wind speed
values (at 10 m) in these regions are between 5.5-6.5 m/s. From this point of view, the map of mean
wind speed is more accurate when constant local mean is taken (see Figure 5 (a)).
Results of the Experiment 2 (hard and soft data) can be seen below. The least error variance values are
provided from the study with 䁘 -spatial and 1-week temporal ranges. Forecasts of mean speed values
and maps of error variances are shown in Figures 6 (a,b) and 7 (a,b).
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Figure 6. For zero-local mean (a) the BME mean wind speed map (b) the BME error variance map.
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Figure 7. For constant local mean (a) the BME mean wind speed map (b) the BME error variance map.
In Figure 6 (b) and 7 (b), although visual differences are not seen, the usage of soft data halves error
variance values when observed these values. This condition proves that the usage of the soft data does
increase the accuracy of the forecast. Besides, it is thought that the map given with Figure 7 (a) has a
better capability of representation than the other. The wind speed values which cannot be determined
due to the lack of data in the Experiment 1 is clearer in the experiment especially in inner Aegean,
Mediterranean Regions and the borderline of Southeastern Anatolia Region. Moreover, it is easily seen
that the BME approach have estimated mean wind speed pattern even on the sea. It is thought that the
map given with Figure 7 (a) may be a current wind atlas of Turkey.
In experiment 3 (detrended hard and soft data), spatial and temporal mean and smoothed spatial mean
trends regarding the detrending matrix for yearly data are given in Figure 8 (a, b) and 9.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Temporal mean trend of mean wind speed values (b) spatial mean trend (raw) of mean
wind speed.
From Figure 8 (a), it is seen that wind speed trend is almost constant on the first and last months of the
year and wind speed values reach the maximum level in June and July.

Figure 9. Spatial trend of smoothed mean wind speed.
䁘
䁘
t䁘 longitudes.
In Figure 9, high wind speed values are seen between
latitudes and 6䁘
Moreover, the wind pattern does prominently categorize vertically when wind speed data are
detrended. From the west part of the country to the east part of it, the decrease of wind speed values is
quite clear. It can be said that Turkey wind speed pattern can be separated six different wind speed
categories.

The least error variance values belong to the 䁘 䁘 -spatial and 1-month temporal range. In Figure 10
and 11, BME mean wind speed and BME error variance maps can be seen for zero and constant local
means, respectively.
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Figure 10. For zero-local mean (a) the BME mean wind speed map (b) the BME error variance map.
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Figure 11. For constant local mean (a) the BME mean wind speed map (b) the BME error variance
map.
From these figures, the usage of detrended data is not a proper approach forecasting Turkey wind
speed values using the BME method. Even though error variance values are not high in the maps of
error variances, distinct spatial changes are not seen.
In monthly experiments, contrary to annual experiments, error variances are low when detrended data
have been used. In this point, it can be said that monthly data is appropriate for a detrending process
whereas yearly wind speed data are not suitable for it. 1-week temporal ranges, these ranges have been
preferred.
Besides, local means are taken as zero and constant since it is determined from previous experiments
that the other local means do not fit for wind speed data. Because the usage of zero and constant local
means make a negligible difference, the maps used a constant mean are shown in keeping with annual
experiments.
In Figure 12, maps of monthly mean wind speed values forecasting with the BME approach using the
hard and soft data are shown. From the Figure, it is seen that a distribution of higher wind speed values
occurred especially in February and March while wind speed values are quite low in April and May.
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Figure 12. Maps of (a) January (b) February (c) March (d) April (e) May (f) June (g) July (h) August
(i) September (j) October (k) November (l) December mean wind speed values forecasting with the
BME approach using the hard and soft data.
In Figure 13, maps of error variances of monthly mean wind speed values forecasting with the BME
approach using the hard and soft data. The Figure shows that error variance values are very low in
May whereas especially in January and December these are higher than the other months.
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Figure 13. Maps of error variances of (a) January (b) February (c) March (d) April (e) May (f) June (g)
July (h) August (i) September (j) October (k) November (l) December mean wind speed values
forecasting with the BME approach using the hard and soft data.
CONCLUSION
The BME method is the only approach which uses auxiliary data as well as raw data. The method
enables forecasters to increase the accuracy of forecasts thanks to maximization of the information.
With the BME approach, data of every part of the country are included to forecast process thanks to
kriging. Hence, even the wind speed values over the seas are identified.
In this study, experiment 1,2 and 3 are annual forecasts with different kinds of data. In the experiment
1, the hard data are used, and the best results are obtained when local mean is taken as constant
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(ordinary kriging). From this study, it is seen that the northern and some inner part of Aegean and
Marmara Regions have high wind speed values.
Hard and soft data are considered together in the experiment 2. When compared to experiment 1, high
wind speed zones are quite clear especially in inner Aegean, Mediterranean Regions and the borderline
of Southeastern Anatolia Region. The BME approach have estimated mean wind speed pattern even
on the sea. Besides, error variances are reduced by half with the usage of soft data.
Experiment 3 is realized using detrended hard and soft data. When looked the spatial trend of
smoothed mean wind speed map, it can be said that wind speed values decrease noticeably from the
west part to the east part of the country. In addition, it can be concluded that Turkey wind speed
pattern can be separated to six different wind speed categories.
In the monthly forecasts, combinations of hard and soft data and detrended hard and soft data are
implemented. The distinct difference between annual and monthly forecasts is that error variances are
low when detrended data have been used. It can be concluded that monthly data is more appropriate
than yearly data for the detrending process.
From the statistics, the highest mean speed value is 2.41 m/s realized in July and the lowest mean
speed value is 1.89 m/s occurred in November. From all monthly mean wind speed maps, it is seen
that a distribution of higher wind speed values occurred especially in February and March while wind
speed values are quite low in April and May.
The study is the first and only spatiotemporal wind speed forecast study using the BME approach. As
well as the mean wind speed map generated via the BME is compatible with Turkey wind atlas, it has
more details that it forecasts some regions which they cannot be estimated before. For this reason, it is
thought that the map is a current wind atlas of the country. Moreover, the country can be separated to
six wind speed zones vertically with the usage of detrended hard and soft data.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, the air pollution episodes of long-term ambient SO2 levels of Balikesir were investigated
under the meteorological conditions of winter seasons. A total of 8 episode days were determined and
the maximum SO2 levels with related time of occurrence and met-data were presented during the study.
The measured highest SO2 level was 151 µg/m3 on February 19th, 2017 at midnight in the downtown.
It is determined that the annual averages of SO2 levels did not exceed the official limit of daily set up
for 125 µg/m3, however, did exceed that was set up as 20 µg/m3 for winter seasons.
It is noticed that the peak SO2 levels occurred especially in the late night during the study period.
During the episode analysis, there were no instant temperature drops observed in the episode day.
Mainly, the analysis results indicated that the SO2 episodes occurred due to heating purposes since the
highest SO2 levels detected in winter season and also night times when the public activities and work
intensity relatively reduced after certain time of the day.
Furthermore, as a different approach in order to figure out reason of the highest SO2 levels, HYSPLIT
back trajectory models were performed and the model outputs indicated that the SO2 peaks might
occurred due to local activities.
Keywords: SO2, episodes, calendar plot, HYSPLIT, Balikesir
INTRODUCTION
Air pollution control is a vivid example of the technical (engineering) and social (educational) struggle
to reduce or at least control the negative impacts of humanity on the environment and therefore on the
atmosphere. The release of some uncontrolled repetitive harmful toxic substances into the atmosphere
in the past has led to tragic events called as “Episodes” air pollution disasters. Some of these tragedies
are; Bhopal gas disaster, Mexico City incident in Mexico; Examples are New York City episodes in
1953, 1963, and 1966, and smoke episodes ruining the Meuse Valley and London City in the 1950s
and 1960s (Wang et al., 2004; Visscher, 2014).
According to WHO, residential heating is an essential need for people and approximately 3 billon
people still use solid fuels such as coal, wood for residential heating and cooking purposes in the
worldwide (WHO, 2015; WHO, 2016).
The major source of SO2 in the atmosphere is the burning of fossil fuels by power plants and other
industrial facilities and heating purposes. The other sources of SO2 emissions include: industrial
processes such as removing metal from ore; natural sources such as volcanic activities, vehicles and
heavy equipment that burn fuel with a high sulphur content in their combustion process (WHO, 2006;
Fioletov et al., 2017; Web-1)
It can be concluded that air pollution occurred in winter is mainly caused by industrialization and
urbanization. The rapid migration, the unplanned urbanization that does not take into account the
topographic and geographical structure of the city, together with the decrease of green areas that
reduce air pollution, constitute unhealthy environmental conditions. In addition to these adverse
conditions, high sulfur content of coal and fuel oil used for heating purposes is an important factor in
pollution. In addition, rapidly increasing means of transportation play an important role in air pollution
in urbanized areas.
In this study, the air pollution episodes of long-term ambient SO2 levels of Balıkesir province in
southern Marmara region were investigated under the meteorological conditions of winter seasons.
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MATERIAL AND METHOD

Study Area
The study was carried out in the South Marmara region of Turkey. Balikesir has a total population of
approximately 1.2 million people where about 350.000 people live in the downtown of the city. (Web2). The 3D aerial view of the city was illustrated in Figure 1.
In the city, the total amount of coal used for residential heating was approximately 68.000 tones that
mostly provided by domestic sources. On the other hand, it might be considered as almost half amount
of coal consumed for residential heating. In this manner, it may be clearly identified that residential
heating is the key source of air pollution for Balikesir city (CAP, 2018). The total amount of natural
gas for both residential heating and industrial applications was approximately 111 million m3 and
more than 70% of the total natural gas consumed was for residential heating purposes in the city (CAP,
2018).
Air Quality Episodes and Analyses
Local SO2 data for the last five years were obtained from the air quality monitoring station (AQMS) in
the city. There is only one active AQMS in the downtown. The hourly SO2 measurements were
obtained from the AQMS. Meteorological data includes temperature (t), wind speed (ws), humidity (rh)
and pressure (p) data from hourly meteorological observation station (# 17150). Both the locations of
the air quality measurement stations and the locations of the meteorological station are presented in
Figure 1. Air quality and meteorological data were evaluated in order to analyze episode days in SPSS
and R environments.

Figure 1. Aerial view of Balıkesir
In the first part of the analyses, the SO2 episode days of the last five years were determined according
to the pollution calendars that were created in R. Then, the episode days including the highest SO2
levels are indicated in the relevant pollution calendars of the last five years.
In the second part of the analyses, the possible reasons of those SO2 episode days were examined in
details and the major findings were presented in the Results section.
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In this study, monthly average SO2 levels for the last five years were found to be higher especially in
late autumn and winter months (Figure 2). In the cold months when heating activities have increased,
although natural gas heating systems have been introduced in recent years, SO2 levels have increased
in the cold months due to the fact that a part of the city still has utilized coal-fired heating systems.

Months
Figure 2. Monthly averages of SO2 levels
It is defined that the average SO2 level in Balıkesir in the last five years does not exceed 70 µg/m3 in
the study period (Figures 3 to 7). According to the results, the annual means of SO2 levels varied form
45 µg/m3 to 70 µg/m3 and did not exceed the official limits. The limits were relativley decreased
from 500 µg/m3 for 2014 to 380 µg/m3 for 2018 as described in Air Quality Assessment and
Management Regulation (AQAMR, 2006).
The reasons for this instant rise of SO2 level on the episode days of the city could be considered in
different comments. The first reason is sudden temperature drops that may occur for those episode
days. The temperature on episode day is around 5 ° C. Therefore, there is no abnormal cold weather
effect under seasonal norms. The other reason is thought to be air mass transportations from the outer
regions towards the downtown as resulting in the other source contribution. The SO2 pollution
calendars including the highest SO2 levels are illustrated in Figures 3 to 7.
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Figure 3. Daily SO2 pollution calendar for 2014

Figure 4. Daily SO2 pollution calendar for 2015
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Figure 5. Daily SO2 pollution calendar for 2016

Figure 6. Daily SO2 pollution calendar for 2017
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Figure 7. Daily SO2 pollution calendar for 2018
As illustrated in Figure 3, the episode days for the highest SO2 levels in the last five years occurred in
Balıkesir are given in Table 1.
Table 1. The highest SO2 levels in the episode days
Episode dates

December 25th, 2014
January 19th, 2015
January 20th, 2015
December 12th, 2016
February, 2nd, 2017
February, 19th, 2017
December 26th, 2017
December 8th, 2018

The maximum SO2
detection time

20:00
23:00
0:00
11:00
22:00
01:00
22:00
21:00

SO2,
µg/m3

99
145
130
114
85
151
136
147

Met Data
Temp.

ws

°C

m/sn

9.03
9.4
9.3
9.5
3.3
8.5
6.6
5.7

0.7
0.5
0.6
1.05
0.4
0.6
0.7
0.4
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Figure 8. Polar pollution plot for SO2 in Balıkesir
As shown in Figure 8, the polar pollution plot illustrates that the highest SO2 levels were occurred in
East and partly in the close to centre location of the city. The traditional heating systems (coal/stove)
are still used in those locations. The downtown area represents lower SO2 levels due to highly natural
gas using for residential heating during the winter times.
In the last five years, the highest SO2 concentrations in terms of occurrence time and related met-data
are presented in Table 1. Those peak levels were measured within the episode days. All episode
occurred in the winter season of those years. It is noticed that the peak SO2 levels occurred especially
either in the late night or in the midnight during the episodes. During the episode analysis, there were
no instant temperature drops observed in the episode day. The SO2 levels on episode days did highly
exceed the official limits for SO2 in winter season. The limit was set as 20 µg/m3 during the winter
season from October 1st through March 31st (AQAMR, 2006). According to two independent samples
t-test results, the mean of SO2 in cold seasons were higher than the mean of SO2 in the warm season at
95% significance level (p=0.00). previous studies have shown that air pollutants were higher in the
winter season and this was closely related to meteorological condition (Oanh and Leelasakultum, 2011;
Chang et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2009; Du et al., 2011). Similar results found by Zhang et al. (2015),
they indicated that SO2 levels increased about 92% in urban sites during the cold season.
Mainly, the analysis results indicated that the SO2 episodes occurred due to heating purposes since the
highest SO2 levels detected in winter season and also night times when the public activities and work
intensity relatively reduced after certain time of the day.
The second possible reason could be the other source contributions to the study are from the outer
places. The NOOA’s HYSPLT (Web-3) back trajectory air models were performed to understand if
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there were any additional source contributions might exist during the study. The results of the
HYSPLIT model are presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The outputs of HYSPLIT model for the episode days and time
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According to HYSPLIT back trajectory model outputs, the possible other contributors for the highest
SO2 levels of the study area might be mostly local sources and also air mass movement especially
from the Aegean Sea did not show reliable evidence for any other additional source contribution
during the period of episodes.
CONCLUSION
In this study, the air pollution episodes of long-term ambient SO2 levels of Balıkesir province in
southern Marmara region were investigated under the meteorological conditions of winter seasons. A
total of 8 episode days were determined and the maximum SO2 levels with related time of occurrence
and met-data were presented during the study. The measured highest SO2 level was 151 µg/m3 on
February 19th, 2017 at midnight in the downtown. It is determined that the average annual SO2 level in
Balıkesir in the last five years did not exceed 70 µg/m3 in the study period. However, the annual
averages of SO2 levels did not exceed the official limit of daily set up for 125 µg/m3, however, did
exceed that was set up as 20 µg/m3 for winter seasons (October 1st thru Marc 31st) (Web-4). All
episodes occurred in the winter season in the last five years.
It is noticed that the peak SO2 levels occurred especially either in the late night or in the midnight
during the episodes. During the episode analysis, there were no instant temperature drops observed in
the episode day. Mainly, the analysis results indicated that the SO2 episodes occurred due to heating
purposes since the highest SO2 levels detected in winter season and also night times when the public
activities and work intensity relatively reduced after certain time of the day. Furthermore, as a
different approach in order to figure out reason of the highest SO2 levels, HYSPLIT back trajectory
models were performed and the model outputs indicated that the SO2 peaks might occurred due to
local activities.
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ABSTRACT
It is well-known that moisture supply for precipitation over a region is coming from either local
sources (local recycling) or transports from remote sources. This paper applies a Lagrangian based
moisture back trajectory method to four reanalysis dataset to investigate the role of various oceanic
and terrestrial evaporative sources that seasonally contribute to precipitation distribution across the
Mediterranean Basin (MB). In order to reveal the responsible contributors, 10 different
complementary moisture source regions (five oceanic and five terrestrial) is defined for the MB (core
region, 30-49.5N and 9.75W-61.5E) and daily precipitation over each grid point is backtracked to one
of the ten source regions for the 1980-2013 period. Results shows that defined domain size allows to
account for up to 95% of the moisture sources of all seasons. Results also reveal important moisture
sources dominating the seasonal precipitation over the MB such as; North Atlantic, Mediterranean Sea
and Mediterranean Land. However, major moisture source regions exhibits a dipolar pattern with
higher (lower) contribution to the west (east) / east (west) MB.
Keywords: Moisture sources, Lagrangian approach, recycling ratio
INTRODUCTION
The MB is identified as a hotspots for climate change due to its seasonal precipitation heterogeneity
and high population density. Additionally, due to the complex nature of MB with different land-use
characteristics, elevation differences and two enclosed seas (Black and Mediterranean Sea), it is one of
the ideal region to investigate the moisture sources driving seasonal precipitation.
Previous studies have shown that MB is a significant moisture source for the Northern Hemisphere
and continental regions encompassing it. The location of the MB can be defined as an intersection
where the airflows coming from the northwest head towards into two directions; one to Central Asia
and the other to the horse latitudes, which points out the importance of the Atlantic as a source region
for the areas east of it. Changing climate will likely bring about warmer temperatures causing
enhanced moisture and increasing evaporation amounts over the region. These future changes will
have a substantial influence on moisture transportation to and from the MB, and that will strengthen
the water circulation and modify the spatiotemporal distribution of precipitation. Therefore, it is
important to identify the main moisture sources of the MB and their influence on seasonal
precipitation distribution.
In spite of the amount of the previous studies, accommodating a robust and comprehensive
understanding about moisture sources driving precipitation over the MB is still missing. Therefore, we
use a modified version of Lagrangian moisture-tracking method (Mei et al., 2015), extended from the
dynamic recycling model (DRM) developed by Dominguez et al., (2006) to study long-term seasonal
spatial variability of the main moisture contributors driving precipitation over the MB.
DATA AND METHOD
We used a version of Lagrangian moisture tracking method to perform moisture source analysis over
the core region. This technique has been used numerous times over many regions including
North/South America, South Asia (Ashfaq et al., 2017; Dominguez and Kumar, 2008; Martinez and
Dominguez, 2014; Mei et al., 2015; Roxy et al., 2017; Sahana et al., 2019). Detailed information
regarding the technique can be found in the study of Mei et al. (2015). The fundamental point in
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determining the moisture sources and sinks through Lagrangian moisture source analyses is the
identification of the major regions that contribute to the precipitation over the study domain. Therefore,
we defined 10 different (five oceanic and five terrestrial) moisture source regions; (1) Mediterranean
Sea (core region1/MS), (2) America Continent, (3) Black Sea and Caspian Sea, (4) North Atlantic
(NA), (5) Mediterranean Land (core region2/ML), (6) North Africa, (7) Northern Europe (NE), (8)
Arabian Sea, (9) South Asia, (10) Mid-Atlantic (Fig. 1a) to investigate the main moisture sources
contributing to the MB (core region; MS+ML) precipitation. Grid points between 10S-71.35N and
80W-84.88E is defined as a source domain for the core region (30-49.5N and 9.75W-61.5E) and
daily precipitation over each grid point within the core region is backtracked to one of the ten source
regions to find recycling ratios (RR), which is a fraction of precipitation in a specific grid cell that is
contributed by evapotranspiration from the entire source region under study.

Figure 1. (a) Defined regions for the Lagrangian moisture source analysis. (1) Mediterranean Sea, (2)
America Continent, (3) Black Sea and Caspian Sea, (4) North Atlantic, (5) Mediterranean Land (core
region), (6) North Africa, (7) Northern Europe, (8) Arabian Sea, (9) South Asia, (10) Mid-Atlantic. (b)
Columns shows; seasonal average of recycling ratio, seasonal sum of precipitation calculated by
Lagrangian approach and observations, respectively. Figures show the ensemble average of four
different reanalysis.
We use daily precipitation, total column of water vapor, evaporation, and six-hourly three-dimensional
horizontal winds and specific humidity of four different reanalysis data as an input to Lagrangian
moisture tracking method. The reanalysis datasets are National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationGlobal Modeling and Assimilation Office (NOAA) Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research
and Applications (MERRA2; Rienecker et al., 2011), European Center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecast (ECMWF) Reanalysis (ERA-Interim; Dee et al., 2011), Kobayashi, Shinya & National
Center for Atmospheric Research-Japanese 25-year Reanalysis (JRA25; Ebita et al., (2011) and
National Center for Atmospheric Research Climate (NCAR) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR) (Saha et al., 2014, 2010). In order to allow the grid-based comparisons between four
reanalysis datasets, MERRA, CFSR and JRA25 are linearly interpolated to ERA-Interim grid
(resolution; 0.75  x0.75  ). The backtracked precipitation also compared with two additional
observational datasets (CRU; Climate Research Unit (New et al., 2002) and MSWEP; Multi-Source
Weighted Ensemble Precipitation (Beck et al., 2019) to enable an understanding of the precipitation
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amount which is identifiable with the defined finite domain. CRU is used for the the ML and MSWEP
is used for the MS.
RESULTS
Here, we present the contributions of atmospheric moisture from different evaporative sources to the
ML and MS region. Fig. 1b shows ensemble averages of seasonal RR (first column), precipitation
amount backtracked to its origin (second column) and seasonal precipitation of observations. In all
seasons, the salient feature of the MB precipitation is the distributional contrast between north and
south, with the wetter areas in the north and drier areas in the south. Results shows that major portion
of the seasonal precipitation can be backtracked to its origin with this approach and defined finite
domain (Fig. 1a) is large enough to account for up to 95% of the moisture sources of the MB (Fig. 1b).
Recycling ratios increases across the core region towards the south in all seasons.
Among the oceanic regions, 4 (NA) and 1 (MS) are the main sources of the atmospheric moisture,
while 5 (ML) is the main contributor among the terrestrial regions. Therefore, we focus on showing
only those region’s results (Fig. 2 a, b). The sum of mentioned main source regions is responsible for
up to 85-90% of the moisture sources for winter (DJF) and spring (MAM) precipitation, and up to 8085% of the moisture sources for summer (JJA) and autumn (SON) precipitation, respectively.

Figure 2. (a) Individual contributions of prominent regions and sum of excluding regions affecting (a)
the ML (RR), and (b) the MS (RR) precipitation. Figures show the ensemble average of four
reanalysis.
Fig. 2 shows seasonal averages of RR from major contributors to (a) ML and (b) MS regions. Spatial
coverage of moisture contribution from NA is substantially stronger (up to 70%) compare to other
regions. ML region itself (local recycling) is the second most contributor, representing up to 70%; MS,
contributing up to 50%; and other regions, contributing up to 70%, in the analysed ensemble average.
Spatial moisture contribution among the major regions exhibits a dipolar pattern with lower recycling
ratio in the east, higher recycling ratio in the west, or vice versa. NA is the major contributor
especially over the western parts of the MB. On the other hand, ML (local recycling) is the second
major contributor followed by MS (local recycling) for the eastern MB. Contribution of oceanic
sources (NA, MS) decrease gradually from winter to summer, while contribution of ML increases. The
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reason of this increase in ML contribution can be explained by the seasonal variability of the land
surface temperatures, which affect evapotranspiration rates.
CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the atmospheric moisture transport from different oceanic and terrestrial sources to
precipitation in the Mediterranean Basin. Main sources of atmospheric moisture shaping precipitation
in this Basin is found as: NA, MS and ML. We found that seasonal precipitation of western parts of
the target region is mainly influenced by NA. On the other hand, MS and ML affects the eastern parts
of the core region in all seasons. In cold seasons (DJF and SON), when westerlies are strong and NA’s
moist air moves towards east, contribution from MS to the eastern parts of the basin strengthens. In
MAM and JJA, together with rising surface temperatures, the contribution of the NA decreases while
ML becomes the most important contributor to precipitation in eastern parts of the core region, which
is consistent with findings of Drumond et al. (2011).
We believe that, this study provides a comprehensive understanding towards dynamics of different
source regions characterizing precipitation. It should also provide a basis for the studies focusing on
the factors and regions that influences the characteristics of the synoptic scale systems/precipitation
both locally and through remote forcing.
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ABSTRACT
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) survey shows that flash floods kill more than five
thousand people and inflict heavy economical damages annually across the World. Flooding statistics
that have been collected by The Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS), State Hydraulics
Works (DSI) and Disaster and Emergency Management Authority (AFAD) show similar situations in
Turkey, as such tens of people are killed and significant economical losses are caused by flash floods.
Main causes of flash floods in Turkey are heavy precipitation induced by slow moving frontal systems;
convection and sudden snow melt in the spring season. International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
reports indicate that frequency and intensity of the storms that produce heavy precipitation will
increase due to climate change and its variability by the end of this century. In addition, TSMS
observations show that frequency and intensity of occurrences of convective storms have increase in
the last decades, causing flash floods across Turkey, particularly along the coastal regions. Even
though many countries including Turkey have advanced river forecasting warning systems, they do
not have sufficient flash flood forecasting and warning capabilities to issue timely and accurate flash
flood warnings. Therefore, WMO has initiated global Flash Flood Early Warning System (FFGS)
project for capacity building at the National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHS) in
order to mitigate human losses and economical damages inflicted by flash floods.
Black Sea and Middle East Flash Flood Guidance System (BSMEFFGS) Project is part of the global
FFGS includes nine regional countries. Turkish State Meteorological Service is the BSMEFFGS
Regional Centre providing real time flash flood early warning products to the participating countries.
FFGS concept is to estimate amount of rainfall that may cause flooding at the outlet of a sub-basin
with an average size of 50-150 km2 for a given duration such as 1, 3, 6-hr. Historical Meteorological,
hydrological, topographical other relevant data were ingested into the hydrometeorological models to
set up model parameters provided by the participating countries, while real time data such as satellite,
weather RADAR and observation precipitation and temperature were ingested into the system.
Historical data used for the models are: precipitation, temperature, soil, vegetation cover, evaporation,
discharges, and topography and river networks. The BSMEFFG System produces 1, 3 and 6 hours
merged precipitation; top soil moisture; flash flood guidance; flash flood threats; 1, 3, 6, and 24 hours
precipitation forecasts; snow water equivalent; snow melt; and snow coverage for each basin.
Keywords: Flash Flood Early Warning, Heavy Precipitation, Sub-basins, Hydrometeorologic
Modelling

INTRODUCTION
Studies and observations show that the frequency and intensity of severe storms have increased across
the world. Surface observations in Turkey depict that the number of thunderstorms, which are the main
causes of flash floods in Turkey, have almost increased fifty percent in the last decades. World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) findings show that eighty five percent of floods are flash floods,
which cause a considerable amount of property damage and loss of life. A similar situation exists in
Turkey where the occurrences of flash floods are predominant particularly along the coastal regions.
AFAD (Prime Ministry Disaster Emergency Management Presidency) and DSI (State Water Affairs)
reports show that annual property damages due to floods are billions of dollars and dozens of people
are killed each year.Because of the fact that flash floods cause a large amount of property damage and
loss of life and there are little efforts, lack of trained forecasters and lack of tools to help forecasters to
prepare flash flood forecasts and warnings; the WMO, the U.S. Agency for International
Development/Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (USAID/OFDA), the Hydrologic Research
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Center (HRC), and the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) partnered on
an initiative to implement the Global Flash Flood Guidance System (GFFGS) to cope with these
problems.
Black Sea and Middle East Flash Flood Guidance System (BSMEFFGS) was established as a part of
global FFGS in 2010, covers nine regional countries-Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Georgia,
Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, Syria and Turkey. Turkey is the Regional Centre hosting computer servers to
provide products and services to the National Meteorological and Hydrological Services of the
participating countries. Global FFGS project was developed and implemented by HRC (Georgakakos,
1987, 2007). It includes several hydrometeorological models to estimate FFGS products, including soil
moisture, areal precipitation for the sub-basins, snow products flash flood guidance and flash flood
threats. FFGS model concept is based on determination of amount of actual precipitation that may
cause minor flooding at the end of catchments for a given duration,1, 3, 6 hours (Carpenter,
1999).Satellite precipitation, surface observations and RADAR precipitation are ingested into the
system after quality control applied.
The purpose of BSMEFFGS is to allow forecasters to provide timely and accurate flash flood forecasts
and warnings to save livelihoods and prevent economical losses.

FLASH FLOOD GUIDANCE SYSTEM MODEL CONCEPT
A major distinction of a flash flood from a riverine flood is the short basin response time to rainfall
that allows for very short lead time for detection, forecast and warning of a flash flood. In contrast,
floods in larger rivers have a much longer lead time, up to several days or more. Duration of a flash
flood is usually less than 6 hours from the time of heavy or excessive rainfall. Notably, short lead
times for forecast, warning and disaster management response make operational flash flood prediction
challenging. Flash flood prediction is a hydrometeorological problem rather than a purely hydrological
prediction problem as with generally speaking with riverine floods. Furthermore, their potential
occurrence at any time during a day or night also necessitates 24x7 operations for flash flood
forecasting and warning (Georgakakos, 1987).
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) defines flash flood as “a flood of short duration with
a relatively high peak discharge” (WMO/UNESCO, 1974); while the American Meteorological
Society defines it as “flood that rises and falls quite rapidly with little or no advance warning, usually
as the result of intense rainfall over a relatively small area.” (American Meteorological Society, 2017).
A more complete definition is given by U.S. National Weather Service as “A flood caused by heavy or
excessive rainfall in a short period of time, generally less than 6 hours. Flash Floods are usually
characterised by raging torrents after heavy rains that rip through river beds, urban streets, or mountain
canyons sweeping everything before them. They can occur within minutes or a few hours of excessive
rainfall after a levee or dam has hailed, or after a sudden release of water by a debris or ice jam”.
Important technical elements of the Flash Flood Guidance System are the development and use of a
bias-corrected radar and/or satellite precipitation estimate field and the use of land-surface hydrologic
modelling. The system then provides information on rainfall and hydrologic response, the two
important factors in determining the potential for a flash flood. The system is based on the concept of
Flash flood Guidance and Flash Flood Threat. Flash Flood Guidance is the amount of rainfall for a
given duration that causes minor flooding at the outlet of a small catchment. Flash Flood Threat is the
amount of rainfall of a given duration in access of Flash Flood Guidance value (Georgakakos, 2006).
The flash flood guidance approach to developing flash flood warnings rests on the real-time
comparison of observed or forecast rainfall volume of a given duration and over a given catchment to
a characteristic volume of rainfall for that duration and catchment that generates bank full flow
conditions at the catchment outlet. If the observed or forecast rainfall volume is greater than the
characteristic rainfall volume then flooding in the catchment is likely. The characteristic rainfall
volume for a particular catchment and duration, called flash flood guidance, depends on the
catchment and drainage network characteristics, and the soil water deficit determined by antecedent
rainfall, evapotranspiration and groundwater loss (Carpenter et all, 1999).
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The scientific components of the flash flood guidance system utilize the available real-time data from
in-situ gauging stations and from remote sensing platforms, suitably adjusted to reduce bias, together
with physically or conceptually based soil water accounting models to produce flash flood guidance
estimates of various durations over small flash-flood-prone catchments.

Figure 1. Flash Flood Guidance System Concept

At first, under soil saturated conditions the rainfall of a given duration that causes the surface runoff
peak from the stream basin to produce bank full flow at the catchment outlet is estimated. Then, the
soil water deficit is computed at the current time from available data, and the transformation of the
rainfall required to produce bank full flow at the stream outlet under saturated soil conditions to that
needed for the current soil water deficit (i.e., the flash flood guidance) is made. The estimation of soil
water deficit requires good quality input data, and; with radar and satellite data, an adaptive state
estimator is employed to reduce bias through the use of data from real time reporting rain gauges
(Georgakakos, 2006).
The Flash Flood Guidance System technical components are depicted in Figure 1. The key model
components consist of Threshold Runoff Model (drainage network characteristics) that is computed
once for each sub-basin. Estimated precipitation from several sources like satellites, radar as available,
and gauges as available are input into a snow model (Snow-17) which estimates snow water equivalent
(SWE) and MELT that is inputted into soil moisture accounting model (SAC-SMA) to estimate upper
level soil moisture (soil water deficit). Then, the Flash Flood Guidance model is used to estimate the
amount of rainfall that is required to cause bankfull flow for a given duration (e.g., one, three and six
hours) at the outlet of each sub-basin taking into account of current soil moisture conditions.
Forecasters should note that Flash Flood Threat itself is not a flash flood warning product but a guide
to forecasters using Flash Flood Guidance System products and hydrometeorological analysis to make
a decision whether to issue watches or warnings. Therefore, forecasters’ experiences are essential for
the success of the warning process.
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BLACK SEA AND MIDDLE EAST FLASH FLOOD GUIDANCE PRODUCTS
Precipitation
Satellite and weather RADAR precipitation estimations, surface in-situ observations, and Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) forecast precipitation are used in the Flash Flood Guidance System
modelling. Quality controlled merged Mean Areal Precipitation (MAP) for each sub-basin is estimated
by using hourly Global Hydro Estimator (GHE) and Microwave GHE precipitation (MWGHE) that
are generated by NOAA/NESDIS, weather RADAR precipitation, and surface observations. MAP is
the primary precipitation product that is ingested into the hydrometeorological models such as snow
model, soil moisture model and FFG model (Georgakakos, 2002) (Carpenter, 2004). Figure 2 shows
GHE and MWGHE products. ALARO and WRF limited area and ECMWF GFS numerical weather
prediction models precipitation products are also used to estimate Forecast Flash Flood Threats
(FFFT).

Figure 2. Global Hydro Estimator (Left) and Microwave Global Hydro Estimator (right)
Soil Moisture
The Average Soil Moisture product shows the fraction of saturation of the upper soil (20-30 cm) for
which upper zone tension and free water contents are estimated by using the Sacramento Soil Moisture
Accounting Model (SAC-SMA). Real time input parameters for this model are the merged MAP
precipitation while soil, terrain and land cover are ingested into the model as a priori parameters
(Shamir, 2006).
ASM is one of the key products for flash flood watches/warnings/alerts. The forecaster must pay
attention to its spatial and temporal distribution in any regions and sub-basins. If upper soil moisture
saturation fraction is quite high and meteorological models show continuation of rainfall for this
region, flash flood occurrence can be a concern depending on rainfall amounts/duration and the FFG
values. Figure 3. shows spatial distribution of 6-hr soil moisture on 17 December 2018 as such upper
soil was saturated in the Mediterranean region and southern Aegean Sea Region (blue), indicating that
these areas are prone to flash floods.
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Figure 3. 6-hr Average Soil Moisture

Flash Flood Guidance

Flash Flood Guidance is defined as the amount of actual rainfall for a given duration (e.g. 1, 3
and 6 hours) that causes bankfull flow at the outlet of the catchment. Main model input for
FFG is threshold runoff that is calculated once from geomorphologic unit hydrograph,
drainage channel and catchment characteristic (Carpenter, 1999 and 2014). Figure 4 shows 6-hr
FFG values on 17 December 2018 as such pink colored sub-basins that are predominant in the
Mediterranean region have the lowest values prone to the flash flooding if rainfall exceeds 15 mm in
six hours.

Figure 4. 6-hr Flash Flood Guidance Map

Flash Flood Threats
Flash Flood Threat that is an index indicating excess amount of rainfall that may cause minor flooding
is the differences between corresponding merge Mean Areal Precipitation (MAP)/forecast Mean Areal
Precipitation and Flash Flood Guidance (FFG) values as such the higher the differences the most likely
flash flood occurrences. There are three threat products: Imminent Flash Flood Threats, Persistent
Flash Flood Threats and Forecast Flash Flood Threats. First two flash flood threats are the differences
between merged MAP and FFG values for the corresponding time period e.g.1,3, and 6 hours; while,
forecast threat is the differences between forecast MAP and FFG values for the corresponding time
periods.
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Figure 5. Forecast Flash Flood Threat map

Figure 5 depicts 6-hr forecast flash flood threat (FFFT) map on 16 December 2018, indicating high
values of FFFT values in the western Mediterranean and southern Aegean Sea Regions (red) where
several flash flood events were reported.
Snow Products
The system generates Snow Water Equivalent and snow Melt for each sub-basin that are direct output
of SNOW-17 snow accumulation and ablation model (Anderson, 2006). Main applications of snow
products, inter alia, are in reservoir management and water management. Figure 6 depicts snow water
equivalent values in mm for Turkey as such it has high values on the top of Taurus Mountains, in the
eastern Anatolia region and on the top of eastern Black Sea Mountains coloured in pink.

Figure 6. Snow Water Equivalent map for Turkey.

CONCLUSIONS
Black Sea and Middle East Flash Flood guidance System is a state of art flash flood forecast and
warning model developed for the operational users to allow them to issue timely and accurate flash
flood warnings. It enhances flash flood forecast and warning capacity of the participating National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) that are Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Georgia,
Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, Syria and Turkey. Forecasters from NMHSs are able to access to the
BSMEFFGS servers that are situated at the TSMS through user interface console to display and
process model products for their own countries. Five-step FFG training programme allows forecasters
to develop necessary skills to efficiently use BSMEFFGS products in operations as such tens of
forecasters from the participating counties were participated in training activities. BSMEFFGS has
considerable improved flash flood forecasts and warning capabilities at the participating NMHSs to
save lives and reduce socio-economic damages. In addition, BSMEFFGS has contributed to closer
regional cooperation and collaborations between meteorological and water management authorities in
respective countries.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, extreme summer precipitation case has been examined by using numerical weather
model WRF-ARW over the Eastern Black Sea region of Turkey. The simulations have been driven by
ECMWF ERA/Interim Reanalysis and NCEP-NOAA SST with 3-nested domains used 27-9-3 km
horizontal resolutions and inner domain covers all Black Sea. The initial conditions have been
customized to create ensemble simulations and nine different simulations have been generated (2, 4, 7,
15, 24, 24.5, 25, 25.5 and 26-days) for two days excessive precipitation in August 2015. The station
based measurement for total extreme precipitation is 255 mm in two days. One of the most significant
usual suspects of this excessive rainfall is positive trend of the sea surface temperature (SST) over the
Black Sea. The monthly mean SST anomaly in August 2015 is higher than 3 ◦C with respect to the
1981-2010 period. Six sensitivity ensemble simulations have been customised by modified SST with
WRF in order to analyze the effects of the Black Sea over the excessive rainfall. To research the SST
sensitivity on the excessive rainfall case, the modified SST (considering only the Black Sea) have
designed by subtracting 1 ◦C (Sim-1s), 2 ◦C (Sim-2s), 3 ◦C (Sim-3s) and by adding up 1 ◦C (Sim+1s),
2 ◦C (Sim+2s), 3 ◦C (Sim+3s) for the simulation period. In conclusion, the ensemble mean
precipitation rates from Sim-3 to Sim+3 on the day of extreme precipitation case have been gradually
increase from 14.1 mm to 46.7 mm, respectively over the Eastern Black Sea region.
Keywords: Extreme Precipitation, WRF, Sea Surface Temperature, the Black Sea Region
INTRODUCTION
One of the most significant effects of climate change is observation of more frequently extreme
weather events.Rising sea surface temperatures and increasing evaporation levels in parallel directly
affect extreme and much intense precipitation events. Bozkurt and Sen (2011) and Turuncoglu (2015)
mentioned in their studies that precipitation over the whole Turkey peninsula seems sensitive to SSTs
of surrounding seas. As Dee et al. (2011) mentioned in their study, extreme convective precipitation
events’ occurrences have increased at the Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea because of increasing sea
surface temperature. While temperature increases, large-scale precipitation extremes tend to scale at
about 7% C−1 (Meredith et al., 2015). In this study, extreme precipitation case has been examined by
using numerical weather model WRF-ARW over the Eastern Black Sea coast of Turkey. The flood
has been triggered by extreme rainfall in coastal city Hopa and 11 people died because of the two days
excessive precipitation in August 2015. The station based measurement for total precipitation is 255
in two days (August 23 and 24, 2015). One of the most significant reason of this excessive rainfall is
positive anomaly of the sea surface temperature (SST) over the Black Sea. Increasing SST trend has
been detected clearly for the last three decades. The monthly mean Eastern Black Sea SST anomaly in
August 2015 is higher than 3 ◦C with respect to the 1971-2000 period (Figure 1A). For the ensemble
simulations, three nested domains, which have 27(d01)-9(d02)-3(d03) km resolutions, have been
designed. The inner domain includes all Black Sea and the surrounded sea coasts (Figure 1B).
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Figure 1. a) Black Sea 2015 August SST Anomaly (NOAA High-resolution Blended Analysis
Dataset ref: 1971-2000) and b) Design of WRF Nested Domains and Topograpy (27-9-3 Km), inner
domain includes all Black Sea
DATA AND METHODS
The simulations have been forced by ECMWF ERA-Interim data (Simmons et al., 2006) and NCEP
NOAA SST (Reynolds et al. ,2011) data with nine different initializations, which were (2-days, 4-days,
7-days, 15-days, 24-days, 24.5-days, 25-days, 25.5-days and 26-days) before the case. WRF-ARW
model physics parameters have been modified to improve simulation capability for extreme
precipitation cases and Kessler (Kessler, E., 1969) microphysic and YSU PBL (Hong, Song–You et al,
2006) options have been applied and analyzed for all simulations. Simulation results and precipitation
rates have been analyzed with respect to GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement: GPM) (Jenner L.
2016) and surface based observations. 4-days simulation has been chosen as reference simulation
(RefSim) and 3 Hours total precipitations has been compared to surface based simulations between
23.08 21Z and 24.08 21Z. According to these results, Hopa and Borcka were most affected by
precipitation. For RefSim, precipitation has been calculated earlier than 3 hours (Figure 2).

Figure 2. RefSim 3 Hours Total Precipitation Results for Hotspot Region and Based Observations

In generally, all simulations have been underestimated the total precipitation rate for hotspot region in
this extreme precipitation case, which involved the interactions of large-scale air movement over
warmer sea surface and highly complex terrain at the eastern Black Sea province.
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APPLICATION AND RESULTS
The reference simulations (SimRefs) are generally consistent with GPM satellite data in terms of the
spatial precipitation distribution and 4 days simulation produced 185 mm precipitation over the
corresponding station location (Hopa). To investigate the SST sensitivity on the extreme precipitation
case, the modified SST (considering only the Black Sea) have calculated by subtracting 1 ◦C (Sim-1s),
2 ◦C (Sim-2s), 3 ◦C (Sim-3s) and by adding up 1 ◦C (Sim+1s), 2 ◦C (Sim+2s), 3 ◦C (Sim+3s) for the
simulation period. The sensitivity simulations indicate that daily total precipitation rates for all
negative SST simulations (except 2 Days simulations) decreased progressively based on the SimRefs
(forced by observed SST). However the precipitation intensity does not decrease in a same magnitude
for all the simulations forced by the negative SSTs. The ensemble based sensitivity simulations have
been analyzed extensively to define the critical SST threshold for extreme precipitation events. One of
the most significant result is that 2°C (Sim-2s) temperature change is critical threshold for extreme
precipitation over the hotspot region and SST sensitivity. Positive SST simulations conclude that
ensemble mean precipitation increases clearly but more importantly the number of grids points over
the Eastern Black Sea Region where the total precipitation excess 100 mm increase from 7.6%
(Sim+1s) to 12.7% (Sim+3s). The ensemble mean precipitation rates from Sim-3 to Sim+3 on the day
of extreme precipitation case have been gradually increase from 14.1 mm to 46.7 mm, respectively
over the Eastern Black Sea region (Figure 3).
In addition, the latent heat over the Black Sea is decreased directly when the sea surface temperature
has been reduced. In contrast, it is increased directly especially over the coastlines when the sea
surface temperature has been rising. Similarly, negative SST simulations lead to decreasing
precipitable water amounts respectively and the precipitable water quantity over the Eastern Black Sea
increased directly as a conclusion of the sea surface temperature rising. In addition, higher precipitable
water amounts are moved by easterly winds to over hotspot region when the sea surface temperature
rising. According to vertical cross section analysis, for 24.08.2015 06Z, formation of cloud appears by
strong updraft and vertical development is very active over the coastal zone and steep mountains in the
Ref+3 and Ref simulation. On the other hand, it is clearly seen that vertically cloud formation and
updraft motion are disappearing while the sea surface temperature reducing. One of the significant
results is that the low pressure center that is over the Eastern Black Sea is getting deepen with the
increasing of the sea surface temperature.
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Figure 3. Ensemble Means of Precipitation Simulations (23.08 21Z24.08 21Z)
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result, RefSim 3-hour precipitation results have been compared with based stations in the hotspot
region firstly. To analyze the SST sensitivity on the extreme precipitation case, the modified SST
(considering only the Black Sea) have calculated by subtracting 1 ◦C (Sim-1s), 2 ◦C (Sim-2s), 3 ◦C
(Sim-3s) and by adding up 1 ◦C (Sim+1s), 2 ◦C (Sim+2s), 3 ◦C (Sim+3s) for the simulation period. It
has been concluded that extreme precipitation will lose strength when SST is reduced by 2 °C (Sim2s). On the other hand, while SST is rising, the precipitation system is generally increased spatially.
Positive SST simulations conclude that ensemble mean precipitation increases clearly but more
importantly the number of grids points over the Eastern Black Sea Region where the total precipitation
excess 100 mm increase from 7.6% (Sim+1s) to 12.7% (Sim+3s). These sensitivity simulations will be
a landmark for adapting to the new weather conditions modified by human-induced climate change.
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ABSTRACT
Human beings have been living with natural disasters since its exiztence. The prediction of natural
disasters due to the loss of life and property caused by human beings has been a subject that human
beings have been working on since its existence. Convective activities that cause the loss of life and
property most in our country cause events such as thunderstorms, tornado, heavy rain, flood, hail, and
strong storm. This type of extreme meteorological disasters in the foresight is necessary to make the
necessary warnings, especially loss of life and property is very important. Meteorological Radars are
the most advanced observation system used in the world for the formation of early warning systems
before strong disasters and natural disasters. Due to their high temporal and spatial resolution,
meteorological radars, especially in short-term weather forecasting (Nowcasting) are used effectively.
In this study, meteorological radars and products used in General Directorate of Meteorology for
shortterm weather forecasting (Nowcasting) are used for the determination and monitoring of natural
disasters with different meteorological characteristics at different times, and the results are analyzed
on a case study.
Keywords: Radar, Squall line, Reflectivity, Tornado
INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing can be defined as the techniques of obtaining and evaluating information about natural
and artificial objects on Earth at certain distances from Earth, with measuring instruments mounted on
platforms placed in the atmosphere or space (especially artificial satellites). Today, all branches of
science dealing with the earth use remote sensing. The instruments used for this purpose are called
sensors or sensors. There are two types of sensors, active and passive. Active sensors have the sensor's
own self-energy source. Systems that use such sensors receive the energy they send to the transmitter
via the receiver. Meteorological weather radars are a good example of this. Passive sensors are
systems that consist of a receiver to measure the radiation emitted naturally from objects. The
radiometers on the satellite are examples of this.
Radar is an acronym for “Radio Detecting and Ranging” in English. The principle of operation is
based on the principle that the electromagnetic wave sent from the radar hits the target and returns.
Radars were first used in the field of Meteorology in the 1950s. Since the 1970s, Doppler radar
technology has been introduced to obtain information from radars in digital form. With the use of
radars in the field of Meteorology, it has become possible to predict especially heavy rains, hail,
tornadoes, floods and floods in advance. With meteorological radars, which are an active remote
sensing system, the location, speed, direction of movement of the meteorological target can be
determined and the type, severity and quantity of the meteorological event can be informed.
Electromagnetic signal sent from radar is subjected to electromagnetic scattering when rain particles,
snowflakes, contact with hydrometeors such as hail. These emitted electromagnetic waves are detected
and processed by sensitive receivers of radars and presented to the user as a visual product through
software. Fuzzy logic algorithms used in Dual polarization-enabled radars contribute to the detailed
classification of precipitation type and especially to the detection of hail.
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Meteorological radars, an active remote sensing system, are the most important component of early
warning systems established in a large-scale area with real-time and high-resolution meteorological
data provision features, especially for short-term weather forecasting (Nowcasting) and for the
necessary stimulus preparation prior to natural disasters of meteorological character.
Remote sensing systems of all satellites are based on measuring the electromagnetic radiation reflected
by objects and emitted by them depending on the temperature of the objects by radiometers. As
satellites move in orbits in the Earth's ether, they send data recorded by radiometers to ground stations
at certain intervals.
Advances in satellite technology accelerated in the 1960s. The first artificial satellite was SPUTNIK-I
launched into space by the Soviet Union in 1957, while the first meteorological satellite was
VANGUARD-II launched into space by the United States in 1959, but the images obtained could not
be deciphered as a usable image. The first meteorological satellite to make use of the actual images
was the TIROS-I satellite launched by the United States on April 1, 1960. With this satellite, the
Earth's atmosphere, oceans and terrestrial areas have been studied in such a way that they can be
considered flawless. Today, meteorological satellites are used for both research and application
purposes as a result of technological advances.
In this study, especially in cases where it is not possible to measure the amount of precipitation falling
at every point with the classical Observation Network, this deficiency is eliminated with the help of
remote sensing systems and a wide view angle and the possibility of monitoring and short-term
forecasting and reporting is provided.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
In this study, 970 m above sea level in Antalya. a case study was conducted using satellite images and
images obtained from a C band Doppler type radar installed at a height of. In this study, we used
remote sensing products related to the hose incident in Kemer, Kumluca, Finike and Kaş with sample
photos in Figure 1, which took place at various times in the morning hours of January 24, 2019 and
resulted in 2 lives lost, 11 injuries and many property damage.

Figure 1. Kumluca tornado moment and after.
Interpretation of Meteorological Radars and Radar Products
The working principle of meteorological radars is based on the principle that the electromagnetic wave
sent from the radar hits the target and returns. The target for Meteorological radars are hydrometeors
in the atmosphere. Different meteorological radars are used in the world today. Most modern
meteorological radars are C Band radars capable of Doppler. C Band Doppler radars operate at a
frequency of 4-8 GHz and have a wavelength of 8-4 cm. C Band Doppler radars measure the radial
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velocities of hydrometeors depending on the change in frequency of the wave when the wave sent to
the target returns to the radar.
Meteorological radars are used in surveillance of medium-sized meteorological events and, mainly, in
short-term weather forecasting (Nowcasting), providing the ability to issue warnings when needed.
Data collected in real time at the Radar operations center is processed and various products for the
purpose are prepared and presented to the use of Weather Prediction centers in real time. Radar
products cannot be used in long-term weather forecasting but are quite useful in issuing warnings
when there are severe weather changes that develop very quickly.
Meteorological radars provide users with information on how severe the rainfall can be in large areas.
With meteorological radars, reflectivity (eco intensity) values are calculated from the energy reflected
from hydrometeors such as raindrops, ice particles, hail, snow particles in the cloud. These reflectivity
values, the number of droplets in unit volume and the diameter of droplets 6. it is calculated in relation
to its force and its unit is decibel(dBZ). The reflectivity factor of clouds that do not give precipitation
or give little precipitation is generally weak. Radar meteorologists are not interested in very low
amounts of rainfall, they don't want to see these no-rainfall regions. For this reason, they do not choose
the color scale lower limit value negative for reflectivity. The lower limit of the color scale is the
Radar reflectivity factor values corresponding to the various eco sources that have been positively
selected Table 1.’ is also shown.
Table 1. Radar Reflectivity Values Corresponding To Various Eco Sources
Precipitation
Sources

Type

and

Other

Echo

Reflectivity

< 0 dBZ
up to 20 dBZ
0-20 dBZ
10-30 dBZ
30-45 dBZ
up to > 40-65 dBZ
above freezing level > 45 dBZ
Hail
If dBZ ≥ 55 it is possible at all
altitudes
Snow
Up to 35 dBZ
Smoke-dust-insect (up to 2 km above up to 10 dBZ
ground)
Clutter (from Earth, buildings, trees, up to 80 dBZ when filtration is
water surfaces, e.t.c.)
not done (80 limit case)
Birds
up to 20 dBZ
Cloud with water but no precipitation, fog
Clouds Containing Ice particles
Drizzle
Light rain
Heavy rain-light showers
Heavy shovers

Storm clouds and storms are caused by cumulonimbus clouds causing thunderstorms, different
warming of the ground surface, orographic uplift, and dynamic uplift in frontal systems. In order for
these clouds to form, cold air and humidity are required at ground and up levels. The cumulonimbus
clouds given in Figure-2 can reach up to 20 km above the ground, causing hail, strong wind, thunder,
lightning, strong rainfall and hoses. The speed of air rotating in hoses can reach up to 500 km per hour.
These thunder-causing clouds occur in summer at mid-latitude, while in the tropics year-round. Over
the cold front located in mid-latitude cyclones and 100 to 300 km ahead of it (dry line) are the
formation areas of these clouds.
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Figure 2. Cumulonimbus cloud and its vertical structure
Orages are classified in 3 basic types: single cell orages, multicells, and supercells, according to their
appearance in radar reflectivity images. If multicellular orages are prominent and motile as a straight
line-shaped group, such multicellular lines are called squall lines. The Squall line can be considered as
any convective cell line. The system can consist of a number of ordinary cells, as well as a number of
supercells cells. These cells can form in many ways and usually begin as a diffuse convective cell line.
With newly formed cells, even gaps are filled. But if there are strong large-scale or medium-scale
forcing mechanisms, such as the cold front, they start almost like a fixed line. In some cases, squall
lines may be hidden within the stratiform-type uniform structure. The most common ones within the
formation varieties are the truncated line and the reconstruction squall lines.
Within Squall lines, the most obvious cause of strong meteorological events is the supercells and
spring-type echoes. This line can range from tens of km long to 1000 km long. There is no specific
definition of greatness. They have lifetimes of up to 12 hours.
Multicells are seen in radar reflectivity images as more than one single cell moves together as a group.
When these types of orages are tracked on radar images, it is observed that each cell interacts with the
neighboring cell and they are able to develop quickly into new cells. If multicellular orages are
prominent and motile as a straight line-shaped Group, One might consider this type of multicellular
squall line.
The Max, PPI (Plan Position Indicator) and CAPPI (Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator)
products in Figure-3, which are taken from Antalya radar at a horizontal distance of about 24 km and
vertical distance of 15 km, show a strong convective structure with significant reflectivity of 56.5 dBZ
and that there are hail and hose at various times with strong downpours. CAPPI is a product that takes
horizontal sections within the atmosphere and therefore consists of volume scanning, which includes
PPI scans obtained from multiple height angles. Gives information about the general condition of the
weather. PPI is the classic radar product derived from surface scanning at a fixed altitude angle usually
near zero, for the purpose of long-range aerial surveillance. This mode of scanning is also called
Surveillance. If the PPI scan is done in azimuth not as full 360° but as limited, this scan is called sector
scan. Volume is obtained in much shorter time than scanning. It is a basic product that can be
informed about the general state of the weather and is also suitable for the observation of fastdeveloping medium-sized storms. Max (Maximum Display); it is a product that allows you to see the
eco height and intensity on a single image. Maximum echoes in the Vertical cross-section of each
pixel are obtained and are a useful product in seeing particularly severe airfields.
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Figure 3. Antalya radar PPI, Max and CAPPI reflectivity product
Echo Tops products show the highest levels (km) at which a selected dBZ threshold is formed. It is a
product that is indicative of severe weather, especially full. Echo Base products show the lowest level
heights (km) with the lowest dBZ threshold selected. Antalya radar Echo Tops and Echo Base
reflectivity products are given in Figure-4. A threshold value of 50 dBZ for Echo Tops was selected 1
km above freezing (0 C) and 10 dBZ for Echo Base. The chosen high threshold is the sign of a strong
convective storm and hail reaching up to 17.6 km levels. The 10 dBZ threshold selected for Echo Base
determines the height of the rainfall zone.

Figure 4. Antalya radar Echo Tops and Base reflectivity product
VIL (Vertically Integrated Liquid) is a good product that gives the precipitation potential of a storm,
especially in the detection of severe storms. The total water content in the defined layer range from the
ground to a certain height is calculated pointlessly and shows the precipitation forecast in mm. If the
layer height is above freezing, the high VIL values determine the strong storm and fill perfectly. VVP
(Velocity Volume Processing) or VAD (Velocity Azimuth Display) is the product that gives the
vertical profile of the wind. The VVP product provides horizontal wind speed and direction, horizontal
divergence (due to vertical air movements), particle vertical velocity (combined air velocity and
particle drop velocity), horizontal deformation and expansion of the wind (frontal cause) and average
reflectivity parameters within a volume near the radar. Antalya radar Vil and VVP reflectivity
products were given in Figure-5.

Figure 5. Antalya radar VIL and VVP reflectivity products
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Horizontal wind speed and direction; horizontal wind vectors created in a range of 120 km as an
example 2, 3 and 5 km altitude levels wind speed and direction are given in Figure-6.

Figure 6. Horizontal wind speed and direction at 2, 3 and 5 km levels
Satellite Meteorology and Interpretation of Satellite Products
Satellite images provide information about the structure of the atmosphere and its vertical temperature.
With the help of images obtained one after another, the change in cloud movements also enables the
calculation of wind speed and directions. In addition, determination of rainfall amounts and calculation
of sea wave heights are also carried out. As a tool of analysis, it directly assists in short-term weather
forecasting (Nowcasting) in related natural events such as cloud, rainfall, and lightning or flood,
especially in areas where data is insufficient, as input to numerical weather forecasting models, and
displays information about atmospheric structure to the people working in this process at the same
time.
Short-term weather forecasting SAF (NWC SAF) (nowcasting and Very Short Range Forecasting)
supports very short-interval weather forecasting. These products can be relied on in situations where
there are dangerous and severe weather conditions such as storms and tornadoes. It can be used for
short-term (nowcasting) precipitation forecasting for regions where there is no Radar data. Figure-7
gives the example.

Figure 7. Turkey_NWCMS satellite product
The HRW (high resolution wind) product provides an array of atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs)
derived from the HRV channel, which is popular for daytime times for Meteorological applications
near real time. Low-level convergence monitoring of developing systems (when and where cumuluses
begin to develop), or short-term (nowcasting) applications such as small scale air movements and
tracking of wind components are useful (Figure-8).
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Figure 8. HRW (high resolution wind) satellite product
MSGODC Ch9 (IR108) satellite product is used in ground and cloud peak temperature and cloud
identification, and cloud peak temperatures of -75 oC indicate a strong convective development
(Figure-9).

Figure 9. MSGODC Ch9 (IR108) satellite product
MSG RSS fast scan satellite the SEVIRI instrument on MSG satellites, a high-resolution visible
channel product in Turkey, normally scans the entire world disk every 15 minutes. The scan frequency
can be increased by keeping the scan area smaller. Fast scanning service (RSS) scans one-third of the
entire disk (the northern part) and reduces the 15-minute period to 5 minutes. This channel with better
resolution is used for the observation of small-scale features and for the high-resolution observation of
wind vectors (Figure-10).

Figure 10. MSG RSS satellite product
CONCLUSION
Remote sensing systems (Radar and satellites) are the most advanced observation systems used in the
world and in our country for the creation of early warning systems (Nowcasting) before strong
meteorological events and natural disasters that occur as a result of these events. Because of their high
temporal and spatial resolution, meteorological radars are used in particular for short-term weather
forecasting (Nowcasting). Satellite and radar products can also be used as an alternative to digital
model products thanks to the multi-channel feature, as well as as an auxiliary element. On the other
hand, in local events increasing with climate variability and global effects, especially where it is not
possible to measure the amount of precipitation falling at every point with the classical Observation
Network, this deficiency is eliminated with the help of remote sensing systems, with the possibility of
a wide angle of view and monitoring with the possibility of short-term forecasting.
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ABSTRACT
An experimental methodology was proposed modeling and mapping of monthly air temperature (T)
and relative humidity (RH), using the geographic information system (GIS) techniques. For this
purpose, data from 25 different meteorological stations of Somalia were used. Digital layers analysis
with basic GIS technology were applied for each individual variable and final maps were made using
the Cokriging method’s most appropriate models (i.e., exponantial, gaussian, spherical) obtained from
the regression analysis results. For evaluating the performances of studied models, two different
statistical indicators were used namely root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error
(MAE). Results indicated that the RMSE were ranged 1.11-3.21 °C and 5.47-7.07% and, the MAE
0.76-1.96 °C and 4.05-5.76% for T and RH, respectively. Increased RMSE values against increased air
temperature were observed in summer months. Highest RMSE values were observed for T (3.20 °C)
in July and for RH (7.07%) in May. As a conclusion, results from the current study proved that
suggested method could be used as a substitute to traditional interpolation techniques when spatial
information is available.
Keywords: Geographic Information System, Relative Humidity, Temperature, Somalia
INTRODUCTION
There are big variations in climatic variables over brief distances, particularly in complicated
topography and several external factors such as vegetation, water surface, altitude, etc. are affected.
Indeed, such parameters with the meteorological station network should be noted. Overall, more
precise and reliable information in developed countries is possible in comparison with developing
nations, due to the extensive meteorological observation stations.
Since environmental factors rely primarily on climate, spatial climate modeling is very essential for
environmental assessment. Therefore, values of any other point within a field should be inferred either
from neighboring stations or from the interactions with other factors (Ninyerola et al., 2000; Chapman
and Thornes, 2003; Marquinez et al., 2003; Skirvin et al., 2003).
During the last decade there has been a dramatic increase in the need for the digital spatial allocation.
Improved computer technologies enable the Geographic Information System (GIS) to link a wide
range of models and expert systems for farming, hydrological, ecological and natural resources
(Bishop et al., 1998; Ninyerola et al., 2000; Goovaerts, 2000; Chuanyan et al., 2004).
GIS makes it easy to store, handle, analyze and view spatial data. GIS technology integrates common
data base operations with advantages of unique visualization and geographical analysis, such as query
and statistical analysis (Aronoff, 1989; Burrough, 1990; Hartkamp et al., 1999; Yomralioglu, 2000).
Recently GIS has become an essential tool for assessing complicated processes in the local, regional
and global fields. Models to simulate the behavior of complex systems combine information from
various disciplines and sources (Mueksch, 1996).
The majority of agricultural process models deal with time variations by means of point data from
specific sites. Therefore, model outputs are site-specific. As agriculture is a spatial activity, an
increasing interest exists in the spatial and long-term perspective of location-specific information
(Hartkamp et al., 1999).
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At discrete points, climate information exists as measurements and many distinct techniques are used
to produce regional maps from point information. Point data may, in general, depending on distances
or special variance patter, be interpolated to a normal grid using a range of weight determination
methods for measuring areas (Daly et al., 1994). Thiessen polygons, reverse distance interpolation,
optimal interpolation, Kriging and Cokriging are included in the interpolation methods (Kurtzman and
Kadmon 2009; Boyles and Raman, 2003; Diodato and Ceccarelli, 2005; Wei et al., 2005). While the
interpolation processes are more complex, simple regression equations between grid position and
elevation may synthesize a great deal of the climate variation. This approach has been used
successfully by Ollinger et al. (1993, 1995) in the US. This process prevents 48 large climate maps
from being saved because regional maps can be produced by evaluating the equations at each pixel
using the Digital Elevation Model (DEM).
In a country like Somalia, it is rather difficult to perform climatological research with its climate
variables influenced by topographical patterns. The difficult connections between topography and
synoptic conditions generate a spatial structure of very variable climatic elements. However, there is
no detailed detection of the data network in a comparatively tiny amount of observatories. This study
aimed primarily to develop the distribution in a GIS environment of spatial weather data (temperature
(T), and relative humidity (RH)).
Similar studies have not so far been conducted in the area of study for the determination of distributed
spatial climate data. In view of the need for climate spatial data, it is clear that the study will support
various studies in the region. The spatially distributed layers of climate data generated in this study
will be used in scientific research as data layers.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study region and dataset
Somalia is located at 46.1996° east longitudes and 5.1521° north latitudes. The study was conducted in
a 637,657 km² area in horn of Africa, Somali. The study area and distribution of stations used in this
study are shown in Fig. 1. The elevation of stations ranges from 6 m to 1744 m.

Figure 1. Map showing the study area and the distribution of meteorological observation
stations
A total of 25 observation stations are present in the study area. Climate parameters (temperature and
relative humidity) obtained from 25 stations between 1963 and 1990 (Web-1).
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The average monthly temperatures (Tmean) in the region of Bardheere, Luuq and Afmadow in the South
reach 31-33 °C in March while in the North they are between 36-38 °C. The Indian Ocean to the east,
the rivers Juba and Shebelle to the south and the Gulf of Aden to the north are the main source of
humidity in Somalia. In those regions, relative humidity (RH) is higher, on average between 70% and
80%. RH is relatively low in the northern areas, apart from the north coast, with relatively higher RH
(65%-70%) values. The climate in Somalia is usually arid to semi-arid. The Somali climate is
determined by the movement in the north and south of the Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ).
Interpolation method
Interpolation is the process of estimating the value of any point in a field using sampling values from
different regions. That is, it is used for calculating intermediate values by making use of known values
in a range. Nowadays, spatial interpolation methods are used for the spatial expression of the data
collected from the points whose coordinates are known in GIS applications. In the literature,
Cokriging (COK), a stochastic method, has been used.
In this study, COK method was used to predict the spatial distribution of temperature and relative
humidity. The multiple models are used to estimate the other two variables for each other. The most
commonly used models are exponential, spherical, and gaussian functions (Sunila and Kollo, 2007;
Cemek et al., 2007).
Cross-validation
Cross-validation was used in this research to evaluate the interpolation precision. Cross validation is
based on the variable value in locations that know the actual (measured) value, but it is temporarily
removed from the data and then measured by comparing the estimated value with the real (measured)
value (Davis, 1987). The accuracy of the various techniques was assessed with root mean square error
(RMSE). RMSE measures the number of mistakes between two sets of information. RMSE typically
compares the measured value with the estimated value. Better accurate estimates are provided by low
RMSE values. The mathematical definition of RMSE is the following:
qu

〠

֝

(1)

Another helpful metric frequently used in model evaluations is Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The
MAE measures, regardless of the direction, the average size of mistakes in a number of estimates.
Better predictions are given by lower MAE values. This formula is used to determine MAE:
(2)

u

In these equations, Z is the value estimated at point i; Zi is the value measured at point i; n is the
sample amount. RMSE and MAE were used to define the accuracy of the COK method and this
method was chosen to generate the spatial distribution map.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To estimate the Tmean and RH, exponential, spherical, and gaussian functions, which are the submodels of COK method, were used. After these methods are tried, the lowest error distribution of
RMSE and MAE for each month were selected the best model.
Mean temperature
Descriptive statistical of temperature values for Somalia including minimum (Min.), maximum (Max.),
average (Ave.) values, standard deviations (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV) are summarized in
Table 1. Variation coefficient (CV) values are widely used to determine the size of the variability of
any property in the data. If the coefficient of variation is less than 15%, it is considered to be less
variable, if it is between 15% and 35%, it is considered as medium variable and if it is greater than
35%, it is considered as very variable (Wilding, 1985). As seen the table the highest Tmean are observed
in June, July and August, while the lowest are October, November and December.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistical Tmean in Somalia
Month

January
Febraury
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Max.
31.50
32.20
33.20
31.70
32.00
35.70
37.40
35.40
34.00
30.50
30.50
30.50

Min.

15.00
16.30
16.80
18.20
19.20
19.30
19.70
19.70
18.60
16.70
15.50
14.30

Ave.

25.64
26.30
27.48
28.11
27.77
27.30
26.65
26.70
27.16
26.76
25.96
25.60

SD

3.85
3.67
3.45
2.83
2.57
3.35
3.65
3.34
3.13
2.69
3.35
3.74

CV%
15.01
13.96
12.54
10.08
9.25
12.26
13.70
12.51
11.54
10.06
12.90
14.61

RMSE for Tmean were given in Table 2 all models yielded lower RMSE between January-May and
October-December than the other months with the lowest value (1.11-1.55 °C) in April. Increased
RMSE values against increased Tmean were observed in summer months. Highest RMSE values were
observed (2.7-3.2 °C) in July.
Gaussian model was able to provide more appropriate results in all the months, except, June, July and
August, while exponential was found to be the most appropriate model for June, July and August.
RMSE of exponential model were also low in June (2.6 °C), July (3.2 °C) and August (2.7°C).
Table 2. Validation results for Tmean
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

MAE
1.14
1.22
0.90
0.76
1.25
1.71
1.96
1.81
1.60
1.05
0.98
1.03

RMSE
1.49
1.55
1.26
1.11
1.61
2.64
3.20
2.79
2.23
1.41
1.37
1.40

Model

Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian

In general, gaussian can be used to produce Tmean maps of the research site. Fig. 2 presents the
estimated Tmean maps created based on selected method. According the spatial maps, Tmean is lower in
the north-western parts of the country, while temperatures increase in the middle and south. In April,
the temperature in the north, especially in the north-eastern regions, continues to rise until September,
in the south, it is cooler in the summer months, while the temperature increases in January - April and
the temperature decreases in May-September. The highest temperature values were obtained in the
coastal areas and south west Somalia.
Different results were observed in similar studies carried out for the interpolation of Tmean. Güler and
Kara (2014) used independent variables in MLR and IDW methods and reported the regression
method as the most appropriate one for Tmean. Skirvin et al. (2003) conducted a research in Arizona
and reported Kriging including elevation as external slope was the best method. The COK can
estimate the spatial distribution using altitude as an additional variable, which produces more exact
results (Jo et al., 2018).
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Figure 2. Monthly Tmean maps produced by using the most appropriate methods.
Relative Humidity
Descriptive statistics of relative humidity values for Somalia including min values, Max values,
average values, standard deviations and coefficient of variation are summarized in Table 3. As seen
the table the highest RH are observed in June, July and August, while the lowest are January, February,
March and April.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistical RH in Somalia.
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Max.

Min.

78.00
78.00
78.00
78.00
81.00
82.00
82.00
82.00
81.00
81.00
81.00
80.00

48.00
45.00
46.00
53.00
46.00
47.00
51.00
51.00
50.00
50.00
48.00
50.00

Ave.

65.00
64.16
63.75
66.91
68.41
66.29
66.83
65.75
64.91
67.87
68.04
67.29

SD

9.47
9.87
9.85
8.27
9.85
10.75
10.58
10.57
10.31
9.36
9.65
9.11

CV%

14.57
15.39
15.46
12.36
14.39
16.22
15.83
16.08
15.89
13.80
14.19
13.54

RMSE values of RH each method was given in Table 4. RMSE of the most appropriate model varied
between 7.0% and 5.4% with the RH value in May and the lowest value in June. Spherical was the
most appropriate model in all the months except for January, June, July, and August, gaussian in June,
July and August, and exponential in January. Spherical model also yielded similar RMSE in months
for which gaussian and exponential were found to be the best. Therefore, spherical model under COK
method can be used for RH of all months. Spadavecchia and Williams (2009) also found that Kriging
with external drift method gave the most appropriate results. Luna et al. (2006) reported that the most
appropriate results were obtained from the residual Kriging method which takes elevation into
consideration. Fig 3. presents the estimated RH maps created based on selected method. The RH
values increased in the direction of south, and the highest RH values occurred in the coastal areas,
depending on the temperature, and topographic characters of the region and the influence of the Indian
ocean. Generally, the RH increased all months from the north coastal areas in Red sea to the south
coastal areas in Indian ocean.
Table 4. Validation results for RH
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

MAE
5.08
5.63
5.75
4.57
5.75
4.04
4.05
4.715
5.29
4.85
4.89
5.65

RMSE
6.08
6.60
6.57
5.96
7.06
5.45
5.46
6.194
6.45
6.18
6.18
6.79

Model

Exponential
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
Spherical
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Figure 3. Monthly RH maps produced with the most appropriate methods
CONCLUSIONS
COK method have been used to determine the spatial distribution of climate parameters and to
produce climate layers. Proposed method may vary based on topographical characteristics of the
research site and available number of meteorological stations within the site. A method selected as the
best one for a region may not yield sufficient outcomes for another region. Reliable and sufficient data
are required to select a method as the most proper one to produce climate data.
The results varied by months and methods, gaussian for Tmean and spherical for RH were determined to
be the most appropriate methods in all months, except June, July and August (exponential) in Tmean
and January (exponential) in RH.
It was concluded that gaussian could generally be used in producing maps of Tmean of the region.
While spherical was determined as the most appropriate method for RH of most of the months,
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exponential was considered as the most appropriate method for some months. Gaussian was found as
the most appropriate method in all the months except for June, July and August. It was concluded that
spherical may conveniently be used for production of RH of research site.
In current study, lack of sufficient number of observation stations and insufficient observation periods
were the biggest problem with regard to climate parameters. Long-term observations and sufficient
meteorological stations network is required in studies implemented over particular sites with complex
topographies, similar to one considered in current study. Further research should be carried out for
both predictions of Tmean and RH of such terrains.
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ABSTRACT
Urban Climate appeared in urban area where urban buildings are built, residences rise, large asphalt
roads are made and asphalt roads are placed instead of soil ground. The color and patterns of roof
covers affected albedo, exhaust emission, fossil fuel use and growing industrial activities changed
atmospheric components in cities. After the year 2000, urban area in Afyonkarahisar grew sharply.
Meteorological differences appeared in particularly between urban center and campus of new
settlements area. The distance between urban center and campus is approximately 8 km. The data of
two meteorological stations have been analysed between city center and peripheric. Also,
meteorological differences have been evaluated by making comparisons. There is 9 km. distance
between these two meteorological stations. And also there are important differences between these two
stations in terms of meteorological parameters such as temperature and precipitation.
Annual mean temperature of downtown is higher than that of university region in September, October,
November and December except for July and August in 2015. Annual average temperature values of
2016, 2017 and 2018 are higher in downtown than that of university region. However, temperature
values of 2018 are clearly similar in these two meteorological stations due to over construction in
university region since 2017. Because of the urban heat island effect and intense particle in the air, the
ratio of precipitation, particularly convectional precipitation increased clearly in downtown. The
precipitation value in downtown in May, June, July and August are higher than that of university
region in the same period. There are differences of 7-8 mm in terms of precipitation value between
downtown and university region. While annual total precipitation value of 2016 is 355.6 mm in
downtown, this value is 297.8 mm in university region. Annual total precipitation value of 2017 in
downtown is 286.4 mm. This value is 182.3 mm in university region. In this study, meteorological
differences of the stations which are in short distance in rural and urban area in Afyonkarahisar, have
been produced by using Mann-Kendall and Pearson statistical methods.
Key Words: Urban Climatology, meteorological parameter, urbanization, student city
INTRODUCTION
City climatology is a concept that is important in all of our daily lives and constantly a part of our lives.
It emerged after the rapid migration and increase of urbanization caused by the rapid increase of
population in our country and in the world. A city itself creates its own "city climate" and interacts
with the environmental climate in various ways.
When cities and rural areas are compared, it is seen that radiation decreases 15% on horizontal
surfaces, 30% decrease in ultraviolet radiation in winter, 5% decrease in summer, 0.7 ºC in annual
average temperatures and 1.5 ºC increase in winter maximum temperatures Landsberg(1981).
According to the studies, urbanization is effective in increasing temperature and precipitation
parameters. In the study within the scope of METROMEX project; In St. Louis, it was found that the
city effect showed statistically significant increases in summer rains, heavy rains (> 25 mm), storm
and hail Changnon et al. (1978). Atkinson (1971) found that the convectional cloud over the city is
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developing rapidly. Accordingly, there is an increase in precipitation caused by excessive
concentration nuclei in cities. In addition, excessive concretion in cities increases evaporation. Asphalt
and concrete floors prevent water from leaking into the ground. Therefore, especially in summer, high
evaporation rates form a basis for unstable precipitation. Cicek (2004), reflecting the effects of
urbanization in the study of the meteorological station of Ankara in which precipitation characteristics
were studied between the years 1926-2000 revealed an increasing tendency of precipitation annually
and in all months except March, September and December.
1. DATA AND METHOD
In this study, the data of temperature and precipitation parameters were processed in linear, column
and pie chart form in excel. In addition, the data of the meteorological stations in the city and on
campus are taken as two different variables as x and y.
Pearson correlation method was used in the calculation. The correlation coefficient takes values
ranging from -1 to +1 (-1≤ r≤ + 1). In the absence of a correlation, the coefficient is 0, 1 if there is a
strong correlation in the form of a decrease or increase together, and -1 if there is an inverse and
complete correlation. In evaluating the level of the correlation between the variables, it is not
important whether the number obtained by the correlation coefficient is positive or negative, in other
words, the absolute value of this number is taken into account. The level of the relationship between
the variables is weak when the correlation coefficient is between 0-0.25, moderate if it is between
0.50-0.69, strong if it is between 0.70-0.89 and if it is between 0.90-1, it can be interpreted as very
strong.
As a second statistical method, Mann-Kendall test which is a non-parametric test was applied. With
this method, inferences were made to determine the degree of significance of tendencies made by both
temperature and precipitation data over time.
STUDY AREA AND STATIONS
Afyonkarahisar is located in the inner west Anatolian part of the Aegean region. It is at the crossroads
on the roads connecting Central Anatolia in Anatolia. Behind the city, the land roughly extends from
northeast to southwest.

Figure 1. Location map of Afyonkarahisar province
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METEOROLOGICAL DIFFERENCES WHICH ARE OBSERVED BETWEEN TWO
STATIONS IN AFYONKARAHİSAR CITY CENTER
Comparative Average Temperature Analysis of University and Afyonkarahisar Central Stations
between 2015 and 2018

Figure 2. Average temperature diagram of the central and university stations for 2015, 2016, 2017 and
2018
Since the meteorological station within the borders of the university was put into service in July 2015,
the comparison started as of July 2015. Except July and August, the average temperature of the city
center was higher than the university region in September, October, November and December
(figure:2). Campus region was not affected completely by urban climate because construction in
Erenler was very weak in 2015. The ground was generally soil, so temperature could not accumulate
on the ground. In other words, Erenler was reflecting a rural condition in relations to the center of
Afyonkarahisar at that time. On the other hand, in the center of Afyonkarahisar, the conditions are
opposite. According to this study, the decrease in long wave radiation losses caused by city canyons,
the decrease in albedo amounts caused by canyon geometry, the thermal properties of cities, the
anthropogenic heat, the city greenhouse effect, increasing apparent air temperature due to decreasing
evapotranspiration, decreased latent heat are the results of complex structures. According to Pearson
correlation analysis, there was a significant positive correlation between two stations’ data. The main
reason for that was the short distance between two stations and similar topographic conditions.
In all months of 2016, the monthly average temperature of the meteorological station in the center is
higher than the monthly average temperature of the university's meteorological station. The average
temperature in January was 2.2 ºC in the center and it was 0.3 ºC at the university station. The average
monthly temperature in July was 23.1 ºC. The measured value in the campus area was 21.0 ºC
(figure:2). The reason why the temperature values are so different between the two stations located 9
km from each other is that the ground in the city center is generally covered with concrete and asphalt,
and the reflection rate of the temperatures from the ground is quite high compared to the campus area.
On the other hand, in the campus area, soil temperature facilitates absorption rather than reflecting
back and there is a heat transfer to the lower layers of soil.
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In January 2017, the average temperature was measured -5 ºC, while it was measured as -6.8 ºC on
campus. Although the difference was obvious in other months, July had the highest temperature. The
average temperature in July 2017 was 16.8 ºC in the center, while it was measured 13.1 ºC on
campus(figure:2). Landsberg (1981) Oke et al. (1987) made similar findings in their studies.
According to the study, the decrease in long wave radiation losses caused by city canyons played an
active role in the formation of the city heat island. Radiation from the ground plays an important role
in the formation of SHIA. Differences in soil properties of rural and urban areas cause significant
temperature differences. Reflection of the incoming energy from the ground is not the same in rural
and urban areas because in rural areas, the reflected energy is reflected without any physical obstacles,
but in urban areas, it is significantly retained between tall buildings and there are significant temporal
delays in its propagation Çiçek, I.(2005), Dogan., U. (2005).
In the graph 2018, the temperature differences between the two stations began to close compared to
previous years. The main reason for this may be the fact that the construction of the Erenler student
campus located in the campus in 2018 gradually accelerates and the effects of the city climate
gradually affect the campus region. With over-structuring, air circulation is adversely affected and
stagnant weather conditions occur, increasing the temperature values.
Average Temperature Correlation Analyses of Campus and Afyonkarahisar Central Stations
Table 1. Average Temperature Correlation Analysis of University and Afyonkarahisar Central
Stations for 2015
Correlations
CENTER
Pearson Correlation
CENTER

1

,989**

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

,000
6

Pearson Correlation
CAMPUS

CAMPUS

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

6

,989

1

**

,000
6

6

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 2. 2016 Average Temperature Correlation Analyzes of University and Afyonkarahisar Central
Stations
Correlations
CENTER
Pearson Correlation
CENTER

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation

CAMPUS

CAMPUS

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

,989**
,000

6

6

,989**

1

,000
6

6

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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According to Pearson Correlations analyzes the relationship between the average temperature values
of central and ANS stations of 2016 showed a significant positive correlation tendency. According to
these analyzes, there was a direct correlation between two stations’ data.
Table 3. 2017 Average Temperature Correlation Analyses of University and Afyonkarahisar Central
Stations
Correlations
CENTER
Pearson Correlation
CENTER

1

,989**

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

,000
6

Pearson Correlation
CAMPUS

CAMPUS

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

6

,989

1

**

,000
6

6

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
According to Pearson Correlations analyses, the relationship between the minimum average
temperature values of the central and ANS stations of 2017 showed a significant positive correlation
tendency. According to these analyzes, there was a direct correlation between two stations’ data.
In this graph, when compared with the average monthly temperature values of 2015, 2016 and 2017, it
was observed that the difference between the stations had decreased considerably.
Table 4. Monthly average temperature correlation analyses of the University and Afyonkarahisar
Central Stations for 2018
Correlations
CENTER
Pearson Correlation
CENTER

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation

CAMPUS

CAMPUS

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

,989**
,000

6
,989

**

6
1

,000
6

6

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The Pearson test results were quite striking. The gap between the average monthly temperatures of the
previous years between two stations almost completely closed in 2018. The main reason for this is that
the campus area has now similar to the meteorological conditions of the city center as a result of overconstruction.
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Table 5. Monthly precipitation correlation analysis of University and Afyonkarahisar Central Stations
for 2016
Correlations
CENTER
Pearson Correlation
CENTER

CAMPUS

1

,864**

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

,000
12

Pearson Correlation
CAMPUS Sig. (2-tailed)

N

12

,864

1

**

,000
12

12

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 6. Monthly precipitation correlation analysis of University and Afyonkarahisar Central Stations
for 2017
Correlations
CAMPUS
Pearson Correlation
CAMPUS

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation

CENTER

CENTER

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

,793**
,002

12
,793

**

12
1

,002
12

12

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Correlation analyses of precipitation of the year 2017 are not included here, since they have the same
results. Correlation analysis in precipitation data gives a positive significant relationship between the
two stations as in the temperature data. This means that there is a direct proportion between the data of
two stations, there is an amount of precipitation that increases and decreases simultaneously, but
geomorphological differences and urbanization lead to some differences in detail in these
simultaneous increases and decreases.
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Comparative Precipitation Analysis of the University and Afyonkarahisar Central Station for
2016 and 2017
Precipitation trends between two stations are not similar to the trends of temperature of these two
stations. Because the structure of precipitation is chaotic. Many factors play a role over precipitation
values.

Figure 3. Precipitation diagram of the central and campus stations for 2016 and 2017.
Excessive construction in the city and being surrounded by mountains affect the air circulation
negatively. This leads to stagnant weather conditions, especially in April, May and June, which leads
to an increase in thermal-based convectional precipitation. Especially in May, the precipitation data of
the central station is quite high compared to the precipitation data of the university station (Figure: 3).
The total amount of precipitation in May 2016 was 60 mm in Afyonkarahisar city center and 52.7 mm
on campus. Similarly, in June, when the convectional precipitation was common, the total amount of
precipitation was 13.6 mm while it was 12.1 mm on campus. The heat island occurring in the city also
affects the evaporation conditions and at the same time the particles coming out of the chimneys of the
industrial and residential buildings form a condensation core in the atmosphere. This also increases the
amount of precipitation. Similar findings have been found in the studies conducted within the scope of
Metropolitan Meteorological Experiment (METROMEX) project Changnon et al. (1978). In the works
carried out within the scope of METROMEX project in St.Louis, which is one of the most detailed
researches on city climatology, it was found that the city effect showed statistically significant
increases in summer rains, heavy rains (> 25 mm), thunderstorm and hail Changnon et al. (1978).
Within the scope of this project, it was also determined that the impact of the city on heavy torrential
rainfall was mostly seen in June and gradually decreased in July and August Çiçek, İ. (2004). In
addition, asphalt and concrete floors prevent water from leaking into the ground. Therefore, especially
in summer, high evaporation rates are suitable for unstable rainfall. As a matter of fact, Çiçek (2002),
in his study examining the precipitation characteristics of Ankara Meteorological Station between
1926 and 2000, which reflects the effects of urbanization, revealed an increasing tendency in all
months and annual rainfall except March, September and December.
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Mann-Kendall Analysis of Some Comparative Meteorological Data of University and
Afyonkarahisar Central Station for 2016, 2017 and 2018

Figure 4. Man-Kendall temperature trend of 2016, 2017 and 2018 for the central and campus region

Figure 5. Man-Kendall precipitation trend of 2016 and 2017 belonging to central and campus region
Since the meteorological station on campus was opened in July 2015, not having long-term data led to
the lack of meaningful results in the Man-Kendall analyses. In addition, in a year 12-month trends
were considered and each year was analyzed in itself. Accordingly, the monthly temperature data of
the meteorological station in the city center and the meteorological station on campus area were
compared with the Mann-Kendall test, as a result more significant and positive tendency was found,
but this significance was not found in the precipitation data. The most important reason for this can be
shown that the temperature data has a more stable structure compared to precipitation, whereas
precipitation has a more variable structure.
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CONCLUSION
In a short distance of 9 km, significant meteorological differences have been identified between the
meteorological stations which are in the city center and in the plain and also represent urban and rural
areas.
Within the boundaries of the university, it was possible to make comparative analyses of
meteorological stations located in the city center and in the university, which was put into service in
July 2015.
The average monthly temperatures of the city center in 2015, except in July and August, were higher
in September, October, November and December than in the university district. In September, the
average temperature was 21.1 ºC at the central station and 20 ºC on campus area. Monthly average
temperature was 13.9 ºC at the central station in October and 13 ºC at the university station. The
average temperature difference between the two stations increased in November. The average
temperature in November was 8.34 ºC and 6.79 ºC on campus.
Temperature data show that Afyonkarahisar city center is an open heat island. In January 2016, the
average temperature in January was 2.2 ºC in the center and 0.3 ºC in the university station. The
average monthly temperature in July was 23.1 ºC. The measured value on campus area was 21.0 ºC. In
January 2017, the average temperature was measured as -5.7 ºC in the center, while it was -6.8ºC on
campus. In July 2017, the average temperature was 24.4 ºC in the center and 22.5 ºC on campus.
The average monthly temperature in 2018 gives a striking result. As mentioned above, as the
construction of Erenler area gained momentum in 2018, the differences in meteorological parameters
between the city center and the campus area were almost closed, especially at the end of this year.
In 2018, the average monthly temperature values were higher in the city center compared to the
campus area, but the difference decreased considerably. The most important reason for this is that
since the second half of 2017, Erenler residential area was exposed to over-structuring and
meteorological parameters showed an obvious similarity with the city center.
The number of rainy days and the amount of precipitation was high in the city center as in the
temperature.
When the precipitation data for 2016 and 2017 were analyzed, the amount of precipitation was higher
in the city center than on campus except for September. This difference was particularly evident in the
months when convectional precipitation was common. In May 2016, the total precipitation in
Afyonkarahisar was 60 mm while it fell to 52.7 mm on campus. Similarly, in June where convectional
precipitation was common, total precipitation was 13.6 mm while it was 12.1 mm on the campus.
While the total annual precipitation in 2016 was 355.6 mm at the central station, the total annual
precipitation at the campus station was 297.8 mm. When the total precipitation values of 2017 were
considered, the total annual precipitation of the central station was 286.4 mm. The total annual
precipitation of the campus station was 182.3 mm. The mountainous area that rises just behind the city
has a slight orographic effect and this is reflected as an increase in precipitation values. Especially the
air masses coming from the north and northwest leave their moisture more due to the mountainous
mass behind the city. According to Mann-Kendall test analyses, there is a positive and significant
correlation between temperature and precipitation data.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, as a result of global warming, the number, intensity and duration of heat waves have
increased in our country. Heat waves lead to deaths, forest fires, excessive energy consumption, as
well as a number of negative consequences in agriculture. The IPCC Report emphasized that the
global average surface temperature is 0.3-0.7 °C higher than the long-term average temperature in
2016, and expected to increase in the feature. Therefore, heat waves will be more frequent and severe
and particularly will have larger impact in urban areas where the most of the population resides. High
and dense built up areas, not enough water bodies, low green spaces, light winds increase the negative
effects of heat waves by decreasing thermal comfort and increasing the risks on human health. In this
study, the heat wave episode affecting Istanbul on July 24-26, 2017 was examined by considering
meteorological parameters (pressure, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, sea water
temperature) for stations in the south of city. The maximum temperature measured as 35°C in Kartal
and 32°C in Sarıyer in considered period. The maximum heat index based on temperature and
humidity was calculated as 37.2 C for Kartal. In addition, the spatial and temporal distribution of
temperature and winds for the southern region of Istanbul was simulated by using MUKLIMO_3
micro scale 3D urban climate model for the day of heat wave episode. The model results are compared
with the observations.
Keywords: Heat wave, climate change, city climate model
INTRODUCTION
It is clear that an important part of global warming is due to greenhouse gas emissions from
anthropogenic resources. Observations show that the mean air temperature increased 0.8 °C in the
world and about 1.0 °C in Europe within the last 150 years. Unless global strategies to reduce
emissions are implemented, global temperatures are expected to increase 1.8°C- 4°C until 2100 (IPCC,
2013). In this case, extreme weather events such as heatwaves, droughts and floods are expected to
become more frequent, intense and longer.
Heat wave known as natural disaster, impose catastrophic impacts on various sectors including health,
agriculture, ecosystems and national economy. In addition, they have become a major concern mainly
due to their harmful effects on human health. During periods of heat waves, population are adversely
affected by extreme and disturbing hot, humid air and they are exposed to heat shocks. Especially
infants, children, pregnant women, people working outside with heart and respiratory diseases, and
elderly people are more influenced by heat waves, and even some of them die. The mega heat waves
occurred in Chicago 1995, Europe 2003, Japan 2010 and Russia 2010 caused nearly 142 000 loss of
people and are considered as very important natural disasters (Koppe et al., 2004; Fischer and Schar,
2010; Lee and Lee, 2016).
Various heat waves occurred that affected Europe, Mediterranean and Turkey in 2000, 2003, 2007,
2012 and 2015 (Demirtas, 2016), in the summer of 2003, 2012 and 2015 revealed the relationship
between heat waves and synoptic patterns. Kuglitsch et al., (2010) determined the heat waves in the
Eastern Mediterranean region of Turkey between 1960-2006. Similarly, Unal et al. (2013) studied the
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heat waves variations in terms of frequency intensity and duration over western part of Turkey. Both
studies found that the number of heat waves increases in time and the change is larger on the southern
latitudes. Unal and Mentes (2006) detected frequency, intensity and duration of heat wave for İstanbul
and they also analyzed the relationship between circulation patterns and heat waves.
The heat waves are felt more intense in urban areas during summer season because urban heat island
effect, lack of green areas and open water surfaces along with low wind speed exacerbate the heat
wave effects in urban areas. Rizvi et al (2019) examined the interactions between heat wave and urban
heat island on spatial and temporal scales. The role of environmental conditions have great importance
in reducing heat wave impacts in urban areas (Schatz and Kucharic, 2015; Zhao et al., 2018). Unal et
al. (2017) investigated influence of land use characteristics on micro-climate during a heat wave
episode in one-day measurement campaign in ITU University Campus.
As a result, heat waves are not only a meteorological case, but also have negative social and economic
consequences. It is important to determine the regions where the heat wave can occur, and its
frequency, intensity, duration and synoptic conditions. In this study, the heat wave episode affecting
İstanbul on July 24-26, 2017 was examined by analyzing the variability of pressure, temperature,
relative humidity, wind and sea temperature. In addition, the spatial and temporal variation of
temperature, wind speed and direction for the southern part of İstanbul was demonstrated by using
MUKLIMO_3 micro-scale urban-climate model.
DATA
Istanbul is the largest city of Turkey with about 16 million inhabitants, and covers an area of 5460 km2
with 39 districts. The densely populated areas extend to the east, southeast and northeast of the
European side and west and southwest of the Anatolian side.
In this study, variation of the meteorological parameters was investigated on July 24-26, 2017 at the
stations of Büyükçekmece, Florya, Sarıyer, Kartal and Sabiha Gökçen Airport in Istanbul. Hourly
observations of pressure, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction and sea surface
temperature were obtained from the Turkish State Meteorological Service. The location and
geographic information of the stations are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. Sarıyer and Sabiha Gökçen
Airport stations are considered semi-rural because they have more vegetation cover than the others.
Büyükçekmece, Florya and Kartal are generally densely populated districts and therefore, urbanization
is excessive.

Figure 1. Map of İstanbul and location of meteorological stations
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Table 1. Geographically information of selected stations.

According to the meteorological data of İstanbul, the mean air temperature is 24.5°C and the mean
maximum air temperature is 26.9°C for July between 1981-2010. The mean air temperature in July
2017 is 1.6°C higher than the long term average and is 26.1°C. Unal et al. (2013) calculated the
maximum temperature threshold values for 90th percentile of 1960-2013 as 32.2°C for Kartal, 30.7°C
for Florya and 29.2°C for Sarıyer. In this study, hourly pressure, temperature, humidity and wind
speed variations are analyzed graphically for a week including the heat wave period (21-27 June). The
daily maximum temperatures for the week remain above the long-term maximum average temperature
of 26.9°C for Istanbul. Consequently, the heat wave episode confirmed the heat wave criteria in the
literature. However, the strength of the heat wave between 24-26th is more severe than the rest of the
week.
Synoptic conditions
During the heat wave episode week, İstanbul is under the influence of warm air advection from the
northern Africa at the level of 500 hPa and located at the col point on the surface pressure chart. On
July 25, warm advection effect increases while the region is under the influence of the ridge because
the southerly flow is strengthened due to the influence of the low pressure center on the Adriatic Sea.
Hence, the warm air advection intensifies the heat wave. Starting from 18:00 UTC on July 26th, low
pressure start to be effective over İstanbul and warm advection lost its strength and troughs and the
warm front passage between 12:00-18:00 UTC dominated the weather conditions on July 27. The
instability is very high and hail has occurred, causing significant economic damage.
HEAT WAVE EPISODE ANALYSIS
The surface pressure reached its maximum value on July 23 at all stations during the heat-wave week.
It was measured as 1013 hPa in Kartal and Büyükçekmece stations. In the coming days, the pressure
decreased and the recorded lowest value was 990 hPa in Sabiha Gökçen station.
The daily average relative humidity values were also analyzed. In Kartal it is 57% on 24th July, the
highest values were reached in Sarıyer (81%) on 26th July and Florya (83%) on July 25th.
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Figure 2. Hourly air temperature variation for stations.
Figure 2 shows the hourly temperature distributions of the five-stations for a week including the heat
wave episode. The maximum daily temperatures for all stations for one week exceeded the long-term
average maximum temperature (26.9°C) for Istanbul, except for July 28, 2019. Especially in Kartal
and Büyükçekmece stations, higher temperatures were measured compared to the other stations. The
maximum temperature reached 35.2°C in Kartal and 35.1°C in Büyükçekmece on July 25. Mean
maximum temperatures for Kartal, Büyükçekmece, Sabiha Gökçen and Sarıyer were 33.31°C,
32.19°C 31.69°C, 31.66°C and 29.64°C, respectively. It is congruous that Kartal has the highest
temperatures because of the largest urban heat island effect compared to the other station’ sites (Ünal
et al., 2017, Ünal et al., 2019). Sarıyer is a high-altitude and a semi-rural station in the north of the
selected region. Considering the average maximum temperature values, the temperature at Sarıyer is
approximately 3.5°C lower than Kartal. The average temperatures of Florya and Sabiha Gökçen are
very close. Since Sabiha Gökçen is located inland, the maximum temperatures are generally slightly
higher.
The daily sea surface temperature was 21.5°C at the beginning of the heat wave episode and reached
to 24.3°C on July 26. According to the data of Turkish State Meteorological Service, the average long
term sea surface temperature of Marmara Sea is 23.1°C on July between 1970 and 2017 (Url-1).
Therefore, The Marmara’ sea surface is 1.2°C warmer than the climatological mean during the heat
wave episode period.
Relatively calm wind conditions were dominant over Kartal and Büyükçekmece where the heat wave
impact is the largest. The average wind speeds between July 24-26 for Kartal and Büyükçekmece are 2
m/s and 3 m/s, respectively. Figure 3 illustrates the variations of wind speed and direction over Kartal
for 3 days. The north-easterly winds prevail on July 24. Then, the winds become southerly on July 25.
The wind speed at Florya reached to 6 m/s, the temperatures decreased and the relative humidity
increased. At Sabiha Gökçen Airport, on July 24, the northerly winds reached to 7-8 m/s in speed, and
on July 25 the winds became southerly with the speed of 2-4 m/s. The temperature increased
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approximately 2℃. It is clear that Istanbul is under the influence of a frontal system. Therefore, local
winds that are expected to develop due to sea-land interaction, are prevented by synoptic system.

Figure 3. a) Wind speed values of Kartal for episode dates, b) Wind roses for Kartal
Heat Index
In the study, heat index values or apparent temperatures for the heat wave period were calculated using
the following regression equation proposed by Steadman (1984).
h

V䁘

hV

〠 ֝

In this equation, T is the air temperature (°C) and e is the vapor pressure (kPa). As shown in Figure 3,
the heat index ranges from 32.2°C to 40°C. This corresponds to the “extreme situation” according to
the criteria proposed by Rizvi et al. (2019). These values of the heat index constitute the conditions
that may cause sunstrokes, heat cramps and heat-induced disturbances. The highest heat index is
observed in Florya. Despite the high temperatures in Büyükçekmece and Kartal, the heat index
increased to 40℃ at Florya on 25th of July at 15.00, because humidity reached 95% in the station. On
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July 24, wind speed is low. The highest heat index at noon on July 25 was calculated as Sabiha
Gökçen Airport where the wind was blowing from the south with the speed of 2-4 m/s.

Figure 4. The heat-index values for one-week period.
MICRO-CLIMATE MODEL
Micro scale model MUKLIMO_3 is used to simulate the urban climate of Istanbul. MUKLIMO_3 is
developed by the DWD (German Meteorological Service – Deutscher Wetterdienst). It is based on the
meso-scale weather forecast model with the addition of the heat, momentum and moisture exchanges
between the urban surfaces and the atmosphere. The non-hydrostatic thermodynamic version of
MUKLIMO_3 simulates the atmospheric temperature, humidity and wind field on a three-dimensional
model grid (Bilgen and Unal, 2016; Diren-Üstün et. al. 2019).
MUKLIMO_3 model requires initial conditions for atmospheric profile. This data was taken from the
soundings data base at Wyoming University, and interpolated for the model. MUKLIMO_3 needs land
use classification, terrain height and land use table which contains special parameters. In this study, we
used the land use data and table generated by Unal et al., (2018). Three different data sets were
combined to generate these data for Istanbul and land use map contains 25 land use classes on
200x200 m2 resolution (Unal et al., 2018).
MUKLIMO_3 is used for simulating the local and temporal variation of temperature for the southern
part of Istanbul. Figure 5 demonstrates the temperature variation in 3-hour intervals for the time period
from 24th July 12:00 pm to 25th July 09:00 am. At the local time 03:00 pm, the high temperature
values are observed in the southern regions of Istanbul where urbanization is intense. The temperatures
increase further from the shore to inland especially on the European side. Similarly, Figure 6 shows
the temperature variations for the time period of 25th July 12:00 pm to 26th July 09:00 am. It is clearly
seen that, the temperatures increase slightly more than the previous day. In the coastal areas,
temperatures are in the range of 30-33°C; however, in the inland part of the city, the temperatures
increase to 33-35°C due to the dense urbanization.
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Figure 5. Temperature values in 3-hour intervals for the time period from 24th July 12:00 pm to 25th
July 09:00 am, href=5m.
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Figure 6. Temperature values in 3-hour intervals for the time period from 25th July 12:00 pm to 26th
July 09:00 am, href=5m.
In 25th July at 06:00 am, the temperature is 24°C near coastal areas and 19°C in higher elevations. It is
seen from the model results of 26th July 06:00 am, the minimum temperature values are higher than
the previous day. The distribution of the temperature obtained from the model is consistent with the
observations.
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Figure 7. Wind velocity in 3-hour intervals for the time period from 25th July 12:00 pm to 26th July
09:00 am.
In Figure 7, wind speed and direction values are shown every 3-hours between July 25, 12:00 pm and
26, 09:00 am. The model results show that the northerly winds are dominant in general, and consistent
with the station observations at Sarıyer and Sabiha Gökçen. However, the southerly flow at the other
stations are not captured by the model. The model wind speeds are estimated in a range of 1-3 m/s. On
the other hand, the maximum wind speed at the stations during episode dates are between 4-6 m/s.
Considering that the model’s reference height is 5m for wind speed and observations are taken at 10m,
it can be said that the model reasonably simulates the wind speed variations.
In conclusion, heat waves are more effective especially in urban areas where construction is intense.
Heat waves also increase the intensity of the urban heat island. The maximum heat index depends on
the location, urbanizations and closeness to the water bodies. It is suggested by many researchers that
the frequency, intensity and duration of heat waves will increase due to the climate change. For this
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reason, precautions should be taken to mitigate the effects of heat island in cities, green areas should
be protected and people should be informed about the negative effects of heat waves on human health.
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ABSTRACT
Recently published research as shown that atmospheric blocking is occurring more frequently across the
globe. There is some indication that this change may be due to interdecadal variability. While the duration
of blocking has not changed significantly, blocking events in the Northern Hemisphere have become
weaker. The occurrence of blocking is often linked to extreme weather conditions and an increase in
blocking can have an adverse impact on agriculture and other economic activities. This study will focus on
changes occurring in the Atlantic – Eurasian sector with a special focus on the region that includes Turkey.
Using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction / National Center for Atmospheric Research
Reanalyses, the character of blocking in this region will highlight the frequency of occurrence, duration,
and intensity of blocking. These will be related to the dominant teleconnections governing the general
circulation of this region, including the North Atlantic and Arctic Oscillation and Arctic Oscillation Indexes.
This study will also examine trends in the character of zonal and meridional flow regimes and there will be
discussion about the impact on the climate within the region.

Keywords: climate change, blocking, variability, teleconnections
INTRODUCTION
In the later part of the 20th century, studies (e.g. Wiedenmann et al. 2002; Hakkinen et al. 2011;
Mokhov et al. 2012) demonstrated that the occurrence of blocking in the Atlantic Region was
decreasing. The former showed that these decreases were taking place globally. However, Lupo et al.
(2019) showed that the occurrence of blocking across the globe was increasing in all sectors during the
early part of the 21st century. Further, they demonstrated that while the occurrence of blocking was on
the increase, block durations were only marginally greater. Additionally, they found that there was no
change in the primary block formation regions, and that the intensity of blocking as measured through
the index proposed by Lupo and Smith (1995) and automated by Wiedenmann et. al. (2002) was not
changing in the Southern Hemisphere. In the Northern Hemisphere (NH), there was a statistically
significant (6%) weakening of blocking events.
The increased occurrence of blocking was shown to be related to decadal scale changes in the general
circulation as reflected by the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and
the Arctic Oscillation (AO) (Lebedeva et al. 2019). Kononova and Lupo (2019) demonstrate that the
increase in blocking frequency is related to a general circulation that has become more meridional in the
early 21st century as represented by a subjective NH synoptic catalog that classifies flows based on their
amplitude, wave number and length, and the location of amplified ridging.
The work of Efe et al. (2019a,b) used the Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) blocking criterion to relate the
character of blocking in the Atlantic and Eurasian sector to the weather and climate of Turkey from 19772016. They found that there were more blocking events in the spring than during any other season. They
found that the most persistent, largest, and most intense blocking events were winter season events. These
results were consistent with earlier studies. In general, they found that blocking was typically associated
with cold anomalies during the winter and fall season, but that blocking could result in warm or cold
anomalies depending on whether the blocking events were located upstream or downstream of Turkey.
They also showed that blocking resulted in an increased tendency for the occurrence of
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precipitation events due to the advection of moisture form the west. They also found that the greatest
frequency for precipitation occurrence was located near the Black Sea coastal region.
Thus, the goal of this work is threefold. The first is to compare the climatology of blocking in the
region using the Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) criterion versus the Wiedenmann et al. (2002) criterion.
Then, this work will examine the interdecadal and interannual behavior of blocking in the region
defined in Efe et al. (2019 a,b). Finally, this work will relate these changes to changes in the
teleconnection activity across the region. Section two will present the data and methods used. Section
three will present the results and section four the conclusions.
DATA AND METHODS
Data
The data set used here was the National Centers for Environmental Prediction / National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR reanalyses and these data are archived at NCAR in Boulder, CO
(Kalnay et al. 1996; Web-1). The data are available on standard pressure levels and gridded on a 2.5o
latitude by 2.5o longitude grid four times daily from 1 January 1948 to the present. The 500 hPa height
fields were used to locate blocking events using the Wiedenmann et al. (2002) blocking criteria.
Then all NH blocking events from 1 July 1968 to the present (e.g. Lebedeva et al. 2019) are archived
in the Blocking Archive on the Global Climate Change Center website (Web-2) at the University of
Missouri. Each blocking event for the 51-year period is archived to show which region and season it
occurred as defined by Wiedenmann et al. (2002). Other characteristics in the archive are block onset
and termination time, duration, Block Intensity (BI), and onset longitude.
Methods
In order to examine the occurrence of blocking as it relates to the weather and climate of Turkey (Fig.
1), the blocking subdomains used will be the same as those used by Efe et al. (2019a,b). In their work,
the domain used extended from 20o W to 90o E. This domain stretches over the eastern Atlantic and
western Continental domains as defined by Wiedenmann et al. (2002). The subdomains are referred to
as Region One, Two, Three, and Four (R1, R2, R3, and R4, respectively), bounded by the longitudes
20o W - 0o, 0o - 30o E, 30o E - 60o E, and 60o E - 90o E, respectively.

Figure 1. A map of Turkey and the available surface weather stations, Fig is adapted from Efe et al.
(2019a,b).
The definition for El Niño and Southern Oscillation (ENSO) used here is described in Lebedeva et al.
(2019) and references therein and a short description is given here. The Japanese Meteorological
Agency (JMA) ENSO index is available through the Center for Ocean and Atmospheric Prediction
Studies (COAPS) from 1868 to present (Web-3). The JMA classifies ENSO phases using SST within
the bounded region of 4◦ S to 4◦ N, 150◦ W to 90◦ W, and defines the inception of an ENSO year as 1
October, and its conclusion on 30 September of the next year. The list of ENSO years is given in Table
1.
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Table 1. List of ENSO years used here. The years below are taken from (Web-3).
El Niño
1969
1972
1976
1982
1986-1987
1991
1997
2002
2006
2009
2014-2015
2018

Neutral
1968
1977-1981
1983-1985
1989-1990
1992-1996
2000-2001
2003-2005
2008
2011-2013
2016

La Niña
1967
1970-1971
1973-1975
1988
1998-1999
2007
2010
2017

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) positive and negative modes are catalogued by using
information available from (Web-3). The PDO period represents a fifty to seventy-year cycle and the
SST anomaly pattern is observed basin-wide (Lupo et al. 2019 and references therein) within the
Pacific Ocean. The positive phase of the PDO is recognized as the period from 1977–1998, and the
negative phases are recognized as the years 1947–1976, and 1999–2018. The North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) (e.g. Lebedeva et al. 2019 and references therein) is a north-south pressure
oscillation in the North Atlantic whose fundamental dynamics are similar to that of the Pacific North
American (PNA) pattern. It is well known that the time series of the daily or monthly NAO index
values possess interannual and interdecadal modes (e.g. Lebedeva et al. 2019 and references therein).
The decadal epochs for the NAO used here will follow Lebedeva et al. (2019) and these are; negative
for the periods 1951–1972 and 1996–2010, while the positive epochs were 1972–1995 and 2011–2018.
Daily values of this index are used as well and these can be obtained from the NOAA Climate
Prediction Center (Web-4). Daily values of the AO Index can also be found at this site. The daily
NAO Index will indicate the phase Atlantic Region troughing and ridging. However, the AO has been
shown to be related to the amplitude of NH flow.
RESULTS
Atlantic Eurasian Blocking: A comparison of Criteria
An analysis of blocking within the Atlantic-Eurasian region (Table 2) over the 51-year archive period
demonstrates that just over half the number of NH blocking events occurred in the region that impacts
Turkey (16 events) when comparing to the work of Lupo et al. (2019) (versus 30 events per year).
These events persist for a similar period compared to the rest of the NH (9 days) and Efe et al. (2019a).
However, the events in the Atlantic-Eurasian sector are slightly stronger than the hemispheric mean.
(3.11 BI units). Examining the subregions shows that blocking occurred most often in R2, which is
just upstream of Turkey. Blocking events in the western part of the Atlantic-Eurasian sector are the
strongest and most persistent and these characteristics decrease in the easterly direction.
Comparing the annual characteristics for blocking here with the Efe et al (2019) climatology shows
broad similarity (Tables 2 and 3) even though the period lengths are different. They used the period
1977 – 2016. The most persistent and intense blocks were winter season events, while summer season
events were the weakest and least persistent. This is especially true when comparing the Efe et al.
(2019a) results to those of Wiedenmann et al. (2002). The results here for the start of the 21st century
shows more persistent blocking events across the region with little seasonal variation in duration.
However, BI still maximizes in the winter season. Interestingly, the summer season was the only
season in which BI increased in the early 21st century.
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Table 2. The character of blocking in the Atlantic-Eurasian sector and subsectors as defined in Efe et
al. (2019a,b) using the Wiedenmann et al (2002) definitions. The results are presented as the 51 year
means / the 30-year results of Wiedenmann et al. (2002) / 1998 – present / % change.
Region

Occurrence

Duration (days)

BI

R1

4.0 / 3.4 / 4.9 / +44.1

9.7 / 8.9 / 10.6 / +19.1

3.54 / 3.82 / 3.31 / -13.4

R2

5.2 / 4.4 / 6.3 / +43.2

9.2 / 8.4 / 10.0 / +19.0

3.36 / 3.49 / 3.25/ -6.9

R3

4.2 / 3.8 / 4.9 / +28.9

9.3 / 8.4 / 10.3 / +22.6

2.87 / 3.04 / 2.71/ -10.9

R4

2.6 / 2.2 / 3.2 / +45.5

8.7 / 8.4 / 9.0 / +7.1

2.91 / 3.06 / 2.77/ -9.5

Total

16.0 / 13.7 / 19.3 / +40.9

9.4 / 8.9 / 10.1 / +13.4

3.18 / 3.23 / 3.06/ -5.3

In Efe et al. (2019a), the spring season showed a clear maximum in blocking occurrence (3.9 events
per spring season) and 11.7 blocking events per year. The winter and spring seasons have a similar
frequency in occurrence for these seasons (Table 3) overall using the Wiedenmann criteria. In the
early 21st century, however, the spring season has a larger frequency of occurrence that during winter.
This difference could be due to the seasonal definitions used here (spring - April-May-June) as
compared to Efe et al. (2019a) (spring - March-April-May). In order to examine this issue, the months
of December, March, and June were analysed separately. There was a slight tendency for the
occurrence of more blocking events in March (not shown). Adjusting the definition used here for
spring to fit Efe et al. (2019a) would make the results of the two climatologies that use different
criteria a closer match. Additionally, the difference between the two studies is likely reflected in
timing and / or location of block onset as determined by the Wiedenmann et al. (2002) and Tibaldi and
Molteni (1990) schemes. Nonetheless, the two climatologies show similarity in the seasonal and
regional distribution in the occurrence of blocking in the Atlantic-Eurasian sector even though there
are about 35% more blocking events identified in this work.
Table 3. The seasonal character of blocking within the Atlantic-Eurasian sector. The results are
presented as summer / fall / winter / spring.
Period

Occurrence

Duration (days)

BI

1968 - present

3.3 / 4.0 / 4.3 / 4.4

9.2 / 9.3 / 9.4 / 9.2

2.38 / 3.56 / 3.77 / 2.84

1968 – 1997

2.7 / 3.5 / 3.8 / 3.7

7.7 / 8.5 / 9.2 / 8.5

2.33 / 3.71 / 3.98 / 2.91

1998 - present

4.1 / 4.9 / 5.0 / 5.3

10.6 / 10.0 / 9.7 / 10.0

2.42 / 3.42 / 3.56 / 2.78

Difference

+51.8 / +40.0 / +31.6 / +43.2

+37.7 / +17.6 / +5.4 / +17.6

+3.9 / -7.8 / -10.6 / -4.5

A comparison of the 30-year climatology for the late 20th century to the results for the early 21st
century demonstrates increases in blocking occurrences across each subsector and these were
significant at the 95% confidence level when testing the means (Tables 2 and 3). This result is similar
to Lupo et al. (2019) for the entire NH and across the Atlantic sector. Fig. 2 shows a time series of
block occurrences in each sector. Lupo et al. (2019) demonstrated using spectral analysis that the
decades of the 1980s and 1990s were associated with minima in NH blocking occurrences and that this
minimum corresponded to the PDO and NAO decadal modes both being in their positive phase. They
also fitted a linear and polynomial best-fit curve to the data. The polynomial model showed a distinct
minimum during the 1980s and 1990s. The regions R2-R4 show similar behaviour to the NH results in
Lupo et al. (2019). Only R1 did not show a minimum in the 1980s and 1990s instead showing a
monotonic increase in block occurrence as the linear and polynomial best-fit models overlap.
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Figure 2. The time series of block occurrence for a) R1, b) R2, c) R3, and d) R4. The abscissa is years
from 1968 and the ordinate in block occurrence. The blue dotted (green dashed) line is a linear
(polynomial) best-fit curve.
An examination of the other blocking characteristics shows that Region R3 experienced the smallest
increase in occurrence but the largest increase in duration (Tables 2 and 3). The increases in duration
were significant at the 90% confidence interval for R1-R3 and for each season except winter. The BI
showed significant decreases across all parts of the Atlantic-Eurasian sector and these are significant at
the 90% confidence level. Decreases in BI seasonally were statistically significant at 90% only for fall
and winter seasons.
Interannual and Interdecadal Variability
The results above demonstrate that the character of blocking in the early 21st century shows an
increase that is likely related at least partially to the decadal mode of the NAO. Lupo et al. show that
NH blocking is related to the PDO and decadal mode of the NAO. Lebedeva et al. (2019) show that
the NH flow of the early 21st century has become more meridional in general, especially in the
Atlantic region. Kononova and Lupo (2019) show the increased occurrence of meridional NH flow
regimes is related to a higher AO index during the first part of the 21st century. Both of these works
show a high correlation (significant at the 99% confidence level) between the NAO and AO.
Examining the interannual variability as related to ENSO (Table 4) over the 51-year period shows
little ENSO variability in the occurrence of blocking in the Atlantic – Eurasian sector overall, a result
consistent with Barriopedro et al. (2006) or Lupo et al. (2019) for the NH and this region broadly. The
same is also true of duration and BI. However, the subregional analysis of Efe et al. (2019a,b) allows
for a closer examination of blocking character.
When examining blocking characteristics, R1 and R2 show the opposite character in terms of ENSO
variability. For R1 there are more blocking occurrences during La Niña years, and these events are less
persistent and slightly stronger. For R2, El Niño years are associated with greater blocking occurrence,
which are also less persistent. For BI, the variation in intensity for R2 is similar to R1. R3 and R4
show less variability in blocking occurrence. For R3 and R4 blocking is more persistent during El
Niño years, and R4 blocking events are more intense during La Niña years.
However, Lupo et al. (2019) demonstrated that the ENSO variability of NH block occurrences in the
late 20th century became the opposite during the early 21st century. They also showed that this change
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of ENSO related variability corresponded to the decadal shift of the PDO. Thus, a longer-term
climatology would not show interannual variability. They also showed that there was little NH NAO
related interannual variability, but a strong difference between the positive and negative NAO blocking
character.
Table 4. The character of blocking in the Atlantic-Eurasian sector and subsectors as defined in Efe et al.
(2019a,b) separated by ENSO phase using the Wiedenmann et al (2002) definitions. The results are
presented as the annual means for El Niño (14 years) / Neutral (26 years) / La Niña (11 years).
Region

Occurrence

Duration (days)

BI

R1

3.2 / 4.3 /4.3

10.1 / 10.2 / 8.4

3.57 / 3.51 / 3.63

R2

6.6 / 4.4 / 5.1

8.7 / 9.2 / 9.9

3.31 / 3.34 / 3.46

R3

4.1 / 4.0 / 4.7

9.6 / 9.7 / 8.2

3.04 / 2.70 / 3.03

R4

2.7 / 2.6 / 2.4

9.4 / 8.8 / 7.6

2.92 / 2.85 / 3.04

Total

16.7 / 15.4 / 16.5

9.5 / 9.6 / 8.7

3.23 / 3.16 / 3.18

An examination of Table 5 demonstrates that there is little difference in the occurrence of blocking across
the NAO decadal modes, but blocking is more persistent (~10%) during the negative phase of the NAO.
However, blocking that occurs during the positive phase of the NAO is significantly stronger (at the 95%
confidence level) and this result is found in the Lupo et al. (2019) results. Examining the subregions
demonstrates that the ENSO related occurrence of blocking is similar across each NAO phase. Only for
R1 does the interannual variability in block occurrence change across the NAO phases. The duration and
intensity of blocking shows similar interannual variability to the long-term record across each phase of
the NAO.
Possible Relationships with Temperature and Precipitation in Turkey
The results of Efe et al. (2019a) demonstrates that stronger and more persistent blocking events were
associated with colder conditions across most of Turkey all seasons except summer. They also suggested
this is especially true for events occurring in R1 and R2. The results above (Table 2) suggest only little
change in the severity of cold waves as blocking has become less intense but this has been offset by an
increase in duration. This would be true in most seasons except summer (Table 3), in which both duration
and BI increased. The results of Table 4 would suggest that there is little ENSO variability in the overall
occurrence of cold waves in association with blocking. Additionally, the results of Table 5 confirm
studies cited by Efe et al. (2019a) that found during the positive NAO, Turkey was subjected to deeper
more widespread cold waves. This was due likely to blocking being significantly more intense (at the
90% confidence interval) during the positive NAO.
With respect to precipitation, Efe et al. (2019b) examined the frequency of precipitation (MPF – mean
precipitation frequency) for Turkey rather than strictly the amount since more frequent precipitation
occurrences do not necessarily mean more precipitation. They showed that MPF was highest in the winter
and lowest in the summer nationwide, and that MPF was higher during blocked days annually. Efe et al.
(2019b) also demonstrated that the MPF across Turkey was similar when blocking occurred in any of the
sectors above, but only slightly more frequent when blocking was located in R2. They also found that
there was little ENSO variability in block duration and BI with respect to MPF with a few exceptions. For
example, the summer and fall seasons do show a greater MPF with more intense blocking events.
Conversely, examining the 10 blocking events with the highest (wettest) and lowest (driest) MPF
demonstrated that the wettest blocks were stronger than the drier events during all seasons except spring
(Efe et al. 2019b). These events were generally located in R1 and R2 for winter and spring, within R3 for
summer season events, and within R2 and R3 for fall season events. An examination of Tables 2 and 5
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would suggest that blocking events were associated with higher MPF values during the late 20th century
as opposed to the early 21st century and during the positive phase of the NAO.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the character of blocking in the Atlantic-Eurasian sector and the subregions as defined in Efe
et al. (2019a,b) was examined. Blocking in these regions have varied impacts on the weather and climate
of Turkey. The blocking archive at the University of Missouri was used to examine a 51-year record of
blocking characteristics and this archive was derived using the NCEP/NCAR re-analyses. This work
included an examination of block intensity as defined by Wiedenmann et al. (2002).
The results demonstrated that the overall character of blocking across the Atlantic-Eurasian section was
similar to that of Efe et al (2019a) even though they used the Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) blocking
criterion. An examination of the character of blocking in the early 21st century as compared to the late
20th century shows that blocking occurred more often, was more persistent, but weaker across the region.
These results were consistent with Lupo et al. (2019) and likely related to NH interdecadal variability in
blocking. The increase in blocking during the early 21st century is consistent with the increased
occurrence of meridional flow regimes across the NH, but especially in the Atlantic-Eurasian sector as
indicated using a synoptic classification scheme found in Kononova and Lupo (2019) and references
therein as well as trends in the NAO and AO teleconnection indexes.
Table 5. The character of blocking in the Atlantic-Eurasian sector and subsectors as defined in Efe et al.
(2019a,b) separated by NAO and ENSO phase using the Wiedenmann et al (2002) definitions. The results
are presented as the annual means for El Niño / Neutral / La Niña. For the positive (negative) NAO
(+NAO / -NAO) that represents 9, 18, and 5 years (5, 8, and 6 years), respectively
Region (+NAO)

Occurrence

Duration (days)

BI

R1

3.2 / 3.7 /5.6

9.7 / 9.3 / 8.5

3.77 / 3.61 / 3.71

R2

6.7 / 4.1 / 4.6

8.3 / 9.1 / 8.3

3.41 / 3.42 / 3.73

R3

4.4 / 3.7 / 4.6

9.7 / 9.0 / 7.8

3.11 / 2.66 / 2.59

R4

3.3 / 2.8 / 2.2

9.1 / 9.0 / 9.0

3.02 / 2.77 / 3.16

Total

16.7 / 14.3 / 17.0

9.0 / 9.2 / 8.4

3.35 / 3.16 / 3.29

Region (-NAO)

Occurrence

Duration (days)

BI

R1

3.2 / 5.9 /3.2

10.8 / 11.4 / 8.3

3.24 / 3.31 / 3.50

R2

6.6 / 5.1 / 5.5

9.5 / 9.4 / 11.0

3.12 / 2.96 / 3.32

R3

3.6 / 4.8 / 4.8

9.4 / 11.0 / 8.5

2.88 / 2.62 / 2.63

R4

3.4 / 2.3 / 2.5

9.8 / 8.0 / 6.6

2.82 / 2.62 / 2.92

Total

16.8 / 18.0 / 16.0

10.1 / 10.5 / 9.0

3.05 / 2.97 / 3.09

While the increase in block occurrence may be related to the change global climate at least partially, other
studies have shown mixed results as to whether blocking will occur more often as the 21st century
progresses. However, the consensus finds that blocking occurrences will either remain the same or even
decrease during the 21st century (e.g., Woollings et al. 2018). This study also concludes that more work
needs to be done on the interdecadal variability of blocking and that blocking will continue to produce
extreme conditions when it occurs episodically.
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The interannual variability of blocking shows distinct patterns for R1 and R2 blocking characteristics and
that these patterns are nearly opposite of each other. The interannual variability for blocking in R3 and R4
is less distinctive. However, the interannual variation in the occurrence, duration, and intensity of
blocking across the decadal mode of the NAO is similar. Overall, blocking that occurred during the
negative NAO was more persistent and those occurring during the positive NAO.
Finally, examining the results of Efe et al. (2019a,b) suggest that during the positive phase of the NAO,
blocking events would be associated with deeper cold waves and a more frequent MPF. These results are
due to the blocking events being stronger. These results also suggest that the blocking related MPF is
likely lower since the start of the 21st century since blocking has become weaker across all sub-regions,
but that there were conflicting results for the changes in the cold wave frequency due to the increase in
block duration.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to predict the impact of climate change scenarios on the water resources of the
Eastern Mediterranean Watershed of Turkey by means of various simulations conducted for the
projection period of 2015-2100. A regional climate model that is the output of 3 global models
(HadGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM-MR & CNRM-CM5.1) has been operated with RCP4.5 & RCP8.5 emission
scenarios at the basin scale with a resolution of 10x10 km. Hydrologic models of SWAT and supporting
WEAP models have been utilized to determine the variation of surface and groundwater resources based
on the climate change projections. Water potential and water surplus/deficit projections have been
conducted considering the current and projected status for water resources, and water-consuming sectors,
such as domestic, industry, agriculture, and ecosystem. There exists a decreasing tendency in total
precipitation and the watershed is expected to receive 26% less rainfall compared to the reference period
(1971-2000). The mean gross water potential of the watershed of ~11.165 km3/year tends to decrease by
60% till the end of the century. It is concluded that the annual amount of water available will not meet the
total water requirements in the 2071-2100 interval leading to a water deficit of ~4.695 km3/year. The
hydrogeological reserve has been determined as 10 km3 with its technically and economically usable (net)
amount being 6 km3. It is estimated that under the effects of climate change, the net groundwater reserve
of the watershed will also decrease by 13% at 2100. Results attained were further evaluated through
statistical methods regarding blue and green water potential of the watershed.
Keywords: Turkey, Eastern Mediterranean Watershed, climate change, modelling, hydrology
INTRODUCTION
Water is a vital and strategic resource for socio-economic development as well as for the ecosystem.
Meeting the water resource requirements for the main sectors of domestic, industry, agriculture and
ecosystem has become a crucial challenge especially in arid and semi-arid regions of the world (Shamir et
al., 2015). Collaboration of water-consuming sectors and corresponding actors need to be in full
collaboration with each other for the sake of equitable distribution of available water resources (Garrote et
al., 2015). More importantly, it is vital to know the spatial and temporal patterns of water scarcity and
physical processes of watersheds for sustainable water use, as Faramarzi et al. (2017) underlined.
Therefore, the balance between available water versus water demand can better be understood (Hoekstra
et al., 2012).
As mentioned by Arnell et al. (2011), climate change affecting precipitation and evaporation patterns
results in the variation of water availability and river discharges together with seasonal fluctuations of
water resources. Mediterranean Region has been in that sense identified as one of the hotspot regions
experiencing water scarcity (Giorgi and Lionello, 2008; Lionello et al. 2012). Majority of the projections
based on the climate models agree on the decrease of precipitation and increase in temperature over the
region (IPCC, 2013) even though there are various sources of uncertainty in climate change simulations
practiced as noted by Hawkins and Sutton (2009).
Numerous studies on climate change and its impacts on water resources have so far been conducted.
Different approaches and modeling techniques have been applied to evaluate water availability and to
analyze water scarcity all over the globe including the Mediterranean Region. Senatore et al. (2010) used
three Regional Climate Models (RCMs) (RegCM, HIRHAM and COSMO-CLM) whose outputs were
further evaluated to forecast future water availability in part of the Crati River Basin in Southern Italy.
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Intermediate Space Time Resolution Hydrological Model (In-STRHyM) recently developed was used as
a rainfall-runoff model in this study. A significant decrease in the average annual runoff ranged from –
25.4 ± 6% for HIRHAM and from –41.2 ± 5% for RegCM model. In Northeastern Spain, the dynamic
downscaling of atmosphere-ocean coupled model ECHAM5/MPI-OM for A2 and B1 IPCC scenarios
were used to evaluate the impacts of climate change together with Soil and Water Assessment Tool
(SWAT) model (Pascual et al., 2014). According to the results attained, reduction in mean streamflow
varied between 25- 34% (for 2076-2100); whereas, notable decreases in streamflow were expected in Fall
and Summer by 50% and 30%, respectively. In another study, Koutroulis et al. (2013) used the SACSMA Sacramento hydrology model to evaluate the future water resources of Crete Island, Greece.
Hydrology model was driven with the output of the three GCM and an ensemble of Regional Climate
Models (RCMs) under emission scenarios of B1, A2, and A1B. The study estimated a water deficit
ranging from 10% to 74%.
Similar modelling studies regarding climate change impacts on surface water resources were also
conducted within the past decade in the Mediterranean Region (Lespinas et al., 2010; Lorenzo-Lacruz et
al., 2010; Giannakopoulos et al., 2011; Estrela, 2012; Lelieveld et al., 2012 Mimikou et al., 2013; Piras et
al., 2014; Osma et al., 2015; Arampatzis et al, 2018; D’Oria et al., 2019), as well as on groundwater
resources (Stigter et al., 2014; Erturk et al., 2014; Caballero and Ladouche, 2015). Based on the global
circulation models, downscaling method, modelling techniques, spatial data, and on the geographical
location of the study area, the researchers presented variations in water resources. The vast majority of
these studies agreed on the decrease of water potential in the Mediterranean Region.
Precipitation regime of Turkey, located in a semi-arid region of the world towards the eastern part of the
Mediterranean Watershed, varies significantly among its 25 watersheds. Önol and Semazzi (2009)
investigated future climate change over the eastern Mediterranean. Their study revealed severe drying for
the Mediterranean and Aegean regions for the last 30 years of the 21st century. A national scale study
conducted over Turkey by Sen (2013) indicated a decrease in precipitation in future that will result in a
reduction in the water resources; which will in turn negatively affect the amount of useable water. Based
on the complex terrain and characteristics of the climate system prevailing in the Southern part of Turkey,
substantial reductions in the water resources especially in these southern basins are expected (Sen, 2013).
Thus, identifying current and future available water resources and planning mitigation actions for the
southern watersheds of the country is an essential step to combat with climate change impacts and to
distribute available water between the sectors in future.
The aim of this study is to put forth the water potential results of a series of modelling studies conducted
for the East Mediterranean Watershed of Turkey considering the current and projected status of surface
and groundwater resources, and the status of the basic water consuming sectors like domestic water need,
industry, agriculture and ecosystem.
The national project on “Climate Change Impacts on Water Resources of Turkey” has been carried out by
a multi-disciplinary team comprised of Istanbul Technical University (ITU) for the former
TR Ministry of Forestry and Water Affairs (MoFWA) during 2013-2016 (Web-1). The aim of the project
was to identify the impact of climate change scenarios on water resources in all the 25 watersheds of the
country for the projection period of 2015-2100. As one of the most climate change susceptible watershed
of Turkey, the Eastern Mediterranean Watershed has been selected as the case study area in this paper,
and the outcomes of the simulations were further evaluated regarding the water potential of the watershed.
Climate change projections cover the time period of 2015-2100 with a resolution of 10x10 km. A regional
climate model that is the output of three global models (HadGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM-MR and CNRMCM5.1) was operated with RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios. Models were run, and studies were
carried out with the last 40 years of reference data to cover a projection period of 85 years till the end of
the millennium. Hydrological models using climate projections have been utilized to determine climate
change effects on the surface and groundwater resources of the watershed. Hydrological modelling that
served to convert precipitation to flow has been conducted by the SWAT Model supported by the Water
Evaluation and Planning System (WEAP) Model in order to include lakes, ponds, and reservoirs into the
simulations. Additionally, groundwater potential has been estimated following the hydro-meteorological
studies, and aquifers were identified in terms of geology and hydrogeology.
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The location and the topographical situation of the Eastern Mediterranean Watershed is presented in
Figure 1. Annual (summer & winter) equivalent population of the watershed is calculated as
~2 million people in 2015, and is expected to reach ~2.5 million in 2050. It is foreseen that the average
temperature of the watershed, which was at an average level of 16 °C according to 1971-2000 long-term
observations of the reference period, will increase by at least 2 °C, and at most 5,1 °C approaching
towards the end of the millennium. It is expected that temperature increases for this period will
predominate in the inner parts of the watershed.

Figure 1. Location and the topography of the Eastern Mediterranean Watershed in Turkey (Web-1)
Table 1 is prepared to compare the water distribution condition of the Eastern Mediterranean Watershed
with the similar basic characteristics of the entire country for better understanding the status of the
watershed as of year 2015.
Table 1. Eastern Mediterranean Watershed total water distribution (2015)
Water Distribution
Gross Water Potential
(million m3/year)
Net Water Potential
(million m3/year)
Drinking Water Allocation
(million m3/year)
Industrial Water Allocation
(million m3/year)
Agricultural Water Allocation
(million m3/year)
Total Water Allocation
(million m3/year)
Drinking Water Distribution (%)
Industrial Water Distribution (%)
Agricultural Water Distribution (%)
Water Surplus (million m3/year)

*GW: Groundwater; **SW: Surface water

Eastern Mediterranean
Watershed
GW*
SW**
Total

Turkey
(25 Watersheds)
GW*
SW**
Total

97

11,070

11,167

19,447

186,050

205,497

71

5,535

5,606

14,757

93,480

108,237

213

38

251

2,914

7,284

10,198

113

0

113

2,195

668

2,863

45

3,146

3,191

7,562

22,531

30,093

371

3,184

3,555

12,671

30,483

43,154

7
3
90
(+) 2,050

23
7
70
(+) 65,082

RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS AND WATER POTENTIAL PROJECTIONS
The average annual precipitation of the watershed for the reference period (1971-2000) was determined
as 629 mm. According to the projection results, there is a decreasing tendency in the total precipitation
compared to the reference period, and it is predicted that the watershed will receive 26% less rainfall
comparatively, predominating especially in the southwestern parts of the watershed.
The hydrogeological reserve of groundwater of the watershed has been determined as 10 km3 as a result
of the hydrogeological studies carried out. While the technically and economically usable (net) amount of
this total reserve is 6 km3, it is estimated that under the climate change effects, the gross reserve of the
watershed will decrease by 10% and the net reserve by 13% at the end of the century.
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General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works (DSI) data were used for hydrological modelling and the
mean gross water potential of the watershed for the reference period was determined as
11.167 km3/year. It is predicted that the corresponding gross water potential could decrease up to 60% in
the period of 2071-2100 under the effect of climate change, Accordingly, it can be concluded that the
annual amount of available water will not meet the total water requirement in the same period, and the
water deficit is expected to be ~4.695 km3/year. The water potential along with water surplus/deficit
regime of the watershed with respect to climate change scenarios are given in Figure 2.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Eastern Mediterranean Watershed’s water budget and surplus/deficit projections according to
climate change scenarios of (a) RCP4.5, (b) RCP8.5
Figure 2 states that the main water requirement of the watershed is agricultural irrigation water, as it is the
case in all other watersheds of Turkey. Although the needs of other sectors are relatively low, it is
understood that adequate water cannot be provided, starting around 2015 till the end of 2100, and that the
water deficit prevails according to all scenarios. The highest water deficit is seen in the results of both
scenarios of the HadGEM2-ES model, while the other two models produce generally similar results for
both scenarios with some exceptions. In particular, it can be stated that the water deficit may become even
more pronounced regarding all the models & scenarios from 2050s till 2100. It is seen that Eastern
Mediterranean Watershed provides water by means of inter-basin water transfer to the nearby basin of
Konya Closed Watershed, as well as to the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus Island abroad. This
condition has further been taken into consideration in the projection of water deficit/surplus values. Yet
even when there was not any inter-basin water transfer taken into account, it is easily seen from the model
results that the watershed will be exposed to water deficit during the whole projection period. All model
and scenario results indicate that there will be severe water shortage periods in the watershed, and it is
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estimated that water deficit up to 86% of the total water need of the watershed will be encountered in
some periods.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Climate change modelling results of the watershed have been evaluated further via statistical analyses.
The cumulative distribution graphs, also regarded as S-curves, of the blue and green water potentials of
the watershed are drawn separately with respect to both scenarios for 3 projection periods of
~30-year intervals; namely, 2015-2040, 2041-2070, 2071-2100. Blue water, also known as the gross
surface water potential, is basically the amount of flow through precipitation that enters lakes, rivers and
groundwater. This is the main source available for the water-consuming sectors, such as domestic,
industrial, and irrigation purposes. On the other hand, green water, also known as soil moisture, is the
amount of flow that is either intercepted by the vegetation, or that enters the soil to be taken up by plants
and evapotranspired back into the atmosphere.
Figure 3 presents blue and green water potentials for the Eastern Mediterranean Watershed with respect to
3 models x 2 scenarios for the 2nd projection period of 2041-2070 selected as an example. While the same
efforts were given to the other projection periods as well, further statistical analyses have also been
conducted with the basic aim of validating the model outputs and for comparison of projected water
potentials to reference values.
Projections of blue water obtained for 2 scenarios of RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 for 3 different climatic models
were analyzed in 3 consecutive 30-year intervals referred above. For all of these 3 intervals, each model
output has been accepted as an independent statistical sample belonging to the same cluster, and median
(X0,50: 50th percentile) and 90th percentile (X0,90) values were determined by means of cumulative
probability distributions (S-curves). Table 2 shows the X0,50 and X0,90 values together with the mean and
standard deviations of these values for the 2nd projection period of 2041-2070.
As can be seen in Table 2, during the 2041-2070 period where the effects of climate change in the
watershed are expected to emerge clearly, the decreases in the median blue water potential with respect to
the median values of the reference period are calculated as (-) 47.2%, (-) 38,9%, (-) 23.9% for the
relatively optimistic (RCP4.5) scenario, and as (-) 60.0%, (-) 36.1%, (-) 44.6% for the pessimistic
scenario (RCP8.5), respectively for HadGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM-MR and CNRM-CM5.1 models. Standard
deviations of the median values of three different models are calculated to be
1.31 x 109 m3/year (1.31 km3/year) and 1.35 x 109 m3/year (1.35 km3/year), respectively for RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5 scenarios (with coefficients of variation: 0.19 and 0.23 for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). Therefore, it is
predicted that the projected blue water potential averages for the 2041-2070 period will become 7.34 x
109 m3/year and 6.28 x 109 m3/year (with ± 20-25% variability) for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively.
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(a) RCP4.5
(b) RCP8.5
Figure 3. Eastern Mediterranean Watershed’s blue & green water potential S-curves for
climate change scenarios of (a) RCP4.5 & (b) RCP8.5 for (2041-2070)
Table 2. Statistical analysis of Eastern Mediterranean Watershed blue water potential projections (20412070)
Water
Potential
Amount
km3/year)

RCP4.5

RCP 8.5

HadGEM2ES

MPIESM-MR

CNRMCM5.1

Mean

Standard
Deviation

HadGEM2ES

MPIESM-MR

CNRMCM5.1

Mean

Standard
Deviation

X0,50*

5.86

6.79

8.45

7.04

1.31

4.44

7.09

6.15

5.89

1.35

X0,90**

10.75

9.30

11.85

10.64

1.28

7.99

10.68

10.41

9.69

1.48

* 50 percentile: The water potential amount will not exceed (will be observed as equal to or lower than) the corresponding value
with a probability of %50.
** 90th percentile: The corresponding water potential value will not be exceeded with a probability of %90.
th

Such modelling studies and simulations of various scenarios may lead to further evaluations that may
help the scientists working in the field of climate change. Projections and the outcomes derived from
these studies particularly take the attention of various disciplines such as meteorologists and
environmental engineers as well as the policy-makers at both local, regional and national levels dealing
with the climate change adaptation policies.
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ABSTRACT
Considering climate change and its local effects, an increasing number of unforeseen meteorological
events is an expected result. In March 2004, extreme runoff was obsersved in the Upper Euphrates Water
Basin and the authorizes decided to open spillway gates on Atat,rk Dam for the first time in its history
reported by the Turkish General Directorate Of State Hydraulic Works (Web-1). In this study, we have
focused on sudden seasonal snowmelt by using WRF-ARW simulations and Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) Aqua and Terra sensors. At the end of February, snow height based on
the Turkish State Meteorological Service stations was measured 140 cm in the Upper Euphrates Basin.
The increasing basin-averaged 2-m temperature after snowfall reached freezing point on February 27
which was 5-6 degrees above the seasonal averages. Therefore, the melting process of snowpacks
accumulated at relatively lower elevations was triggered. In addition, changing precipitation form from
snow to rain caused snowmelt acceleration. The runoff which calculated for basin average was 1.8
mm/day on March 05 and 3.0 mm/day on March 06.
Keywords: Sudden snowmelt, runoff, WRF-ARW, numerical weather prediction, Eupherates Basin
INTRODUCTION
In the scope of climate change, surface temperature has increased by 0.6°C in the Northern Hemisphere
due to the anthropogenic effects in 20th century. Climate simulations which were run by various RCPs
indicate that by the end of 21th century, surface temperature will increase by 2°C (IPCC, 2014). Changes
in precipitation regimes, depending on rising temperature and decrease in total rainfall and soil moisture,
cause drought, hence concerns are significantly increasing in the Mediterranean Belt countries. As climate
change becomes the world’s primary threat to sustainable water resources, hydrology research has
become a more popular issue (Onol & Utku Turuncoglu, 2015).
Since the sensitivity of the relationship between snowmelt and temperature is known, changes in surface
runoff that were obtained by analyzing the data of seasonal changes in water amount of snow fed rivers,
are focused on the hydrology studies carried out within the scope of climate change (Hamlet &
Lettenmaier, 1999; Xu, 1999; Önol, 2015). The changes of volume, date of occurrence and amount of
surface runoff caused by snow cover and snowmelt is accepted as an indicator of regional climate change
(Stewart, 2009).
In the Upper Euphrates Basin, the topography ranges from 500 m altitude where Atatürk Dam stands to
3000 m in the northern part of the basin. Considering this altitude difference and saturated surfaces in
spring and winter, it is clear that river basins are mainly fed by the snowmelt and runoff. Studies on the
Euphrates and Tigris Basins covering the period from 1990 to 2006 and from 1970 to 2010 show that the
date of reaching the melting temperature of the snow in the region shows a shift over 5 days and 9 days
respectively and simulations based on high emissions scenarios suggest that the timing will continue to
shift by about 4 weeks over the century compared to the climate average (Sen et al, 2011; Yucel et al,
2015; Yılmaz et al, 2019).
Snow cover should be closely monitored during winter and spring to assess water supply and flood
potential. Increasing the snow cover forecasting capacity in numerical models is crucial for
comprehensive water resource management. Estimation of snow cover in land surface models (LSMs) is
largely related to rainfall, temperature and physical-dynamic options (numerical methods, physical
processes, parameterization methods, etc.) in the model .(F. Chen, Liu, Dudhia, & Chen, 2014)Therefore,
the ability of limited area models to represent the relevant meteorological variables should be improved
and further studies on the developed methods should be undertaken.
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In this study, observed snowmelt which caused the opening of the floodgates of dams on the Euphrates
River north to south, namely in order Keban, Karakaya, Birecik and Atatürk Dams, on March 2004 has
been investigated by using WRF-ARW simulations and MODIS satellite data.
DATA AND METHOD
In this study, 3.9.1 version of WRF-ARW limited area model (Skamarock, et al., 2005)was applied by
forcing ERA-Interim Reanalysis data (Uppala, n.d.)and Real-Time Global (RTG) dataset(Thiébaux et al,
2003) as initial conditions. The simulation was structured as 2 domains with one-way nesting method
while the mother domain (d01) has a 15 km horizontal resolution and the inner domain (d02) has a 5 km
horizontal resolution. The mother domain has 250 grids in east-west direction and 125 grids in northsouth direction, while the child domain that is limited by our country's boundaries has 359 grids in eastwest direction, 199 grids in north-south direction. 38 sigma levels were applied from the surface of the
earth to the top of the model. The simulation period was selected to be between October 15, 2003and
April 30, 2004.
Simulation was integrated continuously during simulation period. The combination of pyhsical
parameterizationa mainly focused on to have better simulation results for water based variables. The
physical parameterizations applied for the simulation are listed; Purdue Lin microphysical scheme (Chen
2 Sun, 2002), Kain–Fritsch cumulus scheme (Kain, 2004), Dudhia shortwave radiation(Dudhia, 1989),
the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation (Mlawer, Taubman, Brown, Iacono, &
Clough, 1997), Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary-layer scheme(Hong et al, 2006), and the
Noah-MP land surface model(Niu et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011).
MODIS-Aqua (Hall & Riggs, 2016), MODIS-Terra (Hall & Riggs, 2016), MODIS real time images
(Web-2), ERA5(Copernicus Climate Change Service, 2017), MSWEP V2 (Beck et al., 2019),
observational data from the Turkish State Meteorological Service, Flux Observations from Electricity
Observation Administration datasets were used to compare with WRF simulation. In addition, ERA5
datasets were also used to calculate seasonal anomalies.
APPLICATION AND RESULTS
MODIS Satellites’ observation data and data from MGM Observation Stations indicate an extreme
snowfall on February 22-23, 2004. On February 22, 2004 snow height was observed to be 140 cm
according to MGM Observation Stations (not shown).
After the extreme snowfall which was first observed on February 22, basin-averaged 2-m temperature
began to increase and on February 27, which was 5-6°C higher than seasonal averages, exceeded the
freezing point based on the ERA5 dataset. This temperature increase triggered the snowmelt processes
but it was not significant. After February 27, 2004, snowmelt accelerated, therefore runoff has become
significant. From the day that extreme snowfall was observed, the average 2-m temperature followed an
increasing trend until March 5, 2004 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Simulation results of Average 2m Temperature and Surface Runoff covering time of period
from 01 January to 31 March 2004
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Figure 2. Visualization of Snow Height (calculated 8 day average) covering the time period from 26
February to 28 March 2004
The precipitation on March 05-06 fell as snow at higher elevations caused a slight increase in the amount
of accumulated snow packs, while at lower elevations it was in form of rain (Figure 2) caused the
acceleration of snowmelt (Figure 3). The basin-averaged simulated runoff amount reached 1.8 mm/day on
March 05 and 3 mm/day on March 06, 2004 (Figure 1). These calculations are quite over the seasonal
averages. The anomaly values calculated from ERA5 datasets are 0.8 mm/day and 3.8 mm/day
respectively (not shown). Because of the snow height change, it can be clearly seen that this runoff was
caused by snowmelt.
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Figure 3. Visualization of Surface Runoff (calculated 8 day total) covering the time period from 26
February to 28 March 2004
Since the simulated runoff reached to the highest point over the Basin on March 05-06, 2004 (Figure 3
and 4), the spillway gates of Keban, Karkamış, Birecik and Atatürk Dams were started to be opened in the
Upper Euphrates Basin from north to south respectively. During these dates, most of the observed and
simulated precipitation amount was not significant, but precipitation form changed from snowfall to rain.
The snow height was observed to be 35 cm on March 07, 2004 (not shown). After this time period,
average 2-m temperature and amount of total precipitation followed the seasonal averages. According to
the Turkish General Directorate Of State Hydraulic Works, Atatürk Dam reached the maximum water
level on March 10, 2004, for the first time in its history (Web-1).
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Figure 4. Time series of Total Precipitation, Rain and Snowfall covering the time period from 01 January
to 31 March 2004
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study, WRF simulation forced by ERA-Interim dataset was analyzed to reveal the sudden
snowmelt process over the Upper Euphrates Basin. The results indicate that simulated snow and runoff
have mostly consistent with the MODIS and the ERA5 datasets. However using different datasets for
comparison would give more precise evaluation for the results, especially for the 2-m temperature. This
would help us to improve model simulation which is valuable hydrological information for operational
coupled forecasting system. It is noteworthy to indicate that sudden temperature increase and changing
form of precipitation, which have been calculated from both WRF simulation and ERA5 data (not shown),
have caused snow melt and extreme runoff.
To avoid catastrophic consequences of climate change and its effect on water management, adaptation
strategies which can be assisted by weather and climate prediction methods should be considered for all
stages of the decision-making mechanism.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a modified version of the Climate Extremes Index (mCEI) has been studied over Europe,
the Eastern Mediterranean region, and the north coast of Africa (hereafter Europe-Mediterranean region)
known as climate change hotspot. The results indicate that extremely high temperatures, extreme
precipitation, and drought events increase significantly over this region for the period of 1979-2016. The
most prominent increase in the combined impacts of the climate extremes (mCEI) reaches 4-5 % (decadal)
over the Mediterranean coasts, the Balkan countries and the Eastern Europe.
Keywords: climate extremes, extreme indices, Europe, Mediterranean
INTRODUCTION
Climate change is likely to cause changes in the extreme events that can result in an important damages
on human and natural systems. Therefore, it is vitally important to determine the extreme events and have
comprehensive knowledge about their extent. Changes in the climate extremes and their effects can be
detected by using different indices (Frich et al., 2002). Although indices provide information about
different types of extremes, it is challenging to understand their combined impacts due to the complex
interactions between them. The Climate Extremes Index (CEI) developed by Karl et al. (1996) is a
multivariate tool that combines spatial information of these different extreme conditions (temperature and
precipitation extremes, and drought/moisture surplus) under the same roof. It gives the fraction of an area
experiencing extreme conditions by averaging five different indicators related to temperature extremes,
drought or moisture surplus, and extreme precipitation. This methodology has been applied numerous
times over different regions including Australia (Gallant & Karoly, 2010; Gallant et al., 2014), U.S.
(Gallant et al., 2014; Gleason et al., 2008) and Europe (Gallant et al., 2014) with several modifications in
the original CEI formula which provides information about the spatial extent of extreme conditions.
However, the detailed temporal analysis is still lacking and a single fractional value for a broad region
may not be adequate for an understanding.
We developed a new methodology by re-designating the extreme indicators of CEI to indicate their
combined temporal intensities, in addition to obtain high-resolution grid-based spatial information, and
called modified Climate Extremes Index (mCEI). This study also utilizes high-resolution MSWEP
observations (Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble Precipitation) and the ERA5 reanalysis (European
Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis 5) to obtain detailed spatial
information regarding combined extremes over the Europe-Mediterranean region.

DATA AND METHOD
We calculated mCEI by using ECMWF’s ERA5 (resolution: 0.125x0.125) daily temperature reanalysis
dataset (Web-1) and Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble Precipitation (MSWEP, resolution: 0.1  ) daily
precipitation dataset (Beck et al., 2019) for the period of 1979-2016. As a drought indicator, we used selfcalibrating Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) (Wells et al., 2004). scPDSI calculation requires
potential evapotranspiration (PET), monthly temperature and soil water holding capacity data. PET is
estimated by using Thornthwaite’s method (1948), available water holding capacity of the soil is
determined from 1 horizontal resolution data of Webb et al. (1993), and monthly scPDSI is calculated. In
order to allow grid-based compatibility, temperature and water holding capacity data have been
interpolated to 0.1 horizontal resolution by using bilinear interpolation.
mCEI is the arithmetic average of five indicators that measures the annual percentage of daily minimum
and maximum temperature extremes (5-day moving-averaged), monthly drought or moisture, 1-day
precipitation extremes, and the fraction of wet-dry days as given in Table 1. Extremes for the indicators
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are defined as the conditions above/below the 90th/10th percentiles as given by Expert Team on Climate
Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) over each grid point. Each percentile is determined by using the
1981-2010 reference period. Indicators i and ii in Table 1 combine daytime and nighttime temperature
extremes, respectively. The third indicator provides information about extreme drought/moisture surplus
and the fourth indicator examines 1-day precipitation extremes using only wet days, where the daily
precipitation amount is at least 1 mm. The last indicator gives the percentage of extremely wet and dry
days including the days with precipitation less than 1 mm.
Table 1. Extreme indicators of mCEI.
i.

The sum of the percentage of daily maximum temperatures above 90th percentile and
percentage of maximum temperatures below the 10th percentile.

ii.

The sum of the percentage of daily minimum temperatures above 90th percentile and
percentage of minimum temperatures below the 10th percentile.

iii.

The sum of the percentage of monthly scPDSI above 90th percentile and percentage of
monthly scPDSI below the 10th percentile.

iv.

The sum of the percentage of daily precipitation amount above 90th percentile and
percentage of daily precipitation amount below the 10th percentile.

v.

The sum of the percentage of days with precipitation above the 90th percentile and
percentage of days with precipitation below the 10th percentile (percentage of dry
days).

RESULTS
Regionally averaged time series and decadal trends of extreme indices over the Europe-Mediterranean
region are given in Figure 1. Warm days (TX90P) and warm nights (TN90P) indices range from 6% to
15% during the study period, and they reach their maximum values in 2010. There is also a significant
increase in warm days around 1.93% decade-1 and in warm nights around 1.68% decade-1. On the other
hand, cold days (TX10P) and cold nights (TN10P) varies between 5-16% and exhibit significant
decreasing trends as -1.28% decade-1 and -1.1% decade-1 respectively. The annual ratio of the extreme
precipitation amount to the total precipitation (R90P) over the Europe-Mediterranean region is between
32-37% while the percentage of the days with extreme precipitation (R90P_Days) ranges in between 8.510.4%. The percentage of dry days (R10P_Days) varies between 61-65.5% and the annual ratio of the
precipitation amount in dry days (the days with precipitation less than 10th percentile threshold) to the
total precipitation (R10P) is between 10.8-11.8%. R90P and R90P_Days show significant increasing
trends whereas R10P and R10P_Days show a decreasing tendency. Drought index (scPDSI_10P) ranges
from 2% to 22% and it drastically increases by the end of the study period. This significant increasing
tendency (3.87% decade-1) in arid conditions is not only dependent upon the soil moisture but also
temperature and precipitation variables. Even though precipitation indices exhibit increasing trends,
increasing trends in warm extreme indices are more prominent. Therefore, the reason for the drastic
increase in extreme drought index is mostly increasing warm extremes.
Figure 2 shows mCEI’s reference period average and decadal trend maps. The spatial distribution of
average mCEI ranges between 29% and 41%. The values of the average mCEI increase towards the
southern parts of the study area. The reason for this pattern is higher values in annual counts of dry days
(R10P_Days). Decadal trend map for 1979-2016 period shows that there is an increasing trend up to 5%
decade-1 over most of the Europe-Mediterranean region. Especially, the Mediterranean coasts, the Eastern
Europe, the Balkans and most parts of the Anatolian Peninsula experience more extreme events by the
end of 2016. These findings support the previous studies related to changes in the climate extremes over
the Europe-Mediterranean region (Klein Tank & Können, 2003; Kostopoulou & Jones, 2005; Zhang et al.,
2005).
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Figure 1. Europe-Mediterranean regionally averaged time series and decadal trends for the extreme
indices.

Figure 2. Reference period (1981-2010) mCEI and decadal trends (1979-2016).

CONCLUSION
In this study, we calculated 10 different extreme climate indices by using daily maximum and minimum
temperature, daily precipitation and monthly drought datasets over the Euro-Mediterranean domain. The
combined effects of the climate extremes indicate that if the recent increasing trend continuous over the
Balkans, the cost of Mediterranean and the west of Asia, this would cause inevitable consequences for the
societies in near future.
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The mCEI based extreme indices analyses can be applied by using the IPCC scenario simulations. These
kinds of analyses may help to improve adaptation strategies on human-induced climate change.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to experimentally identify the impact of the presence of a relatively large lake in
the southeast of the Arabian Peninsula on the climate of the United Arab Emirates and neighboring
countries. The regional climate model PRECIS (Providing REgional Climates for Impacts Studies)
developed at the Hadley Centre at the UK Met Office, for climate change scenarios, and adopted by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has been used. The experimental method followed in
this study is based on two long-term simulations using the PRECIS model. Era-Interim re-analysis is
dynamically downscaled for a domain covering, Turkey, Middle East and east of North Africa for the
period from 1979 to 2010 (31 years) twice. In one of these simulations, an artificial geographical change
is introduced by adding a water lake equivalent to about two thirds of the Arabian Gulf Sea extending
from the western part of the United Arab Emirates and Hofuf in Saudi Arabia to the southeast of the
Empty Quarter at the Omani-Saudi borders. Weather parameters like precipitation, temperature, humidity
and wind on the surface are studied and compared to their corresponding counterparts in the nominal
simulation of PRECIS over the same area and period.
Keywords: Regional Climate Models, Climate Modelling, Climate
INTRODUCTION
The climatic conditions in the Arabian Peninsula vary greatly, depending on the season, geography and
topography. According to Köppen and Geiger (1928), the climate hot and dry, although winters are mild
with some rain. The exception is the mountains, where desert turns to steep in southern and eastern Saudi
Arabia, western Oman and northern Yemen. UAE and Empty Quarter are among the hottest and driest
conditions found anywhere in the world (Böer 1996). The region is known to be a theatre for many
extreme weather phenomena ranging from thick fogs along the Arabian Gulf sea coasts, dust storms
during the “Shamal” winds episodes (Özdemir et al. 2015) , Flash floods nearby the mountainous areas, to
even tropical cyclones strikes from the Indian Ocean (Amato and Camargo 2011).
Those different weather events are linked to very special weather and climate mechanisms having their
origins outside the region itself. The extension of the Siberian high during winter with fresh, cold and dry
with dominant northerly to north-westerly winds, and the Indian Monsoon in the summer with high
temperature and moisture are the main synoptic effects triggering and governing these mechanisms
(Patlakas et al. 2019).
In the operated experiments, the PRECIS model (Wilson and Jones 2009), which usually aims to build a
climate database around a particular region of the world, is based on a well-known and internationally
recognized global database known as the ERA Interim (Dee et al. 2011). These data correspond to sets of
analyzes of various weather parameters on a comprehensive geographical scale with a horizontal
resolution of about 80 km, and 60 vertical levels from the earth surface to 0.1 millibar, from 1979 to the
present day. This valuable scientific content has been generated and validated by meteorologists at the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
However, the resolution of 80 km is not sufficient enough to identify the local climatic characteristics
such as fog, land and sea phenomena, cumulus precipitation and orographic air masses lifting. Here
comes the role of high-resolution regional climate models (PRECIS, REGCM, CLWRF), which benefit
from large scale synoptic data provided by General Circulation models, and add the local characteristics
and small scale events, to make themselves suitable to calculate acceptable approximations for the
meteorological parameters at regular grid points covering the limited area domain.
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Figure 1. Geographical and scientific characteristics of the simulated experiment using the PRECIS
climate model
A preliminary intuitive conclusion could lead us to say in advance that the amount of winter rain can be
positively affected by the presence of a large water lake in the above area. Due to the following important
factors:
1. The increase in the deepening of depressions near the surface in the Empty Quarter during the
winter, which contributes to raising the Convective Available Potential Energy.
2. Contribution to feed the cold Northwest flow with sufficient moisture to produce the greatest
amounts of rain over the United Arab Emirates.
And the presence of this lake will also contribute to the mitigation of the atmosphere in the
neighbourhood and reduce the temperature seasonal climatic averages, which helps to avoid the rapid
evaporation of the falling rain and thus enable it to feed the groundwater.
During the summer, we believe, that the impact will be limited, and will contribute to a simple tempering
of the temperature as well as to reduce the frequency of the sand storms and dust phenomena caused by
the desert thermal depression installed over the Empty Quarter during the summer. The rain will not
change its type or quantity.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This study compares the outputs of PRECIS model in the two experiments having the following scientific
configurations:
1. Geographic extent: Middle East and Arabian Peninsula between latitudes 12.5°N and 39.2°N and
longitudes 32.11°E and 65.65°E (Fig. 2).
2. Period of climate re-analysis: 01-01-1979 to 30-04-2010.
3. Horizontal resolution: 0.22 degree (about 25 kilometres).
4. Number of vertical levels: 40 from ground level to 30 millibars.
5. Surface Physical Theory: MOSES2 (Met Office Surface Exchange Scheme Version 2.2) Tested
by meteorologists at the English Centre for Atmospheric Sciences.
6. The theory of cloud formation and precipitation: separation of clouds and cumulus clouds and
others according to the theory of the Hadley Centre for Clouds Physics.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Soil texture (a) and land sea mask (b) after the introduction of an artificial lake in the Empty
Quarter.
OUTPUTS OF THE EXPERIMENT
The simulations took about three weeks to downscale 30 years of ERA Interim data to a better resolution.
These analyzes concern many prognostic variables and hundreds of diagnostic parameters. The following
is a list of the main parameters studied in the below comparison:
1. Temperature at 2 meters above ground.
2. Sea surface temperature.
3. Relative humidity at the level of 2 meters above ground.
4. Wind Speed   and direction 10 meters above ground level.
5. Atmospheric pressure at mean sea level.
6. Evaporation rate.
7. Total rainfall.
8. Cumulus precipitation.
9. Clouds cover.
These items were produced in an instantaneous, hourly, monthly, seasonal and annual statistics.
This report will not analyse and interpret all the outputs due to their enormous quantity, but will only
attempt to identify the changes caused by the presence of a water lake in the Empty Quarter on the
climatological normal averages of some characteristic parameters of the neighbouring areas within a
radius of 1000 km in the Arabian Gulf states as well as parts of Iran and Pakistan.
RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT
Rain amounts
The UAE climate is characterised by two seasons during which two types of rainfall occur. A period
extending from late October to late March accompanied by rain caused by the north-western depressions
associated with the subtropical and high latitudes Rossby waves that pass through the area during winter
at a low frequency every one to two weeks. Usually with light and scattered rain from low and medium
clouds. Most of these depressions reach the area after they have discharged all their load of rain on the
western Mediterranean and northern Arabian Peninsula regions.
And a second period from April to late September in which the north and east of the country
(characterized by mountainous terrain) know almost daily thunderstorms resulting from the arrival of
high-humidity due to tropical evaporation effects.
The maps in Fig. 3 show the differences between the climate-calculated precipitation rate during the
period of climate analysis (31 years) in the conventional experiment and the simulated experiment that
assumes the presence of a water lake.
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October - March period
The presence of the lake increased the amount of rainfall over UAE uniformly by about 5 millimeters,
especially in March, which is characterized by relatively abundant rain. During this month, the path of the
air masses accompanying the depressions is shifting from the north-west direction to the western and
south-west direction, which means that the lake is scanned in a way that helps the air masses coming from
Ethiopia and the Sudan through the Red Sea to increase their water load by evaporation coming from the
lake. These water contents are emptied along the UAE from the southwest to the northeast (see March in
Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Difference in total rainfall between the two experiments
An important feature in October is the increased rainfall resulting from the arrival of depressions and
tropical cyclones to the coasts of Yemen and Oman from the Indian Ocean. This is a clear evidence that
the presence of a lake in the Empty Quarter can attract tropical disturbances due to two reasons
1. Deepening the thermal depression in the region, which attracts dynamically the tropical
depressions to penetrate more in the Arabian Peninsula (the theory of attracting depressions,
Palmen and Newton 1969)
2. Provide an opportunity for clouds resulting from tropical depressions saturated with moisture
again.
April - September period
The presence of the lake caused the increase of the cumuliform rain amounts east and north UAE by a
rate of 7 millimeters. But what calls attention to this period is mainly the generation of summer rain over
the Empty Quarter and south of UAE. These rain can be explained by the following reasons:
1. Deepening the desert depression in the Empty Quarter, which helps to raise Convective Available
Potential Energy (CAPE)
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2. The presence of sufficient moisture on the ground (lake) which makes the dynamic lifting hot and
humid generating cumulus clouds similar in their aspects to the convective cells formed at the
tropics.
3. The lake's role in attracting depressions and tropical cyclones reaching the shores of Yemen and
Oman is also obvious in late May.
Temperature
Figure 4 shows very clearly that the presence of the lake increases the temperature in the nearby areas
from late October (the beginning of the winter) to the end of January (the end of the winter) by about 2
degrees. While the lake contributes significantly to decrease the average temperature in the Empty
Quarter by about 5 degrees during the summer. However, it seems that the lake has no significant impact
on changing the temperature sharply in UAE; the effect extends to the opposite direction west of the lake
due to the prevailing easterlies to south-easterlies during this period of the year.

Figure 4. Difference in temperature rates between experiments
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Relative humidity
Relative humidity over and around the lake, especially westward, is increased by a large percentage,
which reaches more than 40% in summer months due to high evaporation rates.
As shown in Fig. 5, relative humidity near the surface is generated from the lake evaporation and
advected by the north and north-eastern winds to far areas west and north of the lake, especially in the
period October - March. UAE is affected very slightly, especially in the summer months.

Figure 5. Difference in relative humidity on the Earth's surface between experiments
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Wind speed
Figure 6 shows that wind speed is increased by about 4 knots during the winter period in the Arabian
Peninsula. Especially in the west and south-east of the lake, while UAE is not affected at all if we exclude
the northern and eastern mountain regions with weak increase (1 knot). While the lake contributes to the
slowing of the south and south-eastern winds during the summer. This has a positive impact on the
improvement of air quality during the summer, by reducing the frequency of dust storms and stopping
sand dunes movement

Figure 6. Difference in surface wind velocity between experiments
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Atmospheric pressure
Figure 7 shows that the effect of the lake on atmospheric pressure remains less than 2 millibars (positive)
especially in the summer months. This effect concerns areas south and south-west of the lake while the
effect is weak on UAE (less than 1 millibar) .

Figure 7. Difference in atmospheric pressure at sea level between experiments
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CLIMATE AVERAGES OF SOME STATIONS IN THE ARABIAN PENINSULA
The Windrose
Figure 7 shows that wind direction is not significantly affected by the presence of the lake, especially
away from its location. The trends have not changed for the stations of Abu Dhabi and Fujairah and
shows only a slight change for the station "Obeylah" located in the territory of Saudi Arabia west of the
lake.
Simulation with virtual lake

Reference

Figure 8. Wind roses based on 31 years simulated hourly wind data at different cities in the Arabian
Peninsula, with the presence of the Lake (left panels) and without (right panels).
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Monthly climatic rates
Simulation with virtual lake

Reference

Figure 9. Climatological monthly averages for different parameters, based on 31 years simulated hourly
wind data at different cities in the Arabian Peninsula, with the presence of the Lake (left panels) and
without (right panels).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Through this climate study, the impact of the virtual lake in the Empty Quarter area has been identified on
the climate of the United Arab Emirates and neighbouring countries in general. Experiments in this study
have demonstrated the following conclusions:
1. The lake has a positive impact on the increasing rain amounts over UAE, especially during winter,
characterized by the passage of depressions from the north-west and south-west direction. But the
amount of increase does not exceed 20%.
2. The location of the lake contributes to the attraction of the tropical depressions that reach the
shores of Yemen and Oman and is working to increase their severity and the possibility of their
transit from the Indian Ocean to the Empty Quarter.
3. The impact of the lake on other meteorological parameters (temperature, humidity and wind) is
limited over UAE, but it is very clear south and west of the lake.
4. Regarding the extreme temperature, noticeable change is observed in some areas of UAE south of
the Abu Dhabi-Al Ain line. A drop of up to 4 degrees can be seen at some stations during the
summer.
5. Fog phenomena didn’t change considerably since it is mostly associated with the moisture
advected from the northern and north-eastern winds of the Arabian Gulf Sea.
6. As for the southern wind, there is some decrease in its intensity and this affects positively the
reduction of dust and sand storms phenomena over UAE.
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ABSTRACT
Atmospheric correlations have profound importance for the perception of short-term and long-term
variability in climate. The most important correlations are recognized as atmospheric teleconnection
patterns which are instant correlations in the variations of large-scale atmospheric parameters at certain
points on the Earth. These patterns may significantly lead to the variability in the climate and influence
the extreme precipitation. Possible droughts and floods could originate as a consequence of excessive
decrease or increase in precipitation amount and frequency. The main aim of this paper is to obtain a
better understanding of the relation precipitation extremes in the whole European domain that are relevant
to the several representative atmospheric teleconnection pattern indices by applying various statistical
approaches valid for 38 winter seasons. Relations were checked by means of Pearson and Spearman
correlation methods for selected winter seasons. What is more, Multiple Linear Regression method was
applied to determine the inter-connection between these atmospheric teleconnection patterns and the
extreme precipitation frequencies exceeding thresholds settled. Then, according to the exceeding
frequencies the determined critical values, most of the regions over Europe have a high negative and
positive coefficients of these atmospheric teleconnection pattern indices with the precipitation totals and
their frequencies valid for winter seasons (statistically significant at the 90%, 1 mm/day, 10 mm/day
threshold levels).
Key words: atmospheric teleconnection patterns, precipitation extremes, multiple linear regression,
Europe.
INTRODUCTION
Our chaotic atmospheric system is the primary reason for naturally occurring atmospheric teleconnection
patterns which is a reflection of internal atmospheric dynamics. Large-scale changes in the atmospheric
waves could be triggered through atmospheric teleconnection patterns (ATP), and impact mesoscale
storms and their location/intensity over wide areas. Severe and hazardous precipitation events are among
the most devastating weather phenomenon since they are frequently followed by flash floods and
sometimes accompanied by severe weather such as heatwaves, cold waves, drought, lightning, hail, and
storms, etc. Hereby, the occurrence of extreme weather events in precipitation makes a growing interest
in the scientific community due to their greater impacts on society and economy. Understanding the
variability of extreme precipitation frequencies and their association with atmospheric processes could
assist to estimate the frequency and severity of extremes.
One of the remarkable atmospheric teleconnection patterns is the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) which
plays a key role in the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere winter, influencing precipitation, and
atmospheric and oceanic circulation over a wide region (Hurrell, 1995; Hurrell, Van Loon, 1997). A
convenient expression of NAO is commonly obtained by calculating the standardized sea level pressure
(SLP) difference between the Azores high and Icelandic low for the 4-month (December-March) of the
winter season (Hurrell, 1995). Through fluctuations in the strength of the Icelandic low and the Azores
high, it controls the strength and direction of westerly winds and location of storm tracks across the North
Atlantic. Thus, it indirectly changes the rainfall patterns of this vast region. A positive NAO index is
often associated with higher precipitation across northern Europe by westerly winds across the middle
latitudes of the Atlantic, across southern Europe and in the Middle East during the winter (Wallace,
Gutzler, 1981). The inverse index, wind, and moisture patterns are associated with negative NAO index
and, therefore, with the opposite effects on precipitation.
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North Sea Caspian Oscillation (NCP) is another powerful climate phenomenon between Europe and Asia
that may disrupt north hemisphere of atmospheric and oceanic circulation patterns and exert profound
impacts on Eurasia. It refers to an upper-level atmospheric teleconnection between the North Sea and
North Caspian at the level of 500 hPa geopotential height. NCP is defined as an upper-level atmospheric
teleconnection between two regions centered between 0°, 55°N and 10°E, 55°N (North Sea) for its northwestern pole and between 50°E, 45°N and 60°E, 45°N (Northern Caspian) for its southeastern pole
(Kutiel, Benaroch, 2002). Winter and the transitional seasons are the most pronounced terms for NCP
index (NCPi).
The climate in the Mediterranean region is mainly characterized by marked seasonality, with a wet season
from October to March (Xoplaki, Gonzalez-Rouco, Luterbacher, Wanner, 2004). Especially, East
European cities are affected by the pressure distribution which brings extreme wet and warm weather. Yet,
there are two different versions of MOi. Here, we adopted the MOi calculated from normalized sea level
pressure difference between Gibraltar's Northern Frontier (36.1°N, 5.3°W) and Lod Airport (32.0°N,
34.5°E) in Israel (Palutikof, 2003). In order to correctly examine East Europe weather conditions, this
version (further north located) is preferred. Hence, MOi exhibits large scale variability of the
Mediterranean climate by representing pressure anomalies between the east and west of the
Mediterranean basin and the strength of the Rossby waves.
In this study, spatial and temporal variability of extreme precipitation over Europe concerning these ATPs
shown in Figure 1 are investigated over the European region for the winter period of 1979-2017.

Figure 1. Atmospheric Teleconnection Patterns and their locations.
DATA
In this study, daily precipitation data, E-OBS collected by European Climate Assessment were used. The
data cover the domain between 25.05 N - 71.45 N and 24.95 W - 45.45 E with 0.1° grid resolution.
NAO is simply part of the Arctic oscillation and varies over time with no particular periodicity. Monthly
means indices normalized by the 1981-2010 climatological base period are obtained from Climate
Prediction Center, NWS, NOAA.
According to hydrostatic equilibrium of atmosphere, geopotential unit must be in [m2/s2]. 500 mb
geopotential of the ECMWF ERA-Interim data set is used to compute NCPi valid for the location (3) and
was divided by the gravitational acceleration at the surface of Earth (g0), to convert the data set into a
geopotential height by using the following equation (1)(2).
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(1)

(2)
(3)

First, the geopotential height data which is converted from the geopotential unit are standardized by the
1981-2010 climatological base period.
Daily values of Mediterranean Oscillation Index (MOi) are obtained from the Climate Research Unit at
the University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK. Daily data are converted to monthly mean values which
cover the period from 1979 to 2017. Then, the data set is standardized by the 1981-2010 climatological
base period. December, January, February, and March are taken to represent the main months of the
winter season of Northern Hemisphere.
METHODOLOGY
Multiple linear regression (MLR), also known simply as multiple regression, is a statistical technique that
uses several explanatory variables to predict the outcome of a response variable. Multiple independent
variables are related to a dependent variable. So that, once how these multiple variables relate to
dependent variable are identified, all of the independent variables used to make accurate predictions. In
essence, MLR is the extension of ordinary least squares regression that involves more than one
explanatory variable. In the least squares regression analysis, the coefficients are selected so as to
minimize the sum of the squared residuals (Wilks, 2011). We might let K denote the number of predictor
variables (independent parameters). Simple linear regression is then the special case of K = 1. In general,
the prediction equation becomes as
(4)
These K + 1 regression coefficients often are called the regression parameters. In this study, there are
three independent variables (NAOi, NCPi, MOi). Thus, K = 3 and the number of regression parameters is
equal to 4.
(5)

Here the factors are expressed as,
In this paper, independent variables are represented as indices of ATPs. The dependent variable is
represented by day number of frequencies over 90th percentiles, lower than the amount of 1 mm/day and
greater than the amount of 10 mm/day of precipitation.
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
Long-Term Variability of Atmospheric Teleconnection Patterns (ATPs)
It is critical to compare trends in winter seasons to determine the climatic effects of ATPs. Figure 2
illustrates the ATPs variability for winter months from December through March (DJFM). Negative and
positive phases of NAOi were consecutively realized in the last seasons, especially. The situation is
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slightly different for NCPi. The positive phase of NCPi is dominant before the 21st century, while a more
balanced mode is in the new century. For the MOi, the positive phases reached to most +2 levels, while
the negative phases were strengthened and exceeded -3 values.
When the analysis of the averages of the months during winter seasons of the three ATPs is considered,
the NAOi stayed on the positive phase for an average of 8 seasons in a row from 1987/88 winter season to
1994/95 winter season. NCPi had a higher positive average than the NAOi for 5 seasons in a row,
corresponding to the same season range. In the same period, the seasonal averages of MOi have been in
near neutral phase. Seasonal averages can provide insight into the pressure positionings and shed light on
the potential rainfall or snowfall activities of that season. Particularly, the negative monthly phases of
MOi lasts throughout the winter seasons from 2007 to 2012 that can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Monthly means of NAOi NCPi, MOi between 1979-2017 for DJFM. Months of winter seasons
(DJFM) between 1979 and 2017 are included.

Figure 3. Multiple time series representation of seasonal means of NAOi, NCPi, MOi between 19792017. Months of winter seasons (DJFM) between 1979 and 2017 are included.
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Evaluating of 90th Percentiles of Precipitation

Figure 4. Europe domain map of the 90th threshold for each grid valid for all days/only precipitative days
of 38 winter seasons.
In order to acquire the thresholds of daily precipitation extremes, the 90th percentile of precipitation data
were calculated. The variation from the daily value of the precipitation total at a certain location during a
specific time period has a strong influence because low rainfall is identified as drought, while too much
rain may be associated with floods. In meteorology, the threshold values of 80% and above are used to
find the region representing the severe and farthest endpoints of a normally distributed data set. While
specifying 90th percentiles of each grid based on winter seasons between 1979 and 2017, two separate
approaches are applied. In the first approach, the threshold value at a certain point is estimated by
including all days while in the second approach, only wet (precipitative) days are considered.
The main goal here is to create two different threshold values for each point. Threshold values generated
from only rainy days are quantitatively higher than the threshold values taken into account for all days.
North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula have a threshold value of 5mm and below, while Norway, West
England and Northern Portugal have a threshold value of 25 mm and above. In Turkey, coastal areas have
a higher threshold than that inland. The 90th threshold, which is a critical value for extreme rainfall,
ranges from Scandinavia to the Mediterranean basin.
It should be noticed that the air that gained moisture on the North Atlantic caused severe rainfall on the
western shores of Europe due to the influence of dominant westerly flows in the mid-latitudes. Therefore,
the 90th threshold in these regions is relatively high. Along the coastline of Western Europe, it has a huge
precipitative range of 20 mm or more from Portugal to Norway. Besides, Southern Europe and the
Mediterranean basin have a moderate threshold value of 13-15 mm, whereas Eastern European countries
have a low threshold. In this way, with topographical, frontal and convective effects may create the
cyclones and troughs that bring rainfalls and snowfalls on Europe.
Frequencies exceeding the 90th Percentiles year by year over Europe
When the frequency map exceeding the 90th threshold value for the winter season of 1994/95 and 1995/96
are examined as example winter season. On the seasonal average, in the winter of 1994/95, while NAOi
and MOi were in the negative phase, NCPi was in a positive phase. The western part of the Mediterranean
has frequencies lower than 5 days. On the contrary, Northwest Europe has received more than 25 days of
extreme precipitation range. In addition, other European regions have moderate frequency values. The
1995/96 season has the opposite effects.
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Figure 5. Example frequency maps of Europe for 1994/95 and 1995/96 winter season. 90% thresholds are
based on only precipitative days of 1979-2017 winter seasons.
The Link between Teleconnections and the Frequency of Days with Extreme Precipitation
Regional interpretation can be made on a mesoscale or synoptic scale about extreme drought and extreme
rainfall regimes with the support of the MLR coefficients. With using of ATP indices, MLR coefficients
are considered in three parts. The first one is the rainy (precipitative) days frequency that exceeds the 90th
percentile value. The second of all is the production of coefficients based on the frequencies which are
less than 1 mm. Third, new coefficients are derived from the number of daily precipitation with more than
10 mm.
In Figure 6, when the ATP coefficients were analyzed for the number of days exceeding the threshold
value of the 90th percentile, extreme rainfall has occurred in the northern sections of the 50°N latitude
while the NAOi and MOi are in positive phase; the NCPi is in the negative phase. This result verifies the
positive correlation between NAOi and MOi based on Spearman-Pearson correlation methods. Even
though there is no significant relation between any other indices of ATPs and NCPi, the positive phase of
NCPi brings severe extreme rainfall to the western Atlantic coast of Norway. In the positive phase of the
NAOi, jet streams pass through a further north latitude and affect the precipitation in Scandinavia with
strong coefficients. Except northern side of the 55°N latitude and the North Atlantic region, Eastern
Europe and southern Spain experience a lower number of days with extreme precipitation during the
NAOi positive phase.
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Figure 6. Distribution of MLR coefficients α, β, γ, θ for the monthly frequencies above 90th percentiles
of precipitation based on winter seasons (DJFM) between 1979 and 2017.
Taking into consideration Figure 7, prominent coefficients could be highlighted numerically in many
coastal areas. The phase effects of NAOi bring drastic perturbation to Europe in the north-south direction
in terms of drought and cause non-precipitative effects to be carried to the Mediterranean. Besides, in the
positive phase of the MOi, the west of the Mediterranean basin (Spain, Italy, southeastern France, etc.)
has a considerable amount of rainy days under 1 mm/day and it has a severe dry winter period recorded
(Figure 7). In the positive phase of the NCPi, Central-Western European countries have severe arid days,
nevertheless; as moving towards Scandinavia, NCPi has a sharp opposite effect.
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Figure 7. Distribution of MLR coefficients α, β, γ, θ for the number of days with precipitation above 10
mm for winter seasons (DJFM) between 1979 and 2017.
There are various local effects in Europe in terms of extreme rainfalls and snowfalls exceeding 10 mm. In
Figure 8, for NAOi and MOi in the positive phases, the northern part of the United Kingdom (Scotland)
and the western region of Scandinavia such as Norway have inclined to exceed 10 mm/day precipitation.
These indices also create different effects over Turkey and the Western Mediterranean countries.
Moreover, in the negative phase of NCPi, the Alpines have values exceeding 10mm.
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Figure 8. Distribution of MLR coefficients α, β, γ, θ for the number of days with precipitation lower than
1 mm for winter seasons (DJFM) between 1979 and 2017.
CONCLUSION
To sum up, the relation of ATP with extreme precipitation is an intriguing topic for the atmospheric
sciences community. As the light of discussions, the air that gained moisture on the North Atlantic caused
severe rainfall on the western shores of Europe due to the influence of dominant westerly flows in the
mid-latitudes. Therefore, the 90th threshold values of precipitation along the coastline of Western Europe
from Portugal to Norway are relatively high and in the range of 20 mm or more. Besides, Southern
Europe and the Mediterranean Basin have a moderate threshold value of 13-15 mm, whereas Eastern
European countries have low thresholds. Also, various MLR coefficients are derived for the ATPs and
frequencies of rainy days with the precipitation amount more than 90th percentile value, more than 10 mm
and less than 1 mm, respectively. When the ATP coefficients were analyzed for the number of days
exceeding the threshold values of 90%, extreme precipitation has occurred in the northern sections of the
50°N latitude while the NAOi and MOi are in positive phase; the NCPi is in the negative phase. This
result verifies the positive correlation between NAOi and MOi based on Spearman-Pearson correlation
methods. Even though there is no significant correlation between any other indices of ATPs and NCPi,
the positive phase of NCPi brings severe extreme rainfall to the western Atlantic coast of Norway. Except
for northern side of the 55°N latitude and the North Atlantic region, eastern Europe and southern Spain
experience a lower number of days with extreme precipitation during the NAOi positive phase. In
addition, in the positive phase of the MOi, the west of the Mediterranean basin (Spain, Italy, southeastern
France, etc.) has a considerable amount of rainy days under 1 mm and it has a severe dry winter period. In
the positive phase of the NCPi, Central-Western European countries have severe arid days, nevertheless;
as moving towards Scandinavia, NCPi has a sharp opposite effect. For NAOi and MOi in the positive
phases, the northern part of the United Kingdom (Scotland), and the western region of Scandinavia such
as Norway have inclined to exceed 10 mm/day precipitation. These indices also create different impacts
over Turkey and the Western Mediterranean countries. In the negative phase of NCPi, the Alpines have
values exceeding 10mm.
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ABSTRACT
In Turkey, floods and overflows are common disasters that cause damage. The Ceyhan River forms a
large delta in Çukurova and flows into the Mediterranean Sea. When the Ceyhan river bed receives
rainfall above its capacity, floods occur in the region. In this study, we investigated one of the current
flash flooding which occurred in Ceyhan region of Turkey. The aim of the study is to determine how
much (ha) the flood disaster in Ceyhan River affected the agricultural areas in the region after heavy
rainfall in the year of 2019. For the rapid extraction of inundation pre-event and post-event remote
sensing satellite images of Sentinel-2 MSI data were utilized due to its short acquisition periods. A pair of
remotely sensed data were acquired on 15-12-2018 and 19-01-2019 as pre-event and post-event data,
respectively. Inundated regions were determined by using Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI)
and Geographic Object Based Image Analysis (GEOBIA) classification method was applied to spatially
extract the river flood extend in the region. The results indicated that the calculated flooded area is
approximately 82.5837 ha with an overall classification accuracy of 84.29%.
Keywords: Flood extraction, Sentinel-2, NDWI, Geographic object-based image analysis
INTRODUCTION
Increasing world population and climate change lead to decrease in natural resources such as land, rivers,
forests etc. The emerging natural disasters have destructive effects on these resources. It is necessary to
minimize the negative effects of the disasters for efficient and sustainable usage of natural resources.
Among them, river flood is one of the most damaging hazard in Europe. Approximately 20% of the cities
in Europe are vulnerable to flooding. It causes water exceeding over its capacity in the riverbed, damages
the surrounding lands and affects human beings (EEA Report 2017, Refice et al 2018).
European Union developed an information service called Copernicus which is based on both remote
sensing satellite for Earth observation and in situ data. Operational Sentinel missions of Copernicus
includes radar, optical instruments, radiometers, radar altimetry and spectrometers (Berger et al 2012).
With the developing satellite technologies, it is possible to observe the large areas continuously. Satellite
images are used to follow natural disasters to determine the extent of the damaged regions and to evaluate
disaster risk analyses (Alberto et al 2018). In order to minimize the loss of lives and properties, reliable
information must be obtained regarding the flood areas before and after the disaster. Satellite images can
produce reliable and quick information for disaster management policies with remote sensing and
geographic information system (GIS) techniques. In this way, current and correct maps are produced for
the areas under a disaster risk and damaged by the disasters (Manfré 2012).
European Space Agency launched two satellites for Sentinel-2 mission which carry optical sensor. With
this mission it is possible to provide data every 5 days with two satellites. Sentinel-2 MSI of Copernicus
program has been used widely for different applications including land use mapping, (Zheng et al. 2017)
crop monitoring (Immitzer et al 2016), water body extraction (Yun Du et al. 2016, Yang and Chen 2017).
Yun Du et al. (2016) determined water bodies from Sentinel-2 MSI data with water indexes. Yang and
Chen (2017) indicated feasibility of surface water extraction in urbanized area using water indices with
object based approach.
If weather conditions do not limit the image acquisitions optical data can distinguish flooded surface from
dry areas using different methods. In most cases, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images were chosen
for the flood detection due to its cloud free acquisition skills (Refice et al 2018). Among the optical
images Landsat were used for flood mapping due to its large archive data (Rahman and Di 2017). Ireland
et al (2015) examined Landsat TM data using supervised machine learning (SVM), regularized kernel
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Fisher’s discriminant analysis (rkFDA) and Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) approaches.
The results indicated that SVM performed better than the others. Dao and Liou (2015) investigated flood
mapping and affected rice areas using Landsat 8 OLI and MODIS data. The results provided more than
95% accuracy by applying object based analysis. Gianinetto et al. (2006) proposed a methodology that
extracts flood mapping, estimates volume of water, sediments, and damages using Landsat images. The
approach used principal component analysis and image segmentation which provided approximately 85%
overall accuracy to produce flood map of the region.
Li et al (2018) acquired Sentinel-2 data for flood extend mapping. They applied independent component
analysis after separating water and land using modified NDWI (MNDWI). The results reached up to 96%
overall accuracy for water-land classification. Considering the success of Landsat, there have been few
studies using higher spatial and temporal resolution Sentinel data.
In this study, river flood is investigated to determine damaged areas which occurred in the Ceyhan River
in Turkey. The region is suffered many times due to flooding of river since mid of 50s (Canak 2015).
Many flooding events occurred until today which caused high rate of crop and economic loss (Web 1).
Although various measures were taken within the scope of Ceyhan Basin Flood Management Plan in
early 2018, the flood disaster that occurred at the end of 2018 and caused many damages in the region
(Web 1). The main aim of the study is the rapid delineation of the flood water extend using NDWI
combined object based approach with pre and after Sentinel-2 MSI optical data.
STUDY AREA
In this study, the tip of the Ceyhan River where it flows into the Mediterranean Sea in the south of Turkey
was selected as flash flood test region (Figure 1). The Ceyhan River is one of the most important rivers of
Turkey. Located in the south of Turkey, the Ceyhan River is among the biggest rivers of the
Mediterranean Region. It rises in approximately 3 km southeast of Elbistan, Kahramanmaraş. It flows into
the Gulf of Iskenderun by forming a large delta in Çukurova. Its length is about 510 km and investigated
part of it was the last 29 km which meets with Mediterranean Sea. According to the meteorological data,
the Mediterranean region, which covers the study area, received much more rainfall than average in
December 2018 and January 2019.

Figure 1. Study Area
Datasets Description
To determine the flooded areas in the selected region, the pre-flood Setinel-2 MSI satellite image that
acquired on 15 December 2018, while the after – flood Sentinel-2 MSI image was acquired on 19 January
2019, 10 days after the flood disaster. The cloud free pre and after Sentinel-2 satellite images (Level 2Asurface reflectance) for the selected test area was downloaded from the European Space Agency's (ESA)
Sentinel Scientiﬁc Data Hub. Sentinel-2 has 13 spectral bands in the visible, Near Infrared (NIR) and
Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) with 10, 20 and 60 m spatial resolutions. The sensor has a field of view of
290 km. In this study, spectral bands belong to visible and near-infrared (NIR) portion of the spectrum
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which correspond band number of 2 (visible blue), 3 (visible green) , 4 (visible red) and 8 (near infrared
band) were used. The selected bands have 10 m spatial resolution.
METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology mainly consists of pre-processing of pre and after flood images, NDWI index
calculation and rule based Geographic Object-Based Image Analysis (GEOBIA) classification of the
images, verification of the flooded agricultural lands based on error matrix, and calculation of the
statistical measures of flooded areas around Ceyhan River.
Image Pre-Processing
The Sentinel-2 (Level 2A- surface reflectance) satellite data were downloaded geometrically corrected to
Universal Transverse Mercator map projection zone 35 and datum of WGS 84 before the segmentation
process. Both images were subsetted and the river bed was kept fully within the area of interest. Two
satellite images which were prepared for the GEOBIA classification are showed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Sentinel-2 satellite image for pre-flood (A) and after-flood (B)
Segmentation
The segmentation stage which is the most important step of GEOBIA was conducted by applying a multiresolution segmentation (MRS) algorithm to determine the extent of inundated areas in the flooded region.
MRS is a bottom-up region-merging technique and large objects are created from smaller ones by using
iterative steps (Baatz, and Schäpe,.2010). This approach mainly based on the desired objects to be
segmented. Three main components which are scale parameter (SP), shape and compactness were used to
conduct MRS algorithm. SP defines the maximum heterogeneity for the obtained segment. Shape
component determines the weight of color and shape criteria and compactness is the weight of the
smoothness criteria. In this study, a systematic trial-and-error approach based on visual interpretation
were used to established the three key parameters. In this case, the governing system of equations can be
written as follows:
NDWI = (Green - NIR) / (Green + NIR)

(1)

The application of this index provides a value range between (-1) and (+1), where positive values
correspond to high moisture lands and open waters, while negative values corresponds to vegetation and
dry lands.
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GEOBIA Classification
For the GEOBIA, eCognition Developer 9.0 software was used in this study. A rule based method was
applied based on NDWI results to conduct GEOBIA. In the rule-forming stage, segments with NDWI
values greater than 0.02 were assigned as water surface. Then, segments belonging to the assigned classes
were merged. Sea surfaces and river were manually separated from the merged segments by means of
vector data. Thus, the image is evaluated as three classes such as “Water Surfaces, River and Other”. The
images obtained as a result of classification are illustrated in Figure 4.

Classification Accuracy Assessment
Classification accuracy is very important processing step of producing thematic maps. The classification
accuracy assessment was performed by calculating the error (confusion) matrix in this study. The
accuracy measures were calculated from the same validation samples and the following measures were
calculated: Kappa coefficients (K) and overall accuracy (OA) (Foody, 2002). The Kappa coefficient is
based on the consistency of the assessment by considering all aspects.
RESULTS
Segmentation Results
Various combinations of SP, shape and compactness parameters were tested in this study for Sentinel-2
MSI images. Implemented parameters were 75, 0.2 and 0.5 for the scale, shape and compactness,
respectively. The minimum object size was taken into account during the segmentation process. In order
to determine the borders of the river, the scale parameter was tried to be determined. In other words, it is
aimed to overlap the segment boundaries with the river boundary. There is no standard for determining
the accuracy of the segmentation phase. The analysis of the segments created in this study was done
visually. After multi-resolution segmentation, a number of manual editing operations were performed on
the image. Thus, it was ensured that the pixels representing the real objects remained together. Then, the
same segmentation parameters were applied to the satellite image belonging to after-flood. A part of the
segments for the pre-flood and after-flood are represented in Figure 3. It is clearly visible that flood extent
covers agricultural fields along the river.

Figure 3. Segments of pre-flood (A) and after flood (B) image
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Classification and Accuracy Assessment Results
Within the scope of this study, pre and after flood satellite images were classified to determine the flash
flood affected areas especially agricultural fields around Ceyhan River. Three different land cover
categories were determined; River, Water Surfaces and Other that includes bare land, artificial surface,
urban and roads classes, agricultural fields, and green areas. The images obtained as a result of
classification are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Classified images for the pre-flood and after-flood
Confusion Matrix was calculated to determine the accuracy of GEOBIA classification. 70 test points were
determined on the image on which the flooded areas were determined. Test points were determined
around the river boundaries for the accuracy analysis. The segments covering these test points were
identified on the image. These segments were used as test data. Overall accuracy was determined by
comparing the terrestrial data of the define classes with the spectral class formed as a result of the
classification. In other words, the correlation between spectral classes and information classes was
examined. Accuracy analysis was performed with these 70 points on the classified image. For the after
flood image overall accuracy was calculated as 84.29% and Kappa coefficient was calculated as 0.79
based on Confusion Matrix.
In literature, Sentinel-2 provided similar accuracy asseement values as Landsat that utilized by Gianinetto
et al. (2006). Li et al. achieved higher accuracy (96%) using MNDVI of Sentinel-2 over dryland.
Kordelas et al (2018) applied different spectral indices on multi-temporal Sentinel-2 for the inundation
mapping over seasonal flooding of wetlands and provided overall accuracy over 97%. Even in this study
the flood extraction accuracy is lower than other studies which used Sentinel-2 data, Ceyhan River has
different environment than others and covered by agricultural fields. The study can be useful to extract
flash flooding and transferable to other flooding events.
Boundaries of the Ceyhan River were derived by automatic vectorizing the spectral class. This type of
vector data derived from raster data that provides statistical results such as areal values. In this study, it is
possible to detect how much area was exposed to overflowing water due to flash flood. For this purpose,
segments representing the sea surface and river in both images were compared with each other. The areas
covered by water in the image of after-flood were the regions which were affected by the flood disaster.
The results indicated that the flooded area is calculated approximately 82.58 ha which is consistent with
the amount informed by the local authorities. Boundaries of Ceyhan River regarding pre-flood and afterflood are comparatively presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Boundaries for the pre-flood and after-flood
CONCLUSION
In this study, the damaged areas due to river flooding was investigated. Cloud free pre-event and postevent of Sentinel-2 MSI satellite images were acquired for the spatial analysis. As an effective product to
extract water content from optical images NDWI was calculated from both images. A rule based objectbased classification technique GEOBIA was applied on NDWI to extract water surface. Based on the
results, 82.58 ha flooded area was detected over agricultural fields in the selected region. It was observed
that a rule based approach applying on the NDWI index can produce quick information about flash
flooding with an overall accuracy of 84.29%. The flooded area was easily obtained without any in-situ
data and specifying samples for the spectral classes. Remote sensing applications are frequently used in
disaster risk and disaster damage detection. In case of flood events, it is possible to use optical satellite
images in damage detection studies when there is suitable weather conditions. In this case, due to its
frequent revisit time Sentinel-2 provided suitable cloudless data.
Global climate change increases the risk of flooding by giving negative impacts such as damaging the
riverbed. However, flash floods may not give opportunity to detect damage rapidly by using insitu
methods. For this reason, object based approach using remote sensing data is a quick and economical
method for the determination of the flood affected areas. It is concluded that, in the region particularly
agricultural areas are under risk and along the river precautions should be taken to mitigate social
economic loss.
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ABSTRACT
Amongst the main components of the Earth’s energy balance, soil (ground) heat flux (G) is the smallest
one and mostly neglected. However, several studies showed G is a key component concerning vegetation
dynamics, particularly for the daytime. Soil properties such as colour, texture, temperature, and moisture
of the layer that is in interest are important in terms of apportionment of incident radiation upon it, which
in return affects the energy that is used for evaporation and therefore gives a hint about land surface
energy dynamics. In this study, the effect of soil moisture to G investigated trough chosen G estimation
equations over maize field for two successive growing periods. After the correction, the best increment on
determination coefficient observed for Boegh model (34.6%), Singh model followed it with 28.5%
increment and lastly Bastiaanssen model determination coefficient increased 20.3 %.
Keywords: Soil Heat Flux, Soil Moisture, G estimation equations, Energy Balance Components, NDVI.
INTRODUCTION
Assessment of Earth’s energy balance is crucial for agrometeorologists who wants to seize the
micrometeorology of plant canopy. Although being the smallest one, soil heat flux (G) is one of the most
important components of the energy budget by limiting the latent heat flux (LE) and sensible heat flux
(H). Therefore, G is the key component which determines the amount of evaporation and
evapotranspiration. It is defined as the amount of energy soaked in or emitted by the soil surface in the
determined time period (Payero et al., 2005). Several studies stated that G could become as the same
order with H, for a land that is fully covered with vegetation and fine irrigation applied (Kustas and
Daughtry, 1990; Clothier et al., 1986). On the other hand, it is observed to be almost 50% of the net
radiation (Rn) for dry surfaces (Idso et al., 1975). For a thorough understanding of the energy balance,
accurate G data is essential.
Many studies explained that G is sensitive to changes in soil wetness together with vegetation cover and
soil surface temperature (Payero et al., 2005; Kustas and Daughtry, 1990). After the days with
precipitation and irrigation application, when wet soil starts to dry out, Payero et al. (2005) and others
(Camuffo and Bernardi, 1982; Novak, 1993; Domingo et al., 2000) reported that hysteresis problem
occurred in G data.
In this study, in order to understand the effect of soil moisture to G, widely accepted spectral vegetation
indices (SVIs) based G estimation equations are tested before and after hysteresis correction for maize
field during two successive growing periods.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area
The study conducted over maize field at Directorate of Atatürk Soil Water and Agricultural Meteorology
Research Institute (AMRI), located in the north-western part of Turkey, namely Kırklareli city (41.69 N,
27.21 E)(Figure. 1).

Figure 1. Study area
Data Used
Automated weather observation systems settled in the planted area measured wind speed and direction,
air temperature, relative humidity, global and net radiation, photosynthetic active radiation, surface
temperature, soil temperature values at 2, 5 ,10 and 20 cm depths, heat fluxes, volumetric soil water
content and rainfall amount during the growing periods (Şaylan et.al., 2010; Şaylan et.al 2018).
Meteorological Data
Distribution of rainfall amount (mm), volumetric soil water content (%) for 0-30, 30-60; soil temperature
values at 2 cm depths for maize first (Figure 2(a)) and second (Figure 2 (b)) growing periods were
demonstrated below.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Time series of precipitation, soil water content and soil temperature values during the
growing periods of crops.
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Crop Data
Maize field fertilized by N fertilizer. Additionally, herbicide and fungicide treatments and irrigation
applied. Detailed information on irrigation is given in below table (Table 1).
Table 1. Irrigation applications during the 1st and 2nd growing periods for maize.

Irrigation Application

Energy Budget Data

1st Growing Period
17.06.2010 800 mm/ha
19.06.2010 800 mm/ha
19.07.2010 800 mm/ha
21.07.2010 800 mm/ha
03.08.2010 800 mm/ha
05.08.2010 800 mm/ha

2nd Growing Period
17.06.2011 1020 mm/ha
21.06.2011 1020 mm/ha
11.07.2011 510 mm/ha
13.07.2011 510 mm/ha
18.07.2011 720 mm/ha
20.07.2011 720 mm/ha
01.08.2011 510 mm/ha
03.08.2011 510 mm/ha
10.08.2011 370 mm/ha
11.08.2011 370 mm/ha

Energy flux data measured with 10- and 30-minutes intervals and recorded during two growing periods.
Bowen Ratio Energy Balance (BREB) method is used in order to determine LE and H over maize field.
The energy fluxes data filtered by the technique suggested by Ohmura (1982) and Perez et al. (1999)
criteria. In order to detect outliers in energy flux data sets, Interquartile Range (IQR) method (Tukey,
1977) is used. Figure 3 shows raw data on the top, data after outliers removed by IQR, respectively.

Figure 3. Raw Energy fluxes data on top, outliers cleared after detecting erroneous data by IQR at
below.
Spectral Data
Vegetation cover absorbs most of the incoming solar energy in the visible (VIS) band and, reflects nearinfrared (NIR) radiation incident upon it. Normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) has been
widely used for a better understanding of crop health and growth status by making use of that different
behaviour of vegetation cover in VIS and NIR bands (Rouse et al., 1974). In this study, spectral
reflectance data measured with a hand type spectroradiometer (Fieldspec., ASD Inc.) which collects data
in between 325-1075 nm. Measurements are done biweekly, under a clear and cloudless sky during both
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periods. Below figure shows NDVI time series for maize during two successive growing periods (Figure
4).

Figure 4. NDVI time series for maize for two successive growing periods.
G Estimation Equations
Direct estimation of G by satellite measurements is not possible however G/Rn ratio can be estimated by
several empirical relations present in the literature (Table 2).
Table 2. G estimation models.

G Estimation Models

Ref

G=Rn*0.3811*exp(-2.3187*NDVI)

Singh et al., 2008

G=Rn*(-0.48*NDVI+0.46)

Boegh et al., 2004

G=Rn*(0.3(1-0.98NDVI ))

Bastiaanssen,1998

4

RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS
Models applied to a data set with and without hysteresis correction. Predicted G’s with and without
hysteresis correction are compared with observations. After correction, all models improved in terms of
decreasing root mean square (RMS) error and increasing determination coefficient values. Results are
demonstrated in Table 3.
Table 3. Models’ determination coefficient and RMS error results.
Models
r²
RMSE
G=Rn*(0.3811*e(2.3187*NDVI))
G= Rn*(-0.48*NDVI+0.46))
G=Rn*(0.3*(1-0.98*(NDVI4)))

With Correction
No Correction
With Correction
No Correction
With Correction
No Correction

0.831
0.546
0.791
0.445
0.596
0.393

20.275
28.429
48.092
143.293
81.578
83.339

Regardless of any correction, best G prediction is done with Signh model. Determination coefficient of
this model increased from 0.546 to 0.831 and RMS error decreased from 28.429 to 20.275. On the other
hand, Boegh model’s RMS error dramatically decreased from 143.293 to 48.092 after correction and,
determination coefficient got better with an increase from 0.445 to 0.791. Additionally, Bastiaanssen
model’s RMS error slightly decreased from 83.339 to 81.578 and determination coefficient increased to a
degree (from 0.393 to 0.596). Results show that G estimation models’ r² values improved approximately
30% after elimination of G data for the days with precipitation and irrigation. This analysis reveals how
sensitive G data towards soil moisture and the importance of the handling of G data before any further
applications carried out.
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CONCLUSIONS
Energy fluxes are crucial meteorological parameters in terms of understanding vegetation dynamics. As it
is mentioned in this study as well, G data can grow up into a dominant component during the daytime
although being the smallest in amount when considered daily. However, it is not common to measure G
data hence indirect methods, such as the models used in this study, help to obtain estimations of G.
Purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of soil moisture on G data. To do that, widely used and
well-accepted G estimation equations were selected for testing. Observations were done in maize field for
two successive growing periods. Results showed the improvement in the accuracy of the models when
soil moisture fluctuations are taken into account. As a conclusion, G data should be dealt with care to
have much precise analysis and, further studies should be carried out with different crop-soil type
combinations to end up with profound outputs.
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ABSTRACT
In this study the meteorological drought in Nineveh governorate northwestern Iraq was monitored, assess
and precisely predicted during the period 1970-2026 using remote sensing techniques, Geographical
Information System (GIS), Artificial Intelligent and Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) as a proxy for
drought conditions. The remote sensing analysis results show massive changes in vegetation cover giving
an indication of increased drought levels confirmed by assessing (SPI). Intelligence Model (CIM)
represented by Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) model consisting of Nonlinear
Autoregressive Network with Exogenous inputs (NARX) was developed to predict SPI depending on
predicting rainfall records for six meteorological stations. Root Mean Square error (RMSE) and
Coefficient of Determination (R2) are calculated for performance evaluation of (ANFIS). The predicted
accuracy of (ANFIS) shows that the model give very close predicted results of a very small statistic error
when the actual and predicted results were compared. Long-term meteorological drought was assessment
where the results show that the drought level will intensify in a future by 10.1% with more successive
droughts levels. This results clarified by creating spatial distribution maps using (GIS) to be used as a
useful database for developing future plans for the study area.
Keywords: Meteorological Drought, Intelligence Models, Forecasting, Standardized Precipitation Index,
Performance Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Drought is a natural phenomenon that negatively affects all components of life. However, proactive
solutions could be set out to reduce its harmful effects. Drought is characterized by its severity, duration,
and spatial impact on a particular area, but because of different characteristics of the climate, it is difficult
to determine when the drought begins and when or where it impacts negatively on a specific area (Morid
et al. 2007). The subjects of this study are monitoring, assessment and predicted meteorological drought.
Sometimes meteorological drought called climatological drought, which can be defined according to the
magnitude and duration of a rainfall in any shortfall or anomalies of rainfall over time in a particular area.
(Alam et al. 2013).
The impact of drought on Iraq has recently become clear through several observations, including the
decline of vegetation cover and agricultural land which in the past produced various economic crops like
buckwheat and barley (UNEP 2013). Studies and previous reports have shown that all parts of Iraq suffer
from the phenomenon of drought, reaching advanced stages in some parts. These studies are supported by
the International Organization for Migration. The province of Nineveh is in northwestern Iraq between
(41º 30' – 44 º 30' longitude and 35º 00' – 37 º 00' latitude). It shares a border with Syria, and several other
Iraqi governorates as given in Figure1.
Nineveh is the third largest province in terms of size. Its total area is 37323 km2, which represents 8.6%
of the total area of Iraq. The provincial capital is the city of Mosul. The current population of the province
is more than two million. The winter in Nineveh is mild but not tropical; the average temperature in
January is 7 c°. The summer in Nineveh is very hot and relentlessly sunny, with possible daytime
temperatures of 43 C° in July and August; however, air humidity is low. There are many remote sensing
techniques available to detect vegetation changes (e.g. supervised classification, remote sensing indices,
image differencing, ratios or correlation) where these methods proved their efficiency and accuracy
throughout the obtained results in many vegetation changes situations like desertification, fire and
vegetation diseases.
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Figure 1. Map shows the study area location
The Palmer Index, the Crop Moisture Index, and the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) is the most
commonly used drought indices for estimating drought. In the literature reviews, there are many
summaries of drought analysis using several drought indices and statistical methodologies where drought
was analyzed according to its magnitude and level in different areas using different procedures. SPI is
used in this study to assess drought in the study area because of its simplicity, its wide range of drought
classification, its effective indication of soil moisture, its effectiveness in the predicting of short-term
drought, and its spatial invariance in interpretation.
It is well known that both fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks as two artificial intelligent approaches
have advantages and disadvantages recognized by many applied studies according to many abilities (Jang,
1993). Artificial neural network (ANNs) is designed in the form of a mathematical model that simulates
the nervous system in the human mind to resolve real world problems that need complex calculations
(Jain et al., 1996; Basheer and Hajmeer 2000). Many researchers predicted rainfall by using artificial
neural networks in their studies based on different approaches like radial basis function (RPF), Nonlinear
Autoregressive Network with Exogenous inputs (NARX) as examples (Fereidoon et al 2018). Adaptive
Neuro-fuzzy modelling (ANFIS) has been designed to combine and applying various learning techniques
developed in neural networks to the fuzzy logic theory in one system (Rahman et al. 2014). In many
hydrological studies ANFIS, Fuzzy logic (FL) and ANNs has been adopted to be an efficient
methodology for predicting rainfall (Luk et al. 2000; Mekanik et al. 2016).
For spatial management and data manipulation geographic information systems (GIS) techniques are
increasingly being regarded as a useful tool for many application like drought detection and monitoring as
example (Al-Bakri et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2018). Nowadays GIS has been combined with many modern
technologies like artificial intelligent for deferent drought studies as detected in many studies where GIS
was able to translate the results of these modern technologies into clear formulas that enabled to classified
the drought and its extension over time in many forms that are easy to understand (Belal et al. 2014). This
study has three main objectives given as follows;




Detect the effects of climate change and expansion drought area in the study area through
vegetation cover analysis using remote sensing analysis and drought analysis using SPI index.
Design ANFIS model based on NARX approach to predict rainfall and using this results to
estimate predicted SPI values. An ANFIS model based on four meteorological data as (wind
speed, temperature, rainfall, and evaporation) that used to predict also SPI values was developed.
The predicted SPI that’s gained from ANFIS models was calculated and the final predicted SPI
was used for assessing the meteorological drought. These results were integrated inside the GIS
system as separate layers to create spatial distribution maps for drought assessment.
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METHODOLOGY
To give a clear perception of the decrease of vegetation cover in the study area, Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) techniques was adopted to display the effects of climate change and the decline
of vegetation levels in the study area. NDVI is used extensively in studies of vegetation changes. As
defined by (Pettorelli et al. 2005), this index refers to measuring the detected change in vegetation
according to the spectral response of the land cover (variation in the spectral characteristics of vegetation
or any other ground cover in any region). The NDVI value fluctuates in the range from -1 to +1 where the
values from -1 to zero represent non-vegetated areas such as abandoned land or urban land, and values
greater than zero to +1 represent existing vegetation in the study area. SPI acts as an indicator for drought
monitoring in terms of early warning, which helps to assess the extent and severity of drought. The basic
statistical analysis of SPI depends on how time-series data are converted into normal distributions using
the Gamma Distribution Probability Function in which the arithmetic mean is equal to zero (Naresh et al.
2009). Positive values of this index indicate that there is an increase in precipitation from the annual
average, which is defined as the wet period. The difference between the positive values   and the
annual average of precipitation represents a surplus in precipitation while negative values   mean that
there is a deficit from the annual average of precipitation, defined as the drought period. The deficiency
represents the difference between the negative values   and the annual average of precipitation in the
investigated year. Mckee et al. 1993 established rules for classifying the dryness levels where values of -1
or less indicate conditions of drought and values of 1 or more indicate conditions of wetness.
The SPI value varies based on the timescale where the small timescales like 1-month make the SPI move
frequently above and below zero while longer timescales like 12-month make the SPI change slowly due
to changes in precipitation. In this study two SPI timescale (SPI-3 and SPI-12) were adopted to assess the
drought, the forty-six monthly average of approved meteorological data obtained from Mosul station for
the period from 1970 to 2017 was used to assess the drought situation. Drought duration (DD), Average
drought intensity (ADI), and Drought magnitude (DM) were estimated to identify drought in the study
area in two periods from 1970 to 1992 and 1992 to 2017. Artificial intelligent procedure represented by
ANFIS models was developed to simulate nonlinear input data (meteorological data) and generate
artificial mechanism to study the pattern of these data and train it to predict future rainfall time series and
SPI. The Nonlinear Autoregressive Network with Exogenous Inputs Neural Network (NARXN) is a
powerful procedure for modelling and predicting time series tacking in to account the complexity and
nonlinearity of time series patterns.
The Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) it is a combination of Fuzzy Logic and Neural
Network developed by Roger Jang, 1993. Basically, it is a graphical network representation of Sugeno
type fuzzy systems connected with the neural learning capabilities. The network is comprised of nodes
with specific functions collected in layers. ANFIS is able to construct a network realization of IF / THEN
rules that’s can be expressed.

Figure 2. Developed ANFIS model
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Remote Sensing Analysis
To determine the vegetation zones and vegetation cover changes in the study area for the period from
1992 to 2016, two remote sensing images covering only 1,000 square kilometers are used in the study for
change detection analysis. Normalized Differences Vegetation Index (NDVI) was prepared. In this study,
the NDVI level results ranged from -0.548 to 0.28 and from -0.1 to 0.642 for images (16-5-2016) and (254-1992), To make the NDVI result more clear and to calculate the impact of vegetation changes for the
period from 1992 to 2016, the density slicing method was used to classify the NDVI ranged level, which
was divided into three classes according to available vegetation in the study area. These levels are nonvegetation area when NDVI is below zero, low vegetation area when NDVI ranged between 0.0-0.2, and
high vegetation area when NDVI is greater than 0.2. The classification results show that the low density
vegetation cover class decreased by 20% and the high density vegetation cover class reduced by 80%,
thus the percentage of land classified under the class non-vegetation increased as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. NDVI density slicing maps
The digital analysis resulting in the period from 1992 to 2016 for the four classes (water, vegetation cover,
barren land and villages) shows that the area of the vegetation cover class decreased by 17.7 % from
592.3 km2 in 1992 to 487.46 km2 in 2016. The rate of this deterioration reached 17.7% in less than 24
years, and it is expected to accelerate as a result of the desertification phenomenon in the region in
addition to other reasons including uncontrolled overgrazing methods used by livestock breeders and
large numbers of inhabitants who turned away from agriculture and migrated to the cities.
Develop Models NARX and ANFIS
Rainfall time series belong to six stations for the period 1972 to 2017 were used as 540 sample for each
one to train and test the designed neural network model. These time series were arranged in an excel files
sheet which are imported into the MATLAB workspace (MATLAB R2017a 2017). Drought assessment
model based on Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) was designed. To ascertain the
efficiency performance of ANFIS, the Coefficient of Determination R2=0.905, Root Mean Square Error
RMSE=0.935, Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient CE=0.83 (between 0.75–0.85 the model performance level
acceptable or satisfactory is good according to Altunkaynak and Nigussie, 2016), and Mean Absolute
Percentage MAPE=17.39% where the performance accuracy was 82.61%, which makes the system
reliable and efficient for SPI prediction for the study area. The value of MAPE was statistically compared
with the values of actual SPI and predicted SPI. The result shows a good indication of the developed
ANFIS reliability. This result could be more effective if MAPE was reduced by engaging other
meteorological variables that have a strong correlation with actual SPI data or by adding more training
data to the model (predicting SPI values for a period before 1970). After testing the model (ANFIS) and
running it, a significant convergence predicted SPI values was obtained where the SPI predicted result
was only nine years (2017-2026) gained from the developed model as seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Comparing SPI values (actual SPI and predicted SPI values by ANFIS)
Drought Analysis and assessment
The drought was assessed in three periods from 1970 to 1992, 1992 through 2017 and for predicted
period 2017-2026. The average annual rainfall for the study area is 512.6 mm. The drought assessment
results for periods from 1970 to 1992, and from 1992 through 2017 shows that the study area was
affected by different drought where the deficit amount of rainfall ranged from 27% to 34%. The estimated
values of drought magnitude (DM), drought duration (DD), average drought intensity (ADI), and drought
years in two periods were calculated as shown in Table 1 where the drought years increased by 1.8%
causing an increase in the drought magnitude by 106.5 mm during the two studied periods. This analysis
confirmed the results of the analysis of remote sensing in relation to the decline of vegetation and
increased desertification land within the study area.
Table 1. Drought assessment in two studied periods
Drought
Analysis period
Analysis period
characteristics
(1970-1992)
(1992-2017)
Drought years %

46.5

48.3

DM (mm)

3433

3539.5

DD (year)

2.3

2.4

ADI (mm/year)

95.74

99.67

Increased drought magnitude (mm)

106.5

When the predicted rainfall records from 1970 to 2026 that obtained from ANFIS model were involved in
this comparison, and according to Table 2 the highest value of drought magnitude (4655 mm) occurred in
Hadher station with an average drought intensity of 148.62 mm/year and a drought duration of 1.9 per
year.
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Table 2. Actual and predicted rainfall records comparison for drought analysis
Actual rainfall records
Predicted rainfall records
Drough DM DD
ADI
Drough
DM
DD
ADI
Increased
Stations
t years mm year mm/yea t years
mm
year mm/yea
drought
%
r
%
r
magnitud
e mm
Mosul
343 2.3
95.74
3539.
2.4
99.67
106.5
46.5
48.3
3
5
Sinjar
313 3.8
128.36
3368.
3.9
137.94
234.3
52.7
53.9
4
3
Tel-Afar
308 3.2
131.21
3271.
3.6
139.24
188.7
54.0
56.3
3
7
Rabiaa
270 2.9
101.63
2911.
2.4
109.24
202.8
51.4
52.8
9
8
Bashiqah
200 2.7
85.23
2136.
2.9
90.47
129.7
48.7
49.4
7
7
Hadher
465 1.9
148.62
5051.
2.0
161.28
396.5
58.8
61.5
5
5
Total DM 19021
Total DM 20279.5
1258.5
The percentage of the drought years increased by 10.1% with increasing drought magnitude by 1258.5
mm during the nine years to 2026 in all study area. If this percentage continues to increase every nine
years, the study area will suffer from an unprecedented drought which will affect the agricultural structure
and the vegetation cover in particular and the environment in general. Also, the analysis of predicted
results shows that the drought levels in the southern and western regions of the study area (Sinjar, TelAfar, and Hadher stations) increased during the predicted period (2017-2026) by 6.2% as drought year
with increased drought magnitude by 819.5 mm compared to the northern and eastern parts (Mosul,
Rabiaa, and Bashiqah).
The actual SPI from 1970 to 2017 was calculated for the six stations using the gamma function that
evaluated by Edwards and McKee (1997). All drought conditions were observed that the entire study area
was affected by different drought levels where the average drought years and average wet years were
calculated as 54.4% and 45.6% respectively. Also, the drought analysis shows that the moderate drought
conditions ranging from -1.053 to -1.495, severe drought from -1.521 to -1.862 and extreme drought
conditions from -2.107 to -2.865.
Short and long-term meteorological drought (SPI-3 and SPI-12) were adopted to assessment
meteorological drought in the study area. SPI-3 time-scale as a short-term drought assessment where this
index is suitable for agricultural applications as an effective index for moisture conditions analysis for
agricultural lands in a growing season dependent on seasonal precipitation. The study area is known as
agricultural lands that produce wheat and barley crops which depend on the rainy season for their growth.
These areas are found in the northwest and southwest of the study area. The SPI-3 is therefore very
appropriate for analyzing the drought levels in these lands for the next few years. The predicted SPI-3
analysis showed that the land surrounding the stations (Sinjar, Tal Afar, and Hadher) would suffer from
increased droughts during the predicted period (2017-2026) where moderate drought will occur in land
surrounding Tal Afar station during the period 2017-2020, while extremely drought will occur in 20212026. Moderate drought, severe drought, and extreme drought will occur on land surrounding Sinjar
station during the periods 2017-2018, 2018-2019, and 2020-2026 respectively. In land surrounding
Hadher station moderate drought, severe drought, and extreme drought will occur during the period 20172019, 2019-2023, and 2023-2026 respectively as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Predicted SPI-3 classification for the period 2017-2026
SPI-3 classification
Station

Moderate
drought

Year

Tel-Afar

-1.132

2017-2021

Sinjar

- 1.351

2017-2018

-.1.516

-1.428

2017-2018

-1.593

Hadher

Severe
drought

Year

20182019
20192023

Extrem
e
drough
t
-2.224

2021-2026

-2.428

2020-2026

-2.761

2023-2026

Year

For long term drought assessment, the values of SPI-12 are directly related to the state of stream flows,
reservoirs levels, and groundwater levels. These values can explain the environmental changes resulting
from drought and desertification that can occur in an area over a long period of time. When analyzing the
SPI-12 for the study area using actual and predicted SPI, it was found that the region will generally
experience extreme drought conditions except for the Sinjar area, where the drought condition is
predicted to be severely dry as seen in Table 4. GIS was used to prepare a long-term spatial distribution
map based on actual and predicted SPI-12 as shown in Figure 4. This distribution map was discussed
according to drought levels (moderate drought, severe drought, and extreme drought that probably
accrued in the study area in the predicted period 2017-2026). Due to the increase in drought years and the
decreasing of the average annual rainfall from (512.6 to 396.7) mm, a moderate drought condition was
observed which affected the entire study area ranging from (-1.053 to -1.495) as shown in Figure 4-a.
Severe drought will also affect the study area where it will range from (-1.521 to -1.862) as shown in
Figure 4-b. The eastern part will be negatively affected with extreme drought condition ranging between
(-2.107 to -2.865). The study area represents a part of the feeding area of the Tigris River inside Iraq
throughout many tributaries, this means lower river water levels in the future; thus the groundwater
recharging system will be damaged and impact negatively on the supply of groundwater wells scattered in
the study area as shown in Figure 4-c.

Station
Mosul
Tel-Afar
Sinjar
Hadher
Rabiaa
Bashiqah

Table 4. Predicted SPI-12 classification for the period 2017-2026
SPI-12 classification
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
Year
Year
drought
drought
drought
-1.158
2018-2019
-1.862
2015-2016
-2.267
-1.319
2018-2019
-1.540
2014-2015
-2.820
-1.480
2015-2016
-1.685
2020-2021
-1.073
2018-2019
-1.192
2015-2016
-2.267
-1.158
2017-2018
-2.107
-2.865
-1.373
2017-2018
-1.521
2014-2015
-2.380
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of long term SPI-12 in the study area
CONCLUSIONS
There are many benefits to assessing the drought conditions of a region using the Standardized
Precipitation Index (SPI) because it requires only one type of input in the form of rainfall records and
easy mathematical equations. The SPI index is characterized by its ability to classify droughts as
moderate, severe, or extreme to give a clearer indication of the conditions of any area in terms of the
effect of drought. In addition, it is possible to calculate the drought characteristics by calculating its
duration, intensity, magnitude, and average.
The drought conditions were studied in the study area during three periods. In the first and second period,
1970 to 1992, 1992 through 2017, the rainfall records of six meteorological stations in the study area were
used for assessment the drought conditions while the third period included the extension of the rainfall
records up to the year 2026 by a designed ANFIS model for drought assessment. The use of this model in
predicting future values of short term SPI-3 and long-term SPI-12 can be useful for the monitoring and
analysis of all future cases of drought scenarios and can assist in the management and evaluation of
agricultural and environmental projects in the study area. The effects of such drought are starting to
appear through the decline of natural vegetation cover and encroaching sand dunes, particularly in the
southern and western regions of the study area.
In order to prevent the dangers of drought in the study area, effective solutions and rapid plans must be
implemented to reduce the growth of this phenomenon. Such plans may include exploitation of
precipitation in the rainy years and harvesting it with one of the rainwater harvesting techniques
according to the geological and geomorphological nature of the region. Irrigations systems should be
developed in the region and decrease the irrigation losses to the lowest possible extent. The remaining
natural vegetation should be preserved, and natural drought-tolerant plants should be cultivated in order to
stabilize the soil and prevent its erosion and thus turning into sandstorms. All of these actions together
can contribute to reducing the drought phenomenon and its impact on the study area.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, the hydrological-hydraulic model of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed in Istanbul is produced.
Then, the green roof is integrated into the model produced. The results of the model are evaluated and the
impacts of green roofs on the surface runoff on the watershed are investigated. First of all, the watershed
area, slope, boundary, elevation map, landuse, soil type and stream routes of the Tavukçu Stream
Watershed are modeled by using the Watershed Modeling System (WMS) computer program. Secondly,
Environmental Protection Agency Storm Water Management Model (EPA SWMM) program is used to
generate the hydrological-hydraulic model. Finally, 5%, 25% and 50% of the watershed area are defined
as green roof. In the model, the surface flow rate at the outlet of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed is
obtained as a result of precipitation. Then, the surface flow rate after green roof implementation in the
model is obtained. By comparing these flow rates obtained from model, the effect of different rates of
green roof applications on surface runoff is observed. In addition, cost analysis are made for green roof
applications with various ratio.
Keywords: Green Roof, WMS, EPA SWMM, Hydrological-Hydraulic Model, Tavukçu Stream
Watershed.
INTRODUCTION
Green roofs are known as “roof gardening” or “planted roof technology”. It can also be described as
living or eco-roofs (Piana and Carlisle, 2014). Today, especially in Europe and America, interest in the
green roof is increasing. Problems such as the reduction of earth resources, the cost of energy resources,
sewage systems drowning from the storm water drainage have made the green roof industry successful in
Europe. Germany promotes green roof systems (Li and Yeung, 2014). In Asia, Japan has become the
center of green roof technology. Tokyo is the first city where the roofs of at least 20% of all new
constructions are necessarily made of green roofs (Ismail et al., 2012). Green roofs are environmentally
friendly structures built to prevent environmental pollution besides their aesthetic appearance. In addition,
it is especially beneficial to reduce the peak flow rate of surface runoff caused by heavy rainfall (Melià et
al., 2018).
Considering the relationship between rainfall and flow rate, it is seen that the land use and permeable area
percentage are effective. If the impermeable areas on the catchment area increase, the peak of the surface
runoff increases. Therefore, flood occurs as the surface flow increases rapidly. Especially in high
urbanized areas, flood causes serious life and property losses (Gülbaz and Kazezyılmaz-Alhan, 2013;
Chang et al., 2008).
In this study, the hydrological-hydraulic model of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed in Istanbul is
established by using WMS and EPA SWMM. Moreover, the green roof implementation with various ratio
is integrated into model. After the green roof application, the decrease in peak flow rate and volume of
surface runoff is investigated. The hydrological-hydraulic model of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed

is simulated under rainfall event occurred on October 13-14, 2007 provided by Florya
Meteorological Station in Istanbul to calculate flowrate at the outlet of the watershed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area: Tavukçu Stream Watershed

The area of Tavukçu Stream Watershed is approximately 24 km². The Tavukçu Stream Watershed
includes Gaziosmanpaşa, Bağcılar, Bahçelievler and Bakırköy districts and the stream flows into the
Marmara Sea (Figure 1). Tavukçu Stream Watershed is selected as study area, since the residential area is
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very high on this watershed. The flood damage in an urbanized area is generally high in these types of
watershed.

Figure 1. General view of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed (Google Earth, Data SIO NOAA U.S. Navy
NGA GEBCO, Image Landsat/Copernicus)
WMS and EPA SWMM
WMS is a complete software program to use with hydrologic and hydraulic model program. Hydrologic
modules of WMS include EPA SWMM, HEC-HMS, HEC-1, TR-55, TR-20, Rational Method, NSS, OC
Rational, MODRAT, OC Hydrograph and HSPF and hydraulic modules of WMS include EPA SWMM,
SMPDBK HY-12 and HEC-RAS. WMS includes some operations such as geometric parameter
calculations, automated basin delineation, Geographical Information System (GIS) overlay computations
such as roughness coefficients and curve number, floodplain delineation and mapping, cross-section
determination using terrain data, storm drain analysis and runoff.
EPA SWMM is a dynamic simulation model for the surface runoff which develops on a watershed during
a rainfall event (Huber and Dickinson, 1988; Rossman, 2010). EPA SWMM calculates the quantity and
the quality of surface runoff on each subcatchment; the flow rate, depth, and concentration in each
conduit and junction. The change of rainfall intensity through time (hyetograph) is given as input to the
program; change of flow rate (hydrograph) and change of concentration (pollutograph) through time are
obtained as output from the program.
Model Generation
In order to model of Tavukçu Stream Watershed by using WMS, the input parameters, i.e. the
topographical map, the main stream section areas, and the satellite images are used. Topographical map
of Tavukçu Stream Watershed is obtained in DEM (Digital Elevation Model) format by using GIS
applications of WMS, which is then converted to TIN (Triangulate Irregular Network) format. Tavukçu
Stream Watershed boundary and the subcatchments are established by using WMS. Subcatchment, slope,
area, and width of the watershed are defined as input data and these data are obtained by using GIS
database in WMS. In addition, the parameters of main channels, which collect the overland flow
generated over the subcatchments, are determined by using GIS in WMS. In the next step, the boundaries
of the drainage area and the flow directions are determined. Then, outlet points are defined to determine
the junctions of the minor streams with the main stream. The total watershed area, which is 24 km2, is
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divided into 43 subcatchments (Figure 2). The slope, area, width and time of concentration (tc) for each
subcatchment are calculated by using DEM. In the hydrological modeling wizard, EPA SWMM is
selected as hydrological model.

Figure 2. General view of Watershed Modeling System (WMS) of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed
In order to generate Tavukçu Stream Watershed model by using EPA SWMM, first, input parameters are
defined into the program. These input parameters are topographical map, cross-sectional area of the main
river, soil properties of the study area, satellite images, hyetograph for different storms and urbanization
map of the area. Then, Tavukçu Stream Watershed area is divided into 43 subcatchments. The main
channels, which collect the surface runoff on subcatchments, are defined into the model as conduits by
using the topographical map. The number of conduits is 35. Their length and cross-sections are defined
into the model by using WMS. Each junction between each conduit is introduced into the model using its
invert elevation. There are 35 junctions in the watershed model. The rest of the input parameters, i.e.
Manning’s roughness coefficient (N) for pervious and impervious surfaces, Manning’s roughness
coefficient (n) for open channels and pipes, depth of depression storage (d) on pervious and impervious
areas and parameters, that define the soil type, are selected based on the typical values reported in the
literature (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; Ponce and Hawkins, 1996). The ratio of impervious area is
obtained by using google earth map and given in Table 1. Horton İnfiltration method is used to calculate
infiltrated water. Four rainfall data used in the model for each subcatchment is obtained from the Florya
Meteorological Station in Istanbul, Turkey. The rainfall data used is shown in Figure 3. Moreover, the
hydrodynamic model of Tavukçu Stream Watershed formed in EPA SWMM is shown in Figure 4.
As the final step of the model generated part, green roof implementation is introduced into the model. In
the model, an example green roof application is selected. There are 3 layers in green roof such as surface,
soil and drainage mat. The values used for these layers in the program are defined by using manual of the
program. The data selected for this model is shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1. Subcatchments (Subcatch. ID) and Percent of impervious area (%) (Imper. area %) entered in
the model
Subcatch.

ID.

Imper.
area
(%)

ID.

Imper.
area
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

85
70
30
45
5
5
5
5
5
5
20

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

5
5
15
50
25
75
75
75
80
85
85

Subcatch.

Subcatch. Imper. Subcatch. Imper.
area
area
ID.
ID.
(%)
(%)
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

80
80
80
85
75
80
80
80
80
80
80

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

75
80
80
80
80
60
40
20
15
15

Figure 3. Rainfall intensity versus time on October 13-14, 2007
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Figure 4. General view of EPA SWMM model of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed.

Figure 5. Green roof data in EPA SWMM program (Rossman, 2010).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulation results are presented for the storm event occured during October 13-14, 2007. The change
in surface runoff and volume with various ratio of green roof implementation and without green roof
implementation are observed and compared. Effects of green roof implementation on surface runoff
volume and peak flow rate are predicted. Figure 6 shows the predicted flow rates versus time at the outfall
of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed with various ratio of green roof implementation occurred during the
rainfall event on October 13-14, 2007. As it can be seen from this figure, when 5%, 25% and 50% of
green roof areas are considered in Tavukçu Stream Watershed, the peaks of the hydrographs (third peak)
decrease from 69.53 m3/s to 66.75 m3/s, 56.49 m3/s, and 44.49 m3/s, respectively. The other peak values
are shown in Table 2. Moreover, when 5%, 25% and 50% of green roof areas are considered, the total
amounts of surface water decrease from 1519x103 m3 to 1491 x103 m3, 1389 x103 m3, and 1260 x103 m3,
respectively. The results are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7 and summarized in Table 2. It is found
that when the green roof application increases, the peak flow rate and amount of water at the outlet of the
watershed decreases. Therefore, it is understood that the surface runoff which precipitates rapidly after
rainfall and causes flood is reduced.

Figure 6. Predicted flow rate versus time at the outfall of the Tavukçu Stream Watershed with the
various ratio of green roof during rainfall event on October 13-14, 2007.
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Figure 7. Amount of water generated at the outlet of Tavukçu Stream Watershed during rainfall
event for the various ratio of green roof.
Table 2. Peak flow rates generated at the outlet of Tavukçu Stream Watershed during rainfall event for
the various ratio of green roof
Percent of the flow
decreasing (%)
Peaks on the
5%
25%
50%
hydrographs
green green green
roof
roof
roof
First Peak
28.01
27.08
23.17
17.91
3.32 17.28 36.06
Second Peak
55.12
52.53
42.52
30.22
4.7
22.86 45.17
Third Peak
69.53
66.75
56.49
44.49
4
18.75 36.01
Final part of the study is cost analysis of green roof. The various ratio of the green roof is calculated and
the results are given in Table 3. These costs do not include the removal of existing roofs, insulation of the
roof and labor cost. Although the initial investment cost is higher than traditional roofing materials, it can
compensate for the difference due to reduced energy, stormwater management costs and longer lifetime
than traditional roofing costs.
without
green roof
Q (m3/s)

with
5% green
roof
Q (m3/s)

with
25% green
roof
Q (m3/s)

with
50% green
roof
Q (m3/s)

Table 3. Green roof ratio, area and cost table

Number of building

with
5% green roof
3454

with
25% green roof
15588

with
50% green roof
24630

Area (m2)

1381600

6235200

12315000

Total cost (TL)

37303200

168350400

332505000

CONCLUSION
In this study, a hydrodynamic model is established for Tavukçu Stream Watershed in Istanbul, Turkey by
using EPA SWMM and WMS. Flow rate and amount of water are calculated without green roof
implementation over the Tavukçu Stream Watershed under typical rainfall events recorded at Florya
Meteorological Station in Istanbul, Turkey. Then, green roof is integrated into the model with various
ratio such as 5%, 25% and 50%. After implementing green roof, change in peak flow rate and amount of
water is calculated and compared. Then, the impacts of green roof implementation on peak of surface
flow and amount of water for 5%, 25% and 50% ratios are investigated. With the use of green roof
application, it is observed that there is a significant decrease in peak flow and amount of surface runoff.
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Finally, cost analysis is performed for the green roof implementation. The results show that the green roof
implementation is beneficial to decrease peak flow rate and amount of water.
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ABSTRACT
Calculating flow rate in streams by developing hydrological model is crucial to predict and to prevent
floods. Flood is a natural disaster caused by the rise of the water level in the streambed. It causes loss of
life and properties, especially when it occurs on high-density residential areas. One of the most important
reason of the flood is meteorological events and the other reason is the human factor. Changes in the
precipitation regime as a result of global warming and high density rainfall events cause floods on urban
and rural areas. Therefore, the flow regimes of the stream on residential areas need to be investigated to
diminish future flood damage. There are many urban flood disasters in recent years in Istanbul. This
situation indicates that studies should be conducted in the flood area. In this study, a hydrological model
is developed for the Alibeyköy Watershed. For this purpose, Watershed Modeling System (WMS)
computer program is used to obtain satellite and digital elevation map (DEM) of the watershed. Then,
Hydrologic Engineering Center-Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) program is used to generate
the hydrological model of Alibeyköy Watershed. The hydrological model is calibrated by using the
precipitation and flow rate data measured previously on the watershed. The calibrated hydrological model
is used for the analysis of heavy rainfall events and the maximum flow rates in the Pirinçci Stream, which
is the main channel on the watershed.
Keywords: Alibeyköy Watershed, Flood, Hydrological Model, WMS, HEC-HMS
INTRODUCTION
Flood is one of the most common natural disasters (Sepetçioğlu, 2013) and it has natural factors such as
meteorological, topographic, and geomorphological and human factors (Sen et al., 2013). Flood affects
daily life in societies and causes economic and environmental destructive losses (Mahmood Siddiqui et al.,
2011; Dilley et al., 2005; Marchand, 2010). In addition, human activities and global climate change are
among the reasons why flood impacts are so great. Rapid population growth and increase in the
residential area cause unplanned urbanization. This situation affects especially water resources such as
stream, lake, and watershed area. The components of the hydrologic balance, precipitation, discharge and
evapotranspiration, are disturbed by uncontrolled and unplanned urbanization on watershed and
streambeds (Özdemir, 2007; Burgan, 2013). As a result of this, floods cause loss of life and property.
According to Republic of Turkey Ministry of Interior Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency
(AFAD), 302 flood events are occurred and 145 people died in the last decade (Web-1).
Flood early warning systems is crucial to manage flood risk. Therefore, estimation of flood peak flow and
hydrographs is very important to diminish the flood damage (Bora E. et al. 2019). Flood forecasting is
very important to prevent future loss of life or property (Olivera and Maidment 2000). Especially due to
the increasing population and the impact of urbanization, accurate planning is needed. In order to make
well-planned urbanization near the streams on watershed, it is required to determine the hydrological
model of the watershed and to determine the flood flow rates (Dikici, and Kazezyılmaz-Alhan, 2018).
Hydrological models are tools that represent the actual hydrology of the basin through a number of
simplified mathematical functions. These tools also help us to foresee the hydrological response of any
application within the scope of water management in the river basin (Verma et al., 2010). There is a
complex hydrological process between the amount of rainfall falling into a basin and the amount of water
flowing from that basin. In this process, many parameters such as meteorological variables,
characteristics of drainage basin and flow channel need to be considered (Koçyiğit, et al., 2017).
There are several studies in the literature for flood modeling (Hoseinil, et al., 2017; Soliman, et al., 2015;
Maus et al., 1999; Gülbaz et al., 2017; Taylan et al., 2017; Sener, 2012). Elkhrancy (2018) conducted a
flood analysis for the Necran Valley by using Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Similarly, Bora
and Onuşluel-Gül (2019) created a flood model of the Güvenç Watershed by using HEC-HMS program.
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Koçyiğit et al. (2017) established the hydrological model of Kocanaz Basin in the Western Black Sea by
using HEC-HMS. They used two flood data in 2002 and 2013 during the calibration and validation
process of the study. In this study, HEC-HMS and HEC-GeoRAS models were created. In addition, a 90year return period was observed in Taiwan by applying HEC-HMS to model the flow due to typhoon
(Chen and Huang, 2013). A model was established with HEC-HMS in order to observe the flow caused
by Hurricane Ivan on Jamaica Hope River Air (Mandal et al., 2016).
In this study, a hydrological model is developed for the Alibeyköy Watershed located on the European
side of Istanbul. This watershed is selected as the study area, since there is a big tendency of change from
rural to urban area in Alibeyköy Watershed. The reason of the tendency is a great potential of population
growth due to the new developments of infrastructures in the watershed. These new infrastructures
include third Bhosphorus Bridge, third airport of Istanbul and finally Canal Istanbul project. High
urbanization is expected in the next 10 years and these changes will have negative effects on the
ecosystem in the future. Therefore, the impacts of urbanization on Alibeyköy Watershed is required to
investigate. The aim of this study is to determine peak flow rates in the Pirinçci Stream on the watershed
under heavy rainfalls. For this purpose, WMS and HEC-HMS programs which are generally used in the
literature are used to model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
GIS, which is a technology used since the 1970s, is frequently used in studies today (Elçi et al. 2017). In
this study, WMS supported by GIS is used to create satellite and digital elevation map (DEM) of the
watershed. And, HEC-HMS supported by WMS is used for the hydrological model of the watershed.
Study Site: Alibeyköy Watershed
Alibeyköy Watershed is located on the European Continental side of Istanbul in Turkey (Figure 1). It has
a drainage area of 161 km2 and supplies an important portion of Istanbul’s drinking water. There are 10
streams which gather overland flow generated over the basin. Alibeyköy Watershed area is composed of
23% of agricultural and pasture land, 15% of residential and industrial areas, 60% of forest and 2% of
dam area (Gülbaz et. al., 2017). However, there is a great potential of population growth due to the new
developments of infrastructures in the basin.

Figure 1. General view of Alibeyköy Waterhed (Google Earth, Data SIO NOAA U.S. Navy NGA
GEBCO, Image Landsat/Copernicus).
Watershed Modelling System (WMS) Model
WMS is a comprehensive graphical modeling for all phases of watershed hydrology and hydraulics. It has
modeling processes such as automated basin delineation, geometric parameter calculations, GIS overlay
computations (roughness coefficients, rainfall depth and curve number), cross-section extraction from
terrain data, etc. (Web-2). It is used to support data for the programs used for hydrologic and hydraulic
modeling of watershed.
In order to model of Alibeyköy Watershed by using WMS, the input parameters, i.e. the topographical
map, the main stream section areas, and the satellite images are used. Topographical map of Alibeyköy
Watershed is obtained in DEM format (Figure 2-a) by using GIS applications of WMS, which is then
converted to TIN (Triangulate Irregular Network) format. Alibeyköy Watershed boundary and the
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subcatchments are established by using WMS. Subcatchment, slope, area, and width of the watershed are
defined as input data and these data are obtained by using GIS database in WMS. In addition, the
parameters of main channels, which collect the overland flow generated over the subcatchments, are
determined by using GIS in WMS. In the next step, the boundaries of the drainage area and the flow
directions are determined by using Topographic Parameterization Program (TOPAZ). Then, outlet points
are defined to determine the junctions of the minor streams with the main stream. The total watershed
area, which is 161 km2, is divided into 16 subcatchments (Figure 2-b). The slope, area, width and time of
concentration (tc) for each subcatchment are calculated by using DEM. In the hydrological modeling
wizard, HEC-HMS is selected as hydrological model.
Hydrologic Engineering Center-Hydrologic Modelling System (HEC-HMS) Model
Hydrologic Modelling System is developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Fieldman, 2000).
HEC-HMS models precipitation-runoff processes of dendritic watershed systems. It has the capability of
simulating the floods and natural watershed runoff as well as meteorological phenomena such as
evapotranspiration, snow melting and precipitation. The primary model components are basin models,
meteorological models and control specifications. A simulation calculates the precipitation-runoff
response in the basin model given input from the meteorological model. The control specifications define
the time period and time step of the simulation run (Fleming and Brauer, 2006). All hydrological
elements are connected to a network in order to model the relationship between precipitation and flow.
Basin-subbasin, reaches and junctions are main hydrological elements (Scharffenberg, 2016).
The information of the watershed previously obtained by WMS is used in the hydrological model
developed by using HEC-HMS. The rainfall data and percent of impervious area are defined into the
model. The ratio of impervious area on the watershed is defined as 20% in the model. In this study, peak
flow rates at the outlet of the watershed are calculated under 50 mm and 100 mm precipitation depth.

Figure 2. (a) Digital Topographical Map of Alibeyköy Watershed; (b) Hydrological model of the
Alibeyköy Watershed with HEC-HMS
Model Calibration
The hydrological model developed by HEC-HMS is calibrated by using precipitation and flow rate data
previously measured by Gülbaz, et al. (2017). For this purpose, first, measured precipitation data are
defined into HEC-HMS model. Then, flow rate data is calculated and obtained from the model. Finally,
the parameters defined into the HEC-HMS are calibrated by using calculated and measured flow rate data.
The values of these parameters are tuned until the flow rate simulated by the model matches the measured
flow rate. During the calibration stage of the study, many trials are done in order to match model results
with the measured data. As it can be seen in Figure 3, simulated flow hydrograph matches with the
measured flow hydrograph.
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Figure 3. Measured and calculated flow rates for the calibration of the hydrodynamic model in
HEC-HMS at downstream point of the watershed.
RESULTS
The calibrated hydrological model obtained for the Alibeyköy Waterhed is simulated under two different
precipitation depths. Synthetic precipitations with a precipitation depth of 50 mm and 100 mm are defined
into the model. Flow rates are calculated and obtained from the outlet of the watershed which is named as
18C in the Figure 2-b. The peak flow rates obtained under heavy precipitation are shown in Table 1. In
addition, the hydrographs observed at the watershed outlet point after 50 mm and 100 mm precipitation
are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Table 1. Peak Flowrate of the Hydrograph obtained from HEC-HMS model.
Precipitation Depth
(mm)
50 (Type-1)
100 (Type-1)

Location

Peak Flowrate of the Hydrograph
(m3/s)

autfall-18C
autfall-18C

21.5
51.8
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Figure 4. Precipitation and calculated flow rate (hydrograph) at the outfall of the Alibeyköy
Watershed during 50 mm precipitation depth.

Figure 5. Precipitation and calculated flow rate (hydrograph) at the outfall of the Alibeyköy
Watershed during 100 mm precipitation depth.
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CONCLUSIONS
Early warning systems for flash floods are the most effective non-structural measures in managing floods.
Hydrological models of watershed are crucial to manage flood risk effectively in urban areas. Because,
hydrological models can be used with the flood early warning system together. Therefore, development of
hydrological model is required for the urbanized areas. In this study, a hydrological model for Alibeyköy
Watershed located on the European side of Istanbul is developed by using WMS and HEC-HMS. For this
purpose, the input parameters for the hydrological model such as the topographical map, the main stream
section areas, and the satellite images are obtained by using WMS computer program. Then, the
hydrological model of Alibeyköy Watershed is developed by using HEC-HMS model. The hydrological
model is calibrated by using precipitation and flow rate data previously measured on the watershed. The
calibrated hydrological model is used for the analysis of heavy precipitation on the watershed. Moreover,
the maximum flow rates in the Pirinçci Stream which is the main channel on the watershed are calculated.
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ABSTRACT
A series of experiments are performed on Summit supercomputer to benchmark and characterize the
computational performance of the Weather and Research Forecasting (WRF) model on CPU and GPU
platforms. The implementation includes the complete dynamical core and select physics options based on
OpenACC directives, such that a full WRF model can be executed on GPU-based systems. Previous
studies have shown that new computing platforms, such as GPUs, have substantial speed-ups over the
traditional CPU based computations. Our benchmarks indicate that the model can perform up-to 8x in
dynamics-only and 5x faster in physics-enabled simulation configurations with GPUs. For average loads,
1 GPU is about 2 times faster than the entire CPU node on Summit supercomputer. Memory usage
statistics of CPU and GPU setups were also explored in single and multi-node parallel configurations.
Memory footprint of a simulation domain grows linearly with increasing rank counts which points
inefficiencies in the model’s memory management. We plan to extend benchmark efforts to include finescale model timings, such as components of model dynamics and physics, MPI specifics, and IO layer.
Implications of the work for lossy data compression and extreme resolution simulations of select
hurricanes will be presented. Our benchmark results highlight that high-resolution NWP simulations
require substantial algorithmic redesign and/or surrogate models to accelerate time-to-solution in order to
efficiently utilize exascale computing resources.
Keywords: WRF, GPU, Summit, Exascale
INTRODUCTION
A series of experiments are performed on Summit supercomputer to benchmark and characterize the
computational performance of the Weather and Research Forecasting (WRF; Powers et al. 2017) model
on CPU and GPU platforms. The WRF model is one of the most commonly used numerical weather
forecasting tools in the atmospheric and climate science community. Previous studies have shown that
new computing platforms, such as GPUs, perform substantial speed-ups over the traditional CPU based
results.
Early benchmark results by NVIDIA (Adie et al. 2018) and TempoQuest Inc. (Abdi et al. 2018) show
about 5x acceleration on GPUs using a limited version of the WRF model. Despite the promising
speedups, these results are obtained on x86 platforms and to date there are no porting efforts on Power9
nodes. With this milestone, we will enable GPU parallelism in select dynamics and physics layers of the
model through OpenACC-based directives. We plan to attain ~ 10x performance improvements on single
node GPU vs CPU benchmarks primarily with the model dynamics core.
The simulations are conducted using the version 3.7.1 of the WRF model, which is the version NVIDIA’s
GPU developments are based on. The model is compiled in “em_les” configuration to ease the
experiments, especially to reduce the complexity of initial dataset generation. Therefore more focus is
placed on compute aspects of the model. Although “em_real” configuration is the target application,
practically same dynamics and physics routines are used within the idealized and real WRF setups.
By default, XL compiler and SpectrumMPI are loaded upon logging to the Summit. The PGI compiler
(pgi/19.1), CUDA (cuda/9.2.148), and netCDF (netcdf-fortran/4.4.4 and netcdf/4.6.1) libraries are loaded
before the compilation and simulation stages. Since the initial datasets (wrfinput_d01) exceed 2GB on
some of the configurations, the model is compiled with WRFIO_NCD_LARGE_FILE_SUPPORT=1 to
enable writing files over 2 GB.
This study uses a base domain configuration of 384 x 384 grid points in horizontal with 42 vertical levels
in vertical directions. The ~0.6M grid point configuration is selected from the ongoing ensemble urban
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canopy model simulations. All the experiments utilize single-domain setup, partly because of the
simplicity of experiments and the GPU port does not support domain nesting capability. For the
simplicity of comparisons we ignore IO, initialization, communication timings which could be examined
in further studies.
TECHNICAL WORK SCOPE, APPROACH, RESULTS
Dynamics-Only Experiments
In this section, we describe benchmarks of the model solver dynamics. Starting with the base nz=42
configuration, vertical levels are multiplied such that input files (wrfinput_d01) for nz=84, 126, 168, 210,
and 252 are created using the model initialization tool, ideal.exe. The model employs the 3rd order RungaKutta time-integration scheme with a time-step of 1 s. High-order spatial integration is computed using
horizontal resolution (Δx and Δy) of 100 m. The details of model dynamics setup are shown through
Listing 1 in the Appendix.
Summit compute nodes contain 42 IBM POWER9 CPUs (2-sockets each with 21 CPUs) and 6 NVIDIA
Volta V100 GPUs (Summit User Guide). It is quoted that about 95% of the compute capability of nodes
come from the GPU accelerators. Following the node layout we designed experiments that use
1,2,4,9,16,25,36, and 42 CPUs and 1,2,3,4,5, and 6 GPUs with different vertical levels specified above.
We designed the experiments to test the performances for varying degrees of computational loads. Thus
42 and 36 different runs are conducted for CPU and GPUs, respectively. Example job submission scripts
are provided in Listings 3 and 4. Note that, as the model domain has equal grid points in both x and y
dimensions, load balancing can be problematic in most of the GPU configurations, as sub-domains are
not divided equally among the processors.
Timings from single-node dynamics-only GPU and CPU experiments are shown in Table 11 and
Table 2. For both setups the model is run 1-minute and the timings (in seconds) are reported as average
time per timestep. All experiments are successfully executed on CPU. The GPU experiments have all but
one case failed as the run terminated with out of memory error. In this case (nz=252), total memory
required by the configuration exceeds 16 GB limit of the GPU. In fact, the entire domain is 15307272296
bytes (15.3 GB), so a segfault was issued without allocation of the required memory space. In terms of
memory requirements, CPUs can utilize much larger space (512 GB per node), thus would allow
configuring larger domains.
For the low load (nz=42) case, the performance of GPUs increases only 1.5x, while about 23 times speedup is achieved from 1 to 42 CPU experiment. The GPU metric in this case is indicative of horizontally
decomposed domain small for efficient computation. For the CPU case, in ideal conditions, one would
expect 42 times speed-up. This means MPI communication overhead is limiting the parallel efficiency to
about 55%. For the high load (nz=252) case we cannot compare timings from 1 to 6 GPU runs, as the
large domain size results in out of memory error in 1 GPU. If we compare timings from 2 to 6 GPU, then
a speed-up of 1.8x is obtained. About 3x speed-ups are possible based on a rough extrapolation through
nz=210 column timings. Interestingly, 42 CPU timings are about 19x better than 1 CPU, which means
decreasing performance of CPUs with increasing workload.
The timings indicate different saturation characteristics for CPU and GPUs. For example, doubling nz for
CPU requires 2-times longer integration, whereas nz should be more than doubled for GPUs for the same
scenario. When computational elements in the vertical multiplied by 6 (from nz=42 to nz=252), time-tosolution scales within a factor 2 to 4 for different number of GPUs. However, CPU timings scale more
linearly to the change in vertical levels, by a factor of 6 to 7. Overall, full node performance (6-GPU vs
42-CPUs) varies from 2.5 to 7x.
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Table 1. Timings from single-node dynamics-only GPU experiments. The values below nz columns
indicate average time per timestep which are reported in seconds.
GPUs, #

X

Y

nz=42

nz=84

nz=126

nz=168

nz=210

nz=252

1

1

1

0.20

0.37

0.52

0.66

0.81

NA

2

2

1

0.16

0.25

0.36

0.45

0.54

0.64

3

1

3

0.13

0.20

0.28

0.36

0.43

0.50

4

2

2

0.15

0.20

0.27

0.32

0.39

0.46

5

1

5

0.12

0.17

0.22

0.27

0.32

0.38

6

2

3

0.14

0.18

0.22

0.27

0.31

0.36

NA: No timing obtained as the run failed with out of memory error.
Table 2. Timings from single-node dynamics-only CPU experiments.
CPUs, #

X

Y

nz=42

nz=84

nz=126

nz=168

nz=210

nz=252

1

1

1

7.62

15.54

23.19

31.04

38.89

46.82

4

2

2

2.22

4.44

6.75

8.96

11.39

13.63

9

3

3

1.09

2.21

3.31

4.44

5.65

6.74

16

4

4

0.75

1.58

2.41

3.24

4.05

4.88

25

5

5

0.57

1.25

1.96

2.67

3.36

4.05

36

6

6

0.39

0.88

1.38

1.89

2.41

2.92

42

6

7

0.33

0.74

1.16

1.60

2.06

2.50

Physics-Enabled Experiments
Based on the same model dynamics configuration, we conducted experiments by enabling physics options
that are common in both CPU and GPU models. Note that while the original CPU implementation is rich
with physics packages, only a select number of options are ported to GPUs. Physics-enabled setups are
more complex compared to dynamics cases. Especially extra costs are associated with the Thompson
physics at the initialization stage. We have not made any efforts to compare model initialization timings
in this benchmark.
The following physics options are enabled: Thompson microphyiscs (mp_physics = 8), LW Radiation via
RRTM scheme (ra_lw_physics = 1), SW Radiation via Dudhia scheme (ra_sw_physics = 1), Surface
layer via Revised MM5 Monin-Obukhov scheme (sf_sfclay_physics = 1), Land-surface interactions via
thermal diffusion scheme (sf_surface_physics = 1), Planetary boundary layer treatment via YSU scheme
(bl_pbl_physics = 1). Listing 2 provides the details of the physics-enabled setup. We plan to benchmark
the performance of a more commonly used radiation scheme, RRTMG, in a following study.
Table 3 and Table 4 show model timings from single-node physics-enabled GPU and CPU experiments.
Since the radiation scheme much slower compared to other components of the model, the radiation
calculations are performed less frequently. Thus the timings of radiation scheme are reported separately in
Table 5 and Table 6. Two types of errors are encountered at this stage: 1) Out of memory errors on GPU,
2) model failures due to CFL violations on CPU. Note that re-submitting the jobs fixes the problem in the
case of CPU experiments, though not all cases. We speculate that these errors might arise from a bug in
the source code or the PGI compiler, though the exact reason is not clear at this point.
We see that the full-node acceleration is about 1.5 to 3X for physics-enabled GPU simulations over CPU
simulations. Overall, accelerations of physics simulations are about 2 times lesser compared to the
dynamics-only setup. The discrepancies are attributed to the fact that the entire physics packages are not
efficiently mapped to GPU parallelism and additional costs associated with transferring data between
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CPU and GPUs. When computational elements in the vertical are multiplied by 6 (from nz=42 to nz=252),
time-to-solution scales within a factor 4 to 5 for different number of GPUs. However, CPU timings scale
more linearly to the change in vertical levels by a factor of 6 to 7, which is similar to the dynamics-only
experiments. For the case of radiation scheme, the full-node accelerations are around 3x for all the
different load sizes.
Table 3. Timings from single-node physics enabled GPU experiments.
GPUs, #

X

Y

nz=42

nz=84

nz=126

nz=168

nz=210

nz=252

1

1

1

1.16

2.21

NA

NA

NA

NA

2

1

2

0.71

1.22

1.82

2.42

NA

NA

3

1

3

0.49

0.88

1.26

1.67

2.08

2.56

4

2

2

0.43

0.72

1.10

1.39

1.68

2.07

5

1

5

0.35

0.60

0.85

1.12

1.40

1.72

6

2

3

0.35

0.54

0.77

0.97

1.22

1.45

NA: No timing obtained as the run failed with out of memory error.
Table 4. Timings from single-node physics enabled CPU experiments.
CPUs, #

X

Y

nz=42

nz=84

nz=126

nz=168

nz=210

nz=252

1

1

1

15.92

29.56

42.76

57.06

70.70

87.13

4

2

2

4.42

8.42

12.80

16.62

20.83

26.02

9

3

3

2.11

3.97

6.05

8.07

10.08

12.64

16

4

4

1.40

NA

4.28

5.60

7.00

8.56

25

5

5

NA

2.02

3.17

4.28

5.41

6.66

36

6

6

0.68

1.42

2.26

3.05

3.83

4.69

42

6

7

0.57

1.20

1.91

2.59

3.27

4.11

NA: No timing obtained as the run failed with CFL violations.
Table 5. Timings from single-node radiation scheme only GPU experiments.
GPUs, #

X

Y

nz=42

nz=84

nz=126

nz=168

nz=210

nz=252

1

1

1

4.41

6.76

NA

NA

NA

NA

2

1

2

2.45

3.62

4.69

5.87

NA

NA

3

1

3

1.66

2.51

3.20

3.98

4.84

5.77

4

2

2

1.28

1.89

2.64

3.20

3.87

4.59

5

1

5

1.06

1.58

2.03

2.54

3.08

3.64

6

2

3

0.93

1.30

1.76

2.17

2.71

3.14
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Table 6. Timings from single-node radiation scheme only CPU experiments.
CPUs, #

X

Y

nz=42

nz=84

nz=126

nz=168

nz=210

nz=252

1

1

1

103.95

131.82

161.49

192.12

222.58

255.46

4

2

2

26.22

34.48

43.77

51.29

59.67

68.92

9

3

3

11.79

15.52

19.72

23.58

27.40

31.86

16

4

4

7.87

NA

13.31

15.76

18.55

19.30

25

5

5

NA

6.30

8.14

9.87

11.67

13.64

36

6

6

3.18

4.87

6.32

7.63

8.95

10.33

42

6

7

2.70

3.73

4.84

5.95

7.04

8.42

To summarize the full-node (6 GPU vs 42 CPU) performance, we plotted dynamics-only and physicsenabled model speed-ups as a function of number of vertical layers in Figure 1. The curves show
dynamics-only speed-ups have a steeper slope compared to the physics-enable cases, which corresponds
to better gains with increased load on GPUs. Overall, the dynamics-only GPU setup shows great potential
with a possibility to double effective resolution compared to CPU version.

Figure 1. Full-node model speed-up for dynamics-only and physics-enabled configurations.
Memory Requirements
These sets of results are based on 384x384x252 grid to demonstrate memory usage of CPU/GPU setups
for varying MPI ranks. MPI memory profiling is performed by utilizing libmpitrace library. Figure 2
shows WRF's memory consumption doubles from 1-rank to full-node both for dynamics-only and physics
enabled configurations. Although restart file size is 9.3 GB in dynamics-only configuration, 1-rank
memory consumes over 20 GB. For physics-enabled case, restart file size is 11 GB (increased by about
1.7 GB from dycore setup). This means majority of extra memory usage is originating from the dynamics
setup. Simulations are carried out with double-precision floating point arrays, so restart size x 2 = 22 GB
looks reasonable on memory. The rest memory growth (in halo regions) are consistent for increasing
number of ranks. A possible explanation for the additional memory usage is that WRF uses other
intermediate arrays while the setup is loaded in memory. We show that GPU version has similar trends
for 2 to 6 GPU runs. Note that, 1-GPU case segfaults with out of memory error. GPU setup has a jump in
total memory values since domain decomposition changes from 2x2 to 1x5 configuration.
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Figure 2: Rank mean and total memory consumption for the single-node experiments for both CPU and
GPU setups.
CONCLUSION
For the given horizontal domain size, full node performance (6-GPU vs 42-CPU) of the WRF model
varies from 2.5 to 7x on dynamics-only setup. Results show that, for average loads, 1 GPU is about 2
times faster than the entire CPU node. However, the full-node acceleration is limited to about 1.5 to 3x
for physics-enabled simulations. The trends in the dynamics-only speed-up is indicative of more room for
acceleration if more vertical layers employed in the simulation. The physics/dynamics coupling can be
further optimized for better GPU performance. In order to run multi-GPU simulations, PAMI layer is
disabled by setting PAMI_DISABLE_IPC=1. An alternative approach of running multi-GPU simulations,
which has more efficient utilization of intra-node resources, shows up to 25% improvement in the speedups.
Additionally, we presented combined memory usage stats of CPU and GPU setups. The large memory
growth from single-rank to full-node configuration indicates WRF is not memory friendly out of the box.
Actual memory usage depends on the dynamics and physics configurations. Manual tunings in WRF
Registry is needed to optimize memory usage.
We plan to conduct experiments for multi-node multi CPU/GPU with a focus on weak and strong scaling
benchmarks. More development efforts are needed to adopt GPU specific code changes to WRF v4x
series (where the model has design improvements and improved physics capability). Additionally,
discussions in-progress to port domain nesting capability and urban canopy specific model functionality
in the GPU model.
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ABSTRACT
Extreme maximum (Tx) and extreme minimum temperature (Tn) frequency distributions during winter
for blocked conditions were analyzed for Turkey for the period from 1977 to 2016 by using
observational data. Tx varies between 0.0 and 1.0 whilst Tn varies between 0.8 and 2.4. It is quite clear
that atmospheric blocking has a greater cooling effect during winter. The maximum Tx frequency is
observed in association with blocking in the westernmost sector and the maximum Tn frequency is
observed with blocking in the easternmost sector. Block intensity has a decreasing effect on maximum
Tn and decreasing effect on maximum Tx. The maximum Tx frequency decreases with the increase in
the size however, the greatest Tn frequency is observed within the second sector and lowest within the
third sector. The block duration has a decreasing effect for Tx frequencies and increasing effect for Tn.
Keywords: atmospheric blocking, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, Turkey
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric blocking (a stationary anti-cyclone located within the mid-latitudes) plays an important role
in the mid-latitude regional weather patterns. It blocks the typical westerly winds and is associated with
stagnant weather over the high-pressure region and surroundings. Thus, blocking can be associated with
severe weather such as flash floods, dry spells, extremely low and high temperatures.
The impacts of atmospheric blocking on extreme weather events also has been investigated due to their
adverse effects on society, agriculture, and the economy. Some studies focused on extreme cold
temperatures (Diao et al. 2015; Whan et al. 2016) cold spells (Luo et al. 2016; O’Reilly et al. 2017),
extreme warm temperatures (Rimbu et al. 2014), and extreme precipitation (Nunes et al. 2017;
Rabinowitz et al. 2018) as related to blocking.
The effects of blocking on Turkey has not been studied widely. Tayanç et al. (1998) is the first study that
mentions blocking for a blizzard event, investigating one of the most famous blizzards that occurred for
Istanbul, Turkey. They determined that the blizzard was caused by the cyclone which was associated
with blocking. Demirtaş (2017), examined the 2012 winter season which was associated with prolonged
cold spells in Europe due to omega-shaped blocking event centered over Siberia and concluded that
Turkey experienced a cold wave event that persisted anywhere from 4 – 18 days, depending on the
location within the country. One of the most recent studies, Efe et al. (2019a) investigated the influence
of blocking on temperatures for different blocking features during all seasons. It is concluded that
blocking plays a crucial role on the temporal distribution of mean temperatures although blocking
frequency is around 30 percent. Efe et al. (2019b) examined the impacts of blocking on precipitation.
They found that blocking results in a greater mean precipitation frequency all across the country, the
increase varies between 12 to 42 percent.
DATA AND METHODOLDGY
Data
The 500 hPa geopotential height fields were retrieved from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Reanalysis - 1 dataset
(Kalnay et. al. 1996). These data are favorable to use for blocking detection and has been used by several
studies (e.g. Mokhov et al. 2014; Sitnov et al. 2014; Efe et al. 2019a, b). There are several data types
available for both surface and pressure levels with 6-h temporal solution and 2.5o x 2.5o spatial (latitudelongitude) resolution. The data set has a temporal coverage from 1948 to the present. The daily 500 hPa
geopotential height data from NCEP – NCAR Reanalysis – 1 for 0000 UTC were used in this study for
the period of January 1, 1977, to December 31, 2016. The study domain was selected as 20o W – 90o E
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and 30o N – 90o N; this was selected to capture all the blocking events that can affect Turkey (e.g. Efe et
al. 2019a).
The location of the stations used in this study is presented in Figure 1. The daily minimum and maximum
data for winter for these 77 stations located across all regions of Turkey were obtained by the Turkish
State Meteorological Service. The data is continuous for all stations from January 1, 1977, to December
31, 2016.

Figure 1. Location of the stations used in this study
Methodology
Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) described a 1-D blocking detection method. In this method two geopotential
height gradients; Geopotential Height Gradient for Southern part of base latitude (GHGS) and
Geopotential Height Gradient for Northern part of base latitude (GHGN), for each longitude are
calculated by using a base latitude (the method is also applied to the first grids at south and north of the
base latitude). Barriopedro et al. (2006) modified this method with different latitude for northern gradient
and different increments based on the availability of NCEP – NCAR reanalysis data.
Any longitude is accepted as blocked when both GHGS and GNGN verify the condition expressed by (1)
for at least one of the five latitudes (base, two south of the base and two north of the base):
GHGS > 0
GHGN < -10 gpm / o lat &
The anomaly of geopotential height at a given latitude and longitude > 0

(1)

Five (12.5o) or more contiguous grid points are required to satisfy the criterions described in (1)
simultaneously, with the allowance of one non-blocked longitude between the blocked longitudes to
verify the minimum longitudinal extent. The minimum duration criteria is 5 days. Blocking intensity
definition that is adopted from Wiedenmann et al. (2002) with different block center and block box
definition, and temporal algorithm to track blocking used in this study are also described in Barriopedro
et al. (2006).
The extreme cold temperature (Tn) for winter is defined as the minimum temperature that is lower than
the first percentile of all minimum temperature values during winter (December, January and February).
The extreme warm temperature (Tx) is defined as the maximum temperature that is greater than the 99th
percentile of all maximum temperature values of winter season. The frequency of extreme events during
blocking is calculated as the proportion of the number of days with extreme events to the total number of
blocking days. The frequency of extreme events was examined as related to the characteristics of
atmospheric blocking events. The study domain is divided into four sectors; 20 oW – 0 oE (hereafter S1),
0 – 30 oE (hereafter S2), 30 – 60 oE (hereafter S3), 60 – 90 oE (hereafter S4), respectively to be consistent
with Efe et al. (2019a, b). The block duration and block size are divided into three sub-categories by
using percentiles: short-term (small) for the values smaller than the 25th percentile, moderate (moderate)
for the values between 25th and 75th percentile and persistent (large) for the values greater than the 75th
percentile. All figures were illustrated via the ggplot2 R-package (Wickham, 2016). All calculations are
done using R-programming (R Core Team, 2018).
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RESULTS
Whole Data
The mean Tx (Tn) distribution during the winter season is seen in Figure 2 (Figure 3). The Tx (Tn)
values fluctuate between 0.0 (0.8) and 1 (2.4) across the country. The central Black Sea Region, areas in
the Central Anatolia Region, areas in the Aegean Region and an area at the northeastern part of the
country (Areas in the most southern and southeast part of the country) have the minimum mean Tx
(Tn) values lower than 0.2 (1.0) percent. Almost all East Anatolia Region (Almost all Anatolia) has the
Tx (Tn) values less than 0.7 (that fluctuates between 1.0 – 1.8) percent. A small portion of southeast
Anatolia, East Anatolia and Mediterranean Region (The Trace Region, east Black Sea coastline and a
small part of the Central Anatolia) have Tx (Tn) values greater than 0.7 (1.8) percent. Thus, blocking
has a larger impact for Tn distribution although it has a lesser impact for Tx during the winter season
overall.

Figure 2. The Tx frequency distribution during blocked days

Figure 3. The Tn frequency distribution during blocked days
Block Center
In this section, the Tx (Tn) frequency distribution for different sectors of blocking activity during winter
is examined. The Tx (Tn) frequency distribution is seen in Figure 4. The Tx (Tn) values fluctuate
between 0.0 (0.0) and 5.3 (1.4) percent when the block center is located in S1. Areas in the South East
Anatolia Region and the Mediterranean Region (An area in the southwest part of the country ) have
the maximum Tx (Tn) frequency with the value of greater than (around ) 5.0 (1.4) percent. The western
part and some areas across the country (The rest of the country) have minimum Tx (Tn) values around
(smaller than) 0 (0.6) percent (Figure 4a / Figure 4b). When the block center is located in S2, Tx (Tn)
frequency values have a minimum and maximum of 0.0 (0.1) and 1.0 (2.5) percent respectively. An area
in the East Anatolia Region (The southern and northern parts of the country except Marmara
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Region) has the greatest Tx (Tn) frequency values whilst the rest of the country (inner parts of the
country) has values below 0.7 (1.0) percent (Figure 4c / Figure 4d). The Tx (Tn) frequency values have
a range of 0.0 (0.4) and 1.8 (5.9) percent when the block center is located is S3. An area over the eastern
part of the country (Areas in the Marmara Region and around Sinop) has the greatest Tx (Tn)
frequency. Minimum Tx (Tn) frequency values, smaller than 0.5 (around zero) percent are observed
over the rest of the country (over a small area in the northeast Anatolia and the Mediterranean
Region) (Figure 4e/ Figure 4f). In S4, a small area in the east of the Black Sea Region (the area in the
East Anatolia Region) has the greatest mean Tx frequency around 0.8 (6.0) percent. The rest of the
country (The western part of the country, an area in the East Anatolia Region and several areas in
the Central Anatolia) has the minimum Tx (Tn) frequency value of exactly (below) 0.0 (0.5) percent
(Figure 4g / Figure 4h).

Figure 4 The Tx frequency distribution for; a. S1, c. S2, e. S3 and g. S4, and Tn for; b. S1, d. S2, f. S3
and h. S4, during blocked days
Block Intensity
Mean Tx (Tn) frequency distribution stratified to the block intensity during winter is seen in Figure 5.
The Tx (Tn) frequency fluctuates between 0.0 (0.0) and 4.9 (6.1) percent during the weak blocking
events. Areas in the southwestern part of the country and around Hatay (Northern part and several
areas across the country) have the greatest Tx (Tn) frequency. The rest of the country except southern
parts (The inner parts of the Mediterranean Region and an area in southeastern part of the country)
has Tx (Tn) values below 1.5 (1.0) percent (Figure 5a / Figure 5b). The minimum mean Tx (Tn)
frequency is 0.0 (0.0) and the maximum is 1.5 (1.8) when the BI is moderate, respectively. The area over
the northeastern part of the country (The southern part of the country) has the greatest Tx (Tn)
frequency whilst the rest of the country (the rest of the country) has lower frequencies. (Figure 5c/
Figure 5d). The Tx (Tn) frequency distribution during strong blocking events can be seen in Figure 5e
(Figure 5f). The entire country (Almost the entire country with a few exceptions) has the value of zero
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percent. (An area around Aydın has a Tx value of 12.5 percent and areas in Black Sea coastline and
around Çanakkale has Tx value of 6.25.)

Figure 5. The Tx frequency distribution for; a. weak BI and c. moderate BI, and Tn for; b. weak BI and d.
moderate BI during blocked days
Block Size
The Tx (Tn) frequency distribution for different block sizes for winter is seen in Figure 6. The Tx (Tn)
values changes between 0.0 (0.0) and 3.4 (2.9) percent when the blocks have small sizes. Areas in the
eastern and southern parts of the country (The eastern part of the country and the Southeast Anatolia
Region) have greatest Tx (Tn) frequencies. The central part of the Black Sea coastline, the Central
Anatolia Region and the Aegean Region (The area in the Marmara Region and the zone from Black
Sea Region to the Mediterranean Region) have lowest Tx (Tn) frequencies (Figure 6a / Figure 6b).
When the size is moderate, the minimum of Tx (Tn) frequency is 0.0 (0.2) whilst the maximum is 1.1
(3.2) percent. Areas in the East Anatolia Region and in the southwestern part of the country (The area at
the intersection of the Central Anatolia and Mediterranean Region) have greatest Tx (Tn) values.
Rest of the country (Areas in the southeastern and southwestern part of the country) has the
minimum Tx (Tn) value of 0.0 (below 0.5) percent (Figure 6c / Figure 6d). The Tx (Tn) frequency has
the minimum and maximum of 0.0 (0.7) and 1.0 (2.2) percent, respectively for the large sized block
events. Several areas in the southern part of the country (The Trace part of the Marmara Region and
part of the continental Mediterranean Region) have the greatest Tx (Tn) values greater than 0.8 (2.0)
percent. The rest of the country (The southwest part of the Aegean Region, the south part of the
Mediterranean Region and area in the southeast part of the country) has values less than 0.5 (1.0)
percent of Tx (Tn) distribution (Figure 6e / Figure 6f).
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Figure 6. The Tx frequency distribution for; a. small, c. moderate, and e. large blocks, and the Tn for; b.
small, d. moderate, and f. large blocks
Block Duration
The Tx (Tn) frequency distribution stratified by block duration during winter is seen in Figure 7. The Tx
(Tn) frequency fluctuates between 0.0 (0.0) and 4.0 (2.0) percent for the short lasting blocking events.
An area in East Anatolia Region (The area in southeast Anatolia Region) has a maximum Tx (Tn)
frequency of 4.0 (2.0) percent. The rest of the East Anatolia Region and the Mediterranean Region
(Several areas across the country) have Tx (Tn) values greater (smaller) than 1.3 (1.0) percent. The
Aegean Region, Black Sea Coastline and the vast majority of the Marmara Region (The rest of the
country) have the Tx value around zero percent (Figure 7a / Figure 7b). For the moderate lasting
blocking events, Tx (Tn) frequencies have a minimum and a maximum of 0.0 (0.5) and 1.4 (2.8) percent,
respectively. An area in the southernmost part of the Mediterranean Region (Areas in the Marmara
Region, in the northern part of the Black Sea Region and in the Central Anatolia) has the maximum
Tx (Tn) frequency values. The west part of the country, the Central Anatolia Region, the Black Sea
coastline and an area from southeast Anatolia Region (Areas in the southern part East Anatolia and
the northern part of the Central Anatolia Region) have the minimum of zero (0.5) percent. (Figure 7c
/ Figure 7d). The minimum Tx (Tn) frequency is 0.0 (0.5) percent and the maximum is 0.8 (3.8) percent
for long-lasting blocking events. Areas in the Aegean and Marmara Regions (An area in the
intersection of the East Anatolia and Central Anatolia Region) have a maximum of 0.8 (3.8) percent
whilst the rest of the country except several small areas (the area in the southernmost part of the
country) has a frequency of 0.0 (0.0) percent (Figure 7e / Figure 7f).
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Figure 7. The Tx frequency distribution for; a. short-lived, c. moderate, and e. most persistent blocks, and
Tn for; b. short-lived, d. moderate, and f. most persistent blocks
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
First, the Tx and Tn frequency distribution for whole data were examined. During the winter, the cooling
effect of blocking is quite evident. The Tx distribution fluctuates between 0 and 1 percent, that means
most of the country observes less Tx events during blocking than normal conditions. There is a
latitudinal pattern, higher the latitude, lower the Tx frequency. On the other hand, the minimum Tn
frequency is 0.8 and the maximum is 2.4. There is a counter latitudinal pattern in the Tn distribution. The
northern part of the country has greater Tn values whilst the southern part has lower. There is an arctic
air transport over Turkey during winter events as reported in Efe et al. (2019a).
Secondly, the impact of blocking center location on Tx and Tn were examined. If the block center moves
to the east the Tx frequency values decreases and the area covered by lower values increases. When the
block center is located on the S1, the maximum Tx value is 5.3 and only less than half of the country is
covered by lower Tx frequencies. However, when the block center is located in the other three sectors,
the maximum Tx value is 1.8 and almost all of the country is covered with lower values. Even, for the S4,
all the country except a small area over the northeast part of the country has the Tx value of 0 percent.
The eastward-moving of the block center has an almost opposite effect on Tn frequency distribution.
When the blocking center moves eastward, the maximum Tn value increases. The area covered by the
lower Tn values decreases from S1 to S3. However, it increases in the S4. For S1 almost all the country
is covered by the values lower than 0.5 percent. In S3 small areas are covered by lower values.
Thirdly, Tx and Tn were examined when considering the BI. During the winter, the maximum Tx
frequency decreases with the class of BI. The maximum Tx frequency is almost five percent for weak
blockings whilst it is negligible for strong blocking events. The spatial coverage of lower Tx frequency
values are increasing with increasing BI. For Tn frequency distribution, the spatial coverage of lower
values is similar to the Tx. The spatial coverage of lower Tn values increases with an increase in BI. The
maximum Tn frequency decreases in S2 with respect to S1 and then increases in S3 reaching 12.5
percent.
Then, the effects of the block size were investigated for Tx and Tn. The maximum Tx frequency is
around 3.3 percent and almost half of the country is covered by the lower Tx frequency values for small
sized blocks. When the block size becomes moderate, the maximum Tx frequency reduces to 1.39
percent and the covered area increases. For the large events, decreasing in frequency continues and
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reaches to 0.96 percent although the area coverage remains the same. For the Tn frequency the maximum
value increases in the S2 according to the S1 but, it covers a smaller area. For the large events, it
decreases to 2.2 percent. The area covered by the lower Tn frequency values decreases with the increase
in block size.
Lastly, the impact of the block duration is analyzed. For winter, block duration has also the same effect
as intensity. The maximum Tx frequency decreases and the area covered by the lower values increase
with the increase of block duration. On the other hand, block duration has an enhancing effect on Tn
frequency values. The area covered by the lower values decreases and the maximum Tn values increases
with the block duration such that there is almost no area with the lower values during moderate and large
blocking events.
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ABSTRACT
Terrestrial ecosystem is one of the important components of global carbon budget. In that ecosystem,
plants and soils are playing a critical role for carbon exchange by emission and sink. In the global carbon
budget, CO2 exchange between atmosphere and soil plays an important role because the amount of carbon
stored in the soil is approximately three times that of the atmosphere. Soil respiration is the most
important component of ecosystem respiration produced by autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration. It is
controlled by the surface and meteorological conditions. Reducing carbon emission from soil to
atmosphere is an essential subject in global and national greenhouse gas budgets. In the research
conducted by GAP Agricultural Research Institute in the Şanlıurfa city, CO2 emission and evaporation
changes from soil were investigated during the development of different agricultural crops such as maize,
cotton and for cultivated and uncultivated conditions under hot conditions in Harran Plain.
Keywords: Soil respiration, Fluxes, Greenhouse gases, Agriculture.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate determination of national greenhouse gas emissions is of great importance for global and
national climate change studies. The change in greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere is
influenced by different components. There are emissions and sink components here. One of the sources of
emission is soil respiration. It has the effects of respiration and different tillage. In order to identify ways
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, it is necessary to first investigate which factors or activities cause
how much greenhouse gas emissions. These sink and emissions may vary from crop to crop, from climate
to climate and from soil to soil. It also has an impact on the agricultural activities carried out by farmers.
Soil could store the most carbon after oceans in the terrestrial ecosystem. Greenhouse gas emissions occur
according to environmental conditions from the soil surface. Not only plants, but also microbial activities
play an important role in the changes of greenhouse gases formed from soil surfaces (IPCC, 2001; Raich
and Potter, 1995).
The concentration of CO2 in the soil is higher than in the atmosphere due to the microorganism activities
in the soil (Mukhopadhyay and Maiti, 2014). Therefore, determination of greenhouse gas fluxes from soil
surfaces is of great importance. Carbon fluxes from soil surfaces vary daily and seasonally depending on
the temperature in the upper part of the soil. At the same time, the water content of the soil causes
changes in greenhouse gas emissions.
In this research, CO2 fluxes over cultivated, uncultivated, maize and cotton planted surfaces are
determined. Also, relationships between meteorological factors like soil temperature, soil water content
(SWC), and relative humidity and CO2 fluxes were investigated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The research area is located within the land of the GAP Agricultural Research Institute in the Harran
Plain of Şanlıurfa in the Southeastern Anatolia Region. Representative of soil properties of measurement
area is sufficient to Harran Plain’s soil characteristics. Figure 1 shows the location of experiment area.
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Figure 1. Experiment Area.
An automatic CO2 flux meter (Soil CO2 Flux Chamber) was used to determine CO2 and H2O changes
from the soil surface (Figure 2). CO2 and H2O fluxes in the soil were determined by this device. In
addition, meteorological variables were measured in the field and provided by an automatic
meteorological station located next to the system. At the same time, the relations of greenhouse gas fluxes
with meteorological variables (soil temperature, air temperature, relative humidity, soil water content,
precipitation, global solar radiation) were investigated.

Figure 2. CO2 Flux Chamber (Sakin et at., 2015).
Comparison of cultivated and uncultivated soil CO2 and H2O fluxes was between September 2014 and
June 2015. Comparison of maize and cultivated soil surfaces were at the end of June and November 2015.
The last comparison of cultivated and cotton surface were from May to November in 2018.
RESULTS
In this study, CO2 and H2O fluxes from cultivated and uncultivated soil, maize and cotton surfaces were
determined in the land of GAP Agricultural Research Institute in Şanlıurfa. Flux measurements were
simultaneously started on September 1st, 2014 over cultivated and uncultivated soils from two dynamic
chambers. Chamber over the cultivated soil were relocated to irrigated maize crop. Fluxes from maize and
uncultivated soil were measured from June 23rd to November 8th, 2015. It has been estimated that the
uncultivated soil released 2.4 times more than cultivated soil. Daily averaged cultivated and uncultivated
soils were 0.82 and 1.94 gC/m2, respectively. Seasonal (cumulative) CO2 fluxes of cultivated and
uncultivated soils until maize sowing were 262 and 560 gC/m2, respectively.
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Figure 3. Carbon Fluxes of Cultivated, Uncultivated and Maize.
Threshold value for soil temperature of cultivated and uncultivated soils is 23°C. Soil carbon flux
increases below the threshold value and decreases above the threshold value.

Figure 4. Relationships between Carbon Flux and Soil Temperature (Cultivated and Uncultivated Soil).
Daily total carbon and water vapor fluxes of cotton and cultivated soil time series can be found in Figure
5. Maximum carbon flux of cotton was on 05.07.2018 as 9.4 gC/m2day. Daily averaged value was 3.8
gC/m2day. Cultivated soil’s averaged carbon flux value was estimated as 1.5 gC/m2day. Cumulative
fluxes of whole growing season of cotton and cultivated soil were 638.5 and 256.6 gC/m2. Carbon fluxes
of cotton was higher until at the end of August because of development of cotton and root activities. After
August, carbon fluxes nearly the same values.
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Figure 5. Carbon Fluxes of Cultivated and Cotton.
Additionally, relationships between CO2 fluxes and soil temperature of maize and cotton were
investigated. In maize growing season, threshold value of soil temperature is determined as 30°C. In
cotton growing season, the determination coefficient between soil temperature and soil CO2 fluxes was as
0.54.

Figure 6. Relationships between Carbon Flux and Soil Temperature (Maize and Cotton).
CONCLUSION
This research is very important for our country in terms of providing the opportunity to continuously
measure carbon and soil fluxes from Harran Plain soil and crops with international standards and
technology. This study shows us the importance of continuous flux measurements over different crops
and soil management activities. In this study, threshold values for soil temperature were determined for
maize, cultivated and uncultivated soils. However, a threshold soil temperature value that affects CO2
emissions from cotton could not be determined. These studies should be made widespread in our country
and should be conducted for a longer period. Besides, presence of plants in the field cause carbon and
water vapor fluxes higher than cultivated and uncultivated soils.
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ABSTRACT
Remote Sensing is an important tool in terms of being able to carry out the results obtained on a macro
scale after being checked with micro scale studies. For this reason, researches with remote sensing in
agriculture are increasing in recent years. In our semi-arid country, the water losses are quite high with
the evapotranspiration coming from the plants. However, there are limited practices in the methods used
in our country to measure actual evapotranspiration values in plants. The reflection of the macro scale
results after the approaches in other countries related to remote sensing based on the surface energy
balance are calibrated by terrestrial studies in our country will cause to get more healthy results. For this
reason, the Regional Evapotranspiration Estimation Model (REEM) model, which is one of the models
used to determine the surface energy flux in the world, will compare the energy flux measurement results
obtained with the local measurements made on the basis of the micro meteorological approach on the
surface of a plant grown at Atatürk Soil Water and Agricultural Meteorology Research Institute and it
will be determined how much the model reflects to the reality.
Keywords: Remote Sensing, Surface Energy Flux, REEM, Evapotranspiration
INTRODUCTION
Land managers, decision makers, government organizations nowadays are faced multiple challenges such
as expanding economy, sustain use of natural sources etc. Such challenges put more pressure on the
managing of natural resources. One of the main natural resources are water. Wise management is required
to manage this natural resource correctly. Therefore, physical laws is very important to govern each
components of the hydrologic cycle. One of the major components of hydrologic cycle is
evapotranspiration (ET). The evapotranspiration process from the various surface of the earth need to be
understood to sustain water resources. The major consumer of the water is cropland irrigation. Thus,
reliable and efficient methods are required to determine water use consumptive of crops. As fresh water
become scarce, better irrigation management will be required, so ET is useful for irrigation supply
planning, water rights regulations, and river basin hydrologic studies.
Some measure and calculation techniques are used to estimate ET, such as weighing lysimeter, Eddy
correlation, Bowen Ratio techniques, water balance method, crop yield function, and FAO-56 crop
coefficient with reference ET. However, these techniques can be expensive to install and maintain and
can be effective in small areas by performing micro scale measurements. Nowadays, remote sensing
techniques helps to carry out results from micro-scale to macro-scale. Therefore, one of the major
advantages of remote sensing is to estimate ET over vast area (Allen et al., 2007; Bastiaanssen et al., 1998;
Senay et al., 2013; Şaylan et al., 2018).
ET estimation with remote sensing is based on surface energy balance. The surface energy balance has
four components that are Net Radiation (Rn), Latent Heat Flux (LE), Soil Heat Flux (G), and Sensible
Heat Flux (H). See the Equation 1 for Energy Balance Equation:
LE = Rn - G - H

(1)

Some of the commonly used ET estimation methods using surface energy balance are Surface Energy
Balance Algorithm for Land (SEBAL), Mapping Evapotranspiration at High Resolution with Internalized
Calibration (METRIC), Simplified Surface Energy Balance (SSEB) and Regional ET Estimation Model
(REEM).
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Objective of this studies are estimate surface energy flux components (Rn, LE, G, H) using REEM and to
compare with ground measurement using Bowen Ratio techniques and Remote Sensing.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study Area
Kirklareli is located in the Thrace region of Turkey. The city extends from the Border of Bulgaria to the
Tekirdag and Edirne which are located in the Thrace region. The Bowen ratio instruments was installed at
Ataturk Soil, Water and Agricultural Meteorology Research Institute in Kirklareli. It has 343 da research
fields. Wheat, sunflower and corn are major crops to grow in the Institute. See figure 1.

Figure 1. The City of Kirklareli in Thrace Region of Turkey
METHODS
REEM was used to estimate surface energy balance components in this study. Landsat-7 ETM satellite
images of clear sky days for 2009-2010 growing seasons were downloaded from
www.earthexplorer.usgs.gov and processed using ENVI software (Research Systems, Inc., Boulder, CO,
USA). The processing of images included radiometric calibration. Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI), albedo (α), and land surface temperature (LST) was calculated from Landsat-7 satellite
data to estimate net radiation. To obtain other parameters, these parameters and ground measurement
climate data was used. The details of REEM algorithm is presented in Samani et al. (2012) and Bawazir
et al. (2009).
RESULTS
A total of 3 clear-sky Landsat-7 images were used in the REEM model to calculate surface energy
balance components. The surface energy balance components from REEM varied in space and time. The
pixels where is located Bowen ratio instruments values were compared with measured values.
When the measured and estimated net radiation values were compared, the average of the estimated net
radiation value was 29 W / m2 less than the measured net radiation value. Also, it is found that the
average estimated soil heat flux value was 13.1 W / m2 higher than the average measured soil heat flux
value. In addition, between the average measured sensible heat flux value to the average estimated
sensible heat flux value was 20.6 W/m2. Finally, the average measured latent heat flux value was 21.5
W/m2 higher than the average estimated latent heat flux value. See table 1 for more details.
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Table 1. The result of measured and estimated surface energy balance components values.
Rn mea Rn est
G mea G est
H mea
H est
LE mea LE est
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

W/m

W/m

W/m

W/m

W/m

W/m

W/m

W/m

22.10.2009

364.90

348.24

74.73

88.92

472.86

450.13

-182.69

-190.81

15.03. 2010

527.15

499.87

47.43

61.32

306.58

288.20

173.14

150.35

02.05.2010

682.5

639.30

46.09

57.22

132.84

112.10

503.58

469.97

CONCLUSION
REEM map of Surface Energy Flux showed spatial and temporal variability in Surface Energy Flux
within Kirklareli. This could be due to irrigation practices by farmers and management of their fields and
the different crop pattern of the area.
In addition, REEM instantaneous LE, Rn, G, and H estimates for plants compared well to measured data
from Bowen Ratio technique with a difference of about 29 W/m2 for Rn, -13.1 W/m2 for G, 20.6 W/m2
for H and 21.5 W/m2 for LE values.
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APPENDIX

Figure 2. Estimated net radiation images

Figure 3. Estimated Soil Heat Flux Values
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Figure 4. Estimated Sensible Heat Flux Values

Figure 5. Estimated Latent Heat Flux Values
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ABSTRACT
Majority of tourists check the weather and climate comfort condition in choice of destination for
travelling. Knowledge of climate information and its application can assist tourism planning and in
reducing negative effects of weather and climate on tourists and this branch of the economy. The aim of
this research is recognition of suitable months in Istanbul based on Mieczkowski's Tourism Climate Index
(TCI), for an analyzed time-period from 1961 to 2016. To calculate the index is used the climatic
elements of temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, sunshine hours and wind speed. The results of
tourism bioclimatic comfort have revealed that Istanbul has a bioclimatic comfort in 7 months. Weather
throughout 7 months from April to October is desirable. Thus, the best climate comfort conditions
dominated for the warm seasons of the year with classification of Ideal in June, Excellent in May, July,
August, and September, Very good in October, and Good in April for tourism activities. Moreover, daily
thermal conditions of Istanbul city have showed the higher consistency in thermal conditions compared to
daytime. Hence, the evaluation of human bioclimatic comfort conditions can be effective in tourism
development planning.
Keywords: Tourism Climate Index, Bioclimatic, Comfort, Discomfort, Istanbul.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, weather and climate have great importance in developing of tourism industry. Weather and
climate are key influences on the tourism sector worldwide (Perry and Smith, 1997), affecting the length
and quality of tourism seasons and the environmental resources (Scott et al., 2004). Most of the tourists
use the climate information for travelling and choice of destination. To bring so many tourism
destinations in the world, owes its success to having favorable climate. The characteristics of weather and
climate can scarcely disrupt human activities absolutely but they constitute a very important financial
factor if viewed in the light of tourism. This implies that some regions of the world have a minimal
tourism potential. Climatic conditions allow or favor certain outdoor tourist or recreational activities such
as hiking, rafting, golf, and hunting, fishing and climbing (Gomez, 2005). Therefore, climate plays a
decisive role in the selection of destinations for tourists.
So far, many efforts have been studied in the fields of assessing the climatic comfort of the human habitat
(Matzarakis and Mayer, 1997; Hamilton et al., 2005; Mohammadi and Saeidi, 2008). By definition, the
purpose of climatic comfort conditions is that the set of conditions that by temperature it is at least
appropriate for majority of people (Jahanbakhsh, 1998). The bioclimatic investigates have confirmed that
the subjective perception which the human body feels regardless of the environmental conditions. Today
knowledge optimal models human bioclimatic comfort is use different models which most important
thoroughly documented in many case studies (e.g. Scott and McBoyle, 2001; Amelung and Viner, 2006;
de Freitas et al., 2008). Therefore, the objective of this study is to detect the length and quality of tourism
seasons based on Mieczkowski's Tourism Climate Index in Istanbul city.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The megacity of Istanbul (Figure 1) is geographically located in the northwest of Turkey and one of the
most populous cities in the world. This megacity is the heart of Turkey owing to the industry,
commercialization, culture, and tourism. This city covers a total area 5,400 km2 approximately and has
many hills with the highest point of 540 m at the Aydos hill (Demirkaya, 2011). Istanbul’s climate is
usually warm and dry in summer, cold and wet in winter. The average annual temperature is about 13.8
o
C with a monthly maximum of 22.8 oC in August and a monthly minimum of 5.3 oC in February. The
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total annual precipitation is 837.5 mm with a monthly maximum of 128.4 mm in December and a
monthly minimum of 31.9 mm in July (Toros et al., 2017).

Figure 1. Geographical location of Istanbul city and the selected synoptic stations
To evaluate the climatic conditions for attractions of tourists in Istanbul city, the Tourism Climate Index
is applied. In this regards, the daily meteorological parameters of average maximum daily temperature
(cg), mean daily temperature (cg), minimum relative humidity (%), average relative humidity (%), rainfall
(mm), total sunshine hours (h), average wind speed (km/h) are prepared from Sariyer station of Istanbul
city for a long time-period of 1965 to 2016. Mieczkowski (Miesczkowski, 1985) developed Torism
Climate Index (TCI). First, this index calculate five sub-indices, each represented by one or two monthly
climate variables. The five sub-indices and their constituent variables were as follows: (1) CID day-time
comfort index (maximum daily temperature (°C) and minimum daily relative humidity (%)), (2) CIA
daily comfort index (mean daily temperature (°C) and mean daily relative humidity (%)), (3) precipitation
(total precipitation, (mm)), (4) sunshine (total hours of sunshine), and (5) wind (average wind speed (m/s
or km/h). Equation 1 represents the final TCI index calculated based on the previous sub-indices.
TCI= 2 [4 CID + 2 CIA + 4 R + 4 S + 2 W]

(1)

Based on each location’s index value, its suitability for tourism activity has rated on a scale from –30 to
100. Mieczkowski, (1985) divided this scale into 10 categories, ranging from ideal (90-100), excellent
(80-89), very good (70-79), Good (60-69) acceptable (50-59), and marginal (40-49) to extremely
unfavorable (10-19) and impossible (9 to -30).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
An appropriate climate type can lead to positive responses from tourists, and tourists can plan their travel
plans according to the desired climatic conditions. Therefore, some meteorological parameters of Istanbul
city includes; average temperature, relative humidity, rainfall, sunshine hours, and wind speed has been
analyzed using the Tourism Climate Index concerning the assessment of best time for tourism during the
year.
The daytime thermal comfort (CID) index is showing the thermal comfort during the maximum tourist
activity as well as it calculated based on two meteorological parameters of maximum daily temperature
and minimum daily relative humidity. The results of this index based on all studied stations showed that
the desirable type of thermal conditions during the daytime for human activities revealed during the four
months of May, June, September, and October (Figure 2). On the other side, the four months of warm
seasons includes; June, July, August, and September revealed a consistent of the time-period for human
activities based on the daily thermal comfort (CIA) levels (Figure 3). This index is showing thermal
comfort over 24 hours based on two meteorological parameters of mean daily temperature and mean daily
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relative humidity. Thus, the daily thermal conditions of Istanbul city are more biocompatible than the
daytime thermal conditions resulted in all of studied stations. This result could be affected by the main
characteristic of climate type of Istanbul concerning the existence of higher atmospheric humidity during
the days compared to moderate relative humidity during the nights.

Figure 2. Monthly thermal comfort conditions in Istanbul based on the CID index

Figure 3. Monthly thermal comfort conditions in Istanbul based on the CIA index
An appropriate climate can lead to positive responses from tourists, and tourists can plan their travel
schedule according to the desired climatic conditions. The results of assessing the monthly climate
comfort condition using Mieczkowski’s Tourism climate index indicated that the best months for tourists
based on suitable existence of bioclimatic comfort conditions dominated for the months of warm seasons
of the year. In this regards, the best rank of tourism climate index revealed for the June with the ideal
classification. Then, the second classification ‘excellent’ of tourism climate index exposed for the
majority of months during the warm seasons includes; May, July, August, and September. Overall, the
best time for tourist activities based on the capability of climate comfort obtained in the warm seasons of
the year, while, there are no suitable climate comfort conditions during the cold seasons of the year
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Monthly bioclimatic comfort condition in Istanbul based on the TCI index
CONCLUSION
Certainly, tourism proposed as motive force in the development of contemporary world. In the present
study, monthly climatic comfort conditions investigated for determining the suitable months of Istanbul’s
climate regarding the tourist activities. The results of tourism bioclimatic comfort have shown that
Istanbul has a bioclimatic comfort in 7 months. Weather throughout 7 months from April to October is
desirable. Thus, the best climate comfort conditions dominated for the warm seasons of the year with
classification of Ideal in June, Excellent in May, July, August, and September, Very good in October, and
Good in April for tourism activities. Moreover, the daily thermal conditions of Istanbul city are more
biocompatible than the daytime thermal conditions based on all results of studied stations. Overall, the
best time for tourist activities based on the capability of climate comfort obtained in the warm seasons of
the year, while, the cold seasons of the year in the most inappropriate of comfort condition. These results
should be note to administrators due to better development of tourism industry for this city.
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Influence of Climatic Conditions on the Chemistry of Waters in a Crystalline Basement
Habiba Majour
Badji Moktar University, Faculty of Earth Sciences, Department of Geology, Laboratory of Geology,
yah_majour@yahoo.fr

ABSTRACT
Flow measurements and the synthesis of geological and climatological data carried out in the Edough
Massif have made it possible to specify the influence of environmental conditions on the
mineralization of the collected water (precipitation, lithological characterization of formations, natural
contamination, leaching of ground...). The analysis of the analytical data of the water chemistry of 19
sources, distributed between Séraidi and Bouzizi, made it possible to draw a portrait of their
physicochemical characteristics. In fact, the flood period is characterized by the alteration of silicate
minerals, which are partly responsible for the increase in potassium content and for a significant
dilution of minerals determining the mineralization. The recession period coincides with a significant
rise in temperature, which favors bacterial proliferation in the presence obviously of organic matter.
The transition from recession to drying up is essentially characterized by an increase in nitrates.
Keywords: climatic variations, quality, waters.
INTRODUCTION
The Edough is a true mountainous island, bordered to the North by the Mediterranean Sea, the valley
of the Kébir wadi to the West, to the South by the depression of Lake Fetzara and the plain of Annaba
to the East. The main mass of this massif is extended towards the north-east with a 25-kilometer long
ridge line that starts from Lake Fetzara, then rises very quickly to reach 1008 m at Kef Sebaa, the
highest point of the region (Hilly , 1962). This line descends to the village of Seraïdi (867 m) and then
steadily drops to Cape de Garde in the North.The Edough massif contains in its subsoil a rather
valuable hydraulic capacity (Hani et al. 2002). It consists of spring system mainly used for feed water
and irrigation. However, the enlargement of Seraidi village and the increase in water needs may induce
the degradation of the water quality. Moreover, this water constitutes a great supply for the gravel
aquifer (Majour, 2010). The objective of this work is to determine the physicochemical characteristics
of the waters of this massif, based on the analytical results of the chemical parameters of the waters of
some collected sources, and possibly to discern the influence of the environmental conditions, in
particular the climatic variations on the chemistry of the waters.
STUDY AREA
The area is deeply scoured by streams leading to the development of a dense drainage system. The
djebel Edough is a wide metamophic anticline essentially composed of gneiss surrounded by
micaschists. The gneiss is foliated or stripped and constitutes the massif core. The micaschists are
more abundant and occupy the peripheral zone (Fig 1a, 1b).
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Figure 1. a) Schematic geological map of the Edough Massif
b) Lithological column of the Edough Massif (Hammor, 1992)
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The sampling of water from 23 springs and the study of the physico-chemical characteristics of the
aquifer were based on the analytical results carried from 2019. In order to study the mechanisms that
govern the spatial and temporal evolution of the water quality from the Edough crystalline reservoir,
data have been treated by the principal components analysis (PCA). Our purpose is to establish a PCA
for every sampling campaign (temporal evolution) and a PCA for every spring. (spatial evolution ).
RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
A global PCA of all water data 19 sampled sources show that the first two factors (F1, F2) provide an
inertia explained of more than 60.75% which seems quite good, given the average inertia and the
number samples analyzed and variables taken into account.
The correlation matrix between the various parameters analyzed (14 elements) shows that some
variables (taken in pairs) are well correlated (very significant coefficients exceeding 0.7 (Tab.1).
These highly significant correlations can possibly locate the origin of these elements ( natural or
anthropogenic), especially those that contribute to the mineralization of water (Cl, Ca, Mg, Na, and K).
Table 1. Correlation matrix of the global PCA of springs Table 10: Correlation matrix of the global
PCA of source waters
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Correlation circle
Factor 1: In the factorial plane 1-2, the F1 axis expresses the most information since it absorbs 44.57%
of the total variance. This gives a meaning to this factor (Fig.1). This is defined by all the chemical
elements constituting the mineralization of the waters. It should be noted, however, that Ca2 +, Mg2 +,
HCO3-, Cl-, CE, NO3- and Na + contribute very significantly to the mineralization pole than the SiO2and K + parameters. It is deduced that axis I highlights the primordial roles of the rock matrix in the
acquisition of water chemistry by dissolving the constituent elements of the rock and anthropogenic
activities. Indeed, the association of nitrates with the elements of the mineralization mentioned above
reveals the anthropic origin.
Factor 2: Axis 2 with more than 16% of the total inertia, opposes the flow and to a lesser degree the
pH to the temperature. This factor highlights the influence of environmental conditions on thermal
variations of water. In fact, an increase in the flow mainly related to an infiltration of acidic meteoric
waters decreases the temperature of the groundwater and the pH of the groundwater. In addition, the
sensitivity of groundwater to thermal variations is a good indicator of the transfer time of seepage
water (Fig 2a).

Figure 2a. F1-F2 correlation circle

Figure 2b. F1-F2 correlation circle

In the factorial plane of the variables 1, 3, the axis 3 which represents more than 11% of the total
variance, reproduces the same observations illustrated on the factorial axis 2. In fact, it reflects the
influence of the medium on the acquisition of water chemistry (Fig 2b).
Space of individuals
The plane of the individuals 1-2 and 1-3 (Fig.3a, 3b), does not allow to synthesize and to confirm
precisely the observations illustrated on the circles of correlations of the variables. Indeed, two
families are clearly individualized. The spring waters located in the village of Séraidi (Romans,
Playground, Curée, Achour and Oumhkim, Benotmane 2, to a lesser extent Berda and Station Laribi),
characterized by relatively high mineralization. This family of water is detached from the ensemble at
the periphery and allows however to draw some conclusions concerning the distribution of groups of
individuals. Indeed, the concentrations of calcium, magnesium, chlorides, sodium and conductivity,
testify to a significant mineralization of the axis 1, (in the two diagrams: F1-F2 and F1-F3). These
waters with significant mineral charge, is opposed to a family of less mineralized waters, represented
by the sources located in the sector of Bouzizi (Lakchar, Dar Mezata, Alali Hocine Bourahla and
Zaouz1, 2 and 3).
As regards axis 2 and axis 3, these two factors do not seem to provide additional information.
Nevertheless, in the diagram of individuals 1-3 (Fig. 3b), the Benotmane 3 source is well correlated
with factor 3. Moreover, the distribution of flows showed that it is at this source that the most high
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was registered. Since flow variation is related to environmental influences (climatic parameters,
altitudes), axis 3 and axis 2 reflect the influence of the environment on the acquisition of water
chemistry.

Figure 3a. Diagrams of individuals F1-F2

Figure 3b. Diagrams of individuals F1-F3

CONCLUSION
In the Edough crystalline massif, the results obtained by studying the correlations between the flow
and the physicochemical parameters revealed that in all the sampled sources, the decrease in flows (in
periods of recession and drying) is followed by an increase in water conductivity mainly due to the
elevation of Cl, Na, Ca and Mg contents. Conversely, during floods, the increase in flows is
accompanied by a drop in concentrations following the dilution effect due to meteoric waters.
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ABSTRACT
We have presented some statistics on variation of the atmospheric water vapour for a long term for the
site of Eastern Anatolia Observatory (DAG) in Erzurum city in Turkey where has the largest (4 m
diameter) and first near infrared (<3 micron) astronomical telescope of Turkey (DAG Telescope) in
this study. DAG Telescope has a capability of both visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) astronomical
observations. Because the water vapour affects the atmospheric transmittance particularly at NIR and
VIS wavelengths. We have obtained the precipitable water vapour (PWV) from Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on Aqua satellite was compared with radiosonde (RS) PWV
measurements for DAG site (Karakaya Hills at 3170 m altitude) and showed a correlation between
results obtained from two different methods. This comparison includes a period from 2009 to 2019
(for 10 years). The results for the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) and the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) are 0.7366 and 5.5699 mm, respectively.
Keywords: Eastern Anatolia Observatory (DAG), NIR Observations, MODIS, Precipitable Water
Vapour (PWV), Radiosonde
INTRODUCTION
If we look from the viewpoint of astronomy, water has indisputable significance and is third most
common molecule in the Universe after H2 and CO (Chaplin, 2011). At many different places as
sunspots, atmosphere of cool stars and star-formation regions and interstellar medium and cooler
objects such as comets and meteors are come across with water molecules While detecting water
molecules that is at outside of our planet could be considerable, for ground-based observatories
working specifically at infrared (IR) wavelength and visible (VIS) regions, water is most effective
difficulty overcome because of shows strong absorption.
The 13 trillion tons of atmospheric water that is approximate 0.33% by weight, is responsible for about
70% of absorption of all incoming radiation (Gurbuz and Jin, 2017). The region which is absorbed on
spectra, is changeable according to phase of water that is gas, liquid or solid. For instance, while liquid
water does not occur absorption that depend on rotation, occur absorption that depend on vibration at
microwave. On the other side, when proper weather conditions for ground-based an observation
considered, only gaseous state of water concerns us. Water vapour shows itself at four regions on
spectra that are microwave, far-infrared which are generating from rotational transitions and midinfrared and near-infrared which are generating from vibrational transitions. Vibrational transitions of
water vapour can be in several ways where are combinations of symmetric stretch, asymmetric stretch
and bending of covalent bonds also in the atmosphere, water vapour via these transitions can absorbs
electromagnetic radiation emitted by celestial bodies at band from one micron to four microns.
Therewithal atmospheric water vapour is one of major indicators to climatic variation at regional and
global scales by reasons of is major greenhouse gases in the atmosphere also is key parameter at the
global energy cycle (Özdemir et al., 2018). Therefore, measurement of water vapour is an effective
factor at site selection stage for ground-based observatories and water vapour values are used to
determine the quality of weather before observations at any night.
Precipitable water vapour (PWV) can be defined as depth of water could be created by total water
vapour content in a column that from ground to specified altitude in troposphere (Stull, 2016). Due to
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high variability of water vapour in time and space, there are many ways to measure PWV, such as
radiosonde (RS), radiometry, spectroradiometry, Global Positioning System (GPS) (Tennyson, 2005).
These methods have different temporal resolution and accuracy. First results of PWV measurements
on Karakaya Hills were showed by Özdemir et al. (2018). In that study, GPS technique with 1-2 mm
high accuracy and radiosonde technique were used for about 8 months. According to their results,
PWV measurements generated from two ways are compatible with each other. On the other hand, in
our study we investigated variability of PWV for long time about 10 years with two different methods
which moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) is a polar orbiting instrument (Asrar
and Greenstone, 1995; King, Kaufman, Menzel, and Tanre, 1992; Salomonson, Barnes, Maymon,
Montgomery, and Ostrow, 1989) and radiosonde provides PWV data at large scale.
DATA AND STUDY AREA
The Eastern Anatolia Observatory (DAG) will be located at 39.780 North latitude and 41.230 East
longitude at the top of the Karakaya Hills, with an altitude of 3170 m in the Erzurum city of Turkey.
DAG Telescope will take the first light at the end of year 2020. The terrain altitude over Turkey and
DAG location can be seen in the Figure 1. Climatic characteristics in Erzurum are dominant
continental climate. Winter is long and snowy, summers are short and warm. In the northern parts of
the province, the climate loses its stiffness to a great extent in the valley interiors, which are about
1000 to 1500 meters high. The meteorological station in the city center of Erzurum has been observing
since 1929. According to the observation results of approximately 70 years, the average of the coldest
months in the province, -8.6 0C, the hottest month average 19.6 0C, the lowest temperature -35 0C and
the highest temperature, 35 0C was measured. The annual rainfall is about 453 mm. The least
precipitation falls in the winter period. The precipitation of this period is in the form of snow and the
number of days with snow is around 50 and the duration of the snow cover is around 114 days.
Rainiest season is the spring and summer seasons (Web-1).

Figure 1. Location of DAG in Turkey
In this study, MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) data was used because of lots
of advantages such as due to spatial coverage, long term archive and crossing time over DAG. MODIS
instrument aboard Terra and Aqua satellites has global coverage because it is polar orbit. MODIS
sensor aboard Aqua provides data from 2002 (2000 for Terra) to the present. This is a major sensor
aboard Terra and Aqua satellites. Terra and Aqua passes the equator in the morning and in the
afternoon, respectively. While the Terra moves from the north pole to the south pole, the Aqua passes
south to north over the equator. MODIS provides 12-bit radiometric images in different 36 spectral
bands. Wavelength of these bands changing from 0.4 μm to 14.4 μm and its spatial resolution 250 m to
1 km (Web-2). One of the PWV data used in this study is MODIS PWV (MYD-PWV) data in the
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MYD07_L2 atmospheric profiles product. These data have been downloaded from the NASA/LAADS
DAAC data pool 6.1 collection for 2009-2019 years (Web-3). MODIS PWV products are produced
with two different algorithms that are near infrared and infrared algorithms. Near-infrared algorithm
provides data only during daytime and its spatial resolution is 1 km x 1 km on the other hand infrared
algorithm is produced data both daytime and night-time and spatial resolution is 5 km x 5 km (Web-4).
In the study, we chose to use MODIS PWV infrared algorithm from MYD07_L2 files. Another PWV
data used in this study is radiosonde PWV (RS-PWV) data from Erzurum observations (17095 ERZM)
and this dataset was acquired University of Wyoming server (Web-5). Radiosonde balloon has been
leaved at the city center but measurement cover an area of 10 km radius due to wind.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, PWV values over Turkey especially for DAG location were analysed between 2009 and
2019. MODIS PWV data was compared with radiosonde PWV data for the validation for this period.
Spatial and temporal variation of MODIS PWV values over DAG and Turkey were evaluated by
comparing with radiosonde data. We created two datasets MYD-PWV and RS-PWV from MODIS
and radiosonde for study period. Statistical values of these datasets are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Statistical values of DAG for the dataset used in this study
MYD-PWV (mm)

RS-PWV (mm)

Number of Values

2125

2125

Mean

5.4760

9.7614

Median

4.6600

9.4000

Standard
Deviation

3.6041

5.2479

Variance

12.9898

27.5403

Minimum

0.3700

0.0040

Maximum

23.4400

34.0033

Accuracy of the MODIS PWV are evaluated by using Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) and root
mean square error (RMSE). Equations of these indices are given as follows. In equations,
radiosonde value and

R is
i

M is MODIS value, R and M are averages of radiosonde and the MODIS
i
n

values, respectively, and is the total number of data. The RMSE indicates the measure of differences
between estimated and measured values and gives valuable information particularly about for shortterm applications. Ideal values of RMSE are certainly zero and PCC is certainly one, so the accuracy
of data gets higher as the values of RMSE get closer to zero and PCC gets closer to one. In this study,
PCC and RMSE was calculated 0.7366 and 5.5699 mm, respectively. Considering these results, there
is high agreement between MODIS and radiosonde PWV values.
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(1)

(2)

Figure 2. Temporal changes of PWV values

Figure 3. Difference of PWV values of RS and MODIS
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MODIS and RS PWV values variation in time are given with a line graph in Figure 2 and their
differences are given in Figure 3. It can be seen consistency between MODIS and RS PWV values
given period in the line graph, but RS PWV values are generally higher than MODIS PWV values.
Both MODIS and RS data are lower values in winter seasons and are higher values summer seasons
for DAG for all years. Considering all years, PWV values were decreased in 2013 and 2017 years
compared to other years for DAG. When we look at Figure 3, although there are occasional extreme
differences between two PWV values, the difference values generally are lower as expected and do not
show much fluctuation. Categorical values of MODIS and RS PWV data were calculated from the
datasets and their bar graph can be seen in Figure 4. While MODIS values are usually less than 10 mm,
a large part of RS values are greater than 10 mm threshold values. For all years, more than 50% of
both MODIS and RS PWV values are below the 6 mm threshold which is well accepted for
astronomical observation. In generally, DAG has low PWV values due to its high altitude.

Figure 4. Categorical PWV values for MODIS (top) and RS (bottom)
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As stated above, the water vapour content on astronomical sites is an important parameter affecting the
quality of IR observations. In the literature, conditions for IR astronomical observations have been
classified in terms of precipitable water vapour (PWV) into four divisions (Kidger et al. 1998): (i)
good or excellent, PWV ≤ 3 mm; (ii) fair or mediocre, 3 < PWV ≤ 6 mm; (iii) poor, 6 < PWV ≤ 10
mm; (iv) extremely poor, PWV ≥ 10 mm. According to this classification, for the all years, more than
50% of both MODIS and RS PWV values are below the 6 mm threshold which is mediocre accepted
for astronomical observation. In generally, DAG has low PWV values due to its high altitude (GarcíaLorenzo et al. 2010).

Figure 5. Distribution of MODIS and RS PWV values

Figure 6. MODIS PWV map of Turkey
Scattering graph of MODIS and RS PWV data for DAG is given in the Figure 5. It can be seen that a
good agreement of two datasets in the graph. Linear equation of two datasets, coefficient of
determination and number of data are given in the graph. Long term PWV map of Turkey which is
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cover 2009-2019 years were created from Aqua MODIS data for the comparison of DAG and other
part of Turkey. The map is given Figure 6. As can be seen from the map Turkey lowest PWV values
were observed around DAG. In generally, higher PWV values are observed at near the coast of Turkey
and lower PWV values are observed at higher altitude area such as DAG.
CONCLUSION
MODIS PWV data was compared with radiosonde PWV data for the validation and results show that
good agreement between two PWV datasets for DAG. This study focused on PWV variation over
DAG location and evaluated with other part of Turkey between 2009 and 2019 years. Spatial and
temporal variation of PWV values over Turkey was analysed by using MODIS data. The results show
that lower PWV values are observed around DAG. Because of lower PWV values, the most suitable
region for the astronomical observation especially near-infrared observation is around DAG in term of
PWV values.
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ABSTRACT
Due to the coverage of urban areas with asphalt or metal materials that store heat, the heat island
phenomenon has become a serious social problem. Avoiding heat storage in building walls and
ceilings is an important way to reduce the cooling load and decrease sensible heat transfer to the
surrounding air, especially during the summer (given the higher demand for electric power). However,
there has been no study on the contribution of the heat stored in the walls or ceiling to the thermal load
in a room. Thus, we investigated the relationship between the quantity of heat stored in the ceiling and
the actual thermal load delivered to a sixth floor room, with a southern exposure, in a seven-story
concrete building in Osaka, Japan. The ceiling of the room is a 150-mm-thick concrete slab that also
forms a terrace on the seventh floor. Air temperature, wind speed in three directions, air pressure,
global and reflected solar radiation, up- and downward infrared radiation, and surface temperature
were measured on the terrace from July 31 to September 5, 2017. The, up- and downward infrared
radiation and surface temperature were also measured under the concrete slab forming the sixth floor
ceiling. We analyzed the heat budget of the concrete slab under the assumption that the net long-wave
radiation under the slab is equivalent to the thermal load entering the room for two cases: one case
used the sensible heat flux, H, as estimated by applying the eddy correlation method, and the other
used H estimated based on a heat transfer simulation. The peak heat storage in the wall, heat
transmission, and air temperature all increased simultaneously at about 15:00. The 150-mm-thick
concrete slab results in a large thermal load for the air-conditioning system.
Keywords: Heat island, thermal load in a room, heat storage in the ceiling
INTRODUCTION
Due to the coverage of urban areas by asphalt or metal materials that store heat, the heat island
phenomenon has become a serious problem. Consequently, mitigating wall heat storage via wall
greening has become important for reducing the cooling load and decreasing the sensible heat transfer
to the surrounding air, especially in summer (given the higher demand for electric power). However,
because of the difficulty of making observations, few studies have examined heat storage in walls or
ceilings, or evaluated its contribution to the thermal load delivered to a room. Thus, in this study, we
investigated the heat storage and cooling effects for a concrete ceiling and their association with the
thermal load delivered to a room, as well as the sensible heat transfer to the surrounding air, in a
concrete building in summer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Observational site
We conducted our study in a room on the sixth floor of a seven-story concrete building in Osaka,
Japan. The ceiling of the room was a 150-mm-thick concrete slab that also formed the seventh floor
terrace. Wind speed in three directions, the virtual air temperature, and air pressure were measured
every 100 ms using a three-dimensional (3-D) sonic anemometer (CSAT-3; Campbell Scientific) and
digital barometer (PTB210; Vaisala). The global (St) and reflected (Sr) solar radiation, and the up- (L↑)
and (L↓) downward infrared radiation, were measured with a net radiometer (CNR1; Kipp & Zonen),
and the temperature on the outer surface of the concrete slab (Ts,7F) was measured with a t-type
thermocouple on the seventh floor terrace from July 31 to September 5, 2017. The up- and downward
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infrared radiation (L↓,6F ・ L↑,6F) were measured with an infrared radiometer (CHF-IR02; Hukseflux).
Surface temperature (Ts,6F) under the sixth floor ceiling was measured with a t-type thermocouple.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the meteorological observations.

Figure 1. Appearance of the study site and setup of the meteorological equipment.
Heat budget of wall
The heat budget of the surface of the seventh floor terrace can be described by the following equation.

Rn  S t  S r  L  L  H  lE  G

(1)

where Rn is the net radiation, H is the sensible heat flux, lE is the latent heat flux, and G is the wall
heat transfer flux (units; Wm-2). The heat budget of the ceiling is

Qs  Rn  H  lE  L  ,6 F  L ,6 F  H 6 F

(2)

where Qs is the heat storage rate of the ceiling, L↓,6F is the infrared radiation flux from the inner surface
of the slab into the sixth floor room, L↑,6F is the infrared radiation flux from the sixth floor room to the
inner surface of the slab, and H6F is the sensible heat transfer rate for the inner surface of the slab
(units; Wm-2). We assumed that Ln,6F = L↓,6F-L↑,6F is equivalent to the thermal load delivered to the
sixth floor room caused by the concrete slab, ignoring lE and H6F. The sensible heat flux H was
evaluated in two ways: through observations based on the eddy correlation method using the 3-D sonic
anemometer, and according to the residual value of the net radiation (Rn), subtracting the wall heat
transfer flux from layer 1 (G1). We analyzed the heat budget of the concrete slab under the assumption
that L↓,6F–L↑,6F is equivalent to the thermal load delivered to the room under two scenarios: in the first
scenario, H was estimated by applying the eddy correlation method; in the second scenario, H was
estimated based on a heat transfer simulation.
Evaluation of the heat transfer and absolute heat storage in the ceiling
The vertical distribution of temperature over the ceiling was estimated using the following heat
diffusion equation.
T
 2T
(3)
c
 2
t
z
-1
where cρ is the volumetric heat capacity (kJm-3℃ ), T is the temperature of the ceiling (℃), λ is the
-1

thermal conductivity (Wm-1℃ ), and z is the depth of the celling layer (m). We simulated the
temperature distribution over the ceiling using the backward difference method, for 15 10-mm-thick
layers under upper and lower surface boundary conditions of T0n = Ts and T15n = Ts,6F, respectively.
Ti n 

rTi n1  Ti n 1  rTi n1
1  2r

(4)

r

Kwt
z 2
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where the subscript i indicates the ceiling layer. The outer surface layer (0~10 mm depth) is i = 1 and
the inner surface layer (140~150 mm depth) is i = 15. In addition, n is the number of time steps, Kw is
the thermal diffusivity (m2s-1), Δt is the length of the time step (= 60 s), and Δz is the thickness of the
ceiling layer (= 10 mm). We set n = 0 to 20:08 JST on 31 July; the difference in temperature between
the outer and inner surfaces of the slab was small, under the assumption that the distribution of the
temperature inside the ceiling, Ti0, changes linearly from the initial condition. The thermo-physical
-1

-1

parameters for the simulation were set to λ = 2.6 Wm-1℃ , cρ = 3,133 kJm-3℃ , and Kw = 0.83 × 10-6
m2s-1, following the specifications for concrete of the Japan Society of Civil Engineers (2002). The
simulation was performed until n = 5,1370 (at 12:00 on 5 September), and we used the data from n =
233 (00:00, 1 August) to n = 51,353 (12:00, 5 September) in the analysis. The heat transfer flux from
each ceiling layer was calculated using the following equations.
Gin  

Ti n  Ti n1
z

(6)

Qin  c

Ti n  Ti n1
z
2

(7)

where Gin is the heat transfer flux from layer i at time n (Wm-2) and Qin is the absolute heat storage in
layer i at time n (kJm-2). For example, the absolute heat storage in layers 1–5 is given by Q1-5n (kJm-2),
by summing Q1n to Q5n.
Observation of the sensible heat transfer of the outer surface of the slab
The sensible heat flux H on the outer surface of the slab was measured using the eddy correlation
method. The data were exported to a data logger (CR1000; Campbell Scientific) every 1 min using
analysis software (CSAT V100; Climatec). The variation in the data was calculated according to the
mean values calculated in the period 30 min before beginning the experiment proper. The sensible heat
flux was calculated using the following equation:
0.3486
 a  P  0.378ev 
' '
(8)
(9)
H  C P  a w Ta
Ta

 

where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure of air (= 1,005 kJkg-1K-1), ρa is the density of air
(kgm-3), w' is the variation in the vertical wind velocity (ms-1), Ta’ is the variation in air temperature
calculated from the sound virtual temperature, P is the air pressure (hPa), and ev is the vapor pressure
(= 23 hPa).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Heat budget of the outside surface of the concrete slab
Figure 2 shows the changes in heat budget components on the terrace surface from August 1–5, which
were all fine days with maximum temperatures exceeding 35°C. The net radiation Rn received by the
surface of the concrete slab increased from 642 to a maximum of 736 Wm-2 around noon, while the
sensible heat flux H observed by the eddy correlation method had large variability; thus, the 10-minute
moving average was calculated. The daily maximum H ranged from 57 to 104 Wm-2, which is
equivalent to 9–14% of Rn. Figure 3 shows the heat transfer flux from the top layer of the ceiling (0–
10 mm depth) G1n and Rn–H. The slope of G1n to Rn–H was 1.48 and 1.20, where H is the 10-minute
moving average and maximum, respectively, with 99% significance. The lag correlation considering
the time lapse of the heat transfer was weaker. However, the heat transfer flux was likely
underestimated in the simulation relative to the actual Rn–H, because we ignored horizontal heat
transfer.

Time
Figure 2. Changes in heat budget components on the terrace surface from August 1–5.
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Figure 3. Heat transfer flux from the top layer of the ceiling (0–10 mm depth) G1n and Rn–H.
Heat transmission from the ceiling to the room
Figure 4 shows the changes in the infrared radiative flux below the inside surface of the sixth floor
ceiling and the heat transfer flux from the bottom layer of the ceiling (i = 15; 140~150 mm depth). The
heat transfer flux near the inner surface of the concrete slab peaked at around 15:00, at 165~276 Wm-2,
which is equivalent to 41~66% of G1n. Figure 5 shows the isoplate of the heat transfer flux of the
ceiling. The heat transfer flux reached its maximum at the surface at around noon, and reached the
bottom of the slab after about 3 hours. The heat from the ceiling was transmitted to the room; there
was little variability in the infrared radiation emitted from the inner surface of the slab, and the peaks
occurred simultaneously.

Figure 4. Changes in the infrared radiative flux below the inner surface of the sixth floor ceiling and
the heat transfer flux of from bottom layer of the ceiling (i = 15; 140–150 mm depth).

Figure 5. The isoplate of the heat transfer flux from the ceiling in the period August 1–5.
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Absolute heat storage of the ceiling
The isoplate of the absolute heat storage in the period August 1–5 is shown in Figure 6. The daily
maximum absolute heat storage of the ceiling, Q1-15n, ranged from 17.4 to 18.7 MJm-2, between 14:00
and 15:00. We also calculated the daytime net radiation input, by subtracting the Rn emitted from
sunset to sunrise from the Rn input from sunrise to sunset. The daytime net radiation input showed
large variability, being 4.86–13.44 MJm-2, whereas the infrared radiation observed below the sixth
floor inner surface of the slab was almost constant. This indicates that the peak heat storage in the
ceiling, heat transmission, and air temperature occurred simultaneously, at about 15:00, likely
resulting in a large thermal load for the air-conditioning system.

Figure 6. The isoplate of the absolute heat storage in the period August 1–5.
CONCLUSION
This study investigated the heat storage and the heat transfer for a ceiling and analyzed their
association with the actual thermal load delivered to a room, as well as and the sensible heat transfer to
the surrounding air in a concrete building in summer. The heat transfer from the ceiling (150-mmthick concrete slab) reached its maximum at around noon, and the thermal load was delivered to the
room according to a 3-hour time lag. The peak heat storage of the ceiling, heat transmission, and air
temperature occurred simultaneously, at about 15:00, likely resulting in a large thermal load for the
air-conditioning system.
REFERENCES
Japan Society of Civil Engineers (2002), Standard specifications for concrete structures, ISBN
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ABSTRACT
Due to the effects of climate change, there has been a significant increase in the global mean
temperatures since the 1980s. In order to identify long-term trends, the monthly, seasonal and yearly
mean temperatures for 81 provinces of Turkey are analyzed for the 1970-2017 period. The results show
that there is a decreasing trend in mean temperatures of January during 2016-2017. For February,
temperature deviations are above average for the 2013-2016 period. Cooling effects were observed in
for the April mean temperatures. Temperature deviations in May and June consist of two periods. In
the first period, temperature deviations are generally below the long-term averages for most years, and
in the second period they are above the long-term averages. In July and August, there is generally an
upward trend, and there is no clear increase or decrease in September and October. The temperature
deviations in many stations in November between 1996 and 2017 are above the averages for most years,
and in December the temperature deviations in recent years (2015-2016) are below the average. For
winter period, the temperature deviations between 1972-1976 and 1989-1993 are below the average,
and the temperature deviations between 1994 and 1999 are above the average. In Spring season,
temperature deviations between 1999-2017 in most stations are above the average for most years. An
increase trend is observed in the summer temperatures. In the autumn season there is a tendency to
warm up. According to the annual assessment of the mean temperatures, it was found that the annual
temperature trend is increasing in all stations except for Erzurum station. The anomalies for 81
provinces vary between +13.7 °C and -13.6 °C. Adana station is the closest to the normals with an
average anomaly value of 0.96 °C. Ağrı station has the maximum anomaly (1.9 °C) deviation from the
normals.
Keywords: Mean temperature, Turkey, anomaly, long-term trends.
INTRODUCTION
There has been a significant increase in the global mean temperatures since the 1980s (Web-1). As it is
known, climate is a determining factor affecting sectoral activities such as water resources, energy,
transportation and especially agriculture. Monitoring of climate change plays an important role in the
future planning of these sectors. Mediterranean Basin located in Turkey are expected to be affected
most by negative impacts of climate change such as storms, forest fires, droughts, floods
(IPCC,2013). Number and severity of extreme weather events are expected to increase under changing
climatic conditions (Gürkan et.al, 2016). Therefore, it is important to investigate the changes in the
long-term temperature trends.
Monthly, seasonal and annual assessments of the average temperatures of 81 stations were performed
for Turkey. However, due to discontinuities in the data set, only 78 stations were included in the
analysis. The results show that the temperature anomalies range from +13.7° C to -13.6° C for 78
stations in Turkey. The Adana station was the closest to the normals with an average anomaly of 0.96°
C. The Ağrı station is the station with the highest deviation from the normals with an average anomaly
of 1.9° C. The maximum standard deviation was observed at Ağrı station on January with a value of
43.44 and the minimum standard deviation was 6.94 with Hatay station on June. The mean standard
deviation was found as 17.36.
The maximum deviation was observed at the Elazığ station in December 1938 as 13.7 °. The minimum
deviation was observed at the Batman station in September 1961 as 13.6 °.
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DATA AND METHOD
In order to evaluate the temperature changes Turkey, temperature values of 78 stations were obtained
from MEVBIS database of Turkish State Meteorological Service for 1970-2017 period. Karabük,
Osmaniye and Şırnak stations were excluded from the analysis due to discontinuities in the data set
and only 78 stations were included in the analysis. For 78 stations, annual, seasonal and monthly
temperature averages were calculated, their variations were plotted and trends were calculated for
1970-2017 period. In order to evaluate the temperature deviations, anomaly graphs were produced
with reference to 1981-2010 normals.
While drawing trend maps for the selected 78 stations, the following trend categories which were
determined by us were taken into consideration.
Trend Categories:
h

Significant Increase
Moderate Increase

>h
>h

䁘䁘

Slight Increase

䁘䁘 >h> 䁘䁘
䁘䁘 h>

h>
h

No Change
Slight Decrease
Moderate Decrease

Significant Decrease

Monthly Average Temperatures
In January, the mean temperature trend is generally upward except for Adana, Antalya, Balıkesir,
Bitlis, Erzurum, Manisa and Muğla stations (Figure 1a). It is seen that decrease temperatures between
2016 and 2017 years for January (Figure 2a, b). Except Bitlis, Erzurum stations, generally the mean
temperature trend is increasing in February (Figure 1b). The temperature deviations of 78 stations
except for Zonguldak (2015), İzmir (2015) and Batman (2015), the mean temperature trends are above
the long term mean temperature (Figure 2c).
In March, the mean temperature trend is generally upward. Temperature deviations vary in April.
Many stations have had a cold year in 2017. In April, cooling effects can be seen due to instability and
rapid system transitions. Except for Artvin, Balıkesir, Batman, Bitlis, Diyarbakir, Gümüşhane,
Trabzon, Zonguldak stations, generally the mean temperature trend increasing for stations (Figure 1d,
and 2g).
Temperature deviations consist of two periods which is May and June. In the first period (1970-1993),
temperature deviations are generally below the long term mean temperature and in the second period
(1994-2017) they are above the long term mean temperature (Figure 2ı,k). In May, except for Batman,
Bolu, Düzce and Rize stations, the mean temperature trend is on rise for stations (Figure 1e). Mean
temperature trend is generally upward in June for stations (Figure 1f).
In July and August, temperature deviations were generally below the long term mean temperatures
from 1970 to 1997; and they were above the long term mean temperature from 1998 to 2017 (Figure
1g, h, Figure 2m,o).
In September, it can be mentioned that there is occasional cooling in temperatures due to the transition
from warmer to a cooler season. In September, mean temperature tendency is generally increasing
except for Bingöl, Bitlis, Diyarbakır, Erzurum and Tunceli stations (Figure 1i, Figure 2r).
In October, temperature deviations between 1970 and 1989 were below the long term mean
temperature at many stations (Figure 2t, u). In November, temperature deviations between 1996 and
2017 exceeded the long term mean temperature in many stations (Figure 2v, w). Except the Balıkesir,
Bitlis, Diyarbakır and Erzurum stations, the mean temperature tendency is generally increasing at the
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most stations (Figure 1k). In December, temperature deviations between 2015 and 2016 are below the
long term mean temperature (Figure 2x, y). Except the Balıkesir, Bitlis, Diyarbakır and Erzurum
stations, the mean temperature tendencies generally increasing at the most stations. (Figure 1l).

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

ı)

j)

k)
l)
Figure 1. Monthly mean temperature trends.
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)
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k)
m)

l)
n)

o)

p)
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s)

t)

u)

v)

w)

x)
y)
Figure 2. The number of positive and negative deviations of average monthly temperatures from the
1981-2010 normals.
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Seasonal Average Temperatures
Winter Temperature Assessment

a

b)

Figure 3. The number of positive and negative deviations of winter means temperatures from 1981 to
2010 normals.
In the winter, temperature deviations between 1972-1976 and 1989-1993 are below the long term
mean temperature for many stations. Positive increases in temperature deviations began to be more
apparent since 1994. The temperature deviations between 2009 and 2016 are above the long term
mean temperature for many stations, except for 2012 and 2017 years (Figure 3a, b). The temperature
deviations at Bitlis station are below their long-term mean temperature between 2012 and 2017 years.

a)

b)

Figure 4. The number of positive negative temperature deviation of winter mean temperatures from
1981-2010 normals at stations.
During the winter season, the temperature deviations of the Antalya station are remarkable for 48-year
period covering from 1970 to2017), which generally exceeds the long term mean temperatures (Figure
4a). The temperature deviations are above the long term mean temperatures in Antalya, Amasya,
Adıyaman, Artvin, Aydın, Ankara, Mersin, Nevsehir, Niğde, Van and Yozgat stations between 1994
and 2017 years.
In the winter, the maximum increasing trend in mean temperatures was calculated as 7.02 in Van; the
downward trend was calculated as -4.33 in Erzurum. The least change in trend is 0.13 in Manisa
station. Except for Balıkesir, Bitlis, Erzurum stations, generally mean temperatures tend to increase at
most stations. The upward trend is generally observed as a moderate increase (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Winter mean temperature trends.
Spring Temperature Assessment

a)

b)

Figure 6. The number of positive and negative deviations of spring means temperatures from 1981 to
2010 normals.
In the spring, temperature deviations are above the long term mean temperature in many stations
between 1998 and 2017 years (Figure 6a). Temperature deviations in recent years (2012-2017) are
generally above the average for many years (Figure 6a). Temperature deviations in recent years (20112017), except for 2014, are below the long term mean temperature in Bitlis station only.

a)

b)

Figure 7. The number of positive negative temperature deviation of spring mean temperatures from
1981-2010 normals.
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In the spring season, temperature deviations of the Erzurum station are remarkable for the 48-year
period (1970-2017), which generally exceeds the long term mean temperatures (31 years) (Figure 7a).
In the spring, the maximum increasing trend in mean temperatures was calculated as 5.95 in Muş; the
downward trend was calculated as -0.63 in Erzurum. The least change in trend is 0.17 in Balıkesir.
Except for Balıkesir, Bitlis, Diyarbakır stations, generally mean temperature tendency is increasing at
most stations. The upward trend is generally observed as a moderate increase (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Spring average temperature trends.
Summer Temperature Assessment

a)

b)
Figure 9. The number of positive and negative deviations of summer average temperatures from
1981-2010 normals.

At all the stations in summer, temperature deviations between 1970 and 1997 years were generally
below the long term mean temperature while the temperature deviations between 1998 and 2017 years
are above long term mean temperature. Temperature increases are evident from 1998 to the present
(Figure 9a).

a)

b)

Figure 10. The number of positive negative temperature deviation of summer average temperatures
from 1981-2010 normals.
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There is an increase in negative mean temperature deviation numbers in summer season as compared
to the other seasons. In addition, high temperatures in the summer season lead to an upward
temperature trends (Figure 10). There is a significant increase mean temperatures in the summer
season. The upward trend is generally predicted to be strongly increasing (Figure 11). This situation
increases the possibility of drought in summer season. In the summer, the maximum increasing trend
in mean temperatures was calculated as 8.13 in Denizli and the downward trend as 1.70 in Bitlis. The
least change in trend is observed as 1.70 in Bitlis (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Summer mean temperature trends.
Autumn Temperature Assessment

a)

b)

Figure 12. The number of positive and negative deviations of autumn means temperatures from 1981
to 2010 normals.
In autumn season, temperature deviations between 1970-1997 years in many stations are below the
long term mean temperatures while the temperature deviations between 1998 and 2017 years are
above the long term mean temperatures (Figure 12a, b). In Amasya, Afyon, Aydın, Bolu, Bursa,
Çanakkale, Çankırı, Çorum, Erzurum, Erzincan, Istanbul, Hatay, Hakkari, İzmir, Kırsehir, Kocaeli,
Konya, Kütahya, Malatya, Kahramanmaraş, Ordu, Siirt, Sivas, Tekirdağ, Tokat, Trabzon, Uşak and
Yozgat stations, temperature deviations between 1970-1997 are below the average for the long term
mean temperatures in autumn. In Amasya, Afyon, Aydin, Bilecik, Bingöl, Burdur, Bursa, Çanakkale,
Çankırı, Çorum, Denizli, Diyarbakır, Erzincan, Istanbul, Hatay, Hakkari, İzmir, Kırşehir, Kocaeli,
Konya, Kütahya, Malatya, Tokat, Kahramanmaraş, Ordu, Siirt, Sivas, Tekirdağ, Trabzon, Uşak and
Yozgat stations, temperature deviations between 1998-2017 years above the long term mean
temperatures. Temperature deviations in recent years (2012-2017) are generally above the long term
mean temperatures (Figure 12).
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a)

b)

Figure 13. The number of positive negative temperature deviation of autumn mean temperatures from
1981-2010 normals.
In autumn mean temperature deviation graph according to stations, although the number of positive
deviations in Erzurum station is high; temperature deviations well below normal, it affected the slope
of Erzurum station to be negative. As an example, we can say that the temperature values between
1987-2001 years are well down the long term mean temperatures (Figure 13a, 14).

Figure 14. Annual temperature deviations in Erzurum station during autumn season (1970-2017)
In autumn season, the maximum increasing trend in mean temperatures was calculated as 6.49 in
Mersin and the downward trend was calculated as -0.82 in Erzurum. The least change in trend is 0.16
in Tunceli station. Except for Erzurum and Şırnak stations, mean temperature tendency is increasing at
most of the stations. The upward trend is generally foreseen as a moderate increase (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Autumn mean temperature trends.
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2.3. Annual Mean Temperatures

Figure 16. Deviation of MeanTemperatures at
Stations from Long-Term Mean (1981-2010).

Figure 17. The mean temperature anomaly at
78 stations in Turkey.

Considering the deviations of the annual average temperatures between 1970 and 2017 for 78 stations
from the average of long years (1981-2010), the increases in deviations began to be more apparent as
of 1994. In recent years (2012-2017) there is an increase in temperature deviations (Figure 17, 18a).
As regionally, we can say that temperature deviations in Marmara and Black Sea Regions are
markedly positive (Figure 16).

a)

b)

Figure 18. The number of positive and negative deviations of annual mean temperatures from 1981 to
2010 normals.
According to annual temperature assessments; temperature deviations are below the long term mean
temperature in Ankara, Ağrı, Artvin, Balıkesir, Aksaray, Bayburt, Çankırı, Erzincan, Elazığ, Hatay,
Isparta, Sivas, Kars, Kayseri, Malatya, Muş, Nevşehir, Ordu, Yozgat, Karaman, Kırıkkale, Mersin,
Denizli, Niğde and Van stations between 1971-1993 years. Temperature deviations are above the long
term mean temperature in, Ağrı, Çankırı, Çorum, Denizli, Erzincan, Hatay, Isparta, Mersin, Kars,
Kastamonu, Kayseri, Kırşehir, Muş, Nevşehir, Niğde, Ordu, Sivas, Tokat, Trabzon, Van, Yozgat,
Aksaray, Bayburt, Ardahan, Düzce stations between 1994-2017 years (Figure 19).

a)

b)

Figure 19. The number of positive negative temperature deviation of annual mean temperatures from
1981-2010 normals.
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Temperature deviations in recent years (2011-2017) are below the long term mean temperature in
Bitlis station. This is related to temperature deviations in the station were observed in January,
February, March, April, May and June. Temperature deviations of the Diyarbakır station are
remarkable for the 48-year period (1970-2017), which generally exceeds the long term mean
temperatures (30 years).
The maximum increasing trend in mean temperatures was calculated as 5.81 in Mersin and the
downward trend was calculated as -0.50 in Erzurum for annual mean temperature. The least change in
trend is 0.00 in Bitlis station. Except for Erzurum station, mean temperature tendency is increasing at
all the stations. (Figure 20).

CONCLUSION

Figure 20. Annual mean temperature trends.

The anomalies for 78 stations vary between +13.7 ° C to -13.6 ° C. Adana station is the closest to the
normals with an average anomaly value of 0.96 °C. Ağrı station has the maximum anomaly (1.9 °C)
deviation from the normals. A positive upward trend is expected in monthly, seasonal and annual
average temperatures and deviations.
Temperature deviations consist of two periods which is May and June. In the first period (1970-1993),
temperature deviations are generally below the long term mean temperature and in the second period
(1994-2017) they are above the long term mean temperature. In the winter season, positive increases in
temperature deviations began to be more apparent since 1994. In autumn season, temperature
deviations between 1970-1997 years in many stations are below the long term mean temperatures;
temperature deviations between 1998 and 2017 years are above the long term mean temperatures.
There is a significant increase mean temperatures in the summer season. Considering the deviations of
the annual average temperatures between 1970 and 2017 for 78 stations from the average of long years
(1981-2010), the increases in deviations started to become apparent as of 1994. We can say that
temperature deviations in Marmara and Black Sea Regions are markedly positive.
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ABSTRACT
Air pollution is an important problem such as threatening the future of the ecosystem and affectting
human health. Due to developing technology and industrialization, air pollution has a significant
increasing over the world. It is also a major reason of climate change. Because of the human activities,
the amount of pollutants in the atmosphere have been increased. The main atmospheric factors that
causing air pollution are PM10, NO, NO2, SO2, CO2, and O3. PM10 which is the particulate matter in
the atmosphere can be expressed as a mixture of droplets and solid particles. In this research, the levels
of PM10 will be analyzed and supported with graphical data which includes different regions in
Turkey. The regions are Marmara, Akdeniz, Ege, Karadeniz, Doğu Anadolu, Güneydoğu Anadolu, İç
Anadolu. This study involves the stations which measures PM10 between the years 2010-2018 in
Turkey.
Keywords: Air Pollution, PM10, Turkey
INTRODUCTION
Our world, which is home to 7.7 billion people [1], has undergone a major environmental and
atmospheric change from past to present. Some of these changes have positive effects and some of
them have negative effects for our world. Among these changes it’s clear that the most effective factor
that adversely affects living life is the increase in air pollution. Among the factors that cause air
pollution are the advancing technology, the use of fossil fuels, the spread of industry, the destruction
of natural areas can be examples. The various gases emitted into the atmosphere by all these examples
adversely affect the lives of some living things. These gases are mainly Particulate Matter (PM10),
Nitrogen Oxide (NO), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Sulphur Dioxide (SO2), Carbon Dioxide (CO2),
Ozone (O3). Unlike other pollutants, particulate matter has a solid structure. PM10 includes the
particles which has a diameter between 2.5 and 10 microns such as pollen, dust, mold etc. While the
limit value for PM10 determined by Turkey as 100 µg/m³, European Union (EU) and the World
Health Organization (WHO) has set this value as 50 µg/m³ [2]. Besides the factors that cause air
pollution listed above, the biggest factor for the formation of PM10 is traffic. Srimuruganandam and
Bathmonabhan explain that in urban life, more than 50% of PM10 emissions are caused by traffic.
This number is 80% in England and 66, 5% in Athens [3]. It is clear fact that PM10 particles are
dangerous for human health by possibility of reaching the lungs and causing inflammation or hearth.
According to environmental research and public health, 92% of the world's population exceeds the
WHO level 10 µg/m3 and approximately 3 million of worldwide deaths are caused by air pollution [4].
In this study, air pollution will be extrapolated from turkey PM10 data in general form. The
differences of this study from previous studies are only usage PM10 data and using Turkey's the latest
data above the whole seven region. The results of this study can be used by people working in
meteorology, environment and urbanism and health.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study covers Turkey that has 780.043 km2 acreage [5] and a population of 82.003.882 [6]. Names
of the regions are Akdeniz, Doğu Anadolu, Ege, Güneydoğu Anadolu, İç Anadolu, Karadeniz and
Marmara. The PM10 data taken from T.C. Ministry of Environment and Urbanization [7]. Data range
covers from 1st of January 2010 to 31st of December 2018. Data exchange interval selected as 24-hour
period. Homogeneity test was not applied to the data. In cities with multiple station, the average of all
stations is counted to main value. If 25 percent of the data we are investigating is missing, that data is
not taken into account. The annual averages and the monthly averages for each region were calculated
and their comparisons over the 2 time periods were considered. These time periods are 2010-2014 and
2015-2018. The results are displayed in tables and graphs.
RESULTS
i. Marmara Region

Figure 1. PM10 change in Marmara according to years

Figure 2. PM10 comparison in two time period

When the data of Marmara region is examined, it is observed that the highest PM10 value is 61.22
µg/m³ in the year of 2011 and the lowest value is 46.15 µg/m³ in the year of 2011. Considering the
observations from 2010 to 2018, it can be said that the average annual PM10 values   decreased.
The reason for this decreasing is the decrease in fossil fuel usage with the increase in the usage of
natural gas and the low emission of pollutants to the nature. This is why the values for the same
months in two different time periods (2010-2014 and 2015-2018) are lower in the 2015-2018 period.
Table 1. PM10 comparison of the cities in Marmara according to years
Yıl

Bileci
k
47.86

Bursa

2010

Balıkes
ir
74.83

-

Çanakka
le
30.47

Edirn
e
64.48

İstanb
ul
-

Kırklar
eli
42.77

Kocae
li
69.65

Sakary
a
73.34

Tekird
ağ
-

Yalov
a
52.93

2011

78.84

58.05

-

22.04

78.73

-

57.58

59.12

94.22

-

41.16

2012

-

51.42

-

19.37

-

-

46.21

54.60

81.94

-

23.37

2013

52.19

54.77

75.72

42.36

72.05

56.20

41.91

51.94

77.80

64.02

29.93

2014

50.15

55.54

84.73

51.29

71.65

55.22

37.56

51.40

72.66

56.66

32.75

2015

47.23

50.63

81.41

47.84

67.26

52.84

38.90

46.21

66.81

64.42

34.70

2016

42.90

49.93

76.74

46.09

58.76

44.68

43.45

42.67

63.26

71.06

45.86

2017

52.72

51.42

80.69

47.36

58.89

47.21

42.25

46.55

66.79

60.55

48.21

2018

43.60

53.12

73.54

45.47

50.21

43.77

38.86

39.58

64.87

41.26

31.40
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When the change in PM10 is examined by
months, we see that the values   are higher in
winter and lower in summer. Maximum value
seen on November which is 71.95 µg/m³ and the
minimum value seen on June which is 41.59
µg/m³. The reason for this may be the release of
pollutant particles into the nature as a result of the
use of fossil fuels due to the need for heating
during the winter months.
Figure 3. PM change in Marmara according to months

ii. Ege Region

Figure 4. PM10 change in Ege according to years

Figure 5. PM10 comparison in two time periods in Ege

When the Ege region is examined, it is observed that the highest value of PM10 is 122.26 µg/m³ at
2014 and the lowest value is 44.36 µg/m³ at 2012. Considering the PM10 change in the Ege region, no
significant change was observed, but the value peaked in 2014 by 122.26 µg/m³. The biggest reason
for this peak may be the pollutant particles released into the atmosphere due to the 1004 hectares of
burned area as a result of 479 forest fires in 2014 according to the data of the General Directorate of
Forestry [8]. In addition, a decrease was observed in the Ege region in the second time period (20152018) compared to the first one (2010-2014) as in the Marmara.
Table 2. PM10 comparison of the cities in Ege according to years
Yıl

Afyon

Aydın

Çanakkale

Denizli

İzmir

Kütahya

Manisa

Muğla

Uşak

2010

77.18

73.79

-

74.13

64.39

69.37

72.25

72.42

73.21

2011

100.08

94.15

89.47

100.00

96.33

99.99

97.17

93.72

95.47

2012

50.72

45.27

40.02

43.50

42.39

43.82

43.68

44.95

44.90

2013

86.15

86.18

-

89.70

88.40

89.09

94.46

92.33

87.27

2014

122.07

121.64

121.69

128.92

124.25

117.38

89.44

21.77

70.59

119.3
8
40.48

122.91

2015

122.0
7
66.45

67.12

85.23

81.70

63.31

2016

82.39

62.70

17.44

76.86

41.71

89.02

87.89

73.90

69.62

2017

82.28

45.08

23.00

70.12

41.48

65.45

76.43

66.44

-

2018

73.91

39.02

20.79

68.08

40.79

-

80.68

72.86

-
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When the change in PM10 is examined
by months, we see that the values   are
higher in winter and lower in summer as
in Marmara. Maximum value seen on
December which is 88.5 µg/m³ and the
minimum value seen on June which is
48.32 µg/m³.

Figure 6. PM10 change according to months in Ege

iii. Güneydoğu Anadolu Region

Figure 7. PM10 change in Güneydoğu Anadolu according to years

Figure 8. PM10 comparison in two time periods in
Güneydoğu Anadolu

When the Güneydoğu Anadolu region is analysed, it is seen that PM10 values have decreased
regularly over the years. Likewise, the values in the first time period (2010-2014) are higher than the
second time period (2015-2018).
Table 3. PM10 comparison of the cities Güneydoğu Anadolu according to years
Yıl

Adıyaman

Batman Diyarbakır

Gaziantep

Kilis Mardin

Siirt Şanlıurfa Şırnak

2010

95.77

142.58

97.77

71.21

89.15

89.15

124.27

84.46

-

2011

83.14

114.79

77.03

101.06

69.50

75.95

101.46

76.99

46.35

2012

71.37

-

-

109.05

57.56

50.63

100.55

71.62

-

2013

69.47

97.04

67.43

77.07

34.58

61.75

93.34

71.03

36.07

2014

70.91

89.66

61.78

57.82

28.84

57.83

113.17

48.52

30.86

2015

53.42

91.96

65.41

60.25

39.87

79.72

103.19

44.98

35.45

2016

50.73

68.25

53.38

71.04

42.27

62.80

90.53

33.51

-

2017

50.99

62.28

49.28

53.77

41.76

63.14

65.05

72.71

-

2018

45.78

44.92

39.75

42.52

43.63

55.48

51.66

60.02

-
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When we examine the distribution of
PM10 values by months, it is seen that
the values are higher in winter as in
other regions.

Figure 9. PM10 change according to months in Güneydoğu Anadolu

iv. Akdeniz Region

Figure 10. PM10 change in Akdeniz according to years

Figure 11. PM10 comparison in two time period

When the data of Akdeniz region is examined, it is observed that the highest PM10 value is 75.34
µg/m³ in the year of 2010 and the lowest value is 54.63 µg/m³ in the year of 2016. Generally observed
a decrease in PM10 concentrations from 2010 to 2018. However, the limit values   determined by
the EU were exceeded during these observed years.
Table 4. PM10 comparison of the cities in Akdeniz according to years
Adana

Antalya

Burdur

Hatay

İçel

Isparta

K.maraş

Osmaniye

Average

2010

51.11

70.68

81.89

32.38

79.91

73.80

86.39

126.56

75.34

2011

33.88

62.91

85.90

50.57

51.27

92.71

58.56

109.25

68.13

2012

37.76

50.77

78.20

41.19

53.29

85.99

63.84

82.06

61.64

2013

45.87

44.08

66.48

54.27

54.88

71.73

69.49

81.15

60.99

2014

38.39

53.49

46.04

52.67

51.50

74.87

71.65

68.39

57.12

2015

55.39

48.45

64.10

60.44

64.75

61.25

70.74

67.64

61.59

2016

35.23

53.20

57.04

54.69

52.88

56.05

61.43

66.50

54.63

2017

51.52

51.02

69.11

56.59

71.66

56.45

78.07

72.00

63.30

2018

53.20

46.90

65.96

20.91

84.13

64.95

85.53

69.38

61.37
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Figure 12. PM change in Akdeniz according to months

When the change in PM10 is examined by
months, maximum value seen on
December which is 90.37 µg/m³ and the
minimum value seen on June which is
46.45 µg/m³. We see that the values
  are higher in winter and lower in
summer. The reason for this difference is
that the months of October-March are the
heating season months. During the
warming season, people warm up with fuel
consumption because the weather is cold.
These fuels consumed for heating pollute
the air in these months.

v. Doğu Anadolu Region

Figure 13. PM10 change in Doğu Anadolu according to years

Figure 14. PM10 comparison in two time period

When the Doğu Anadolu region is examined, it is observed that the highest value of PM10 is 58.31
µg/m³ at 2010 and the lowest value is 37.63 µg/m³ at 2014. There has been no standard change in this
region since 2010. In terms of periods, no significant decrease was observed in PM10 but a significant
increase was observed in 2015-2016 in Muş province.
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Table 5. PM10 comparison of the cities in Doğu Anadolu according to years

201
0
201
1
201
2
201
3
201
4
201
5
201
6
201
7
201
8

Ağr
ı
21.
52
17.
04
16.
39
16.
94
15.
76
18.
25
59.
64
57.
99
55.
10

Ardah
an
73.19
65.47
68.97
32.53
33.59
22.98
21.72
18.22

Bing
öl
44.1
1
30.2
4
34.2
1
45.0
4
25.9
3
22.6
5
42.9
5
42.9
5

Bitl
is
71.
94
52.
99
25.
03
28.
71
28.
02
29.
28

Elaz
ığ
88.0
5
45.7
2
43.6
8
37.4
1
31.8
4
37.2
3
42.2
1
59.8
9
59.1
9

Erzinc
an
40.54

Erzur
um
12.56

Hakk
ari
70.62

20.14

11.90

-

Iğdı
r
67.
39
-

24.79

11.41

-

-

28.06

6.62

-

26.29

6.03

-

35.13

7.76

-

69.83

43.71

77.45

63.74

43.06

47.07

62.82

37.58

20.58

48.
63
53.
20
60.
59
66.
35
78.
64
81.
14

Figure 15. PM change in Doğu Anadolu according
to months

Kar
s
27.
25
26.
79
26.
08
28.
39
23.
72
-

Malat
ya
82.04

42.
69
51.
77
45.
64

37.26

72.30
68.31
60.31
43.00
44.30

56.30
59.83

Muş
116.
20
33.4
6
82.5
7
-

Tunc
eli
56.22

Va
n
-

40.61

74.
50
63.
96
64.
31
48.
56
39.
32
36.
83
41.
76
42.
79

45.00
29.95

99.3
8
132.
13
126.
27
-

18.25

58.2
8

20.52

21.98
19.12
23.27

When the change in PM10 is examined by
months, we see that the values   are
higher in winter and lower in summer.
Maximum value seen on December which
is 65.34 µg/m³ and the minimum value seen
on may which is 34.04 µg/m³. The reason
for this may be the release of pollutant
particles into the nature as a result of the
use of fossil sources.

vi. İç Anadolu Region

Figure 16. PM10 change in İç Anadolu according to years

Figure 17. PM comparison in two time periods

When the average PM10 data of the İç Anadolu region is examined annually, the highest PM10 value
which is 72,53 µg/m³ was in 2010. The lowest value is 46,97 µg/m³ in the year of 2018. It is a clear9th International Symposium on Atmospheric Sciences (ATMOS 2019)
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fact that a decrease occurs in the average PM10 values was observed compared between 2010 and
2018. When we examine the data in two groups ( 2010-2014 , 2015-2018 ) it was seen that the amount
of PM10 in the first period is generally more. According to the annual data of İç Anadolu region, the
province with the highest PM10 value is Niğde with 113,14 µg/m³. The reason for this is the cement
factory, which is very close to the meteorological station in Niğde.
Table 6. PM10 comparison of the cities in İç Anadolu according to years

201
0
201
1
201
2
201
3
201
4
201
5
201
6
201
7
201
8

KON
YA
67,18

NEVŞE
HİR
68,98

61,36

66,86

NİĞ
DE
113,1
4
74,52

68,38

74,30

72,86

56,85

72,83

63,94

58,24

77,91

44,64

56,80

80,24

49,63

51,46

79,13

66,91

65,74

67,34

67,55

50,03

62,76

62,18

SİV
AS
69,3
3
47,3
7
48,5
6
53,3
8
35,0
2
33,2
1
25,3
1
23,3
3
25,1
2

AKSA
RAY
80,03

ANKA
RA
81,31

ÇANK
IRI
77,05

ÇOR
UM
57,23

KARA
MAN
63,86

KAYS
ERİ
61,27

KIRKK
ALE
66,32

KIRŞE
HİR
64,78

89,29

69,91

60,47

45,78

48,00

75,89

63,18

55,30

92,93

67,38

66,93

82,81

48,51

79,63

74,87

52,56

88,34

63,73

43,28

67,83

44,78

73,95

77,15

53,99

79,34

61,09

30,81

34,09

29,48

68,37

65,11

47,24

84,93

62,93

30,77

19,37

44,47

75,22

56,85

45,19

77,28

60,40

27,94

46,93

59,80

73,46

60,79

45,71

76,18

67,61

30,70

54,01

65,55

80,83

69,76

48,10

33,68

35,32

29,69

37,33

58,15

76,54

55,91

37,01

Figure 18. PM change in İç Anadolu according to months

When seasonal data are analyzed, the
highest PM10 value was observed in
November. The highest PM10 value
in that moth is 83,96 µg/m³. The
minimum value seen on June which
is 42,84 µg/m³. When the data of İç
Anadolu region is examined, it is
seen that the amount of PM10 in
winter is more.

vii. Karadeniz Region

Figure 19. PM10 change in İç Anadolu according to years

Figure 20. PM10 comparison in two period
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Annually Karadeniz data show that the high PM10 amount was 62,82 µg/m³ in 2010. Also, the lowest
value is 42,71 µg/m³ in the year of 2018. Karadeniz data show that in the Karadeniz region, as in the İç
Anadolu region, the average amount of PM10 decreased from 2010 to 2018. The data in two periods
show that the average amount of PM10 in the first period is generally higher.
According to the annual data of Karadeniz region, the province with the highest PM10 value is
SAMSUN with 97,10 µg/m³ and the lowest PM10 value is BARTIN with 11,71 µg/m³.
Table 7. PM10 comparison of the cities in Karadeniz according to years
AM
AS
YA

AR
TVİ
N

BA
RTI
N

BO
LU

ÇO
RU
M

DÜ
ZC
E

29,
37

BA
YB
UR
T
66,6
5

201
0

63,
98

66,
62

201
1

42,
96

201
2
201
3
201
4
201
5
201
6
201
7
201
8

38,
66
35,
20
28,
96
41,
98
54,
56
56,
76
48,
38

GÜM
ÜŞH
ANE

61,
13

Gİ
RE
SU
N
48,
17

84,2
4

37,
91

47,
62

21,
02

87,3
5

61,1
3

64,
82
52,
68
52,
97
46,
04
46,
76
39,
38
44,
27

11,
71
21,
37
49,
03
47,
63
41,
52
42,
21
38,
09

70,7
2
76,9
8
81,5
7
69,0
1
56,5
3
40,6
3
44,3
6

58,2
4
65,6
0
57,9
6
59,6
0
50,7
8
40,2
5
33,2
4

KA
RA
BÜ
K
49,8
1

OR
DU

RİZ
E

SA
MS
UN

SİN
OP

TO
KA
T

113
,14

97,
10

60,
21

41,37
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When seasonal data are analyzed, the highest
PM10 value was observed in December. The
highest PM10 value in that moth is 75,76
µg/m³.The minimum value seen on June
which is 35,25 µg/m³. When the data of
Karadeniz region is examined, it is seen that
the amount of PM10 in winter is more.

Figure 21. PM change in Karadeniz according to months

DISCUSSION
In this study it can be observed that the average annual PM10 values   decreased from 2010 to
2018. The reason for this decreasing is the decrease in fossil fuel usage with the increase in the usage
of natural gas and the low emission of pollutants to the nature. According to the energy atlas, natural
gas consumption of turkey reached 37,411,118,370 to 51.898 billion m3 between the years of 2010 to
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2017 [9] .The data that made PM10 measurements Turkey show that the region with the highest PM10
value was the Akdeniz region with 75.34 µg/m³ while the region with the lowest PM10 value was
Güneydoğu Anadolu region with 30.86 µg/m³. The 10-year data show that PM10 data has declined.
When seasonal data are evaluated, it is seen that pm10 values in winter months are higher than
summer months. Outside the Doğu Anadolu region, polluted air was inhaled between 2010-2018
(According to the limit values set by the EU). The current air quality in public health was not
appropriate. As a result of these studies, people are exposed to polluted air and this situation is
threatened to human life.
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ABSTRACT

With the Industrial Revolution, the use of coal as the energy source of the rapidly increasing industry
and then the fossil fuels used to meet the energy needs caused an increase in the concentration of
harmful gases such as dust, smoke, NO, NO2, SO2, CO2 and O3. Air pollution, dust, smoke, gas and
impurities in the form of steam, pollutants, negative impact on human health and material damage is
defined as. Recent studies on air pollution reveal the seriousness of the situation. At the same time air
pollution related studies were done in Turkey. The aim of this study was to evaluate air pollution by
addressing SO2 gas in Turkey. In this study, Akdeniz, Doğu Anadolu, Ege, Güneydoğu Anadolu, İç
Anadolu, Karadeniz and Marmara regions in Turkey observed and regional assessments are made.
Keywords: Air pollution, SO2, Data, Quantity, Turkey, Region
INTRODUCTION
With the Industrial Revolution, the rapidly increasing industry used coal as an energy source. Fossil
fuels used to meet the energy demand increased the concentration of harmful gases such as dust,
smoke, NO, NO2, SO2, CO2, and O3 in the atmosphere. Air pollution is defined as the pollutants that
may be present in the form of dust, smoke, gas and impure water vapor in the atmosphere adversely
affect human health and cause material damage. Negative effects of air pollution on living health and
ecosystem are known. Recent studies on air pollution reveal the seriousness of the situation. This
study aimed to sulfur dioxide (SO2) gas, Turkey general inspection.
According to study by Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (ACP), although the SO2 content in East
America was quite high, a significant reduction in SO2 content was detected from 2005 to 2015. The
1990 Clean Air Law Amendments (CAAA, 1990) and other regulations were effective in this
reduction. Likewise, a significant reduction in SO2 emissions occurred in the West of Europe between
1990 and 2011. In contrast, SO2 emissions have increased in India due to the predominance of coalfired thermal power plants in India. This is due to the very low rate of installation and use of emission
control devices in India. In China, the highest concentrations of SO2 are observed in the North China
Plain, which has the highest concentrations in the world. However, it has been observed that the values
measured from 2007 to 2015 decreased by half. Turkey SO2 concentration was observed to increase
with the industry (2016).
Air pollution is a major environmental problem in the developing countries of the world with rapid
growth of population, industrial activities, and traffic density. Turkey, as a rapidly developing country,
faces similar air pollution problem (Toros, 2015). The air pollution is seen in Turkey, more domestic
heating fuel and motor vehicles. In addition, industrial emissions of pollutants have also been added to
these resources arising from the industrial centers in Turkey. Air pollution in some cities has been
closely linked to urbanization, which began in the 1950s and accelerated in the 1960s and developed
in parallel with industrialization. However, it is necessary to determine the concentrations of pollutants
within a certain period of time in order to determine the air pollution of cities (Garipağaoğlu, 2006).
Exceeding the specified limit values of SO2 concentration is very dangerous for human and
environmental health. SO2 concentrations are often seen in cities where coal is common for domestic
heating high values   in central and industrial areas (Akyürek, 2012).
National Air Quality Monitoring Network established by the Ministry of Environment and
Urbanization. From this point of view, the National Air Quality Monitoring Network within the
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Ministry of Environment and Urbanization is of primary importance for providing digital data as it is
the most easily accessible resource. Within the scope of the data, the concentration of sulfur dioxide
(SO2), particulate matter (PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx), ozone (O3), and carbon monoxide (CO) can be
examined. In this study, Turkey general sulfur dioxide using the data received from the specified
source (SO2) ratings were made. The period of this study was determined as 2010-2018.
STUDY AREA, DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Turkey; It is a country covered by seas on three sides on a large area on the territory of Anatolia and
Thrace. Turkey; surrounded by the Black Sea to the north, the Mediterranean Sea to the south and the
Aegean Sea to the west. Turkey, located between 36 ° -42 ° degrees north latitude and 26° - 45°
eastern meridians. Turkey; mathematically located in the middle latitude temperate zone, the diversity
of topographic conditions, the three sides covered by the sea, close to the centers of important air mass,
the general atmosphere of the winter period in the summer season due to the circulation of a more
diverse climate that changes in a wide variety of climate mosaic and environmental conditions (Öztürk,
Çetinkaya & Aydın, 2017).
Turkey's coastal areas, the impact of sea features are seen more temperate climates. The North
Anatolian Mountains and the Taurus mountain range prevent marine influences from entering the
interior. For this reason, continental climate characteristics are seen in the inner parts of our country
(Şensoy, Demircan, Ulupınar & Balta, n.d.).
According to the Köppen-Geiger climate classification in Turkey;
1) Arid climate (B) type is dominant in the inner parts. It is seen in 18% of Turkey. It is a climate type
that covers a large area in the Central Anatolia Region.
2) The most common type of climate in Turkey (43%) humid temperate mid-latitudes in winter
climates (C) includes all coastal areas and most of the Southeast Anatolia.
3) Turkey has the second most common type of climate winters are cold humid medium latitude
climate type (D) or continental climate type (39%). This climate type is seen in the mountainous areas
of Central Anatolia and Southeastern Anatolia and throughout Eastern Anatolia (Öztürk, Çetinkaya &
Aydın, 2017).

Figure 1. Main climates types (received from Öztürk, Çetinkaya & Aydın, 2017)

The main reasons for the presence of sulfur dioxide (SO2) in the atmosphere are the use of sulfurcontaining fuel and volcanic eruptions in domestic heating, transportation, and industrial facilities.
High concentrations of SO2 in the air can also lead to the formation of other sulfur oxides (SOx). In
addition, the use of coal for heating purposes during the winter months causes various pollutants,
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especially SO2, PM and carbon monoxide (CO) to spread to the environment (Kara, Tezel, 2017).
Exceeding the specified limit values   of SO2 concentration is very dangerous for human and
environmental health.
It is also the responsibility of the authorities to provide the public with up-to-date information on air
pollution through communication tools, as it is a matter that has a direct impact on public health, as
well as responsibilities for the protection and improvement of air quality. However, it is quite difficult
for the general public and local authorities to understand the measurements of different pollutants,
even if it is possible for a scientist working on this subject. For this reason, when explaining the state
of air pollution/air quality to the public, a classification system that is easily understood by the public
is used. With this classification system, which is widely used all over the world, called Air Quality
Index (AQI), it is possible to determine the air quality according to the concentration of pollutants in
the air as good, medium, bad, dangerous and so on. The methods and criteria used to calculate the
index in many countries of the world have been established in accordance with the air quality
standards applied in their own countries (National Air Monitoring Network, n.d.).
Air Quality İndex (AQI) in Turkey, the EPA Air Quality Index was created by adapting their national
legislation and limit values.
Table 1. EPA Air Quantity İndex (AQI) (received from EPA)

SO2 measurements carried out in Turkey were provided daily from the Ministry of Environment and
Urbanization UHKİA the website for the years 2010-2018. The UHKİA has a total of 162 stations
measuring SO2. For the quality control and evaluation of the data, the commonly used Excel program
was used in statistical analysis. Excel was chosen because it gives fast results. In this way, data
analysis and presentation was performed. In order to make a general evaluation, it is necessary to
remove the wrong measurements and missing data in the data. The data obtained from the UHKİA are
raw data. Therefore, UHKİA data were used after quality control in this study. While analyzing the
measurements, it was paid attention to have at least 22-day data monthly and 75% data annually.
Months and years that do not comply with these conditions are excluded from the data and analyzed.
In this study, monthly and annual analysis of sulfur dioxide (SO2) was had.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Annual and monthly SO2 averages between 2010 and 2018 were calculated by analysing the data
obtained from the National Air Quality Monitoring Network (UHKİA) stations. When analysing the
data, attention was paid to 22 days per month and 75% per year. The months and years that did not
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meet these conditions were excluded from the data and long-term averages were obtained. The
presence of missing measurements also negatively affected the statistical analysis.
The data analysis is based on the 24-h averages of SO2 concentrations. In Turkey, PM10
concentrations show a seasonal dependence with high concentrations in winter and autumn and lower
concentrations in summer and spring. Due to the emissions added by poor quality coal burning in
winter season for domestic heating, and winter concentrations especially tend to be higher in some
parts of Turkey. Besides, urbanization, industrialization, and the number of motor vehicles have
increased rapidly in recent years, causing increased levels of air pollutants (Toros et al., n.d.).
The top ten provinces with the highest level of yearly SO2 levels   are Şırnak (93,6416 µg/m3),
Hakkari (84,5935 µg/m3), Edirne (76,3663 µg/m3), Tekirdağ (50,7378 µg/m3), Bitlis (41 µg/m3),
9103 µg/m3), Karabük (34,9559 µg/m3), Muğla (34,4086 µg/m3), Afyon (32,9219 µg/m3), Manisa
(32,7295 µg/m3) and Canakkale 8830 µg/m3).
SO2 concentrations in Turkey, winter and high in the autumn, summer and shows a seasonal
dependence with low concentrations in the spring. This is due to the coal used for heating during the
winter and autumn months. Due to the emissions added by poor quality coal burning in winter season
for domestic heating, and winter concentrations especially tend to be higher in some parts of Turkey
(Toros et al., n.d.). Considering the seasons in which pollution is observed, it is thought that there is
pollution caused by domestic heating.
Although high SO2 concentrations were observed between 2010 and 2014 in provinces such as
Hakkari, Şırnak, and Tekirdağ a decrease was observed in the following years. Although high SO2
concentrations were observed between 2010 and 2014 in provinces such as Hakkari, Şırnak, and
Tekirdağ, a decrease was observed in the following years. This may be due to the reduction of coal
used for domestic heating. On the other hand, increases in SO2 concentration have been observed in
Edirne and Tekirdağ provinces in recent years.
Table 2. Annual of SO2 values in Turkey with city names
1. PERİYOT

2. PERİYOT

AVARAGE

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2010-2018

Adana

5,8532

6,0811

6,2607

5,4696

3,7459

5,8959

4,1032

4,4103

9,2142

5,6705

Adiyaman

8,0145

10,7171

8,1364

10,6046

7,7391

12,3364

10,5116

2,9841

9,0942

8,9042

Afyon

32,4280

31,9506

34,8841

64,8914

40,0701

30,4805

20,1205

23,2184

18,2534

32,9219

Agri

19,6944

15,3114

19,1010

9,7977

9,2470

6,7761

20,9850

25,6082

19,9817

16,2781

Aksaray

26,0956

16,7556

6,6477

11,8976

10,0565

9,9157

6,5799

7,4207

7,6506

11,4467

32,5907

36,3145

9,6088

6,8047

21,3297

Amasya
Ankara

14,3563

15,0677

16,1777

10,4950

11,3025

9,3384

9,7087

7,5383

7,6393

11,2915

Antalya

15,7948

7,0625

5,1771

3,1459

4,2466

6,4972

3,8246

3,5302

5,4260

6,0783

Ardahan

26,5014

18,8839

12,8345

20,4044

20,5291

14,3441

14,6366

14,4365

14,9413

17,5013

Artvin

5,0094

5,6989

2,6832

4,1873

6,0723

9,2477

6,7918

8,6253

10,5389

6,5394

Aydin

21,9818

41,2091

19,9260

6,4372

7,1697

20,6656

11,1539

9,5024

8,6853

16,3035

Balikesir

6,2082

7,7701

7,8215

6,8611

7,1501

6,7113

6,1746

9,1248

8,1712

7,3325

Bartin

7,2822

11,2922

4,0127

14,5370

14,0414

12,0084

9,6814

9,8539

12,0491

10,5287

Batman

12,0592

12,7719

16,1377

30,5425

12,3258

7,3182

4,5245

7,6035

6,0855

12,1521

Bayburt

15,5791

9,4303

4,4524

7,5710

5,1084

4,3636

6,7658

5,8061

5,7839

7,2067

Bilecik

11,1424

13,1461

7,3082

9,4901

9,2239

7,6837

8,5448

8,3599

5,7222

8,9579

Bingol

15,3304

12,0600

14,5457

5,4909

6,2736

7,0197

5,1396

7,5710

8,4986

9,1033

Bitlis

91,5472

64,8139

41,0667

38,3493

32,1457

9,5782

17,3645

39,3386

42,9889

41,9103
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Bolu

62,3130

39,6358

33,0623

12,3631

29,1741

22,8371

12,6772

11,9509

10,3855

26,0443

Burdur

25,1222

19,6787

10,8357

11,8802

12,6707

15,0357

7,0082

8,5165

14,4807

13,9143

Bursa

5,7349

12,2434

7,8621

17,8726

16,1271

13,1416

11,2763

10,4900

6,5245

11,2525

Canakkale

20,9855

45,6375

31,5084

45,5406

55,1660

33,8809

22,8606

14,1495

8,2176

30,8830

Cankiri

9,4923

7,7023

4,9955

16,8425

17,0286

19,4686

6,0393

7,6908

12,3361

11,2884

26,1043

28,0197

39,6222

21,1630

28,7273

Corum
Denizli

15,9133

5,6769

6,1627

18,0946

20,9727

23,7431

16,7954

14,8050

16,6976

15,4290

Diyarbakir

17,6603

9,7161

7,3576

18,2724

9,8612

9,2448

6,6316

8,3457

6,5389

10,4032

Duzce

8,7326

5,5806

3,9556

8,4063

6,1225

7,1620

9,7147

7,4048

8,0258

7,2339

Edirne

45,0327

57,2530

48,9478

88,2543

113,9491

115,1967

101,7036

66,0480

50,9117

76,3663

Elazig

11,1098

6,1933

7,1717

14,6604

12,3450

12,8167

5,1059

5,6085

7,2870

9,1443

Erzincan

12,7155

9,8833

4,4208

9,2507

10,3220

12,8946

10,4072

9,8333

8,6872

9,8238

Erzurum

12,7380

13,7542

12,5282

9,3609

12,9659

12,9902

12,4388

12,3532

10,0317

12,1290

10,9340

10,9340

Eskisehir
Gaziantep

16,7326

17,6989

12,6331

12,1738

6,6309

10,9433

8,3287

9,6113

7,0335

11,3096

Giresun

5,8729

11,8023

5,3077

5,3206

7,7866

7,5276

5,1111

7,3397

7,6780

7,0829

11,4326

16,8437

12,7640

12,7111

13,4378

Hakkari

116,7663

169,3349

164,8272

83,5556

52,0670

55,9781

39,1324

38,1952

41,4847

84,5935

Hatay

6,2948

18,1948

10,0096

10,9835

20,2000

14,3605

12,7767

11,4753

14,5460

13,2046

İgdir

12,4327

24,1622

10,3268

11,3228

8,7463

7,7860

9,0878

10,4083

12,9375

11,9122

İsparta

19,1723

33,7054

27,0167

28,8077

21,6792

14,5697

12,7827

14,6787

12,5211

20,5482

6,5046

7,0941

5,9194

7,2090

8,0040

4,9310

6,6104

Gumushane

İstanbul
İzmir

12,2750

13,2952

8,1715

7,7465

7,3295

9,3925

9,8532

10,5709

Kahramanmaras

7,3041

7,2409

10,5166

27,0907

24,4037

23,1580

13,7787

18,4658

21,5414

17,0555

52,7356

56,7452

32,0901

37,3101

21,3192

20,8481

23,6431

34,9559

Karaman

22,5673

23,5643

13,4758

24,5492

22,8988

19,2845

12,5962

12,9254

8,5665

17,8253

Kars

25,5363

28,2034

16,6942

20,8466

14,5417

20,6868

31,7341

22,1392

15,9320

21,8127

Kastamonu

12,5480

14,1511

14,0982

9,4911

8,9785

6,7606

10,2962

11,5132

9,8754

10,8569

Kayseri

12,5480

14,1511

14,0982

9,4911

8,9785

6,7606

10,2962

11,5132

9,8754

10,8569

Kilis

4,7619

8,2543

5,8328

3,8467

5,0280

8,3248

8,7151

12,2770

7,9190

7,2177

Kirikkale

37,5219

15,2047

8,8795

15,4613

11,4430

15,6190

16,5093

15,9430

17,9368

17,1687

Kirklareli

21,7177

34,9697

9,9434

13,7640

17,9919

12,1073

10,7267

10,2540

7,8618

15,4818

Kirsehir

7,1294

8,0260

7,1011

8,5266

12,2714

10,2074

10,8882

5,3721

9,4551

8,7753

Kocaeli

16,6814

10,7809

12,7659

12,1710

10,8167

10,7757

16,4036

14,3366

7,2726

12,4449

Konya

12,4039

20,2525

19,4157

10,0383

9,9459

7,9670

11,9142

17,1706

9,7364

13,2049

Malatya

11,5925

29,7427

3,2640

9,9860

9,3739

11,2910

7,3384

6,2645

8,6537

10,8341

Manisa

6,8054

16,2339

13,2291

22,4970

35,4844

56,6142

51,6564

41,6052

50,4401

32,7295

Mardin

27,8179

39,5357

24,9042

16,6149

16,4673

10,5343

13,9775

9,5910

12,1954

19,0709

Mersin

2,9055

3,1596

2,8202

3,9629

3,7251

5,6389

3,0500

4,6901

7,5965

4,1721

Mugla

34,5711

48,2676

45,5540

53,0219

44,5968

24,0410

17,0838

14,0970

28,4445

34,4086

Mus

19,9215

14,3569

21,5583

30,2234

20,8689

22,4756

21,7639

20,8625

11,2126

20,3604

Nevsehir

16,5524

16,6194

10,0646

10,6058

16,6472

13,1892

12,6710

11,7285

11,1785

13,2507

Nigde

25,4944

21,4205

8,0141

7,5737

6,1336

6,7198

8,8261

5,5866

5,9055

10,6305
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4,9362

10,5444

9,8333
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23,0508

12,1756

15,9969

18,8327

12,3978

Rize

15,5568

12,8850

3,4466

6,9680

5,8780

4,5251

2,8862

3,9745

4,4487

6,7299

Karabuk

9,8293
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17,8796
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45,0924

17,7686

11,6118
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14,8643

15,2074

23,1219

Yalova

3,4459

14,2493

6,4518

5,7278

6,0941

6,7243

7,1062

6,4127

4,7608

6,7748

Yozgat

19,8043

28,7082

16,5553

24,5325

32,7361

45,2986

34,8596

18,8044

23,1009

27,1555

Zonguldak

30,6128

42,3759

31,5094

25,0677

13,2702

16,9609

16,0877

18,4988

12,9527

23,0373

Average

21,6805

22,7321

18,3077

20,0542

18,6160

17,9029

15,0921

13,8080

13,3174

12,6021

The top ten provinces with the lowest level of yearly SO2 levels   are Mersin (4,17209 µg/m3),
Adana (5,67045 µg/m3), Antalya (6,0783 µg/m3), Artvin (6,5394 µg/m3), Istanbul (6,6103 µg/m3),
Tunceli (6,6366 µg/m3), Kilis (6,72986 µg/m3), Rize (6,77476 µg/m3), Yalova (7,0829 µg/m3), and
Giresun (7,2067 µg/m3).
The provinces with the highest SO2 concentration in winter are Şırnak (326,0400 µg/m3), Muş
(179,9849 µg/m3), Edirne (161,7808 µg/m3) and Tekirdağ (107,2421 µg/m3). The provinces with the
lowest concentrations are Mersin (6,2132 µg/m3), Antalya (7,2355 µg/m3), Adana (7,6033 µg/m3),
Rize (7,9484 µg/m3), and Yalova (8,5182 µg/m3).
The provinces with the highest SO2 concentration in spring are Şırnak (94,4127 µg/m3), Muş
(72,8565 µg/m3) and Edirne (73,5529 µg/m3). The provinces with the lowest SO2 concentration in
spring are Mersin (3,6709 µg/m3), Antalya (3,7223 µg/m3), Adana (4,8753 µg/m3), Artvin (5,1002
µg/m3), Rize (5,0633 µg/m3), and Tunceli (5,1172 µg/m3).

Figure 1. Seasonal Averages
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The provinces with the highest SO2 concentration in the summer months are Manisa (30,4821 µg/m3),
Kahramanmaraş (19,4171 µg/m3), and Şırnak (12,7215 µg/m3). The provinces with the lowest SO2
concentration in the summer months were Aksaray (2,7696 µg/m3), Kırıkkale (3,6653 µg/m3),
Gümüşhane (2,7645 µg/m3) and Kırklareli (2,7136 µg/m3), Bartın (2,8505 µg/m3), Bayburt (2,5864
µg/m3) and Balıkesir (2,8865 µg/m3).
The provinces with the highest SO2 concentration in autumn are Edirne (61,6163 µg/m3), Muş
(59,0537 µg/m3) and Şırnak (41,8272 g/m3). The cities with the lowest SO2 concentration in autumn
were Kastamonu (5,2217 µg/m3), Adana (5,3791 µg/m3), Istanbul (5,5069 µg/m3), Kars (5,8222
µg/m3), and Yalova (5,5226 µg/m3).
Table 3:Seasonal of SO2 values in Turkey with city names
WİNTER

Adana
Adiyaman
Afyon
Agri
Aksaray
Amasya
Ankara
Antalya
Ardahan
Artvin
Aydin
Balikesir
Bartin
Batman
Bayburt
Bilecik
Bingol

SPRİNG

SUMMER

AUTUMN

December January

February March

April

May

June

July

Novemb
August September October er

7,9836

7,1822

7,6440

5,5296

4,8247

4,2718

4,3466

6,1060

4,1241

5,0846

4,8769

6,1759

21,9429

10,1183

9,8700

7,4791

4,6652

3,7718

4,2322

5,4091

4,9909

4,9352

5,5063

19,5508

65,6058

55,0650

55,2486

45,6677

31,7184 11,8648 11,9503 12,7765 11,1115 8,1528

27,9204 55,7376

30,8909

39,2299

33,3989

18,9037

12,1214 6,5300

6,1735

7,7621

8,3051

7,0175

10,0712 18,9132

22,5196

25,8211

23,4659

17,0255

2,6749

2,7696

2,7696

2,9567

2,9936

3,2399

5,8001

72,9919

68,9783

75,2479

47,8417

21,2126 7,5282

5,2000

6,5335

6,2593

9,8019

27,2590 63,4566

15,5576

15,3933

15,7856

12,5579

9,3782

9,7791

7,6789

7,5733

8,1195

9,2629

9,9729

14,7210

9,1763

6,9676

5,5628

4,2556

3,4962

3,4152

3,2896

4,0886

5,5000

14,5319

5,5379

7,0216

37,3910

47,1600

34,5480

22,6279

12,4979 6,9373

4,2941

4,0447

4,0515

4,2069

10,1760 21,9843

16,1092

10,8396

10,0833

8,4245

4,1352

2,7410

3,0642

3,4491

3,9349

3,1157

4,7566

9,9294

41,4574

34,1413

26,6056

20,1140

11,2654 5,3243

4,8533

5,4402

4,7054

6,0179

7,1157

28,9963

14,5521

12,8004

11,8719

10,1907

7,4452

4,3575

3,3617

2,6403

2,6574

4,4898

4,8164

9,6113

21,6592

23,2877

19,3694

16,6627

9,5273

4,2296

3,1500

2,5175

2,8841

3,1073

6,1314

14,5463

25,5072

32,6694

23,6667

10,9177

7,1391

4,5481

4,3252

5,6986

6,8030

8,7185

6,1450

11,7629

11,1606

14,1115

13,1526

9,7426

6,7626

3,3730

2,4070

2,6023

2,7500

3,1468

5,5894

11,6466

16,1955

14,7490

14,0932

12,2718

8,5242

5,5330

4,4589

4,2231

3,6272

4,7331

6,4038

12,3105

16,7521

14,9474

19,7644

17,1190

7,8745

3,7846

4,2681

3,9012

3,0113

3,6388

5,0036

12,1240
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Bitlis
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Erzincan
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İzmir

74,5304

81,5740

81,2377

60,8947

33,0939 33,0939 8,7207
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17,7950 57,7545

55,5556

59,9091
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22,2632 9,7151

6,5049

5,1864

4,9843

6,4132

15,7040 36,7582

31,2867

23,5090

20,3673

19,7576

11,9888 5,9339

3,5763

5,6738

4,4982

3,8030

8,3777

27,8185

17,2754

16,7998

15,2614

15,7845

12,6929 9,1805

8,0927

6,5616

6,0709

9,1469

9,2253

14,7058

55,8402

65,7385

57,4173

56,1773

29,4664 12,9999 8,9962

8,1523

7,0597

10,5310

15,2616 36,6945

22,0995

14,3085

17,8571

16,8433

11,8021 5,6546

4,0483

4,9345

4,6135

9,7773

38,8564

34,1436

38,2463

25,9829

20,5075 14,9085 10,0498 13,0236 9,7020

19,2509

18,8801 38,9371

35,6201

28,7630

25,0648

16,6510

10,5538 7,4395

6,2380

8,5128

7,9311

9,3547

10,1023 18,4049

18,2868

21,0571

15,8189

9,7198

8,4500

5,3532

4,6231

5,4831

6,8644

7,1042

6,7860

12,3376

7,6082

10,2351

11,8831

10,9963

7,8321

5,8043

4,2383

4,3676
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4,4564

6,0267

7,5543

160,6722 160,5603 164,1098 144,6608 63,8383 12,1596 5,4452

6,2243

5,9176

6,8037

121,759
56,2859 4

15,3484

17,5097

15,3817

10,2979

6,8038

4,2552

3,7860

4,1116

5,0545

5,0829

5,1538

8,7327

21,1107

18,6630

14,1066

12,5581

7,8233

4,5290

3,1493

3,0147

2,7249

3,3511

7,1906

19,6679

9,3659

10,8730

15,5733

6,8161

5,3766

7,3614

6,6515

8,1667

8,3625

7,1111

8,1778

6,9872

8,7633

11,4083

7,2045

17,1188

4,5883

11,5450
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5,4679

21,2744

24,0414

20,8577

21,9960
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5,4008

4,8745
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10,1945
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33,4140

28,0852

23,0466 10,3300 10,9159 10,3000 9,2245

9,8670

10,9126 19,9851

35,7711

36,6311

32,3688

24,0322

13,9224 7,1774

7,3940

10,5490 25,0626

5,9018

6,9305

6,1210

CONCLUSION
When winter SO2 concentrations were calculated, it was observed that many stations reached high
concentrations during the observation period. In this case, although the decrease over time shows that
continuing of SO2 pollution in Turkey.
The level of air quality is a key parameter in ensuring sustainable conditions for the future of cities.
European and Asian centers of economic growth, industrialization, urbanization, social dynamics,
historical, touristic and cultural areas such as Turkey, has a growing population in a sustainable way.
Knowing the air quality is important for well-planned, densely populated areas. Air quality is also
important for better health conditions.
Measures, campaigns and coal removal of home heating systems in all cities have helped to reduce air
pollution. As a solution, it is recommended to use natural gas for domestic heating instead of lowquality coal and to apply SO2 treatment in coal-fired thermal power plants. Knowing that cities' air
quality is sufficient to examine variations, as well as physical and chemical type air pollution needs
further work. The result is that all this will help improve the emergency situation of air pollution.
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ABSTRACT
Rainfall exhibits highly variable character both spatially and temporally, and therefore identifying
homogeneous rainfall regions are important steps of regional climate studies. The aim of this study is
to redefine main rainfall clusters of Turkey by using k-means methodology and investigate spatial
shifts in the redefined rainfall clusters in subsequent 5- and 10-year periods for 1980-2018 period. Kmeans clustering is one of the most commonly used unsupervised clustering methods. It classifies
objects in multiple groups such that objects within the same cluster are as similar as possible whereas
objects from different clusters are as dissimilar as possible. The less variation within clusters, the more
homogeneous the data points are within the same cluster. The k-means methodology employed in this
study computes centroid of clusters for the different supported distance measures, including squared
Euclidean, cityblock, cosine, and correlation. In this study, MATLAB computing environment was
used for the k-means clustering. Initially, monthly rainfall totals are subjected to k-means clustering by
taking into consideration 234 stations covering the 1980-2018 period. Considering the thickness of the
silhouette plot with similar sizes and also the maximum silhouette value and lowest negative silhouette
number, four rainfall clusters are determined as optimum classifications for this climate period. When
the 5-year subsequent periods are taken into account, the rainfall clusters varied as three, four, five and
six while they varied between three, four and six when 10-year subsequent periods are taken into
consideration. It is concluded that the rainfall regions in Turkey over the last 40 years have not been
steady and rather exhibited varying spatial patterns and shifts. Results of the variable clustering
exhibited the impact of physical geographical features of Turkey, such as topography, orography,
land-sea distribution and elevation differences of the high Anatolian peninsula.
Keywords: k-means clustering, rainfall clusters, Turkey, MATLAB
INTRODUCTION
Climatic features exhibit spatio-temporal variability characters, which enable different climatic zone
delineations reflecting the present similar climatic conditions or defining ‘similar’ climate areas
(Fovell and Fovell 1993). Early studies on climate classification, however, were limited by the
availability of climatic data. Developments in availability of extensively reliable historic climate data
and powerful computational capabilities led to improvement of different approaches for climate
classification methodologies based on clustering of similar sites (Ramos, M.C., 2001; Ünal et al.,
2003).
Cluster analysis is a way to examine similarities and dissimilarities of observations or objects. Data
often fall naturally into groups, or clusters, of observations, where the characteristics of objects in the
same cluster are similar and the characteristics of objects in different clusters are dissimilar. There are
two main clustering methods that are commonly used in most studies, namely hierarchical and nonhierarchical. The basic non-hierarchical clustering procedure is the k-means clustering proposed by
MacQueen (1967). The main advantage of k-means algorithm is its popularity in finding clusters due
to its simplicity of implementation. K-means clustering is a partitioning method that treats
observations in data as objects having locations and distances from each other. It partitions the objects
into mutually exclusive clusters, such that objects within each cluster are as close to each other as
possible, and as far from objects in other clusters as possible. Each cluster is characterized by its
centroid, or center point. Of course, the distances used in clustering often do not represent spatial
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distances. Silhouette analysis can be used to study the separation distance between the resulting
clusters. The silhouette plot displays a measure of how close each point in one cluster is to points in
the neighboring clusters and thus provides a way to assess parameters like number of clusters visually.
The average silhouette approach measures the quality of a clustering. A high average silhouette width
indicates a good clustering.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Precipitation Data
Monthly rainfall records at 234 climate stations shown in Figure 1, which are operated by the Turkish
State Meteorological Service, are considered in this study. The rainfall data is subjected to initial
quality control by TSMS Data Processing Center.

Figure 1. Geographical distributions of the stations for the study
Methodology
The goal of clustering is to categorize or group similar objects together. A central goal in any cluster
analysis is the degree of similarity notion (or dissimilarity) between the individual objects. This
clustering partitions the objects into k different clusters in the way that objects within the each cluster
are similar to each other as much as possible and as dissimilar as possible to the objects in other
clusters. The similarity metric can be based on average difference, correlation, etc. Each cluster
partition is mainly defined by its center (or centroid) and member objects. By k-means algorithm,
similarities within each cluster are strengthened while dissimilarities with the members of the other
clusters are maximized. On the other hand, the object transfer contributes for a better partitioning.
However, it does not guarantee 100% success. One way of checking the success of cluster assigning is
the estimation of the silhouette values for each of the objects (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990). The
silhouette value is estimated by the equation (1).

(1)
where a(i) is the average similarity between ith object and the other members of the same cluster and
b(i,k) is the average similarity between the ith object and the members of the kth cluster. Note that
silhouette values (S(i)) vary from −1 to +1 where +1 indicates that ith object is placed in the right
cluster and very well separated from the dissimilar objects in other clusters. Additionally, 0 indicates
that the object does not belong distinctly to one cluster or another, while −1 indicates that the object is
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assigned to the wrong cluster. Overall, the average of S(i) provides a rough idea about how well the
partitioning is performed with k clusters for the N objects.
K-means computes centroid clusters differently for the different, supported distance metrics. Table 1
summarizes the available distance metrics. In the formulae, x is an observation (that is, a row of X)

and c is a centroid (a row vector).
Distance
Metric
sqeuclidean
cityblock

cosine

correlation

Table 1. Available Distance Metrics (Web-4)

Description

Formula

Squared Euclidean distance. Each
centroid is the mean of the points
in that cluster.
Sum of absolute differences, i.e.,
the L1 distance. Each centroid is
the component-wise median of
the points in that cluster.
One minus the cosine of the
included angle between points
(treated as vectors). Each centroid
is the mean of the points in that
cluster, after normalizing those
points to unit Euclidean length.
One minus the sample correlation
between points (treated as
sequences of values). Each
centroid is the component-wise
mean of the points in that cluster,
after centering and normalizing
those points to zero mean and
unit standard deviation.

The k-means methodology employed in this study computes centroid of clusters for the different
supported distance measures, including squared Euclidean, cityblock, cosine, and correlation.
MATLAB computing environment was used for the k-mean clustering.
K-MEANS CLUSTERING (1980–2018) PERIOD
Table 2. Average Silhouette Value and Number of Negative Values for each Distance Method and
different clusters for 1980-2018 period.
Cluster Members
Cluster Distance
Silhoutte Information
Period
Method
3
4
5
6
7
8
Average Silhouette Value
Number of Negative Value
Average Silhouette Value
cosine
Number of Negative Value
Average Silhouette Value
cityblock
Number of Negative Value
Average Silhouette Value
correlation
Number of Negative Value
squared
euclidean
19802018

0.410
56
0.260
8
0.237
38
0.228
7

0.370
48
0.260
8
0.228
37
0.267
16

0.391
33
0.288
3
0.248
29
0.292
6

0.405
28
0.271
10
0.219
36
0.249
10

0.413
23
0.267
10
0.241
15
0.249
9

0.318
22
0.244
15
0.165
21
0.242
12

Silhouette analysis shows that when the n_clusters is equal to 3 and 4, all the plots are more or less of
similar thickness and hence are of similar sizes as can be also verified from the labelled scatter plot on
the right. Other silhouettes showed a bad pick or more ambivalent in deciding proper clustering.
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Here, all 1980-2018 cluster period’s thickness of similar silhouette plots with different distance
methods was examined and one of them is selected. Distance method, the average silhouette score and
number of negative value are cosine, 0.260 and 8 respectively for n-clusters equal to 3 and 4 (Table 2).
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data for 38 year
Period (1980–2018) with n-Clusters equal to 4

Figure 2. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 3 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 1980-2018 and nClusters=4
In Figure 2 on the left, the thickness of the silhouette plot or the cluster size can be visualized. Here,
n_clusters=4 has the best average silhouette score of around 0.260 and all clusters being above the
average shows that it is actually a good choice. Also, the thickness of the silhouette plot gives an
indication of how big each cluster is. Moreover, the thickness of silhouette plot started showing wide
fluctuations. Good n clusters will have a well above 0.260 silhouette average score as well as all of
the clusters have higher than the average score. Considering the thickness of the silhouette plot, the
maximum silhouette value, lowest negative silhouette number, and four is determined as optimum
number of rainfall clusters for this climate period.
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K-MEANS CLUSTERING for 10-YEAR (1980–1989, 1990-1999, 2000-2009 and 2010-2018)
SUB-PERIODS
Table 3. Average Silhouette Value and Number of Negative Values for each Distance Method and
different clusters for the sub-10 year sub-periods

Silhoeutte analysis was conducted to detect more accurate number of k-means clustering for 10 year
sub periods. To do this, all the silhouettes were visually examined one by one with different distances.
In silhouette analysis, the selection criteria for the period 1980-2018 are also valid in 1980-1989 subperiod and the others as well. In Table 3 for example, 6 cluster members with cosine distance method
has been chosen to represent 1980-1989 sub period. One can find higher value of average silhouette
score with lower value of number of negative score, but the thickness of the silhouette plot and the
cluster size should be considered visually, so that one can select the uniformly distributed cluster
members according to different distance methods. The other 10 year sub periods are also selected the
same way as we did for 1980-1989 sub period. K-means clustering on monthly total precipitation data
selected from Table 3 are shown in the following figures.
It is interesting to discuss the selection procedure for the optimal number of classes. For example for
the period 1990-1999, 4 clusters with cosine distance method were selected instead of 6 clusters with
cosine distance method where Average Silhouette value is 0.294 and Number of Negative value is 4.
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The reason for this is that we need a visual inspection of silhouette. 4 clusters with cosine distance
method for the period 1990-1999 showed better uniformly distributed shape.
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 1980–
1989 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=6

Figure 3. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 6 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 1980-1989 and nClusters=6
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 1990–
1999 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=4

Figure 4. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 4 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 1990-1999 and nClusters=4
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 2000–
2009 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=5

Figure 5. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 5 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 2000-2009 and nClusters=5
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Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 2010–
2018 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=8

Figure 6. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 8 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 2010-2018 and nClusters=8
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K-MEANS CLUSTERING for 5-YEAR (1980-1984, 1985-1989, 1990-1994, 1995-1999, 20002004, 2005-2009, 2010-2014 and 2015-2018) SUB-PERIODS
Table 4. Average Silhouette Value and Number of Negative Values for each Distance Method and
different clusters for the sub-5 year sub-periods
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Again, silhoeutte analysis was conducted to detect more accurate number of k-means clustering for 5
year sub periods. To do this, all the silhouettes were visually examined one by one with different
distances. In silhouette analysis, the selection criteria for the period 1980-2018 are also valid in 19801984 sub-period and the others. In Table 4 for example, 5 cluster members with cosine distance method
was chosen to represent 1985-1989 sub period. One can find higher value of average silhouette score
with lower value of number of negative score, but the thickness of the silhouette plot and the cluster size
should be considered visually, so that one can select the uniformly distributed cluster members
according to different distance methods. The other 5 year sub periods are also selected the same way as
we did for 1985-1989 sub period. K-means clustering on monthly total precipitation data selected from
Table 4 are shown in the following figures.
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 1980–
1984 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=6

Figure 7. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 6 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 1980-1984 and nClusters=6
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 1985–
1989 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=5

Figure 8. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 3 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 1985-1989 and nClusters=5
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Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between
1994 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=4

1990–

Figure 9. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 3 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 1990-1994 and nClusters=4
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 1995–
1999 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=5

Figure 10. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 3 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 1995-1999 and nClusters=5
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 2000–
2004 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=5

Figure 11. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 5 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 2000-2004 and nClusters=5
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Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 2005–
2009 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=5

Figure 12. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 5 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 2005-2009 and nClusters=5
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 2010–
2014 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=5

Figure 11. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 5 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 2010-2014 and nClusters=5
Silhouette Analysis for k-means Clustering on Monthly Total Precipitation Data Between 2015–
2018 Sub-Period with n-Clusters=4

Figure 12. On the Left: Silhouette Plot for the 3 Clusters according to Cosine (dis)similarity as a
Distance Metric. On the Right: Visualization of Clustered Data with the period of 2015-2018 and nClusters=4
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STATION BASED K-MEANS CLUSTERING OF RAINFALL REGIONS with CLUSTER
LABELS
Station Based K-Means Clustering of Rainfall Regions (1980–2018) Period with Cluster Labels
Cluster
Labels

1980–2018
Figure 13.Rainfall Clusters for 1980-2018 period.
When 1980-2018 period is taken into account, our analysis indicated 4 rainfall clusters based on the
silhouette values and different methods. The cosine distance method gave the best result.
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Station Based K-Means Clustering of Rainfall Regions for 10-Year (1980–1989, 1990-1999, 20002009 And 2010-2018) Sub-Periods with Cluster Labels

1980–1989

1990-1999

2000-2009

2010-2018
Figure 14. Rainfall Clusters for 10-year subsequent periods between 1980-2018
When the subsequent 10-year periods are taken into account, we found 6 clusters for 1980-1989 period,
cosine distance method with 4 clusters for 1990-1999 period, 5 clusters for 2000-2009 period, and 8
clusters for 2010-2018 period, based on the that silhouette values and cosine distance method
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Station Based K-Means Clustering of Rainfall Regions for 5-Year (1980-1984, 1985-1989, 19901994, 1995-1999, 2000-2004, 2005-2009, 2010-2014 Anf 2015-2018) Sub-Periods with Cluster
Labels

1980-1984

1985-1989

1990-1994

1995-1999

2000-2004

2005-2009
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2010-2014

2015-2018
Figure 15. Rainfall Clusters for 5-year subsequent periods between 1980-2018
For the 5-year subsequent periods between 1980-2018, it was found that 6 clusters for 1980-1984 period,
based on cosine distance method, 3 clusters for 1985-1989 period based on correlation distance method,
3 clusters for 1990-1994 period based on cosine distance method, 3 clusters for 1995-1999 period based
on cosine distance method, 5 clusters for 2000-2004 period based on cosine distance method , 5 clusters
for 2005-2009 period based on cosine distance method, 5 clusters for 2010-2014 period based on
correlation distance method and 3 clusters for 2015-2018 period based on correlation distance method.
CONCLUSION
Our findings indicate that rainfall regions over Turkey during the last 40 years exhibited highly variable
character. The rainfall regions usually ranged between 3 and 6 clusters, with varying spatial extent.
Overall, western Mediterranean, Aegean and Marmara regions formed one single region while BlackSea coast, Central and Eastern Anatolia and Southeastern Anatolia formed the other regions. Results of
the variable clustering exhibited the impact of physical geographical features of Turkey, such as
topography, land–sea distribution, continentality and elevation differences of the high Anatolian
peninsula.
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ABSTRACT
Air pollution can be defined as the concentration of major components of gases in the atmosphere get
through critical values and affect life on earth. Although there are numerous of gases which creates
pollution in the atmosphere O3, NOX, SOX, CO2, PM 10, PM 2.5 are main problem makers which
diffuse the atmosphere because of human activities. Starting from the industrial revolution to our
century air pollution origin humans increasingly caused lots of environmental problems. These
problems must be searched and prevented before hazardous incidents. The purpose of this research is
to specify the general profile of ozone concentration over Turkey between January 2010 to December
2018 periodical. In this case, it is used 21 stations at the Black Sea Region, 7 stations at the Central
Anatolia Region, 3 stations at the Aegean Region, 27 stations at the Marmara Region, 6 stations at the
Mediterranean Region, 6 stations at the Eastern Anatolia Region and analysed. It is observed that
concentrations of ozone have different variabilities in terms of basic climatological features, air quality,
urbanization, and population density.
Keywords: Air pollution, Ozone, Data, Quantity, Turkey

INTRODUCTION
Increased industrial activities, urbanization, developing technology and some of the chemical activities
and their yields appeared in the atmosphere which is the one affected mostly by activities. With
increasing chemical activities, air pollution has started observing over the regions. For the
measurement of air quality in the atmosphere, O3 is one of the important and risky compounds. There
are 2 types of ozone and these are the tropospheric and the stratospheric ozone. Taking into
consideration for air quality, tropospheric ozone is observed. Nikolove and Mintcheva states that in
urban areas surface ozone can cause health problems and has a bad effect on humanity. This type of
ozone can damage the respiratory and lung systems and environment (2018). The tropospheric ozone
occurs in the troposphere level naturally by sunlight and the pollutants. This ozone is seen over the
urban area and after the late noon and known as bad type ozone. One of the resources of bad type
ozone is NOX, and motor vehicles and power plant cause this. Ozone is a complex form of oxygen.
The reaction of O2 molecules and oxygen creates O3 that exists in the troposphere and ozone doesn’t
occur with directly and need to NOx, VOC, and the sunlight. Pollution of the ozone level is related to
air conditions. Over temperature, insolation and inactivity of air are favourable conditions for ozone
level.
Bozkurt et al state that topography and specialty of topographical area are important for dispersion of
pollutants since these quantities affect the local winds and atmospheric stability (2018). Besides,
traffic, industrial area, the heating process of the region affect the ozone level. Im, Tayanc, & Yenigun
state that under anticyclonic conditions low-level wind speed ozone level is observed high (2006). In
this study, the data are analysed and presented in relation to environmental contamination in terms of
air quality data concentrations of monitoring stations in sixty-four stations of Turkey. These results
indicate air pollution levels. Different from other researches, in this study case regional and country
base updated 1-year periodic data are used.
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METHODOLOGY
Study Area
Turkey is located in 36 ° - 42 ° parallel of 26 ° North - north of the equator between the meridians 45 °
East, a country east of the prime meridian and the rest of the middle generation. Turkey is divided into
seven geographical regions. These are Mediterranean, Eastern Anatolia, Aegean, South-eastern
Anatolia, Central Anatolia, Black Sea, and Marmara regions. It is surrounded by seas on three sides; to
the west is the Aegean Sea, to the north is the Black Sea and to the south is the Mediterranean Sea, to
the northwest is the Sea of Marmara. The total population in Turkey about 79 million. Different
climatic characteristics and four seasons are seen together. The average elevation is high. Therefore,
the difference between the actual temperature and the reduced temperature is high. It has important
straits and trade routes. Topographical characteristics are affective mostly since the elevation of
Turkey increases with west to east. In Turkey, the winds blowing from the north winds blowing from
the south while decreasing temperature increases the temperature. Karayel is a cold wind blowing
from the northwest. Mostly storm-shaped work. Yildiz is a cold and strong wind blowing from the
north. This wind is more effective in the Black Sea and Marmara regions. Poyraz is a cold wind
blowing from the northeast. Mostly storm-shaped work. It has a cooling effect in the summer period.
This wind is most effective in Marmara and the Black Sea regions. The Ethesian wind is a wind
blowing from the northwest in the Mediterranean and Aegean seas. Effective from May to September,
this wind lowers the temperature in the places it blows. Occasionally storm-shaped work. Lodos work
from the southwest. It is a wind that raises the temperature in the places where it blows and is more
effective in the Western Anatolia and the Marmara Sea. Kible is a hot wind blowing from the south. It
is moist because it comes from the Mediterranean Sea. Samyeli is a hot and dry wind blowing from
the southeast. This wind, which mostly affects South-eastern Anatolia, damages plants due to its
drying effect. Föhner (hairdryer) wind, is more effective in the North Anatolian Mountains and the
foothills of the Taurus Mountains in Turkey. As these air masses rise, it cools by 0.5 ° C every 100
meters, while it descends to 1 ° C every 100 meters. Therefore, föhn is a hot and dry wind. These
winds can cause sudden snow melting and related flooding.
Measurement technics
In Turkey, it is set that air quality stations between 2005 to 2007 in 81 cities of Turkey by the Turkish
environment and urban ministry. (http://mobil.havaizleme.gov.tr/Default.ltr.aspx) The data used in this
study are taken from this ministry. To investigate the ozone levels of different cities, it is used 70
stations observations from different regions of Turkey and data which is measured hourly in the 2018
year.
Strategy
The data were obtained from 70 monitoring stations in 26 cities in 2018. For this case study Eastern
Anatolia Region, Marmara Region, Black Sea Region, Aegean Region, Mediterranean Region and
finally Central Anatolia region station data sets are used in Turkey. In contrast, there is no ozone
concentration observation in The South-eastern Anatolia Region. Months containing more than 10
days of missing data are discarded from the original datasets in order to obtain more reliable results.
There is a lot of reason that affects the accuracy of the data. Some of them are the location of the
station, measurement tool and method. That's why data should be controlled. In this study, SNHT
method, Buishand test, Pettitt test, and Von Neumann tests were used for testing the homogeneity.
Alexanderson (1986) suggested the Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (SNHT) to determining to
homogeneity in time series. SNHT perceive the inhomogeneous data in the beginning or ending the
series. The Pettitt test is more sensitive to define to data (Dikbas et al,2010).
A. Homogeneity test
First, the stations were evaluated on a provincial basis, and then the results of the regions were drawn
by taking the average of the provinces. Then, homogeneity tests which are Standard Normal
Homogeneity test, Von Neumann test, Buishand Test, Pettit test were applied for all data sets. Data
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sets exceeding 2 of 4 tests are accepted as homogeny as a result 44 stations data are passed at least 2
test so included calculations and other stations omitted.
Standard Normal Homogeneity Test
All 44 stations passed from standard homogeneity test.
Von Neumann Test
None of the 44 stations passed from Von Nuemann Homogeneity Test.
Buishand Test
12 for 44 passed Buishand test (4 stations in Marmara, 4 stations in Mediterranean, 1 station in Central
Anatolia, 0 station in Eastern Anatolia, 1 station in Black Sea and 2 stations in Aegean.)
Pettitt Test
20 for 44 passed Pettitt test (6 stations in Marmara, 3 stations in Mediterranean, 1 station in Central
Anatolia, 2 stations in Eastern Anatolia, 7 stations in the Black Sea and 1 station in Aegean.)
Equations
Normal standard test
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Calculations
After the homogeneity tests suitable stations firstly locally then regionally added calculations for
finding average ozone concentration values.
Visualization
Graphics and tables which is added research paper are made by using Microsoft Office Excel program.
and maps are made by using Google Earth pro
RESULTS
According to WHO, it is determined that maximum ozone concentration that 8-hour mean level for
creating any dangerous conditions for human health and ecosystem is 120 microgram/cubic meters
(Table 1) Data analysis on Turkey in this study showed that maximum mean ozone level is 83,885
microgram / cubic meters on Balikesir / TURKEY. When investigating the topographic characteristic,
urban situation and meteorological parameters of Balikesir it is stated that this city is affected by both
seas Marmara and Aegean. Elevation of the city is 145 meters but the city is surrounded by mountains
too.
For the general situation of Turkey, it is a comment that ozone level of Turkey is good and not harmful
for human and nature. In Marmara regions sometimes O3 concentrations can cross the standard level
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in summer season and it can be dangerous. On the other hand, in this study, it is used that arithmetic
mean formula and peak values are ignored for obtained more reliable results.
Besides, when it is examined on a monthly basis, it is clear that the ozone level is generally more on
summer months ,and on winter months ozone level is low. The main effect of this difference is the
seasonal change of radiation duration in Turkey. In summer radiation is increasing so ozone
concentration increased too (Compare Figure 3 and Figure 4).
Moreover, it is clear that regional average ozone concentration in Marmora and Central Anatolia are
greater than other months, on the other hand, Mediterranean and Black Sea region have least ozone
pollution (Figure 5).
In Marmara region, Sakarya and Duzce have fewer ozone concentration levels than others. In addition,
because of the fact that amounts of urbanization and usage of vehicles in Marmara Region are more
than the other regions in Turkey, it can be seen that the level of ozone concentration is more and the
ozone pollution increase in Marmara Region (Figure 6).
In Aegean region, both cities have nearly same sunshine duration but on the other hand NOX
concentration of İzmir is extremely higher than Manisa (Figure 12) so this situation creates a huge
difference and Izmir has extremely more ozone level than Manisa (Figure 7).
In the Black Sea region, Trabzon has the cleanest air in against to region average because of the low
ozone pollution. Also, it can be seen that Artvin, Corum, Gumushane, Karabuk, and Samsun have
similar ozone rates with each other(Figure8).
In Central Anatolia, there are a huge differences between Ankara and Kirsehir so it is obvious that this
situation results because of Ankara is metropolitan city which has a high population(Figure9).
In the Mediterranean region only two city ozone data are existed so compared with Isparta, Adana has
more high-quality air conditions(Figure10).
Finally, in the Eastern Anatolia Region, Igdir has more ozone pollution than others. Compared with
Igdir, Erzurum and Erzincan have more ozone-free atmosphere and they have similar values(Figure11).
Table 1. Standard Levels of Pollutants, retrieved from: Web-1

When the regions are analysed according to the arithmetic mean, standard deviation, and their
homogeneity situation, Marmara Region has highest ozone level since the region contains the most
amount of the country population (See in Figure 3.), organized industrial zones and numbers of motor
vehicles.
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Figure 2. Population of Selected Cities in
Turkey, retrieved from: Web-2

Figure 5. Regional average ozone levels of
Turkey

Figure 3. Monthly Turkey Ozone Levels

Figure 6. Marmara Region O3 Concentration
(µg/m³)

Figure 4. Average radiation duration for
months in Turkey, retrieved from: Web-3

Figure 7. Aegean Region O3 Concentration
(µg/m³)
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Figure 8. Black Sea Region O3 Concentration
(µg/m³)

Figure 10. Mediterranean Region O3
Concentration (µg/m³)

Figure 9. Central Anatolia Region O3
Concentration (µg/m³)

Figure 11. The Eastern Anatolia Region O3
Concentration (µg/m³)

Figure 12. The total NOX concentration of Aegean region at 2018 (µg/m³)
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CONCLUSION
The analyses presented in this article include the concentrations of O3 obtained in Turkey. The main
objective of this study is to show how effects ozone to air pollution. Besides, because of the effects of
temperature to the ozone level, in summer months O3 amount is bigger than others. In Marmara
Region; the average ozone concentration 53,023 µg/m³. In Aegean Region; the ozone concentration
values are 48,181 µg/m³. In Black Sea Region; 28,265 µg/m³. In Mediterranean Region; 33,388 µg/m³.
In Central Anatolia; 45,774 µg/m³. In Eastern Anatolia Region 38,212 µg/m³. The results indicate that
O3 concentration is more in Marmara and Central Anatolia regions. The work presented here is a to
the pollution limit, Mediterranean Region and Black Sea Region are very good; therefore, these
regions have clean air in terms of ozone level. Marmara Region, Aegean Region, Central Anatolia
Region, and Eastern Anatolia Region have clean air, too.
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ABSTRACT
We investigated the influence of gravel coverage on roughness length and blown sand flux in a compact
wind tunnel equipped with a turbulence generator and a piezoelectric blown sand meter. At gravel
coverages from 5% to 15%, roughness length increased with increasing coverage. However, at coverages
of 20% or greater, roughness length reverted to its value at 0% coverage. At the lowest wind speed of 6 m
s–1, blown sand was fully trapped at gravel coverages of 15% or greater; however, coverage affected
sand flux little at wind speeds of 8 and 9 m s–1 and had no effect at a wind speed of 10 m s–1. The
increase in roughness length with gravel coverages from 5% to 15% corresponded to a decreased blown
sand flux at heights less than 8 cm. However, at 8-cm height, a greatly decreased roughness length at
higher gravel coverages (20% to 30%) corresponded to a notable increase in blown sand flux, a change
we attribute to aerodynamic smoothing.
Keywords: Arid regions; Boundary layer; Blown sand flux; Piezoelectric blown sand meter; Roughness
length.
INTRODUCTION
Parameters related to the vertical wind speed profile, such as friction coefficient, roughness length, and
zero displacement height, have been developed to express the responses of airflow to different ground
surfaces and the presence of obstacles (Dong et al., 2002). Over smooth ground surfaces, the change in
wind speed with height follows a logarithmic relation, but above gravel surfaces, this relationship does
not hold in the boundary layer below a specific height. The influence of surface roughness on the
boundary layer has therefore been a subject of interest (Schlichting et al., 1955; Neuman, 1998; Zhang et
al., 2004). Although recent studies have investigated the hydrodynamic characteristics of blown sand in
the boundary layer over gravel-bearing surfaces, the variation of wind speed profiles and blown sand flux
with different gravel substrates is imperfectly known (Dong et al., 2002). In particular, quantitative
research into the vertical distribution of blown sand is hampered by the lack of a wind tunnel that can
realistically model the atmospheric boundary layer. Also, measurements of blown sand flux that rely on
sand traps are difficult for reasons including differences in trapping efficiencies with height, the length of
time needed to trap meaningful amounts of sands, and the fact that only average data can be obtained for
blown sand flux (Hotta and Horikawa, 1993).
In this study, we compared the influence of gravel coverage on the aerodynamic characteristics of the
experimental wind field and the flux and distribution of blown sand by using a compact wind tunnel we
recently developed (Liu and Kimura, 2017a, 2017b) and a piezoelectric meter to characterize blown sand
flux.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Wind tunnel and piezoelectric blown sand meter
The compact wind tunnel used in this study (Liu and Kimura, 2017a, 2017b) consists of a blower, a
rectifying space, and an observation space (Figure 1). The wind tunnel is 8.25 m long and has a cross
section measuring 0.8 m × 0.5 m. The sides and ceiling of the rectifying space (3.6 m long) and the
observation space (1.8 m long) are made of acrylic panels 8 cm thick. An inverter with a maximum output
of 1.5 kW allows the operator to specify wind speeds up to 12 m s–1. A honeycomb screen with
hexagonal openings, placed in front of the fan, serves as a flow straightener.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram and photo of the wind tunnel used in this study.
The device uses spires and roughness blocks to control turbulent flow and can achieve a flow with
properties similar to the atmospheric boundary layer within a relatively short rectifying space (Figure 2).
As a result, the device can produce a boundary layer 34 cm thick within the short rectifying distance of
3.6 m. By adjusting the roughness blocks, we also were able to produce an approximately uniform wind
speed (varying by ±0.01 m s–1 at a wind speed of 8 m s–1) through the observation space. The use of
trapezoidal spires (Liu and Kimura, 2017b) enabled us to generate a thick boundary layer and achieve an
increased roughness length of 0.01 cm at the same time.
The blown sand meter uses a piezoelectric transducer with high-precision ultrasonic sensors to count the
sand particles striking the transducer (Udo, 2008). A cone-type resonator with a diameter of 0.65 m
mounted on the sensor portion of the piezoelectric transducer makes it feasible to count blown sand grains
with high accuracy (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Photographs showing the spires (left) and configuration (right) of the turbulence generator.

Figure 3. Photograph showing the configuration of the piezoelectric blown sand meter.
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Measurement of wind speed characteristics

To protect the anemometer from damage by windblown sand, a wooden board coated with sand
was placed on the floor of the wind tunnel from the rectifying space to the observation space (4.5
m). The Tottori dune sand used in our experiments had a median particle size of 350 µm
(Abulaiti and Kimura, 2011). The gravel, from the Tenryu River basin, was composed of grains
5 to 10 mm in diameter. The gravel coverage was set at 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30%. To
measure the amount of sand deposited, the gravel was glued to a sand-covered wooden board
measuring 0.9 m × 0.4 m.
We made experimental runs at wind speeds of 6 m s–1, 8 m s–1, and 10 m s–1. The threshold
wind speed for saltation was 6 m s–1. Wind speed was measured with a pitot tube anemometer
(MK Scientific DT-8920) fixed on a stand. The vertical wind speed profile was measured at 2cm intervals between 0.4 and 46 cm above the surface along the midline at the downwind end of
the observation space. Wind speed was recorded at intervals of 1 s, and the average of 60
readings was used for analysis.
We calculated friction velocity and roughness length from our wind speed observations as
follows:
(1)
where uz is the wind speed at z cm above the surface, u* is the friction velocity (m s–1), and z0 is the
roughness length (cm).
Measurement of blown sand flux
For measurements of blown sand flux, a layer of sand 10 cm deep was placed from the rectifying space to
the observation space such that the wind tunnel cross-section was about 46 cm high. The wind tunnel was
operated at five wind speeds (6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 m s–1), and wooden boards with seven different gravel
coverages (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30%) were installed in the observation space. Sand flux was recorded
simultaneously by a vertical array of ten piezoelectric blown sand meters, mounted at 2-cm intervals from
2 to 20 cm at the midline of the downwind end of the observation space (Figure 3).
The measured numbers of blown sand particles n were converted to blown sand flux qTrap using the
equation (Udo, 2008)

(2)
and
, (3)
where d is the median particle size of sand (350 µm), ρs is the density of sand (2.65 × 103 kg m–3), dPS is
the diameter of the sensor (12 mm), and t0 is the measurement time (1 s).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Wind speed distribution

The vertical wind speed profiles observed at different gravel coverages are shown in Figure 4.
These profiles yielded well-constrained values of friction velocity and roughness length, even in
the compact wind tunnel, and showed that the boundary layer was 34 cm deep. At all three wind
speeds tested, friction velocity u* increased as gravel coverage increased from 0% to 15%, then
decreased at higher coverages. Roughness length z0 increased as coverage increased from 0% to
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15%, then declined at higher coverages to levels typical at 0% coverage (Figure 5). As we
interpret these results, the ground surface became aerodynamically smooth and resistance to the
wind decreased at gravel coverages of 20% and greater. Z0

Figure 4. Friction velocity (u*) and roughness length (z0) derived from wind speed profiles under various
gravel coverages at wind speeds of 6, 8, and 10 m s−1.

Figure 5. Variations in average roughness length with gravel coverage. The error bars indicate standard
deviations.
Blown sand flux

At a wind speed of 6 m s–1, even the smallest increment of gravel coverage reduced the blown
sand flux below a height of 8 cm, and all blown sand was trapped at coverages of 15% and
greater (Figure 6a). At a wind speed of 7 m s–1, sand was partially trapped at heights less than 4
cm for gravel coverage up to 10% (Figure 6b). However, at heights of 6 cm or greater, the blown
sand flux was greater than the case at 0% coverage due to saltation of sand particles (Kenneth
and Haim, 2009). At coverages of 15% or greater, sand trapping was complete.
At a wind speed of 8 m s–1, a positive sand flux was observed (trapping was incomplete) at all
coverages except 5% (Figure 6c). Except for 5% coverage, when the effect of saltation was
evident, the effect of sand trapping was significant at heights of 2, 4, and 6 cm and nearly absent
at 8 cm and above. At wind speeds of 9 and 10 m s–1, sand trapping became progressively less
significant at all levels of coverage above 5% (Figures 6d and 6e).
Figure 7 compares roughness length (from Figure 5) and blown sand flux at 8 cm (from Figure 7)
at different gravel coverages. Saltation effects increased the blown sand flux at all wind speeds
as coverage increased from 0% to 5%. However, from 5% to 15% coverage, at wind speeds
greater than 6 m s–1, the blown sand flux decreased as roughness length increased. At 20%
coverage, the roughness length dropped sharply, and the blown sand flux increased again,
changing little at coverages greater than 20%. Although the total blown sand flux at a height less
than 8 cm decreases due to the aerodynamic smoothening, it is interesting that only the blown
sand flux at 8 cm markedly increased at coverages greater than 20%.
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Figure 6. Vertical profiles of sand flux under different values of gravel coverage at five different wind
speeds.

Figure 7. Comparison of roughness length (right axis; from Fig. 5) and blown sand flux (left axis; from
Fig. 6) at 8-cm height at seven different gravel coverages.
CONCLUSION

The occurrence of Asian dust is said to be caused by saltation bombardment of the ground
surface by particles larger than 70 μm (Shao, 2008). Although the ground surface of the source
region of Asian dust is diverse, most of the Gobi Desert in Mongolia has a surface at least
partially covered with gravel. There are few aerodynamic studies on how gravel coverage
influences the occurrence of windblown sand and dust. In this study, we examined the influence
of gravel coverage on the wind speed profile, friction velocity, roughness length, and blown sand
flux in a compact wind tunnel equipped with piezoelectric blown sand meters. We tested sand
and gravel with particles sizes typical of the southern Gobi Desert, the main source of Asian dust.
We obtained the following results:


The logarithmic law was confirmed for the vertical distribution of wind speed, even in a
compact wind tunnel with gravel.



At gravel coverages of 0% to 15%, the friction velocity and roughness length increased with
increasing coverage, and at coverages greater than 20%, these parameters fell to their values
at 0% coverage.



At lower wind speeds (6 and 7 m s–1), blown sand was completely trapped at gravel
coverages greater than 15%.
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Although an increased roughness length that accompanied increased gravel coverage caused
the blown sand flux to decrease at a height of 8 cm, this effect disappeared at coverages
greater than 15% as the ground surface became aerodynamically smooth.

It can be considered that the source of Asian dust containing gravel has a complex influence on
the occurrence of blown sand and dust depending on the gravel coverage. For example, it is
interesting to know the influence of the blown sand flux at the height of 8 cm obtained in this
study on the occurrence of Asian dust. To verify the results of this study an actual dust source
area containing gravel is important for future development.
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ABSTRACT
DAG (Doğu Anadolu Gözlemevi - Eastern Anatolia Observatory) is an observatory project which will
have a 4-meter class telescope that will be able to make observations in the optical (VIS) and nearinfrared (NIR) wavelengths, in Erzurum, at 3170 meters. The first light of the telescope is planned to be
taken in the last quarter of 2020. In order to serve the observatory, meteorological and astronomical
equipment were installed on the tower which we call MAM (Meteorological and Astronomical
Monitoring). These devices (e.g, meteorological stations, all sky cameras, astronomical seeing monitors)
produce different types of data. The data of these measuring devices are recorded and served via the
DAG-MAM web services to telescope operators. In this study, DAG-MAM service and detailed working
principle of the system are presented.
Keywords: Astronomy, Meteorology, Instruments
INTRODUCTION
DAG (Eastern Anatolia Observatory), which is being constructed at an altitude of 3170 m in Erzurum, is
going to have the most state-of-the-art and sophisticated telescope in its class with the sensetivity to VIS
and NIR light. With the construction of the observatory, the meteorological and astronomical
measurements are going to be needed to be regularly monitored and recorded.
Since the start of the DAG Project, various equipment such as small telescopes, all sky cameras, seeing
measurement devices and sky quality (SQM) measuring devices have been purchased in order to measure
meteorological and astronomical parameters.
METEOROLOGICAL AND ASTRONOMICAL MONITORING (MAM)
DAG-MAM is a “smart” ecosystem which consist of instruments, infrastructure, computational
components and software, and aims to serve the important parameters for astronomical observations to
telescope subsystems and operators by operating 24/7 without interruption.
It also serves retrospective (daily, weekly, annual) data for other users (observers, technical personnel,
researchers, and public). In this way, users can access statistical data of the observatory at any time by
using DAG-MAM web-portal.
Facilities
DAG-MAM meteorological and astronomical equipment is located on a 5x5 meter platform on top of a 7meter-high steel construction tower which was erected at DAG site in 2013, and moved to its current
location in 2015. The MAM Tower and the devices on it are shown in Figure 1. Under the MAM Tower,
there is a 2x2 meter prefabricated building with electrical panels, fiber converters and UKEP (remote
control panels). Next to the MAM Tower, there is a larger prefabricated building within which UPSs,
Servers and work spaces for MASS-DIMM observations and MAM system control are located.
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Figure 1. DAG-MAM Tower. The platform height is 7 meters and the platform area is 5x5m. The
meteorological and astronomical equipment of the DAG-MAM system is located on this tower. In the
lower left part of the photo there is a large prefabricated building (green roof) housing UPSs, Servers and
working spaces, and under the tower there is a small prefabricated building (red roofed) in which
electrical panels and fiber converters are located.
Electrical Infrastructure
120KVa UPS system was established as of July 2019 to provide uninterrupted power to MAM equipment
and servers at at the facilities. The electricity from the UPS system is distributed to the servers through
the remote controllable PDU.
Smart plugs are used for remote power control of some small devices (IP cameras etc.). All electrical
connections of the devices on the MAM Tower and in the server room are equipped with current surge
protectors.
In order to operate the devices on MAM Tower in winter conditions, all devices are passed through steel
spiral cable ducts. The grounding lines for all the devices on the tower are placed separately. MAM
Tower grounding was measured as 1.74 Ohm. Works is also underway to reduce the grounding to less
than 1 Ohm.
Also there is a lightning rod about 5 meters from MAM Tower for service purposes.
Internet Infrastructure
In order to serve the Eastern Anatolia Observatory and its sub-units (MAM, security facilities,
transformer centers, water tanks, etc.), 48 channels fiber infrastructure between Atatürk University and
DAG Facilities was established in 2014.
Fiber connection from the university is terminated at DAG security facilities. Fiber connection goes from
the security facility to the MAM Tower and the observatory. 100/1000 mbps switches are used to
distribute the internet to the servers.
For security of MAM systems, cameras are located in MAM tower, Server room and UPS room. Camera
images are available live on the MAM website.
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IT Hardware
Meteorological measurements and astronomical observations made with various computers and IoT
devices before 2019. As March of 2019, they were replaced by servers. With this change, the IT structure
of the DAG-MAM system was completed. The backbone of the DAG-MAM system consists of 3 HP
DL380 Gen10 servers (two in MAM and one in ATASAM) in 32U rack cabinets. Also a KVM switch for
the control of the servers is located in the server room.
An industrial computer based on DAG ambient conditions (operating at -25°C and 3170 meters) was
needed to control the MASS/DIMM telescope and equipment. For this purpose, an EPC model of TANK870 produced by IEI was purchased. On the tower, there is a 12U rack enclosure (IP66 certified) which
has MASS/DIMM system control computer.
One of the main problems encountered in the DAG-MAM system or such similar systems is the different
time stamps of data generated from different equipment. One NTP time server is used to synchronize the
time stamps.
Meteorological Equipment
In the MAM system, meteorological equipment produced by different companies are used together. In
particular, having different devices capable of making the same measurements is vital for continuous
measurements. Equipment used in MAM system:
Automatic Weather Observation Station (AWOS) manufactured by LSI-LASTEM. It is a weather station
with temperature and humidity sensor, wind speed and wind direction sensor, solar radiation sensor and
visibility sensor.
Diffraction Limited Cloud Sensor II. This sensor is capable of detecting cloudiness by observing the sky
at two different wavelengths (8-14 microns) and comparing the sky temperature with the ground
temperature.
Vantage Pro 2 meteorological station manufactured by Davis.
Stonex's SC200 GNSS receiver and its GNSS antenna. It is aimed to perform PWV analysis from GNSS
measurements.
VAISALA's WXT536 Multi-Parameter Weather Sensor. Two of these sensors are used. One is located on
the tower and the other on the DAG construction site.
Table 1. Technical information of equipment used in the DAG-MAM system.
Device

Temp. [C]

Hum. [%]

Pres. [hPa]

Wind [m/s]

Wind [deg.]

AWS
DVS
VAIS

-40 - +60
-40 - +65
-52 - +60

0-100
1-100
0-100

600-1100
540-1100
600-1100

0-60
0-89
0-60

0-360
0-360
0-360

Astronomical Equipment
DAG-MAM system currently has two all sky cameras (ASC). These cameras are OMEA and EUDA
models from Alcor-System. All sky cameras monitor the observatory's sky during the day and night. With
these cameras, night sky quality and all-night events (meteor, satellite, etc.) are recorded.
Table 2. Specifications of the ASCs used in the DAG-MAM system.
Name
OMEA 8C
EUDA

Sensor
Color
Monochrome

Pixel
8.8 Million
8.3 Million

Resolution
4600 x 3520
3362 x 2537

FoV
180° x 180°
185° x 185°

Pixel Scale
2.9 arcmin/pix
4.1 arcmin/pix

In DAG-MAM system, there is a Cyclope seeing monitor of Alcor-System, which makes continuous
observations for the observatory. Unlike other systems (DIMM etc.), this seeing monitor calculates seeing
only by measuring the position changes of the Polaris (α Umi) (Web-1).
DAG-MAM system includes a Rotating SQM (RSQM) designed and manufactured by ATASAM to
measure night sky quality. The 4 sky quality meter from Unihedron, which looks the sky at 4 different
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angles (30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees), is placed on a rotating platform and makes 15-minute turns in all
directions of the night sky.
Observations are made using a Meade LX200 F/10 telescope with a 30 cm main mirror diameter for
continuous measurement of atmospheric sky quality and the development of a system to provide
information to the DAG Telescope using the MASS/DIMM system.
In addition to this system, GDIMM method will be applied and measurement accuracy will be improved
and turbulence profile will be created.
The Art of Data Flow: DAG-MAM
The meteorological and astronomical equipment used in the DAG-MAM system produce different types
of data due to their structure. Device-specific softwares have been developed for the integration of each
data into the DAG-MAM system.
Virtualization system is used in DAG-MAM system to save space and cost. The servers have a virtual
computers those are specific to each device and thus easy control is made. Software specific to the
devices running on virtual PCs sends the data produced to the MAM-MASTER database server located
on the MAM-01 server. MAM-SLAVE database server in ATASAM copies data from the MAMMASTER server in near real-time.
DAG-MAM website shows data from the MAM-SLAVE server. In this way, datas is presented in a
secure way by indirect method.
Also, NTP time server is used to ensure the time unity of meteorological and astronomical devices and
servers (virtual PCs). Time resolution of the DAG-MAM system was determined to be one (1) minute.
DAG-MAM data flow scheme shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The hardware and software operation diagram of the DAG-MAM system.
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CONCLUSION

The Eastern Anatolia Observatory (DAG) is planned to receive the first light in 2020. The DAGMAM project was implemented to monitor the atmospheric and astronomical data required for
the observatory in a stable manner.
As mentioned in the content, DAG-MAM system is a superstructure project that has been spent
overtime and money. Currently, the majority of the planned work packages (80%) have been
successfully completed.
The work packages remaining before the opening of the observatory will be completed and the
DAG-MAM system will be able to perform the entire surveillance on its own without the need
for human intervention.
DAG-MAM system will also be available on mobile platforms (iOS & Android).
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ABSTRACT
This study presents results of model validations of monthly average temperature predictions produced by
Eastern Mediterranean Climate Center (EMCC) for 2017 and 2018 and their comparisons. Turkish State
Meteorological Service serves as the Eastern Mediterranean Climate Center (EMCC) in the Regional
Climate Centers (RCC) Network since 2009 in WMO VI Region. The Center produces and publishes
monthly and seasonal temperature and precipitation forecasts for climate monitoring and warnings.
Monthly mean temperatures are obtained from global centers (NCEP, JMA) for 19-45E and 21-43N
coordinates. Turkey is represented by 2130 grid points at 20 km spatial resolution. Main verification
methods used in the analysis are Mean Error (ME), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) and Correlation. T-Test and F-test are also used to measure the statistical significance of
the values in the observations and prediction data sets. The average of 2017 MAE was 0.88 and the
average of 2018 MAE was 1.10. While errors were more stable in 2017, larger errors were observed in
2018. In both years there was a significant decrease in November. In May 2017, there was a lower error
size between May and October. The average of 2017 correlation values were 0.4 (low) and the average of
2018 correlation values were 0.2 (weak). Even though 2017 gives a better correlation value than 2018, it
is not strong enough either. The average consistency values for 2017 were 94.92 and the average
consistency values for 2018 were 83.15. In 2017, forecasts are more consistent than in 2018. Overall, the
EMCC performed better for the 2017 mean temperature predictions.
Keywords: EMCC, Verification, Monthly Mean Temperatures, Mean error, Mean Absolute Error,
Consistency
INTRODUCTION
Since 2009, Turkish State Meteorological Service has been serving as the Eastern Mediterranean Climate
Center (EMCC) in the 6th Regional Climate Centers (RCC) network under the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO). The EMCC’s products include monthly and seasonal temperature and precipitation
forecasts, 2m temperature and precipitation rate maps of the previous month, climate data set and Climate
Monitoring Alerts (CWA). These products are shared with the public at www.emcc.mgm.gov.tr (Figure
1).
In the Eastern Mediterranean Climate Center; 2m temperature and precipitation rates of 19-45 and 21-43
coordinates for the global centers (NCEP, JMA) are downloaded, the data are calculated are converted to
ASCII format of the NetCDF format, reverse them in the GIS environment by adding the 130 station data
in Turkey Distance Weighted (IDW) interpolation technique and mapped at approximately 10 km
resolution. Predictive monthly and quarterly temperature and precipitation anomaly forecast data are
downloaded from the European Center for Medium-Term Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for the
coordinates 19-45East and 21-43North, and the data is redrawn in ArcGIS with a resolution of
approximately 10 km for the region. In case of extreme climate events such as cold & hot air wave, heavy
rainfall and drought, these warnings are prepared jointly as WMO 6th Region RCC consortium and
published on the related website.
In this study, monthly average temperature predictions produced by Eastern Mediterranean Climate
Center (EMCC) were validated by observation data for 2017 and 2018 and the results were compared.
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Figure 1. East Mediterranean Climate Center Web Interface
DATA AND METHOD
Data are obtained from 20 km distance grid of observation and prediction raster maps. ArcGIS geostatistics analysis tools help obtaining the observation and prediction data on 2130 grid points over
Turkey (Figure 2).

Figure 2. EMCC June 2018 temperature forecast anomaly and data obtained from 20km resolution grids
The error statistics and consistency analyzes of the observation and estimation data obtained were
performed based on the following methods (Livezey, 1999, Stanski et.al., 1989)).
ME (Mean Error): The actual value difference from the estimated value is taken and divided by the
number of data. The closer the result is to zero, the closer the estimation and actual values are to each
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other, and estimation value from the function is successful. If the result is negative, the observation is
high; If the result is positive, the estimate is greater. It gives information about the direction of the error.
u
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〠 ֝
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i
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MAE (Mean Absolute Error): The absolute value of the real value difference from the estimated value
is taken and divided by the number of data. The result is positive. The closer the result is to zero, the
closer the estimation and actual values are to each other, and the predictive value found in the function is
accordingly successful.
fi : Estimates obtained from the function
Oi: Actual values
n: Number of data
MAE

n

Correlation: It is used to reveal the relationship between two variables. The correlation value varies
between -1 and +1.
-1: full negative linear relationship
+1: full positive linear relationship
0: no relationship.
Consistency: This is the percentage value calculated by dividing the estimated number of data in a
dataset by the total number of data and multiplying by 100. The greater the consistency, the better the
estimates are.
Meaningfulness Test for Mean and Variances:
T-test: It is used to measure the statistical significance of the values in the observations and data sets. The
obtained t-stat and t-critical two-ended values are compared. The results are interpreted according to the
following two hypotheses.
H0:
H1:

䁘

䁘

“T-stat> T-critical two-ended; The first equation is called rejection and there is no statistical significance.
If “T-stat <T-critical two-ended; this time equality is accepted and is called statistically significant.
F–test: It is used to measure the statistical significance of the values in the observation and data set. We
compare the F and F critical two-ended values. The results are interpreted according to the two
hypotheses above.
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ANALYSIS
2017 Monthly Analysis Tables

Figure 3. 2017 Observed and Predicted Average Monthly Temperatures
When the average temperature graph is examined; Estimates and observations are consistent in January,
February and March. April forecast value is lower than observation value. In May this situation was
reversed and the forecast value was higher than the observation value. The average temperatures in June
and July both rise. Forecast values do not represent the observation values very well as of July. The
forecast value was high in August, low in September and again high in October. While the observation
and forecast values were consistent in November, the estimation values in December were well below the
observation values.

Figure 4. Mean Absolute Error by Month for 2017
When the mean absolute error graph is examined; In April, May, September, October and November,
MAE values showed errors greater than 1 and estimates were quite different from those observed in these
months.
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Figure 5. Monthly Correlation by Month for 2017
When the correlation graph was examined; Correlation values are very low in April (0.14), May (0.06),
October (-0.04) and December (-0.05) and Correlation values in August (0.74) and November (0.82) are
quite high. There is a decrease in the correlation between February and May and an increase in the
correlation values between May and August.

Figure 6. Monthly Consistency for 2017
When the consistency graph is examined; Except for December value (78.84), the consistency of the other
months ranged from 91.2% to 99.7%. According to this result, it is seen that the consistency values of
2017 are quite high.
The most important conclusion to be drawn from these evaluations is; In the transition months (April,
May, September, October), the monthly estimation is that the consistency rates decrease. Since our
country is located in the sub-tropical zone, it falls under the influence of different air masses in the
mentioned months. Therefore, the consistency of monthly and seasonal forecasts decreases in our region.
The average standard error (MAE) during the transition months is too high; however, the fact that the
correlation coefficients were too low confirms the thesis that the predicted consistency rates decreased in
these months.
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Figure 7. 2018 Observed and Predicted Monthly Average Temperatures
In January, February, March, April and May, the forecast value is lower than the observation value. Forecasts
and observations are consistent in June and July. In August, September and October, estimation and
observation values were close. In November, forecasts and observations are consistent. In December, the
forecast value does not represent the observation value very well.

Figure 8. Mean Absolute Error by Month for 2018
In January, February, March, April and December, MAE values showed errors greater than 1, and the
estimates were quite different from those observed in these months.
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Figure 9. 2018 Monthly Correlation
In January (-0.12), September (-0.50) and December (-0.54), the correlation values were very low in April
(0.22), June (0.21), August (0.20) and there was a weak relationship between observation and forecasting
data. (0.45), March (0.36) and October (0.45) between the observation and forecast data between the lowgrade relationship, May (0.69), July (0.52) and November (0.52) is seen to have a moderate correlation in
the correlation values.

Figure 10. 2018 Monthly Consistency Graph
Except for March (21.03) and December values (42.4), the consistency of the other months ranges from
80.8% to 99.4%. According to this result, the consistency values of 2018 are quite high.
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Figure 11. 2017 - 2018 Mean Error (ME) Comparison
The mean ME in 2017 was 0.22 and the mean ME in 2018 was -0.61. 2017 ME values are closer to zero
and seen as positive. In the same way, negative tendency values were higher in 2018. In 2017, the values
calculated for 8 months are above zero and 4 months are below zero. 2017 is more consistent than 2018,
while 2017 is more consistent in its first half, 2018 was more consistent in the middle of 2018. In 2017;
while the predicted values say more than the observation values (average positive), in 2018; the predicted
values are less than the observation values (mean negative).

Figure 12. 2017-2018 Mean Absolute Error Comparison (MAE)
The average of 2017 MAE was 0.88 and the average of 2018 MAE was 1.10. While errors were more
stable in 2017, larger errors were observed in 2018. In both years there was a significant decrease in
November. In May 2017, there was a lower error size between May and October.
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Figure 13. 2017 - 2018 Correlation Comparison
The average of 2017 correlation values were 0.4 (low) and the average of 2018 correlation values were
0.2 (weak). Even though 2017 gives a better correlation value than 2018, it is not strong enough either.

Figure 14. 2017 -2018 Consistency Comparison
The average consistency values for 2017 were 94.92 and the average consistency values for 2018 were
83.15. In 2017, forecasts are more consistent than in 2018. Overall, the EMCC performed better for the
2017 mean temperatures.
REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
Within the Standardized Precipitation-Evapotranspiration Index, current situation which covers between
1971-2015 years and the properties of drought projections (severity, duration, density, initial and final
time of these and drought periods) that belongs to HadGEm2-ES RCP(4.5) scenario for certain periods
(2016-2040 /2041-2070/2071-2098) have been evaluated. Drought projections have been analyzed by
using monthly mean temperature and monthly total precipitation observation data from 123
Meteorological Observation Station all over the Turkey between 1971-2015 and regional climate model
data that belongs to HadGEm2-ES RCP(4.5) in terms of certain periods (2016-2040 /2041-2070/20712098). The analysis of meteorological drought events belongs to current situation and periods of
projections have been examined at SPEI-12 months scale. The severity, duration and intensity of drought
periods have been determined by selecting calculated data for each station at SPEI-12 months scale for all
time period. Then, the extreme drought results have been chosen for each of them. These results, which
has been determined by station based, have been mapped by interpolation. Basic drought periods in
Turkey at SPEI-12 scale are 1973-1974; 1985; 1989-1991; 1994; 1999-2001; 2005; 2007-2008 and 20132014 which also appear common drought periods. In addition, Basic projected drought periods in Turkey
at SPEI-12 scale are 2019; 2025-2027, 2029-2040; 2044; 2048-2049, 2054-2073, 2075-2076; 2078; 20832087 and 2091-2098. Total drought severity and total duration of drought maps have similar distributions
for both current situation and projection periods. Central Anatolia, Aegean, Eastern Marmara and Eastern
Anatolia, South-eastern Anatolia and Middle and Eastern Mediterranean Regions have been exposed
drought during 70 months and more, at -70 and more severity index at SPEI 12 scale. The longest drought
has been determined at Kırşehir Station in Central Anatolia Region which has -105.91 drought severity
index. The strongest, short duration and severe drought average that belongs to this station is -1,38 which
is moderate level. The average of short duration droughts have been determined as more severe
frequencies at Trace, Eastern Black Sea (except from Rize), Northern part of Eastern-Anatolia and
Western part of South-Eastern Anatolia, Eastern Mediterranean, Kırıkkale and Yozgat in Central Anatolia
Regions. However general distribution has been determined as moderate severe densities. Giresun Station
has the highest intensity size (-1,90). Decreasing the total precipitation in 2010 was below the long years
average has affected the size of short term severe drought averages. There is an increase for severity and
duration of droughts at three periods of the projection.
Key Words: SPEI, Drought Severity, Drought Duration, Drought Intensity
INTRODUCTION
Drought is one of the biggest and most destructive events humanity has witnessed all over the world. It is
a temporary feature caused by climatic changes and can occur in arid and semi-arid regions, as well as in
humid-temperate climate regions of mid-latitudes. Drought is an important reason for agricultural,
economic and environmental damages. (Burton et All.,1978; Wilhite et all.,1985; Wilhite,1993.) Since
the effects of drought have been slowly appear after a long time with lack of rainfall, it is difficult to
determine beginning, content and end of drought.
The definition of drought is different for each discipline, for instance, The World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) defines drought as a “prolonged and continuous rainfall reduction” (WMO,2016)
on the other hand, The United Nations Convention to Combat Drought and Desertification (UNCCD),
defines drought as a "natural phenomenon which causes deterioration of land and water resources and
deterioration of hydrological balance as a result of significant falls in recorded normal levels"
(UNCCD,1997).
Although there are many types of drought described in the literature, there are four distinct types of
drought (Wilhite et al.,1985). All drought types begin firstly as a meteorological drought which means
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insufficient precipitation. Agricultural droughts follow this situation with decreasing soil moisture and
decreasing evapotranspiration levels. Hydrological drought follows that by decreasing levels of river and
dam water and this situation finally results in socio-economic droughts. Drought indices are considered
useful methods and approaches for measuring and monitoring drought, as it provides a relatively easier
understanding by summarizing the complex interactions between climate variables and climate-related
processes (eg soil moisture or water content) (WMO,2016). The impacts of drought depend not only on
time, intensity and geographical dimensions, but also on the demands of human activities, the flexibility
of the water reservoir and supply of the region and the institutions of the distribution system. They
develop over time and are affected by the interactions between supply and demand (Yevjevich et
All.,1983; Wilhite et All.,1987; Wilhite, 1993). Drought, which is one of the most important problem on
the global scale and also has serious effects on many sectors. Although it affects many sectors
economically, the agricultural sector is one of the most affected sector by this natural disaster.
Continuously monitoring, identifying and evaluating drought with different drought indices is extremely
important for terms of drought management, future plans and measures to be taken.
Low data requirements and simplicity explain the widespread use of precipitation-based indices such as
the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) (Mckee et All., 1993) for drought monitoring and analysis. In
contrast, drought indices such as Palmer (PDSI) (Palmer, 1965) and Normalized PrecipitationEvapotranspiration (SPEI) (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010) containing temperature data in their
formulations are especially preferred for applications involving future climate scenarios. The main
criticism of the SPI is that the calculation is based only on precipitation data. The SPEI has the sensitivity
of the PDSI and the natural spatial distribution of the SPI. The most important advantage of SPEI is that
it clearly defines the role of evapotranspiration and temperature variability in the drought assessment
process. The SPEI is particularly effective in identifying, monitoring, and explaining the consequences of
global warming on drought conditions. The SPEI can measure drought severity according to its intensity
and duration, and determine the beginning and end of drought periods. Since SPEI can be calculated over
a wide range of climates, it allows comparison of drought intensity over time and space (Web 1; Web 2).
DATA AND METHOD

In this study, the monthly average temperature and monthly total rainfall data of the 1971-2015
period of the 123 meteorology observation stations with different climate characteristics selected
from Turkey, and the regional climate projection data of the RCP 4.5 scenario of HADGEM2-ES
model for 2016-2098 period were used.

Figure 1. The geographical distribution of meteorological stations used in studies on Turkey
The time interval of projections has been examined in terms of three periods (2016-2040, 20412070, and 2071-2098). The study covers the SPEI drought index and characteristics of drought
events (severity, duration and intensity, their start-to-finish times and dry periods) and their
trends. Trends in annual average temperature and annual total precipitation series were tested
according to Mann-Kendall rank correlation coefficient method (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1975).
Past and future analysis of meteorological drought events, with longer periods of accumulation
SPEI-12 (year-round) by taking the monthly scale, It has tried to provide general information
about exposure to drought in Turkey.
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After computing the SPEI drought severity index of the current situation and periods, the
severity, duration and intensity values of the dry periods (where the index falls below zero) were
calculated for the whole time series of the SPEI-12-month scale calculated for each station and
negative values were selected, each of which was the most extreme. These results based station
were mapped by using IDW method in ArcGIS (10.4) mapping program.
SPEI uses the difference data between precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (PET).
SPEI calculation also includes the determination of the probability distribution suitable for longterm observations such as SPI (Normalized Precipitation Index) and its conversion to normal
distribution. Although the two-parameter gamma distribution is applied in SPI, the threeparameter Log-logistic distribution is used in SPEI. Potential Evapotranspiration (PET) is
calculated by Thorntwaite method (monthly average temperature) in SPEI calculations. This
study requires full time series data. SPEI calculation is not possible where insufficient data is
available. SPEI has an average of 0; The standard deviation is 1. Because SPEI is a normalized
variable, is associated with other SPEI values in the space-time dimension (Vicente-Serrano et
Al.,2010) . SPEI drought class value ranges are given in Table 1a-b. The normal drought class
(Table 1a) actually represents the sum of the slightly dry and slightly wet drought classes.
Therefore, for the purpose of this study, this class range is arranged as in Table 1b.
Table 1a. SPEI Drought Class value ranges

Table 1b. SPEI Drought Class value
ranges (Regular class edited)

Temperature and Precipitation Trend Analysis in Turkey
The local and temporal distribution of precipitation is quite irregular in Turkey. The precipitation
variability between the north and south of Turkey is quite different.Trend in mean annual
temperature and annual precipitation series in Turkey were tested by the Mann-Kendall rank
correlation coefficient method. The critical z-value for the two-sided tests at 5% and significance
level is ± 1.96. Mann-Kendall test application in Turkey has clear and significant increase trend
in mean annual temperature. The average annual temperature in Turkey since 1994 despite an
increasing trend, especially entering the early years of this trend is the increase in 1998. Since
2005, the upward trend has become more evident. (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Mean annual temperature trend analysis Figure 3.Annual total
( M-K) in Turkey
analysis (M-K) in Turkey

precipitation

trend

Figure 4. Turkey hadgem2-ES (RCP4.5) The
Figure 5. Turkey hadgem2-ES
average annual temperature Mann-Kendall trend (RCP4.5) the annual total rainfall Mannanalysis
Kendall trend analysis

In the Mann-Kendal trend analysis of annual precipitation, there is an upward, if not significant,
trend but it is observed that the change in precipitation does not follow a regular regime. (Fig. 3).
For HadGEM2-ES (RCP4.5) scenario, it is foreseen that the annual average temperatures of our country
will increase significantly and rainfall changes between years and during the year will be uneven although
there is a tendency to decrease in rainfall. (Fig 4-5). While the heating trend is limited until the middle of
the century, it is predicted that this trend will increase especially in the mid-century (Fig. 4). The average
increase at the end of the heating trend was calculated as 2.5 ° C. It is observed that the change in
precipitation does not follow a regular regime. It is observed that it will increase in some periods (145150 mm per year) and decrease in the same value in some periods. (MGM Yayınları, 2005). It’s
important that where, when and howmuch the rainfall falls. Incomplete rainfall or excessive rainfall,
which cannot be taken during the season and amount, is effective in the formation of events such as
drought, flood or flood. Changes in precipitation between years and during the year, cause drought events
of different severity. Although average monthly total precipitation vary between regions in Turkey, it is
about 38% in the winter months. This is followed by spring at 27% and autumn at 24%. In summer, this
rate decreases to 11% (Figure 6).

Figure 6. 1971-2015 Mean monthly total precipitation and temperature distribution in Turkey
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Changes in the winter and spring precipitation in Turkey are considerably affect the amount of water. The
amount and shape of precipitation during these periods is very important for the continuation of ground
and surface waters. The main reason why drought can be observed in the stations with an upward trend in
annual rainfall series is diversity between years and years. Therefore, drought indices should be
considered instead of total annual rainfall.
Especially in regions where the average of short-term severe droughts are experienced intensely, when we
see the beginning and ending dates of the intensity, we see that the decrease in total annual rainfall in the
stations and the lack of rainfall during the season are effective. The effect of decrease in precipitation and
increase in temperatures on PET increases the size and duration of drought by affecting drought severity .
(Çamalan et Al. 2017a; Çamalan et Al. 2017b; Çamalan et Al.2018)
Drought Severity (S), Drought Duration (D) and Intensity (I) Maps
Drought index; is the main variable to assess the impact of drought and determine its various
characteristics such as duration, intensity, and severity (Adhyani et Al.,2017). Drought Severity (S),
Drought Duration (D) and Intensity (I), which are the criteria used to determine the drought
characteristics and allow for a comprehensive definition of drought are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Drought Severity and Duration
Since drought is defined when SPEI values fall below zero, a drought event is considered a period with
negative SPEI values. The study model described by Yevjevich (1967) was used to identify droughtrelated variables. The duration of the drought event is equal to the number of months between the start
(included) and the end month (not included). Drought duration (D) is the length of the period in which
the SPEI index values are equal to 0 (zero) consecutively starting from values where the SPEI index
values are negative and expire when the SPEI values are positive. The severity is the absolute value of
the integral area between the SPEI line and the horizontal axis (SPEI = 0) until the beginning of the
drought (Spinoni et al., 2014). Drought severity (S) is the cumulative SPEI values obtained by summing
the index values remaining during the drought period (1) The ratio of drought severity to drought
duration is defined as Density (I) (2)
S

I=S/D

D
i

SPEIi

(1)
(2)

S: Drought Severity
D: Drought Duration
I: Drought Intensity
A threshold value must be defined to measure the length of drought duration and the magnitude of
drought severity. In this study; Drought Severity (S), Duration (D) and Intensity (I) calculations were
made as the threshold value, the index was accepted as the arid / humid threshold of zero value. SPEI-12
month index calculated for each station, severity, duration and intensity values of dry periods (index
below zero) were calculated and negative values were selected, each of which was the most extreme.
These station-based results were mapped using the IDW method in ArcGIS (10.4) mapping program.
Drought is a climatic event that can be seen in all climatic regions of the world and even in rainy areas. In
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SPEI, each station is calculated according to its unique climate character. By calculating the drought
duration, drought severity and intensity of each zone, we can define characteristics of drought events and
the difference of one zone from another. The magnitude of the intensity indicates that it has a high mean
and short duration in a drought period. SPEI-12 monthly scale; Total drought severity and total drought
duration maps show almost similar patterns. In the present case; Central Anatolia, Aegean Region,
Eastern Marmara Region, Eastern Anatolia Region, Southeastern Anatolia Region and Central and
Eastern Mediterranean Regions are exposed to drought of 70 or more severity (Figure 8). While the
duration of drought is 70 months or more in the coastal Aegean and Central Anatolia regions, the duration
of drought is lower in Eastern Anatolia (Figure 9). Thrace, Eastern Black Sea (except Rize), the north of
Eastern Anatolia and around Van, southwest of Southeastern Anatolia, the Eastern Mediterranean, the
eastern part of Eastern Anatolia, the average of short-term severe droughts are more intense, but the
general distribution is of moderate intensity (Figure 10).

Figure8.SPEI-12 Total Drought Figure9. SPEI-12 Total Drought Figure10. SPEI-12 Drought
Severity (S) (1971-2015)
Duration (D) (1971-2015)
Intensity (I) (1971-2015)

Figure 11. SPEI-12 Total Figure 12. SPEI-12 Total Figure 13. SPEI-12 Drought
Drought Severity (S) HadGEM2- Drought
Duration
(D) İntensity(I)
HadGEM2-ES
ES (2016-2040)
HadGEM2-ES (2016-2040)
(2016-2040)

Figure 14. SPEI-12 Total Figure 15. SPEI-12 Total Figure 16. SPEI- 12 Drought
Drought Severity (S) HadGEM2- Drought
Duration
(D) Intensity (I) HadGEM2-ES
ES (2041-2070)
HadGEM2-ES (2041-2070)
(2041-2070)

Figure 17. SPEI-12 Total Figure 18. SPEI-12 Total Figure 19. SPEI-12 Drought
Drought Severity (S) HadGEM2- Drought
Duration
(D) Intensity
(I)
HadGEM2ES (2071-2098)
HadGEM2-ES (2071-2098)
ES(2071-2098)
There is an increase in drought severity and durations in all three phases of the Projection, with the
expected increase in temperatures and decrease in precipitation in the HadGEM2-ES RCP4.5 scenario.
These increases in 2016-2040 period; In the Aegean, Mediterranean and Marmara regions, the west of
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Southeastern Anatolia, the Western and Central Black Sea, northwestern Central Anatolia and around
Niğde (Figure 11-12), during the periods 2041-2070 and 2071-2098; especially in Central Anatolia,
Southeastern Anatolia, inland Aegean and Mediterranean regions (Figure 14-15-17-18). The average of
short-term severe droughts in all three phases of the projection; Although Turkey in general foreseen in
moderate to severe intensity; Thrace south of Marmara and coastal Aegean and Erzincan, Mersin, Denizli,
Kırşehir, Amasya districts in intense intensity between 2016-2040 period (Figure 13). west and a few
local places (Figure 16), the period 2071-2098 coastal Aegean, west, north and east of the Marmara,
inland parts of the Middle (Figure 19).
In the present case (1971-2015); longest drought 98 months in Kırşehir station in Central Anatolia Region
and the strongest total drought severity is -105.91. The strongest short-term severe drought average of
this station is moderate with -1.38. The highest short-term severe drought average is -1,90 Giresun station
in the Black Sea region. When we look at the start and end dates in the regions with high density, we see
that the total annual rainfall in the stations and the missing rainfall during the year are not effective. The
highest drought intensity time at this station started in July 2010 and ended in July 2011 (Table 2). 2010
and 2011 were dry years for Giresun station (Figure 20). While the average annual rainfall of Giresun
Station is 1274 mm, the annual rainfall in 2010 is around 971 mm. The lack of rainfall during the autumn
rains caused intense drought between these years.

Figure 20. SPEI-12 monthly scale time-based change for Giresun station
The starting and ending years of drought characteristics are given in Table 2-3-4-5 for the present stations
(1971-2015) and projection periods (2016-2040 / 2041-2070 / 2071-2098).
Table 2. SPEI-12 Monthly Scale Current Status (1971-2015) Drought Characteristics Start and End
Years

Table 3. SPEI-12 Monthly Scale HadGEM2-ES (RCP4.5) - 2016-2040 Period Drought Characteristics
Start and End Years
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Table 4. SPEI-12 Monthly Scale HadGEM2-ES (RCP4.5) - 2041-2070 Period Drought Characteristics
Start and End Years

Table 5. SPEI-12 Month Scale HadGEM2-ES (RCP4.5) - 2071-2098 Period Drought Characteristics of
the Beginning and Ending Years

Whole the station in Turkey, interannual and yearly has seen changes in rainfall also caused the droughts
of varying severity. Drought is an important and big problem for our country. Therefore, the measures to
be taken for drought should be established regionally and locally, taking into account the severity, spatial
consistency and duration of drought events.
Dry periods
In the study was aimed to determine the past and future of the common dry periods in Turkey. In order to
determine the dry periods examined time period in the current situation and projection periods for
monthly areal weighted average is calculated indices in 12 months scale on supernormal in their drought
classification (SPEI <= - 1) was determined to be dry or not. SPEI-12-monthly basis the overall scale of
the current situation in Turkey, drought periods, 1973-1974; 1985; 1989-1991; 1994; 1999-2001; 2005;
2007-2008 and 2013-2014 are common dry periods. The main drought periods prescribed in Turkey in
Projection data 2019; 2025-2027, 2029-2040; 2044; 2048-2049, 2054-2073, 2075-2076; 2078; 2083-2087
and 2091-2098 (Figure 21 and Table 6).
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Figure 21. Overall time-dependent change in Turkey SPEI-12 on a monthly scale.
Table 6. SPEI-12-Monthly Period General of Turkey in arid Scale
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RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The history of humanity is full of droughts. Semi-arid climate drought in the area of Turkey, known
normal and always formed by atmospheric system in the past and in the future (in terms of number and
severity with global climate change) will increasingly create more danger (Kadıoğlu,2012). According to
the projections made with the Global Climate Models, it is predicted that increases in temperatures,
precipitation and soil water content will decrease in latitudes including our country (IPCC, 2014). It is
predicted that the effect of the decrease in precipitation caused by climate change and the increase in
temperatures on the evaporation will increase the intensity and duration of droughts and the drought
duration and intensity at the end of the century will increase directly in relation to the increase in
temperature (Çamalan, 2017a). In the HadGEM2-ES RCP4.5 scenario, there is an increase in drought
intensity and durations, with the expected increase in temperatures and decrease in precipitation.
Although the problems caused by short-term drought and longer-term droughts are the same, the damages
that occur during long-term drought periods are more effective. Therefore, the measures to be taken for
drought should be taken into consideration by considering the severity, spatial consistency and duration of
drought events. All this shows that in our semi-arid country, the effects of drought may be felt more in the
future and the importance of water for our country will increase in the future (Kadıoğlu, 2012). The
characteristics of past meteorological droughts by means of SPEI drought index method and the results
obtained will benefit many users and decision makers in terms of their future plans within the framework
of a comprehensive and large-scale Drought Management Plan.
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ABSTRACT
Time series analysis and forecasting has become a major tool in numerous applications in meteorology
and other environmental areas to understand phenomena, like relative humidity, temperature, wind speed.
By using different time series methods, models can be produced by using the available data and estimates
can be made for the future period. In this study, 8 different cities (Caluula, Kismayo, Hargeysa, Galkacyo,
Bosaaso, Berbera, Baydhabo, Muqdisho) for Somalia have monthly temperature (T), relative humidity
(RH), time series for wind speed (WS) data (Factorization and ARIMA) methods were investigated. MenKendal test was applied to meteorological data in order to determine time-dependent change. These
models were used as training data between (2000-2013) and the best model was determined. The best
model was determined according to ARIMA method and tested with 2014-2018 data to validation model
accuracy. Estimation was made for 2019-2020 by considering the best model obtained. The coefficients
of determination of model results for 8 provinces of Somalia were estimated in the range of temperature
0.97 - 0.72, relative humidity 0.90 - 0.71, and wind speed 0.92 - 0.83. The lowest root mean square eror
(RMSE) values   for testing the model accuracy were between1990-0.38, relative humidity 8.78-1.76
and wind speed 1.029-0.530. The results of the model showed that the most effective use of the
dependence between the observation values   and compared with the other estimation method gave the
best statistical results in short-term estimation.
Keywords: Climate variable, decomposition, time series, ARIMA, Men-Kendal, Somalia
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, various world activities significantly affect the case of global warming, cooling, climate
change. These climate changes causing floods or droughts in many different parts of the earth. Aldough
drought, flood and storm doesn’ t appear suddenly happen, humanity appears to be more threatening than
natural disasters, with average annual loss of 8-10 Billion USD and being one of the most costly cause of
disaster in the world (Wilhite, 2000; Ünlükara et al.., 2010). The agricultural sector is most affected by
climate change in recent years. Precipitation has been an important parameter for studies on drought.
Especially the agricultural sector will be affected negatively in case of global warning and insufficient
rainfall. Water requirement in plants inevitably increases correspond with global warming occurence.
Inadequate rainfall and irrigation cause water shortages, thus leads to stress condition in plants. Beside
rainfall, the environment temperature, solar intensity, and evaporation are also included as important
factors for agricultural production. Yield will cause significant losses with inadequate conditions, water
availability and the plant stress entering. The quality of plants and fruits is also likely to decrease. In this
sense change over time should be examined such a situation that would adversely affect agricultural
production.
Trend analysis method can be used as an active method about investigation of climate change scenario
and climatic effects.In recent years, global climate change and its impacts related to determination of
hydro-meteorological data trend have done studies such as Kadıoğlu (1997); Karpouzos ve ark. (2010);
Croitoru ve ark. (2011); Fernandez-Montes ve Rodrigo (2012); Şimşek ve ark.(2013). Nowadays, the
implementation of time series methodologies has already made a significant improvements in many study
area such as environment, climate, agriculture in areas. In studies these methods were used to estimate
atmospheric phenomena modelling and application with related climate parameters (Zwiersand Von
Storch 1990; Verma and Shrivastava 2002), and also being referans plant water consumption (ETo) for
important irrigation works (Landeras et al., 2009; Mohan and Aruguman, 2009), creation of surface flow
models (Farajzadeh et al., 2014; Chattopadhyay and Chattopadhyay, 2010) and soil moisture (Wanakule
and Aly, 2005).
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In this study Men-Kendall test was used to determine seasonal trends for temperature, humidity and wind
speed climate parameter in Somali for 8 cities (Caluula, Kismayo, Hargeisa, Galkayo, Bosaso, Berbera,
Baydabo, Mogadişu). For the same data Decompositon method and Box- Jenkins autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) were used for modelling and comparison. Two years estimation
data (2019-2020) were made according to the most suitable model.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Studies area (experimental site) and data set
Somali is located in northeast of Africa in 11059’N to 1039’S latitude, 410-51024’E longitude with total
area of 637.655 km2 (Fig. 1). Somali is surrounded by Dijbouti from the nortwest, Aden Bay from the
nort, Indian Ocean from the east, southwest of Ethiopia and Kenya. In this study eight cities (Caluula,
Kismayo, Hargeisa, Galkayo, Bosaso, Berbera, Baydabo, Mogadişu) are discussed in Somali. Somali
generally has an arid and warm climate. Precipitation is low and variable temperature is seen according to
seasonal. Temperature is change between 270 and 320 near the border of Kenya and high places lower.
The annual average rainfall is 280 mm. Rainfall is seen lower in Caluula, Bosaso, Berbera and Hergeise
between 100 mm and 200 mm. Baydabo, Kismayo and Mogadişu has higher rainfall (600-900mm).
In this study, between 2000 and 2018 years meteorological data (temperature, relative humidity wind
speed) were used for Caluula, Kismayo, Hargeisa, Galkayo, Bosaso, Berbera, Baydabo, Mogadişu. Nonparametric Mann-Kendall test was applied the using meteorological data fort he determination of seasonal
trends. Decompositon and ARIMA methods were used considering the time series components of the data.
According to these methods were made modeling, prediction and comparison.

Figure 1. Study area of 8 cities in Somali (Caluula, Kismayo, Hargeisa, Galkayo, Bosaso, Berbera,
Baydabo, Mogadişu)
Men-Kendall test
Men-Kendall is non parametric test and the most important feature of these tests variables ar not affected
by the distribution. Because it is not affected by distrubution, the variables order of magnitude is
important. Monthly and seasonal meteorological data the presence of the trend to determine for the non
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parametric Men-Kendall test is used to given in the following relationship (Hirsch et al., 1982). xi,
according to time arrayed observation values.
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The existence of of the trend in series to determine, Eq.1 is given uc statistic and stndart normal
dispersion (z-critical value)critical value should be compared. Uc statistic obtained to stays inside 5%
confidence interval (obtained from the standart normal distribution table), in the considered data decision
that there is no trend. So, the hypothesis is rejected presence of trend (5% confidence interval) to
ascending and descending in data. Otherwise, the decision was made using the data trend method (in the
condition of the calculated uc statictic normal standard distribution table value for the 5% significance
level is greater than critical value).
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Eg.4 is given
term, if similar values has in data, ıt is used. In the relationships
given above, where x is the each values in the series, n is the number of observation, ei is the refers to
same value (bond values) in the series (Hirsch et al., 1982; Ünlükara ve ark., 2010).
i 1

Decomposition model approach
Decomposition model is forecasting the impacts of the components of time series on the observation
values of the series individually and producing information that explains the features of the series taking
advantage of these forecasts. For the analysis of time series, it is firstly necessary to examine the effects
of time-series components. Time-series are influenced by the various combinations of other three
components (trend, seasonal and conguctural (Dt) components) in addition to the random component and
they are a common result of these components. The fact that the series consist of four components does
not mean that they occur under the influence of independent factors. The components of time-series are
inter-dependent and have a mutual relationship. Hence, we use the method of decomposing the series
(Time Series Decomposition Method) into components in order to determine the independent effects
(Hamburg, 1970).
Box- Jenkins autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)model approach
The basic approach in ARIMA models is expressed as the following: the present value of the examined
variable is based on the weighted sum of its past values of and a combination of random shocks. BoxJenkins method (Box et al., 2008; Wei, 1990) is a classical statistics technique for time-series forecast.
Box-Jenkins models are generally shown as ARIMA (p,d,q). Here, p is the degree of auto-regression (AR)
model; d is the number of differentiation operation; and q is the degree of moving average (MA) model.
Seasonal Box-Jenkins models are generally shown as ARIMA formats, (p,d,q) (P,D,Q)s (Box et al., 1991;
Durdu, 2010). Here, P is the degree of seasonal auto-regression (SAR) model; D is the number of
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seasonal differentiation operation; Q is the degree of seasonal moving average (SMA) model; and, s is
period.
Box-Jenkins model consists of four distinct stages; i) the first step is building the model: the model that
may be suitable for the series is determined based on the graphics of auto-correlation function (ACF) and
partial auto-correlation function (PACF) of constant or stabilized series; ii) after determining model
identifications, forecast stage is started; iii) error check is performed in the third stage; iv) future forecast
is made in the fourth stage.
Method Evaluation
There are different comparison techniques in order to determine the relationship between the calculated
and forecasted values. In order to investigate the relationship between calculated and forecasted
temperature, relative humidity and wind speed values, there are different comparison methods giving the
best approximation of the measured values – in other words, allowing us to select the most appropriate
model – in literature. The most commonly used parameters are the root mean-square error (RMSE),
mean absolute error (MAE)(Eq.5-6). The temperature, relative humidity and wind speed to predict
meteorological constituents was evalueted using R2 (Eq. 7) of measured and predicted sample values . the
best prediction model is shown by the largest R2, and the smallest root mean score eror (RMSE) and mean
absolude error (MAE). The cofficient of determination (R2) between measured and predicted values ,
RMSE (Eq. 6), MAE (Eq. 7)
m
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Where yi is the observed value, Oi is the predicted value and n is the number of observations.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This study Men-Kendall trend analysis is made to determine seasonal change for Somali in 8 cities using
mountly temperature, realtive humidity and wind speed between 2000 and 2018 years meteorological data.
These meteorological datas were estimated using decomposition and ARIMA method. Seasonal
temperature, relative humidity and wind speed series are divided four grup in k-reference periods (k1:
December, January, February, k2: March, April, May, k3: June, July, August, k4:September, October,
November). Trend wasn’t observed by Mann-Kendall test which is non parametric test in regart to
applied seasonal temperature, relative humidity and wind speed series. According to Men-Kendall series
test results (uc) were compared standard normal dispersion 5% (α = 0.05) significant level with obtained
table critical values (±1.96), the small values of uc statistic was computed (Table 1).
Decompositon model results
The effects of time-series components on the series observation values were individually forecasted on
the basis of this method; the information that do not explain the features of the series haven been
produced benefiting from these forecasts. Seasonality and randomness have been removed from the data
by means of moving average. Since the wave intensity of the seasonal variations varies in the study,
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multiplicative decomposition model was used in the analysis of time series. The model was forecasted
based on decomposition model using the temperature, relative humidity and wind speed in 19-year data
(2000-2018) for Somali in 8 cities. Forecasts about the future were made utilizing the regression
relationship in model forecasting. The regression equation was defined as y=ax+b and the model
coefficients were given in Table 2.
Table 1. Man-Kendall analysis results
İstasyon
Caluula
Kismayo
Hargeisa
Galkayo
Bosaso
Berbera
Baydabo
Mogadişu

Mevsim
Temperature
Relative humidity
Wind Speed
Temperature
Relative humidity
Wind Speed
Temperature
Relative humidity
Wind Speed
Temperature
Relative humidity
Wind Speed
Temperature
Relative humidity
Wind Speed
Temperature
Relative humidity
Wind Speed
Temperature
Relative humidity
Wind Speed
Temperature
Relative humidity
Wind Speed

K1
-0,097
-0,162
-0,097
-0,032
-0,162
0,032
-0,162
0,032
0,032
-0,220
0,032
-0,097
-0,162
-0,032
-0,032
-0,227
0,097
-0,064
-0,097
0,032
0,032
-0,032
-0,032
-0,032

K2
-0,032
-0,032
0,032
-0,032
0,032
-0,097
0,032
0,097
0,097
0,032
-0,032
0,032
-0,097
-0,162
-0,032
-0,032
-0,032
-0,032
-0,032
0,032
-0,129
0,032
0,032
0

K3
-0,032
-0,097
0,097
0,032
0,032
-0,292
-0,032
0,032
-0,032
0,032
-0,097
0,097
-0,032
-0,097
-0,032
0,097
0,162
-0,097
0,032
0,032
-0,162
0,032
-0,032
-0,162

K4
0,032
-0,032
-0,097
0,032
0,032
-0,097
0,032
-0,097
-0,292
0,032
-0,097
0,032
0,032
-0,16
-0,097
-0,097
-0,032
-0,292
0,097
0,032
-0,097
0,032
0,097
-0,097

After building the model, some important points were checked in order to examine the accuracy of the
model. Obtaining temperature y= 0.0002x+27.993, relative humidity y= 0.0028x+63.934 and wind speed
y= 0.0003x+3.7417 models for the forecast, the coefficients in the regression model were determined to
be statistically (p < 0.05).
Besides, the reliability of the model was increased with the calculation of Theil’ U statistics (Theil’ U <
0.55). Theil U statistic results were given Table 2 forecasting temperature, relative humidity and wind
speed for Somali in 8 different cities. Theil’ U statistic of temperature and wind speed were obtained
smaller than 0.55 (Theil’ U values < 0.55) and determine to reliable model.
Relative humidity was obtained smaller than 0.55 (Theil’ U values < 0.55) and determine to reliable
model. Model reliability (Theil’ U değeri > 0.55) of relative humidity was decreased for Kismayo,
Hargeysa, Galkaçyo and Mogadişu. According to obtaining the best model were estimated montly
temperature, relative humidity and wind speed for 5 years ( between 2014 and 2018). In Fig. 1, the scatter
plot was provided comparing the actual data used in forecasting the model with the forecasted data based
on decomposition method. Temperature and wind speed were estimated higher accuracy (R2 > 0.84) for 8
cities. Predicted relative humidity comparison wer estimated higher accuracy R2 recpectivly, 0.884, 0.931,
0.952, 0.779 ve 0.713 (Fig. 2).
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Table 2. Decomposition model coefficients
Eğitim verisi (2000-2018 yıl)
Caluula
p
Kismayo
p
Hargeisa
Galkacyo

b

Theil' U

a

b

Theil' U

a

b

Theil' U

1.277

0.235

0.917

5.200

0.443

0.900

0.381

0.284

0,00*

0.010*

0.00*

0.08

0.00

0.041**

0.849

4.140

0.600

28.161

0.959

0.185

0.00*

0.002**

0.00*

0.508

1.00

0.014

0.00*

0.932

4.542

0.00*

0.00*

p

0.702
0.00*

8.169
0.00*

0.938

1.596
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Figure 2. Temperature, relative humitiy and wind speed comparison of actual and predicted data results
by decomposition model
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ARIMA Model Results
The data related to the years 2000-2018 was used in forecasting the monthly temperature, relative
humidity and wind speed time-series model for ARIMA model. The accuracy test and comparison of the
model was carried out forecasting the data related to 2014-2018 based on the model. ACF and PACF
graphs were plotted in order to determine the provisional model for 8 cities and meteorology parameter,
which is the first step in determining the appropriate model in Box-Jenkins technique. ARIMA models
were determined based on the most appropriate models and the best forecast model results are given in
Table 3. Chi-square (x2), residuals sum of squares (RSS) and root mean square (RMS) values were
obtained based on the seasonal ARIMA model results. The lowest x2 value was obtained and it was
determined as the most appropriate forecast model. The monthly temperature, relative humidity and wind
speed data related to 2014-2018 was forecasted based on ARIMA models and it was compared with the
original data series for Caluula, Kisamyo, Hargeysa, Galkaçyo, Bosaaso, Berbera, Baydhabo, Muqdisho.
The comparison of the results is given in Figure 3.
A high predictive value for temperature (R2 > 0.71), relative humidity (R2 > 0.71) and wind speed (R2 >
0.82) was obtained upon determining a congruent relationship between the forecasted and original series
as a result of the comparison. A 2-year (2019-2020) temperature, relative humidity and wind speed
forecast was made based on identified the best ARIMA models (Fig. 4).
Table 3. The forecasted parameters related to ARIMA model for temperature, relative humidity and wind
speed

Caluula
Kismayo
Hargeysa
Galkoçyo
Bosaaso
Berbera
Baydhabo
Muqdisho

Model

Parametre

ARIMA (1,0,1)(0,1,0)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARMA (1,0,1)12
ARIMA(1,1,1)(0,1,1)12
ARIMA (1,0,0)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARIMA(1,1,0)(1,1,1)12
ARIMA (1,0,0)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARIMA(1,1,0)(1,1,1)12
ARIMA (1,0,0)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARMA (1,0,1)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARIMA (1,0,0)12
ARIMA (1,1,0)12
ARIMA(1,1,1)(0,1,1)12
ARIMA (1,0,0)12
ARIMA (1,0,1)(0,1,0)12
ARIMA(1,1,1)(0,1,1)12
ARIMA(1,0,0)(1,1,0)12

Temperature
RH
WS
Temperature
RH
WS
Temperature
RH
WS
Temperature
RH
WS
Temperature
RH
WS
Temperature
RH
WS
Temperature
RH
WS
Temperature
RH
WS

*p<0.01 **p<0.05

x2
59.60
73.20
83.60
59.70
33.00
80.50
84.00
9.50
55.10
78.80
10.10
90.50
69.20
82.90
77.10
69.90
83.20
59.10
83.40
33.10
95.40
69.60
28.10
17.40

RMS
0.35
6.20
0.45
0.15
3.70
0.43
1.61
27.46
0.67
0.86
15.05
0.45
0.61
9.48
0.50
0.52
12.44
0.61
1.28
27.97
0.37
0.20
3.92
0.32

RSS
75.38
1327.76
96.81
32.93
779.82
91.00
344.79
5767.24
143.35
182.94
3160.82
97.61
129.45
2028.75
105.92
110.81
2662.78
130.06
274.71
5902.30
79.13
42.38
826.74
68.58

R2

p

0.969
0.819
0.850
0.799
0.708
0.861
0.897
0.710
0.870
0.837
0.839
0.921
0.584
0.863
0.927
0.971
0.901
0.867
0.715
0.741
0.878
0.845
0.701
0.884

0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.218
0.000*
0.000*
0.185
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.043**
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Figure 3. Scatter plots and comparison of the forecasted temperature, relative humidity and wind speed.
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Figure 4. The temperature, relative humidity and wind speed forecast related to year 2019-2020
according to the best ARIMA model
CONCLUSION
Today, it is possible to forecast the meteorological data related to the past, present and future through
using various methods with models such as time-series. . In this study, the 19-year (2000-2019) monthly
temperature, relative humidity and wind speed values were used the climatic parameters obtained from
the automatic meteorological station in Somali’s 8 cities (Caluula, Kisamyo, Hargeysa, Galkaçyo,
Bosaaso, Berbera, Baydhabo, Muqdisho). These meteorolojical datas were estimated according to time
series (Decomposition and ARIMA). The cofficient of determination (R2) is above 0.70 for
Decomposition and ARIMA methods. According to Decomposition methods forecast relative humidity
were observed low reliability (Theil’ U > 0.55) model. Next 2 years (2019-2020) meteorological data
were estimated by best ARIMA models. Healthier models were determined for ARIMA. But, the
decomposition models can be used effectively because updating the model will not cause a problem upon
adding new data in case of the seasonal course of the series being constant for years. Finding an
implementation ground in all branches of science, time-series has been the implementation area of the
statistics as a series of measurements over time. It is possible to forecast a value in future in line with the
built mathematical model. In addition, it is also possible to take precautions in advance if the observed
values reach to a level that causes any potential problem in future. In accordance with the built
mathematical model, the fact that how close the forecasted value at a certain point is to the estimated
value at that point allows the control of the time series.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, an MS Excel application was developed in order to estimate carbon footprint of diverse
activities.
The activities include energy production, waste handling, industrial facilities, and
transportation. Each of these activities has sub sections. For instance, waste handling has sub-sections of
wastewater treatment plant, composting, and landfilling. The application has built-in emission factors.
Those factors are retrieved from IPCC database. Most of the factors are at Tier-1 and Tier-2 levels. The
user should type input activity levels in order to make calculations. CO2, CH4, and N2O emissions are
considered. Global warming potentials from IPCC AR5 were used to convert CH4 and N2O emissions to
CO2 equivalent. Another feature of the application is its ability to estimate possible carbon reduction
based on number of planted trees. Therefore, the application has the capacity of making a comprehensive
estimation for a wide range of sectors.
Keywords: Carbon footprint, greenhouse gases, global warming potential, MS Excel
INTRODUCTION
The climate system, which has changed many times since the big bang, has become a global problem and
it is becoming more and more important. After the industrial revolution in which machine power was
discovered, the signs of climate change began to emerge by the use of fossil fuels. When the effects such
as drought, famine, and migration are taken into consideration, it is seen that the problem is not only an
environmental problem but also an economic problem which requires international cooperation. Global
warming and climate change, which is one of the biggest global problems today, requires urgent measures
along with the search for global solutions. Therefore, climate change has become one of the dominant
socioeconomic policy issues of the 21st century (Yamanoğlu, 2006).
In the Kyoto Protocol, six greenhouse gases were primarily planned to be controlled. These gases are
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons
(PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) (UNFCC, 2019). As a result of the anthropogenic effects, the
increase in the concentration of these gases in the atmosphere causes the global climate change problem.
In this process, smart city and sustainable urban implementations needs to be applied by the Contracting
Parties will both resist the inevitable effects of climate change and be the heart of emission reduction
targets indicated by the Paris Agreement.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, Microsoft Excel-based Greenhouse Gas Inventory Calculation Algorithm for Cities has been
developed to assist in the calculation of greenhouse gases (GHG) that cause global warming and climate
change in cities. The generated program can calculate GHG emissions from electricity consumption,
natural gas consumption, fuel use (diesel, gasoline, fuel oil, LNG, landfill gas, LPG, CNG, gas oil, lignite,
coal, jet fuel, etc.), compost production, operation of airports, medical waste disposal, wastewater
treatment, and solid waste disposal. It can report at sectoral basis and according to GPC 2014 reporting
format.
Most calculations are based on the Tier-1 method of IPCC methodologies and the formula is as follows.
Emission = Activity Data x Emission Factor

(1)

Tier-2 calculation method is applied in some activities. “Specific activity data” is used instead of “activity
data” in equation 1. Once all the data has been entered, the results page shows the greenhouse gas
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emissions from each source along with the graphs. In addition, these emissions are shown as emissions
per individual living in the city, making the city's greenhouse gases more clear and understandable.
RESULTS
All cities have started to prepare local climate change action plans with the Paris Agreement acting,
which emphasized that the struggle against climate change should start at the city level, especially the
megacities. As Peter Drucker said "You can't control anything that you can't measure, you can't manage
anything that you can't control". According to this saying, the first step of the local climate change action
is to prepare the inventory of greenhouse gases.
Even if Turkey has signed the Paris Agreement but has not yet came into force, a regulation is being
prepared by the Ministry of Environment and Urbanization that will require the preparation of climate
change action plans for metropolitan cities. The generated application has been a useful program for the
cities that are not currently capable of calculating greenhouse gas inventory and for the Ministry of
Environment and Urbanization which want to examine the calculations as a whole.
CONCLUSIONS
The program works at the Tier-1 and Tier-2 level methodologies and can calculate greenhouse gas
emissions from the activities of cities at Scope-1 and Scope-2 levels. Although this level is sufficient for
most of the world's cities, it does not show all of the emissions. Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use
(AFOLU) and Industrial Processes and Product Use (IPPU) sectors should also be included in the
inventory in order to cover all greenhouse gas emissions for cities. The mentioned sectors were not
included in this study, but the program provided a good basis for the way to better studies.
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ABSTRACT
Climate change as the most important environmental issue treats agriculture and food security. The
effects of climate change have been begun to be felt more and more since the beginning of the 21th
century. According to the IPCC report, the Mediterranean basin where Turkey is located, is among the
regions will be negatively affected by climate change due to decreasing amount of precipitation.
According to regional climate change projection studies for Turkey, precipitation’s amount will be
decreasing, precipitation’s type will be changing in winter, number of heavy precipitation events will be
increasing in spring and summer, furthermore the number and severity of extreme meteorological events
such as hail, floods, storms and tornadoes will be increasing. All of these events will be affected
agricultural production in Turkey and will be caused to decrease agricultural production.
Greenhouses are used as climate and environment controlled agricultural place to continue production
through the year. However, in order to reduce operation costs, the location and design of greenhouses
should be planned according to climate and meteorological conditions.
In this study, it is intended to determine optimal areas for greenhouse throughout to Turkey. For this aim,
temperature were used with a thresholds values which are 12°C and 28°C. With using Geographical
Information System (GIS), layers were prepared for all parameters and optimum area were determined
with GIS analysis. Furthermore, it also was suggested a unit cost calculation which based on a heating
and cooling degree days that’s based on thresholds values of temperature.
Keywords: Climate, Meteorology, Greenhouse, Optimal Area

INTRODUCTION
Climate is one of the main driving factors that affects continuity and change in world's habitat for all
species and human. The importance of climate in human life is associated with positive or negative
effects of the climate in social and economic life and how it affects. Climate change as the most important
environmental issue treats agriculture and food security. The effects of climate change have been begun
to be felt more and more since the beginning of the 21th century. The Mediterranean basin where Turkey
is located, is among the regions will be negatively affected by climate change due to decreasing amount
of precipitation (IPCC, 2013). According to regional climate change projection studies for Turkey,
precipitation’s amount will be decreasing, precipitation’s type will be changing in winter, number of
heavy precipitation events will be increasing in spring and summer, furthermore the number and severity
of extreme meteorological events such as hail, floods, storms and tornadoes will be increasing (Demircan
et al. 2017 a, b) All of these will be affected agricultural production in Turkey and will be caused to
decrease agricultural production.
Agriculture and food production, today, are under many threats. These threats include population growth,
environmental degradation (desertification, erosion, lack of precipitation, etc.), climate change, pests and
animal and plant diseases. One of the adaptation measures against these threats may be greenhouse
cultivation. However, for an efficient and cost-effective greenhouse operation, it is important that the
greenhouse location is correctly selected and the greenhouse installation structure is planned correctly.
Greenhouses are used as climate and environment controlled agricultural place to continue production
through the year. However, in order to reduce operation costs, the location and design of greenhouses
should be planned according to climate and meteorological conditions.
The indicated species, traditionally grown in the warm season, are adapted to average ambient
temperatures ranging from 17 to 28°C, with limits of 12ºC (minimum) and 32ºC (maximum) (Nisen et al.,
1988; FAO, 2013). They are sensitive to the cold and suffer irreversible damage with frosts.
Temperatures persistently below 10–12°C over several days affect productivity, as do temperatures above
30°C (in the case of dry air) or 30–35 °C (in the case of high air humidity) (Nisen et al., 1988). Daily
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variation between day and night average temperatures (thermal periodicity) is required for proper
physiological functioning. These thermal differences are between 5 and 7°C (Nisen et al., 1988).
The minimum daily radiation requirements of these species are estimated at around 8.5 MJ/m2day
(equivalent to 2.34 kWh/m2day) during the three shortest months of year (November, December and
January in the Northern Hemisphere; May, June and July in the Southern Hemisphere). This means
around 6 hours of light per day, to a minimum total of 500–550 hours of light during these three months
(Nisen et al., 1988; FAO, 2013).
Greenhouse crop production offers great potential: Increase productivity by unit of land area and extend
the duration of the cropping season (FAO, 2017). Offset the effects of climate change by protecting crops
against variable climatic phenomena. Improve pest and disease control with reduced use of chemical
pesticides and more widespread adoption of biological control. Provide control over production planning
to meet consumer demand with higher-quality and safer products.
Climatic habitat of agricultural plants will change with climate change (Yildirim et al., 2016). This will
increase production costs. In addition, new diseases and pests could be occurred in changing climatic
habitats. Necessary measures should be developed by making climate change adaptation plans in the
context of determination of new climatic habitats and meteorological disasters and its impact areas.
Since 1998, there are consistent positive anomalies in Turkey’s mean temperatures except year 2011. The
warmest year was 2010 with 2.0°C temperature anomaly (Sensoy, et al., 2019).
Meteorological measurements cannot be done in every part of country both due to lack of appropriate
topographical condition and high costs of measurement. In countries, with a large and mountainous
geography, observation stations often cannot be covered all country. (Demircan et al., 2011; Demircan,
2011; Demircan et.al, 2013). Geographical Information System (GIS) is helpful tool to prepare spatial
climate data. Moreover, climate parameters and its time series can be visualized separate layers and can
be queried by threshold values as new layer. (Demircan, 2017, b) suggested that GIS and sectoral climate
threshold values should be used in climate change adaptation plans to better take measures.

DATA AND METHODS
Daily and monthly mean temperature’s data sets were prepared for time interval between 2000 and 2018
from 400 stations of Turkey State Meteorological Services. Due to the effects of climate change has
become more apparent in Turkey since 2010, time period of study was selected between 2010 and 2018 to
illustrate the present-day situation.
Farmers make a heating in greenhouses below 12 degrees to protect agricultural crops from frost and a
cooling above 28 degrees to protect them from the high temperature effects. And also in study, suggestion
of FAO and Nisen et al. were considered and threshold values were chosen. There have been selected two
threshold values which are 12°C for mean temperature's minimum and 28°C for mean temperature's
maximum, because of greenhouse crop production can be optimum in this temperature range.
When the mean temperature is below 12°C, inside of greenhouse must be heated to hold temperature at
least in 12°C. When the mean temperature is above 28°C, inside of greenhouse must be cooled to hold
temperature at least in 28°C. This situation constitutes a cost for the greenhouse operating.
In GIS, layers were prepared for daily and monthly temperatures according to thresholds. Separate
monthly layers have been queried by threshold values as new layer in GIS. Then result map has been
produced from this layers.
The spatial distribution of mean temperature which is between 12°C and 28°C in all months are prepared
as different layers and combined in one map (Fig 1-a, b, c). In January, February and December,
greenhouses must be heated in almost all of Turkey (Fig. 1-a, c). In March and November, south and
south west of Turkey can be suitable for greenhouse. Greenhouse can be operating almost in Turkey
between May and September without heating (Fig. 1-a, c). In July and August, greenhouses must be
cooled especially in south part of Turkey (Fig. 1-b).
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Figure 1. The spatial distribution of mean temperature which is between 12°C and 28°C. a) Months are
from January to June, b) Months are August and July and c) Months are from September to December.
These maps give a general idea about optimal areas of greenhouse operating. On the other they cannot be
used to calculate cost of greenhouse operating caused by heating or cooling. Therefore, to calculate
heating cost, it is necessary to obtain the cumulative degree-days by summing differences below 12°C
calculated for each day from the daily mean temperatures. And to calculate cooling cost, similar
operation should also be done for differences above 28°C from daily temperatures.
The unit cost depends on the type of energy used in the heating/cooling source. Electricity, coal, natural
gas and geo-thermal energy are used in greenhouses in Turkey as energy source.
In formula (1), Ghdd is value that shows heating needs and its unit is degree-days, tmean is daily mean
temperature. Ghdd can be used to calculate heating cost for greenhouse heating. Greenhouse heating cost
can be found from multiplying with Ghdd and unit cost of energy. For example, suppose that the monthly
Ghdd value is 200d-d. If $2 is spent to heat the inside temperature of the greenhouse by increasing 1°C, the
total monthly cost will be $400 (2x200).
t
h

〠

〠�䖣

�䖣

֝
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(1)

(2)
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In formula (2), Gcdd is value that shows cooling needs and its unit is degree-days (d-d), tmean is daily mean
temperature. Gcdd can be used to calculate cooling cost for greenhouse cooling. Greenhouse cooling cost
can be found from multiplying with Gcdd and unit cost of energy. For example, suppose that the monthly
Gcdd value is 1500d-d. If $0.5 is spent to cool the inside temperature of the greenhouse by decreasing 1°C,
the total monthly cost will be $750 (0.5x1500).
Turkey’s monthly mean Ghdd values have been changed to 37d-d to 211d-d (Fig. 2). Greenhouses are
needed heating between October to April. A few amount heating demands is still necessary between May
to September in eastern part of Turkey. Turkey’s monthly mean Gcdd values have been changed to 1d-d to
283d-d (Fig. 2). Greenhouses are needed cooling between April to October.

Figure 2. The monthly distribution of greenhouse heating degree-days (Ghdd) and greenhouse cooling
degree-days (Gcdd).
In figure 3 (a, b, c and d) are showed spatial distribution of monthly greenhouse heating degree-days (Ghdd)
for November to February. The most heating demands are seen in January with value of 489d-d in eastern
of Turkey.
In figure 3 (e, f, g and h) are showed spatial distribution of monthly greenhouse cooling degree-days (Gcdd)
for June to September. The most cooling demands are seen in July with value of 1572d-d in southeastern
of Turkey.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of monthly greenhouse heating degree-days (Ghdd) for November to
February (a, b, c, d). Spatial distribution of monhtly greenhouse cooling degree-days (Gcdd) for June to
September (e, f, g, h).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Today, agriculture and food production are faced to many issues. Some of these issues are population
growth, environmental degradation, climate change, pests and plant diseases. Farmer can control many
things with greenhouse cultivation. Greenhouse cultivation may be the solution for food security.
However, building and operating a greenhouse is a high-cost investment. Because of this, for an efficient
and cost-effective greenhouse operation, it is important that the greenhouse location is correctly selected
and the greenhouse installation structure is planned correctly. Greenhouses are used for agricultural
production through the year as a controlled climate place. However, in order to reduce production costs,
the location and design of greenhouses should be planned according to climate and meteorological
conditions. Climatic parameters which are temperature, sunshine duration, solar radiation, precipitation,
wind and snow etc. can be used for determination of greenhouse place.
There have been selected two threshold values which are 12°C for mean temperature's minimum and
28°C for mean temperature's maximum, because of greenhouse crop production can be optimum in this
temperature range. It has suggested a unit cost calculation which based on a heating and cooling degree
days that’s based on differences between thresholds and daily temperature.
In this study, daily and monthly temperature are used for optimum place selection for building
greenhouse. It is intended to indicate how daily and monthly temperature can be used with a threshold
and GIS. Future version of this study will be continued with using additional climatic parameters and GIS
to determine greenhouse’s optimal places in Turkey.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of our study is the analysis of the hurricane in August 2017, which caused the most critical
disasters in polish forests in the last 100 years. On August 11th, 2017, after the influx of hot tropic air,
much cooler polar air began to flow from the west. In the afternoon and evening storm cell and supercell
began to form in the south−west part of Poland. Later on, they moved in the north direction forming a
squall line. With a Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) moving to the north, there was a gusty wind
exceeding 40 m/s in some places. The pressure tendency during the transition reached 4−5 hPa, and the
air temperature drop more than 10oC. The huge damages were in trees stands in North Poland in Tuchola
Forest. The main damages in forests in North Poland concern on the tree stand aged 41-60 years and then
61-100 years. The most frequent type of damage were broken trees (⁓65%) and uprooting (⁓32%).
Keywords: Mesoscale Convective System, wind gust, forest damage
INTRODUCTION
Climate change, which was particularly marked at the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries, was
accompanied by unfavourable weather phenomena. One of the weather phenomena whose effects cannot
be prevented are hurricane. The influence of strong winds on the forest ecosystems may be consider in the
context of primary (mechanical destruction of trees) and secondary (subsequent destruction of weakened
trees by biotic and abiotic factors) destructions as well as the loss of productive values of tree stand
[Gardiner et al. 2010]. Much of the most devastating storms, which crossed over Poland, were associated
with low pressure systems. The occurrence of high wind speeds in the cold season is a natural feature of
Poland's climate. The cause of the damage in summer may be squall fronts and tornado’s. An important
issue is to develop a category of winds for the forest district which could have destructive effect on the
stands. Among the phenomenon’s particularly dangerous for forest may be distinguished gusty wind with
high speeds. Gusts of wind undermine the trees due to large wood structure tension and destructive
impact on root system. Gusty wind may occur in medium speed exceeding 11 m/s. According to Lorenc
(2012), the factor which decide about the gust of wind is not only the fall in pressure in the center of
moving depression (or family of depression) even lower than 970 hPa and cold or occluded front passing,
but also formation of horizontal pressure gradient ≥1,5 hPa/100 km. When the gusts of the wind exceed
17 m/s, the pressure gradient scale amount more than 2,5 hPa/100 km. Hurricane winds (with the speed
over 33 m/s) are present generally in particular types of cyclonic circulations: north-west- deep
depression from the center over Scandinavia; south-west, Icelandic Low moving to the south; westdeveloped Icelandic Low and north- depression from the center over Baltic countries.
The main part of the most destructive hurricanes (for example Kyrill in January 2007, Carmen in
November 2010), which cross over the central Europe, appeared in that types of circulations.
The aim of our study is the analysis of the hurricane in August 2017, which caused the most critical
disasters in Polish forests in the last 100 years. Analyses of tree-stand damages were made for the Forest
Districts located in north part of Poland, where are the biggest effects of hurricane (fig.1). The data
concerning the forest damages were obtained from Poland’s Regional Directorate of State Forests in
Toruń. Knowing and monitoring the mechanisms that lead to strong winds, assessing their impact, and
managing risk in the context of their effects is one of the important elements of a forest management
strategy.
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The study
area

Figure 1. Volume of damaged trees in counties and position of the convective line (black line) with 1hour steps (sources: Taszarek et al. 2019).
WEATHER CONDITIONS IN AUGUST 2017
At the end of first decade of August 2017, Poland were between high pressure area in the east and
depression in the west, in the east side of wavy frontal boundary. The hot air were coming from the south
contrasting with the move than 15oC colder air from the west (fig. 2).

Δt=15,1oC

Figure 2. Average (t) and maximum (tmax) daily values of air temperature in the first half of August
2017 in Western Poland (Lubsko) and Eastern Poland (Włodawa). Source: General Directorate of the
State Forests in Warsaw
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On August 11th, 2017, after the influx of hot tropic air, much cooler polar air began to flow from the west.
In the afternoon and evening storm cell and supercell began to form in the south−west part of Poland.

19:00 UTC

21:00 UTC

20:00 UTC

22:00 UTC

Later on, they moved in the north direction forming a squall line (fig. 3).
Figure 3. Formation of mesocyclone, bow echo and mesoscale convective system (MCS) on a radar
image. Source: https://radar-opadow.pl/?radartype=cappi&date=11-08-2017#
A gust of wind occurred around 17.00 (UTC) in South-West Poland and after about 2 hours in Central
Poland. With a Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) moving to the north, there was a gusty wind
exceeding 40 m/s in some places. The pressure tendency during the transition reached 4−5 hPa, and the
air temperature drop more than 10oC (fig. 4).
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Figure 4. The pressure tendency [dp] and air temperature [t] at selected meteorological stations in North
Poland on 11-12 August 2017. (source: www.ogimet.com)
In the northern part of the country, gusts of wind were the largest and occurred several times in 2−3 hours.
The gusts of wind crossed 33 m/s (fig. 5).

Figure 5. The average (line) speed and gusts (bars) of the wind on selected meteorological stations in
North Poland on 11/12 August 2017. (source: www.ogimet.com)
The system was accompanied by heavy precipitations, which in north Poland determine more than 60%
of the average monthly rainfall.
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The Hurricane’s Effects in Forests in North Poland
The effect of moving MCS was the damage of almost 80 thousand hectares of forests in Poland, which of
more than 39 thousand hectares were classified to complete restoration. The huge damages were in trees
stands in North Poland in Tuchola Forest. In this region, just in one Forest District Rytel, 32% of forest
district area and 1,5 mln m3 of wood were destroyed. The main damages in North Poland forests concern
on tree stand aged 41-60 years and then 61-100 years (fig. 6).

Figure 6. Percentage of area (A) and volume (B) of tree stands damaged as a result of hurricane in 11
August 2017 according to age classes in North Poland.
The most frequent type of damage were broken trees and then uprooting (fig. 7).

Figure 7. Participation of hurricanes tree damage types from 11 August 2017 in North Poland.
Superiority of broken trees was connected with large pine participation in tree stands in North Poland.
The pine is susceptible to fractures because of evaluated taproot, long and straight trunk and high located
extensive crown. The majority of uprooting were spruces because of specific developed shallow and
wide lateral root system. From the deciduous trees the main damaged concerned birch, oak and alder.
Broken trees mainly occurred in tree stands aged 40-80 years, while uprooting in a little bit older age
classes.
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CONCLUSION
The studied concerning on damages in forests caused by strong wind should be made in comprehensive
method: there should be known the mechanisms leading to creation and course of atmospheric processes
in particular geographic conditions as well as mechanisms connected with trees and tree stand resistance
to wind. Current research indicates that gusty winds exceeding 11 m/s may cause first damage to the trees
[Xi 2011], while blows with velocity exceeding 30 m/s result in severe damage. Taking into account the
meteorological factors the potentially dangerous situations may be indicated and the appropriate degrees
of threat may be determined (table), that may be useful in the stage of forecast and managing the risk.
Table.1 Classification of maximum wind speeds for a forest district in Central Europe
Degree of
forest
threat
1

Speed [m/s] at
10 m a.g.l.

Characteristic of
wind

>11

Gustness

2

≥17
≥21
≥25

3

≥29
≥33

Effects of wind

Move large branches and smaller trees, breaks
branches of weakened trees.
Violent
Breaks branches of healthy trees.
Gale
Breaks thick branches and boughs.
Strong Gale
Breaks and tear trees with a shallow root
system.
Whole Gale
Tear trees with roots, causes loss on larger
surfaces.
Hurricane
Tear or breaks large trees, destroying vast areas
of the forest.
Source: Chojnacka-Ożga, Ożga 2018a, b.

In hurricanes wind conditions, which occurred in 11th and 12th August 2017 in Poland, all tree stands
independently of species composition were damaged. Taking into account existing and potential forest
participation in carbon sequestration, biological variety and water reserves protection as well as reduction
of climate changes results, it is advisable to create the dangerous for forest economy phenomenon’s
classification, including extreme wind speeds and the possibility of their occurrence and potential effects.
In particulary threatened areas there should be taken the activities leading to forming appropriate tree
stand structure with larger resistance for high wind speeds.
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ABSTRACT
We studied the impact of climate change on decline of ash trees (Fraxinus excelsior L.) growing in the
old natural stand in the southern Poland, using the dendroclimatic approach. We asked the following
questions: (i) whether and how the process of ash dieback is noted down in tree-ring widths at different
heights of the trunk; (ii) could the potential impact of climatic conditions be estimated on process of ash
dieback. We selected and cut down 12 dying ash trees at May 2014. Samples were taken as discs from
the 13 heights, from the base of the trunk up to the top. Annual tree-ring, earlywood and latewood widths
were measured, and chronologies were established. The tree-ring data were correlated with monthly
values of temperature, precipitation and selected drought indices. We found that climate–growth
relationships were changed over time, visible shifts between monthly relations and shifts in strength of
relations for last decades occurred. From 1990-2013, the sensitive of ash radial growth to climatic factors
was higher than from 1965-1990, what indicated a decrease of resistance of stands caused by climatic
changes. The most important for growth of ash are the weather conditions in April and July. These
relations were similar at each height of trunk. We draw primary conclusions regarding impact of climate
changes on process of ash dieback.
Keywords: Fraxinus excelsior; ash dieback, climate-growth relationships, tree-ring width, earlywood,
latewood
INTRODUCTION
Ash dieback is considered as a serious threat to the existence of the species. The first symptoms of ash
decline (have been noticed in Poland since 1990 and rapidly spread across Europe, Asia and North
America (Kowalski et al. 2010, Timmermann et al.2011, Pliura et al. 2015).
The dieback is the combined effect of multiple factors, primary agent of ash decline and dieback is the
alien invasive pathogen Hymenoscyphus fraxineusalien, but secondary agents as climate and site are
important factors influencing disease progression (Pautasso et al. 2010, Skovsgaard et al. 2010,
Skovsgaard et al 2017). The ash decline is the focus of most studies (e.g. Kowalski et al. 2010,
Schumacher, 2011, Hauptman, 2013, Pautasso et. al.2013, Gross et al. 2014, Enderle, 2017, Tulik i
in.2017) but few investigations quantified the effect of climate and site factors, climate change or any
interactions among them. (Matisons, 2016, Havrdová et al. 2017, Okoński 2017, Pušpure et al. 2017) We
decided to look into this problem from the climate point. We wanted to see what the role of the climatic
factors in the process of ash dieback in Poland is.
Climatic change is considered as one of the reasons of trees decline in last decades, especially increase in
the frequency, intensity, duration & timing of extremal events. Droughts became more frequent, more
severe and longer. There is the lowering and fluctuating of the level of groundwater. We observe high
variability of weather conditions in winter period - extraordinarily warm weather episodes followed by
cold waves. Global warming triggers the earlier start of growing season in spring. Each of this event
generates stress in trees, which is reflected in radial growth reaction. Tree ring width is a widely used
proxy for tree vitality and its connection to climate and extreme climatic events. Most of studies
concerning growth of ash done so far were based only on tree-ring widths sequences at breast height. In
our study we wanted to see the growth reaction along the trunk of dying ash trees. We decided to find
answers to the following questions: (i): is the process of ash dieback noted down in tree-ring widths at
different heights of the trunk? (ii): could the potential impact of climatic conditions be estimated on
process of ash dieback?
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study site
The research was carried out in the Southern Poland (Dębowiec Forest) in 90-years old natural mixed
species stand affected by ash decline (ryc.1). Trees grew on postmurshic black earths (Saprihistic Gleysol)
that formed a moist broadleaved forest habitat type. According to climate classification of KöppenGeiger the study site lays within humid continental climate with warm summer (Dfb) (Peel et al. 2007).
The mean annual air temperature and mean annual precipitation are 7,5°C and 623 mm, respectively, for
the period 1961-2015. The minimum and maximum monthly temperature occurs in January (-2.9°C) and
July (17,8°C), minimum and maximum precipitation is in February (29mm) and July (90mm) (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The natural distribution of common ash (Fraxinus excelsior) in Europe and location of
research site (left). Climatic diagram for the study site (right). [source of distribution map:
http://www.euforgen.org/]
Sampling, measurements and data analysis
We selected eleven ash trees that belonged to co-dominant trees in the canopy layer (II class according to
Kraft’s biosocial classification). All of them had visible symptoms of ash dieback. The defoliation of
their crown ranged from 70% and top dry or foliage wilting were noticed. The trees were cut down at the
end of May 2014, when leaves had fully flushed. From each tree we cut out wood discs from thirteen
heights: from the base of the trunk (about 10 cm over ground), at breast height (1,3 m) and from heights
with 2m distance, starting at 2 m, up to the crown. In total, 156 discs were collected (Fig.2). In the
laboratory, two samples along radius were cut out from each disc, they were dried, sanded, undusted and
chalked to expose wood structure (the contrast between early- and latewood). The tree ring width (TRW)
measurements were performed on scanned samples (2400 dpi) by CooRecorder 7.8 software
(www.cybis.se) with the precision of 0.01 mm. Within the tree rings we measured the early- and latewood
widths separately. In total, measurements were performed on 21810 rings.
Individual tree-ring series were created for TRW, earlywood and latewood, using CDendro 7.8
programme (www.cybis.se). All series from one height on the trunk were crossdated (i.e. their dating and
synchronicity compared against each other) and their quality was checked by graphical inspection and
statistically, by the program COFECHA (Grissino-Mayer 2001). Based on the crossdated datasets treering chronologies (raw, standardized and residual) were produced by the program ARSTAN (Cook and
Holmes 1986) for each height on the trunk (height tree-ring chronologies). For transformation of tree-ring
width series into residual chronology double detrending (by negative exponential curve followed by cubic
spline with rigidity of 64 years and 50% frequency cut-off) and autoregressive modelling were applied.
Residual chronologies were used for the dendroclimatological analysis. For description of the datasets
basic statistic were calculated: average tree-ring width, average early- and latewood widths, mean
sensitivity [MS], expressed population signal [EPS] (Wigley et al. 1984),
Gleichläufigkeit [GLK%], interseries correlation [Rbar], and the first order autocorrelation coefficients.
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Variability of radial growth on different heights of the trunk were analysed through hierarchical cluster
analysis (HCA), convergence coefficient GLK, correlation coefficient and "t" value (Speer 2012).
Calculations were carried out, for raw and residual chronologies using software Statistica 13.3.
The climate-growth relationships were assessed by bootstrapped Pearson correlation analysis using the
DendroClim2002 program (Biondi and Waikul 2004). Residual chronologies of TRW (dependent
variable) and average monthly values of the selected climate factors (explaining variable) for the period
spanning from June in the year preceding ring formation to September in the year of current increment
(16 months in total) were taken as an input data. The climatic data included mean monthly values of
temperature (T), precipitation (P) and Sielianinow’s hydrothermal index (HCT) from the nearby weather
station of Czestochowa (1961-2015). The analysis was carried out for common period for all heights
(1966-2013) and for overlapping 25-year moving intervals within it (Fig.2). To assess abrupt changes in
TRW, pointer year indices for each height on the trunk were calculated for the common period from
1966-2013. Calculations were carried out using software Weiser (Gonzalez 2001).

Figure 2. Research scheme of climate-growth relationships
RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
Tree-ring analysis
We found that tree-ring series of all trees at each height were homogenous. Their statistical parameters
were above the thresholds required for ecological analyzes. Values EPS above the 0.85 threshold that is
considered as the minimum value indicating usefulness of a chronology in dendroclimatological analysis
(Speer 2012) were obtained for all tree-ring series. Mean sensitivity at ca. 0.2 to 0.4 provides usually the
best suitability of series for dendroecological analyses. Mean sensitivity of raw series changed with the
height of the trunk. The lowest value of this trait (0.208) was found at the breast height, the highest at the
base of the trunk and the height of 16 m (0.235 and 0,252) which showed that series are sensitive to
environmental factors.
The average tree-ring widths of ash decreased in acropetal direction (from base of the trunk toward the
crown). At the base of the trunk it amounted to 1.98 mm and at the height of 22 m - 1.17 mm (Fig.3).
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Figure 3. Variation in width of annual tree rings of ash trees at different heights along the trunk.
We found that radial growth patterns of analysed ash trees were similar at each height of the trunk up to
the base of the crown (16 m). This was indicated by the high values of the convergence, the correlation
coefficients and clustering analyses. From this height/level growth pattern was different (Fig.4 left).
Since 2005 we found a rapid decrease of the tree-ring widths at each height. The decline in radial growth
is more prominent in the upper part of the trunk (below the crown) and gradually decreases moving
toward the base. At the same time, a significant modification of the wood structure was observed in
analysed ash trees. The annual tree rings comprised a well-developed zone of earlywood, whereas the
zone of latewood was diminished (Fig. 4 right). The changes in the structure of wood can result in
impaired water transport along trunk and consequently a weakening the vitality of tree (Tulik et al. 2017).

Figure 4. Ash chronologies (left). Changes in
the structure of dying ash trees at breast height
(1,3 m) (right).
Climate – growth relationships
It turned out that the radial growth response of European ash to climatic factors depended on the height
from the base of the trunk. We found only slight variability of climate influence on the growth at
different heights along the trunk. It was significantly different only in the tree crown (Tab. 1). The factors
determining ash radial growth were precipitation during cambium activation in spring (April) and
thermo-pluvial conditions during the most intensive cellular fissions divisions (June). These relations
were similar at each height of the stem below the crown. (Tab. 1). In turn, negative correlation to
precipitation was observed for the period from July to November of the previous growth year as well as
for January of the current growth year. The impact of precipitation on the growth in the apical part of the
trunk was slightly different. Within the crown significant positive correlation was found between treering widths and precipitation in September, October and December of the previous growth year as well as
in April of the current growth year. Negative impact of high precipitation in March and in May was
indicated only in the upper half of the trunk.
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Table 1. Influence of precipitation on tree ring width of ash on different heights on ash stem. Dark
marker - positive response function coefficient, light marker - negative response function coefficient.
Only significant values were marked.
Height
[m]

Precipitation
r

VI VII VIII IX

X XI XII

0,1

0,68

1,3

0,8

2

0,72

4

0,81

6

0,61

8

0,68

10

0,86

-

12

0,59

-

14

0,74

-

16

0,84

-

+

18

0,85

-

+

20

0,64

22

0,51
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+
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+
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+

+

+
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At most of the analysed heights, statistically significant negative correlation between tree-ring widths and
the temperature in the summer period was observed (Tab. 1). High temperature in June and July, in both
the current and previous growth years, affected negatively the radial growth of European ash. The high
temperature in April had similar negative effect. The positive effect of air temperature was marked at all
the heights in the winter (mostly February). Influence of the thermal conditions in the other months was
varied depending on the height of the trunk (Tab. 1). In the middle part of the trunk the impact of the
warm late autumn and early winter was positive, however at the base of the trunk and the crown of the
tree it was negative. At some heights of the trunk the correlation for the temperature in late summer of the
previous growth year was positive.
We found that climate-growth relationships were changed over time. Changes in relationship can be seen
in the last twenty years. Hence, we decided to examine climate-growth relation in two periods. The time
limit was last decade XX century (Fig.5). In the first period 1966-1990 climatic conditions determined
the radial growth to a small extend, below fifty percent. This can mean, that in this period there were
good, optimal climate conditions for growth of ash. We found negative impact of cold and wet winters
and higher temperature in April and June. Impact of precipitation in growing season was smaller, we
found it only for few heights. In the next years (period 1990-2013) trees were more sensitive to climate,
impact of climate conditions on radial growth was significant at each height on trunk and stronger than in
the previous period. Especially significant impact had pluvial conditions in April and thermal and pluvial
conditions in June (Fig.5A, B). The significant impact of weather conditions in April and June on the tree
vitality is indicated by drought indices (Fig. 5C) and the analysis of pointer years (Fig.6).
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Figure 5. Correlation coefficients for dynamic relationships between climatic factors and TRW of ash at
breast height (1,3 m); A-Temperature; B-Precipitation; C- Sielianinow’s hydrothermal index (HCT).
Both drought indices (SPI and HCT) indicate significant impact of drought in April and June on the
radial growth at each heights of the trunk. On same heights significant impact of drought in growing
season from March/April to August was found. Until 2000 took place two negative and two positive
pointer years. Since 2000 negative years more often have occurred (Fig.6). Each negative pointer year
could be linked to the drought. It is shown on figure 6.

Figure 6. Pointer years of ash in study site.
We found, that visible shifts between monthly relations and shifts in strength of relations for that period
occurred. Hence it allows to draw primary conclusions regarding impact of climate changes on growth of
ash trees. The thermal and pluvial conditions in April since 1990 have changed. Temperature
significantly increase (0,6oC/10years), and precipitation decrease (-7.2mm/10years), consequently causes
water deficit. In last decade before start ash dieback took place three extremal droughts in April (2003,
2005, 2006). Global warming triggers earlier start of growing season and earlier spring reactivation of
cambial activity - about two weeks. Formation of earlywood vessels takes place in April and it is
influenced by the temperature and precipitation in this month. Hence weather conditions in
April are one of the factors creating the features of earlywood vessels. We suppose that the change of
weather conditions in April is responsible for reduction of number early-wood vessels in last decade and
the weakening of water transport along the trunk. The significant and increasing impact of weather
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conditions in June can also be associated with climate change. Temperature increase and precipitation
decrease and rapid increase in the frequency of drought causes decrease in water supply and those factors
are strong stress for trees (Dobbertin 2005). The role of weather conditions in April and June was
indicated also by drought indices and the analysis of pointer years.
Additionally, high variability of weather conditions in winter over the last 10 years of ash lifespan was
noted. Extraordinarily warm weather episodes followed by cold waves often occurred in February: in
2001; 2004; 2005; 2008. In study site in February 2008 firstly were 15 anomalous melt days with
tmean>5oC, tmax=14,7oC after which there was rapid decrease in temperature to -18,8oC. It may cause the
weakness of trees condition [vitality] at the start of the growing season and minor resistance to stress.
CONCLUSION
The process of ash dieback noted down in tree-ring widths at all heights on the trunk. Since 2005 trees
showed a strong reduction in radial growth and the modification of wood structure. It was more
prominent in the upper part of the trunk (below the crown) and gradually decreases moving toward base.
Our results revealed that the climate factors can be have strong impact of ash decline on investigated site
in Poland. The factors determining the radial growth of ash were precipitation during the activation of the
cambium in spring (April) and thermo-pluvial conditions during the most intensive cellular divisions
(June). Warm and dry April and June especially when they act together be one of the factors affecting the
susceptibility of ash to the dieback. These relations were similar at each height of trunk below the crown.
The response to climatic factors within the crown was weaker and different. From 1990-2013, the
sensitive of ash radial growth to climatic factors was higher than in earlier years, what indicated a
decrease of resistance of stands caused by climatic changes. We found visible shifts between monthly
relations and shifts in strength of relations for this period and earlier years. We suppose that it is response
of trees for climate change- increase droughts and consequently water deficit in the most important
period for growth of ash trees.
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ABSTRACT
The impact of the climate change and global warming has become even more important with the dramatic
increase in extreme meteorological events such as hurricane, thunderstorms, tornado and hail. This
increase observed in both frequency and intensity of meteorological events negatively affects the life.
Turkey since situated in the Mediterranean basin, faces the climate change and extreme meteorological
events more frequently. In this study, it is aimed to analyze the thunderstorms observed in the
Mediterranean region in order to reveal whether there is an increase in the frequency and/or intensity of
the thunderstorms observed in the period between 2009-2017. The study involved three indices (KI,
SWEAT, TTI). The increase/decrease of meteorological parameters changes the frequency and/or severity
of extreme meteorological events in the Mediterranean basin especially between September and May.
According to the calculation of stability indices by using Adana and Isparta radiosonde data, it has been
determined that there has been an increase in thunderstorm intensity in recent years.
Keywords: Thunderstorms, Stability indices, Mediterranean Region
INTRODUCTION
Studies of stability indices have been conducted in many different parts of the world. In addition to the
southern Plains, these include the Florida Panhandle (Fuelberg and Biggar 1994), Switzerland (Huntrieser
et al. 1997), the Netherlands (Haklander and van Delden 2003), and the Balearic Islands (Tudurí and
Ramis 1997). The differences with European countries might partially be attributed to lower latitude of
Turkey as well as surrounding warmer seas, as higher temperature and moisture content more frequently
exist in low levels in Turkey, despite higher elevation in most parts of the country.
Although extreme meteorological events are not common in the Turkey, climate change and global
warming effect the all country in the future. For these reasons, both frequency and intensity increase in
hurricane, thunderstorm, tornado and hail. From a climatological point of view, the area of the Mediterranean is characterized by a long, warm and dry period (Maheras, 1985) generally lasting from May to
September, and a relatively wet and cold period, lasting from September to May (Savvidou, K. et al.,
2008). This included the values of the three indices most frequently applied in convection forecasting: KI
(K Index), SWEAT (Severe Weather Threat Index), TTI (Total Totals Index). In the common form, the
atmospheric stability indices are a measure of potential severe weather and considered to be
representative at synoptic scale. KI index, used to determine the instability of air masses uninfluenced by
frontal or cyclonic activity, is considered to show the increase of air masses instability in the case of
values higher than 20 (George, 1960). In the forecasting activity, Total Totals index (TTI) is used to
determine the location of the area with convective storms, when its values are greater than 44, and
SWEAT ≥ 300 as a sign for severe thunderstorms (Peppler, 1988).
METHODOLOGY
West Mediterranean region (Fig.1.) sea to the south and high mountainous areas to the north. The
Mediterranean region is a low pressure area in winter and owes it to the inland sea. For this reason, it is
the confluence point of tropical air to the south and polar air masses to the north in winter (Şahin, 2005;
Aytaç ve Semenderoğlu, 2014). In the Autumn-Winter-Spring seasons, hot and humid weather moves to
the north and is often encounters cold and dry air descending south. The reason that the winter season is
quite rainy is the air masses and the frontal system formed by them which are effective in the
Mediterranean region (Aytaç ve Semenderoğlu, 2014). When the cold air masses coming from the north
try to replace the hot and humid air masses coming from the sea, heavy rainfall could be occur.
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Figure 1. Geographic map of the Mediterranean region (Web-1).
This study primarily used data from radiosonde observations. The benefit of this approach is that it is
based on direct observations of the atmosphere. Data from two Turkish stations (Adana and Isparta), as
taken at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC during the period 2009-2017 were used in this paper. The study was split
into sections covering the seasons of the year Winter (December-January-February), Spring (MarchApril-May), Summer (June-July-August) and Autumn (September-October-November).
Table 1. and Table 2. show the number of total data seasonal for Adana and Isparta by years. The missing
data was caused by severe weather or a failure of the radiosonde balloon.
Table 1. Number of total data seasonal for Adana by years.
Seasons/Years 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Winter

118

179

158

180

176

178

179

182

122

Spring

182

184

162

179

182

183

184

183

181

Summer

181

181

175

178

181

184

164

184

182

Autumn

151

182

179

181

182

178

182

157

181

Total

632

726

674

718

721

723

709

706

666

Table 2. Number of total data seasonal for Isparta by years.
Seasons/Years 2009 2010

2011

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Winter

122

180

158

182

179

179

180

179

171

Spring

183

182

164

184

181

183

184

184

184

Summer

180

182

184

184

182

181

184

184

182

Autumn

152

180

182

181

181

180

182

130

181

Total

637

724

688

731

723

723

730

677

718

The number of values exceeding the critical values of each instability indices is indicated.
K Index
This index is due to George (1960) and is defined by Eq.(1)
K

h

ꀀ䁘

hꀀ䁘䁘 V h

ꀀ䁘

〠 ht䁘䁘

h

t䁘䁘

֝

(1)

Here, Ti and Di denote the temperature and dew point temperature at a height corresponding to (i) hPa. KI
increases with decreasing static stability between 850 and 500 hPa, increasing moisture at 850 hPa, and
increasing relative humidity at 700 hPa. The K index is a measure of the thunderstorm potential based on
vertical temperature lapse rate, moisture content of the lower atmosphere, and the vertical extent of the
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moist layer. A value ≥ 36°C is typically expected for severe thunderstorms (Turkish State
Meteorological Service, 2007).
In winter season, K index did not exceed the critical value of thunderstorm formation..Therefore, it is not
shown graphically. Fig.2. and Fig.3. indicate number of K index values seasonal for Adana and Isparta by
years.

Figure 2. Number of K index critical values  

seasonal for Adana by years.

Figure 3. Number of K index critical values  

seasonal for Isparta by years.
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SWEAT INDEX
The severe weather threat index, or SWEAT (Miller, 1972) incorporates several variables in order to
predict tornadoes. Calculating for this Eq.(2)

q u h

h

ꀀ䁘

– 䁘〠hh –

֝ V

Ԑ

ꀀ䁘

V Ԑꀀ䁘䁘 V

ꀀ〠qHEAR֝

(2)

where TT is the total totals index (see below), F is the wind speed (in knots) at the level listed, and
SHEAR = sin (WD500 – WD850) where WD is the wind direction at a particular level. Forecasters often
interpret a SWEAT ≥ 300 as a sign for severe thunderstorms or 400 as an indicator of the possibility of
tornadoes (Peppler, 1988).
Fig.4. and Fig.5. indicate number of SWEAT index values seasonal for Adana and Isparta by years.

Figure 4. Number of SWEAT index critical values  

seasonal for Adana by years.

Figure 5. Number of SWEAT index critical values  

seasonal for Isparta by years.
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TOTAL TOTALS INDEX
The Total Totals index is attributable to Miller (1972). It is defined as the sum of two indices Eq.(3):
TT = VT + CT

(3)

where VT is the Vertical Totals index, defined by VT= h ꀀ䁘 hꀀ䁘䁘 , and the Cross Totals index CT,
defined by CT= h ꀀ䁘 – hꀀ䁘䁘 . A value ≥ 50°C indicates a higher possibility of severe thunderstorms
(Peppler, 1988).
Fig.6. and Fig.7. indicate number of TT index values seasonal for Adana and Isparta by years.

Figure 6. Number of Total Totals index critical values  

seasonal for Adana by years.

Figure 7. Number of Total Totals index critical values  

seasonal for Isparta by years
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
In this study primarly purpose apply three stability indices to Eastern Mediterranean region. The three
stability indices have been calculated to exceed the seasonal thunderstorm formation critical values for
four seasons. For Adana and Isparta, which have different geographical locations in the Mediterranean
region, the location of the mountains and the connection with the sea are important in the meeting area of
cold and dry air coming from the north and warm and humid air coming from the south.
When we look at the graphs for Adana as the annual seasonal analysis of each instability index, K index
reached the values exceeding the thunderstorm critical value in the summer, autumn and spring seasons,
SWEAT index reached the values exceeding the thunderstorm critical value in summer, autumn, spring
and winter seasons, Total Total index reached the values exceeding the thunderstorm critical value in
spring, winter, autumn and summer, respectively. In winter season, K index did not exceed the critical
value of thunderstorm formation. And look at the graphs for Isparta, K index reached the values
exceeding the thunderstorm critical value in summer, autumn and spring seasons, SWEAT index reached
the values exceeding the thunderstorm critical value in spring, summer, winter and autumn, Total Total
index reached the values exceeding the thunderstorm critical value in spring, winter, summer and autumn
respectively. In winter season, K index did not exceed the critical value of thunderstorm formation.
In our country, which has 2 radiosonde stations in the Mediterranean region and the stability index study
has not been conducted for this region before. An increase / decrease in the number and intensity of
thunderstorm and tornado is expected in the region in connection with global climate change. In this study,
periodic decrease / increase in the number of thunderstorm and tornado is not observed with the aid of
stability indices. When the values exceeding the critical values of instability indices are examined, it is
seen that there is an increase in the intensity of thunderstorm and tornado. This study comprise a period of
10 years. With research conducted over a longer period of time, it is possible to observe the numerical
increase / decrease of thunderstorm and tornado. At the same time, the causes of the increase in intensity
could be searchable. In addition to climatic conditions, the impact of urbanization should be investigated.
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ABSTRACT
During the last decade, waterspout occurrences are rapidly increased in the Mediterranean Region of
Turkey. When a waterspout reaches land, they cause loss of property as well as the loss of life. Therefore,
it is significant to predict these events with high accuracy. This study aims to model a waterspout event
occurred on 11 November 2018 in Gazipaşa, Antalya by using the high-resolution WRF Model. Analyses
are performed for six days. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data are used as the initial and boundary
conditions of the model. The outputs of the WRF Model are compared with observations obtained from
the Turkish State Meteorological Service to investigate the efficiency of the model. For the selected case,
the synoptic analysis is conducted by using the weather charts obtained from the archive of wetter3.de.
Due to the fact that the observation stations are less and the observation data is insufficient to capture the
time interval of the event, the Szilagyi Waterspout Index (SWI) is used. SWI index is based on convective
cloud depth and the temperature difference between sea surface and 850 mb. Convective cloud depth is
the difference between equilibrium level and lifting condensation level of a Skew-T diagram, so upper
atmospheric observations are needed to calculate SWI. In order to calculate the reference value of this
index, atmospheric sounding data is taken from the archive of the University of Wyoming for Isparta
station as the nearest radiosonde observation station to the region where the study is carried out. On the
other hand, SWI results are calculated by using the vertical structure of the WRF model. The results show
that the WRF Model can successfully capture the waterspout event. However, slight shifts in both space
and time of the waterspout are determined in the model result. These results may suggest that 15-min
interval observational data are needed for the dynamical model improvement studies.
Keywords: Waterspout Modeling, Mediterranean Sea, WRF Model, SWI, Turkey
INTRODUCTION
The destructive effects of waterspouts on the shore, which have been frequently seen in the
Mediterranean Region of Turkey in recent times, have required further studies in this area. When
waterspouts reach land, they cause loss of property as well as the loss of life. For instance, the waterspout
that hit Antalya Airport on 26 January 2019 caused the death of 2 citizens and damaged many buildings
and airplanes in the airport (Web-1). Therefore, it is important to predict the possible impact of
waterspouts onshore. This study aims to investigate the WRF Model’s performance by hindcasting the
waterspout case that occurred on 11 November 2018 on Turkey's Mediterranean coast.
Waterspouts can be defined as tornados that occur on large water bodies (Kalmykova and Shershakov,
2016) or as conic intense vortexes on a water mass (Golden, 1999). Waterspouts are funnel-shaped clouds
that generally develop under cumulus congestus clouds and can be spot as family clouds. It is most likely
to see waterspouts in an environment where vertical vorticity areas are formed in the lower atmosphere
with a steep lapse rate and sufficient moisture in these low levels. It is possible to categorize waterspouts
with two types: tornadic and fair-weather waterspouts (Web-2). Tornadic waterspouts related to
thunderstorms start to form over land as real tornado and they move toward a water body. That type of
waterspouts can occur on a larger scale and they can be more devastating. Fairweather waterspouts occur
on open water surfaces and they are related to a high amount of moisture in low levels and the
temperature of the water surface. Compare to tornadic waterspouts, fair-weather waterspouts are smaller,
short-term, and less dangerous. Waterspouts are spotted frequently at the end of summer and in autumn
and 40 percent of them last between 11 and 20 minutes (Renko et al. 2013).
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Szilagyi (1994) examined fourteen parameters that are related to waterspout formation over Great Lakes.
As a result of this study it is concluded that two instability parameters that sea-850 mb temperature
difference (∆T) and convective cloud depth (∆Z) and wind criteria which is wind speed at 850 mb level
(W850) have the strongest relation with waterspout formation. For the formation of waterspouts, it is
required that the wind speed under 850 mb level should be less than 40 knots. Convective cloud depth is
the difference between lifting condensation level (LCL) and equilibrium level (EL) on the Skew-T
diagram. LCL is the pressure level that an air parcel is needed to lift to get saturated. EL is the level that
the temperature of the lifting air parcel equals the temperature of the environment (Web-3).
In Szilagyi's research (1994), ∆Z versus ∆T is plotted for each selected case. Most of the plotted data is
then surrounded by two curves called “waterspout threshold curves” (lower and upper limit). It was found
that there are favorable conditions for the development of waterspouts in the area limited by these curves.
Outside of this area, waterspouts are not likely to form (Figure 1). In addition, a waterspout classification
scheme has been developed and specified in the nomogram. The Szilagyi Waterspout Index (SWI) was
developed to estimate the likelihood of waterspout formation (Figure 2). SWI is a stability index and is
derived directly from the Szilagyi Waterspout Nomogram (SWN) (Figure 1). SWI values range from −10
to +10. If SWI ≥ 0, waterspouts are likely to occur.

Figure 1: Szilagyi Waterspout Nomogram (Szilagyi, 1994)

Figure 2. Szilagyi Waterspout Index (Szilagyi, 1994)
Waterspouts are observed in various regions around the world. Therefore, there are many studies carried
out in various regions related to waterspouts. Since the waterspouts formed in the Mediterranean Region
were examined in this study, the researches about waterspouts in the Mediterranean Region were given
importance. A study conducted in Spain found that waterspout events are frequently observed on the
southwest coast of Barcelona. In addition, it was found that waterspouts in Spain generally occur from
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mid-August to mid-September and the majority of these waterspouts are considered as weak (F1) (Gaya
et al. 2011).
Waterspouts, which can be observed in various parts of the world, are less severe in the Mediterranean
region compared to the other regions. Since waterspouts have destructive effects, it is very important to
predict the location and time of them. Nowadays, there is no physical model or theory that fully explains
the formation mechanism of waterspouts (Kalmykova & Shershakov, 2016). Therefore, the estimation of
waterspouts is quite difficult. Keul et al. (2009) tested the usability of the Szilagyi Waterspout Nomogram
while estimating waterspout events that occurred in the Mediterranean, particularly the Adriatic, Ionian,
and Aegean Sea. The estimation procedure in this study is based on the application of the selected
meteorological parameters to the nomogram developed by Szilagyi. As a result of their work, it is clearly
seen that the Szilagyi Waterspout Nomogram is valid for the Aegean, Ionian, and Adriatic Seas. Based on
this validity, it is decided that Szilagyi Waterspout Nomogram and Szilagyi Waterspout Index can be
used to evaluate the predictability of the waterspout case of this study.
Renko et al. (2019) conducted a synoptic and meso-scale analysis of ten waterspout cases in the Adriatic
during the 2013-2016 period and tested Szilagyi's waterspout prediction method. High-resolution (500 m
grid length) WRF model was used to determine mesoscale characteristics and the results of the model
were compared with the observations. The comparison of the observations with the model outputs showed
that the waterspouts could not be simulated clearly with the WRF model. Although the WRF model failed
to simulate waterspouts, it was able to adequately represent the atmospheric conditions in which they
were formed. For this reason, while conducting this study, firstly, the WRF model was run and SWI was
calculated from the outputs of the model. These SWI values may not be compared to the SWI obtained
from radiosonde observations, because of the missing observation data.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
In this study, three different data sets are used: reanalysis data, ground observation data, and radiosonde
data.
Reanalysis Data
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis is a project carried out in collaboration with NCEP and NCAR to produce a 40year record of global analysis of atmospheric areas to support the needs of research and climate
monitoring communities (Kalnay et al., 1996). The project includes the improvement, quality controls,
and assimilation of ground, ship, radiosonde, aircraft, satellite and other data with an unchanged data
assimilation system during the reanalysis period (Kalnay et al., 1996). Two different data sets from the
NCEP / NCAR global reanalysis data were used: one of these data sets consists of 2.5-degree analyses
over 17 pressure levels, and the other consists of 1.9 degree six-hour averages and estimates over various
levels for utilizing the initial and boundary conditions of the WRF Model.
Ground Observation Data
Hourly sea surface temperature (oC), hourly wind direction (o) and speed (m/s), hourly air temperature
(oC), hourly total precipitation (mm) and hourly actual pressure (hPa) observation data are obtained from
the Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS). The observation data is taken from a station, which is
close to the area where the selected case occurred, is chosen. These data from the TSMS were used to
compare with the WRF model outputs.
Radiosonde Data
Wind speed in 850 mb level, air temperature, and convective cloud depth information required for the
calculation of Szilagyi Waterspout Index were obtained from radiosonde observations. Upper
atmospheric data were obtained from Isparta (17240) station, which is the closest radiosonde observation
station to the region where the study was conducted. The radiosonde data for the case day were taken
from the University of Wyoming website (Web-7), which provides archived atmospheric data. The
radiosonde observations at 12 UTC, which is the closest observation to the time of the event, were
examined.
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Methods
This study focuses on the waterspout incident in Antalya, Gazipaşa on 11 November 2018 (Table 1).
Analyses are performed for six days being three days before the case, case day, and two days after the
case. The WRF model is run and the model outputs are compared with the observation data. SWI is
calculated from the WRF model outputs and observation data and the predictability of the waterspout is
questioned.
Table 1. Date, time and location of the waterspout and coordinates of the station in that location.
Case

Date

Time(TST)

Location

Station No.

Latitude (o)

Longitude (o)

SH1

11.11.2018

15:00

Gazipaşa

17974

36,2715 N

32,3045 E

The most important reason for choosing this phenomenon is the severity of its damage to the environment.
On 11 November 2018, the waterspout off the coast of Gazipaşa, Antalya caused a person to be injured
and a caravan to be damaged (Web-4). It was observed that the caravan took off up to 15 meters with the
effect of the waterspout. According to the Fujita scale, this waterspout can be considered as the F1-F2
category.
WRF Model
The WRF model was used to model the atmosphere on the selected case day. WRF is a new generation
mesoscale numerical weather forecasting system designed for both atmospheric research and operational
forecasting applications (Web-5). The WRF model has two dynamic cores, a software architecture that
supports parallel computing and system extensibility, and a data assimilation system. The model serves a
wide range of meteorological applications from ten meters to a thousand kilometers (Skamarock et al.,
2019). Model physics in the WRF take into account cloud microphysics, surface layer physics, land
surface model, boundary layer, long and short wave radiation components (Bhaskaran et al., 2013). The
model estimates three-dimensional wind momentum components, surface pressure, dew point,
precipitation, surface sensible and latent heat fluxes, long wave and short-wave radiation fluxes, relative
humidity, and air temperature parameters on the sigma pressure vertical coordinate input (Warner et al.
2010).
In this study, NCEP/NCAR global reanalysis data are used as initial and boundary conditions for the
WRF model. The model installation consists of two nested domains, which have 9 and 3 km resolution.
Lambert conformal projection is utilized. YSU Scheme is selected for PBL scheme and 41 vertical levels
used for the vertical structure of the model. The rest of the configuration is the same with the standard
namelist options of the WRF Model. Model is run for the six-day (144 hours) hind cast simulation
starting from November 8, 2018, 00:00 GMT. Figure 3 shows the geographical location of the domain
where the model simulation is performed.

Figure 3. The area that WRF Model simulation is performed.
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Szilagyi Waterspout Index (SWI)
In order to calculate SWI, it is needed to check the wind speed in 850 mb level. This index is valid if the
wind speed in 850 mb level is below 20 ms-1 (40 knots). In order to calculate the index, the temperature
difference and the convective cloud depth must be calculated. The temperature difference requires 850
mb and sea surface temperature, while the convective cloud depth requires the equilibrium level and the
lifting condensation level. These data were obtained from Isparta (17240) station which is the closest
radiosonde station to the region where the waterspout is observed. SWI index is calculated from
radiosonde data and WRF outputs and they are compared to each other. .
RESULTS
When the observation data of Gazipaşa station on the case day were examined, it is observed that the
wind speed decreases in the time interval covering the case, and no significant change is observed in the
temperature (Figure 4). However, the temperature decreases instantly and the wind speed increases about
an hour before the event. In addition, there is a decrease in sea surface temperature in the time span
covering the event. This reduce can be interpreted as the effect of waterspout formation. After the
formation of the waterspout, the sea water temperature decreases. Although there is a slight change in sea
surface temperature, it can be said that waterspout formation affects the temperature.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4. Hourly wind speed (m/s), temperature (oC), pressure (hPa), and sea surface temperature (oC)
measurements on 11 November 2018. (a) shows the pressure (blue line) and wind speed (red line), (b)
shows the pressure (blue line) and temperature (red line), (c) shows the temperature (blue line) and sea
surface temperature (red line), and (d) shows the temperature (blue line) and wind speed (red line)
measurements.
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Figure 5 shows the weather charts at 12 UTC on the day of the event. These charts were examined to
determine whether there were synoptic systems that could affect the formation of waterspout. In addition,
850 mb wind, which is the limit of SWI index, and 850 mb temperature, which is the input of SWI, are
examined from these synoptic maps. On the 11th of November, there is no frontal system affecting
Antalya. Compared to the day before, the surface temperature decreases on the day of the event. The air
temperature at 850 mb is 10 ° C and the wind speed is 5 knots. Since the wind is below 40 knots, SWI can
be used.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 5. Surface pressure, surface temperature (2 m), surface wind (10 m), 850 mb temperature and 850
mb wind weather charts on 11 November 2018 at 12 UTC. (a) shows the surface pressure in hPa and the
contour interval is 5hPa. (b) shows the surface temperature in oC and coloured by interval of 2oC. (c)
shows the surface wind’s speed (knot) and directions. (d) shows 850 mb temperature (oC) and
geopotential height (gpdam), white contours represent temperature and their interval is 5oC. (e) shows the
850 mb level wind’s speed (knot) and direction and relative vorticity (Web-6).
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When the Skew-T diagram obtained from upper atmospheric observations in Isparta station at 12 UTC is
examined, it is seen that the wind and temperature at 850 mb have the same values as the synoptic maps
(Figure 6). It is aimed to calculate the index by reading the LCL and EL heights, which are the inputs of
SWI, from Skew-T diagrams. It is seen that the LCL is at a height of approximately 3500 m at 665 mb,
but it is not possible to determine EL height. The inability to determine the EL height led to the inability
to calculate the SWI. SWI, which cannot be obtained from the observation data, is calculated from WRF
model outputs and analyzed.

.
Figure 6. The Skew-T diagram of the radiosonde observation at Isparta station on 11 November
2018 at 12 UTC, (Web-7).
In order to investigate to what extent the atmosphere modeled with WRF represents the conditions in
which the waterspout is formed; SWI is calculated hourly from WRF outputs on 11 November and shown
in Figure 7. For the WRF model operating in two nested domains, SWI values in these two domains are
calculated. Some of the SWI values calculated from the outputs of the low resolution outer domain were
excluded from the curves SWI = 0 and SWI = 10. The SWI values calculated by the outputs of the inner
small domain operated with higher resolution are within these two curves.
a)

b)

Figure 7. Hourly SWI values in D01 (a) and D02 (b) WRF domains on 11 November 2018
(Produced from WRF that starts on 08 November 2018 at 00:00 UTC and time interval of the WRF run is
6 hours).
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Helicity is a measure of the rotation of the potential cyclonic rising air flow. The helicity is an important
parameter to be considered while investigating waterspouts, as it provides information about the spin of
the air. Helicity is calculated for 1 and 3 km (spin from ground to 1 km or 3 km). Figure 8 shows the
spatial distribution of the helicity parameter at 1 and 3 km in the inner domain operated in the WRF
model on 9 November 2018 at 08 UTC. Although the incident occurred on 11 November, the WRF
estimates that the waterspout formed on 9 November. In addition, the waterspout occurred in the
Gazipaşa district of Antalya but the WRF captured the waterspout in the open sea.
a)

b)

Figure 8. 1 (a) and 3 (b) km Helicity values in D02 WRF domain on 09 November 2018 at 08
UTC (Produced from WRF that starts on 08 November 2018 at 00:00 UTC and time interval of the WRF
run is 6 hours).
CONCLUSIONS
While modelling a waterspout, a small-scale phenomenon, increasing the resolution increases the
likelihood of capturing the event. Furthermore, the clear detection of the waterspout formation with SWI
that is calculated from the WRF outputs showed that the WRF model simulated the atmospheric
conditions of this incident very well. However, when the helicity outputs of the WRF model are
considered, it can be said that the WRF Model is successful in modeling the waterspout, but there are
shifts in the modeling of the location and time of the waterspout. These results may suggest that more
analyses are needed to predict the time and location of the waterspout events. Moreover, 15-min interval
observational data are needed for the dynamical model improvement studies.
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ABSTRACT
Floods may affect communities and individuals negatively by causing deterioration of health conditions,
damage on property, annihilation of soil and crops and even loss of human life. In this paper, therefore a
general meteorological analysis of heavy rain, flood and hail is done for Denizli, Serinhisar flood on 31st
August, 2017, by considering the required conditions for a heavy rain. Meteorological charts are
examined for four days including the phenomenon day. Also, the existing conditions are studied on
achieved satellite images. By doing so, it is aimed to lead better forecasts of possible flood hazards in
Turkey.
Keywords: flood, hail, rain, Denizli, Serinhisar, Turkey
INTRODUCTION
As the climate changes, the severity of heavy rain and floods is increasing in Turkey. Thus, it is very
important to examine the heavy rain, flood and hail conditions before the event occurs in the town. In
spring and summer, the conditions that are needed for severe convective storms are moisture, lifting
mechanism, instability and wind shear.
On 31.08.2017, in Denizli, Serinhisar, heavy rain and hail affected the life. Rain started at 18;00 local
time and lasted about 30 minutes. Rainwater caused flooding in the area (Fig. 1). The flood transported
large boulders and soil from the mountainous area to Pınarcık District as shown in Fig. 2. About 40
houses and workplaces were affected by the flood. Many vehicles were damaged. Denizli-Antalya
highway was also closed because of the landslide. As a result, there were kilometers of car queue
(Evrensel E-Gazete, 2017).

Figure 1. Flood water carries cars in Serinhisar (evrensel.net, 2017)

Figure 2. Flood has transported soil and rock from the mountain to Serinhisar (evrensel.net, 2017).
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In this paper, these severe conditions are searched for the thunderstorm and flooding events in Denizli on
31st August 2017.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Surface Analysis: Figure 3 shows isobars and isotherms over Europe on the event day at 12Z. The low
pressure center is at the southeast of Denizli. Through these 4 days, there is not a significant pressure
change or temperature change over Denizli. The pressure stays around 1010 mb and temperature is about
29.4 C.

Figure 3. Sea level isobars and isotherms on 31.08.2017 at 12Z (PSWC, 2019)
850 mb Level Analysis: By looking at the height contours and isotherms at 850 mb, on 31st August at 12
Z, over the north of Turkey, they become perpendicular as shown in Figures 4- 6. Also here, the height
contours and isotherms are closely spaced. Closely spaced height contours will lead to stronger winds and
the potential for a higher thermal advection (Haby, n.d., para. 11). By looking at the temperature values, it
is clearly show that this is a cold air advection.

Figure 4. 850 mb isotherms (black lines) and geopotential heights (white lines) on 30.08.2017 at 12Z
(Wetter3; 2019)
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Figure 5. 850 mb isotherms (black lines) and geopotential heights (white lines) on 31.08.2017 at 00Z
(Wetter3,2019)

Figure 6. 850 mb isotherms (black lines) and geopotential heights (white lines) on 31.08.2017 at 12Z
(Wetter3,2019)
700 mb Level Analysis: Figure 7 shows 700 hpa level relative humidity values over Europe. From 48
hours before the event to the event day, RH over Turkey is generally high. Over Denizli, relative
humidity rises up to 75% the day before the rain. On the event day, relative humidity is 60% over Denizli.
The day after the rain, humidity decreases. The moisture in the atmosphere is present for thunderstorm
formation.
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Figure 7. 700 mb Relative Humidity percentage on 31.08.2017 at 12Z (Wetter3,2019)
Dew point depression equal or less than 5  C shows convective storm possibility in that area. At low
pressure centers, dewpoint depression is low. Air is near saturated over 700 mb level. According to the
Figures 8-11, red star shows the location of Denizli on the charts. Over Denizli, 48 hours before the rain,
dewpoint depression on 700 mb level is around 15 C. The day before the rain, it decreases below 5 C.
On the day of the rain, is between 5 and 10 C. Then, one day after, it rises. But, from 24 hours before the
event to the end of the event day, moisture needed for heavy rain or shower with rain exists over Denizli.

Figure 8. 700 mb dewpoint depression on 29.08.2017 at 12Z (PSWC, 2019)
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Figure 9. 700 mb dewpoint depression on 30.08.2017 at 12Z (PSWC, 2019)

Figure 10. 700 mb dewpoint depression on 31.08.2017 at 12Z (PSWC, 2019)

Figure 11. 700 mb dewpoint depression on 01.09.2017 at 12Z (PSWC, 2019)
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500 mb Level Analysis: The low center at the northwest part of the Europe moves to the south,
producing a trough. As a result, middle Europe stays in the ridge area of the high center at the south. At
the north of Turkey, there is a low center. This low center in the 500 mb level, cuts off through these 4
days and moves to the south over the Black Sea (Figures 12-15). A shortwave is also present over Aegean
Sea on 29th August. This shortwave moves eastward on the following days, strengthening the trough over
Denizli. This causes convergence of air on the surface. In general, from 48 hours before the rain day to
the end of the rain day, height decreases over Denizli. Temperature also decreases through these days.

Figure 12. 500 mb geopotential height (black lines) and temperature on 29.08.2017 at 12Z (Wetter3,
2019)

Figure 13. 500 mb geopotential height (black lines) and temperature on 30.08.2017 at 12Z (Wetter3,
2019)

Figure 14. 500 mb geopotential height (black lines) and temperature on 31.08.2017 at 12Z (Wetter3,
2019)
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Figure 15. 500 mb geopotential height (black lines) and temperature on 01.09.2017 at 12Z (Wetter3,
2019)
According to 500 mb geopotential height charts, it is clear that there is an Omega Block over Europe on
the event day. Because of their size, Omega blocks are often quite persistent and can lead to flooding and
drought conditions depending upon ones location under the pattern. Cooler temperatures and precipitation
accompany the lows while warm and clear conditions prevail under the high (NWS, n.d.). By looking at
the Fig.16, Denizli is in the right trough of Omega Block where precipitation is likely to occur.

Figure 16. 500 mb geopotential height and surface pressure chart showing Omega Block on 31.08.2017
at 12Z (PSWC, 2019)
300 mb Level Analysis: According to the 300 mb geopotential height and wind speed chart, on the east
side of Denizli there is a jet stream with wind speed above 75 knots. Tilting the thunderstorm as it rises in
the vertical makes storm more potentially severe because the updraft is displaced from the downdraft
(Haby, n.d.). This may causes the hail and heavy rain over Denizli. As shown in Figure 17, on 31st August,
jet stream moves to the right side of the trough over Turkey. From now on it can be said that, the trough
will become less amplified with time and move further north. In reality, it moves to the north and the
trough loses its strength on 1st September. Precipitation will not occur on that day.
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Figure 17. 300 mb geopotential height and wind speeds on 31.08.2017 at 12 Z (PSWC, 2019)
Skew-t Chart and Hodograph Analysis: The heavy rain in Denizli occurs in 31.08.2017 between 12 Z
and 18 Z, in the afternoon. So, some calculations are made on the Table 1, based on the Skew-T Chart at
12 Z (Fig. 18).

Figure 18. Skew-T Chart on 31.08.2017 at 12Z (PSWC, 2019)
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Table 1. Calculations in several levels based on the Skew-T Chart
31.08.2017-12Z
Surface

700 mb

500 mb

Mixing Ratio (w)

10,5 g/kg

7,5 g/kg

0,6 g/kg

Saturation Mixing Ratio (ws)

22 g/kg

8 g/kg

3,5 g/kg

Relative Humidity

47,73%

94%

17%

Potential Temperature

33dC

35 dC

47 dC

Equivalent Temperature

42dC

26 dC

Eq.Pot. Temp.

49dC

60 dC

In Table 2, there are interpretations of some values and indexes (Vasquez, 2009).
Table 2. Interpretations of İndexes (PSWC, 2019)
Observation time 31.08.2017-12Z
1000-500
mb 5730
thickness (m)
Precipitable
1,796
Slightly precipitation
water (cm)
700-500
Lapse 6,72
Near stable air
Rate (c/km)
Lifted Index
0,46
generally
stable,
low
potential for thunderstorm
Showalter Index
0,13
Thundershowers may be
observed
Total
Totals 50
partial thunderstorm masses
Index
K index
28,9
scattered
thunderstorms
may be observed
Sweat index
96,79
low
possibility
of
thunderstorms
CAPE (J/kg)
4,11
mostly stable, little or no
convection occurs
CIN (J/kg)
-93,42
no cap or weak cap that can
be easily broken by surface
heating
LCL level (hPa)
674,34
A
smaller
difference
between the LCL and LFC
(LCL-LFC)
LFC level (hPa)
529,24
is conducive to the rapid
formation of thunderstorms.
Equilibrium
503,02
Level (hPa)
Bulk Richardson 3,17
Severe weather is unlikely
number
One day before the event day and on the event day, there is no inversion. So, rising parcels continues
rising up to 10 km and there is potential for thunderstorm formation on the event day.
On the rain day, on 31st August, both heavy rain and hail occurs. To look for conditions if it is suitable for
hail, relatively high elevation area is needed, low freezing level, dry air in mid-level of atmosphere and a
high value of CAPE. Some of these conditions are present (Haby, n.d.). There is low CAPE value, but at
the thunderstorm hour it may be higher than the measured at 12Z (Event occurs few hours after 12Z). The
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freezing level is near LCL level. There is hail potential at that day. In 30 minutes when the rain occurs,
hail is also seen for a short time.
Hodograph indexes are given below on Table 3. Interpretations for the wind parameters are done based on
the book notes of Vasquez (2009).
Table 3. Wind Parameters for 31.08.2017- 12Z (PSWC, 2019)
Storm motion

13 at 2 knt

Mean winds (0-6000m)

343.4 at 2.7 knts

Storm direction

13.4 at 2.0 knts

Shear (0-3000m)

pos: 0.1

Storm rel Dir Shear (0-3000m)

127.6 deg

Storm rel helicity (0-3000m)

pos: 0.3

neg: 0.5

tot: 0.6 10-3/s

neg: -4.7

tot: -4.4 m^2/s^2

ave: -1.5 10^-3 m/s^2
Storm rel vorticity (0-3000m)

horiz: 1.8

Energy-Hel index

0.00

Bulk Rich Number

8.66

Bulk Shear

1.06 m/s

rel: -0.69

stream: -1.2 10^-3/s

According to Table 3, on 31.08.2017, at 12Z, 3 hours before the case, storm relative helicity is -4,4
m^2/s^2. Energy helicity index is 0. There is no tornado potential. Storm direction is 13 degrees with the
speed of 2 knots; which means thunderstorms are more likely than tornadoes. Bulk Richardson number is
8,66; severe weather is unlikely but it is more likely than the previous day. Bulk shear is 1,06 m/s; there is
no tornadic storms. Speed shear tilts a storm updraft; thus increasing its longevity. 0-3 km shear is 0,6 .
10^-3 /s. Calculating speed shear, it is 0,6 which means it is weak. It tilts storm a little so, storm duration
is short. It is true, because the rain lasts only 30 minutes.
Satellite Image Analysis: Heavy rain occurs between 12 UTC and 15 UTC in Denizli. Infrared images
for the event day are shown in the Figures 19-21. Over Denizli, in 31 August 2017, clouds can be seen
from the early hours. At 12 UTC, clouds are getting brighter. That means, they are now thicker and colder.
There should be a CB cloud formation, because they seemed like cellular patterns. But they are not bright
enough and do not have overshooting tops at 12 Z. So, it is certain that the heavy rain in that day over
Denizli occurs between 12 UTC and 15 UTC. The cloud on 15 UTC is not bright anymore which means it
loses its strength. The heavy rain over Denizli lasts only 30 minutes and it is said to be nearly 15 UTC.
According to this information, the rain can be foreseen from at least 3 hours before the rain. Also,
according to the satellite images, it is seen that there is a low pressure center over the north of Turkey.
According to the shape of the clouds, Denizli is at the end of the tail of cold front.
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Figure 19. Infrared images of Meteosat Second Generation satellite on 31.08.2017 at 09 UTC (sat24,
2019)

Figure 20. Infrared images of Meteosat Second Generation satellite on 31.08.2017 at 12 UTC (sat24,
2019)

Figure 21. Infrared images of Meteosat Second Generation satellite on 31.08.2017 at 15 UTC (sat24,
2019)
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Dryline Analysis: According to Figure 22, the 13°C isodrosotherm which is the significant east-west
gradient in dewpoint temperature, passes through the pressure trough and sharp dewpoint gradient. This is
where dryline passes; it passes just near to Denizli on the event day. The dryline is shown by green line.
Storms are more likely along a dryline boundary when there is strong surface convergence (Haby, n.d.).

Figure 22. Dryline on surface pressure and 1000 mb dewpoint temperature chart on 31.08.2017 at 12Z
(PSWC, 2019)
Divergence and Convergence: In Figure 23, red circles indicate Positive Vorticity Advection (PVA)
areas, while blue ones indicate Negative Vorticity Advection areas. Here the sky is clear and the
contidions are not suitable for precipitation.

Figure 23. 500 mb geopotential height and absolute vorticity on 31.08.2017 at 12 Z (PSWC, 2019)
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850 mb convergence is higher than the 500 mb convergence where there is positive vorticity advection.
Because there is upward motion. Over Denizli, convergence is 0,49 (*10-5 m2 /s) in the 850 mb chart,
while it is -1,01 (*10-5 m2 /s) in the 500 mb chart (Figures 24-25). This means by rising up to the level of
non-divergence, convergence values are decreasing.
Level of non-divergence exists between 600 mb and the 500 mb isoheights. That’s why convergence
value turns negative in 500 mb chart. At that point, on 500 mb above the level of non-divergence,
divergence value turns positive. Both convergence and divergence values are zero at the level of nondivergence.

Figure 24. 500 mb convergence map on 31.08.2017- 12 Z (PSWC, 2019)

Figure 25. 850 mb convergence map on 31.08.2017-12 Z (PSWC, 2019)
500 mb geopotential height analysis (PVA) can identify the chimney associated with this dynamic low
better than the others. The strongest upward vertical motion occurs where there is cyclonic convergence
on 925 mb level, low pressure center at the surface, positive vorticity advection areas on 500 mb level. As
seen on the Figure 26, over the northeast part of Denizli on the event day, there is a strong cyclonic
convergence on 925 mb level.
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Figure 26. 925 mb streamlines chart on 31.08.2017- 12 Z (PSWC, 2019)
Jet Stream Analysis: In the Figure 27, jet streams on 300 mb level over Europe are seen. Over the east
of Denizli, a jet named Subtropical jet is passing.

Figure 27. Jet streams on 300 mb level on 31.08.2017 at 12 Z (PSWC, 2019)
In Figure 28, orange circles indicate divergence areas aloft, while red circles indicate convergence areas
aloft. Denizli is near the divergence area of the jet where PVA occurs.
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Figure 28. Divergence and convergence areas on the jet stream (PSWC, 2019)
Cold Core Low Analysis: By plotting isobars in each pressure level through a line from İzmir to
Diyarbakır, we see that there is cold core low (Haby, n.d.) (Fig. 29).

Figure 29. East- west height- station cross section on 31.08.2017 at 12 Z
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Meteogram Analysis: According to Fig. 30, temperature had increased as the sun rises. It had its
maximum value at 12 Z with 28,3 C. At this time dewpoint temperature was minimum with 8,8 C. On
31st August, temperature did not decrease below 12,2  C. There was not a significant weather event
reported in Isparta. At 06Z, it precipitated 0,78 cm. Visibility stayed at 19 km and surface wind changed
direction throughout the day but wind speed stayed generally at 5 knots. From 09 Z to 20 Z, the sky was
generally cloudy. Cloud ceiling was in 914 m. According to the pressure line, surface pressure had
decreased below 1009,8 mb at 12 Z. Between 15 Z and 21 Z, the pressure had increased continuously.

Figure 30. Meteogram chart of the nearest station to Denizli, Isparta, on 31.08.2017, the event day
(PSWC, 2019)
Kinematics Wind Field: According to the Figure 31, there is positive vorticity over Denizli at the event
time.

Figure 31. 250 mb wind speeds and geopotential height chart on 31.08.2017 at 12 Z (PSWC, 2019)
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CONCLUSION
In brief, on 31st August, 2017, between 12 Z and 15 Z, heavy rain and hail occurred in Denizli and lasted
about 30 minutes. Rainwater caused flooding in the area. Surface charts, upper air charts, Skew-T
diagrams, indexes and other parameters are examined to keep flash flood tracking in Denizli by 4 days
analysis method. 700 mb dewpoint depression that is below 5 °C and RH of 94 % provided moisture for
the precipitation. Low pressure center, being in the right trough of Omega Block and the Positive
Vorticity Advection that show upper level divergence on 500 mb level, the dryline and the cold core low
over the area caused updraft motion of air. Showalter index, total totals index and K index values were
suitable for thunderstorm formation and there was no capping inversion to suppress it. Infrared satellite
images clearly procured foreseeing the thunderstorm hours before, by showing the cold front. In the light
of these parameters, conditions were mostly suitable for the heavy rain. Analysis of the rain, flash flood
and hail in Denizli will raise the awareness of the importance of forecasting these types of events in the
future.
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ABSTRACT

Tornadoes, an important meteorological study field in the world, are one of the most dangerous natural
disasters. In this study, comparative synoptic analysis of tornadoes that occurred in Çubuk district of
Ankara province on June 19, 2004 and in Kumluca district of Antalya province on January 24,2019.
Temporal-spatial investigations were made and all atmospheric parameters necessary for the formation of
tornadoes were evaluated by using topographical data and reversed engineering methodology based on
the previously designed decision tree mechanism for thunderstorm, severe weather and tornado forecast
by Colquhoun (1987).

INTRODUCTION
Tornadoes are one of the most important natural events that cause loss of life and property worldwide.
Although the first thing that comes to mind about tornado is a strong and powerful cyclone, this definition
is insufficient, because it is necessary to handle a large number of parameters simultaneously when
analyzing this event. Tornadoes in Turkey are ascribed wrongly as "rare or uncommon" but they are
climatologically usual severe weather events. Because of the common belief about the frequency of
tornadoes in Turkey, necessary disaster awareness and documentation studies could not be developed.
Throughout the history, since the tornadoes in Anatolia have generally taken place in coastal or rural
areas where the settlement is not intense, observations, estimates and necessary scientific studies have
always been incomplete.
Tornadoes can occur if appropriate atmospheric conditions are satisfied anywhere in the world. The
effects of mid-latitude climate change on Turkey has started to increase. Considering the urbanization and
deviations from the average summer and winter temperatures, frequency of severe weather conditions are
rapidly increasing. So far, more than 30 people have been killed and more than 200 people have been
injured due to tornadoes in Turkey [1]. In this study, Çubuk (June 19, 2004) and Kumluca (January 24,
2019) tornadoes are comparatively analysed.
For the analysis of these two storms simultaneously, geographical and climatological properties of
disaster locations are examined in section 2, data and method processes are evaluated in section 3 and
finally the results are discussed in section 4.
Geographical and Climatological Properties of Disaster Locations
Çubuk District consists of a plain and plateau between the southern extensions of Köroğlu Mountains,
which form the transition area of the Black Sea Region and Central Anatolia Region. This site, located in
the northeast of Ankara, is surrounded by erosion surfaces and orographic masses with high plateu
formations. The most important topographical area around the district is the Çubuk Plain which covers a
wide area with a length of 20 km and a width of 15 km, giving its name to the district.
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Figure 1. Topographical cross-section of Çubuk district
Çubuk district is in a climate transition region due to its geographical location. It is a transition between
the typical continental climate of Central Anatolia and the humid climate of the Black Sea region.
Precipitation is generally snow-like in winter. The annual rainfall in Çubuk, which is more rainy than
Ankara city center, is 401 mm and his amount reaches 448 millimeters in the North. Considering the
annual temperature values; winter temperatures are low and summer temperatures are high. While the
average summer temperature is 17 0C, the average winter temperature is around 0 0C.
Kumluca District is located in Teke Peninsula of Antalya province of the Mediterranean Region.
Geographically, it is known for its warm climate in midlatitudes (30- 60 degrees latitudes). The plains in
the district are mainly confront the Mediterranean Sea in the south and the average height is 5 m. The
coastal plain (Kumluca Plain) which is located to the west and North. The average height is 800-1.250 m
in those plains and there are high plains loctaed in these elevations. Kumluca’s main climate type is the
Mediterranean climate in which summer season is warm and the winter season is cool with precipitation.
These temperature conditions are vary due to the highlands and high plateaus in the region. In summer the
average temperature is around 30 degrees.

Figure 2. Topographical cross-section of Kumluca district
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DATA AND METHODS
Comparative synoptic analysis is based on a decision tree mechanism including meteorological
parameters that can be used to predict storms, severe weather conditions and tornadoes [2]. All
parameters in this decision tree were considered simultaneously and the presence of suitable conditions
for tornado formation were evaluated. The decision tree, which has already been developed as an
alternative forecasting scheme, has been used as a method of analysis by reverse engineering to evaluate
the conditions of two previous tornado events in this study.
The movement of severe weather patterns and storms are of great importance in assessing the possibility
of a tornado occurance. At this stage, the possibility of excessive rainfall and flood caused by the rapid or
slow movement of storms and the possibility of tornado were evaluated together. In this paper, speed of
storm motion is evaluated according to the reference point 7.7 m / s (15 kt), which was previously
determined in Colquhoun's study (1987). Accordingly, the possibility of occurrence of two different
tornado events are discussed together with extreme precipitation conditions.
While the estimated storm velocity of June 19,2004 Çubuk tornado considering the time of the disaster is
in the range of 20-25 m/s, the storm velocity of January 24,2019 Kumluca tornado is in the range of 28 32 m/s [3].
Below, the charts are shown depicting the estimated storm velocities for Çubuk and Kumluca tornados
respectively.

Figure 3. Estimated storm velocity charts of Çubuk and Kumluca tornados.
In this context, the estimated storm velocity values for both of the events are higher than the reference
velocity. Therefore, there is no suitable environment for extreme local precipitation and flood conditions
but the storm velocity values are above treshold in favor of a tornado formation.
The hodogram analysis for vertical wind shear examination indicated “single-cell” formations parallel to
severe weather elements. Here, magnitudes of wind shear vectors from surface to 500 mb level are in the
ranges of 15-20 m/s and 12-16 m/s for Çubuk and Kumluca respectively [4]. When the vertical wind
shear values are paired with the tornado intensity classes (F classes), it is observed that both of the
tornados are within F0-F2 intensity class range.
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Table 1. 1000 – 500 mb vertical wind shear values paired with tornado intensity classes.
Parameter

Tornado Intensity Class

Parameter Value Range (m/s)

1000- 500 mb vertical wind
shear (m/s)

F0 - F2

15.1- 26.8

F3 - F5

>26.8

One of the suitable atmospheric conditions for severe weather and thunderstorm development is a dry
mid-troposphere. To analyse this, Skew-T/Log-P diagrams are examined and it is observed that
temperature and dewpoint profiles are highly close to each other in 500-700 m level.

Figure 4. Skew –T diagrams for Çubuk ve Kumluca tornados respectively.
It can be seen that for both of the profiles, the layers between 500-700 mb are dry. Parallel to that, 500 mb
relative humdity values are lower than %75, suggesting severe weather conditions.
The vast majority of downdraft arise from this pressure level. Rate of evaporative cooling increases with
increasing relative humidity in mid-troposphere. Therefore, the negative buoyancy values are rising and
an increase in cloud cover and density near surface can be observed. In both of the tornado cases, with
respect to the low relative humidity values and dry mid-tropospheric conditions severe weather and
tornado formation possibilites are high.
The presence of preventive factors in the formation phase of a thunderstorm is also of great importance.
One of these elements is the presence of an inversion or stable layer in the lower troposphere. The
inversions inhibit Cumulonimbus (Cb) formation with decreasing convective avaliable potential energy.
Considering the analysis of two tornado events in Turkey, it was found that the effects of these preventive
factors were recessive when compared with the triggering factors.
The following table shows the threshold values of CAP index, which indicates the maximum temperature
difference of an air parcel with environment for the lower troposphere level. In the simultaneous analyis
of two cases, presence of a stable layer and inversion was determined according to these threshold values.
Table 2. Stable layer indication with respect to CAP index [5]
0
0.1 -1.9
2.0 – 4.0
>4.1

No Stable Layer
Weak Stable Layer
Medium Stable Layer
Strong Stable Layer
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Values of CAP index are 1.0 and 3.5 for Çubuk and Kumluca tornadoes respectively [6]. As a matter of
fact, according to data provided from Ankara Weather Station there is a weak stable layer at the lower
troposphere for Çubuk tornado case. Isparta Weather statiton data depict a medium stable layer formation
for the Kumluca case. Using the values   recorded at Isparta Weather Station, it is possible to make
partial evaluation of the events in Antalya.
Triggering mechanisms have the most important effect on the parameters required for the formation of
severe weather conditions. These mechanisms are fronts, convection with surface heating, topography,
low-level jets and meso-scale gust fronts. Surface chart analysis of Çubuk tornado indicates a cold frontal
formation. There are no considerable topographical elements for Çubuk tornado case at Sünlü village
located near Esenboğa Airport and Akyurt on Çubuk Plain. Low level jets are effective on triggering
mechanisms for tornado formation.
Surafce chart for Kumluca case indicates a cold front entrance from Western Turkey especially between
9-12 UTC. Associated with this frontal formation there is a high possibility of heavy shower and severe
thunderstom. There is moisture advection into the region from Mediterranean Sea with the effects of low
level jets and winds in cyclonic motion. The usage of Isparta Weather Station data is a negative aspect of
this synoptic analysis as this process is partially consequent for the evaluation of instabilty and buoyancy
of an air parcel over Antalya.
Lifted Index (LI) values are between [-10,-5] and [0,5] for Çubuk and Kumluca tornados respectively.
The more negative these values are there is more possibility of severe weather to from. As a function of
instability, the value ranges of Lifted Index indicate extreme instability below -8, high instability between
-7 and -4, marginal instability between -4 and -1, low instability between 0-1 and a stable atmosphere
above 2.

Figure 5. Lifted Index charts for Çubuk and Kumluca tornados respectively.
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Table 3. Comparison of severe weather indices for two tornado cases
INDEX
LIFT
SWET
KINX
CTOT
VTOT
TOTL
THCK
PWAT
CAPE
SHOW
LFTV
CINS

ANKARA
-2.45
213.8
35.50
19.70
32.70
52.40
5714
24.73
523.6
-1.49
-2.79
-57.8

ISPARTA
3.61
117.4
26.10
23.80
26.10
49.90
5426
13.06
0.00
3.73
3.62
0.00

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The most important quality of this study is the comparison of various thunderstorm parameters for two
recent tornados in Turkey. A different point of view of the decision tree approach to forecast sever
weather conditions, thunderstorms and tornados which was developed by J. R. Colquhoun (1987) forms
the main idea of this study. On this decision tree there are eight steps of tornado prediction evaluating the
most important parameters triggering a tornado: shear, lifting mechanism, instability and moisture. In this
paper, the prognostic decision mechanism is used for a synoptic diagnosis tool for simultaneous
investigation of two tornado events. Reverse engineering method is applied starting from last decision
step for tornado formation possibility. Two recent tornado disasters at Çubuk, Ankara and Kumluca,
Antalya are compared according to previously mentioned atmospheric parameters for tornado formation
based on data provided from rawinsonde observations of Turkish State Meteorological Service and
weather charts. Thunderstorm movement speed, wind shear, mositure content of mid-troposphere layer
and generally preventive factors and triggering mechanisms are evaluated together in order to examine
the consistency of two tornado events by means of TS indices (instability parameters) and lifting
mechanisms. These parameters are close to each other for both events and the tornados are within F0-F2
intensity range. This reverse engineering method is somehow succesful in order to relate atmopsheric
conditions of different events to each other, in other words a ‘verification’ of TS ingredients.
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ABSTRACT
Although radars were originally developed for military purposes, they are now used for civil air traffic
control, meteorology, space studies, maritime, speed control of land vehicles and so on. LLWAS system,
which was established at Antalya Airport and opened on February 11, 2019, is able to detect low-level
wind shear events. The system consists of 1 X-Band Meteorological radar and 1 Lidar. The reason for
using 2 different observation tools in the system is to eliminate the deficiencies at the weak points of each
other and to avoid loss of observation. After the individual systems are produced, they send their products
to Rainbow Product Combination Unit located in Meteorology Office of Antalya Airport. Once combined,
the products are distributed to the RainScoutATC network. By using radars in the field of meteorology, it
was possible to detect predominantly heavy rains, hail, and floods. Strong meteorological events, which
have been increasing in recent years, have become more important factors that directly affect the life
process of humans and other living things in terms of their damages. By using radar products, 0-4 hours
short-term (Nowcasting) weather forecast can be made. The aim of this paper is to provide the reader with
information about radar operating principle, types, operating frequencies, application areas and
parameters. It is thought that these remote sensing products, which are easy to understand and accessible
to everyone, can be avoided by taking measures for strong meteorological events that may cause loss of
life and property by attracting the attention of all our stakeholders.
Keywords: Radar, LLWAS, Wind Shear, LIDAR

INTRODUCTION
In the early wars in history, people were taking advantage of sound and light. However, in bad weather
conditions, this type of communication was becoming impossible. It also had a distance limit of. After the
introduction of aircraft in combat, it became important that aircraft could be detected without reaching
their targets. Several methods have been developed for the detection of locations of moving targets. With
the eco (Echo) principle, it was recognized over time that the detection of the presence of moving targets
and the detection of their position is the most appropriate form. Radars also basically adapt to the eco
principle. They emit signals at very high frequencies and help to learn about the direction, height, size and
distances of the targets by collecting and evaluating their return from the targets.
Radar is a remote sensing system that can receive a variety of information about moving or motionless
targets by broadcasting electromagnetic waves. Radars were first used in meteorology in the 1950s. Since
the 1970s, Doppler radar technology has been introduced to obtain information from radars in digital
form.
General Directorate of Meteorology (MGM), for nowcasting (short-term forecast) applications, launched
the first meteorological radar in 2000 in Ankara-Elmadağ for warning purposes. And in 2003, the Turkish
Radar network was established with the introduction of Istanbul, Zonguldak and Balıkesir radars. In order
to further expand the Radar network's coverage area, 6 more C-band Meteorological radars were
established in Izmir, Muğla, Antalya, Adana, Samsun and Trabzon between 2010-2012 in Aegean,
Mediterranean and Eastern Black Sea regions with a new project which initiated feasibility activities in
2007. Mobil X-band radar, which was established at Atatürk Airport in 2014, moved to Kilis in 2018 and
continues to serve. With 7 C-band radar auctions held in 2013, Meteorological radar installation was
initiated in Bursa, Karaman, Afyon, Erzurum, Sivas, Gaziantep and Sanliurfa regions, Bursa in 2014,
Karaman and Afyonkarahisar in 2015, Gaziantep, Sanliurfa, Sivas and Erzurum radars were put into
operation in 2016. Finally, with the introduction of an X-band radar operating with LIDAR in the low
level wind break Warning System installed at Antalya Airport in 2019, the number of operational
Meteorological Radar operated by MGM has reached 19 as of today.
With the use of radars in the field of Meteorology, it has been possible to detect meteorological events
such as heavy rains, hail, tornadoes, and floods in particular. Those listed below are some of the basic
types that are most useful for air traffic control:
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* Wind, wind speed (the most sensitive value can be detected by a Doppler radar) and wind direction
* Rain (from light to strong))
*Hail, snow and ice
*Fog (it is very rarely perceived as effective by this radar, and mostly accepts data from ground station)
*Clouds (e.g. cumulonimbus)
There are different types of storms and hurricanes. They are found in various forms-such as wind shear,
tornadoes, bora, and tornadoes - from the types permitted for flight to the types not strictly permitted for
flight.
One of the most important of these is wind shear. Wind shear can be defined as sudden changes in the
speed or direction of the wind, or both, between certain two points in the atmosphere. This change can be
horizontal or vertical. Wind shear, which occurs at both horizontal and vertical distances, abruptly
terminates the continuity effect of the wind field anywhere in the atmosphere and allows the transition to
another wind field, which is defined as shear effect (shearing effect). The distance here is the shortest
distance where this change occurs. The sector where wind shear is mainly important is aviation. This
meteorological event always poses a risk to volatility in areas where it occurs. Especially low-Level wind
Shear poses a danger to aircraft on landing, takeoff and along the runway. Wind shear, which occurs at
these points, can cause landfall, energy gain or loss, sudden altitude changes, runway miss, take-off, again
very sudden altitude changes, energy loss and take-off difficulties.
Many meteorological factors play a role in the formation of wind shear. The basis on which these factors
are based is related to the thermal equilibrium in the atmosphere. Wind shear can be studied in 4 groups
as wind shear occurring in frontal situations, wind shear occurring as a result of convective activities,
wind shear occurring due to the structure of the land and wind shear caused by the effect of sea and land
breeze (See Breeze).
Wind shear in the atmosphere can be observed at all levels. However, wind shear from the ground to 500
m (1600 feet) in a layer of aircraft landing and taking off is very dangerous and damaging. Low-Level
wind Shear is called Low-Level Wind Shear. Aviation is one of the most important weather events to
avoid. It is very important to identify the area where there is wind shear for a safe flight. With radars at
any point and moment, it is also possible to detect wind components temporal, field, and vectorial. But
here too, the altitude at which the radar is deployed is important.

RADAR
Radar refers to electronic devices that detect the presence of objects that reflect electromagnetic waves
and can also measure their range, direction, and frequently their height, course, and speed. A radar device
can detect the positions of aircraft, ships and obstacles that are too far away due to bad meteorological
conditions or dark due to the human eye, thanks to electromagnetic waves that can also spread in the dark
and pass through fog or clouds unhindered. As a principle of operation, the radar antenna sends a highfrequency energy to the target, the signal striking the target is reflected from there and received by the
receiving device on the radar device. The electromagnetic energy received by the antenna is called an
echo mark. High-frequency energy is generated by the sender with sufficient power and, again, is
received by a very sensitive receiver.
Meteorological radars can be studied in three groups as conventional Meteorological radars, dopplerMeteorological Radar and polarimetric Doppler - Meteorological Radar.
Conventional Meteorological radars can be described as a more unsuccessful type of Meteorological radar
than modern systems, which do not use the Doppler frequency technique, but use the statistical
interference reflection mapping technique, for example, in suppressing old and fixed target reflection
parasites. They only provide information about the location and size of the target, and they are not very
successful at eliminating Clutter.
Polarimetric Doppler-Meteorological Radar; polarimetric radar is a type of radar in which more
information can be provided with additional signal processing functions based on electromagnetic energy
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in the process of processing data. They give more detailed information about the type of precipitation as it
can emit and reclaim waves in both horizontal and vertical polarization.
Doppler radars; the most obvious difference of state-of-the-art doppler radars from classical radars is that
they can detect not only the location of meteorological targets, but also approaching or moving away from
the radar. They also provide information about the location, size and speed of the target.
In speed products, as seen in Figure-1, blue indicates that the target is approaching the radar, while red
indicates that it is moving away from the radar.

Figure 1: Radial velocity image in fixed wind
Furthermore, Doppler Radar measures the amount of precipitation over large areas in real time and the
radial velocities of wind. The fact that the radar can also see the movement of the Ekon is quite useful in
predicting short-term rainfall.
With the help of computer technology in Doppler radars, both the location of the target and the echo
intensity are displayed on the screen in color. Classical-type radars only have brightness. For this reason,
image detection is impossible except for a few intensity levels. In Doppler radars, these intensity levels
provide great conveniences in precipitation analysis. Since they can also provide data on the movement of
hydrometeors according to Doppler principle, they can also detect wind shear and microburst events that
occur on the airport runway, especially during convective rains in rainy weather. These capabilities have
made Terminal Doppler Radars an important device that provides data to low-level wind shear alarm
systems (LLWSAS) installed at airports.
Doppler LIDAR is an acronym for Light Detection And Ranging, meaning Light Detection and distance
determination. LIDAR sends light towards the target, this light that is sent interacts with the target, and
some of the light is reflected back towards the source (i.e. towards Lidar) and/or scattered. This reflected
back and / or scattering light is analyzed and the resulting changes enable the target's properties to be
determined. The distance of the target can be easily determined by measuring the reflection time of the
light back (as the speed of light is also known). Frequency bands commonly used in the field of
Meteorology are X-Band, C-Band, and S-Band (e-f band) radars, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Radar frequency bands
X-Band Meteorological radars provide meteorological data from distances up to 8-12 GHz, wavelengths
up to 3.75-2.5 cm and 100 km. Advantages: due to the small wavelength, X-Band radars provide high
resolution and precision data for meteorological measurements. It can detect very small hydrometeors,
light drizzle and even areas of open-air wind. Polarimetric measurements, hydrometeor classification and
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quantitative rainfall have significantly improved forecast performance. Wind shear (windshear) that may
occur at airports perform better than other meteorological radars in the detection of incidents such as
downburst. It is highly suitable for mobile applications or building-on-premises installations and is low
cost. Disadvantages: the most important disadvantage is the attenuation problem and consequently the
shortening of the measurement distance. It cannot detect strong meteorological events in distant distances.
It is inadequate in detecting another rainy mass behind a rainy air mass.
C-Band Meteorological radars provide meteorological data from distances up to 4-8 GHz, wavelengths
7.5-3.75 cm and 350 km. Its advantages are the most widely used radar type in the world, especially
because it is suitable for medium distance rainfall measurements. It has the ability to detect smaller
hydrometeors and particles than S-Band radars. Its atmospheric attenuation is less than that of X-Band
radar. Recent developments in polarimetric radars have greatly increased the ability of C-Band radars to
predict rainfall and hydrometeor classification. They need less power than they need for the S-Band.
Disadvantages: light and moderate rainfall in the detection of performance is lower than X-Band radars. It
may not be able to detect some light rainfall. The measurement distance is shorter than the S-Band, as it
has more attenuation than the S-Band.
S-Band (E-F Band) radars provide meteorological data at frequencies 2-4 GHz, wavelengths 15-7,5 cm
and distances up to 700 km. Advantages of S-Band Meteorological radars; atmospheric attenuation of
electromagnetic wave is low compared to other radars. It can be used for the detection of meteorological
targets at both close and long distances. It has better performance than X-Band and C-band in detecting
and tracking strong meteorological events at far distances. It is seated and has a known technology due to
its long-standing use. Its use is common in large and flat areas, open to the ocean, and in countries
exposed to strong meteorological events such as tornadoes, hurricanes, etc. Disadvantages; depending on
wavelength, light and moderate rainfall in the detection of X-Band and C-Banda shows lower
performance. It may not be able to detect some light and moderate rainfall. Resolution and sensitivity are
lower than X-Band and C-band. It requires larger diameter antennas, is more expensive, and maintenance
costs are greater. In Figure 3, radar samples were given together with frequency bands (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Some radars with frequency bands
Doppler radars have made low level wind shear alarm systems (LLWSAS) installed at airports an
important device that provides data. LLWAS is basically composed of discrete wind sensors placed
around the airport along critical approach and departure corridors. While the standard installation has 12
sensors, between 10-52 sensors can be placed according to the size of the airport. These sensors include
500 series of wind transmitters and any anemometer or beyond sound (ultrasonic) wind sensor.
Antalya airport Radar and Lidar observation systems are located next to runway 36R, which is near the
centre of the runway, two towers consisting of 1 X-Band Meteorological Radar and 1 Lidar, as seen in
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Figure 4 and 5. Two different observation tools are used in the system because each other is weak points
in the elimination of missing and observation loss is not experienced.
Lidar in the system can measure wind speed in open weather. But in rainy weather, the signal is
weakened and cannot see the back of the precipitation. On the other hand, X-Band radar can not measure
in open weather, while in rainy weather it can measure the signal by interacting with hydrometeors. The
LLWSAS system combines these two observations. Thus, it can produce a single product by measuring
wind speed in both rainy and open weather. Figures 4 and 5 also give the airport general configuration
CAT I, CAT II.

Figure 4: CAT I airport

Figure 5: CAT II Airport
When LLWSAS system is scanning a volume every 5 min., it scans every minute at a height angle of 3
degrees.
After producing their own products, the individual systems send their products to Rainbow product
assembly machine located in Antalya Airport Meteorological Office. After the products are combined,
they are distributed to RainScoutATC servers. All these transactions take place in almost real time (near
realtime). RainScottATC is the software from which warnings generated by the Lidar or LLWAS system
are published. It is planned for the rapid and understandable delivery of meteorological wind diffraction
warnings to ATC units as a general purpose. The software connects to the preset network and displays the
latest output products according to user selection. It provides convenience with detailed field
determination and the ability to direct approach distortions with its layer. Alarms can be displayed in
writing or graphically on request. The software can run on different operating systems (such as
Multiplatform Windows, Linux) and is fully compatible with touch screens.
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As seen in Figure 6 in the graphical interface of RainScoutATC software, the runways and approaches up
to 3 Nmil are drawn with phosphorescent green. On the upper right side, the Antalya post Software
Centre comes out after connecting to server and gives the airport information. Intensity information
indicates the intervals to be alerted. The range of 15 to 30 KT will be marked strong, while 30 and above
will be marked very strong.

Figure 6: Low level wind break interface
Figures 7 and 8 also show a low level wind break interface. The warning in Figure 8 shows that the 18
Centre Departure is WindShearAlert – 18 knots Gain – 2 Mile Departure–.

Figure 7: Low Level Wind break interface products
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Figure 8: Low level wind break interface products
CONCLUSION
The use of meteorological radars in order to create early warning systems that can predict meteorological
events that may occur is of great importance for our country as in many countries of the world. In this
paper, the reader is provided with information about radar operating principle, types, operating
frequencies, application areas and parameters.
The low-level wind shear Warning System (LLWSAS) is designed to detect and automatically issue a
warning of low-level wind shear events that pose a danger to aviation safety. These systems are installed
at airports for the purpose of reporting and warning of low-level wind breakages that occur during aircraft
landings and takeoffs, in the areas of approach to the runway and takeoff from the runway. On 11
February 2019, the test works of the system established at Antalya Airport were started. The system was
established in order to minimize the effects and damages that may occur as a result of meteorological
events affecting aviation, especially wind shear. In a topography like our country, it is very difficult to
find optimum radar installation points where maximum benefit can be obtained from meteorological
radars, and Antalya was the first application centre considering its geographical structure and sea impact.
The remote sensing products studied in this paper are easy to understand and accessible to everyone, can
be avoided by taking measurements for strong meteorological events that may cause loss of life and
property by attracting the attention of all our stakeholders.
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ABSTRACT
Quantifying the upper air temperature trends at different barometric levels elucidate also the trends in
global warming. The upper air temperature data used in the analysis concern datasets of radiosonde
stations. The radiosonde stations include Bucharest (44.50°N, 26.13°E), Belgrade (44.76°N, 20.42°E),
Athens (37.90°N, 23.73°E), İstanbul (40.90°N, 29.15°E). The 34 years (1985-2018) of temperature data
belonging to standard pressure levels between 1000mb and 100mb and local time 00UTC and 12UTC for
each station. The temperature trends of the selected stations are analyzed by using both regression
analysis and Mann-Kendall Trend Test and additionally a cumulative sum method is applied to datasets to
detect the shifts in the annual mean dataset. The investigations indicate a very clear change in the
characteristics of the data in the after the year of 2004 at 00UTC for the levels between 850hPa and
200hPa. Annual temperature trends of the stations exhibit an increase starting from 2006 at 00UTC and
2008 at 12UTC. Seasonal temperature trends for winter and summer seasons are strongly dependent on
the latitude but both show an increase for the recent 10 (at 12UTC) and 12 (at 00UTC) years. The
temperature trends at 100 hPa level represent the properties of the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere (UTLS) region.
INTRODUCTION
The planet's average surface temperature has risen about 0.9°C since the late 19th century, most of the
warming occurred in the past 35 years a change driven largely by increased carbon dioxide and other
human-made emissions into the atmosphere. On the other hand signs of global warming are not only
noticeable in surface temperature trends, but upper air temperatures also indicate an ascending trend.
Deducing temperature trends commonly performed by using actual observations such as radiosondes
(Angell and Korshover, 1975; Angell, 1988; Parker et al., 1997). Long term datasets of radiosondes are
crucial together with the satellites in investigating upper air temperatures (WMO, 1996). Hence groundbased observation systems have been used to inspect the variability in the upper air data by the scientists
since 1990s (Elliott and Gaffen, 1991; Schwartz and Doswell, 1991; Parker and Cox, 1995). In the recent
studies, the climatic variability in the vertical profiles of upper air temperatures at different pressure
levels of the UTLS region is clearly shown (Li et al., 2012; Wang, 2010; Dunion and Marron, 2008).
This study investigates the trends in the vertical profiles of the standard upper air temperature radiosonde
data of the 4 cities located over South-Eastern Europe within the period 1985-2018.
STUDY AREA
The analysis focuses on the trends in the 34-year temperature profiles of the 4 stations located at SouthEastern Europe which are Bucharest, Belgrade, Athens, and İstanbul. A map of the study area is given in
Figure 1.
Belgrade is the capital of Serbia and the largest city which is located at 116.75 meters above sea level.
The climate of the city is called the continental climate with a regular rainfall of 4 seasons. Bucharest
which is the capital of Romania is located 75 meters above sea level. Bucharest has terrestrial climatic
conditions, the summers are hot and rainy, and winters are cold and rainy. The station of interest is
Athens which is the capital city of Greece and it is located 200 meters above the sea level. Athens has a
semi-arid climate, according to the Köppen climate classification. İstanbul is the most populated city of
Turkey and it is 39 meters above the sea level. Istanbul has a borderline Mediterranean climate, humid
subtropical climate, and oceanic climate, due to its location in a transitional climatic zone according to the
Köppen–Geiger classification system.
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Figure 1. Study Area
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
In this study the radiosonde data for 00UTC and 12UTC provided by the University of Wyoming for the
9 standard pressure levels (1000, 850, 700, 500, 300, 200, and 100 hPa) is used. This radiosonde data is
specifically analyzed for each pressure level, so each level has distinct properties.
Since the trends of upper air temperature time series is considered, Mann-Kendall statistical trend analysis
is applied on the seasonal and annual time series.
According to this criterion every term xi (i = 1, N) is compared to all terms following. If ni is the number
of terms which exceed xi, then the sum (1) is computed and in the process the statistical term τ (2) is
accessed. Then, this statistical term is compared to (τ)t (3) (Philandras et. al., 2015).
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where 1.96 is the value for t at the probability point in the Gaussian distribution for 95% significant level
and for the two-tailed test.
Observing the trends sets the main frame in this study but on the other hand change points of the trends is
another the key point in analyzing the climatological changes in the upper air temperatures. The
Cumulative Sum method (CUSUM) is a sequential analysis technique used to graphically observe the
change points in time series data (Basha et. al., 2015). For a given time series x1, x2….. xn, the cumulative
sum of deviations at time k is given as
q
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The positive and negative slopes indicate sequences of values above or below the mean value. The
intersections of change of slope indicate change points.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Annual anomalies of the stations at 1000hPa, 850hPa, 500hPa and 100hPa at 00UTC is given in Figure2.
In the figure, at the given pressure levels, it is obvious that the temperature anomalies at the lower
troposphere becomes positive after the year 2006. There is a change in the characteristics of the
temperature trends after 2006.

Figure 2. Annual anomalies at 1000-850-500 and 100 hPa.

The alteration in the characteristics of temperature trends is examined using CUSUM method in Table 1.
The CUSUM method was applied to detect the changes in time series of perturbed temperature data. The
probability of occurrence of change is large during the year 2006 from the CUSUM method as shown in
Table 1. In Table 2, above 1000hPa where the effect of the boundary layer is quite high, 2006 is the year
that is experienced the change in trend. Hence in our following study, it is clear that the trend in the years
before and after 2006 should be analyzed in separate two blocks.
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Table 1. CUSUM method applied to temperature data in order to analyze the occurrence of change in the
trends.

Table 2 presents the trends for each level and station at 00UTC and 12UTC. In this thesis, Mann Kendall
Trend Test is applied as confidence level is 95 % with critical z score 1.96. Hypothesis zero is that there
is no linear trend in data set. In the table, bold font type represents the data which rejects the hypothesis
and italic font type displays the accepted hypothesis.
Table 2. Mann Kendall Trend Test for Bucharest, Belgrade, Athens
and İstanbul at standard pressure levels with respect to 00UTC and 12UTC

Since the observations are made twice a day, the estimation of trends is sensitive to the time of
observation. According to the Table1, highest increasing trends are observed at 00 UTC. In order to omit
the solar effect, it is substantial to use data at 00UTC. At 00UTC, Bucharest located in Northern Europe
indicates high increasing trends. İstanbul which is the most populated and most exposed to heat island
effect among the whole stations also indicate high positive trends in the troposphere. At 100hPa, the
effect of the inversion layer is observed thus the lapse rate is positive. It is expected to see negative trends
at the 100hPa or 200hPa pressure levels.
Seasonal trends in the UTLS region are also analyzed. But only 1000hPa and 850hPa levels are shown
here. Analysis of seasonal averages at 1000, 850hPa are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. In
the figures below it is presented in the figures that the averages after the year 2006 is mainly higher that
of the previous years. Furthermore, such an increase is much higher in the winter and summer seasons.
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Figure 3.Seasonal averages at 1000hPa at 00UTC.

Figure 4. Seasonal averages at 850hPa at 00UTC.
As a result, the temperature is clearly changing year by year at all levels and all the stations. Highest
temperatures are mainly observed after the year 2000 below 300hPa. Additionally, temperature anomalies
are also smaller below 300 hPa level for all stations except Athens due to the serious instability in time
series. Also, there is a change in the characteristics of the temperature trends after the year 2006
approximately at all the stations. Seasonal averages show that after the year 2006 is mainly higher that of
the previous years. Furthermore such an increase is much higher in winter and summer seasons.
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ABSTRACT

Numerical weather prediction estimates approximations used to integrate model forward in time. In thıs
work, we are going to estimate the medicane that occurred between September 26, 2018 and September
30, 2018. First, we received Global Forecast System (GFS) data from National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) before the event occurred and we processed it with Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) program. The datum we received are respectively; wind speed, temperature, sea
surface temperature (SST), surface pressure, evaporation and CAPE index. After processing the data in
the model, we performed statistical analyzes to compare and evaluate the efficiency of our product. Our
statistical analyses are; MAE (Mean Absolute Error), RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), and Pearson
Correlation.

Keywords;
INTRODUCTION
It is important to predict the severity and location of tropical cyclones since they are extremely
devastating. Tropical cyclones are not frontal but are low-pressure systems in synoptic scale. They are
formed by organized convection and cyclonic surface winds and originate over tropical and subtropical
warm oceans (Chris Landsea, 2011). Tropical cyclones have counter-clockwise rotation in Northern
Hemisphere. They have heavy rains and small changes in horizontal temperature (US NOAA National
Hurricane Center). The energy required to form a tropical cyclone is supplied from warm oceans that
have a temperature of more than 26,5 oC. The warm moist air over the ocean releases energy during cloud
formation and in order to conserve the momentum that is caused by the Earth’s rotation, the strong
rotating winds are required (Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology, 2018).
A tropical cyclone may have different names based on its location or severity, e.g. hurricane, typhoon,
and medicane. A rare natural phenomenon of Mediterranean, composed of ‘Mediterranean’ and
‘hurricane’ (newspaper article Hurriyet, 2018). As the name suggests, it is the name given to tropical
cyclone-like storms in the Mediterranean. This rare system in the Mediterranean is similar to tropical and
subtropical cyclones. The Mediterranean basin is recognized as one of the main cyclogenetic areas in the
world and much of the high impact weather affecting the Mediterranean countries have been associated
with the near presence of a cyclonic formation. Medicanes mostly occur in autumn and winter under
respectively colder (less than 26 oC) sea surface temperature conditions (newspaper article Mirror, 2018).
The low wind shear and atmospheric instability caused by cold weather impacts the formation of Tropical
Medicane Hurricane. Most of the Tropical Medicane Hurricanes are affected by low pressure narrow and
long areas. These areas meet the energy required for the formation of storms and precipitation. High
temperatures in the Mediterranean also trigger Tropical Medicane Hurricane formation. Rising cool air
and humidity also increases the hurricane of Tropical Hurricane Medicane. Development mechanism of a
medicane is quite similar to other tropical cyclones although the formation locations are far away from
each other (Tous and Romero, 2012).
When appropriate conditions come together, the Hurricane Tropical Medicane consists with warm center.
Tropical hurricanes in the Mediterranean can be seen throughout the year. According to the records of the
Mediterranean hurricanes in the past, hurricane Tropical Medicane is usually occurring between
September and January. Between 1947 and 2011, a total of 100 Tropical Medicane Hurricanes were
identified in the Mediterranean.
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Because of the special characteristics of it, it is hard to locate a medicane. In order to detect a medicane,
high-resolution meteorological analysis data and marine observations are needed. Restricting disturbance
symmetry, size, and lifespan criteria of the medicane and utilizing the satellite data succeeded to locate 12
medicanes between 1982 and 2003 (Tous and Romero, 2012). The number of medicanes that formed
between 1947 and 2011 with respect to month that they happened are shown in the Figure 1. As it can be
seen in the figure, medicanes over Mediterranean Sea mostly occur between September and January.

Figure 1. Number of Medicanes between 1947 and 2011

METHODOLOGY AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
As a case study, the medicane that formed over Ionian Sea and became effective between
26 September and 1st October will be modelled. While modelling the case, WRF has been used.
As a data source GFS is used while running the model, one domain configuration is performed.
The following table shows the initial condition date, and domain configuration of run:
th

Table 1. Model Run

1st Run

Date

Data Source

WPS Domain Configuration

26 - 30 Sep.

GFS

1 Domain
30x30 km outer

In order to understand the effect of a medicane, different kind of variables should be considered.
The WRF model has been run for following variables: sea level pressure, sea surface temperature,
turbulent kinetic energy and wind speed. The outputs of the model are obtained as in following
figures:
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Figure 2. Pressure

Figure 4. Mean sea level pressure

Figure 3. Column water vapour content

Figure 5. Sea surface temperature
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Figure 6. Wind speed in x-direction m

Figure 8. Max hourly precipitation rate

Figure 7. Wind speed in y-direction

Figure 9. Turbulent kinetic energy
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Figure 10. Pressure

Figure 11. Pressure

Figure 12. Domain

Root Mean Square Error
The regression line predicts the average y value associated with a given x value. In order to
measure the spread of y values around the average, the RMSE is used. Firstly, the fluctuations,
which are the differences between the actual values and the predicted values, are needed. The
fluctuation can be positive or negative depending on the estimation of actual value. If the
difference between predicted and actual value is negative, there is an underestimation of the
actual value but if it is positive, there is an overestimation of the actual value. RMSE formula is
as follows:
qu
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Here, yi represents the predicted value, yi represents the actual value, and n is the number of
estimations.
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Pearson Correlation
Pearson Correlation shows the linear correlation between two variables x and y. In this case, the
correlation between actual values and predicted values are examined. In order to obtain the
Pearson Correlation is as the ratio of the sample covariance of the two variables to the product of
the two standard deviations. The formula of Pearson Correlation is as follows:

〠h ֝ 

hV 

(2)

〠 ֝ 

Here, x is the fluctuation of the actual value from the mean, y is the fluctuation of the estimated
value from the mean. Because the strong nonlinear relationship between two variables is not
recognised, Pearson Correlation is not robust and it is not persistent since it is extremely
sensitive to outliers. Pearson Correlation differs -1 to +1. If the Pearson Correlation has -1 value,
the relationship between variables is perfectly negative and if it is +1, there is a positive
relationship between variables.
Mean Absolute Error
Mean Absolute Error is a model evaluation metric used with regression models. The mean absolute error
of a model with respect to a test set is the mean of the absolute values of the individual prediction errors
on over all instances in the test set. Each prediction error is the difference between the true value and the
predicted value for the instance.

u

h

(3)

The result shows how much the prediction failed compare to the actual value.
MEAN
ABSOLUTE 1.22
0.44
ERROR
ROOT MEAN SQUARE 2.15
1.87
ERROR
PEARSON
0.98
0.98
CORRELATION
Figure 13: Statistical Analyses

2.21
0.63
0.97

CONCLUSION
The low pressure system, which started as a cut-off in the north of Italy on September 25, was
strengthened by the evaporation and mechanical energy generated by the combination of hot
Mediterranean waters. With the initial conditions of 26 September, we processed the data we
received from NOAA in our 28 * 28 km domain with WRF. We have compared the forecast data
we have obtained for 5 days with the original event data. We obtained the table above as a result
of this comparison (Figure 13).
The fact that the MAE and RMSE values are close to zero means that the model is sufficient to
predict.
According to the Pearson Correlation, forecast datas are almost parallel to the actual datas for
correlation coefficient being close to 1.
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ABSTRACT
A considerable number of plant species release into the atmosphere a great variety of essential oils
constituents : monoterpene hydrocarbons, oxygenated monoterpenes... The atmospheric photochemical
reactions with these volatil organic compounds leads to a potential production of air pollutants. So, the
chemical variability of the essential oils of Chenopodium ambrosioides L. (Mexican tea, Epazote) was
evaluated to determine the higher amount of the constituents obtained in one year. The aerial parts of this
plant growing in Birkhadem region, Algiers, Algeria, were extracted by hydro-distillation and the yield
variation of its essential oils was reported during one year and ranged between 0.22% and 0.72%. The
chemical composition of these essential oils was investigated by GC/FID and GC/MS using two capillary
columns of different polarities, CP-SIL-5CB and DB-WAX. Mass spectra and retention indices were used
to identify a total of 21 compounds. The variation in percentage of the major constituents during one year,
was reported. The main products were: cis- ascaridole (17.03% to 76.06%), p-cymene (0.82% to
55.24%), limonene (0.32% to 20.61%), carvacrol (0.68% to 7.85%) and trans-isoascaridol (0.18% to
3.15%).
Keywords: Essential oil atmospheric pollutants Chenopodium ambrosioides GC/MS analysis chemical
composition variability
INTRODUCTION:
Different organs (flowers, leaves, stems, fruits…) of a very important number of plant species release into
the atmosphere a wide variety of essential oils components : monoterpene hydrocarbons, oxygenated
monoterpenes, acids, ketones, esters, aldehydes … [1]
As presented by J.H. Seinfeld and S. N. Pandis [2], the atmospheric photochemical reactions showed a
relative role of these volatil organic compounds (VOC) and nitric oxids (NOx) in the formation of
different pollutants. These last products would be considered as endocrine –disrupting chemicals ,
characterized by chemical structures interfering with normal hormone function. So, the major source of
health problems was related to the inhalation of such chemicals (natural and also anthropogenic) [3,4].The
aim of this study is to present a seasonal variation of these volatil organic compounds which are
considered as potential air pollutants.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant material
Aerial parts of Chenopodium ambrosioides (L.) were collected from Birkhadem region (Algeria) ,
(36°42′53″ N, 3° 03’ 00”, elevation 94 m) located at 10 Km South of Algiers. Specimens were identified
in the Botanic Department in the Superior National School of Agronomy (Algiers) and Vouchers were
stored in the Herbarium of the previous school, (Fig. 1).
Essential oil extraction
The samples of aerial part (200g x 3) were submitted to hydrodistillation in a Clevenger type apparatus
during two hours. The oil was separated from the hydrolyte, dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate and
then stored in colored vials at 4°C.
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GC and GC/MS analysis of the essential oils
Analytical gas chromatography was carried out using an HP (Agilent technologies) 6890 gas
chromatograph, equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID) set at 300°C and a data handling
processor. Injection was done with Agilent 7683B Series Injector at 220°C in the split mode (1/20).The
separation was achieved using two columns of different polarities. The first one is a non-polar column CP
SIL-5CB, 95% dimethylsilicone with 5% phenyl groups (60 m x 0.32mm i.d.x 0.25µm film thickness).
The second one is a fused silica DBwax (polyethylene glycol) capillary column (60 m x 0.32 mm i.d. x
0.25 μm film thickness). The oven temperature was programmed from 45°C for 8min and increased to
250°C at 2°C/min, and held isothermally for 20min. Nitrogen was used as carrier gas (0.5 mL/min).
GC/MS was performed with a Hewlett-Packard computerized system comprising a 6890 gas
chromatograph coupled to a 5973A (Agilent technologies) mass spectrometer using the same capillary
columns used in GC/FID, CP SIL-5CB and DBwax. Chromatographic conditions were as follows:
helium was carrier gas at 0.5 mL/min, injector temperature was 250 ºC. The injected volume was 1 μL
and the split ratio was 1:20. Temperature programming is the same as that used in the analysis by GC/FID.
The injected MS conditions were: ionization voltage 70 eV; ion source temperature 230 ºC; interface
temperature 250°C, the quadrupole mass spectrometer was scanned over mass scan range: 34–450 mass
units.
Identification of components
The constituents of the oils were identified by calculation and comparison of their GC retention indices
(RI), relative to a homologous series C6-C28 n-alkanes with those reported in the literature [5,6], in polar
and non polar capillary columns. Further identification was made by comparison of their MS spectra, with
those stored in NIST 02 and Wiley 7N libraries or with mass spectra from the literature (Jennings and
Shibamoto, 1980; Adams, 2007) [5,6]. Quantification was obtained by calculating automatically the
percentage of each surface peak in the chromatogram FID.

Figure 1: Chenopodium ambrosioides (L.) (Mexican tea, Epazote)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Table 1 shows the yield variation of Chenopodium ambrosioides essential oils from Birkhadem region
(B.oil), during one year, from September 2011 to September 2012.
The results indicate that the extraction yield of the essential oils varied between 0.22% (w/w) and 0.72%
(w/w) with a higher value in September.
Seasons
Months /
year
Yields %

Table 1: The yield variation of Chenopodium ambrosioides essential oils
Autumn

Sept
/2011
0.72

Nov
/2011
0.28

Winter
Jan
/2012
0.22

Spring

Mar
/2012
0.22

May
/2012
0.25

Summer
Summutumn
A
Jul
/2012
0.60

Sept
/2012
0.72

The variation in % of the major constituents of Chenopodium ambrosioides essential oils during one year
is reported in table 2..
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Table 2: The variation in % of the chemical composition of Chenopodium ambrosioides
essential oils during one year.
Compounds

Kiexp

KiL

CB11
Sept
t
20.03
0.46
t
0.71

CB11
Nov
t
0.62
t
t
0.28

CB12
Jan
t
1.18
0.32
t
t
0.60

CB12
March
0.61
19.32
1.43
t
-

CB12
May
t
55.24
20.61
0.88
t
t

CB12
Jul
t
2.82
0.48
0.16
2.72

CB12
Sept
t
0.82
0.711
t
t
1.45

α-terpinène
p-cymene
Limonène
δ-terpinène
1,3,8-p-Menthatriene
trans-p-mentha-2,8dien-1-ol(
m-Cresol acetate
p-cymen-8-ol
Cis-ascaridol
Cis- isoascaridole
Thymol
Carvacrol
trans-isoascaridole
Citronellyl acetate
Geranyl tiglate
Monoterpene
hydrocarbons (%)
Oxygenated
Monoterpenes(%)
Others (%)

1013
1019
1026
1060
1109
1123

1014
1020
1024
1054
1110
1119

1166
1174
1240
1282
1290
1295
1334
1358
1690

1158
1176
1234
1282
1289
1298
1337
1350
1696

____

t
t
67.09
0.25
2.59
0.38
20.49

0.24
76.06
0.46
0.73
5.08
0.35
t
0.62

0.29
68.43
0.84
1.35
6.31
0.18
t
1.49

0.65
t
26.52
3.37
2.21
2.57
t
21.37

t
t
17.03
0.23
t
0.68
t
76.73

0.27
t
51.15
1.95
0.63
7.85
3.15
0.28
t
3.45

0.24
t
68.65
1.64
0.93
3.68
1.98
0.17
t
1.53

____ ____

71.02

82.96

77.72

34.67

17.93

67.45

78.32

------ ------

--

0.24

0.29

0.65

--

1.54

0.41

____

Kiexp = experimental Kovàts indices; KiL= Kovàts indices from litterature, Adams 2007 [5] .
CB11Sept = Chenopodium essential oil collected and extracted in September 2011
CB11Nov = Chenopodium essential oil collected and extracted in November 2011
CB12Jan = Chenopodium essential oil collected and extracted in January 2012
CB12March= Chenopodium essential oil collected and extracted in March 2012
CB12May = Chenopodium essential oil collected and extracted in May 2012
CB12Jul= Chenopodium essential oil collected and extracted in July 2012
CB12Sept = Chenopodium essential oil collected and extracted in September 2012

Higher percentages of p-cymene and limonene were observed in May 2012, respectively 55.24% and
20.61%, while the lowest percentage (17.03%) was noted to cis-ascaridol during this month and the
higher in November 2011.
Generally, the % of the oxygenated monoterpenes is higher than those of monoterpene during this year,
except for May 2012 (76.06% of monoterpene hydrocarbons vs 17.93% of the oxygenated components).
Therefore, because this high amount of hydrocarbon constituents during May 2012, an increase of the
oxidation of this essential oil would be observed with a relatively high amount of air pollutants.
CONCLUSION
The considerable number of plants in the world and the complexity of each essential oil of each plant with
a great variability in their chemical compositions which can be affected by different factors as nature of
soil, sunshine , rainfall, temperature, geographic location, environment, diffferent varieties… lead to
conclude that is pratically very difficult to characterize the air pollutants from only one variety of plant.
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